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INTRODUCTION TO THIRD EDITION*

The form of this new edition remains ns it was in the second

edition, reviewing the period, from the last third of the eighteenth

century to the first decade of the twentieth, of historical investiga*

hon of the public mim&tiy of Jesus, to which our knowledge of his

hie IS still limited--a period which may be said to have come to

an end

The fundamental problem which stands out more and more
dearly m the course of that investigation is whether Jesus builds

on the presuppositions of later Jewish eschatology concerning the

coming of the Emgdom of God and the Messiah, or upon a non-
eschatological foundation. Hus question was argued in lives of

Jesus for three and a half generations

Cntical study of the sul^ect has confined itsdf to MaUhew and
Mark ^ce the middle of the luneteenth century, because they
contam the oldest evidence A later view of thdr tradition is

found in Luke, and the fourth Gospel cannot be harmonized with
It at all. The latter puts the appearances of Jesus mainly in
Jerusalem, and gives lus preachingm a form quite diEerent from
thatm the first two

Cnticai study cannot remam bimd to the late-Jewish eschato-
logical material found in the utterances of Jesus according to the
two oldest Gospels. It must agree to recognize at least some of it.

^

It was ongmaliy thought possible to reconcile this with the con-
viction that he wanted to be a puidy spiritual Messiah and set
himself to found apurdy spmtual Kmgdom of God, by supposing
that he used the traditional terminologym order to make himself
understood. When this eicpianationwas increasingly found to be
inadequate, the further step was taken of arguing that Jesus
actually held both views, comhmmg them m some way mcom-
pidiensible to us.

Many scholars thought that this could be understood dbrono-
togicaliy During the first successful period of hispreaching in
Galilee, they said, he emphasized the spiritual aspect of the King-

* * Ttanslated by J R, Coates
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dom and of hisMessmhship^ it was the steadygrowth ofopposition,

inspired by the Jerusalem authontics, which compelled lum to

abandon die purely spiritual idea of the rcnhration of the King-
dom, and to look instead for God to break into histor}' as tradition

said he would
In its early days historical research was spared the full eight

of the problem by accepting Mark ns the original Gospel, under
the mflucnce of Christian Hermann Wcissc's Dte Evangehatfrage

(1856) and Heinnch Julius Holtzmann’s Dte Synoptischcn

Evaiigehin (X863}, instead of Maifhciv, as held by Ferdinand
Chnstian Baur (1792-1860) and the Tubingen school Tins
allowed it to regard the significant additions of Matthew as not
having full autlicntiaty And it is precisely these discourses and
narratives which demonstrate the dependence of Jesus upon Uic

late-Jewish world of cscliatological ideas—^particularly the Sermon
on the Mount (Matthew 5-7), the Address to the T^^clve Apostles

(10), the question of the Baptist and Jesus' rcpl3^ (iz), and the

discourse on tlie Coming of the Son of Afan and his Judgment (25)

Scholars have been attracted to Mark, not only because it

contains relatively little csdiatology, but also because it seems to

them to provide a credible dironology of the life and tcacliing of

Jesus, from the early days m Galilee to tlic time when he i\cnt up
to Jerusalem to die All that this amounts to, however, is reading

mto Mark the view that an imtial penod of success w*as followed

by a later penod of failure

In ^ite of attempts to depreciate Matthew, the impression

whidi it makes remams so strong, that we are compelled to give

up the effort to find a satisfactory relationship between the

eschatological and the non-esdiatological It must be wholly

the one or wholly the other

Those who reject the eschatological view have to hold the

literary hypothesis that sudimatenal came mto early Chnstianity

from Judaism, and thus found its wray mto the oldest traditions

of Jesus Where Matthew and Mark asenbe eschatological views

to Jesus, they are to be regarded as unauthentic

A thorough apphcation of this prmaple means givmg up, not

only the obvioudy eschatological passages concerning the Coming
of the Kingdom and the Son of Man, but many others besides,

which presuppose eschatological ideas of one sort or another If

it IS consistent, it will also have to abandon the idea that the

Kmgdom of God was the mam subject of Jesus' preachmg, and
that he held himself to be the Messi^ All passages which deal

with these two subjects are thoroughly eschatologicalm character.
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Gustav Volkmar d^a^\s these conclusions in Jesus Nazaremts

U7id dte ersie chrisUiche Zcii (1882). He holds that the histoncal

Jesus founded a community >vithout making Messianic claims

These were made by his followers after his deathi on the ground

of their belief in bis resurrection In support of this he can point

to the fact that m the first two Gospds neither docs Jesus appear

as Messiah nor do the people regard him as such« At the

Triumphal Entry the crowd around him tells the people of

Jerusalem that '*This is the prophet Jesus, of Nazareth in Galilee"

(Matthew 21 lo-ii).

William Wrede agrees with Volkmar that the title of Messiah

was first given to Jesus by the early Christians, on the strength of

iheir behefm his resurrection, and draws the final conduson from
the ascription to later tradition of passages in which Jesus
preadies eschatology. In Das Messtasgehdmms indenEvangdten
(igoi) he expresses the view that even in Mark, which he reganis
as the oldest Gospd, wc have not a really histoncal account of the
appearance and preaching of Jesus It is only historicalm so far

as it deals with a Jesus who appears as a teacher, gathers disciples,

gams a following among the people, adopting a free attitude
towa^ the Law, which brings upon him the hostility of the
Pharisees and chief priests and leads to his condemnation to death
in Jerusalem

From this pomt of view Wrede seeks to eitylain, by means of a
hterary hypothesis, the peculiar fact that in Mark and Mattheu
Jesusregards hasMessiahshipasa secret, and fortads his disaples to
say anything about it to anybody before his death Thus it is
Mark who attnbutes to Jesus the conviction that he is the
Messiah He does this under the influence of an early Christian
tradition which tends in that direction. Behevers must quite
early have thought it obvious that Jesus must have known him-
self to be that which he was to them. But they did not simply
OTbstitute the new idea for the old. AH they could do was let the
Messiahdup rem^ a secret until after his death This transfer-
mabon of tiie wigmal non-Mesaanic tradition is earned throueh
by Mark, he makes Jesus the
WMe critics were thus denying ah eschatology to Jesus,

tovra^ Ae end of the nineteenth centmy others were movingm
exactly the opposite direction. Stages m this new development^ ^ Baldenspeigeris DasSObstb^^anj^ tm Ltdite der messiantschm Hoffiiwigen

Goites (1893}, and my own Das Messumt&simd Ladens-
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Geheivinis. Eint Shim des Lehcm Jesu (x9oi}.> Johannes Weiss
shows the thoroughly eschatological character of Jesus’ preaching

about the Kingdom of God, My contnbution is to find the

eschatological due, not only to his preaching, but also to his life

and work.

Both Wrede’sbook and mmc appeared in Z90Z. We both state

bnefly (Wredc in 268 pages, I m Z09] the results to which we are

led by our respective starting points and attitudes towards the

text We both agree m recognizing that the thought of Jesus

musthavebcen eithereschatologicalor non-csdiatological, it could

not have been both And we arc agreed in the conviction that

the centralproblemm historical study of the life of Jesus, to which
all others lead back, is tliat in the two oldest Gospels the Messiah-

dup IS a secret which must be kept until his death.

The interpretation of this pccuhar form of Mcssiamc conscious-

ness enables us to decide between the two schools of thought, and
to see that the eschatological view is the nght one Wrede has
to make Mark responsible for the idea of a secret Mcssiahship

But if we take the eschatological view, we see that it could not

be otherwise Like the Kingdom of God, tlic Messiah belongs to

the future and is supernatural Jesus expects to be dianged into

the Mcssiah-^on-of-Man, and to be recognized as such when the

Kingdom of God amves Dunng the course of his earthly life

he IS not yet Messiah, and therefore cannot appear as such The
coming exaltation is his secret, and must be kept secret by the

disciples when they have become aware of it All tliat his

ordinary hearers need to bdicvc is that the Kingdom of God is at

hand There is no queshon of wanting them also to believe in his

commgMessiahship. The fact itself^1 diortlybnng it home to

them
Thosewho take the opposite view have to cut large sections out

of the two oldest Goqids, as later additions, leaving only a
thoroughly mutilated text, ofwhich nothing can he made Those,

on the other hand, who allow Jesus to thix^ along eschatological

Imes can accept text as it stands The trustwozthmess of

Matthew and Mark forces itsdf upon them all the tune, bemg
confinnedm awayhitherto inconceivable by the new light thrown
by eschatology on their problems and meaning.

The eschatological idea of the Tnbulation preceding the

appearance of the Messiah provides the es^anation of the petition

m the Lord’s Prayer, "And lead us not into temptation (tnal)

but deliver us from evil one," of the remarkable addr^ to

> EagUdi edition The Mystery ofthe Kingdom ofGod
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tibe disciples ^\hen they were sent out (Mattliew xo), and of the

Passion Secret The "tnal" from whicli God will exempt the

faithful is the tabulation in which, according to eschatology, they

will be put into the hands of wideed world powers for a time, m
order to make sure of their election to the Kingdom of God. Tins

Messiamc tabulation, which is to be expected as tlie result of the

am\*al of the Kingdom, mdudes the persecutions Avlnch Jesus

predicts for his disaples when he sends them forth to the cities of

Israel to spread the news that the Kingdom is at hand. He must
tdl them what they will have to go through, that they may not
be found unprepared It is dear from tins address that in the pre-
Messiamc tabulation Jesus expects to suffer cruel persecution

along with the faithful, if not actual death.

This tabulation, however, fails to appear, and vnUi it the
coming of the Kmgdom of God, which was to have taken place
before the disaples had gone through the aties of Israel

(^latthew 10. 23). They return to Jesus without meetmg any-
thmg of what he had led them to expect.

Thereupon Jesus comes to thecondusion thatGod will absolve
the faithful from the necessity of passing through the great
tabulation if he, as future Messiah, voluntarily sufreis and dies
for them, appl3nng to hnnself the passages in Isaiah 53 which
speak of the Servant of Godwho gives his life for others. By thus
hearing the whole pre-Messianic tabulation alone, he will
inevitably nsherm the Kmgdom

Believers need not understand anytlung of the meaning of his
death Th^ will discover that when they enter the Kingdom
without passing through the tabulation His disciples learn the
meaning from two great saymgs, viz , “The Son of Man came, not
to be ministered to, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom
for many," and, when he gave theCup at the Last Supper, “This is
my blood of the Covenant, which is shed for many" (Mark 10 45and 14. 24) The majoaty of those saved by his death are the
believers predestmed to enter the Kmgdom His seif-sacnfice
procures the answer to the petition m the Lord’s Prayer “And
le^us not into temptation, but ddiver ns from the evil one

*

The otha: eventm the eschatol<^calprogramme, preceding andwno^emg the coming of the Kmgdom, is the leappeacance of
^]ah Many passages show that Jesus was familiar with thisid^ \^ch goes back to Malachi 4 5-6. But it is only m the

T
^chatobgical presuppositions that we can understand

the Baptist's question from his prison, the remarkable reply
of Jesus, and his words to the people about John (Matthew 11)
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John sends two of his disciples to ask Jesus whether he is "the

Coming One " This greater figure who shall foUow him, bap-

tizing with Holy Spirit and fire (Matthew 3 11-12) does not mean
for him the Messiah, as is usually taken for granted, but Elijah

It is the latter who is expected when this world is brought to its

predicted end People were not lookmg for the Messiah as a
human personahty in this world

Jesus can only reply evasively to John's question, because he
regards himself as the coming Messiah, not as Ehjah, and this is

a secret which he caimot reveal to John’s messengers He there-

fore bids them to report tibe mirades which they have seen or

heard about, from wludi he can learn how near is the Kingdom of

God The warning against being ofEended m him refers to the

imnunent pre-Messiamc tribulation and to the hunuhation whidi

he himsdf may have to sufiEer

When the messengers have returned, Jesus tells the people that

John himself is Ehjah, "who should come" (Matthew ix 14)

This being mcompr^ensible to the hearers, he adds, "if ye can

receive it," and "He that hath ears to hear, let him hear " It

IS because he knows himself to be the Messiah and beheves the

prediction about the forerunner, that he sees the Baptist as Ehjah,

though nafher John himself nor the people hold that view
Eschatology alone gives sense to the theological nddle put by

Jesus to the scnbes m Jerusalem (Matthew 22 41-46) How can
David address the Messiah, who is his descendant, as his Lord?
The reference is to the Messiamc noth Psalm, of wludi David was
supposed to be the author "the Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou
on my nght hand, till I put thme enemies under thy feet " In
making God address the Messiah m this way, David calls him
"Lord"
The presupposition of this question is Jesus' consaousness of

being descended from David and destmed to be the Messiah In
his earthly life he is thus David's son, but as Messiah he will have
a higher rank than his ancestor The Jewidi scnbes could not
answer the nddle because they were ignorant of his Messiamc
consaousness Neither could Christians, who knew of it, because

th^ did not hold firmly that the Messiah is essentially super-

natural

The esdiatological view of the Messianic banquet eiqilains both
the Last Supper and the feast with believers m GaMee Both
pomt to the Messiamc banquet, at which Jesus shares with those

who partake food consecrated by him through thanksgivmg
This finds expression in the closing words at ^e Last Supper
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**But I say unto you, I will not dnnk henceforth of this fruit of the

vine, until that day when I dnnk it new with youm my Father's

Kingdom*' (Matthew 26 29} Both feasts signify that those

partaking are to sit at the tabic of the comuig Messiali. The

5,000 beside the sea of Galilee do not understand what it means

when Jesus lets each guest have a small piece of the food brought

by the disaples, after he has blessed it, and so the earliest tradition

speaks of a miracle in which thousands are fed mth a few loaves

and fishes (Matthew 14 14-21) But neitlier this nor the last

Supper was merely a meal for the satisfaction of hunger

Eschatology thus explains for the first time the oldest tradition

concerning the words and works of Jesus in matters great and

small, and thereby establishes its trustworthiness beyond all

conceivable doubt.

The key is supphed by Matthew in the matenal which he adds to

Mark, specially m the Address to the Twelve (10) and the sa3nngs

about John (ii).

The decisive point in the quest of the historical Jesus is not

whidi of the two oldest Gosp^ is a tnile older than the other

That, moreover, is a hteraiy question which it is scarcely possible

to answer. The histoncal problem of the life of Jesus cannot be
recognized, much less solved, from the fragmentary record of

Mark The differing narratives of the two oldest Gospds are

equally valuable, but Matthew's fulness gives it greater im-
portance, and Baur and his school rightly gave it preference.

The histoncal problem confronting the saentihc student of the

life of Jesus may be said to be solved in its essentials by the
knowledge gained from late-Jewish eschatology.

« « * «

Besides those which are the product of historical study, there
are imaginative hves of Jesus, which put forward a claim to
histoncity, and also works whidi deny his histoncal existence
Both of these types are fully dealt with m my book, because a
thorough acquamtance with them enables one to see as vanants
of them present and future works of pseudo-history

All imaginative lives of Jesus share the same tendency and
outline Their tendency is to make Jesus the advocate of a secret
system of the highest rdigious teaching, common to Greece,
Egypt, Babylon and India He addresses hirpself to the Jews as
their Messiah, sometimes in public, sometimes in more esotenc
fashion,m order to persuade them to lay aside their external form
of religion, with its corresponding Messianic ideal The outlme
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conunoa to such wzitezs binds Jesus very dosely to a group of

followexs who accept this esotenc wisd^ He is their tool

Th^ arrange his pnbhc appearance They stage his xnirades, his

condenmation and crua^on Before he is quite dead, &ey
take him down from the Cross, and restore him to life in secret,

so that he is able to spend some tune with his disaples as the

Risen One, before actually dying

According to this thesis, neither the evangelists nor the disaples

know an3^thing of the secret group Histoncal phantasies are

required to answer the nddles which its narrative propounds
More recent imaginative hves of Jesus appeal to what are

supposed to be anoent documents recently discovered, whidi
make possible an even more extensive use of phantasy.

4- * * *

My book deals with practicany aU conceivable arguments
against the histonaty of Jesus Here also the old is always
appearing m a new form
The temptation to say that Jesus was not a historical person

arises from the feet that Greek and Roman secular hterature

contains no old and migmal mformation about him The
earliest reference to him occursm the second decade of the second
century, when Taatus mentions him as the founder of the super-

stitious and mischievous Christian oommumfy, upon which Nero
fastened the guilt of the burning of Rome, and sa3rs that he was
executed ty Pontius Pilate during the reagn of Tibenus (Annals

XV) Nei&er Taatus nor Suetomus (69-X41) has anyknowledge
of Jesus beyond what is found in the Chzistisin tradition ^ Those
who are not content to assume that profane histonaos omit any
reference to Jesus because they took no notice of him may regard
themselves as entitled to ascribe the attribution of Chnstii^ty to

Jesus Christ to a xebgious movement which, for whatever reason,

^Vl5hed to give itsdf a histoncal basis

The next step m tins direction is to posit a movement of this

land as part of the rdigious ferment which took place m the
Graeco-Roman worldm ^e first and second centunes of our era

Bruno Bauer first did this m Chrtsius und die Cdsaren Der
Ursprung des Chnsiefitunis aus dem romtschen Gnechenium (1877)

It IS ako possible to treat Jesus as a figure of mythical cxigm,

who later received histoncal characteristics, as was done by
Charles Francois Dupuis in Ortgtnes de tons les cuUes (three

volumes, the thud year of the Repubhque), by Arthur Drews in

Dtc Chrisiustnyihe (1909}, and hy others Thus models for the
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dying and rising Cbnst could be found in Graeco-oncntal mytiio-

logical figures like Tammur, Attis, Adonis and Osins* When this

material fails unexpectedly to account for the nse of a Christ

myth, recourse is had to astral m3^1is* Dre^vs seizes upon one of

these in his second edition (19x1}, and says that the crucified

Christ IS Orion^ hanging with outstretched arms on the worid-tree

of the Milky Way, and surrounded by tlic signs of the Zodiac,

wliich resemble a horde of evil-doers.

To bem any way scientific, the mythical theory must not only

explain his origin, which is difficult enough, but also shoiv how this

fictitious non-Jewish figure was mtroduced into the Judaism of

the early Roman Empire—a hopeless undertaking. Why make
hun a preacher of the coming of the Kingdom of God, moving
entirely within the circle of Jewish thought, and secretly holding
himsdf to be the future Messiah? Why attnbute to him un-
fulfilled predictions of impending persecutions and his oivn
immediate coming as Son of Man upon the douds of heaven?
Subsequent attempts to disprove the existence of Jesus as a

histoncal pmon are mudi more difficult than tlieir predecessors.
Formerly it was possible to argue that historical research could
only produce a credible picture by discarding parts of the first t\\o
Gospels as unauthentic, thus castmg doubt over the whole record.
The difference is not vwy great between this literary sceptunsm,
due to the denial of esdatological views to Jesus, and doubts
about his histoncal existence But now that Maiihew and
Mark^ as tlwy stand, give us an account of his personality and
work that is comprehensible down to small details, it be
asserted that he actually does belong to Palestinian Judaism and
to the period to which his death is assigned. The true under-
s^du^ of these two Gospels, made possible by eschatology, has
dealt the death-blow to the za3^cal Jesus, Tins does not mean,
however, that no hirther attempts will be made to revive the
theory.

•

Uter works on flie life of Jesus cannot be mduded here. The
intr^ncbon of new chapters. Giving to the size of the book,
would neoes^tate considerable abbreviation of what I have

ady written But I cannot bring nr^sdlf to spoil the
with which I have treated the earlier period,

i to another the task of mtroducmg order
mto the chaos of modem lives of Jesus, whu^ I performed for
the earher period.
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The latest hterature on the subject does not seem to me hkely

to lead to any new presentation of the problem compaxable with

that which led to the earher challenge to deade for or against the

claim that the thought of Jesus was eschatological m character

A decision so momentous is no longer possible.

The decision m favour of eschatology is hardly hkdy to be
questioned agam It provides the only trustworthy due to the

tesst of Matthew and Mark, allowing woi^ to remainastheystand,

with their ordmaiy meaning Otherwise, meanings have to be

read into the text, and the smcere student must entertam far-

readimg doubts as to its trustworthmess

The fact remains, however, that the eschatological solution has

not succeededm dommatmg the latest writing on the life of Jesus,

and is not withm sight of doing so It is in the remarkable

position of not being disproved and, at the same tune, not being

fully recognized Ihe reason for the latter is that its histoncal

value is overshadowed by the difficulties whidi it raises for the

traditional Christian faith

It IS an axiom for tradition that Jesus preached truth utterly

beyond and above the time-process But this is contradicted by
the eschatological picture of Jesus, which shows him shaiing the

expectations of his contemporanes Faith is asked to give up
something which it has always held and cannot contemplate

abandoning We may therefore eiqiect hves of Jesus to go on
being wntten, whidi try to avoid the ^allenge which has launched
scientific rcseardi on a course from which it cannot turn back
These will make far-reachmg concessions, as mdeed they must,

but all the same they %vill contmue to beheve that somehow Jesus

thought m a way that was not esdiatological Their aim is to

pay due respect to history and at the same time give as httle

offence as possible to faith The old procedure is glossed over

and made acceptable 1^ the adoption of modem methods
The latest excursions m this direction are of less mteiest and

importance The supreme question for to-day and to-morrow is

how to explain the relation of Chnstian faith with histoncal truth,

and hoiv to state the result of that relation It follows from
histoncal study of Jesus, early Chnstiamty and the growth of

dogma, that Chnstians arc faced with the difficult task of giving

an account of the grow*th of their religion, and of maintainmg that

its present form is due to its development No other religion has

had to meet such a demand, or would have been equal to it

The present situation compels faith to disbngui^ between the

essence and tlic foim of religious trutli The ideas through which
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it finds expressionmay change as time goes on, Avithout destroying

its essence Its bnghtness is not dimmed by what happens to it.

Changing seems to make the ideas more transparent as means
whereby the trutli is revealed

Historical research not only compels us to recognize change;

it also shows us what is actually happening, viz,, that the t3rpe

of idea employed for the expression of religious truth becomes
incrcasmgly spintual

The Go^el of the Kingdom of God came into the world m its

late-Jewish form, which it could not retain. The Kingdom,
expected to come immediately m supernatural fashion, fails to

appear, and so does the Son of Man, who was to arrive on tlie

douds of heaven The situation thus created compelled believers

to take a more and more spintual view of the Kingdom of God
and the Mcssiahship of Jesus, the former becoming a spintual and
ethical ideal to be realized in this world, and Jesus the spintual
Messiah who laid its foundation through his ethical tcachmg. So
obvious did this appear that it was taken to be the view of Jesus
himself, and his preadiing was understood in this sense. All this
mvolves overlookmg the words of the first two Gospels, which
create a different impression.

Respect for histoncal truth, however, compels our faith to give
up this itafveii, and to admit that it has been subject to develojj-
ment It can do this without being untrue to itself or to Jesus*
It has become what it is under the pressure of a higher necessity,
under the influence of the Spirit of Jesus

It was Jesus who began to spintualize the ideas of the Kingdom
of God and the Messiah. He introduced into the late-Jewi^
concepbon of the Kingdom his strong ethical emphasis on love,
making this, and the consistent practice of it, the mdispensable
condibon of entrance. By so doing he diarged the late-Jewish
idea of the Kingdom of God with ethical forces, which trans-
formed it mto the spintual and ethical reahty with which we are
famihar. Smee the faith clung firmly to the ethical note, so donu-
uMt m the teachmg of Jesus, it was able to reconcile and idenbfy
the two, neglecting those utterances m which Jesus voices the
oloer eschatology

Jesitt is already the spintual Messiah, as opposed to the
Messiah of late-Jewidi esc^tology, in that he has the Messianic
ccmsciousnesswhilelivingahumanhfe in this world, and feels him-

called to awaken m men the desire for the spintual quahfica-
tion for entrance mto the Kmgdom Late-Jewish eschatology
only sees the Messiah as the supernatural Lord of the supernatural
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Kingdom of God It has no idea of his first appearing on <*arth
as a Servant inhuman form This came to birthm the conscious-
ness of Jesus As the qnntual Lord of the spintual Kingdom of
God on earth, he is the Lord who wiU rulem our hearts

It may come as a stumbling-block to our faith to findthat it was
not Jesus himsdf who gave its perfect spintual form to the truth
which he brought mto the world, but that it received this m the
course of time through the workmg of his Spint But this is

something which we have to overcome Such is our destmy
The old word still stands "My thoughts are not your thoughts,

neither are your ways my ways, saith the Lord For as the

heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways hi^er than
your ways, and my thoughts higher than your thoughts

”

(Isaiah 55 8-9)
Histoncal truth not only creates difficulties for faith, it also

enriches it, by compellmg it to examine the importance of the

work of the Spmt of Jesus for its growth and contmuance The
Go^el cannot simply be taken over, it must be appropriated m
his Spmt What the Bible really ofEm us is his Spmt, as we find

it m him, and m those who first came under its power Every
conviction of faith must be tested by him Truth m the highest

sense is that which is m the Spmt of Jesus

The ffiith of the Protestant Church is notm the Church, butm
Chnst That lays upon it the necessiiy of being truthful m all

thmgs If it gives up the fearless puismt of truth, it becomes but

a shadow of itself—useless to Chnkiamty and to the world

Research mto the life of Jesus proves the honesty of Protestant

Christendom My presentation of its course makes an epoch of

scientific Protestant theology hve agam for future generatioiis

May these share with their predecessors Ihe determmation to be

truthful, and thereby be assured that unflinnhing truthfulness is

an essential part of rehgion

We may take for our comfort, whenever histoncal science

raises difficulties for faith, Paul’s words 'We can do nothmg
against the truth, but for the truth" (II Cormthians 13 8).

Lambardn^, 1950

Albert Schweitzer
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By F C BURKITT, DD

tat momsm at mvttmt im Tm mtnttscrt or cambwdoi

Tbs looi htrttranslaied is offered to ike EnffRsh-sfeaJnng public in the

hdkfthat it sets before ihtm^ as no other book has ever done^ the history

of the struggle wideh the best-eqmpped tntetleets of the modern world

have gone through in endeavouring to realisefor themselves the historical

personality ofour Lord*

Every one nowadays is aware that traditional Christian doctrine

aboutJesus Christ is encompassed with difficulties^ and that many ofthe

statements in the Gospels appear incredible in the light ofmodem mews

of history and nature Bui when the alternative of Jesus or Christ ”

is put forward^ as it has been in a recent piibheation^ or when we

art bidden to dioose between the Jesus oj htstory and the Christ of

dogmoy Jew except projessed students know what a protean and

kaleidoscopic figure the Jesus if history ” is Idhe the Christ in the

Apocryphal Acts of Johny He has appeared in different forms to

Afferent minds* ” We know Hm right wellj says Professor Weinei*}

What a claim /

Among the many bold paradoxes enunciated in this history of the

Questy there is one that meets us at the outsety about whidi afew words

may he said kere^ ifonly to encourage those to persevere to the end who
might otherwise be repelled halfway—the paradox that the greatest

attempts to write a Life ofJesus have been written with hate ^ It

is in Pull accordance with thisfaith that Dr Schweitzer gweSy in para-

graph afterparagraphy the undiluted expression of the mews ofmen who
agree only in their unflinching desire to attain historical truth We
are not acaistomed to be so ruthless in England We sometimes tend

toforget that the Go^tl has moved the worldy and we think our faith
and devotion to it so tender and delicate a thing that ti will break, fit
be not handlewith the utmost aicumspection So we become dominated

1 Qwetd iy Dr Inge tn the mSbert Journal for Jan loxo. p 438 {from *Jesus
or Ckrtstyp 32)

* **Quesif'p* 4
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fyphrases andafraid0/them, JOr. Sehwdtseris notafixdd ofphrases^

ifonly have been beaten out^ real contad unth facts And those

who read to the end wiil see that the crude sarcasm of Reimarus and
the ttnfitncMng sceptidsm efBruno Bauer are not introduced merely to

shock and fy way of contrast Bach in his own way made a retd

contribution to our understanding of the greatest historiad problem

in the history of our race We see now that the object if attack

was not the historicalJesus after ali^ but a temporary idea of £dm^
tnadequcde because if did not truly represent Him or the world in winch

He lived And fy hearing Ihe writerd characferistie phrases^ uncom-

promising as th^ tray be^ fy looking at thingsfor a momentfrom their

ownpoint qfview^ different as it may beftrom ours^ we are able to be

more just^ not onfy to these men of a past age^ but also to the great

Problem that occupied fhem^ as it also occupies us

JFor^ as Bather nyrreil has been pointing out in his last most

impresdve message to us all^ Christiamfy is at the Cross Beads Jf
the Bigure of oar £ord is to mean anythingfor us we must realise it

for ourselves Most Bngltsh readers of the New Testament have been

too long content with the rough and ready Harmony of the Bour

Grospels that fh^ unconsdously construct. This hind of Harmony^
is not a very wnvincing picture when looked into^ if onfy because it

almost akocQS corfiids with inconvenient statements of the Gospels

themselves^ statements that have been omittedfrom the ^^Harmoryf

not on any reasoned theory.^ but Amplyfinom inadvertence or the difficulty

offitting them in We treat the life of our Lord too much as It h
treated in the Liturgical “ Gotyelsf as a simple series of disconnected

anecdotes.

Hr, SchsvAtseds book does not pretend to be an impartial survty

He has his own solution tf the problems^ and it is not to he expected

that BngHsh sfuderts will endorse ihe whole ofMs view of the Gospel

History^ any more than Ms German fellow-workers have done But

zaluable ard suggestive as I believe Ms constructive work to be in its

main outlines^ I venture to think Ms graty ofthe nature and complexity

of Ike greot Quest is even more remarkable^ and Ms espoAtion of it

canrot fail to stimulate us in Bngiand U^atever we may think of

Hr, SchwtitzeAs solution or that of Ms opponents^ we too have to

rtctwn a ith the Son ofMan xciv was expected to wire bfore the apostles

kadgone over ike cities of Israei^ tke Son of Man who would come in

His JBngdom before some thatkeard our Lord speak should taste deaths

the Son of Man who came to give Hts life a ransom for many^ whom
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thty would see hereafter coming wsth the clouds of heaven ** ff^o rs

this Son of Man 1 ” Dr Schxveilzer^s book is an allemfl to give the

full historical value and the true historical setting to these fundamental

words of the Gospel ofJesus

Ourfirst dut}\ with the Gospelas 7uith ez^ety other ancient document^

IS to interpret it with reference to its own time The true view of the

Gospel will be that which explains the course of events in the first

century and the second century^ rather than that which sums to have

spiritual and imaginative value for the twentieth century Yet 2
cannot refrain from pointing out here one feature of the theory of
^oroughgoingeschatology^ which may appealto those who an accustomed

to the venerableforms of ancient Christian aspiration and worship It

may well he that absolute trutk cannot he embodied in human thought

and that its expression must always be doihed in ^mibols It may be

that we have to translate the hopes and fears of our spiritual ancestors

into the language ofour new worlds We have to learn^ as the Church
in the second caitury had to team, that the End ts not yet, that New
Jerusalem^ like all other objects of sense^ is an image of the truth rather
than the truth itself But at least we are beginning to see that the

apocalyptic vision^ the New Age which God is to bring tn, is no mere
embroidery of Christianity, but the heart of Us enthusiasm. And there^

fore the expectations of vindication and judgment to come, the imagery
of the Messianic Feast, the »other^oriditness” against which so many
eloquent words were said in the nineteenth century, are not to be
regarded as regrettable accretions foisted on by superstition to the pure
morality of the ongnal Gospel These ideas are the ChrisHan Hope,
to be aliegonsed and Spiritualised^ fy us for our own use whenever
necessary, but not to be given up so long as we remain Christians at all
Books which teach us boldly to trust the mdenu of our documents, and
to i^pt the eschatology of the Christian Gospd as being historically ilu
csck^ology (ffesus, help us at the same time to retain a real meanir^
and usefor the anaent phrases ofthe Te Deum, andfor the mediaeval
strain of Ĵerusalem the Golden^

F. C. BURKITT

CAuniauest x9tow
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THE QUEST OF

THE HISTORICAL JESUS

I

THE PROBLEM

Wbek, at some future day, our period of civilsation shall lie^ dosed

and completed, before the eyes of later generations^ German theology

will stand out as a great, a unique phenomenon in the mental and

spmtnal hfe of our time. For nowhere save In the German
temperament can there be found in the same perfection the living

complex of conditions and factors— of philosophic thought^

ain^ acumen, historical insight^ and religious fe^ng—wiUiout
which no deep tbeolqgy is possible

And the greatest achievement of German theology is the critical

mvestigation of the hfe of Jesus. What it has accomplished here

has laid down the conditions and determined the course of the

religious tbmkmg of the future.

In the history of doctrine hs work has been native; it has,

so to speal^ deaced the site for a new edifice of reti^ons thought
In describing how the ideas of Jesus were taken possession of by
the C^e^ spint, it was tracing the growth of that which most
necessarily become strange to us^ an^ as a matter of fed, has
become strange to us.

Of Its efforts to create a new dogmatic we sarcdy need to
have the history wntten; it is alive within us. It is no doubt
mterestiog to tmee how mo^m tiiou^to have found thdr way
mto the ancient dogmatic system, there to combme with eternal
ideas to fijrm new constructions; it is interesbng to penetrate into
the mind of the thinker in which this process is at work; but the
tod tnitii of tiiat which here meets ns as hmtory we experience
withm oursdves As in the monad of Ldbnitz the whole universe
is reflected, so we intmtively experience withm us, even apart from
toy d^ histoncal knowledge, the succesave stages of the progress
of modem dogma, ftom mhonalism to Hitschl This expenence is
true knoaledgei all the tracr because we are conscious of the whole

I X
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as something indefinite, a slow and difficult movement towatds a
goal which IS still shrouded in obscurity We have not yet arrived

at any reconciliation between history and modern thought'—-only
between half-way histozy and half-way thought What the ultimate

goal towards which we are moving will be^ what this something is

which shall bnng new life and new regulative principles to coming
centune^ we do not know We can only dimly divine that it will

be the mighty deed of some mighty original genius, whose tnith and
nghtness will be proved by the fact that we, worbng at our poor
half thing, will oppose him might and main—^we who imagine we
long for nothing more eagerly than a genius powerful enough to

open up with authority a new path for the world, seeing that we
cannot succeed in moving it forward along the track which we
have so labonottsly prepared

For this reason the history of the critical study of the life of
Jesus is of higher mtrinsic value than the history of the study of

ancient dogma or of the attempts to create a new one« It has to

describe the most tremendous thing which the religious consaous*
ness has ever dared and done In the study of the histozy of

dogma German theology settled its account with the past^ in its

attempt to create a new dogmatic^ it was endeavounng to keep a
place for the rehgious life m the thought of the present, in

the study of the life of Jesus it was working for the future—*in

pure faith in the truth, not seeing whereunto it wrought.

Moreover, wre are here deahng with the most vitd thing in the

world’s history* There came a Man to rule over the world; He
ruled It for good and for ill, as history testifies , He destroyed the

world into which He was bom , the spintual life of our own time

seems like to pensh at His hands^ for He leads to battle against

our thought a host of dead idea^ a ghostly army upon which death

has no power, and Himseir destroys agam the truth and goodness

which His Spmt creates in us, so that it cannot rule the world.

That He continues^ notwithstanding^ to rexgn as the alone Great

and alone True m a world of which He denied the continuance, is

the prime example of chat antithesis between spiritual and natural

truth which underlies all hfe and all events^ and in Him emerges

into the field of history

It IS only at first sight that the absolute indifierence of early

Christianity towards the life of the histoncal Jesus is disconcerting

When Paul, representing those who recognise the signs of the

times, did not desire to know Christ after the flesh, that was

the ix&t expression of the impulse of self-preservation by which

Cfansbanity continued to be gmded for centuries It felt that

with the introduction of the histone Jesus into its faith, there

would anse something new, something which bad not been foreseen

in the thoughts of the Master Himself and that thereby a con-
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tiadiction would be brought to hghti the solution of which would

constitute one of the great problems of the world.

Prunitive Christianity was therefore right to live wholly in the

future with the Chnstwho was to come, and to preserve of the

histone Jesus only detached sayings, a few miracles, His death and
resurrection By abolishing both the world and the histoncal

Jesus It escaped the inner division desenbed abov^ and remained
consistent in its point of view. We, on our part, have reason to

be grateful to the early Chnstians that^ in consequence of this

attitude they have handed down to us, not biographies of Jesus but
only Gospels, and that therefore we possess the Idea and the
Person with the minimum of histoncal and contemporary
limitations

But the world continued to exist, and its continuance brought
this onesided view to an end. The supra^mundane Christ and
the histoncal Jesus of Nazareth had to be brought together into
a single personality at once histoncal and raised above time.
That was accomplished by Gnosticism and the Logos Christology
Both, from opposite standpomts, because they were seeking the
same goal, agreed in sublimating the historical Jesus into the
supra-mundane Idea. The result of this development which
followed on the discrediting of eschatology, was that the histoncal
Jesus was again introduced into the field of view of Christianity,
but in such a way that all justification for, and interest in, the
mvestigation of His life and historical personality were done
away with

Greek theology was as indifieient m regard to the historical
Jesus who lives concealed in the Gospels as was the early eschato-
logical theology More than that, it was dangerous to Him ; for it
created a new supematural-histoncal Gospd, and we may consider
it fortunate that the Synoptics were already so firmly established
that the Fourth Gospel could not oust them; instead, the ChurchM though from the inner necessity of the antitheses which now
began to be a constructive element in her thought^ was obliged
to set up two antithetic Gospels alongside of one another^en at Chalcedon the West overcame the East, its doctnne
of the two natures dissolved the unity of the Person, and thereby
cut off the last possibihty of a return to the histoncal Jesus The
seltontradiction was elevated into a law But the Manhood was
TO far ^mitt^ as to preserve, m appearance the nghts of history,

nir ^ P™™® and
prevented the leading spmts of the RefonnaUon from grasspme the
idea of a return to the histoncal Jesus,

This dogma had first to be shattered before men could once morego out in quest of the histoncal Jesus, before they could even erasnthe thought of as existence. That the huitonc^jS? is sSef^
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difierent from the Jesus Christ of the doctnne of the Two Natures
seems to us now self-evident We can, at the present day, scarcely
imagine the long agony in which the historical view of the life of
Jesus came to birth And even when He was once more recalled
to life, He was still, like Lazarus of old, bound hand and foot with
grave-clothes^the giave'dothes of the dogma of the Dual Nature
Hase relates, in the preface to his first Life of Jesus (xSag)^ that a
worthy old gentleman, heanng of his project^ advised him to treat

in the first part of the human, in the second of the divine Nature
There was a fine simplicity about that But does not the simpliaty
cover a presentiment of the revolution of thought for whi<^ the

histoncal method of study was prepanng the way—a presenument
which those who were engaged m the work did not share in the

same measure? It was fortunate that they did not, for othennse
how could they have had the courage to go on ?

The histoncal investigation of the hfe of Jesus did not take its

rise from a purely histoncal interest, it turned to the Jesus of

history as an ally in the struggle against the t3*ianny of dogma
Afterwards when it was freed from this vSBos it sought to present

the histone Jesus in a form mtdligible to its own time. For Bahrdt
and Ventunni He was the tool of a secret order They wrote

under the impression of the immense influence exercised by the

Order of the Illuminati ^ at the end of the eighteenth century For
Reinhard, Hess, Paulus, and the rest of the rationalistic wnteis He
IS the admirable revealer of true virtue, which is coincident with

nght reason Thus each successive epoch of theolog}' found its

own thoughts in Jesus, that was, mdeed, the only way in which it

could make Him live.

But It was not only each epoch that found its reflection in Jesus,

each individual created Him in accordance with his own character

There is no histoncal task which so reveals a man’s true self as the

wnting of a Life of Jesus No vital force comes into the figure

unless a man breathes into it all the hate or all the love of which

he is capable. The stronger the love, or the stronger the hate^ the

more life-Iikc is the figure which is produced For hate as well as

love cm wnte a Life of Jesus^ and the greatest of them arc wntten

with hate that of Rcimarus^ the Wolfenbuttel Fragmentist^ and

that of David Fncdndi Strauss It was not so much bate of the

Person of Jesus as of the supernatural nimbus with which it was

so ca^ to surround Him, and with which He had in fact been

surrounded They were eager to picture Him as truly and purely

human, to strip from Him the robes of splendour with which He
> An order founded in 3776 h\ IVofessor Adum Weishnupt of Ingolstadt in

Butina !ls -um uus ihe furthcRinec of ritional religion tu opposed fo orthodox

dogtn, us o'gani^uiion uos largely modelled on that of the Jesuits At Its most

Po.t*tshin!* penod it rumbe*cd 01 er sooo metnbenj tocluding the nileit of several

G** 1 1 \tt States — I iwANSLAlOr
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had been apparelled, and dothe Him once more vith the coarse

garments in rrhidi He had walked in Gahlce.

And thdr hate sharpened thdr historical insight Thq^
advanced the study of the subject more than all the others put

together. But for the ofience which they gave^ the science of

histoncal riieology would not have stood where it does to-day. “It
must needs be that offences come; but woe to that man by whom
the offence cometh ” Reimarus evaded that woe by keeping die

offence to himsdf and preserving silence during his lifetime—^bis

work, “The Aims of Jesus and Disciplei^** was only published
after lus death, by Le^ng. But in the case of Strauss^ who, as a
young man of twenty-seven, cast the offence openly m the face of
the world, the woe hiUilled itsdf. His “Life of Jesus** was his

nun. But he did not cease to be proud of it in spite of all the
misfortune that it brought him. “1 might well bear a grudge
agdnst nay book,” he writes twenty-hve years later in the preface to
die “ Conversations of Ultidi von Huttei^” * “ for it has done me
much evil (*And nghtly sol* the pious will exdaim). It has
excluded me from public teaching in which 1 took pleasure and for
which I bad perhaps some talent; it has tom me from natural
idarionships and dnven me into unnatural ones; it has made my
life a londy one: And yet when I consider what it would have
meant if I had refused to utter the word which lay upon my soul, il

I had suppressed the doubts which were at work m my mind—then
I bless the book wludx has doubtless done me grievous barm
outwardly, but wbidi preserved the inward health of my mind and
heart, and, I doubt not, has done the same for many others also.**

Before him, Bahidt had his career broken in consequence of
revealing his behefr concendng the life of Jesus t and after him.
Bruno Bauer.

It was easy for them, resolved as they were to open the way
with seeming blasphemy. But the others, those who tried

to bnng Jesus to life at the call of love^ found it a cruel task to
he honest critical study of the life of Jesus has been for

* school of honesty. The world had never seen before,wd wm never see ag^, a strug^ for truth so full of pain andMunaation as toat of which the Uves of Jesus of the last himdred
y^ the ciyp^ record. One must lead the successive

vrhich Hase followed the course of the studyt^ *twenti» to the 'seventies of the nineteenth century to getM m^g of wimt It must have cost the men who hv<^rou?htot decisive period really to mamtain that “courageous freedom

his first irf Jesus, claims for his leseaiches. One se» in himthe marks of the struggle with which he gi\es up, bit 1^ bit,

^O.Vr.Smw».<k^riatvnUMkvmIfMa, Le,^,86a
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which, when he wrote that preface^ he never dreamed he would
have to surrender It was fortunate for these men that their

S3nnpathies sometimes obscured their critical vision, so that, without
becoming msincerc^ they were able to take white douds for distant

mountsdns That was the kindly fsite of Hase and Beyschlag
The personal diaracter of the study is not only due^ hoivever,

to the fact that a personahty can only be awakened to life by the

touch of a personality ; it hes in the essential nature of the problem
Itself For the problem of the life of Jesus has no analogue in the

field of history No historical school has ever laid down canons
for the investigation of this problem, no professional historian has
ever lent his aid to theology in deahng with it Every oidinaiy

method of historical investigation proves inadequate to the com-
plexity of the conditions. The standards of ordinary faistorical

science are here inadequate, its methods not immediately applicable

The histoncal study of the life of Jesus has had to create its own
methods for itself In the constant succession of unsuccessful

attempts^ five or six problems have emerged side 1^ side which
together constitute the fundamental problem There is^ however,

no direct method of solving the problem in its complexity , all that

can be done is to expenment continuously, starting from definite

assumptions , and m this experinicntation the guidmg pnnaple
must ultimatdy rest upon histoncal intuition.

The cause of this lies in the nature of the sources of the life

of Jesuit and m the character of our knowledge of the contempoiaxy

rehgious world of thought It is not that the sources are in them-

selves bad When we have once made up our mmds that we have

not the materials for a complete Life of Jesu^ but only for a pic-

ture of His pubhc ministry, it must be admitted that there are few

characters of antiquity about whom we possess so much indubitably

historical information, of whom we have so many authentic dis-

courses The position is much more favourable^ for instance^ than

in the case of Socrates , for he is pictured to us by literary men who
exercised their creative ability upon the portrait Jesus stands

much more immediately before us» because He was depicted by

simple Christians without hterary gift

But at this point there anses a twofold difficulty There is

first the fact that what has just been said applies only to the first

three Gospels, while the fourth, as regards its diaracter, histoncal

data, and discourse matenal, forms a world of its own It is wntten

from the Greek standpoint, while the first three are wntten from the

Jewish And even if one could get over thi^ and regard, as has

often been donc^ the Synoptics and the Fourth Gospel as standing

in something of the same relation to one another as Xenophon

docs to Plato as sources for the life of Socratc^ yet the complete

incconcilability of the histoncal data would compel the critical
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investigator to decide from the first in favour of one source or the

other. Once more it is found true that man can serve ti^o

masters ” This stringent dilemma \^as not Tccogniscd from the

beginning , its emergence is one of the results of the whole course

of expenment
The second difficulty regarding the sources is the want of any

thread of connexion in the roatenal wluch they offer us While
the Synoptics are only collections of anecdotes (in the best, historical

sense of the word)| the Gospel of John—as stands on record in its

closing words—only professes to give a selection of the events and
discourses.

From these materials we can only get a Life of Jesus with
yawning gaps How are these gaps to be filled ? At the worst
with phrases^ at the best with histoncal imagination. There is

really no other means of arnving at the order and inner connexion
of the facts of the hfe of Jesus than the making and testing of
hypotheses If the tradition preserved by the Synoptists really

indudes all that happened dunng the time that Jesus was with His
disciples^ the attempt to discover the connexion must succeed sooner
or later It becomes more and more dear that this presupposition
IS indispensable to the investigation. If it is merely a fortuitous
senes of episodes that the Evangefists have handed down to us, we
may give up the attempt to amve at a cntical reconstruction of the
life of Jesus as hopeless

But it is not only the events which lack histoncal oonneidon, we
are without any indication of a thread of connexion in the actions
and discourses of Jesus, because the sources give no hint of the
character of His self-consciousness. They confine themselves to
outward facts We only begin to understand these historically
when we can mentaUy place them in an intdligible connexion and
conceive them as the acts of a dearly defined pereonality. All
that we know of the development of Jesus and of His Messianic
self-consaousness has been arrived at by a senes of working hypo-
theses. Our conclusions can only be considered valid so long as
th^ axe not found incompatible with the recorded facts os a whole.

It may be maintained by the aid of arguments drawn from the
sources that the sdf-consciousness of Jesus underwent a develop
ment dunng the course of His public ministry

; it may, with equals
good grounds, be denied For m both cases the arguments arebase^pon little details in the narrative in regard to which we do
not know whether th^ are purdy acadental, or whether they
belong to the essence of the facts In each cas^ moreover, the
eiyermental working out of the hypothesis leads to a condusion
whidi coo^ls the rejection of some of the actual data of the
soureex. Each view equally involves a idolent treatment of the text

Furthermore, the sources exhibit, each within itself, a striking
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contradiction They assert that Jesos felt Himself to be the
Messiah

^ and yet from their presentation of His life it does not
appear that He ever publicly claimed to be so They attnbute to
Him, that is^ an attitude which has absolutely no connexion with
the consaonsness which they assume that He possessed But once
admit that the outward acts are not the natuzal expression of the
self-consciousness and all exact histoncal knowledge is at an end

,

we have to do with an isolated fact which is not referable to

any law.

This bdng sOj the only way of azmang at a condiision of any
'lalue 15 to experiment^ to tes^ by working them out^ die two
hypotheses—that Jesus felt Himself to be the Messiah, as the

sources assert, or that He did not feel Himself to be so^ as His
conduct implies

, or else to try to conjecture what kmd of Messianic
consciousness His must have been, if it left His conduct and His
discourses unaffected. For one thing is certain the w hole account
of the last days at Jerusalem would be unintelhgible^ if we had to

suppose that the mass of the people had a shadow of a suspicion

that Jesus held Himself to be the Messiah
Again, whereas in general a personally is to some extent defined

by the world of thought which it shares with its contemporazie^ in

the case of Jesus this source of mformation is as unsatisfactoiy as

the documents
^^'hat was the nature of the contempotaiy Jewish world of

thought ? To that question no dear answer can be given We do
not know whether the expectation of the Messiah was generally

current or whether it was the faith of a mere sect With the

^[05aic rdigion as such it had nothing to do There was no

ozganic connexion between the religion of legal observance and the

future hope. Further, if the esifeatologu^ hope was generally

current, was it the prophetic or the apocalyptic form of that hope ?

We know the Messianic expectations of the prophets , we know the

apocaljptic picture as drawn by Danid, and, following him, by

Enoch and the Psalms of Solomon before the coming of Jesu^ and

by the Apocalypses of Ezra and Baruch about the time of the

destruction of Jerusalem But we do not know which was the

popular form ; nor, supposing that both were combined into one

picture what this picture really looked like. We know only the

form of eschatology which meets us in the Gospels and in the

Pauline epistles; that is to say, the form which it took In the

Christian communit) in consequence of the coming of Jesus

And to combine these three—the prophetic^ the Late-fewish

apocaljptjc^ and the Christian—^bas not proved possible

Even supposing we could obtain more exact information r^rd-
mg the popukor Messianic expectations at the time of Jesus

should still not know what form they assumed in the self-conscious-
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ness of One \rho knew Himself to be the Messmh but held that the

time was not yet come for Hun to repeal Himself as such. We
only know their aspect from withouti as a waiting for the Messiah

and the Messianic Age, we have no due to their aspect from

within as factors in the Messianic self^nsciousncss. We possess

no ps>cho!ogy of the Messiah. The Evangelists have nothing to

tell us about it, because Jesus told them nothing about it; the

sources for the contemporary spintual life inform us only concerning

the eschatological expectation For the form of the Messianic sclf-

consaousness of Jesus we have to fall back upon conjecture.

Sudi is the character of the problem, and, as a consequence^
histoncai expenment must here take the place of historical research.

That being so, it is easy to understand that to take a survey of the
study of the life of Jesus is to be confronted, at first sight, with
a scene of the most boundless confusion A senes of experiments
are repeated with constantly varying modifications suggested by
the results furnished by the subsidiary sciences Most of the
writers, however, have no suspicion that they are merely repeating
an expenment which has often been made before Some of them
discover this in the course of their work to their own great astonish-
ment—it is so, for instance, with Wrede^ who recognises that he
w working ou^ though doubtless with a clearer consciousness of
his aim, an idea of Bruno Bauer’s ^ If old Rcimanis were to come
bade again, he might confidently give himself out to be the latest
of the modern^ for his work rests upon a recognition of the ex-
clusive importance of eschatology, such as only recurs again in
Johannes Weiss

Progress, too, is cunously fitful, with long intervals of marking
time between the advances From Strauss down to the 'nineties
there was no real progress, if one takes into consideration only the
complete Lives of Jesus which appeared. But a number of separate
prablems twk a more clearly defined form, so that in the end the
genci^ problem suddenly moved forward, as it seemed, with a jerk

i here is really no common standard by which to judge thewoife with which we have to do It is not the most orderly
conscientiously every detail of the

advanced the study of the subject but precisely

tm ^ greatest litertHss with the

Se ,i nn» A ^ ®ets doTOi along-
“ possible-because he wntes easily andthere » no one there to contradict him, and hwaiie. facts on^per do not rome into collision so sharply as thw do in realitvw ^ power of rec^nSra^h stoiy, but by that which he recognises as impossible. The con^

(TT.Mess»n«Sccr«„
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stnictions of Reimards and Bnino Bauer have no sohdily, they
arc mere products of the imagination But there is much more
histoncal power m their clear grasp of a single deiinite problem,

\shich has bUndcd them to all else^ than there is in the circum-

stantial works of Beysdilag and Bernard Weiss

But once one has accustomed onesdf to look for certain de-

finite landmarks amid this apparent ndter of confusion one begins

at last to discover in vague outline the course fbQoaed, and the

progress made, by the critical study of the hfe of Jesus

It &lls, immediately, into two period^ that before Strauss and
that after Stmuss dominant mterest in the first is the

question of mirade. What terms are possible between a historical

treatment and the acceptance of supematoral events? With the

advent of Strauss this problem found a solution, viz., that these

events have no nghtful place in the history, but are simply mythical

elements m the sources The way was thus ftrown open Mean-

while, alongside of the problem of the supematura), other problems

had been dimly apprehended Reimarus had drawn attention to

the contemporary eschatological views, Hase, in his first Life of

Jesus (1829), had sought to trace a devdopment m the sclf-

consciousness of Jesus

But on this point a dear view nos impossible, because all the

students of the subject were still basing their operations upon the

harmony of the Synoptics and the Fourth Gospel; which means

that they had not so far fdt the need of a histoncolly mtelbgible

outline of the hfe of Jesus Herc^ too, Strauss was the light-

bnngcr But the transient illumination was destined to be

obscured by the Marcan hypothesis,^ which now came to the

front The necessity of dioosmg between John and the Synoptists

was first fully established by the Tubingen school; and right

relation of this question to the Alarcon hypothesis was subsequently

shown by Holtrmann

IVhile these discussions of the preliminary literary questions

were in progress the main histoncal problem of the life of Jesus

was slowly nsing into view The question began to be mooted

whit was the significance of eschatology for the mind of Jesus?

With this problem was associated, m virtue of an inner connexion

winch was not at first suspected, the problem of the self-conscious-

ness of Jesus At the beginning of the ’nineties it was generally

felt that, m the solution gnen to this dual problem, an m some

measure assured knowledge of the outward and inward course of

the life of Jesus had been reached At this pmnt Johannes

Wcjss revived the comprehensive daim of Reimarus on behalf of

* In iheauthor's usi]^ '* the Mircnn l^rpoiheni ” means the tbeor) that the

Mirk b not city the eiriiest and most \ilunU!e source for the ficls, hut ddiiw

from Ihe o»her Gospels in enhodving *1 mom or less drtr and bbtonnlly InieHicihte

»ieir ^ the fiosneiion of eioits S« Chips X and XIV bdo* —TPA^sl ATOR
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eschatology; and scarcely had cniicisni adjusted its attitude to

this question uhen Wrede renewed the attempt of Bauer and
Volkmar to dinninate altogether the Messianic element from the

hfe of Jesus

We are now once more in the midst of a period of great

activity in the study of the subject. On the one side tvc are

offered a histoncal solution, on the other a literary. The question

at issue 15 Is it possible to explain the contradiction between the

Messianic consciousness of Jesus and His non*Mcssianxc discourses

and actions by means of a conception His Messianic conscious*

ness which will make it appear that He could not have acted
otherwise than as the Evangelists describe , or must we endeavour to

explam the contradiction by taking the non-Mcssianic discourses and
actions as our fixed point, denying the reality of His Messianic self*

consciousness and regarding it as a later interpolation of the beliefs

of the Christian community into the life of Jesus? In the latter

case the Evangelists are supposed to have attnbuted these lilcssianic

claims to Jesus because the early Church held Him to be the
Messiah, but to have contradicted themselves by descnbing His
life as It actually was, viz

, as the life of a prophet, not of one who
held Himself to be the Messiah. To put it bnefiy: Does the
difficulty of explaining the histoncal iiersonah^ of Jesus he in the
history itsdf, or only in the way in much it is represented in the
sources ?

This alternative will be discussed in all the cnbcal studies of
the next few years. Once clearly posed it compels a deasion.
But no one can really understand the problem who has not a clear
notion of the way in which it has shaped itself in the course of the
imestigation; no one can justly cnticise, or appraise the value of,
new contnbutions to the study of tins subject unless he knows in
what forms they have been presented before.

The history of the study of the life of Jesus has hitherto
received surprisingly httle attention Has^ in his Life of Jesus of
1829, bnefiy records the previous attempts to deal with the subject
Fnednch von Ammon, himself one of the most distinguished
students m this department, m his “ Progress of Chnstianity,” ^ gives
some information regarding «the most notable biographies of Jesus
of the last fifty years ” In the year 1865 Uhlhom treated together
the Li^of Jesus of Renan, Schenkd, and Strauss, m 1876 Hase,m his History of Jesus ” gave the only complete hteraiy history of
the rabj^, in 1892 Uhlhom extended his former lecture tomdude the works of Keim, Delff, Beyschlag, and Weiss,® m 1898

1840.^ de, CAnsfeniunts. Leipzig,

/to LOat Jau tn mnm ntatren Dantabingm, *89*. five lectures.
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Frantzen descnbed, in a short essay, the progress of the study dnce
Strauss in 1899 and 1900 Baldenspeiger gave, in the Thiologischs

Rundschau^ a survey of the most recent publications,^ Weinel’s
book, “Jesus ifi the Nineteenth Century,” naturallj only gives an
analysis of a few classical \iorks, Otto Schmiedel’s lecture on the
“Main Problems of the Critical Study of the Life of Jesus ” (1902)
merdy sketches the history of the suited in broad outline ^

Apart from scattered notices in histones of theology this is

practically all the hterature of the subject. There is room for an
attempt to bnng order into the chaos of the Lives of Jesus Hase
made ingenious compansons between them, but he was unable to

group them according to mner prmciples, or to judge them
justly Weisse is for him a feebler descendant of Strauss, Bruno
Bauer is the victim of a fantastic imagmation It would indeed

have been difficult for Hase to discover in the works of his time

any pnnciple of division But now, when the literary and eschato-

logical methods of solution have led to complementary results, when
the post-Straussian penod of investigation seems to ha'ie reached a

provisional clos^ and the goal to which it has been tending ha<;

become dear, the time seems npe for the attempt to trace

genetically in the successive works the shaping of the problem as

it now confronts u^ and to gi'ie a systematic historical account

of the cntical study of the life of Jesus. Our endeavour wnll be

to furnish a graphic descnption of all the attempts to deal with

the subject ,
and not to dismiss them with stock phrases or

traditional labels but to show clearly what they really did to

ad\ance the formulation of the problem, whether their con-

temporanes recognised it or not. In accordance with this

pnnciple many famous Lues of Jesus which have prolonged an

honoured existence through many successive editions, wnll make

but a poor hgurc^ while others, which have received scant notice^

wnll appear great. Behind Success comes Truth, and her reward is

with her

* \V Fnntzen, Dtt •• ££^er-/esa * Berrptri; int Straur^^ Oor|nt. 1898
* They Rurdichau^ li 59 ^7 (>890) . lu 9-19 (1900}

Von Sodsn s siudr. /? r tc Frtt::en trt L^er Jesu^ 19041 Mon!:s htrt

only m n \e*Y limited se-i«e since it does not seek to shov how the problems haie

gradually cznc*ccd Is the I'arious Xj%es of Jesus*
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HERMANN SAMUEL REIMARUS

*•Von dem ZTvecVe Jesu und snner Jfingcr ** Noch ein FrAgmciii dcs WoVcnbflUcl*

sdaen Ungcnannicn Htirnnsgegcbcn \on GoulioM Uphraim Ixsstng Bnun-
Khneigt S778» 976 pp (The Aims of Jesus and His Disciples. A further

Instalment the anonymous Wolfcnbflud Ftagmcnts. Published b} Gotthold

£{dinuni Lessing Brunsnick* 1778 )

Johann Salomo Semler. Beaniaortung dcr Fiagmcnte eincs Ungenannten ins-

besondere \om Zae^ Jesu und seiner jQnger (Reply to die anonymous
Ftagments. espeaall> to chat entitled **Tbe Anns of Jesus and Kis Disciples **)

HaHe, 1779. 43* PP

Befoks Reimaru^ no one had attempted to form a historical

conception of the life of Jesus Luther had not so much as felt

that he cared to gam a clear idea of the order of the recorded

events Speaking of the chronology of the cleansing of the

Temple, tihich in John falls at the beginning, in the Synoptists

near the dose, of Jesus' public life, he remarks The Gospels follow

no order in recording the acts and miracles of Jeso^ and the

matter is not, after all, of much importance. If a diffi<^ty arises

m regard to the Holy Scripture and vre cannot solve it, we must
just let It alone." When the Lutheran theolc^ans began to

consider the question of harmonising the events, things were still

worse Osiander (i498->x552), in his “Harmony of the Gospels,"
maintained the prmaple that if an event is recorded more than
once m the Gospels, in difierent connexions, it happened more
than once and in different connexions The daughter of Jairus was
therefore raised from the dead several times , on one occasion Jesus
allowed the devils whom He cast out of a smgle demoniac to enter
into a herd of swine, on another occasion, those whom He cast
out of two demoniacs , there were two deansings of the Temple^
and so forth ^ The correct view of the Synoptic Gospels as being
interdependent was first formulated by Gnesbach.

The only Life of Jesus wntten pnor to the time of Reimanis
which has any interest for ms, was composed by a Jesuit in the

^ Hase, GtschtchU Jewt z876» xxs, 1x3

X3





LESSING PUBLISHES THE “FRAGMENTS" iS

The Passing of the Israelites through the Red Sea.

Showing that the books of the Old Testament were not wnttcn

to reveal a Religion,

Concerning the story of the Resurrection.

The Aims of Jesus and His disciples.

The monograph on the passing of the Israelites through the

Red Sea is one of the ablest, vMtticst, and most acute which has

ever been wntten. It exposes all the impossibiliues of the narrative

m the Pnestly Codex, and all the inconsistencies which ansc from

the combination of vanous sources; although Reimaros has no^he

slightest inkling that the separation of these sources would afford

the real solution of the problem

To say that the fragment on "The Aims of Jesus and His

Disciples’' IS a magnificent piece of vrork is barely to do it justice.

This essay is not only one of the greatest events in the history of

cnticism, It IS also a masterpiece of general literature The

language is as a rule ensp and terse, pointed and epigrammatic—

the language of a man who is not “ engaged in literary composition ”

but is wholly concerned with the facts At times, however, it rises

to heights of passionate feeling, and then it is as though the fires

of a volcano w ere painting lund pictures upon dark clouds. Seldom

has there been a hate so eloquent, so lofty a scorn ; but then it is

seldom that a work has been written in the just consciousness of so

absolute a supenonty to contemporary opinion. And withal, there

IS dignity and senous purpose ,
Reimarus’s work is no pamphlet

Lessmg could no^ of course, accept its standpoint His idea

of revelation, and his conception of the Person of Jesus, were

much deeper than those of the Fragmcntist He was a thinker^

Reimarus only a historian But this was the first time that a

really histoncal mind, thoroughly conversant with the sources, had

undertaken the criticism of the tradition. It was Lessing's greatness

that he grasped the significance of this criticism, and felt that it

must lead either to the destruction or to the re^casting of the idea

of rev^tion He recognised that the introduction of the histoncal

element would transform and deepen rationalism. Convinced that

the fateful moment had amved, he disregarded the scruples of

Reimanis's fomily and the objections of Nicolai and Mendelssohn,

and, though inwardly trembling for that whidi he himself held

sacred, he flung the torch with own hand
Semler, at the close of his refutation of the fragment, ndicules

Its editor m the following apologue “A prisoner was once
brought before the I>otd k^yor of London on a charge of arson

He had been seen coming down from the upper story of the

burning house ^Yesterday,’ so ran his defence, 'about four

o’clock I went into my neighbour's store>room and saw there a
buming candle which the servants had carelessly forgotten In
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the course of the night it would hare burned down, and set

fire to the stairs. To make sure that the fire should break out

in the day-timef I threw &onie straw upon it. The dames burst

out at the skj-light, the fire-engines came bunding up^ and the

fir^ which in the night might have been dangerous^ was promptly

extinguished.’ * '^Vhy did you not yourself pick up the candle and
put it out?’ asxed the Lord Mayor * If I had put out the candle

the servants would not hare learned to be more careful ; now that

there has been such a fiiss about it, they will not be so careless

in futuTCL’ ’Odd, very odd,’ said the Lord Mayors ’he is not a

cnminal, only a httle weak in the head.’ So he had him shut

up in the mad-house^ and there he hes to this day.”

The ^to2j is extzsordinanZy apposite—only that Lessing was

not mad; he knew quite wdl what he was doing, object

was to show how an unseen enemy had pushed his parallels up

to the very wall^ and to summon to the defence **some one who

should be as nearly the ideal defender of rdigion as the Fragmentxst

was the ideal assailanL” Once^ with prophetic insight into the

future^ he says: ’’The Christian traditions must he e^^lained by

the inner truth of Chiistiain^, and no wntten traditions can g^re

it that inner truth, if it does not itself possess it.”

Reimams takes as his starting--point the question xegardmg

the content of the preaching of JesxisL “ T^'e are jnstifie4” he say^

•'in drawing an absolute disdnedon between the teaching of the

Apostles m dieir wndng^ and what Jesus Himself in His oini

lifetime proclaimed and tanghL” What bcHon^ to die preaching

of Jesus is clearly to be recognised. It is contained in two phrasw

of idenbeal meaning^ •• Repen^ and believe the Gosp^” or, as it

is put elsewhere^ “Repent^ for the Eangdom of Heaven is at hand.

The Kingdom of Heaven must however be understood “ac-

cording to Jewidi ways of thougbt.” Neither Jesus nor the

Baptist ever explain fins expression; therefore ih^ must have

been content to have it understood in its known and custouMiy

sense. That means that Jesus took His stand vritlun the Jewish

xelgion, and accepted its Messianic expectations without m any way

coneebng them. H He gives a new development lo this region

it is onlym so far that He proclaims as near at hand the realisaboiJ

of idenlg and hopes which were alive in thousands of hearts.

There was thus no need for detsdled instmcdon r^aidmg tne

nature of the Kingdom of Heaven ; the catechism and contoon

of the Cnurch at its commencement conssted of a single phias&

Behef was not difficult: “they need only bdieve tne

namely that Jesus was about to bring in the Kingdom of WJCL

1 The quotations Snserted wJio rt snec:^ atrefi^ioa m,
Remams. It is D* ScatpKxeers nieihml to lead iqi a parage;* tx^asv

to one of disncniRstie pbzaaes,—T^ansi.aTOS.
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As there were many among the Jevis vrho \scrc already waiting

for the Kingdom of God, it no wonder that in a fets days, nay

in a fe^ hours, some thousands believed, although they had been

told only that Jesus uas the promised prophet.

This was the sum total of what the disciples knew about the

Kingdom of God uhen they were sent out by their Master to

proclaim its coming Their hearers would naturally think of the

customary meaning of the term and the hopes which attached

themselves to it *'Thc purpose of sending out such propagandists

could only be that the Jews who groaned under the Roman >okc
and had long chenshed the liopc of dclncrancc should be stirred

up all over Judaea and assemble thcmschcs in their thousands ”

Jesus must liave known, too, that if the people believed His
messengers they would look about for an earthly deliverer and turn
to Him for this purpose, Tbe Gospel, therefore, meant nothing
more or less to all who heard it than that, under the leadership of
Jesus, the Kingdom of Messiah was about to be brought in For
them there was no difficulty in accepting the belief that He was
the Messiah, the Son of God, for this belief did not insoUc
anytlung metaphysical The nation was the Son of God; the
kings of the covenant-people were Sons of God, the Messiah
was in a pre-eminent sense the Son of God Thus even in His
Messianic claims Jesus remained “within the limits of humanity “

The fact that He did not need to explain to His contemporaries
what He meant by the Kingdom of God constitutes a difficult for
us The parables do not enlighten us, for they presuppose a
knowledge of the conception «If we could not gather from the
wntmgs of the Jews some further information as to what was under-
stood at that time by Ae Messiah and the Kingdom of God, these
points of pnmary importance would be very obscure and
incomprehensible.”

K, therefore, we desire to gam a histoncal understanding
of Jesus* teaching, we must leave behind what we learned in

^ catechism regarding the metaphysical Divine Sonslup, the^m^, and similar dogmatic conceptions, and go out into a wholly
Jewish world of thought Only those who carry the teachings of
Uie catecl^ back into the preaching of the Jewish Messiah will^ve at the idea that He was the founder of a new religion. To
ail ^prejudiced persons it is manifest “that Jesus had not the
siigntest intention of doing away with the Jewish reheion and
putting another in its place **

From ^tt V iS it is evident that Jesus did not break with
stand upon it unreservedly If there wasMythmg at all new in His preaching, it was the righteousness which

^requisite for the Kingdom of God The nghteousness of theLaw wiU no longer suffice in the time of the coming Kingdom; a
a
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new and deeper morality must come into being This demand is

the only point in which the preaching of Jesus went beyond the

ideas of His contemporaries But this new morality does not do
away with the law, for He explams it as a fulfilment of the old

commandments His followersi no doubly broke with the Law
later on They did so, however, not in pursuance of a command of

Jesus, but under the pressure of circumstance^ at the time when
they were forced out of Judaism and obliged to found a new
religion

Jesus shared the Jewish racial exclusiveness wholly and unre-

servedly According to hfatt x 5 He forbade His disaples to

declare to the Gentiles the coming of the Kingdom of God
Evidently, therefore^ His purpose did not embrace them Had it

been otherwise the hesitation of Peter in Acts x and xi
,
and the

necessity of justifying the conversion of Cornehus, would be

incomprehensible

Baptism and the Lord’s Supper are no evidence that Jesus in-

tended to found a new rehgion In the first place the genuineness

of the command to baptize in Matt xxviu 19 is questionably

not only as a saying ascnbed to the nsen Jesuy but also because it

is universahstic in outlook, and because it implies the doctnne of

the Thnity and, consequently, the metaphysical Uivine Sonsbip of

Jesus In this it is inconsistent with the earliest traditions regard-

ing the practice of baptism in the Christian community, for in the

earliest times, as we learn from the Acts and from Faut it was the

custom to baptizy not in the name of the Thnity, but m the name

of Jesuy the Messiah
But^ furthermory it is questionable whether Baptism really goes

back to Jesus at all He Himself baptized no one in His own

lifetimy and never commanded any of &s converts to be baptized.

So we cannot be sure about the ongin of Baptism, though we can

be sure of its meaning Baptism m the name of Jesus signified

only that Jesus was the Messiah “ For the only change which the

teaching of Jesus made in their religion was that whereas they had

formerly believed in a Deliverer of Israel who was to come in the

future, they now beheved in a Ddiverer who was already jiresent
”

The “Lord’s Supper,” again, was no new institution, but merely

an episode at the last Paschal Meal of the Kingdom which was

passing away, and was intended “as an anticipatory celebration of

the Passover of the New Kingdom ” A Lord’s Supper m our sensy

“cut loose from the Passover,” would have been inconceivable to

Jesus, and not less so to His disciples

It IS useless to appeal to the miracles, any more than to the

“ Sacraments,” as evidence for the founding of a new religion In

the first place, we have to remember what happens in the case of

miracles handed down by tradition That Jesus effected cures.
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which in the eyes of His contemporaries were miraculous is not to

be denied Their purpose uas to pro^e Him to be the Messiah.

He forbade these miracles to be made known, even in cases where

they could not possibly be kept hidden, ” with the sole purpose of

making people more eager to talk of them ” Other miracles,

however, have no basis in fact, but owe their place in the narrative

to the feeling that the miracle-stones of the Old Testament must be
repeated in the case of Jesus, but on a grander scale. He did

no really miraculous works; othennsc^ the demands for a sign

would be incomprehensible. In Jerusalem when all the people
were lookmg eagerly for an overwhelming manifestation of His
Messiahship, what a tremendous cfiect a mirade would have pro-

duced I If only a single miracle had been publicly, convincingly,

undeniably, pedbrmed by Jesus before all the people on one of the
great days of the Feast, such is human nature that all the people
would at once have flocked to His standard.

For this popular upnsing, however, He waited in vain. Twice
He believed that it was near at hand. The first time was when
He was sending out the disciples and said to them ;

**Ye shall not
have gone over the cities of Israel before the Son of ]Man conies ”

(Matt X 23) He thought that, at the preaching of the disciples,
the people would flock to Him from eveiy quarter and immediately
proclaim Him Messiah ; but His eiqiectation was disappointed

The second time, He thought to bnng about the decisive issue
in Jerusalem He made His entry nding on an ass’s coll^ that the
Messianic prophecy of Zechanah might be fulfilled And the
people actually did cry « Hosanna to the Son of David »

” Re-
lying on the support of His followers He might now, He thought^
Uid defiance to the authorities In the temple He arrogates to
Himself supreme power, and m glowing words calls for an open
revolt against the Sanhedrin and the Pharisees^ on the ground
th^ have shut the doors of the Kingdom of Heaven and forbidden
othem to go m. There is no doubfi now, that He wiU cany the
p^ple with Him ' Confident in the success of His cause, He closes

in<^diary harangue in Matt xidii with the words
rraly from henceforth ye shall not see me again until ye ghnli

say Blessed IS he that cometh in the name of the Lord”: that is,
until they should hail Him as Messiah.

^
But the people in Jerusalem refused to nse, as the

had refi^ at the time when tiie disaples were sent out to rousethem The Council prepared for vigorous acbon The voluntary

be^e mvolnntary Before His arrest He was over-
‘be cross He dosed His life with thew^ My God 1 my God t why hast Thou forsaken me ? ” « Thisavowal cannot, without violence^ be interpreted otherwise than as
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meaning that God had not aided Him in His aim and puipose as

He nad hoped That shows that it had not been His purpose to

aufier and die, but to estabhsh an earthly kingdom and dehver the

Jews from political oppression—and m that God’s help had failed

Him ”

For the disciples this turn of affairs meant the destruction of

all the dreams for the sake of which they bad followed Jesus For

if they had given up anythmg on His account^ it was only in order

to receive it again an hundredfold when they should openly take

their places in the eyes of all the world as the fnends and mmisteis

of the Messiah, as the rulers of the twelve tnbes of Israel Jesus

never disabused them of this sensuous hope, bu^ on the contnuy,

confirmed them in it When He put an end to the quarrel about

pre-eminence, and when He answered the request of the sons of

Zebede^ He did not attack the assumption that there were to be

thrones and power, but only addressed Himself to the question how

men were in the present to establish their claims to that position

of authority

All this implies that the time of the fulfilment of these hopes

was not thought of by Jesus and His disaples as at all remote In

Matt 3CV1 a8, for example. He says “Truly I say unto you

there are some standing here who shall not taste of death, till they

see the Son of man coming in his kingdom ” There is no

justification for twisting this about or explaining it away It simply

means that Jesus promises the fulfilment of all Messianic hopes

before the end of the existing generation

Thus the disciples were prepared for anything rather than that

which actually happened Jesus had never said a word to them

about His dying and nsing again, otherwise they would not have

so played the coward at His death, nor have been so astonished

at His “resurrection ” The three or four sayings referring to these

events must therefore have been put into His mouth later, in

order to make it appear that He had foreseen these events in His

onginal plan

How, then, did they get over this apparently annihilating blow r

By falling back upon the second form of the Jeviish Messianic hope

Hitherto their thoughts, like those of their blaster, had been domi

nated by the political ideal of the prophets—-the scion of Da\id’s

line who should appear as the political deliverer of the nation But

alongside of that there existed another Messianic expectation which

transferred c\ crything to the supernatural sphere Appearing first

in Daniel, this expectation can still be traced in the Apocalypses, in

Justin's “ Dialogue with Trypho,” and in certain Rabbinic sayings

According to these—^Reimarus makes use especially of the statements

of Trjpho—the Messiah is to appear twice, once in human lowli-

ness, the second time upon the clouds of heaven ^VhCIl the first
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^s/emoj as Reimanis calls it, was annihilated by the death of Jesus,

the disciples brought fonNard the second, and gathered folloi^ers

who shared their expectation of a second coming of Jesus the

Messiah. In order to get rid of the diOiculty of the death of

Jesus, they gave it the significance of a spintual redemption

—

which had not previously entered their held of ’rision or that of

Jesus Himself.

But this spintual interpretation of His death would not have

hdped them if they had not also invented the resurrection

Immediately after the death of Jesus, indeed, such an idea was far

from their thoughts. They were in deadly fear and kept close

within doors “Soon, ho\iever, one and another ventures to slip

out Th^ learn that no judicial search is being made for them ”

Then they consider what is to be done They did not take kindly

to the idea of returning to their old haunts
;
on their joumcyings

the companions of the Messiah had forgotten how to work. They
had seen that the preaching of the Kingdom of God will keep a
man. Even when they had been sent out without wallet or money
they had not lacked The women who are mentioned in Luke
viu. 2, 3, had made it their business to make good provision for

the Messiah and His future ministers.

Why not, then, continue this mode of life t They would surely
find a sufficient number of faithful souls who would join them in
directing their hopes towards a second coming of the Messiah, and
while awaiting the future glory, would share their possessions with
them So they stole the body of Jesus and hid it, and proclaimed
to all the world that He would soon return They prudently
waited, however, for fifty days before making this announcement^ in
order that the body, if it should be found, might be unrecognisable:

What was much in their favour was the complete disorganisation
of the Jewish state. Had there been an efficient police administra-
tion the disaples would not have been able to plan this fraud and
organise their communistic fellowship But^ as it was, the new
society was not even subjected to any annoyance in consequence
of the remarkable death of a mamed couple who were buned from
the apostles’ hous^ and the brotherhood was even allowed to
confiscate their property to its own uses

It appear^ then, that the hope of the Parousia was the
fundamental thing in pnmitive ChnsUanity, which was a product of
that hope much more than of the teaching of Jesus Accordingly,
the mam problem of primitive dogmatics was the delay of the
Par^sia. Already in Paul’s time the problem was pressing and
he had to set to work in 2 Thessalonians to discover all possible
and impossible reasons why the Second Coming should be delayed
i^imanis mercilessly exposes the position of the aposU^ who was
obhged to fob people off somehow or other The author of 2 Peter
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has a mudi dearer notion of yiIoX he would be at, and und^kei
to restore the confidence of Christendom once lor all with the

sophism of the thousand years which are in the aght of God as

one dayi ignonng the fact that in the promise the reckoning was

by man’s years, not by God's “Neve^e]ess it served the turn

of the Apostles so well with those simple early Chnstians^ that

after the first believers had been bemused with it^ and the penod

originally fixed had elapsed, the Christians of later generation^

indudmg Fathers of the Church, could continue ever after to feed

themselves with empty hopes ” The saying of Cbnst about the

generation which should not die out More His return clearly

fixes this event at no very distant date But since Jesus has not

yet appeared upon the douds of heaven these words must be

stiamed into meaning, not that generation, but the Jewish people

Thus by exegetical art th^ are saved for ever, for the Jewish race

wiU never die out
”

In general, howevei^ “the theologians of the present day skim

lightly over the eschatological material in the Gospels because it

does not chime in with ^eir views^ and assign to the coming of

Christ upon die clouds quite a different purpose fi»3m that which

it bears m the teadiing of Cbnst and His apostles ” Inasmuch

as die non*fulfilnient of its eschatology is not admitted, our

Chnsdanity rests upon a fraud In view of this fact, what is the

evidential value of any mirade^ even if it could be held to be

authentic? ** No mirade would prove that two and two make fiv^

or diat a mrde has four angles , and no miracles, however numerous

could remove a contradiction which lies on the surface of the

teachings and records of ChnstianiQr*” Nor is there any weight m

the appeal to the ft! ilment of prophecy, for the cases m which

Matthew counterdgns it with the words “that the Scnpture might

be fulfilled” arc all amfiaal and unreal, and for many madents

the stage was set by Jesus^ or His discipla^ or the Evangelists,

with the dchberate purpose of presenting to the people a scene

from the fulfilment of prophet^

The sole argument which could save the credit of Christianity

would be a proof that the Parousia had really taken place at the

time for which it was announced, and obvioudy no such proof

can be produced

Suci is Reimarus’ reconstruction of the history we can well

understand that his work must have given offence when it appeared,

for It IS a polemic^ not an objective historical study But we have

no nght simply to dismiss it m a word, as a Deistic production,

as Otto Schmiedel, for example, docs,> it is time (hat Reimarus

came to his own, and that we should recognise a histoncal

performance of no mean order w this piece of Deistic polemics

1 Otto Schmwdd, Zto dtrUMtw tmekurg TOlMneen, iV»
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ICs \roxk is perhaps the most splendid achievement in the tvfacde

course of the historical investigation of the life of Jesus, for he was
the first to grasp the fiict that the vrorld of thought in tvhidi Jesus

moved vras essentially eschatologicaL There is some justification

for the animosity which fiames up in his writing; This lustorical

truth had taken possession of his mind with such overwhelming
force that he could no longer understand his contemporaries
and could not away with their profession that their beUtfs were,
as they professed to be, directly denved from the preaching of
Jesus.

What added to the offence was that he saw the eschatology
in a arang perspective. He held that the Messianic ideal which
dominated the preaching of Jesus was that of the political ruler,

the son of David. All his other nustakes are the consequence of
this fundamental error. It was, ofcourse, a mere makeshift hypotheris
to denvethe b^mnmgs ofChristianity from an imposture. Historical
sdence was not at that time suffidently advanced to lead even the
man who bad divmed the fundamentally eschatological character
of the preaching of Jesus onward to the historical solution of the
problem

; h needed more than a hundred and twen^ years to fill

in the chasm which Reimanis had been forced to bridge with that
makeshift hypotiieris of his.

In the light of the clear perception of the dements of the
problem which Reimarus had attained, the whole movement of
theology, down to Johannes Weiss^ appears retrograde. In all its
work the thesis is ignored or obscured that Jesus, as a historical
penality, is to be regarded, not as the founder of a new
but as the final product of the eschatological and apocalyptic
thought of lAte Judaism. Every sentence of Johannes Weiss’s Du

fauvom Edehe f?rtlto(i892)isa vmdication, ardhabiKtation.
of Romams as a historical thmker.

Even so the traveUer on the plain sees from afar the distant
range of mountams. Then he loses sight of them again. Hisway winds slowly Upwards through the vaD^ dravnng ever
nearer to the peak% until at last, at a turn of the path, they
bmoto him, not m the shapes whidi th^ had seemed to take fromt^ distant plam, but in their actual forms Rdmarus was the first

eightem centuries of misconceprion, to have an inkluig ofwhat eschatology r^ly was Then theology lost sight of it Jdn.Md It was not until after the lapse of more than a hundredS
that It canu m view of eschatology once more, now in its true fonn

historically determteeTand oSy afS hSteenfed astray, alm^^ to the last in all its histoncal researches by^ Keimarns—the assumption that the escbatolonjw and ]^htical in character. Thus theology shared
least the error of the man whom it knew only as a Deist not as an
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histonan, and whose true greatness was not recognised even by
StrausSi though he raised a literary monument to him

The solution offered by Reimarus may be wrong , the data of

observation from which he starts out ar^ beyond question, nght,

because the primary datum of all is genuinely histoncal He
recognised that two systems of Messianic expectation were present

side by side in Late Judaism He endeavoured to bnng them mto
mutual relations in order to represent the actual movement of the

history In so doing he made the mistake of placing them in

consecutive order, ascnbing to Jesus the political Son -of- David

conception, and to the Apostle^ after His death, the apocalyptic

system based on Daniel, instead of supenmposing one upon the

other in such a way that the Messianic King might coinade with

the Son of Man, and the ancient prophetic conception might be

inscnbed within tlie circumference of the Daniel descended apoca-

lyptic^ and raised along with it to the supersensnous plane. But

what matters the mistake in co'iipanson with the fact that the

problem was really grasped ?

Reimarus felt that the absence in the preaching of Jesus of

any definition of the principal term (the Kingdom of God^ m
conjunction with the great and rapid success of His preaching con-

stituted a problem, and he formulated the conception that Jesus

was not a religious founder and teacher, but purely a preacher

He brought the Synoptic and Johannine narratives into haimony

by practically leaving the latter out of account The attitude of

Jesus towards the law, and the process by which the disciples came

to take up a freer attitude^ was grasped and explained by him so

accurately that modern historical saence does not need to add a

word, but would be well pleased if at least half the theologians of

the present day bad got as far

Further, he recognised that pnmitive Christianity was not

something which grew, so to speak, out of the teaching of Jesus,

but that It came into being as a new creation, in consequence of

events and circumstances which added something to that preach-

ing which it did not previously contain , and that Baptism and the

Lord’s Supper, in the histoncal sense of these terms, were not

instituted by Jesus, but created by the early Church on the basis of

certain historical assumptions

Again, Reimarus felt that the fact that the “event of

was first proclaimed at Pentecost constituted a problem, and he

sought a solution for it He recognised, further, that the solution

of die problem of the life of Jesus calls for a combination of

methods of histoncal and literary cntiasm He felt that ™
emphasise the part played by eschatology would not suffic^ nut

that it was necessary to assume a creative element in the tradition,

to which he asenbed the miracles, the stones which turn on the
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(alfi\mcnt of Messianic prophecy, the universalistic traits and the

predictions of the passion and the resurrection. Like Wrede, too,

he feels that the prescription of silence m the case of miracles of

heabng and of certain communications to the disciples constitutes a

problem which demands solution.

Still more remarkable is his eye for excgctical detail. He has

an unfailing instinct for pregnant passages like Matt x, 23, xvi, 28,

which are crucial for the interpretation of large masses of the

history. The fact is there are some who are historians by the grace

of God, who from their mother’s womb ha\e an instinctive feebng

for the real They follow through all the intricacy and confusion

of reported fact the pathway of reality, like a stream which, despite

the rocks that encumber its course and the windings of its vall^,

finds us way inevitably to the sea. No erudition can supply the

place of this histoncal instinct, but erudition sometimes serves a use-

ful purpose, inasmuch as it produces in its possessors the pleasing

belief that they ate histonans, and thus secures their services for the

cause of history In truth they are at best merely doing the pre-

liminary spade-work of history, collecting for a future histonan the

dry bones of fac^ from which, with the aid of his natural gilt, he can

recall the past to life More often, however, the way in which eru-

dition seel^ to serve history is by suppressing historical discovenes

as long as possible^ and leading out into the field to oppose the one
true view an army of possibilities By arraying these in support of

one another it finally ims^nes that it has created out of possibilities

a hving reality.

This obstructive erudition is the special prerogative of theology,

in which, even at the present day, a truly marvellous scholarship

often serves only to blind the eyes to elementary truths and to
cause the artificial to be preferred to the natural. And
happens not only with those who deliberately shut then minds
against new impressions, but also with those whose purpose is to
go forward, and to whom their contemporaries look up as leaders.
It was a typical illustration of this fact when Semler rose up and
slew Reimarus m the name of scientific theology.^

Reimarus had discredited progressive theology Students—so
Sender tells us in his preface—became unsettled and sought other
callmgs The great Halle theologian—bom in 1725—^the pioneer
of the histoncal view of the Canon, the precursor of Baur in the
reconstruction of pnmitive Christianity, was uiged to do away with
the offence As Ongen of yore with Celsus, so Semler takes
Reimarus sentence by sentence, in such a way that if his work
were lost it could be recovered from the refutation The fact was
that Semler had nothing in the nature of a complete or well-

* pcSdexlein also wrote a defence of Jesus against the Fiagmenttst Fntemenieund Anttfn^pntnie Nuxemberg, *778
^
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articulated argument to oppose to him j theiefore he inaugurated

in his reply the “Yes, but” theology, uhich thereafter, for more
than three generations, while it took, itself, the most vanous

modifications, imagined that it had finally got nd of Reiniarus and

his discovery

Reimarus—so ran the aatchivord of tlie guerrilla warfare which

Semler waged against him—cannot be nght^ for he is one-sided

Jesus and His disciples employed two methods of teaching* one

sensuous, pictonal, drawn from the qihere of Jewish ideas, which

they adapted their meaning to the understanding of the multitude

and endeavoured to raise &em to a higher way of thinking^ and

alongside of that a purely spiritual teaching which was independent

of that kind of imagery Both methods of teaching continued to

be used side by sid^ because there were always contemporary

representatives of the two degrees of capability and the two kinds

of temperament “This is histoncally so certain that the

Fragmentisfs attack must inevitably be defeated at this point,

because he takes account only of the sensuous representation ” But

his attack was not defeated What happened was that^ owing to

the respect in which Semler was held, and the absolute incapaoty

of contemporary theology to overtake the long stnde forward made

by Reimaru^ his work was neglected, and the stimulus which it was

capable of imparting failed to take effect He had no predecessors,

neither had he any disaples His work is one of those supremely

great works which pass and leave no tracer because th^ are

before their time ,
to which later generations pay a just tribute of

admiration, but owe no gratitude Indeed it would be truer to say

diat Reimarus hung a mill-stone about the neck of the nsing

theological science of his time. He avenged himself on Sender by

shaking his faith in historical theology and even in the freedom of

science in general By the end of the eighth decade of the century

the Halle professor was beginning to retrace bis steps, was becoming

more and more disloyal to the cause which he had formerly served

,

and he finally went so far as to give his approval to Wollner^s edict

for the regulation of religion (1788) His fnends attributed this

change of front to senility—he died 1791
Thus the magnificent overture in which are announced aU the

moUfs of the future historical treatment of the life of Jesus brealM

off with a sudden discord, remains isolated and incomplete and

leads to nothmg further.
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THE LIVES OF JESUS OF THE EARLIER
RATIONALISM

Johann Jakob Hess Gcscbichie dcr drei lct7ien Lcbcnsjithre Jcsu. (Historj of

the I ast Three Years of the Life of Jesus ) 3 , 1400 pp I.eipKig-7uncb,

1768-1772 , 3Td ed 1774 » 7^^ » 1823 fF

Viam YoUanar Itelnhacd Vcrsuch Ober den Plan» \^dchen dcr Siiftcr dcr

dmsihdkcn Religionmm Besten der Menschheit entwiurf (Essay upon the Plan

\^hich the Founder of the Christian Religion adopted for the Benefit of Xfankind )

500 pp X78X I 4th ed I 1798 ,
5th ed.> X830 Our account is based on the

4th ed The 5th contains supplcmentaiy matter b) Heubner,

Enub August Opitz Preacher at Zschcppelin. Geschichte und Charactcrzfige

JesvL (History of Jesus, «ith a Dchneation His Character.) Jena and
Leipzig. x8xa 488 pp

Jdbaxm Adolph JakobL Supenntendent at Waltershausen Die Geschidite Jesu
fiir denLuide und gemfitvoUe Le&cr, t8x6 (The History of Jesus for thoughtful

and i^patbetio readers.) A second \olume, containing the history ot the

apost^^ age, followed m x8x8.

Johaxm Oottfided Herder Vom Erloser der Menschen Kach unsem drei ersten

Evangehen (The Redeemer of men, as portrayed in our first three Gospels )

1796 Von Goties Sohn, dcr Welt Heiland Nach Johannes Evangi^um.

their origin and order Riga, published hy Hartknoch, 1797 See Herder's
complete works, ed Sujdian, vok xix.

That thorough-going theological rationalism nthich accepts only
so much of rdigion as can justify itsdf at the bar of reason, and
which conceives and represents the origin of religion in accordance
with this pnnaple, was preceded by a rationalism less complete^ as
yet not wholly dissociated from a simple-minded supematurahsm.
Its point of view is one at which it is almost impossible for the
modem man to place himself. Here, in a sin^e consciousness,
orthodoxy and rationalism he stratified in successite layers Her^
to change the metaphor, rationalism surrounds religion vdtbout
touching It, and, like a lake surroundmg some anaent costly
mirrors its image with canons refractions

This half-developed rationahsm was conscious of an impulse

—

it is the first lime m the history of theology that this impulse

*7
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manifests itsdf—to wnte the Life of Jesus ^ at first mfeout any
suspicion whither this undertakuig would lead it No rude hands

were to be laid upon the doctrinal conception of Jesus j at least

these wnteis had no intention of laying hands upon iL Then
purpose was simply to gain a clearer view of the course of our

Lord’s earthly and human hfe The theologians who undertook

this task thought of themselves as merely writing an histoncal

supplement to the hfe of the God-Man Jesus These ** Lives ” arei

therefor^ composed according to the prescription of the *'good

old gentleman ” who m 1829 advised the young Hase to treat first

of the divinei and then of the human side of the hfe of Jesus

The battle about miracle had not yet begun. But muade no

longer plays a part of any importance, it is a firmly established

pnnmple that the teaching of Jesus, and religion in general, hold

their place solely in virtue of their inner reasonableness, not by the

support of outward evidence.

The only thing that is really rationalistic m these older works

IS the treatment of the teachmg of Jesns Even those that retain

the largest share of supematm^ism ate as completely undogmatic

as the more advanced in their reproduction of the discourses of the

Great Teacher All of them make it a pnncxple to lose no

opportunity of reducing the number of miracles ,
where th^ can

explain a miracle by natural causes, th^ do not hesitate for a

moment But the deliberate rejection of all miracle^ the elimina-

tion of everything supernatural which intrudes itself into the life

of Jesu^ IS still to seek. That principle was first consistently

earned through by Paulus With these earlier wnters it d^nds
on the degree of enlightenment of the individual wliether the

irreducible minimum of the supernatural is huger or smaller.

Moreover, the penod of this older rationalism, hke every penod

when human thought has been strong and vigorous is wholly

unhistoncal What it is looking for is not the past, but itself in

the past For the problem of the life of Jesus is solved the

moment it succeeds in bnnging Jesus near to its oitn tim^ m
portraying Him as the great teacher of virtue, and shoeing that

His teaching is identical with the intellectual truth which rationalism

deifies j ue u
The temporal limits of this half-and-half rationalism are ditncuit

to define For the historical study of the hfe of Jesus the first

landmark vhich it offers is the work of Hes^ nhich appeared in

1768 But It held Its ground for a long time side by side iwih

rationalism proper, \thich failed to dme it from the
*

se\cnth edition of Hess’s Life of Jesus appeared as late as *0*31

while a fifth edition of Kemhard’s work saw the light in 1830

And when Strauss struck the death-blow of out and-out rationalism,

the half-and-half rationalism did not pensh with it, but allied ilsei
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with the neo^pcrnaturalism which ucMiiicnl of the hfr

of Jesus had caMcd into being j and u stdl prolong*? an oVrnic

existence in a certain section of consef\ alive liictauitc, lhciwf,h it

has lost Its best chanctenstics, its simple niindednt*?*s and honesty.

These older rationalistic Lives of Jesus arc, from the acMhcuc

point of \icvr, among the least pka^ng of all theological inodncsimi’

The sentimentality of the portraiture is boundlc*;*?. Ihrtindlc**,

also, and still more objectionable, is the want of rc'pcct tor the

language of Jesus He must speak in a rational and mmitrn
fashion, and accordingly all His utterances arc reproduced in a <

of the most polite m^emily. None of the sjiccchcs are allowed

to stand as they were spoken ; they arc taken to pieces jnmplini^cd,

and expanded, and sometimes, with the view of making them really

livdy, they are recast in the mould of a freely invented dialogue.
In aJl these Lives of Jesus not a single one of llis sa)uigs retains
Its authentic form

And yet we must not be unjust to these wriicxs. What they
aimed at was to bring Jesus near to their own time, and in 50 doing
they became the pioneers of the historical study of llis life. The
defects of their workm regard to aesthetic feeling and historicil graspm outweighed by the attracuveness of the purposeful, unprejudiced
thinkmg which here awaken^ stretches itself, and begins to mote
with freedom

Johann Jakob Hess was born in 1 741 and died in iSefi, Afterworkmg as a curate for seventeen years he became one of the
assis^t clergy at the Ftauminster at Zurich, and liter “ Antisics.**pr^^nt, synod. In this capacity he guided the

oahe
safety through Uie trouWous Umes

four* Gospd
^ ™ intervals between the Passovers in the

tiou
; had Jesus ^ «*ve]t

they would not havTbSVe«^l‘"tff ^ God
not to prize mnades for *eir ®.if

”
1
!!*^ ^ careful, however,

thew ethical teachme It was K. pnmanly to
to regard afl the acte of Jes^sdell fi^C*'®^ge and mitaeulous character, a^d rt
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excluding from the Gospd histoiy events which are bound up with
the Gospel revdation

Above all, we must retain the supernatural birth and the
bodily resurECction, because on the former depends the sinlessness

of Jesus, on the latter the certainty of the general resurrection of

the dead The temptation of Jesus in the wilderness was a
stratagem of Satan by which he hoped to discover ** whether Jesus
of Naisareth was really so extraordinary a person that he would have
cause to fear Him ” The resurrection of Lazarus is authentic

But the G^pel narrative is rationahsed whenever it can be done.

It was not the demons, but the Gadarene demoniacs themselves,

who rushed among the swine Alarmed by their fury the whole

herd plunged over the preapice into the lalwe and were drowned

,

while by this accommodation to the fixed idea of the demoniac^

Jesus effected their cure Perhaps, too, Hess conjectures, the Lord
desired to test the Gadarenes, and to see whether they would attach

greater importance to the good deed done to two of their number
than to the loss of their swme This explanation, reinforced by

Its moral, held its ground in theology for some sixty years and

passed over into a round dozen Lives of Jesus
This plan of " presenting eadi occurrence in such a way that

what is valuable and instructive in it immediately strikes the eye ”

IS followed out by Hess so faithfully that all clearness of impiessioii

IS destroyed The parables are barely recognisable^ swathed, as

they are^ in the mummy-wrappings of his paraphrase j and in most

cases their meaning is completel) travestied by the ethical or

historical allusions which be finds in them The parable of the

pounds IS explained as refemng to a man who went, like Arcbdau^

to Rome to obtaui the kingship, while his subjects minted behind

his back

Of the peculiar beauty of the speech of Jesus not a trace

remains The parable of the Sower, for instance^ begins “A
countryman went to sow his field, nhich lay beside a countxy-road,

and was here and there rather rocky, and in some places weedy, but

in general was well cultivated, and had a good sort of soil ” The

beatitude upon the mourners appears in the following guise

**Happy are they who amid the adversities of the present make the

best of things and submit themselves with patience ; for such men,

if they do not see better times her^ shall certainly dsewhere receive

comfort and consolation ” The question addressed by the Fhnnsces

to John the Baptist and his answer, are given dialogue-wist^ in

fustian of this kind — Pharisees "We are directed to enquire of

you, in the name of our president, who you profess to be ? As

people arc at present expecting the Messiah, and seem not indisposed

to accept >ou in that capacity, we are the more anxious that you

should declare yourself with regard to your vocation and person
’
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John ; “The conclusion might have been d)ra\^n from my discourses

that 1 uas not the Messiah. AVhy should people attribute such

lofty pretensions to me?” eta In order to give the Gospels the

true literary flavour^ a characterisation is tacked on to each of the

persons of the narrative In the ease of the disciples, for Instance,

this runs : “ They had sound common senses but very limited insight \

the capacity to recei>e teaching, but an incapacity for rcficctive

thought; a knowledge of their own weakness, but a difficulty in

getung nd of old prejudices, sensibility to nght feeling, but
weakness in follmvmg out a predetermined moral plan.”

The simplest occurrences give occasion for sentimental por-

traiture. The saying “Except ye become as little children” is

introduced in the following fashion: “Jesus called a boy who was
standing near. The boy came. Jesus took his hand and told him
to stand beside Him, nearer than any of His disciples, so that he
had the foremost place among them. Then Jesus threw His arm
round the boy and pressed him tenderly to His breast The
disaples looked on in astonishment, wondering what this meant.
Then He explained to them," etc In these expansions Hess does
not always escape the ludicrous The saying of Jesus in John x. 9,
“I am the door,” takes on the following form • “No one, whether
he be sheep or shepherd, can come into the fold (if, that is to
say, he follows the right way) except m so far as he knows me and
18 admitted by me^ and induded among the dock.”

Reinhard’s work is on a distinctly higher level The author
was bom m 1753 ^ ^79** after he had worked for fourteen years
as Docent m Wittenberg, he was appointed Senior Court Chaplain
at Dresden He died m 1812

“I am, as you know, a very prosaic person,” wntes Reinhard
to a fnend, and in these words he has given an admirable character-
isation of himself The wnters who ^xefly appeal to him are the
ancient moralists; he acknowledges that he has learned more from
them than from a “collegium homiieticum,” In his celebrated
“System of Chnstian Ethics” (5 vols., 1788-1815) he makes
copious rae of them His sermons—they fill thirty-five volumes
ana m their day were regarded as models—show some power and
depth of thought, but are all cast in the same mould. He seems
to have been haunted by a fear that it might some time befall him
to Mmit into nund a thought which was mystical or visionary,
not justifiable by the laws of lo^c and the canons of the cntic^re^n With dl his philosophising and rationalising, however,
certain pillam of the supernaturalisbc view of history remam forhim immovable ^

inclined to suppose that he frankly
shared the belief in miracle He mentions the raising of the
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'vndow’s son, and of Lazarus, and accepts as an authentic saying the

command of the nsen Jesus to baptize all nations But if we look

more closely, we find that he dehbeiately bnngs very few miracles

into his nanative, and the definition which he di^tegrates the

conception of mirade from withm leaves no doubt as to his own
positioQ What he says is this All that which we call miraculous

and supernatural is to be understood as only relatively so^ and

imphes nothing further than an obvious exception to what can be

brought about by natural causes, so far as we knoiv them and have

expenence of their capacity A cautious thinker will not venture

in any single instance to pronounce an event to he so extraordinaiy

that God could not have brought it about by the use of secondaiy

causey but must have intenened directly.”

The case stands similarly with regard to the divinity of Christ

Reinhard assumes it, but his ^'lofe” is not directed to prove it, it

leads only to the conclusion that the Founder of Chnstiamty is to

be rqg^arded as a wonderful “divine” teacher In order to prove

TFTis uniqueness^ Reinhard has to show that His plan for the welfare

of mankind was something incomparably higher than anything

whidi hero or sage has ever stnven for Reinhard makes the first

attempt to give an account of the teaching of Jesus which should

be histoncal in the sense that all dogmatic considerations should

be excluded. “Above all things^ let us collect and examine the

indications which we find in the wntings of His companions

regarding the designs which He had in view ”

The plan of Jesus ^ows its greatness above all m its universality

Reinhard is well aware of the (hfBculty raised in this connexion by

those sayings which assert the prerogative of Israeli, and he discusses

them at length He finds the solution m the assumption that

Jesus in His own lifetime naturally confined Himself to working

among His own people, and was content to indicate the future

universal dev^opment of His plan

With the intention " of introducing a univeisal change, tending

to the benefit of the whole human race, "Jesus attaches His teadnng

to the Jewish eschatology It is only the form of His teadung

however, which is affected by thi^ smce He gives an en^y
different significance to the terms Kingdom ofHeaven and Kingdom

of God, referring them to a universal ethical reorganisation of

mankind But His plan was entirely independent of poUtics He

never based His claims upon His Davidic descent This

indeed, the reason why He held aloof from His family Even the

entry into Jerusalem had no Messianic significance. His plan was

so entirely non-political that He would, on the contiaiy, have

welcomed the severance of all conncMon between the stote

religion, m order to avoid the nsk of a conflict between thtte two

powers. Reinhard explains the voluntary death of Jesus as due to
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this endeavour quitted the stage of the world by so early

and shameful a death because He w islicd to destroy at once and
for ever the mistaken impression that He was aiming at the founda*

tion of an earthly kingdom, and to turn the thoughts, vnishes, and
efforts of His disciples and companions into another channel ”

In order to make the Kingdom of God a practical reality, it

vras necessary for Him to dissociate it from all the forces of this

world, and to bring morality and reli^on into the closest connexion
“The law of love was the indissoluble bond by which Jesus for

ever united morality with religion “ “Moral instruction was the
principal content and the very essence of all His discourses ” His
efforts “were directed to the establishment of a purely ethical

organisation,”

It was important, therefor^ to overthrow superstition and to
bnng religion within the domain of reason First of all the priest-

hood must be depnved for ever of its influence. Then an improve-
ment of the social condition of mankind must be introduced, since
the level of morality depends upon social conditions Jesus was
a social reformer. Through the attainment of “the highest
perfection of which Society is capable, universal peace” was
"gradually to be brought about ”

But the point of primary importance for Him was the alliance
of rdigion with reason. Reason was to maintain its freedom by
the aid of rehgton, and religion was not to be withdrawn from the
cntical judgment of reason: all things were to be tested, and only
the best retained

“From these data it is easy to determine the characteristics of
a religion which is to be the reli^on of all mankind . it must be
ethical, intelligible, and spintaaL”

After the plan of Jesus has been expounded on these hnes,
Remhard shows, in the second part of his work, that, prior to Jesus,
no great man of antiquity had devised a plan of beneficence of a
scope commensurate with the whole human race In the third
part the conclusion is drawn that Jesus is the uraquely divine
Teacher ^

But before the author can venture to draw this conclusion, he
feels It neccs^ry first to show that the plan of Jesus was no chimera
It we were obliged to admit its impracticability Jesus would have
to be ranked with the visionaries and enthusiasts; and these,
however noble and vixtaous, can only injure the cause of tational
religion Visionary enthusiasm and enlightened reason—who thatKnows anything of the human mind can conceive these two as

soul?" But Jesus was no visionary enthnaast

™
calmness, self-in^ry, and cool determination doesHe thi^ out Md pursue His divine purpose?’ By the truthswhich He revealed and declared to be divme communications He

3
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did not desire to put pressure upon the human mind, but only to

guide It. It would be impossible to sho\7 a moze conscientious

respect and a more delicate consideration for the rights of human
reason than is shown by Jesus. He will conquer only convinc-

ing ” “ He IS wilhng to bear with contradiction, and condescends

to meet the most irrational objections and the most ill-natured mis*

representations with the most incredible patience,”

It was well for Reinhard that he had no suspicion how full of

enthusiasm Jesus was, and how He trod reason under His feet I

But what kind of relation was there between this labonal religion

taught by Jesus and the Christian theology which Remhard accepted?

How does be harmonise the symbohcal view of Baptism and the

Lord’s Supper which he here expounds with ecclesiastical doctnne?

How does he pass from the conception of the divine teacher to

that of the Son of God ?

This IS a question which he does not feel himself obliged to

answer. For him the one circle of thought revolves freely within

the other, but they never come into contact with each other.

So far as concerns the presentation of the teaching, the Life of

Jesus by Opitz follows the same hnes as that of Reinhard It is

disfigured, however, by a number of lapses of taster and by a crass

supernaturalism in the description of the miracles and experiences

of the Great Teacher.

Jakobi wntes “for thoughtful and sympathetic readers” He

recognises that much of the miraculous is a later addition to the

facts, but he has a rooted distrust of thoroughgoing rationalism,

"whose would-be helpful explanations are often stranger than the

miracles themselves” A certain amount of miracle must be

mainUincd, but not for the purpose of founding belief upon i^

"the miracles were not intended to authenticate the teaching of

Jesus, but to surround His hfe with a guard of honour.” ^

Whether Herder, m his two Lives of Jesus, is to be classed with

the older rationalists is a question to which the answer must be

“Yes, and No,” as in the case of eveiy attempt to classify those

men of lonely greatness who stand apart from their contemporancs,

but who nevertheless are not in all points in advance of them

Properly speaking, he has really nothing to do wth rhe

rationalists, since he is distinguished from them 6y the depth o

his insiisht and his power of artistic apprehension, and he is Bt

from shanng their lack of taste Further, his honzon

problems of which rationalism, e\en in its developed form, never

> Thu U perhiiis the pWee to mention the necouni of “

given In the Cnl part of I’lank « GatiiieUt da Cknitaluna GBllinsa>.
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came in sight He recognises that all attempts to harmonise the

Synoptists with John are unavailing; a conclusion which he had
avowed earlier in his “ Letters refernng to the Study of Theology.” ^

He grasps this incompatibility, it is true, rather by the aid of poetic^

than of critical insight ” Since they cannot be united,” he antes
m his **Life of Jesus according to John,” “they must be left

standing independently, each evangelist with his own special merit,

Man, Ox, Lion, and Eagle, they advance together, supporting
the ^rone of glory, but they refuse to coalesce into a single form,
to unite into a Diatessaron ” But to him belongs the honour of
being the first and the only scholar, pnor to Strauss, to recognise that
the bfe of Jesus can be construed either according to the Synoptisti^
or according to John, but that a Life of Jesus based on the four
Gospels IS a monstrosity In view of this intuitive historical

grasp, It is not surpnsing that the commentaries of the theologians
were an abomination to him

The fourth Gospel is, in bis view, not a primitive histoncal
source, but a protest against the narrowness of the “Palestinian
Gospels” It gives free play, as the circomstances of the time
demanded, to Greek ideas “There was need, in addition to
those earlier, purely histoncal Gospels, of a Gospel at once
theological and histoncal, like that of John,” in which Jesus should
bci presented, not as the Jewish Messiah, “but as the Saviour of
the World”

The additions and omisaons of this Gospel are alike skilfully
planned It retains only those miracles which are symbols of a
continuous permanent miracle, through which the Saviour of the
World works constantly, umntermittently, among men. The
Johannme miracles are not there for their own sakes The cures
of demoniacs are not even represented among them These had
no interest for the Graeco-Roman world, and the Evangdist was
unwilhng “that this Palestinian superstition should become a
pnnanent feature of Chnstiamty, to be a reproach of scoffers or a
behef of the foohsh.” His recording of the raising of Lazarus is,
in spite of the silence of the Synoptists, easily explicable. The
latter could not yet tdl the story “ without exposing a family which
TOS still living near Jerusalem to the fury of that hatred which
had sworn with an oath to put Lazarus to death ” John, however
coidd recount it without scruple^ “for by this time Jerusalem was
probably in ruins, and the hospitable family of Bethany were
pwhaps already with their Fnend in the other world ” This most
naive of explanations is reproduced m a whole series of Lives of
Jesus

In dealing with the Synoptists, Herder grasps the problem with

*78s.f;sf
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the same intmtiie insight Maxk is no epitomist but the creator of

the archetype of the Synoptic representation “The Gospd of

Mark is not an epitome; it is an original GoqieL ^Vhat the

others bave^ and he has not, has been added by them, not omitted

him. Consequently Mark is a witness to an ong^naL shorter

Gospel-schem^ to which the additional matter of the otnezs ought

properly to be raided as a supplement”
Mark is the “unomamented central column, or plam foundation

ston^ on which the others rest” The birth^stozies of lilatthew and

Luke are “a new growth to meet new needs” The dififeient

tendenae^ abp, point to a later period. Mark is still compaiatiTdy

friendly towards theJew;^ because Chiistiani^ had not yet separated

itsdf fitim Judaism, hlatthew is more hostile towards them

because his Gospel was written at a time when Cbnstians had ^ven

up the hope of maintaining amicable relations with the Jews and

wem groaning under the pressure of pecsecubon It is for that

reason that the Jesus of Uie Matthaean disoouises lays so mudi

stress upon TTis second coming, and presupposes the rejecbon of

the Jewish nation as something already in beings a agn of the

approaching end.

Pure history, bo «eve^ is as httle to be looked for in the first

three Gospels as in the fourth. They are the sacred epic of Jesus

the Mesaah, and model the history of their hero upon the prophebc

words of the Old Testament In this view, alsc^ Herder is a pre-

cursor of Strauss

In essence, however. Herder represents a protest of ait against

theology. The GospeI% if we are to find the life of Jesus in them,

must be read, not with pedantic learning hot with taste Prom

this point of view, nurades cease to ofifend. Neither Old Testament

prophecies nor predictions of J^us, nor mirades can be adduced

as evidence for the Gosp^; the Gospel is its own evidence

The mizades stand outside the possibihty of proof, and belong to

mere “Oiurch behef,” which ou^t to lose itselfmore and morem the

pure Gospel Yet mlrades^ in a limited sens^ are to be accepted

on the ground of the histone evidence. To refuse to admit this is

to be like the Indian king who denied the existence of ice because

he had never seen anyfiing like it Jesu^ in order to hdp His

mira'Ie-loving age, recondled Himself to the necesaty of perform-

ing mirades Bu^ in any case; the reality of a miiade is of smaU

moment in comparison with its symbohe value.

In this, therefor^ Herder, though m his grasp of many problems

he was more than a generabon in advance of his time, belongs to

the pnmidve rationalists. He aHows the supernatural to intrude

into the events of the life of Jesu^ and does not fed that the

ftdoDtion of the historical standpoint involves the necessity of doing

away with mirade He contnbuted much to the deonng up of
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ideas, but by evading the question of miracle he slurred over a

difficulty which needed to be faced and solved before it should

be possible to entertain the hope of forming a really historical con-

ception of the life of Jesus In reading Herder one is apt to fanc^

that It would be possible to pass straight on to Strauss. In reality,

It was necessary that a very prosaic spirit, Faulus, should intervene^

and should attack the question of miracle from a purely histoncal

standpoint, before Strauss could give expression to the ideas of

Herder in an effectual way, i

e

in such a v\ay as to produce offence

The fact is that m theology the most revolutionary ideas arc

swallowed quite readily so long as they smooth their passage by a
few small concessions It is only when a spicule of bone stands
out obstinately and causes choking that theology begins to take
note of dangerous ideas. Strauss is Herder with just that little

bone sticking out—the absolute denial of miracle on histoncal
gi^ndsL That is to say, Strauss is a Herder who has behmd
him the uncompromising rationalism of Faulus.



IV

THE EARLIEST FICTITIOUS LIVES OF JESUS

Eiarl PUodnofa Bahrdt Bncfe liber die Bibd im Volkston Eine Wochenschrift

von einem Prediger auf dem Lande. (Popular Letters about the Bible A
wcckljr piper by a country dergyman ) J Fr Dost, Halle, 17B2 8x6 pp

Ansfiihmng des Plans und Zwecks Jesn. In Bnefen an Wahrheit suchende Leser

(An Explanation of the Plans and Aims of Jesus In letters addressed to

readers who sedc the truth ) zz vols , exnbnunng 3000 pp August Mylius,

Berhn, 1784-1799 This work is a sequd to the Popi^ Letters about the Bible

Die shmtlichen Redm Jesu aus den Evangdisten ausgesogen (The 'Whole of the

Discourses of Jesus, extracted Itom the Gospels
)

Berlin, 1786

Earl Heinzidi Tentozmi NatUrlicbe Geschichte des grossen Pro|dieten von

Nazareth. fA Non-supeniatuzal History of the Great Prophet of Nazareth )

Dethidiem (Copenhagen), zst ed , zSoo-z8oa, and ed , z8o6 4 vols

,

embracing 8700 pp The work appeared anonymously Ihe description given

bdow 15 based on the and ed , which shows dependence, m some of the

exegetical details, upon the then recently published oammentanes of Paoliis

It is strange to notice how often m the history of our subject a few

imperfectly equipped free-lanoss have attacked and attempted to

carry the decisive positions before the ordered ranks of professional

theology have pushed their advance to these deasive points

Thus^ it was the fictitious “Laves” of Bahrdt and Ventunui

which, at the end of the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth

centunes, first attempted to apply, 'with logical consistency, a non-

supematural interpretation to the miracle stones of the Gospel

Further, these wnters were the first who, instead of contenting them-

sdves with the simple reproduction of the successive sections of the

Gospel narrative endeavoured to grasp the inner connexion of cause

and efiect in the events and expenences of the life of Jesus Smee

they found no such connexion indicated in the Gospels, they had to

supply It for themselves The particular form which their explana-

tion takes—^the hypothesis of a secret soaety of which Jesus is the

tool—is;, It is tru^ rather a sorry makeshift Yet, in a sense, these

Lives of Jesus, for all their colounng of fiction, are the first which

deserve the name The rationalists, and even Paulus, confine

themselves to describing the teaching of Jesus, Bahrdt and Vcntunni

make a bold attempt to paint the portrait of Jesus Himself It is

38
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not surpnsing Aat their portraiture is at once crude and fantasd^

like the earliest attempts of ait to represent the human figure in

living movement
. r

Karl Fnednch Bahrdt rm bom in 1741 at Bischorswerda.

Endowed with brilliant abilities he mad^ owing to a bad up-

bringing and an undisdplmed sensuous naturCi a miserable failure.

After being first Catechist and afterwards Professor Extraordin^

of Sacred Philology at Leipzig, he was, in 1766, requested to resign

on account of scandalous fife. After various adventure^ and after

holding for a time a professorship at Giessen, he received under

Fredendt's mmister Zedlitz authonsation to lecture at Halle.

There he lectured to nearly nine hundred students who were

attracted by his inspiring eloquence. The govetnm^t upheld him,

in spite of his serious failings* with the double motive of annoying

the faculty and mamtaining the freedom of learning. After the

death of Fredenck the Great, Bahrdt had to resign his p^t^

and took to keeping an inn at a vineyard near Halle. By ndicuUng

Wollner^ edict (1788), he brought on himself a year of confine-

ment in a fortress He died in disrepute^ in 179a.

Bahrdt had be^n as an orthodox dena In Halle he gave up
his belief in revdation, and endeavoured to explain religion on the

ground of reason. To this period belong the “Popdar Letters

about the Bible,” which were afterwards oonrinued In the further

senes, “An Explanation of the Plans and Aims of Jesus.”

Pfis treatment of the life of Jesus has been too severely cen-
sured. The work is not without passages which show a real dqpth
of feeling, especially in the continually recurring explanations xe-

gaidmg the ration of belief m mirade to true fiuth, in whidi the
actual desenpuon of the hfe of Jesus lies embedded. And the
remarks about the teaching of Jesus are not always commonplace.
But the paraphernalia of dialogues of portentous length make it^

as a whole* formless and manistic. The introduction of a galai^
of imaipnaiy characters—^Haxam, Sdiimafa, Avel, limmab, and the
like—is nothmg less than bewildering,

Bahrdt finds the key to the exf^nation of the life of Jesus
in the appearance in the Gospel narrative of Nicodemus and Joseph
of Arimatiiea. They axe not disaples of Jesus^ but belong to the
upper dasses; what r&lei, then, can they have played in the life

of Jesus, and how came they to intercede on His behalf? Th^
were E^enes This Order had secret members in all ranks of
society, even m the Sanhedrin. It had set itsdf the task of detaching
the nation from its sensuous Messianic hopes and leading it to a
l^her knowledge of spiritual truths It had the most widespread
ramifications, extending to Bal^lon and to Egypt. In order to
ddiver the people from the limitations of the national faith, which
could only lead to distutbance and insurrection, they must find a
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Messiah who would destroy these false Messianic expectations

They were therefore on the look-out for a daimant of the Messiah

ship whom they could make subservient to their aims

Jesus came under the notice of the Order immediately after

His birth As a child He was watdied over at eveiy step by the

Brethren At the feasts at Jerusalem Alexandnan Jew^ secret

members of the EssetieOrderj put themselves into communication

with Him, explained to Him the falsity of the pnests, inspired Him
with a horror of the bloody sacnfices of the Temple^ and made him

acquamted mth Socrates and Plato This is set forth in dialogues

of a hundred pages long At the story of the death of Socrates, the

boy bursts mto a tempest of sobs which His fnends are unable to

calnu He longs to emulate the martyr-death of the great Athenian

On the market-place at Nazareth a mystenous Persian gives

Him two sovereign remedies—one for afiections of the eje, the

other for nervous disorders

His father does his best for Hun, teachmg Him, along with

His coiism John, afterwards the Baptist, about virtue and im-

mortality A pnest belonging to the Essene Order, who makes then:

acquaintance disguised as a sh^herd, and takes part in dieir con-

versations, leads the lads deeper into the knowledge of wnsdom

At twelve years old, Jesus is already so far advanced that He argues

with the Scribes in the Temple concerning miracles, maintaining

the thesis that they are impossible

When th^ feel themselves ready to appear m pubhc the two

cousins take counsel together how they can best help the people

They agree to open the ^es of the people regarding the tyiann}

and hypocrisy of the pnests Through Haram, a prominent

member of the Essene Order, Luke the physiaan is introduced tc

Jesus and places all his science at His disposal

In order to produce any effect they were obliged to practise

accommodation to the superstitions of the people and introduce

their wisdom to them under the garb of folly, in the hope that,

beguiled by its attracUve extenor, the people would admit inic

their minds the revelation of rational truth, and after a time be

able to cmancipile themselves from superstition jesu^ therefor*^

sees Himself obhged to appear in the i61e of the Mwsiah of

popular expectation, and to make up His mind to work by means

of miiaclcs and illuaons About this He felt the gravest scruples

He was obliged, however, to obey the Order; and His scruples

were quieted by the reminder of the lofty end which was to be

readied by these mcana At las^ when it is pointed out to Him

that even Moses had followed the same plan, He ^ubniits o

necessity The influential Order undertakes the dut> of slagfr

managing the miracles^ and that of maintaining I is a cr

the r^ption of Jesus into the number of the Brethren of the I irst
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Degree of the Order it is made knovvn to Him that these Brethren

are bound to face death in the cause of the Order ^ but that the

Order, on its part, undertakes so to use the machinery and influence

at its disposal that the last extremity shall aUays be avoided and
the Brother mystenonsly preserved from death

Then b^ns the deverly staged drama by means of i^hich the

people are to be converted to rational religion. The members of

the Order are divided into three classes : The Baptized, The
Disciples, The Chosen Ones The Baptized receive only the
usual popular teaching; the Disciples are admitted to further

knowledge^ but are not entrusted uith the highest mystcncs; the
Chosen Ones, who in the Gospels are also spoken of as ** Angels,*’

are admitted into all wisdom As the Apostles were only members
of the Second Degree, they had not the smallest suspicion of the
secret machinery which was at work. Their part m the drama
of the Life of Jesus was that of zealous " supers ” The Gospels
which they composed therefore report, in perfect good faith,

miracles wliidi were really clever illusions produced by the Essenes,
and they depict the life of Jesus only as seen by the populace
from the outside

It IS therefore not always possible for us to discover how the
events which they record as muades actually came about But
whether they took place in one way or another—and as to this
we can sometimes get a clue from a hint in the text—^it is certain
that m all cases the process was natural With reference to the
feeding of the five thousand, Bahrdt remarks; “It is more reason-
able here to think of a thousand ways by which Jesus might have
had sufficient supplies of bread at hand, and by the distnbution of
It have shamed the disciples’ lack of courage than to beheve in a^cle” The explanation which he himself prefers is that the
(>der haa collected a great quantiQr of bread in a cave and
this was gradually handed out to Jesus, who stood at the concealed
ratrance and took some every time the apostles were occupied m
distributing the former supply to the multitude. The walking on
toe s^ 18 to be explained supposing that Jesus walked towards
toe disaples over the surface of a great floating raft; while they,

^ being able to see the raft, must needs suppose a miracle.When Peter tned to walk on the water he foiled miserably The
imracles healing are to be attnbuted to the art of Luka He
also ca«^ &e attenbon of Jesus to remarkable cases of apparent

^ restored the app^ntly™ friends In such cases, howe^r, the
rd never ^ed e^ressly to inform the disciples that the persons

^
1.

however, did not permit this asLrance
miracle which th^ felt theyhad themselves witnessed.

^ ^
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In teaching, Jesus had two methods • one, exoteric^ simple^ for

the world; the other, csotenc^ mysti<^ for the initiate.

attentive reader of the Biblc^” says Bahrd^ '^con fail to notice

that Jesus made use of two different styles of speech Sometimes

He spoke so plainly and in such universally intelbgible language

and declared truths so simple and so wdl adapted to the general

comprehension of mankind that even tlic simplest could follow

Him At other times he spoke so mystically, so obscurely, and

m so veiled a fashion that words and thoughts alike baffled the

understandings of ordinary people^ and even by more practised

minds were not to be grasped without close reflection, so that we

axe told in John vi 5o that ^many of His disciplesf, when th^
heard this, said. This is an hard saying, who can hear it?' And

Jesus Himself did not deny it^ but only told them that the reason

of their not understanding His sayings laym their prejudices, which

made them interpret everything literally and matenally, and over-

look the ethical meaning which underlay His figurative language”

Most of these mystical discourses are to be found m John, who

seems to have preserved for us the greater part of the secret

teaching imparted to the initiate The key to the understanding

of this esotenc teaching is to be found, therefor^ m the prologue

to John's Gospel, and in the sayings about the new birth “To be

bom again” is identical with the degree of perfection which was

attained in the highest class of the Brotherhood

The members of the Order met on appointed days m caves

among the hills When we are told m the Gospels that Jesus

went alone into a mountain to pray, this means that He repaired

to one of these secret gatherings^ but the disciple^ of course knew

nothing about that The Order had its hidden caves everywhere,

m Galilee as well as in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem

*‘Only by sensuous means can sensuous ideas be overcome

The Jewish Messiah must die and nse again, in order thrt me

false conceptions of the Messiah which were chenshed by the

multitude mi^t be destroyed m the moment of their fulfilment--

that is. might be spmtualised Nicodemus, Haiam, and Luke met

in a cave in order to take counsel how they might bnng about

the death of Jesus in a way favourable to their plans

euaranteed that by the aid of powerful drugs which he would give

ma the Lord should be enabled to endure the utmost pam ^d

suffering and yet resist death for a long time. Nicodemus ^ndw-

took so to vio4 matters in the Sanhednn that the execution s^
follow immediately upon the sentence, and the cruafied

SI short time upSn the cross At this moment J«U3^
into the cave He had scarcely had time to replace the stoM

SSich L“Sed fte entrance, s^o ^osely had He been

over the rocks by hired assassins He Himself is firmly resolved
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fcO di^ but care must be taken that He shall not be simply

assassinated} or the \^hoIc plan fails* If He falls by the assa^^sin's

knife^ no resurrection \isll be possible*

In the end} the piece is staged to perfection. Jesus x>rovokcs

the autbonties by His triumphal hlcssianic entry. The unsus-

pected Essenes in the counal urge on His arrest and secure His
condemnation—though Pilate almost frustrates all their plans by
acquitting Him. Jesus, 1^ uttering a loud cry and immediately
aftenvards bouing His head, shor\s every appearance of a sudden
death* The centurion has been bribed not to allow any of His
bones to be broken Then comes Joseph of Ramath, as Bahrdt
prefexs to call Joseph of Arimathea, and removes the body to the
cave of the Essenes, where he immediately commences measures of
resuscitation. As Luke had prepared the body of the Messiah by
means of strengthening mc^cines to resist the fearful ilhusagc
nhidi He had gone through—the bemg dragged about and beaten
and finally crucified—these efforts were crOT^ncd with success. In
the cave the most strengthening nutriment was supplied to Him*
“Smee the humours of the body were m a thoroughly healthy
condition, His wounds healed very readily, and by the third day
He was able to walk, m spite of the fact that the wounds made by
the nails were still open "

On the morning of the third day they forced away the stone
which closed the mouth of the grave* As Jesus was descending
the rocky slopes the watch awakened and took to flight m alarm*
One of the Essenes appeared, in the garb of an angel, to the
women and announced to them the resurrection of Jesus Shortly
afterwards the I^rd appeared to Mary. At the sound of His
voice she recognises Him, “Thereupon Jesus tells her that He
is going to His Father (to heaven—^in the mysUc sense of the
word—that is to say, to the Chosen Ones in their peaceful dwell-
mgs eff truth and blessedness-—to the circle of His faithful friends,
among whom He continued to live, unseen by the world, but still
working for the advancement of His purpose). He bade her tell
His disciples that He was alive.”

From His place of concealment He appeared several times to
His disciples Finally He bade them meet Him at the Mount of
Oaves, near Bethany, and there took leave of them. After ex-
erting them, and embracing each of them m turn, He tore
j^mself away from them and walked away up the mountain
There stood those poor men, amazed—^beside themselves with

sorrow—and looked after Him as long as they could. But as He
mounted hi^er, He entered ever deeper into the cloud which lay
upon the hiU-top, until finally He was no longer to be seen. The
Cloud received Him out of their ^ht.”

From the mouutam He returned to the chief lodge of the
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Brotherhood Only at rare intervals did He again intervene in
artive life—*s on the occasion when He appeared to Paul upon

H ^ ‘hough unseen, He continued to
direct tlie destinies of the community untU His death

Venturini's "Non^pernatnral Histoiy of the Great Prophet of
Nazareth is related to Bahrdt's work as the finished picture to the
sketch.

*

Karl Heuinch Venturini was born at Brunswick in 1768 On
the completion of his theological studies he vainly endeavoured to
seemre a post as Docent m Uie theological faculty at Hclmstadt or
as Librarian at Wolfcnbuttel.

His life was blameless and his pcisonal pie^ beyond leproachi
but he was considered to be too free in his ideas The Duke of
Brunswick was personally well disposed towards him, but did not
venture to give him a post on the teaching staff in face of the
opposition of the consistories He was reduced to earning a bare
pittance by literary work, and finally in 1806 was thankful to
accept a small living in Hordorf near Brunswick He then
abandoned theological wnting and devoted his eneigies to recording
the events of contemporary history, of which he published a yearly
chronicle—a proceeding which under the Napoleonic r^tme was
not always unattended with nsk^ as he more than once had occasion
to experience He continued this undertaking till 1841. In 1849
death released him from his tasks

Ventunm’s fundamental assumption is that it was impossible^

even for the noblest ^mt of mankind, to make Himseif understood
by the Judaism of His time except by clothing His spmtual teaching
in a sensuous garb calculated to please the onental imagination,

and, in genei^, by bringing His higher spmtual world into such
rdations with the lower sensuous wodd of those whom He wished
to teach as was necessary to the accomplishment of His aims*’

'^God^s ACessenger was morally bound to perform niirades for the

Jeivs These miracles had an ethical purpose^ and were espeaally

designed to counteract the impression made by the supposed miracles

of the deceivers of the people^ and thus to hasten the overthrow of

the kingdom of Satan ”

For modem medical science the miracles are not miraculous

He never healed without medicaments and always earned His

portable medicine diest** with Him. In the case of the Syro-

Phoenician woman’s daughter, for example we can still detect in the

narrahve a hint of the actual course of events The mother

explains the case to Jesus After enquiring where her dwelling was

he made a sign to John, and continued to hold her in conversation

The disaple went to the daughter and gave her a sedative; and

when the mother returned she found her ^ild cured-
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The raisings from the dead were cases of coma. The nature-

mttacles '^ere due to a profound acquaintance ^ith the poivers of

Nature and the order ofher processes They involve forc-knorvledge

rather than control.

Many mirade stories rest on obvious nn&undcrstandings.

Nothing could be simpler than the explanation of the miracle at

Cana Jesus had brought viith Him as a wedding-gift some jars of

good ume and had put them aside in another room. When the
wine was finished and His mother became anxious, He still allowed
the guests to wait a little, as the stone vessels for purification had not
yet been filled with water. When that had been done He ordered
the servants to pour out some of his wine, but to tcU no one whence
It came. When John, as an old man, wrote his Gospel, he got all

this rather mixed up—had not indeed observed it very closely at
the tune, ^^had perhaps been the least thing merry himself,” says
Ventunnt, and had believed in the mirade with the rest Perhaps,
too, he had not ventured to ask Jesus for an explanation, for he
had only become His disciple a few days before

The members of the Essene Order had watched over the child
Jesus even in l^ypt As He grew older they took charge of His
education along with that of His cousin, John, and trained them
both for their work as deliverers of the people. Whereas the nation
as a whole looked to an msurrection as the means of its deliverance
they knew that freedom could only be achieved by means of a
spmtual renewal Once Jesus and John met a band of insuigents

;

Jesus worked on them so powerfully by His fervid speech that they
recognised the impiousness of their purpose One of them ^rang
towards Him and laid down his arms ; xt was Simon, who afterwards
became His disciple.

When Jesus was about thirty years old, and, owmg to the deep
o^enences of His inner Me, had really far outgrown the aims of

^ Essene Order, He entered upon Hxs office by demanding
toptom from John, Just as this was taking place a thunderstorm
oro^ and a dove, frightened by die lightning fluttered round the
head of Jesus. Both Jesus and John look this as a sign that the
uour appomtod by God Imd come

»!,
temptations m the wilderness, and upon the pinnacle of

the Temple, were due to the machinations of the Pharisee
who pretended to enter into the plans of Jesus and feigned admiia-
non for Him in order the more surely to entrap Him. It was^ofc. tro, who Stared up opposition to Him in the Sanhedrin,

But Jesus did not succeedm destroying the old Messianic belief
TOth Its earthly aims The hatred of the leading drcles
tiim grew, mthougb He avoided everything “that could offend their
prejumces It was for this reason that He even forbade His
disciples to preach the Gospel beyond the borders of Jewish
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remtoij. He paid the temple-ta^ also, although he had no fixed

abodCi WTien the collector ivent to Peter about it, the following

dialogue took place

Tax-^olfector {^rawing Peter aside) Teli Simon, does the

Rabbi pay the didrachma to the Temple treasury, or should we not

trouble Him about it?

Peter Why shouldn^ He pay it ? IVhy do you ask ?

Tax^UtOor It’s been owing from ^th of you since last

Nisan, as our books show We did not like to remind your Master,

out of reverence.

Peter I’ll tell Him at once. He will certainly pay the tax

You need have no fear about that

Tax<oUecii>r That's good That will put everything straight^

and we shall have no trouble over our accounts Good4>}e <

'When Jesus hears of it He commands Peter to go and catch

a fish, and to take core^ in removing the hook^ not to tear its

mouth, that it may be fit for saZting(Q In that case it will doubtless

be wo^ a siat&r

The time amved when an important move must be made. In

full conclave of the Secret Soaety it was resoli'ed that Jesus should

go up to Jerusalem and there publicly proclaim Ehmself as the

Messiah Then He was to endeavour to disabuse the people of

their earthly Messianic expectations.

The triumphal entry succeeded The whole people hailed Him
with acclamations. But when He tned to substitute for their picture

of the Messiah one of a different diacacter, and poke of times of

severe trial which should come upon all, when He showed Himself

but sddom in the Temple, instead of taking His place at the head

of the people they began to doubt Him
Jesus was suddenly arrested and put to death. Her^ then,

the death is not^ as in Bahrdt^ a piece of play-acting, stage-managed

by the Secret Societj Jesus really expected to di^ and only to

meet His disoples agam in the eternal life of the other world.

But when He so soon gate up the ghos^ Joseph of Anmathea was

moved by some vague premonition to hasten at once to Pontius

Pilate and make request for His body. He offers the Procurator

money Pitaie {pemly and ewphaiitalty) “Dost thou also mistake

me? Am I, then, such an insatiable miser? StiH thou art a

Jew how could this people do me justice? Know, then, that a

Roman can honour true nobilx^ wherever he may find it {He sits

doivn and writes same words on a strip ofparthmeni) Cite this to

the captain of the guard Thou shall be permitted to remove the

body I ask nothing for this It is granted to thee fredy
’’

“ A tender embrace fnxni his wife rewarded the noble deed of

the Roman, while Joseph left the Practonum, and wrth Ni^emus,

who was impatiently awaiting him, hastened to Golgothi There
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he received the body; he washed it, anointed it with spices, and

laid It on a bed of moss in the rock-hewn gra\e From the blood

which was still flowing from the wound in the side, he ventured

to draw a hopeful augury, and sent word to the Essene Brethren.

They had a hold dose by, and promised to watch over the body
In the first four-and-twenty hours no movement of life showed
Itself Then came the earthquake. In the midst of the terrible

commotion a Brother, in the white robes of the Order, was making
his way to the grave by a secret path When he, illumined by a flash

of lightning, suddenly appeared abo\e the grave, and at the same
moment the earth shook Molently, panic seized the watch, and they

fled In the morning the Brother hears a sound from the grave *

Jesus 15 movmg The whole Order hastens to the spot, and Jesus
15 removed to their Lodge Two brethren remain at the grave—
these were the ” angels” whom the women saw later Jesus, m
the dress of a gardener, is afterwards recognised by hlary Magdalene
Later, He comes out at intervals from the hiding-place^ where He
IS kept by the Brethren, and appears to the disciples After forty

days He took His leave of them His strength was exhausted
The farewell scene gave nse to the mistaken impression of His
Ascension,

From the historical point of view these lives are not such
^ntemptible perfoxinances as might be supposed There is

much penetrating observation in them. Bahrdt and Ventunni are
right m feehng that the connexion of events in the life of Jesus
has to be discovered ; the Gospels give only a senes of occurrences^
and offer no explanation why they happened just as they did
And if, in making Jesus subservient to the plans of a secret society,
they represented Him as not acting with perfect freedom, but as
showmg a certain passivity, this assumption of theirs was to be
brilliantly vindicated, a hundred years later, by the eschatological
school, which asserts the same remarkable passivity on the part of
Jesu^ in that He allows His actions to be determined, not indeed
by a secret soaety, but by the eschatological plan of God Bahrdt
and Ventunni were the first to see that, of all Jesus* acts, His death
was most distinctively His own, because it was by this that He
purposed to found the kingdom

Ventunm*s “Non-supernatural History of the Great Prophet of
Nazareth” may almost be said to be reissued annually dowii to the
present day, for all the fictiuous “Lives** go back directly or
indirectly to the type which he created It is plagiarised more
freely than any other Liife of Jesus, although practically unknown
by name.
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FULLY DEVELOPED RATIONALISM—PAULUS

Heisricli Eberhard Gottlob Panins Das Leben Jesu als Gniodlage eioer reioea

Gesdiicbte des Urchnstentums Heidelberg, C F Winter (The Xjfe of Jesus

8S the Basis of a purely Histoncal Aoeouot of Early Chnstianity ) xBaB

2 vols , SZ92 pp

F^mit eudi mit Gottesandaefat, vieno es genabrt endi ist,

Dem, so kurz er war, adtumschaCreodeo Ldien^pg
Nach Jahrhunderteo fern an folgeo.

Denket, gloubet, folget des Vorbildes S^ur!
(Closing words of voL » }

(Rejoice wjtb giatefbl devotzoo, if unto jou *ti5 permuted.

After lapse of centuneSi still to follow ‘tiar off

Tbac Life whicb. abort as it was. changed the course of the ages

;

Tbink }e 1^ bdime , folhw the path of our Pattem )

Paitlus was not the mere drj^as-dust rationalist that he 18 usually

represented to have been, but a man of vciy versatile abilities

His himtation ^zs that, hke Reinhard, he had an unconquerable

distrust of anything that went outside the boundaries of logical

thought. That was due in part to the experiences of his youth

His father, a deacon in Leonberg, half-mystic^ half-rationalist, had

secret diffi^ties about the doctrine of immortality, and made hia

wife promise on her death-bed tha^ if it were possibly she would

appear to bun after her death in bodily form After she was dead

he thought he saw her raise herself to a sitting posture and again

sink down From that time onwards he firmly believed himself to

be in communication with departed ^nt^ and he became so

dominated by this idea that in 1771 he had to be removed from

his office His children suflered sorely fiom a of

pulsory spintualism, which pressed hardest upon Heinnch Bbcm^
Gottlob, bom m 17^21 peac^ was obligro

pretend to his father that he was in communicatJon viith his

mother’s spmt
, . . . ,

He himself had inhented only the lationalistic side ot nis

father's temperament As a student at the ^bingen

(theological institute) he formed his views on the wntings

48
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Semler and Michaclis. In 17S9 he called to Jena as

Professor of Oriental Languages, and succeeded in 1 793 10 the third

ordinai3 professorship of thcolog). The naturalistic interpretation

of miracles 'nhich he upheld in hts commentary on the S)noptic
Gospels, published in x8oo-iSos, aroused the indignalton of the

consistoncs of Mciningcn and Eisenach Rut their petition for his

removal from the professorship was unsuccc<;5fu1, since Herder, who
was president of the consistonum, used his influence to protect

him In 1799 Paulus, as Fro<rcctor, used his influence on behalf of
his colleague Fichtt^ who was attacked on the ground of atheism ;

but in vain, owing to the passionate conduct of the accused
With Goethe^ Schiller, and Wicland, Paulus and his wife, a

lively lady of some literary talents, stood in the most friendly
rdations

When the Jena cirde began to break op, he accepted, in 1803,
an invitation from the Elector of Havana, Maximilian Joseph IL,
to go to Wurzburg as Konsistonalrat and professor There the
liberal minister, Montgclos, was desirous of establishing a university
founded on the principles of illuminism—Schelling, Hufcland, and
Schleiermacher were among those whom he contemplated appointing
as Docents Here the Catholic theological students were obliged
to attend the lectures of the Protestant professor of theology, as
there were no Protestants to form an audience. His first course

on “ Em^clopadie ” (/ e introduction to the literature of
theology)

The plan failed Paulus resigned his professorship and became
m 1807 a member of the Havanan educational council lSc//i//raf)
In this capacity he worked at the reorganisation of the Havanan
school system at the time when Hegel was similarly engaged He
gave four years to this task, which he felt to be laid upon him as
® Then, in 1811, he went to Heidelberg as professor of
theology, and he remained there until his death, in 1851, at the
age of ninety One of his last sayings, a few hours before he died,
^s, « I am justified before God, through my desire to do right”
His last words were, "There is another world ”

The forty years of his Heidelberg penod were remarkably
productive, there was no department of knowledge on which he
did not write He expressed his views about homoeopathy, about
the freedom of the Press, about academic freedom, and about the
duelling nuisance In 1831, he wrote upon the Jewish Question;
and there the veteran rationalist showed himself a bitter anti-^emite,
and brought upon himself the scorn of Heme. On politics
and constitutional questions he fought for his opinions so openly
and manfully that he had to be warned to be more discreet
In philosophy he took an especially keen interest When in Jena
he had, in conjunction with Schiller, busied himself in the study

4
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The main interest centres in the explanations of the miracles,

though the author, it must be admitted, endeavoured to guard

against this ” It is my chief desire^” he wntes in his preface, “ that

my viexis regarding the miracle stones should not be taken as by

any means the pnncipal thing How empty would devotion or

religion be if one's spintual well-being depended on whether one

believed in miracles or no !
” “ The truly miraculous thing about

Jesus is Himself, the parity and serene holiness of His character,

which is, notwithstanding, genuinely human, and adapted to the

imitation and emulation of mankind ”

The question of miracle is therefore a subsidiary question.

Two points of primary importance are certain from the outset;

(x) that unexplained altemtions of the course of nature can neither

overthrow nor attest a spintual truth, (s) that everything which

happens in nature emanates from the omnipotence of God.
The Evangelists intended to relate miracles ; of that there can

be no doubt. Nor can any one deny that in their time miracles

entered into the plan of God, in the sense that the minds of men
were to be astounded tuid subdued by inexplicable facts. This
effect^ however, is past In periods to which the miraculous makes
less appeal, m view of the advance in intellectual culture of the

nations which have been led to accept Chnstianity, the understanding
must be satisfied if the success of the cause is to be maintained

Since that which is produced by the laws of nature is really

produced by God, the Biblical miracles consist merely in the fact

that eyewitnesses report events of which they did not know the
secondary causes Their knowledge of the laws of nature was
msufficient to enable them to understand what actually happened
For one who has discovered the secondary causey the fact remains,
as such, but not the miracle^

The question of miracle^ therefore, does not really exists or
exists only for those “ who are under the influence of the sceptical

ddusion that it is possible really to think any kind of natural powers
as existing apart from God, or to think the Being of God apart from
the pnmal potentialities which unfold themselves in the never*-
ceasmg process of Becoming.” The difficulty arises from the
“ongmal sm” of dissolving the inner unity of God and nature,
of denying the equivalence implied by Spinoza in his ‘*Deas sive
Natura ”

For the normal intelligence the only problem is to discover the
secondary causes of the " miracles ” of Jesus. It is true there is
one nurade which Faulus retains—the xmzade of the birth, or at
least the possibility of it; in the sense that it is through holy

tvh^Sses Handhuch fur Gtet*t u»d fferu der Pirtnnde Jesu unttr GehtldOtn
Life of Jesus of Nenuelh, a relipous Handbook for the Minds and Hearls of the

Fneods of Jesns among the Ciilinrcd ) Halle, 18x3
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inspiration that Maty receives the hope and die power of conceiving

her exalted Son, in whom the spirit of the l^lessioh takes up its

dwelhng Here he indirectly denies the natural generation, and
regards the conception as an act of the self consciousness of the

mother.

With the miracles of healing, however, the case is veiy simide.

Sometimes Jesus ivorkcd through His spintual pouer upon die

nervous system of the sufferer , sometimes He used medicines known

to Him alone Tlie latter applies, for instance^ to the cures ol the

blind The disciple^ too^ as appears from Mark vi 7 and 23, Mere

not sent out without medicament^ for the oil uith whidi they nere

to anomt the sick uas^ of couis^ of a medicinal character, and the

casting out of evil spirits was effected partly by means of sedames

Diet and after-treatment played a great par^ thon^i the

Evangelists say little about this because directions on these points

would not be given publicly. Thus, the saying, ”Tbis kind goeth

not out save by prayer and fasting," is interpreted as an instiuction

to the father as to the way in which he could make the sudden

cure of the epileptic into a permanent one^ vis. by keeping him to

a stnet diet and strengthening his character by devotional exercises

The nature miracles suggest their own explanation The

walking on the water uas an illusion ofthe disciples Jesus walked

along the shores and m the imst was taken for a ghost by die alarmed

and excited occupants of the boat T^Tien Jesus called to them,

Peter threw himself into the water, and was drawn to shore by

Jesus just as he was sinking. Immediately after taking Jesus into

the boat they doubleda headland and drew clear of the storm centre

,

they therefore supposed that He had calmed the sea by His command

It was the same in the case where He uas asteep dunng the storm

AVben they waked Him He spoke to them about the wind and the

weather At that moment they gamed the shelter of a hill which

protected them from the wind that swept down the valley, ana

they marvelled among themsdves that even the winds and the sea

obeyed their Messiah
, , r « *

The feeding of the five thousand is es^Iained m the fouot^g

way When Jesus saw the multitude an hungered, He said to His

dismples, "We will set tlie nch people among them a good example^

that they may share their supplies with the others" and he

to distnbute His own provision^ and those of the disciple^ to tne

people who were sitting near them The example had its effeci,

and soon there ivas plenty for every one.

The explanation of the transfiguration is som^vbat xno»

complicated IVhile Jesus was Imgenng with a fen “

this mountainous distnct He had an “'erNicw upon a

mountain at night with t«o dignified-Ioohi^ men whom

companions took for Moses and Ehas These unknotin persons,
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as we leam from Luke ix 3 z, informed Him of the fate which awaited

Him at Jerusalem. In the early morning, as thesun was nsing, the

three disciples, only half awake, looked upwards from the hollow in

which they had been sleeping and saw Jesus with the two strangers

upon the higher part of the mountain, illuminated by the beams
of the rising sun, and heard them speak, now of the fate which
threatened Him in the capital, now of duty of steadfastness

and the hopes attached thereto, and finally heard an c\hQrtatton

addressed to themselves; bidding them ever to hold Jesus to be
the beloved Son of the Deity, whom they must obey. « . . Thcir
drowsiness, and the clouds which in an autumnal sunnse float to
and fro over those mountains,^ left them no dear recollection of
what had happened. This only added to the wonder of the vague
undefined impression of having been in contact with apparitions
from a higher sphere The three who bad been with Him on the
mount nev*er arrived at any more definite knowledge of the facts,

because Jesus forbade them to speak of what they had seen until
the end should come.

In deahng with the raisings from the dead the author is m his
dement Here he is ready with the unfailing explanation taken
over from Bahrdt that they were only cases of coma. These
narratives should not be headed raisings from the dead,” but
“dehverances from premature bunal ” In Judaea, interment took
place three hours after death. How many seemingly dead people
may have returned to consciousness in iheir graves; and then have
perished miserably * Thus Jesus, owmg to a presentiment suggested
to Him by the father’s story, saves the daughter of Jainis from being
bimed while m a cataleptic trance A similar presentiment led
Him to remove the covering of the bier which He met at the gate
of Nam, and to discover traces of hfe in the widow’s son A
similar instinct moved Him to ask to be taken to the grave of
Lazarus When the stone is rolled away He sees His friend stand-
mg upnght and calls to him joyfully, “ Come forth > ”

The Jewish love of miracle ** caused evezytbing to be asenbed
immediately to the Deity, and secondary causes to be overlooked

,

TOusequenlly no thought was unfortunately given to the question of
to ^prevent these homble cases of premature bunal from taking

place*” But why does it not appear strange to Paulus that Jesus
did not enhghtcn His countrymen as to the cnminal character of
^w-hasty bunal, instead of allowing even his closest followers to
brieve in miracle ? Here the hypothesis condemns itself, although
It has a foundation of fact, m so far as cases of premature bunal are
abnormally frequent m the East

^ Ftolns pnded bimsdf on a rery exact acquaintance with the t^Tsical and^©r^hical of Palcstme He had a unde knouledge of the huoature of“Stem tia\a.—TRAXSLAioa.
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The Tesurrectton of Jesus must be brought under the sflsic

category if we arc to hold fast to the facts that the disciples sau
Him m His natural body with the pnnt of the nails in His hands
and that He took food in their presence Death from cnxafixion
was m fact due to a condition of ngor, which e'^ctended giaduall}

inwards It was the slowest of all deaths Josephus mentions in his

Contra Apioncm that it was granted to him as a fiiTour by Titus, at

Tekoa, that he might have three crucifiGd men whom he knew taken
down from the cross Two ofthem diedi, but one recovered Jesus,

however, “died” surprisingly quickly. The loud ay which he uttered

immediately before His head sank shows that His strength was far

from being exhausted, and that what supervened was only a death

like trance In such trances (he process of dying continues until

corruption sets in “This alone proves that the process is complete

and death has actually taken place.”

In the case of Jesus^ as in that of others^ the vital spirk

would have been gradually extinguished, had not Providence

m^stcnously cficctcd on behalf of its favounte that which in the

case of others was sometimes effected in more obvious wn}S by

human skill and care. The lancc^hrust, which we arc to think of

rather as a mere surface wound, served the purpose of a phlcbotom).

The cool grave and the aromatic unguents continued the process

of resuscitation, until finally the storm and the earthquake aroused

Jesus to full consciousness Fortunately the earthquake also had

the effect of rolling away the stone from the mouth of the grave.’

The Lord stripped off the gravc-dothes and put on a gardener’s

dress which He managed to procure That was what made Mai),

as we are told in John \t 15, take Him for the gardener. Through

the women, He sendb a message to His disciples bidding them

meet Him in Galilee^ and Himself sets out to go thither At

Emmaus, os the dusk was falling, He met two of His follower^ who

at first failed to recognise Him because His countenance was so

disfigured by His sufferings But His manner of giving thanks at

the breaking of bread, and the nail-pnnts in llis uplifted !iand«,

revealed to them who He was From them He learns where His

disciples arc, returns to jerusviem, and appears unexpectedly among

them, 'ihis is the cxphnation of the apparent contradiction

between the mcssigc pointing to Gildec and the appearances in

Jcrusvlcm Ihomas was not prerent at this first appe‘»ranc^ and

at a liter mtcrvzci was suffered to put his hand into the marls of

the vounds It is a misunderstanding to see a rcproich in the

V ord« which Jesus addresses to him Wiat, then, js il*c 11 wiint;

of “B1 s-ed are they thvi have not «etn and Inic b Iitvcd”. It

is a bincdiction upon Tnoms for whvt he done in the inttri.

of [aicr gcnenlions “Now,” jeevs “thou, Thoni% art

cont^nced because thou hast so uninutikably seen Mt. It w
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«dl for those who now or in the future shall not see Me; for

after this they an feel a firm conviction, berausc thou hast

convinced thyself so completely that to thee, whose hands have

t„,.,.i,«i Me, no possible doubt ean remain of My corporeal rc-

ammation” Had it not been for Tliomas’s peculiar mental

ae should not have known whether what was seen

rras a phantom or a ral apparance ot the reanimaico jcsua

In this vay Jesus hved viith them for forty day^ spending part

of that time with them m Gahlee. In consequence of the lU-

treatment which He had undergone, He was not capable of con-

tinuous exertion He lived quietly and gathered strength for the

bnef moments m which He appeared among His own followers

and taught them men He felt bis end drawing near He relumed

to Jerusalem On the Mount of Olives, in the early sunlight. He

assembled His followers for the last ttm& He hfted up His hands

to bless them, and with hands still raised in benediction He moved

away from them Adoud interposes itself between them and

Hun, so that their eyes cannot follow Him. As he disappeared

there stood before them, clothed m white, the two dignified figures

whom the three disciples who were present at the transfiguration

had taken for Moses and Ebasi but who were really among the

secret adherents of Jesus in Jerusalem These men edorted them

not to stand waiting there but to be up and doing

mere Jesus i^y died they never knew, and so they came to

describe departure as an ascension

This Life of Jesus is not wntten without feeling. At times, in

moments of exaltation, the writer even dashes mto verse. If only

the lack of all natural aesthetic feeling did not rum everything!

Paulus (xinstantly falls into a style that sets die teeth on edge

llie episode of the death of the Baptist is headed “Court-and-

Pnest intrigues enhance themselves to a judiaal mui^er.” Much

IS spoiled by a kind of banality Instead of “ d^ple^” he always

says “pupil^” instead of “feith,” “sincerity of conviction " The

appeal which the father of the lunatic boy addresses to Jesu^ “ Lord,

I beheve, hdp thou my unbehefj” runs “I am smeerely convinced,

help me, even if there is anything lacking in the smeenty of my
connebOD ”

The beautiful saying in the story of Martha and Mary, “One
tnmg IS needful,” is interpreted as meaning that a single course

will be sufiSaent for the meal ^ The scene m the home at Bethany

rejoices in the headini^ “Geniality of Jesus among sympathetic

friends in a hospitable family aide at Bethany A Messiah with

no stiff solemni^ about Him ” The following is the explanation

^ Thu mterptetation, it ofoght to be Femaritcd, seems to be im{^ied by the

flnauit reading *’Few things are oeedful, or one,” given m the marpn ot the

Revised Version *~TK\NSLA'roiu
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which Paulus discovers for the saying about the tnbute-money
So long as you need the Romans to maintain some sort of order

among you,” says Jesus, “you must provide the means thereto If

you were fit to be independent you would not need to serve any one

but God.”
Among the histoncal problemsf, Paulus is especially mt^ted

in the idea of the Messiahship, and in the motives of the betrayal

His sixty-five pages on the history of the conception of the Messiah are

a real contnbutzon to the subject The Messianic idea, he explains,

goes back to the Davidic kingdom , the prophets raised it to a

higher religious plane , in the times of the Maccabees the ideal of

the kingly Messiah penshed and its place was taken by that of

the super-earthly deliverer The only mistake which Paulus makes

IS in supposing that the post-Maccabean period went back to the

political ideal of the Davidic king On the other hand, he nghtly

interprets the death of Jesus as the deed by which He thought to

win the Messiahship proper to the Son of Man
With reference to the question of the High Pnest at the tnal,

he remarks that it does not refer to the metaphysical Divine Son-

ship, but to the Messiahship in the ancient Jewish sense, and

accordingly Jesus answers by pointing to the coming of the Son of

Man
The importance of eschatology in the preaching of Jesus is

clearly recognised, but Paulus proceeds to nullify this recognition

by making the risen Lord cut short all the questions of the disciples

in regard to this subject with the admonition “that in whatever nay

all this should come about, and whether soon or late, their busmess

was to see that they had done their own part

How did Judas come to play the traitor ? He beheved in the

Messiahship of Jesus and wanted to force Him to declare Himself

To bnng about His arrest seemed to Judas the best means of

rousing the people to take His side openly But the courre o

events was too rapid for him Owing to the Feast the news of the

arrest spread but slowly In the night “when people were slewing

off the effects of the Passover supper,” Jesus was condemned, m
the morning, before they were well awake, He was humed away to

be crucified Then Judas was overcome with despair, and went

and hanged himself “Judas stands before us in the histoiy oi

the Passion as a warning example of those who allow their (^verness

to degenerate into cunning, and persuade themselves that it w

permissible to do evil that good may come—to seek good ^je^

which they really valuer by intngue and chicaneiy And tte

underlying cause of their errors is that they ha%e failed to overcome

their passionate desire for self-advancement.”

Such was the consistently rationalistic Life of Jes

evoked so much opposition at the time of its appearance^ ana
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seven years later received its death-blow at the hands of Strauss,

The method is doomed to failure because the author only saves his

own sincerity at the expense of that of his characters He makes

the disciples of Jesus see miracles where they could not possibly

have seen them
;
and makes Jesus Himself allow miracles to be

imagined where He must necessarily have protested against such a

delusion. His exegesis, too, is sometimes violent. But in this,

who has the right to judge him ? If the theolc^ans dragged him
before the Lord, He would command, as of old, “Let him that

IS without sin among you cast the first stone at him,” and Faulus

would go forth unharmed.

Moreover, a number of his explanations arc nght in principle.

The feeding of the multitudes and the walking on the sea must be
explained somehow or other as misunderstandings of something
that actually happened And how many of Paulus' ideas are still

going about in all sorts of disguises, and crop up agiin and again
in commentanes and lives of Jesus, espcaally in those of
the *‘anti-rationalists” ! Nowadays it belongs to the complete
duty of the well-trained theologian to renounce the rationalists and
all their works , and yet how poor our time is in comparison with
theirs—^how poor in strong men capable of loyalty to an ideal, how
poor, so far as theology is concerned, in simple commonplace
sincerity 1
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THE LAST PHASE OF RATIONALISM—
HASE AND SCHLEIERMACHER

Sfiarl August Ease Du Leben Jesu xunacbst ISr nkademisdie Studien Life

of Jesu?, pnmariJiy for tbe use of students )
ao$ pp *Ihis work

coataxns a bibliography of the earliest bterature of the suitgecL ^ ed , 1865

JEVzednoh Bmst Danio! SoMoloxmaobfir Das Leben Jesu 1864 Edited if

RQteoik The edition is based upon a student’s note-book of a oouise of

lectmes delivered in 1833

Band Ededndh Stranas DerChnstus desGlaubensundder Jesus dcrGesdnebla

Ekne Kntik des Sc&Ieiermaober'schen Lebens Jesu (Tbe Chnst of FaUh and

the Jesus of History A cnticism of Schleiermacher's Lift of Jesus ) 1865

In their treatment of the life of JesuE^ Hase and Schleiermacher

ate m one respect still wholly dominated by rationalism They

still cling to the rationalistic explanation of miracle^ although th^

have no longer the same ingenuous confidence tn it as their

predecessotsi and although at the decisive cases th^ are content

to leave a question-mark instead of ofienng a solution They

nugh^ in fact, be described as the sceptics of rationalism In

another respect^ however, they aim at something beyond the range

of rationalism, inasmuch as they endeavour to grasp the

connexion of the events of Jesus' ministxy, nhich in Paulus had

entirely fallen out of sight Their Laves of Jesus are transitional, m
the good sense of the word as well as in the bad In respect of

piogress^ Hase shows himself the greater of the two.

Scarcely thirteen years have elapsed since the death of the

BTcat Jena professor, bis Excellency von Has^ and already we

think of him as a man of the past Theology has voted to inscnbc

his name upon its records in letters of gold—and has passed on to

the order of the day He was no pioneer like Baur, and he docs

not meet the present age on the footing of a ®

it problems raised by him and still unsohed E\cn his

History,” with its twchecditioiisi has already had its da>, althoug

It is still the most bnllnntl) written work in this department, and

conceals beneath its elcgince of form a massive erudition «
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was more than a theologian; he was one of the finest monuments
of German culture, the living embodiment of a period which
for us lies under the sunset glow of the past in the land of
” once upon a time ”

His path in life was unembarrassed, he l^ncw toil, but not
disappointment Born in zSoo, he finished his studies at Tubingen,
where he qualified os a Fnvat-Docent in 1823, In 1824-1825 he
spent eleven months in the fortress of Hohenaspevg, where he
was confined for taking the part of the Burschcnschaftcn,^ and
had leisure for meditation and literary plans. In 1S30 he went
to Jena, where^ with a yearly to Italy to lay in a store of
sunshine and renewed strength, he worked until 1890

Not without a certain reverence does one take this little text-

book of 205 pages into one’s hands. This is the first attempt by
a fully equipped scholar to reconstruct the life of Jesus on a purely
historical b^is There is more creative power in it than in almost
any of his later works It manifests already the brilliant qualities
of style for which he was distinguished—dearness, terseness,
elegance. What a contrast with that of Bahrdt, Vcntunni, or
Paulus I

And yet the keynote of the work is rationalistic, since Hase
has recourse to the rationalistic explanation of miracles wherever
that appears possible. He seeks to make the circumstances of the
baptism intelligible by supposing the appearance of a meteor. In
the story of the transfiguration, the fact aIucH is to be retained is
&at Jesus, in the company of two unknown persons, appeared to
me disciples m unaccustomed splendour. Their identification of
His companions as Moses and Elias is a conclusion which is not
confirmed by Jesus^ and owing to the position of the eyewitnesses,
IS not suffiaently guaranteed by their testimony. The abrupt
breakmg off^of the interview by the Master, and the injunction of
alence, point to some secret circumstance in His history. By this
nmt Hase seems to leave room for the ** secret society ” of Bahrdt
and Ventunni.

He makes no difficulty about the explanation of the story of
im sfafer It is raly intended to show “ how the Messiah avoided
ence m submitting Himself to the financial burdens of the

commumty.” In r^atd to the stifling of the storm, it seems
^tain whether Jesus through His knowledge of nature was

f k
storm or whether He brought it

a.oont by the possession of power over nature The "sceptic of
rationahsm” thus leaves open the possihihty of miracle. He
pmceed^omewhat similarly m explaining the raisings from the

Aney can be made intelligible by supposing that they
cases of coma, but it is also possible to look upon them as

Aisoaations of atiutents. at that time of a pohuca] character --^Tkanslaior.
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supernatural For the two great Johanmne miracles^ the change of

the water uto wine and the increase of the loaves no naturalistic

explanation can be admitted But how unsuccessful is his attempt

to make the increase of the bread intelligible! Why should not

the bread have been increased?^^ he asks ^^If nature every year

ID the period between seed-time and harvest performs a similar

miracl^ nature might alsOi by unknown law^ bring it about in

a moment” Here crops up the dangerous anti-rationalistic

intellectual supernataralism which sometimes bnngs Hase and

Schleiermacher very close to the frontiers of the temtoiy occupied

by the disingenuous reacbonaries

The crucial point is the explanation of the resurrection of Jesus

A stringent proof that death bad actually taken place cannot

according to Hase^ be given^ since there is no evidence that

corruption had set in, and that i$ the only infallible sign of death

It IS possible^ therefore, that the resurrectioti was onty a return to

consdousness after a trance; But the direct impression made by

the sources points rather to a supernatural event. Either view is

compatible with the Chnstian faith. “Both the historically possible

vicw^—either that the Creator gave new life to a body which aaa

really dead, or that the latent life reawakened m a body which

was only seemingly dead—rewignise in the resurrection a manifest

proof of the care of Promdence for the cause of Jesu^ and are

theiefore both to be recognised as Chnstian, whereas a third view

—that Jesus gave Himself up to his enemies in order to def^

them by the bold stroke of a seeming death and a skilfully prepared

resurrection—^is as contrary to historical cnticism as to Christian

faith ” # * I

Hase, howerer, quietly hghtens the difficulty of the sniraae

question m a way which must not be overlooked Vox the

rationalists all mimdes stood on the same footing, and all

eoually be abolished by a naturahstic explanation. If we stu^

TTnw carefully, we find that he accepts only the Johanmne

as authentic, whereas those of the Synoptists “

resting upon a misunderstanding on the part of the

they are not reported at firet hand, bat from tradition Thw

discrimination of the two lines of Gosj«l traditiOT ^
aid of the anti-rationalists, and enables them to get nd of o

SS ^test difficulties. Half playfully, it might Xi
thevStch out the ideas of Straus^ without ever “specting wtat

dSeSrearaest the game will become ^ the authenticity of the

Fourth Gospel has to be given up
of the

Hase surrendets the birth-story and the ^ atnkioe
Childhood”—the expression is his own—almost J
?bSw The same fate befalls all the S
figurTand the miracles at the ume of the death of Jesus
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describes these as **inythical touches.’’ The ascension is merely
" a mythical version of His departure to the Father.”

Base’s conception even of the non-miraculous portion of the

history of Jesus is not free from rationalistic traits. He indulges in

the following speculations with regard to the odibacj of the Lord.

'*lf the true grounds of the celibacy of Jesus do not lie hidden in

the special circumstances of His youthf &e conjecture may be per*

mitt^ that He firom whose religion was to go forth the ideal view
of marriage, so fordgn to the ideas of antiquity, found in His own
time no heart worthy to enter into this covenant with Him.” It is

on rationalistic lines also that Hase explains the betrayal by Judas.
”A pordy intellectual, worldly, and unscrupulous ^aracter, he
desired to compel the hesitating Messiah to found Hb Kinj^om
upon popular violence. ... It is possible that Judas in his
temble blmdness took that last word addressed to by Jesu%
’What thou doest, do quickly,’ as giving consent to his plan.”

But Hase again rises superior to thu lationallstic conception of
the history when he refuses to explain away the Jewish dements in
the plan and preaching of Jesus as due to mere acoommodation,
and mauitams the view that the Lord really, to a certain extent^
shared this Jewish ^tem of ideas. According to Hase there are
two penods m the Messianic activity of Jesus. In the first He
accepted almost without reservation the popular ideas regarding
the Messianic age. In consequence^ however, of His experience
the practical results of these ideas, He was led to abandon this
error, and in the second period He developed His own ifistincdve
viewa Here we meet for the first time the idea of two dtlTerentp^ds in the life of Jesus, which, especially through the influence
of Boltzmann and Kdm, became the prevdliiig view, and down to
Johannes Weiss, determin^ the plan of all Lives of Jesus JBfase
creat^ the modem histoiioo-psy^olqgical {ricture of Jesus. The
mtr^uction of this more penetrating psychology would alone suffice
to place nun m advance of the rationalists.

Another investing point is the thorough way in which he
out the Imtoncal and literary consequences of this idea of^ tmderstand this

^ thought on the part of Jesus, and did not
betwera the siyings of the first and second periods. ThJT^

the eschatological view. A.’ter the de^ of*is view prevailed so strongly in the primitive community of

STon^^ ^ eapecta™ intoXX^dff
of Jesus, According to Hase, the apocalyptic discourse in
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Fourth Gospel preserves in their pure form the ideas of Jesus m
His second period

Hase Tightly observes that the Messiahship of Jesus plays next

to no part in His preaching, at any rate at firsts and that^ before

the incident at Caesarea Philippi, it was only m moments of

enthusiastic admiration, rather than with settled convictioii, that

even the disciples looked on Hun as the Messiah This indication

of the central importance of the declaration of the Messiahship at

Caesarea Phihppi is another sign-post pomting out the direction

which the future study of the life of Jesus was to follow

Schleiermacher^s Life of Jesus introduces us to quite a different

order of transitional ideas Its value hes m the sphere of dogmatic^

not of history Nowhere, indeed, is it so dear that the great

dialectician had not really a historical mind than precisely m his

treatment of the history of Jesus

p^m the first it was no favourable star which presided over

this undertaking It is true that in 1819 Schleiermacher was

first theologian who had ever lectured upon this subject. But his

Life of Jesus did not appear until 1864. Its publication had been

so long delayed, partly because it had to be reconstruct^ from

students' note-books, partly because unmediately after Schleier-

macher, m 183a, had delivered the course for the last time, it was

rendered obsolete by the work of Strauss For the que^ons

raised by the latter's Life of Jesus^ published in 1835, St^eier-

macher had no answer, and for the wounds which it n^d^ w
healmg When, m 1864, Schleiermacher’s work was brou^t forth

to view like an embalmed cors^ Strauss accorded to the aeaa

work of the great theologian a dignified and striking funeral

Schleiermacher is not in search of the histoncal Jesu^ but d

the Jesus Chnst of his own system of theology, that is to w

the histone figure which seems to him appropnate to ffie

consciousness of the Redeemer as he represents it For mm w
eropmeal has simply no existence A natural ^
sauedy attempted He comes to the

dialectic apparatus and sets his P“PP«s hke
niacher-s Wic « not a dialectic

hice

that of Hegel, of which Stratiss avail^ himself,

dialectic of exposition In this literary dialectic he is the gtea

master that ever lived
nowaid and

The limitations of the histoncal Jesus both in “ P ™

downward direction are those only
^If^nsLusness

Jesus of dogma The uniqueness of His ^ aiwd
is not to be tampered with ^ ® ^ Docetism

Ebionism which does away with the Divine in Him,
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ftlHch destroys Hjs humanity Schleicrmachet Iovm to make tos

heaters shu^er by pointing out to them that the ^east false step

entails preapi^ation into one or other of these ^^Jsses , or

Todd entail it for any one rtho ivas not under the guidance

of his infallible dialectic

In the course of this dialectic treatment, afl the histone^

questions involved m the life of Jesus come into vict one Mtet

another, but none of them is posed or solved from the point of

vien of the historian ;
they are " moments ” in his ai;^inent

He IS hkc a spider at work The spider lets itsdf down from

aloft and aRer ni.aking fast some supporting threads to points

bclo\\, It runs back to the centre and there keeps spinning

You look on fascuiatei and before you know it, you are entangled

m ihc web It IS difficult even for a reader who is strong in the

consciousness of possessing a sounder grasp of the history than

Schlcicrmachcr to avoid being caught in the toils of that magical

dialectic,
. « i j

And how loftily superior the dialectician is! Paulus had

shown that, in view of the use of the title Son of Man, the

Messianic sclf-consciousness of Jesus must be interpreted in

accordance with the passage in Daniel On this SchleiermachKr

remarks ' " I have already said that it is inherently improbable that

such a predilection (rr for the Book of Daniel) would have been

manifested by Chnst, because the Book of Daniel does not belong

to the prophetic writings properly so -called, but to the third

division of the Old Testament literature.”

In his estimate of the importance to be attached to the sto^

of the baptism, too, he falls behind the historical knowledge of his

day.
•*

'J'o lay such great stress upon the baptism,*’ he says, “ leads

either to the Gnostic mow that it was only there that the Xvyos

united Itself with Jesus, or to the rationalistic view that it was only

at the baptism that He became conscious of His vocation ” But

wh.it does history cire whether a view is gnostic or rationalistic if

only It IS historical

!

Tli.i dialcnic, so fatal often to sound historical vlewa, might
hi\c been expressly created to deal with the question of miracle.

Compared wuh Schlcicrmachcris discussions all that has been
written since ujvon this subject is mere honest—or dishonest

—

bundling Xoihing new has been added to what he sa^s, and no
one else ha*; Mirccedcd m saving it with the rame amazing
sululct} It IS true, also, that no one else has shown the same
<Vi!l in conccihng bow much in the way of miracle he ultimately

tciims and how nmeh he rejects His solution of the problem is,

in f^ct, not h.<;:onca1, but dialectical, an attempt to transcend the
neCk pcjtv for *1 r?tion-»ksUc explanation of miracle which docs not
rcaJl> Succeed iti gtUing rid of it
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disciples meet Him in Galilee because He could there enjoy greater

pnvacy and freedom from observation in His mtercourse with

them The difference between the present and the past was only

that He no longer showed Himself to the world “ It was possible

that a movement in favour of an earthly Messianic Kingdom might

break out, and we need only take this possibility into account in

order to eicplain completely why Jesus remained m such close

retirement.” “ It was the premonition of the approaching end of

this second life which led Him to return from Galilee to Jerusalem ”

or the ascension he says * ^Here^ therefor^ something happened,
but what was seen was mcomplet^ and has been conjectuially

supplemented” The underlying rationahstic explanation shows
through!

But if the condition in which Jesus hved on after His cnicifixioa

was “ a condition of reanimation,” by what nght does Schleiermacher
constantly speak of it as a “resurrection,” as if resurrection and
reanimation were synonymous terms ? !^rther, is it really true

that huth has no interest whatever in the question whether it was
as nsen from the dead, or merely as recovered from a state of
suspended animation, that Jesus showed Himself to His disaples ?

In regard to thi^ it might seem, the rationalists were more straight-

forward.

The moment one tnes to take hold of this dialectic it breaks in
one’s fingers Schleiermacher would not indeed have ventured to
play so nsky a game if he had not had a second position to retire

to, based on the distinction between the Synoptic and the Johannine
miracle stones In this respect he simphfied matters for himself
as compared with the rationahst^ even more than Hase The
miracle at the baptism is only intelligible in the narrative of the
Fourth Gospel, where it is not a question of an external occurrence,
but of a purely subjective expenence of John, with which we ba\e
nothing to do. The Synoptic story of the temptation has no in-
telligible meaning “To change stones into bread, if there were
need for would not have been a sin” "A leap from the
Temple could have had no attraction for any one.”

The miracles of the birth and childhood are given up without
hesitation

; they do not belong to the story of the life of Jesus

,

and It IS the same with the miracles at His death One might
fancy it was Strauss speaking when Schleiermacher says* “If we
give due consideration to the fact that we have certainly found
in these for the most part simple narratives of the last momentsw Christ two incidents, such as the rending of the veil of the
Temple and the opening of the graves, in reference to which we
^nnot possibly suppose that they are literal descriptions of actual
tacts, then we are bound to ask the question whether the same
docs not apply to many other points Certainly the mention of

5
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the sun’B light failing and the consequent great darkness looks

very much os if it had been imported by poetic imagination into the

simple narrative ”

A rebuke could have no possible effect upon the wind and sea.

Here we must suppose either an alteration of the facts or a

different causal connexion

In this way Schlcicrmacher—and it was for this reason that these

lectures on the life of Jesus became so celebrated—enabled

dogmatics, though not indeed history, to take a flying leap over the

miracle question

What is chiefly fatal to a sound histoncal view is his one-sided

preference for the Fourth Gospel It is, according to him, only in

this Gospel that the consciousness of Jesus is truly reflected. In

this connexion he expressly remarks that of a progress in the teaching

of Jesus, and of any ** development” in Km, there can be no

question His development is the unimpeded oigamc unfolding of

the idea of the Divine Sonship

For the outline of the life of Jesus, also;, the Fourth Gospel is

alone authoritative ” The Johanninc representation of the way in

which the crisis ofHis fate was brought about is the only clear one.”

The same applies to the narrative of the resurrection m this Gospel

” Accordingly, on this point also,” so he concludes his discussion, ”I

take it as established that the Gospel of John is the narrative of an

eyewitness and forms an organic whole The first three Gospels

are compilations formed out of various narratives which had arisen

independently , their discourses are composite structurei^ and their

presentation of the history is such that one can form no idea of the

grouping of events” The “crowded days^" such as that of the

sermon on the mount and the day of the parables, exist only in the

imagination of the Evangelists In reality there were no such days

Luke IS the only one of them who has some semblance of histoncal

order His Gospel is compiled with much insight and cnbcal^
out of a number of independent document^ as Schleiennachtt

believed himself to have shoi^n convincingly m his cntical study of

Luke’s Gospel, published in 18x7.

It is only on the ground of such a valuation of the some

that we can amve at a just estimate of the different reprwentetaons

of the locality of the life of Jesus « The contradiction^

macher proceeds, ” could not be explained if all our

equally close to Jesus ‘But if John stands closer than the otn^

^ may perhaps find the key m the fact that John, too,
n

as a pre^hng opinion in Jerusalem that Jesus was a ®

that Luke, when he has got to the end of the sections

skilful arrangement and are united by similanty
Xvnne

all the rest into the framework ofa journ^ to J«u^g” ®

this analogy, and not remembenng that Jesus had occasion to
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several times a year to Jerusalem, the other two gathered into one

mass all that happened there on various occasions* This could

only have been done by Hellenists ” ^

Schleiermacher is quite insensible to the graphic reahsm of the

descnption of the last days at Jerusalem in Mark and Matthew, and
has no suspicion that if only a single one of the Jerusalem sa3rmgs

in the Synoptists is true Jesus had never before spoken m Jerusalem

The ground of Schleiermacher’s antipathy to the Synoptists lies

deeper than a mere critical view as to their composition The fact

is that their “ picture of Christ ’’ does not agree with that which be
wishes to insert into the history* When it serves his purpose, he
does not shnnk from the most arbitrary violence. He abolishes the

scene in Gethsemane because he infers from the silence of John
that It cannot have taken place* “The other Evangelists;,” he
explain^ “give us an account of a sadden depression and deep
distress of spint which fell upon Jesus, and which He admitted to

His disciples, and they tell us how He sought relief from it m
prayer, and afterwards recovered His serenity and resolution. John
passes over this in silenc^ and lus narrative of what immedi«
ately precedes is not consistent with it.” It is evidently a
symbolical story, as the thrice-repeated petition shows. If they
speak of such a depression of spirit, they have given the story that
form m order that the example of Christ might be the more
apphcable to others m similar circumstances ”

On these premises it is possible to wnte a Life of Chnst ; it is

not possible to write a Life of Jesus. It is, therefore^ not
accident that Schleiermacher regularly speaks, not of Jesus;, but of
ChnsL

* The ground of the inference u that, according to this theoiy, th<^ did not
attach much importance to the keeping of the Feasts at Jerusalem Dr Schweitser
reminds us in a footnote that a certain want of cdeamcss is due to the fact of this
uork ha^oag been compiled from lecture-notes



VII

DAVID FRIEDRICH STRAUSS—THE MAN AND
HIS FATE

In order to understand Strauss one must love huu. He was not

the greatest, and not the deepest, of theologians, but he was the

most absolutely sincere His insight and his enois were alike the

insight and the errors of a prophet And he had a prophet’s fate

Disappointment and sudenng gave his hfe its consecration It

unrolls Itself before us like a tragedy, in which, in the end, the

gloom IS lightened by the mild radiance which shines forth firom

the nobility of the sufferer

Strauss was born in 1808 at Ludwigsburg His father was a

merchant; whose business; however, was unsuccessful, so that his

means steadily declined. The boy took his ability from his mother,

a good, self-controlled, sensible, pious woman, to whom he raised a

monument m his “ Memorial of a Good Mother ” written ui 1858,

to be given to bis daughter on her confirmation-day.

From iSar to 1825 he was a pupil at the “lower semuiaiy ” at

Blaubeuren, along with Fnednch Vischer, Pfiser, Zunmennani^

Marklin, and Binder Among their teachers was Ferduianu

Christian Baur, whom they were to meet with agam at the

university .

His first year at the university was uninteresting^ as it was only

in the following year that the reorganisation of the theol^cai

faculty took place; m consequence of the appointment of Baur

The instruction m the philosophical faculty was

unsatisfactory, so that the fnends would have gained little from^
two years of philosophical propaedeutic which formed part of me

course prescribed for theological student^ if they had not combine

to prosecute their philosophical studies for themselves

writings of Hegel began to exercise a powerful influence upon

For the philosophical fecully, Hegel’s philosophy was as yet non

These student fnends were mudi addicted to poetry

68
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journeys which Strauss made along with his fellow-student Binder

to Weinsberg to see Justinus Kemer made a deep impression upon
him. He had to make a dehberate effort to escape from the

dream-world of the “ Prophetess of Prevorst” Some years later, in

a Latin note to Binder, he speaks of Weinsbeig as Mecca nostra.” ^

According to Visdiei's picture of him, the tall stripling made an
impression of great charm, though he was rather shy except with

intimates He attended lectures with pedantic regulanty

Baur was at that time still immersed in the prolegomena to his

system, but Strauss already suspected the direction which the
thoughts of his young teacher were to take

When Strauss and his student fnends entered on their duties as
clergymen, the others found great difficulty in bnngmg their

theological views, into Ime with the popular bdiefs which they were
expected to preach. Strauss alone remained free from inner
struggles. In a letter to Binder ^ of the year 1831, he explains that
in his sermons—^he was then asristant at Klem-Ingersheim near
Ludwigsburg—he did not use representative notions” {Vor-
stdJungen^ used as a philosophical technicality) such as that of the
Devil, which the people were already prepared to dispense with

;

but others which still appeared to be indispensable;, such as those
of an eschatological character, he merely endeavoured to present
in such a way that the “intellectual concept” {fiegnff) which lay
behind, might so far as possible shine through “When I con-
sider,” he continues, “how far even in intellectual preaching the
expression is inadequate to the true essence of the concept, it does
not seem to me to matter much if one goes even a step further
I at least go about the matter without the least soruple^ and cannot
ascribe this to a mere want of sincenty in myself,”

That IS Hegelian logic.

After being for a short time Deputy-professor at Maulbronn, he
took his doctor’s degree with a dissertation on the airoKUTaarfluris
riiiTMv (restoration of all things. Acts 111 21) This work is lost.
From his letters it appears that he treated the subject chiefly from
the rchgious-histoncal point of view.®

When Binder took his doctorate with a philosophical thesis on
the immortality ofthe soul, Straus^ in 1832, wrote to him expressing
the opinion that the beliefm personal immortality could not properly
be regarded as a consequence ofthe Hegelian system, since, acmrding

Ziegler, Znr Biographie von David FHedrich SlntoM -

SISKS'"aunne fte fotiaawe ye«* before the pnbheulon of the Life of Tesok
Studies ot Slut^, was the friend who

eS^W to
*• S*"“” "»>» last act of fneodship

Ita text of h» short address^

* Rtvut^ May 190*. p. 199. » tUd^ p, aoY.
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to It was not the subjective spirit of the individual petson,
but only the objective Spirit^ the self-rcahsing Idea which constantly
embodies itself in new creation^ to which immortality belongs ^

In October 1831 he went to Berhn to hear Hegd and
Schleiermacher. On the 14th of November whom he
had visited shortly before was earned off by cholera Sbauss
heard the news in Schleiermachei’s house, from Schleieimacher
himself and is said to have exclaimed, with a certain want of tact,

considenng who his informant was: “And it was to hear him that

I came to Berhn I
“

There was no satisfactory basis for a rdabonship between
Schleiermacher and Strauss They had nothing in common
That did not prevent Strauss’s Life of Jesus being sometimes

desenbed opponents of Schleiermacher as a product of die

latter's philosophy of religion Indeed, as late as the ’sixtiei^

Tholuck thought it necessary to defend the memory of the great

theologian against this repxoadi
As a matter of fact^ the plan of the Life of Jesus arose dunng

Strauss's intercourse with Vatke^ to whom he felt himself strongly

drawn Moreover, what was first sketched out was not pnmanly

the plan of a Life of Jesu^ but that of a history of the ideas d
primitive Chnstiamty, intended to serve as a standard hy wbicji

to judge ecclesiastic^ dogma The Life of Jesus was onginally

designee^ it might almost be said, as a mere prologue to this work,

the plan of wbuch was subsequently earned out under the titl^

Christian Theology in its Histoncal Development and m its

Antagonism with Modern Scientific Knowledge” (pubhshed in

1840-X84Z)
When in the spnng of 183 a he returned to Tubingen to take

up the position of “Repetent”*m the theological college

these plans were laid on the shelf m consequence of bis pre-

occupation with philosophy, and if things had gone according to

Strauss’s wishes, they would perhaps never have come to fulfilment

The "Repetents" had the right to lecture upon philosophy

Strauss fdt himself called upon to come forward as an aposue 01

Hegel, and lectured upon Hegel’s logic with tremendous succ^

ZeUer, who attended these lectures^ records the unforgettable

impression which they made on him Besides championing

Hegel, Strauss also lectured upon Plato, and upon the history 0

modem phtlosophy* These were three happy semesters

“In my theology,” he writes in a letter of 1833,* “phi^opny

occupies such a pFedominant position that my theologi^ views

can only be worked out to completeness by meaiw of a more

thorough study of philosophy, and this course of study I am now

1 p sp3 J lecttOTT,

/M, June Z90S, p 343 b
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going to prosecute uninterruptedly and without concerning xnyself

D^hether it leads me back to theology or not” Further on he
sa)'s ” If 1 know mysdf rightly, my position in regard to theology

IS thnt uhat mterests me in theology causes offence, and what
does not cause offence is mdifferent to me For this reason I

have refrained from ddivering lectures on theology,”

The philosophical faculty was not altogether pleased at the
success of the apostle of Hegel, and wished to have the right of
the "Repetents” to lecture on philosophy curtailed The latter,

however, took their stand upon the tradition Strauss was desired
to intermit his lectures until the matter should be settled. He
would ha've liked best to end the situation by entering the philo-
sophical faculty. The other ** Repetents,” however, begged him not
lo do so, but to continue to champion their rights. It is possible
also that obsta<des were placed in the way of his plan by the
philosophical faculty. However that may be, it was in any case
not carried through Strauss was forced back upon theology

According to Hase,^ Strauss began his studies for the Life of
Jesus by wndng a detailed cntical review of his (Hase’s) text-book.
He sent this to Berlin to ^^Jahthucher wissmuhafthcke Kritik^
which, however, refused it His resolve to publish firsts instead of
the general work on the genesis of Christian doctnn^ a cntical
study on the life of Jesus was doubtless determuied by Scbleier-
macher's lectures on this subject -When in Berlin he had procured
a copy of a lecture note-book, and the reading of it incited him to
opposition.

Considering its character, the work was rapidly produced
He wrote it sitting at the window of the Repetents’ room, which
looks out upon the gateway-arch When its two volumes appeared
in 1835 the name of the author was wholly unknown, except
for some cniical studies upon the Gospels This boot into
which he had poured his >outhful enthusiasm, rendered him
A™''®

^ moment~and utterly destroyed his prospects.Among his opponents the most prominent was Steudel, a member
faculty, who, as president of the Sttft, made

i^rescntaiions against him to the Ministry, and succeeded in
"Repetent” The hopes

"P®" disappointed

defence.'*
” publish anything in his

lie first .accepted a transfer to the post of Deputy-professor

u^ and he then returned to Stuttgart There he In-ed for

^

years, busjing himself in the preparation of new editions

tn* ** '• refened to is Hue’s
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of the Life of Jesu^ and in Tmting answeis to the attacks which
were made upon him

Towards the end of the ’thirties he became conscious of a
growing impulse towards more positive views The cntosms
of his opponents had made some impression upon him The
second volume of polemics was laid aside* In its place appeared

the third edition of the Life ofJesui^ z83S<-x839, contaimng a senes

of amazing concessmns Strauss explains that m consequence of

reading de Wette’s commentary and Neander’s Life of Jesus he

had begun to feel some hesitation about his former doubts

regarding the genuineness and credibility of the Fourth Gospel

The histone personality of Jesus again began to take on mtell^ble

outlmes for him These mconsistenaes he removed m the next

edition, acknowledging that he did not know how be could so

have temporanly vacillated in his point of view The matter

admits, however, of a psychological explanation He longed for

peace, for he had suffered more than his enemies suspected or

his fnends knew The ban of the outlaw lay heavy upon his

soul In this spmt he composed in 1839 the monologues

entitled Vtrganghchts uni Bktbend^ m ChnstenU$m Transient

and Fermanent Elements in Chnstianity ’’X which appeared again

in the following year under the tide jFhcdhcht (“Leaves of

Peace")

For a moment it seemed as though his rehabilitation would

be accomplished In January 1839 the noble-minded Hitzig sue*

ceeded in getting him appointed to the vacant chau of dogmatics

in Zurich But the ot^odox and pietist parties protested m
vehemently that the Government was obl^ed to revoke the

appomtment Strauss was pensioned of? without ever entenng

on his office

About that time his mother died In 1841 he lost his falncr

When the estate came to be settled uft it was found

affairs were m a less unsatisfactory condition than had been

feared Strauss was secure against want The success of his secon

great worl^ his “ChnsUan Theology" (published in i840'4i)»

compensated him for his disappomtment at Zurich In

It IS perhaps even greater than the Life of Jesus; and m de^

of thought It IS to be classed with the most important contnDu

tions to theology In spite of that it never attracted so mu

attention as the earlier work Strauss continued to be

the author of the Life of Jesus Any further ground of offence

which he might give was re^rded as quite subsidiaiy

And the book contains matter for oflfen^ in no common

degree. The point to which Strauss applies his cntia^

iray in which the Christian theology which grew
.

ideas of the ancient world has been brought info harm
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the Chnstianity of rationabsxn and of speculative philosophy.

Either, to use his own expression, both are so finely pulverised

in the process—as in the case of Schleiermacher's combination

of Spmosism with Chnstianity—that it needs a sharp eye to

rediscover the elements of the mixture, or the two are sliaken

together like water and oil, m which case the semblance of

combination is only maintained so long as the shaking continues

For this crude procedure he desires to substitute a better method,
based upon a preliminary historical cnticism of dogma, in order
that thought may no longer have to deal with the present form
of Church theology, but with the ideas which worked as hving
forces in its formation.

This 18 bnlliantly worked out in detail The result is not
a positive, but a negative Hegelian theology Religion is not con-
cerned with supia-mundane beings and a divinely glonous future^
but with present spintual realities which appear as “moments"
in the eternal being and becoming of Absolute Spint At
ihe end of the second volume, where battle is joined on the
issue of personal immortahty, all these ideas play their part m
t^hc struggle Personal immortality is finally rejected in eveiy form,
for the cniical reasons which Strauss had already set forth in
the letters of 1832 Immortality is not something which stretches
out into the futur^ but simply and solely the present quahty
or ine spint, its inner universality, its power of rising above
cvcrjthmg finite to the Idea. Here the thought of Hegel com-
eges xuth that of Schleiermacher »The saying of Schla^acher.
in he midst of finilude to be one with the Infinite, and to

IS aU that modem thought can say
Schleiermacher nor Hegel was

OT It h »>ferences from their ultimate position,or at least thc> did not give them any prominence
^

the
“y^olog'caJ explanation to

tlieolociM<L h««
irrevocably divides Strauss from the

hs .clf for^them ^ immortality. It would

I.>fe of the Strauss of the

with
riith the thinker who posed this Question

^"»g » brauhe ll»el,
and reconciled himself to

compromise
«KUng his father’s affai? ho hf ,1 ?i

^hen, aft«
affairs, he had the certainty of being secure
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against penury , at that very tune he sowed for himself the seeds of
a new, immitigable sufienng his mamage with Agnese Schebest^

the famous singer

They nere not made for one anodier He could not look

to her for any sympathy with his plans, and she on her part

was repelled by ih^ pedantiy of his disposition Housekeepmg
difficulties and the trials of a limited mcome added another

element of discord They removed to Sontheim near Heilbronn

with the idea of learning to adapt themselves to one another

far from the distractions of the town, but that did not better

matters They hved apart for a tim^ and after some years they

procured a divorce, custody of the diildren being assigned to the

father The lady took up her residence in Stuttgart, and Strauss

paid her an allowance up to her death in 1870
What he suffered may be read between the Imes m the passage

in "The Old Faith and the New” where he ^eaks of the

sacredness of mamage and the admissibihty of divorce. The

wound bled mwardly His mental powers were disabled At
this tune he wrote htde Only in the apologue "Julian the

Apostate or the Romanticist on the throne of the Caesars”—

that bnlhant satire upon Frederic Wilham IV, wntten in 1847

—

is there a flash of the old spint

But m spite of his antipathy to the romantic disposition of

the King of Prussia he entered the hsts m 1S48 on behalf of

the efforts of the smaller German states to form a united Germany,

apart from Austria, under the hegemony of Prussia. He did

not suffer his pobtical acumen to be blunted either by personal

antipathies or by paiticulansm The atizens of Ludwigsbuig

wished to have him as their representative in the Frankfort

parliament, but the rural population, who were pietistic m
sympathies, defeated his candidature Instead, his native town

sent him to the Wurtemberg Chamber of Deputies But here

his phihstinism came to the fore again The phiase-mongenng

revolutionaxy party in the chamber disgusted him He saw

himself more and more forced to the “right," and was obliged

to act pohtically with men whose reactionaiy sympathies he was

for from sharing His constituent^ meanwhile, were thoroughly

discontented with his attitude In the end the position became

intolerable. It was also pamful to him to have to reside in

Stuttearti where he could not avoid meetmg the woman who

had brought so much misery into his hfe Further—he himself

mentions this point m his memoirs—he had no practi^ m
speaking without manuscnpt, and cut a poor figure as a debater

Then came the “Blum Case” Robert Blum, a revolution^,

had been shot by court martial in Vienna The Wurtemberg

Chamber desired to vote a pubhc celebration of his funcraL
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Strauss cSd not think there \ras any ground for making a hero

of this a^tatoii merely because he had been shot, and was not

inclined to blame the Austnan Government very severely for

meting out summary justice to a disturber of the peace. His

attitude brought on him a vote of censure firom his constituents.

When, subsequently, the President of the Chamber called him
to order for asserting that a previous speaker bad “concealed

by sleighs band” ipegeskamotterij “juggled away”) an important

point in the debate^ he refused to accept the vote of censure,

resigned his membership, and ceased to attend the diets. As
he himself put i^ he “jumped out of the boat” Then began
a penod of restless wandenng, during which he beguiled his

time with literary work. He wrot^ inUr o&x, upon Lessing,

Hutten, and Reimanis, redisoovenng the last-named for his fellow

countrymen.

At the end of the ’sixties he returned once more to theology.
His “Life of Jesus adapted for the German People” appeared in
1864. In the preface he refers to Renan, and freely acknowlet^es
the great ments of his work.

The Prusso-Austrian war placed him in a difficult position.
His historical insight made it impossible for him to share the
particularism of his fnends j on the contrary, he recognised that
the way was now being prepared for the reahsation of his dream
of i848>-~an alliance of the smaller German States under the
hegemony of Prussia As he made no secret of his opinion^ he
had the bitter experience of recdiving the cold shoulder from men
who had hitherto loyally stood by him.

In the year 1870 it was granted to him to become the spokes-
man of the German people, through a publicabon on Voltaire
which had appeared not long before he had become acquamted
mth Renan In a letter to Strauss, wntten after the first battle^
Renan made a passing allusion to these great events Strauss
swzed the opportunity to explain to him, in a vigorous “open
letter of the isih of August, Germany’s reason and justification
for going to war. Receiving an answer from Renan, he then, m
a second letter, of the a9th of September, took occasion to defend
Germany s nght to demand the cession of Alsace^ not on the
ground of its having formerly been German temtory, but for the
d^ence of her natural frontiers The resounding echo evoked by
these words, inspired, as th^ by the enthusiasm of the
®®"*t^^^®P®nsatcd him for much of the obloquy which he had

His last work, “ The Old Paith and the New,” appeared m i8ya
as in the work on theology published in 1840-1841, heputs to himself the question, What is there of pennanence m this

artifiaal compound of theology and philosophy, faith and thought?
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But he puts the question ivith a certain bitterness^ and shows himself

too much under the influence of Darwuusm, by which his mind
was at that time dominated The Hegelian B>’stem of thought,

which ser\ed as a firm basis for the work of 1840, has fallen in

ruins Strauss is alone with his own thought^ endeavouring to

raise himself above the new scienbflc world-view. His powers of

thought^ never, for all his cntical acumen, strong on the cieatne

side, and now impaired by age, were unequal to the task There

IS no force and no greatness in the book.

To the question, “Axe we still Christians ?” he answers, ”No”
But to his second question, **Have we still a religion?” he is

prepared to give an affirmative answer, if the assumption is granted

that the feeling of dependence, of self-surrender, of inner freedom,

which has sprung from the pantheistic world-view, can be called

religion But instead of developing the idea of this deep inner

freedom, and presenting religion m the form in which he had

expenenced it, he believes himself obliged to ofier some new

construction based upon Darwinism, and sets himself to answer

the two questions, "How are we to understand the world?” and

“How are we to regulate our lives?”—the form of the latter is

somewhat lacking in distinction—in a quite impersonal way. It

15 only the schoolmaster and pedant in him—who was alwa}S at

the elbow of the thinker even in his greatest works—that finds

expression here.

It was a dead book, in spite of the many editions which it

went through, and the' battle which raged over it wa^ hke the

fiercest of the Homenc battles, a combat over the dead

The theologians declared Strauss bankrupt, and fdt themselves

nch because they had made sure of not bwg ruined by a similar

unimaginative honesty Fnednch Nietzsche from the height of

his would-be Schopenhauenan pessimism, mocked at the fallen

hero

Before the year was out Strauss began to sufler from an internal

ulcer. For many months he bore his sufieiings with quiet resigna-

tion and inner serenity, until on the 8th of February 1874, in

bis native town of Ludwigsbutg, death set him free.

A few weeks earher, on the a9th of December 1873, his

suflfenngs and his thoughts received illuminating expression m the

following poignant verses .

—

Wem idi dieses klage,

Weiss, idi Uage nicht {

Dcr leh dieses 8*ige,

jFUhU, idi sage mcht

Heute heist’s verghmmen,

Wie an Licht ve^liinmt.

In die Lull vccschwimmen,

Wie an Ton \erschnimiau





So STRAUSS’S FIRST "LIFE OF JESUS"

prepared to receive it by its manifestation in sensible form, and of
whose thought and imagination that histoncal personality took
such complete possession, that for them the uni^ of Godhood and
manhood assumed in Him enters into the common consciousness,
and the “moments” which constitute the outward course of Hw
hfe reproduce themselves in them in a spintual fashion

A purely histoncal presentation of the life of Jesus was in that
fi*Bt period wholly impossible, what was operative was a creative
lemmiscence acting under the impulse of the idea which the
personality of Jesus had called to hfe among mankind. And this

idea of God-manhood, the realisation of which m every personality
15 the ultimate goal of humanity, is the eternal reality in the
Person of Jesus, which no cnticism can destroy

However far cntiasm may go in proving the reaction of the
idea upon the presentment of the histoncal course of the hfe

of Jesu% the fact that Jesus represented that idea and called it

to hfe among mankind is something real, something that no
criticism can annul It is ahve thenceforward—^to this day, and
for ever more

It IS in this emancipation of spmt^ and in the consaousness
that Jesus as the creator of the rehgion of humanity is beyond the

reach of cnticism, that Strauss goes to work, and batters down the

rubble^ assured that his pick can make no impression on the stone

He sees evidence that the time has come for this undertaking in

the condition of esebausUon which characterised contemporaiy

theology The supematurahstic explanation of the events of the

life of Jesus had b^n followed by the rationalistu^ the one making

everything supernatural, the other setting itself to make all the

events uitelligtble as natural occunences. Each had said all that

It had to say From their opposition now arises a new solution

—

the mythological mterpretation This is a characteristic example

of the Hegelian method—the synthuts of a ihests represented by

the supematuralistic eiq^atiQn with an antiihests represented by

the rationalistic inteipietation

Strauss’s Life of Jesus is, therefore, hke Schleiennacher’s, the

product of antithetic conceptions But whereas in the latter the

antitheses Docetism and Ebionism are simply limiting conception^

between which his view is statically suspended, the synthesis with

whidi Strauss operates represents a composition of forces, of

which his view is the dynamic resultant The dialectic is in the

one case descnptxve, in the other creative. This Hegdian dia-

lectic determines the method of the work. Eadi madent of the

hfe of Jesus is considered separately, first as supematurally

explained, and then as lationalistically explained, and the one

explanation is refuted by the other "By this mean^” says

Strauss in his preface^ “the inadental advantage is secured that
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the work is fitted to serve as a repertory of the leading views and

discussions of all parts of the Gospel history
"

In every case the whole range of representative opinions is

reviewed Finally the forced interpretations necessitated by the

naturalistic explanation of the narrative under discussion dnves

the reader back upon the supematurahstia That had men

recognised by Hase and Schleiermacher, and they had felt them-

selves obliged to make a place for inexplicable supernatural

elements alongside of the histone elements of the life of Jesus.

Contemporaneously there had sprung up m all directions new

attempts to return by the aid of a mystical philosophy to the

supematuralistic point of view of our forefathers But in these

Strain recognises only the last desperate edbrts to make the past

present and to conceive the mconceivable , and in direct opposi-

tion to the reactionary ineptitudes by means of which cntical

theology was endeavouring to work its way out of xationalisnii he

sets up the hypothesis that these inexphcable elements are

mythic^
In the stones pnor to the baptism^ everything is myth The

narratives are woven on the pattern of Old Testament prototypes,

with modifications due to Messianic or messiamcaily interpreted

passages Smee Jesus and the Baptist came into contact with one

another later, it is fdt necessary to represent their parents as

having been connected The attempts to construct Davidic

genealogies for Jesus, show us that Acre was a period m the

formation of the Gospel History dunng which the Lord was simply

regarded as the son of Joseph and Maty, otherwise genealogical

studies of this kmd would not have been undertaken Even in

the story of the twdve-year-old Jesus in the temple, there is

Bcaicdly more dian a trace of bistoncal material

In the narrative of the baptism we may take it as certainly un-

histoncal that the Baptist received a revelation of the Messianic
dignity of Jesus, otherwise he could not later have come to doubt
this Whether his message to Jesus is historical must be left an
open question , its possibihty d^ends on whether the nature of
bis confinement admitted of sudi communication with the outer
world. Might not a natural reluctance to allow the Baptist to

depail dns hfe without at least a dawning recognition of the
Messiahsbip of Jesus have here led to the insertion of a legendary
trait into die tradition ? If so, the historical readuum would be
that Jesus was for a time one of the adherents of the Baptist, and
was baptized by Mm, and that He soon afterwards appeared in
Galilee with the same message which John had proclaimed, and
even when He had outgrown his influence, never ceased to hold
John in high esteem, as is shown by the eulogy which He pro-
nounced upon him. But *** he baptism of John was a baptism of
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repentance with a view to "him who was to corner" Jesus cannot
have held Himself to be sinless when He submitt^ to it Other-

wise we should have to suppose that He did it merely for appearance*

sake 'Whether it was in the moment of the baptism that the

consciousness of His Mcssiahship dawned upon Him, we cannot

telL This only is certain, that the conception of Jesus as havmg
been endowed with the Spint at His baptism, was independent o^
and earlier than, that other conception whic^ held Him to have

been supematurally bom of the Spint We have, therefore^ in the

Synoptists several different strata of legend and narrative^ which in

some cases intersect and in some are superimposed one upon the

other.

The story of the temptation is equally unsatisfactory, whether it

be interpreted as supernatural, or as symbolical cither of an inward

stmggle or of external events (as for example in Ventunni’s inter-

pretation of It, where the part of the Tempter is played by a

Phansee) , it is simply pnmitive Chnstian legend, woven tpge^er

out of Old Testament suggestions

The call of the first disciples cannot have happened as it is

narrated, without their having known anything of Jesus beforehand,

the manner of the call is modelled upon the call of Elisha by

Elijah The further legend attached to it—^Petei^s miraculous

draught of fishes—^has ansen out of the sajang about "fishers of

men,'* and the same idea is refiected, at a different angle of

refracbon, in John xxi The mission of the seventy is unhistoncal

Whether the cleansing of the temple is histoncal, or inbether

It arose out of a Messianic application of the texi^ “My house shall

be called a house of prayer,” cannot be determined The difficulty

of forming a dear idea of the circumstances is not easily to be

removed How freely the histoncal matenal has been worked ur
IS seen in the groups of stones which have grown out of a single

incident , for example the anointing of Jesus at Bethany by an

unknown woman, out of which Luke has made an anointing by a

pemtent sinner, and John an anomttng by Mary of Bethany

As regards the healings, some of them are certainly histoncal,

but not in die form in which tradition has preserved them The

recognibon of Jesus as Messiah by the demons immediately

arouses suspicion It is doubtless rather to be asenbed to the

tendency which grew up later to represent Him as receiving, m

His Messianic character, homage even from the world of e\i\ spint^

than to any advantage m respect of dearness of insight which

distinguished the mentally deranged, in co*npanson with their

contemporancs The cure of the demoniac in the synagogue at

Capernaum may well be histoncal, bul^ in other cases,

cedure is so often raised into the region of the J
psydiical influence of Jesus upon the sufferer no longer suffices
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to explain it , the creative activity of legend must have come in to

confuse the account of what really happened.

One cure has sometiines given nse to three or four narratives.

Sometimes can still recognise the influences Tvhich have

Gontnbuted to mould a story When, for example, the disdples

are unable to heal the lunatic boy dunng Jesus^ absence on the

Mount of Transfiguration, we are reminded of 2 Kings iv , where
Elisha’s servant Gehazi tnes in vain to bnng the dead boy to life

by using the staff of the prophet The immediate h^ing of

leprosy has its prototype in the story of Naaman the Synan The
story of the ten lepers shows so dearly a didactic tendenqr that

its histone value is thereby rendered doubtful

The cures of blmdness all go back to the case of the bHnd man
at Jencho. But who can say how fox this is itsdf histoncal ? The
cures of paralytics^ too, belong rather to the equipment of the
Messiah than to histoxy The cures through touching clothes, and
the healings at a distance have myth written on their foreheads
The fact 1^ the Messiah must equal, nay, surpass, the deeds of the
prophets That is why raisings foom the dead figure among
miracles.

The nature mirades, over a collection of whidi Strauss puts
the heading « Sea-Stones and Fish-Stones/’ have a mudb larger
admixture of the mythical His opponents took him severely to
task for this inev^ent supeiscnption.

The repetition of the story of the fee^g of the multitude
arouses suspicion regarding the credibility of what is nanated, and
at once invalidates the hypothesis of the apostohe authorship of
the Gospel of Matthew Moreover, the incident was so naturally
suggested hy Old Testament examples that it would have been a
miracle if such a story had not found its way into the Life of Jesus.
An explanation on the analogy of an expedited process of nature^
IS here, as m the case of the imracle at Cana also, to be absolutely
rejected. Strauss allows it to be laughed out of court. The
cursing of the fig-tree and its fulfilment go back in some way
or other to a parable of Jesus, which was afterwards made into
history.

MIotc important than the miracles heretofore mentioned arethOM which have to do with Jesus Himself and maifc the crises
of His history. The transfiguration had to find a place in the
hfe of Jesus, because of the shinmg of Moses’ countenance. In
aealing with the nanabves of the resurrection it is evident that wemust distinguish two difierent strata of legend, an older one.

Gahlaean appearances are^ appearances in Jerusalem both cases,however, the narratives are mythical In any attempt to expl^
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tiiem we are forced on one horn of the dilemma or the other—if

the resurrection was reali the death was not real, and vice versa.

That the ascension is a myth is s^-evident

Such, and so radical, are the results at which Strauss’s criticism

of the supematuralistic and the rationahstic ea^lanations of the

hfe of Jesus ultimately amves
In reading Strauss's discussions one is not so much smick with

their radical character, because of the admirable dialectic skill with

which he shows the total impossibility of any explanation which

does not take account of myth On the wholes the supematuFalistic

explanation, which at least represents the plain sense of the nar-

ratives, comes off much better than the rationalistic the artifiaahty

of which IS everywhere remorselessly exposed

The sections which we have summansed are far from bavmg
lost their significance at the present day. They marked out the

ground which is now occupied by modern cntical study And th^
filled in the death-certificates of a whole senes of explanations

which, at first sight, have all the air of being ahvc but are not

really so. If these continue to haimt present-day dieology, it is

only as ghosts, which can be put to fii^t by simply pronounang

the name of David Fnednch Strauss, and which would long ago

have ceased to " wall^” if the theologians who regard Strauss’s book

as obsolete would only take the trouble to read it

The results so far considered do not represent the elements

of the life of Jesus which Strauss was prepared to accept as

histoncal He sought to make the boundanes of the mythical

embrace the ^ndest possible area > and it is clear that he extended

them too far.

For one things he overestiniates the importance of the Old

Testament motives m reference to the creative activity of the

legend He does not see that while m many cases he has ^own

clearly enough the source of the firm of the narrative in question,

this does not suffice to explain its origin* Doubtless, there is

mythical matenal in the story of the feeding of the multitude

But the existence of the story is not explamed by referring to the

manna m the desert, or the miraculous feeding of a multitude by

Elisha^ llie story in the Gospel has far too much individuality

for that, and stands, moreover, in much loo closely articulated an

histoncal connexion ft must have as its basis some histone^

fact It IS not a myth, though there is myth m it amilaily with

the account of the transfiguration The substratum of histoncal

fact in the life of Jesus is much more extensne thw Stouss is

nrepared to admit Sometimes he fails to see the foundations,

bei»use he proceeds like an explorer who, m working on tec

nuns of an Assyrian city, should cover up the most valuable

> a Kmfis IV 4a 44
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evidence mth the rnbbish thrown out from another portion of the

excavations.

Again, he sometimes rules out statements by assuming their

impossibility on purely dialectical ground)^ or playing off the

narratives one against another The Baptist’s message to Jesus
IS a case in point. This is connected with the fact that he often

fails to realise the strong confirmation which the narratives derive

from their connexion with the preceding and following context
That, however, was only to be expected. Who ever discovered

a true pnnaple without pressing its application too far?

What really alarmed his contemporanes was not so much the
comprehensive apphcation of the mythical theory, as the general
mining and sapping operations which they were obliged to see
brought to bear upon the Gospels

In section after section Strauss cross-examines the reports on
every pomt^ down to the minutest detail, and then pronounces m
what proportion an alloy of myth enters into each of them In
every case the decision is unfavourable to the Gospel of John
Strauss was the first to take this view. It is true that, at the end
of the eighteenth century, many doubts as to the authentici^ of
this Gospel had been expressed, and Bretschnmder, the famous
General Supenntendent at Gotha (1776-1848), had made a tentative
collection of them m his Pro^hha ^ The essay made some stir
at the tijn& But Scbleiermacher threw the aegis of his authority
over the authentiaty of the Gospel, and it was the favourite Gospel
of the rationalists because it contained fewer miracles than the
others Bretschneider himself declared that he had been brought
to a better opuuon through the controversy.

After this episode the Johannine question had been shelved for
fifteen years The excitement was, therefore, all the greater when
Strauss reopened the discussion. He was opposing a dogma of
aitical theology, which, even at the present day, is wont to defend
ite dogmas with a tenacity beyond that of the Church itself

The luminous haze of apparent circumstantiality which had
recognising the true character of

^is Gospel IS completely dissipated Strauss shows that the
Johannine representation of die life of Jesus is dominated by a
theory, and that ite portraiture shows the further development of
the tenancies whidi are perceptible even in the Sjnopbsts He

iL
example in the case of the Johannine nanative of

Inptism of Jesu^ m which critics had hitherto seen the most^dible account of what occurred, pointing out that it is just m
process of bnnging Jesus and the

ptist into the closest possible relations reaches its hmit
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Similarlyi in regard to the call of the first discrple^ it according

to StiausB, a later postulate that they came from the Baptist’s

following and were brought by him to tiie Lord, Strauss does not

scruple even to assert that John introduces imaginary charactera

If this Gospel relates fewer miraclesi the miracles which it retains

are proportionately greater^ so grea^ indeed, that their absolutely

miraculous character is beyond the shadow of doubt , and, more-

over, a moral or symbolical significance is added.

Her^ therefor^ it is no longer the unconscious action of legend

which select^ create^ or groups the inadents|» but a dearly-

determined apologetic and dogmatic purpose

The question regarding the difierent representations of the

locality and chronology of the life of Jesus^ bad always been

deaded, pnor to Strauss^ m favour of the Fourth Gospel De

Wette makes it an argument against the genumeness of hlatthew's

Gospel that it mistakenly confines the ministry of Jesus to Galilee.

Strauss refuses to decide the question by simpty weighing the

chronological and geographical statements one against the other,

lest he should be as one-sided m his own way as the defenders of

the authenticity of the Fourth Gospel were in thews On tins

point, he contents himself with remarking that if Jesus had really

taught in Jerusalem on several occasion^ it is absolutely unin-

telligible how all knowledge of this could have so completely

disappeared from the Synoptic tradition ^ for His going up to the

Passover at which He met His death is there represented as His

sole journey to Jenisalam On the other hand, it is quite con-

ceivable that if Jesus had only once been in Jerusalem there would

be a tendency for legend gradually to make several journeys out of

this one, on the natural assumption that He regularly uent up to

the Feasts, and that He would proclaim His Gospel not merely m
the remote province^ but also in the capital

From the tnumphal entry to the resurrection, the

between the Synoptic and Johanmne nairahves is so great that au

attempts to harmonise them are to be rejected How are we to

reconcile the statement of the SynopUsts that the ovation at ™e

tnumphal entry was ofiered by Gahlacans who accompanied hi^

with that of John, according to which it was offered 1^ a multitude

from Jerusalem which came out to welcome Jesus—who, moreove^

according to John, was not coming from Galilee and Jencho—

escorted Him into the aty To suppose that there were two

different tnumphal entries is absurd. _ *

But the de^ion between John and the Synoptists is not toed

solely upon their representation of the fects , the decisive consid^

turn IS found in the ideas 1^ which they are respectjvely

Sin represents a moie advanced stage of the mythopoeic proc^

Lsm^ as he has substituted for the Jewish Messianic concep
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lion, the Greek metaphysical conception of the Divine Sonship,

and, on the basis of his acquaintance with the Alexandrian ^gos

doctnne, even makes Jesus apply to Himself the Gre^ speculative

concephon of pre^xistence The wnter is aware of an alrra^

easting danger from the side of a GnosUc doretism, has him-

self an apolMetio Chnstology to propound, thus figMmg the

Gnostics as a Gnostic of another kmA ITiat he is^ free from

conceptions IS not, from the historical pomt of vi^

an advanti^ but very much the reverse He is not unacquainted

with esdiatology, but dehberately transforms it, endeavo^g to

substitute for the expectation of the Second Coming of Chnst, as

an external event of the future, the thought of His mward

The most decisive evidence of all is found in the farewell

discoorses and in the absence of all mention of the spiritual stru^le

in Gethsemane The intention here is to show that Jesus not only

liatH a foreknowledge of His death, but had long overcome it in

anticipation, and went to meet His tragic fate with perfect inward

sereni^. That, however, is no histoncal narrative but the final

stage of reverent idealisation

The question is decided. The Gospel of John is infenor to

the Synopucs as a histoncal source just in proportion as it is more

stron^y dommated than they by theological and apolc^etic

interests It is true that the assignment of the dominant motives

15 for Strauss’s cntimsm mainly a matter of conjecture. He cannot

define in detail the attitude and tendencqr of this Gospel, because

the dev^opment of dogma in the second century was still to a

great extent obscure He himself admits that it was only subse-

quently, through the labours of Sanr, that the positions which he

had taken up m 1835 were rendered impregnable. And yet it is

true to say that Johannine study has added in principle nothing

new to what was said by Strauss. He recognised die decisive

point With critical acumen he resigned the attempt to base a

deasiOD on a companson of the histoncal data, and allowed the

theological character of the two Imes of tradition to determine the

question Unless this is done the debate is endless, for an able

man who has stiom allegiance to John wiU always find a thousand
ways in which the Johannine data can be reconciled with those of

the SynoptistS) and is finally prepared to stake his life upon the

exact point at whidi the missing account of the mstitution of the
Lord’s Supper must be inserted into the narrative.

This changed estimate of John carries with it a reversal of die
order in whi^ the Gospels are supposed to have onginated.
Instead of John, Luke, Matthew, we have Matthew, Luke, and John—^the first is last, and the last first. Strauss’s unsophisdcated in-

stinct freed Matthew from the humiliating vassalage to which
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differentiating between John and the SynoptistSi which m the hands
of Schleiermacher and Hase had been an elegant amusement, now
received unexpected support and it at last became possible for the

study of the life of Jesus to go forward

But no sooner had Strauss opened up the way than he closed

It again, by refusing to admit the priority of Mark His attitude

towards this Gospel at once provokes opposition. For him Mark is

an epitomising narrator, a mere satellite of Matthew mth no inde-

pendent light His terse and graphic style nmkes on Strauss an

impression of artshciahty He refuses to believe this Evangelist

when he says that on the first day at Capernaum ^*the whole

town’' (Mark i 33) came together before Peter’s door, and that,

on other occasions (Mark 111 so, vi 31^ the press was so

great that Jesus and His disciples had no leisure so much as to

eat '‘All very improbable traits,” he remarks, “the absence of

which m Matthew is entirely to his advantage, for what else are

they than legendary exaggerations ? " In this cnticssm he is at one

with Schleiermacher, who in his essay on Luke^ speaks of the

unreal vividness of Mark “ which often gives his Gospel an almost

apocryphal aspect ”

Tins prejudice against Mark has a twofold cause In the first

place, this Gospel with its graphic details had rendered great service

to the rationalistic explanation of miracle Its dcscnption of the

cure of the blind man at Betfasaida (Mark viu 23-26)—whose eyes

Jesus first anointed with spittici whereupon he at first saw things

dimly, and then, after he had felt the touch of the Lord^ hand

upon his eyes a second time^ saw more dearly—^was a ventablc

treasure- trove for rationalism As Strauss is disposed to deal

much more peremptonly with the rationalists than with the supcp

naturalists, he puts Mark upon his tnal, as their accessory before

the fact; and pronounces upon him a judgment which is not

entirely unprejudiced Moreover, it is not until the Go^ds

looked at from the point of view of the plan of the histoiy and the

inner connexion of events that the supenonty of Mark is clearly

realised But this way of looking at the matter does not enter into

Strauss’s purview On the contrary, he denies that there is any

traceable connexion of events at all, and confines his station

to determining the proportion of myth in the content of eacn

separate narrative , , ,

Of the Synoptic question he does not; stnctly peaking, me
any account That was partly due to the fact that when he wi«e

It was in a thoroughly unsatisfactory

fused welter of the most various hypotheses The pnority of Mark,

1 Dr Fi- Schte.emi«*.r.

(TheWntingsofLukt Aentuadasay) C Romw. Berlm, iBiy
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which bad had earlier champions in Koppe^^ Storr,* Gratz,^ and

Herder,* aas now maintained Qredner and Lachmann, who saw

m Matthew a combination of the logia*document with Mark. The
**pnmitive Gospel” hypothesis of Eichhorn, according to which

the first three Gospels went back to a common source, not

identical with any ^ them, had become somewhat discredited.

There had been much discussion and vanous modifications of

Gnesbach’b “dependence theory,” accordmg to which Mark was
pieced together out of Matthew and Luk^ and Schleiermacher’s

Ditgestniheorttf which saw the pnmary material not in a gospel, but
in unconnected notes , from these, collections of nanadve passages
were afterwards formed, which in the post>apostoUc penod coalesced
into continuous descnptions of the hfe of Jesus such as the three
which have been preserved in our Synoptic Gospels

In this matter Strauss is a sceptical eclectic In the main he
may be said to combine Griesbach’s theory of the secondary ongin
of Mark with Schleiennacher’s Di^tsentJuorie^ the latter answenng
to his method of treating the sections separately But whereas
Sdileiermacher had used the plan of John*s Gospel as a framework
mto which to fit the independent narratives^ Strauss’s rqection of
the Fourth Gospel left him without any means of connecting the
sections He makes a point, indeed, of sharply emphasising this
want of connexion

, and it was just this that made his work appear
so extreme

The Synoptic discourses, like the Johannin^ are composite
structure^ created by later tradition out of sayings which onginally
belonged to different times and circumstance^ arranged under
certam leading ideas so as to form connected discourses The
sermon on the mount, the discourse at the sendmg forth of the
^elv^ the great parable-discourse^ the polemic against the
^Y^seeSi have all been gradually formed like geological deposits,M far as the original juxtaposition may be supposed to have been
aere and there preserve, Matthew is doubtless the most trustworthy
authon^ for it “From the comparison which we have beenmmng, says Strauss in one passage, “ we can already see that the
iia^ of these sayings of Jesus {dtt komigen Heden Jesu) has
not indeed been dissolved by the flood of oral tradition, but they^ye often been washed away from their original position and like
rolling pebbles {Gerolle) have been deposited in places to which

f tptUmaior MaUh&t, 1783

» r T* « Evangdtorum Mt ti Lc ^ 1704

i8ia
y^nucK dte Sa/siekuf^ dtr dm tnUn Evangdm m
^^ earlier histocy of the question see F C Bnur,

• JEt^a^ben, Tiihing.5 » 1847. PP 1-76
'*®^***®^^* », to the ••many*™ taken m hand to diaw up a narrative “--Translatob
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they do not properly belong"^ And, moreo\Gr, we find this dis

tinction between the first three Evangelists, viz. that Matthew is a

skilful collector who^ while he is far from having been able always

to give the original connexion, has at least known how to bnng
related passages aptly tc^ether, whereas in the other two many
fragmentary sayings have been left exactly where chance had
deposited them, which was generally in the interstices between the

larger masses of discourse Luke^ indeed, has in some cases made
an effort to give them an artistic scttinj^ which is, however, by no

means a satisfactory substitute for the natural connexion

It IS m his cnbcism of the parables that Strauss is most extreme

He starts out from the assamption that they have mutually

influenced one another, and that those which may possibly be

genuine have only been preserved in a secondaiy form. In the

parable of the marriage supper of the king’s son, for example, he

confidently assumes that the conduct of the invited guests, who

finally ill-treated and slew the messengers;, and the question why

the guest is not wearing a wedding-garment are secondary features

How external he supposes the conneMon of the narratives to be

IS clear from the ivay in which he explains the juxtaposition of the

story of the transfiguration with the “discourse while descending

the mountain " They have^ be says, really nothmg to do with one

another. The disciples on one occasion asked Jesus about the

commg of Elijah os forerunner, Elijah also appears in the story

of the transfiguration accordingly tradition sraiply grouped the

transfiguration and the discourse together under the headmg

“Elijah,” an^ later on, manufactured a connexion between them

The tendency of the work to purely cntical analysis the

ostentatious avoidance of any positive expression of opinion, and*

not leasts the manner of regarding the Synoptistb as mere bundles

of narratives and discourses, make it difficult—^mdeed, strictly

speaking; impossible—to determine Strauss’s own distinctive con-

ception of the life of Jesus; to discover what he really thinks is

moving behind the curtam of myth According to the view taken

m regard to this point his wrork becomes either a negative or a

positive life ^f Jesus There are; for instance; a number of

incidental remarks which contain the suggestion of 1 pMittve

construction of the hfe of Jesus If they were taken out of their

context and brought together they would yield a picture which

would have points of contact with the latest eschatological view

Strauss, however, deliberately restnets his positive
^

these few detached remarks He follows out no ^ .

conclusion Each separate problem is indeed ^
light IS thrown upon it from vanous quarters with much cntical

I We teke the iruislelion of tin. Mnfcing imefie Suidey's " Sur*^ of the

Synoptic Question,” Tk Bxfoatar, 4tli ser vol 3. P SW
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slciH But he will not venture on a solution of any of them.

Sometimes, when he thmks he has gone too far m the way of

positive su^estion, he dehbeiately wipes it all out again with some
expression of scepuasm*

As to the duration of the mmistry he will not even offer a vague
conjecture. As to the connexion of certain events nothing can,

according to him, be known, smce the Johannme outline cannot be
accepted and the Synoptists arrange evex>thuig with an eye to

analogies and association of ideas, though they flattered themselves
that Aey were giving a chronologicafly arranged narrative From
the contents of the narrative^ however, and from the monotonous
recurrence of certam formulae of connexion, it is evident that no
dear view of an organically connected whole can be assumed to be
present in thmr work. We have no fixed points to enable us to
reconstruct even in a measure the chronological order*

Especially mteresting is his discussion of the tide “Son of Man.”
In the saying ” the Son of Man is Lord also of the Sabbath day ”

(Matt. XU 8), the expression might, according to Strauss, sunply
denote *^man" In other passages one gets the impression that
Jesus spoke of the Son of Man as a supernatural person, qmte
distinct from Himself but identified with the Messiah. This is the
most natural explanation of the passage m Matt x 23, where he
promises the disaples, in sending them forth, that they shall not
have gone over the cities of Israd before die Son of Man shall
come. Here Jesus speaks of the Messiah as if He Himself were
his foieninner. These sayings would, therefore^ fall in the first
penod, before He knew Himself to be the Messiah. Strauss does
not suspect the significance of this incidental remark

, it contains
ae germ of the solution of the problem of the Son of Man on the

Weiss. But immediatdy scepticism triumphs
again. How can we tdl, asks Strauss, where the tide Son of Man
IS genuine m the sayings of Jesus, and where it has been inserted
without special significance merely from habit?

Net less insoluble, in bis opinion, is the question regarding the
01 time at which Jesus daimed the Messianic digmty for

Himself. Whereas in John,” Strauss remarks, "J^esus remains
wnstant in a\owal, his disciples and followers constant in their

Messiah, m the Synoptic^ on the other^^ to speak, rdapses to be observed, so tha^ in

of Tcfflis*

d^iples and the people generally, the conviction
expressed on earher occasions, sometimes, m

mtioVi I
° parrativ^ disappears again and gives place to amuch lower wew of Him

; and even Jesi^ Himself, in cL^Von
occas^^* declaration, is more reserved on later

^areaPhilmn?
confession of the Messiahship attea Phihppi, where Jesus pronounces Peter blessed because of
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his confession^ and at the same time forbids the Twelve to speak

of it, is unintelligible, smce according to this same Gospel His
Messiahsbip had been mooted by the disciples on several previous

occasions, and had been acknowledged by the demoniacs The
Synoptist^ therefore^ contradict themselves Then there are the

further cases in which Jesus forbids the making known of His

Messiahship, without any reason whatever It would, no doubt, be

histoncally possible to assume that it only gradually dawned upon

Him that He was the Messiah—in any case not until after His

baptism by John, as otherwise He woidd have to be supposed to

have made a pretence upon that occasion—and that as often as

the thought that He might be the Messiah was aroused in others

by something that occurred, and was suggested to Him from without,

He was immediately alarmed at hearing spoken, aloud and definitely,

that which He Himself had scarcely dared to cbensh as a possi-

bility, or m regard to which He had only lately attained to a dear

conviction

From these su^estions one thing is evident namdy, that for

Strauss the Messianic consciousness of Jesus was an bistoncal iact^

and IS not to be referred, as has sometimes been supposed, to myth

To assert that Strauss dissolved the hfe of Jesus into m3rth i^ in

fact, an absurdity which, however often it may be iqieated by

people who have not read his bool^ or have read it only super-

ficially, does not become any the less absurd by repetiuon

To come to detail, Jesus thought of His Messiahshij^ according

to Strauss, in the form that He, although of human parentage

should after His earthly life be taken up into heaven, and thence

should come agam to bang in His Kingdom “As, moreover, in

the higher Jewish theology, immediately after the time of Jcsu^ the

idea of the pre-eristence of the Messiah was present, the conjecture

naturally suggests itsdf that it was also present at the time wlwn

Jesus* thoughts were being formed, and that consequently, if He

once began to think of Himself as the Messiah, He might also have

referred to Himself this feature of the Messianic con^ption

Whether Jesus had been initiated, as Paul wa^ into the wisdom ot

the schools m such a way that He could draw this conception from

't, IS no doubt open to question ”

In his treatment of the eschatology Strauss maKCs a vdiant

effort to escape from the dilemma spintual political in

regard to the Messianic plans of Jesus, and

logical expectation intelligible as one which did not srt its b p

u^n human aid, but on Dmne intervention.
“{laS

most important contributions to a real understoding of *e esd«^

logical problem Sometimes one almrat seems to be reamns

Johannes Weiss, as, for example, when Swuss

could promise His followers that they should sit on thrones witnoui
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dunHng of a pobtical revoludon, because He expected a rerersal

of present condiUons to be brought about by God, and leferted this

judicial authority and kmgly rule to the tune of the traXtyycvcorfa

«* Jesus, therefore, certainly expected to restore the throne of David,

and, wth His disciples, to rule over a people freed from pohtical

bondage, but m this expectation He did not set His hopes on the

sword of human followers (Luke xxii. 38, Matt, xxvi 52), but upon

the legions of angels which His heavenly Father could give Him
(Matt XXVI. 53) When He speaks of the coming of His Messianic

glory, It is with angels and heavenly powers that He surrounds

Himself (Matt xvi* 27, xxiv. 30 ff, xxv, 31). Before the majesty of

the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven the nations will

submit without striking a blow, and at the sound of the angd*s

tiumpetoblast will, with the dead who shall then anse, range

themselves before Hun and His disciples for judgment All tto

Jesus did not purpose to bring about by any arbitrary action of

His own, but left it to His heavenly Father, who alone knew the

nght moment for this catastrophic ^ange (Mark xiu. 32), to give

Him the signal of its commg , and He did not waver in His faith

even when death came upon Him before its realisation Any one
who sfannks from adoptmg this view of the Messianic background of

Jesus’ plans, because he fears by so doing to make Jesus a visionaxy

enthusiast, must remember how exactly these hopes corresponded
to the long-chexished Messianic expectation of the Jews; and how
easily, on the supematuxahstic assumptions of the period and among
a people which preserved so strict an isolation as the Jews, an ideal

which was m itself fantastic, if it were the national ideal and had
some true and good features, could take possession of the mind
even of one who was not inclined to fanatidsm.”

One of the pnncipal proofs that the preaching of Jesus was
esciiatol(^cally conditioned is the Last Supper “When,” says
Strauss^ “He concluded the odebration with the saying, 'I will
not dnnk henceforth of the fruit of the vine until I dnnk it new
With you in my Father’s kingdom,’ He would seem to have
expected that m the Messianic kingdom the Passover would be
celebrated with peculiar solemnity Therefore, m assuring them
that they shall next partake of the Feas^ not in the present age^ but
in the new era, He evidently expects that within a year’s time the
pre-Messiamc dispensation will have come to an end and the
Messianic age will have begun ” But it must be admitted, Strauss
immediately adds, that the definite assurance whidi the Evangelists
put into His mouth may after all only have been in reality an
expression of pious hope In a similar way he qualifies his other
stotements regarding the eschatological ideas of Jesus by Tccalling
that we cannot detennme the part which the expectations of
pnmitive Christianity may have had m moulding these sayings.
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Thus, for example, the opinions which he expresses on the great

Farousia discourse in Matt x\iv. arc extremely cautious. The
detailed* prophecies regarding the Second Coming which the

Synoplists put into the mouth of Jesus cannot be derived from

Jesus Himself The question suggests itself, honever, whether He
did not chensh the hopi^ and make the promise^ that He would

one day appear in glory as the Messiah? '^If in any penod of

His life He held Himself to be the Messiah—and that there was a

period when He did so there can be no doubt—and if He desenbed

Himself as the Son of Man, He must have expected the coming

in the clouds which Daniel had asenbed to the Son of Man, but

it may be questioned whether He thought of this as an exalta-

tion which should take place even in His lifetime^ or as something

which was only to take place after His death Uttcninces like

Matt. X 23, XVI 28 rather suggest the former, but the possibility

remains that later, when he had begun to feel that His death was

certain, his conception took the latter form, and that Matt xxvi 64

was spoken with this in vieir " Thus, even for Strauss, the problem of

the Son of Man is already the centr^ problem in which are focused

all the questions regarding the Mcssiahship and eschatology

From all this it may be seen how strongly he had been

influenced by Reimanis, whom, indeed, he frequently mentions

It would be sull more evident if he had not obscured his histoncal

views by constantly bringing the mythological explanation into play.

The thought of the supernatural realisation of the Kinj^om

of God must also, according to Strauss, be the starting-point of any

attempt to understand Jesus' attitude towards the Law and the

Gentiles, so far as that is possible in view of the conflicting data

The conservative passages must cany most weight Th^ need

not necessarily fall at the beginning of His ministiy, because it is

questionable whether the hypothesis of a later penod of increasing

liberahty in regard to the law and the Gentiles can be made

probable There would be more chance of proving that the

ranservauve sayings are the only authentic one^ for unless all the

indications are misleading the Urmtnus a qtto for this chan^ of

attitude 18 the death of Jesus He no doubt looked forward to

the abolition of the Law and the removal of the bamew between

Tew and Gentile, but only in the future Kingdom “If that be s<^

remarks Strauss, “the difference between the views of Jesus and

Paul consisted only m this, that while Jesus expwted these hmite.

tions to fall away when, at His second coming, the earth steuld ^
lenewed, Paul believed himself jushfied m doing a«ay Jh^
to COTi^uence of the tost coming of the Messmh, upon the still

SStdognill passages are therefore the most authrabc

ot aU If there is anything histone about Jesus, it is His asserhOD
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of the claim that in the coming kingdom He ^\oaId be manifested

as the Son of Man
On the other hand, in the predictions of the passion and

resurrection we are on quite uncertain ground. The detailed

statements regarding the manner of the catastrophe place it beyond
doubt that we have here vatiama ex etfenfu. Otherwise the despair

of the disciples when the events occurred could not be explained

Yet It is possible that Jesus had a prevision of His death Perhaps
the resolve to die was essential to His conception of the Messiah*
ship and He was not forced thereto by circumstances This we
might be able to detenmne with certamty if we had more exact
information r^gardmg the conception of the sufifenng Messiah in
contemporary Jewish theology; which is, however, not available
We do not even know whether the conception had ever existed in
Judaism “In the Hew Testament it almost looks as if no one
among the Jews had ever thought of a suffering or dying Messiah "

The concej^on can, however, certainly be found in later passages
of Rabbinic hterature

The question is therefore insoluble We must be content to
work with possibilities The result of a full discussion of the
resolve to suffer and the significance attached to the suffenng is
summed up by Strauss in the following sentences “In view of
these considerations it is possible that Jesus might, by a natural
process of thought, have come to see how greatly such a catastrophe
would contnbute to the spintual dev^opment of His disaples;, andm accordance wrth national conceptions, mterpreted in the h^t of
some Old Testament passages, might have amved at the idea of
an atoning power in His Messianic death At the same time the
explicit utterance which the Synoptists attribute to Jesus descnbii^
His death as an atoning sacrifice, might well belong rather to the^tem of thought which grew up after the death of Jesu^ and the
sapng which the Fourth Gosp^ puts into His mouth regarding the
relMion of His death to the coming of the Paraclete might seem
to be prophecy after the event So that even in these sayings of
Jesus reading the purpose of His death, it is necessary to
aistmguish between the particular and the general.”

Straub’s “ Life of Jesus ” has a different significance for modem
neology from that which it had for his contemporaries For them

1 was the work which made an end of mirade as a matter of
istoncal belief, and gave the mythological explanation its due.

ve, however, find in it also an Istoncal aspect of a positive
character, inasmuch as the histone Personality which emerges from

A daunant of the Mesaahsh^, -nhose
purely eschatological Strauss is. therefore, nomere destroyer of untenable solutions, but also the prophet of acoming advance in knowledge.

^
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It ^as, however, his own fault that his merit in this respect was

not recognised in the nineteenth century, because m his *'Life of

Jesus for the German People *' (1S64), where he undertook to draw

a positive histone picture of Jesu^ he renounced his better opinions

of 1835, ehminat^ eschatology, and, instead of the histone Jesus^

portray^ the Jesus of liberal theology.



IX

STRAUSS’S OPPONENTS AND SUPPORTERS

David rriednch Straiua Strejtsdmften rar Verteidigung meiner Schnft fiber du
Leben-Jesu nnd rur CbaraktensUk der gcgenwartigen Theologie (Replies to

cnhdsms of my vork on the Life of Jesus • with an estimate of present-da]

theology )
Tubmgen, 1837

Das Leben-Jesui 310 verbealarte Aoflage (3rd revised edition) 1838-1839,

Tfibingen

August Tholudk. Die Glaubwurdigkeit der evangdischen Geschicihte, sa^cb erne

Kntik des Lebois Jesu von Strauss (The Credibility of the Gospel History

,

with an incidental cnticism of Strauss’s “ Leben-Jesu ’*) Hamburg’. xSgy.

Aug Vnih Neonder. Das l.eiben Jesu-Cbristi Hamburg, 1837
Dr Keanders auf Inhere Veranlassung abgefasstes Gutachten fiber das Bucli des

Dr Strauss' Leben-Jesu** nnd das in Benehung auf die Verbratuag desselben zu

beacbtende Verfiihren (Dr Neander*s report, drawn up at the request of the

authonties. upon Dr Strauss's **I.el>en-Jesu" and the measures to be adoptedm
regard to its arcidation

) 1836 ^

ItOOXthard Bug Gutachten fiber das Leben-Jesu, knttsch beaxbeitet von D IV
Strauss (Report on D Stnuss's cntical work upon the Lafe of Jesus )

Freiburg. 1840

ChristiaOL Gottlob Wilko Tradition und Mytbe. Ein Beitrag zur histonscben
Kntik der kanontschen Evang^en uberhaupt, wie insbesondere xur Wfiidigung
des myUnseen Idealtsmos im Leben-Jesu von Strauss (TlnadiUOn and Myth
A Contnbution to the General Htstoncal Cnticism of the Gospels . with
special reference to the mythical idealism of Strauss’s Leben-Jesu.") Leipzig,

1837

August Sbraxd Wissensehafttidie Kntik der eran^ischen Gescbichte. (Scientific
Cnticism of the Gospd History ) Frankfort, 1843

Georg E^xu: Aug Bvald Gescbichte Chnstus* und seiner Zeit (History of
Chnst and His Times.) 1855 Fifth volume of the “Gescbichte des Volkes
Uiad"

dmstoph F^edxicb von AxnmoxL Die Gesdnehte des Lebens Jesu mit
Rficksicht auf die vorhnndenen Qudlen (History of the Life of Jesus vnUt
constant reference to the extant sources ) 3 vcfis Z84S-Z847

ScAKCELV ever has a book let loose such a storm of controversy ;and scaiccSy ever has a controversy been so barren of
result. The fertibsing nun brought up a crop of toad-stools Of
the forty or fifty essays on the subject which appeared m the

« 7
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five >cars, there arc only four or fi\c tiliich arc of an) \alue, and
c\cn of these the value is \ety small

Strauss’s first idea ^\as to deal with each of his ojiponcnts
separately, and he published in 1837 three succcssnc Sfruf-

sc?trtften^ In the preface to the first of these he states that he
has kept silence for iwo >cars from a rooted objection to an)tliing

m the nature of reply or countcr<cnticism, and because he had
little expectation of an> good results from such controt*crsy These
cSbays are ablc^ and are often wntlen with biting scorn, especially

that directed against his mtctctaic cnctn)*^, Stcudcl of Tubingen,

the representative of intellectual supcrnaturalismi and that against

E5Chcnnia)cr, a pastor, also of Tubingen To a uork of the Tatter,

•*Thc Iscanotism of our Days” (1835)^ he had referred in the

preface to the second tolumc of his Life of Jesus m the following

remark* ^'lliis offspring of the legitimate ninmngc between

theological ignorance and religious intolerance^ blessed by a ^lecp

walking pliilosoph), succeeds in making itself so oomplctcly

ridiculous that it renders any senous reply unnecessary”

But for all his sarcasm Strauss docs not show himself an

adroit deleter m this control ersy, any more than in later tunes

in the Diet

It 15 indeed remarkable how unskilled in polemics is this man
who had produced a cntical work of the first importance with

almost playful case If his opponents made no effort to understand

him nghtl)—and man) of them ccrtainl) wrote without hating

carefully studied the fourteen hundred pages of his two volumes—

Strauss on his part seemed to be stricken with a kind of uncertamt),

lost himself in a marc of detail, and failed to keep continual))*

re formulating the main problems a Inch he had set up for discussion,

and so compelling his ndacrsancs to face them fairly

Of these problems there were three The first was compo*‘cd

of the related que<;tions regarding miracle and m)tli, ihcscfond

concerned the connexion of the Christ of faith with the Jesus of
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Distory ,
the third referred to the relation of the Gospel of John to

the Synoptists

It was the first that attracted most attention; more than halt

the cnticB devoted themselves to it alone. Even so they failed to

get a thorough grasp of it The only thing that th^ dearly see

IS that Strauss altogether denies the mirades, the full scope of the

mythological explanation as applied to the traditional r^rds of

the hfe of Jesu:^ and the extent of the histoncal material which

Strauss prepared to accept, is still a nddle to them That is in

some measure due, it must m fairness be said, to the arrangement

of Strauss’s own work, m which the unconnected series of separate

mvesngatioDs makes the subject unnecessarily difficult even for one

who wishes to do the author justice.

The attitude towards imrade assumed in the anti-Strauss

literature shows how fiur the anb-rationalistic reaction had earned

professedly scientific theology in the direction of supematurahsm.

Some significant symptoms had begun to show themselves even

in Hase and Schleiermacher of a tendenqr towards the overcoming

of rationalism a kind of mtdiectual gymnastic which ran some
risk of falling into insincenty. The essential character of this

new kind histoncal theology first came to light when Strauss

put It to the question, and forced it to substitute a plam yes or no
for the ambiguous phrases with which this school had only too

quickly accustomed itself to evade the difficulties of the problem
oi miracle. The mottoes with whidi this new school of theology

adorned the works which it sent forth against the untimdy troubler

of their peace manifest its complete perplexity, and display the

coquettish resignation with which the sacred learning of the time
essayed to cover its nakedness^ after it had succumbed to the
temptation of the serpent insincenty. Adolf Harless of Erlangen
chose the mdancholy saymg of Pascal : “ Tout toume bien pour
les dlus, jusqu’aux obscuiitds de I’dcnture^ car ils ies honorent k
cause des dart^ divmes qu’ils y voient; et tout tourne en mal
aux zeprouv^B^ jusqu’aux dart^ car ils les blasphbment k cause des
obscunt^s qu’ils n’entendent pas ^

HerrWilhelm Ho£rmann,^deacon at Winnenden, selected Bacon’s
aphorism * ^Animus ad amphtudinem mysteriorum pro modulo suo
dilatetUT, non mysteria ad angustias animi constnngantur.” (Let
the mind, so for as possibly be expanded to the greatness of the
mystcncs, not the mystenes contracted to the compass of the mmd }

* '* Everything ttmis to the advantage of the elect, even to the obscurities of
senptare, for th^ treat them with reverence because of its per^euitiK , everjthiQg
toms to the disadvantage of the reprobate, even to the perspicniUes of serq^tom,
for blaspheme them because thev cannot nndmtand its obscomies '* For the
title of Harlesses essa3 , see end of inenous no e.

* JMs ^nttuk SeardetM von Dr D F Stroua Gtpruft fur
undA tehATkeoltfgen, von Wilhelm Hoffmann 1836 (Strauss's Cntical

otttd> of tlie LifeofJesusexamined for the BenefitofTheologiansand non-Tbeofogians.

)
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Professor Ernst Osiander,! of the seniinaxy at Manlbronn,
appeals to Cicero ; O magna vis ventatis, quae contra hominum
ingema, calhditatem, sollertiam faciUime se per ipsam defendit*'

(O mighty power of truth, which against all ingenious devices^

and subtlety, of men, easily defends itself its own
strength I)

Franz Bander, of Munich,^ ornaments his work mlh the reflection.

II faut que les hommes soient bzen loin de toi, 6 V^nt^ 1 puisque

tu supporte (stc/) leur ignorance, leurs erreurs^ et leurs cnmes”
(Men must indeed be far from thee^ O Truth, since thou art able

to bear with their ignorance, their errors, and their crimes 1)

Tholuck* girds hunself with the Catholic maxim of Vincent

of Lenns '^Teneamus quod semper, quod ubique^ quod ab omnibus

creditum est ” (Let us hold that which haa been believed always,

everywhere, by all

)

The fear of Strauss had, indeed, a tendency to inspre Protestant

theologians with cathohasing ideas One of the most competent

reviewers of his book, Dr Ullmann m the Sfudten und Knttkenf

had expressed the wish that it had been wntten in Latin to prevent

Its doing harm among the people ^ An anonymous dialogue of the

period ^ows us the scboolznaster coming in distress to the deigy-

man He has allowed himself to be persuaded into reading the

book by his acquamtance the Major, and he is now anxious to

get nd of the doubts which it has aroused in him When his cure

has been safely accomplished, the reverend gentleman dismisses

him with the following exhortation “Now 1 hope that after the

expenence which you have had you will for the future refrain from

reading books of this kind, which are not wntten for you, and of

which there is no necessity for you to take any notice, and for

the refutation of which, should that be needful, you have no

* Atciagie des Letens Jesu geMdhtr dem nettesUn Vanucht a tn Mythen auf

tuSSsen^ {Defence of the Life of Jesus egainsl the latest attempt to resolvo it into

myth 1 By Joh Ernst Osmnder, Pwfessor at the Evangelical Seminaiy at Maulbront

» UUr das Ltiea^/tsu van Strauss, von Fhuix Baader, x8g6 Here

mentioned also the lectures whidi Krabbe {suhsequenUy Professor at R<«iwt)

ddUvered against Strauss Variesungtn dier das L^n^/esufUr Thsalagtavud msM
Theoleatn (Lwituifa on the Life of Jesus for Theologians nod non-Hwlogmnij,

Kamburgi 1639 They are more tolerable to non-theotogians than to ^
tSTi^ot at a laVa period distmguishcd himself by the fanaUcal

which he nrgi on the deposition of his colleague, Michael Baumgaiten, whc»

/w pubhshed in 1859. though fully aoLejmng the mnaclre. was weighed

in the balnnce by Krabbe raid found light weight (he Rostock standei^
”

. FOT^STtltte, see head of chapter* Tholuek iras born m rjw « ^^u

o?‘NS!te. te^'’S«Tort dr,ngu.shed%.«s.^tj«

le.«r U, Dr UIlni«.n,“ Swus.

examines this suggistion in * senous end digniM '

would be gained by such expedients—Sim/scA^sn, 3rd pt
. p 9
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equipment You may be quite sure that anything useful or

profitable for you Yrhich such books may contain will reach you

in due course through the proper channel and in the right way,

and, that being so, you are under no necessity to jeopardise any
part of your peace of imnd ”

Tholuck’s work professedly aims only at presenting a “ histoncal

argument for the credibility of the tmrade stones of the Gospels.”
“ Even if we admit,” he says in one place, ” the saentifiG position

that no act can have proceeded firom Chnst uhich transcends the

laws of nature, there is sbll room for the mediating view of Chnsl’s
miracle-working activity. This leads us to think of mystenous
powers of nature as operating in the history of Chnst—^powers

such as we have some partial knowledge asi, for example, those
magnetic powers which have survived down to our own time, like

ghosts lingermg on after the coming of day ” From the standpomt
of this spunous rationalism he proceeds to take Strauss to task
for rejecting the miracles “Had this latest cntac been able to
approach the Gospel miracles without prejudice, in the Spint of
Augustine's declaration, ' dandnm est deo, eum aliquid faceie posse
quod nos investigare non possumus,' he would certainly—since he
IS a man who in addition to the acumen of the schoktr possesses
sound common sense—have come to a different conclusion m regard
to these difficulties As it is, however, he has approacned the
Gospels with the conviction that miracles are impossible

;
and on

that assumption, it was certain before the argument began that
the Kvangehbts were either deceivers or deceived-”

Neander, in his Life of Jesus,^ handles the question with more
delicacy of touch, rather in the style of Schleiermacher “ Christ's
miracles,” he explains, “ are to be understood as an influenang of
nature human or material ” He does not, however, give so much

1 DasLeim Jeiu-ChnsH Hamburg, 1837 Aag WiJhdm Neander was bom m
]^89^QottmgeD, of Jewi^ parents, hts real name being David Mendd. He was
toiAiaed m x8o6, studied theology, and m 18x3 was appointed to a professorship inMm, nhere he displa>ed a many-^nded activit> and exercised a beneficent tnflnenceHe di^ m 1850 The best-known of his writings is the Geschtefae der Pfianzuns
und dtr chf^Tthchat Ktrche durch dte Aposta (HistoiT of the Proimgationwd ^ministration of the Christian Church hy the Apostles), Hamburg. 183M833,

appeared as late as 1890 Neander was a man nol only of de^
piety, but also of great sohdity of Anraetw

^
Strai^. in Life of Jesus of 1864, passes the following judgment upon Neander*!

II
circumstances Neander's Life of Jesus was bound^ sympathj

, the author bimsdf acknowledges in his preface that^^ C"®** diMsion, pain, and
distress in which it was produced **

» i • «««

A,, si
wnameraWe " posiiixe ** Lives of Jesus which appeared about the end ofthe Airtitt we may mention that of Julius Hartmann (a \ols , xS37~x83o) Amone

medaling the61pg> may be mentioned thatS Theodore

t-whtensiein (Erlangen, 1856), which reflects the ideas of von
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pronunence as Schleiermacher had done to the difficulty involved xn
the supposition of an influence exercised upon matenak nature.
He repeats Schleiennacher*s assertion^ but mthout the imposing
dialectic which in Schleierxnacher’s hands almost commands assent*

In regard to the miracle at Cana he remarks ”We cannot indeed
form any clear conception of an eflbct brought about by the mtio-
duction of a higher creative pnnaple mto the natural order, smce
we have no ea^erienoe on which to base such a conceptioni but we
are by no means compelled to take this extreme view as to what
happened , we may quite well suppose that Christ by an immediate
influence upon the water communicated to it a higher potency
which enabled it to produce the effects of strong wine ” In the
case of all the miracles he makes a point of seeing not only the

explanation, but the higher symbolical significance* The nuxade
of the fig-tree—which is sut gsfrmr—has only this symbolical sig-

nificance seeing that it is not beneficent and creative but destructive.

**It can only be thought of as a vivid illustration of a prediction of

the Divine judgment, after the manner of the symbohc actions of

the Old Testament prophets ”

With reference to the ascensiwi and the resurrection he wntes

;

" Even though we can form no clear idea of the exact way in which

the exaltation of Chnst from the earth took place—and indeed

there is much that is obscure in regard to the earthly hfe of Chnst

after His resurrection~yet, in its place m the organic unity of die

Chnstxan ^th, it is as certain as the resurrection, which apart from

It cannot be recognised in its true significance."

That extract is typical of Neander’s l;ife of Jesus, which xn its

time was hailed as a great achievement, calculated to provide a

learned refutation of Strauss’s cntiosm, and of which a seventh

edition appeared as late as 1879 The real piety of heart with

which it IS imbued cannot conceal the fact that it is a patchwork of

unsatisfactory compromises It is the child of despair, and has

perplexity for godfather One cannot read it without pain

Neander, however, may fairly daim to be judged, not hy this

work, but by his personal attitude in the Strauss controversy. And

here he appears as a magnanimous and dignified representative of

theological science Immediately after the appearance of Strauss’s

book, which, it was at once seen, would cause much ofienc^ the

Prussian Government asked Neander to report upon 1^ with a view

to prohtbitmg the circulation, should there appear to be grounds for

domg so He presented his report on the 15th of November 1835,

and, an inaccurate account of it having appeared in the All^mane

Zeitung^ subsequently published it ^ In it he censures the work as

bemg written from a too purely rationalistic point of view, Mt

strongly urges the Government not to suppress it by an edict He

1 Far title see head of chapter
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descnbes it as ” a book iidizGli, it must be admitted, constitutes a

danger to the sacred interests of the Church, but which follows the

ae^od of endcavounng to produce a reasoned conviction by means
of argument Hence any other method of dealing uith it than

meeting argument with azgument will appear m the unfovourabie

light of an arbitraiy interference with the freedom of science

In holding that scientihc theology will be able by its own
strength to overthrow whateverm Strauss’s Life of Jesus deserves to

be overthrown, Neander is at one with the anonymous writer of
“ Aphonsms in Defence ofDn Strauss and bis Work,” ^ who consoles
himself with Goethe’s saying

—

Das TQchtige, auch wemi es &!$ch ist,

Wjilwt Tag (Ur Tag, von Ham zn Hans }

Das Tuehtige, wenn’s wabrhafbg 1st,

Wukt uber alle Zeiten hinans ^

(Stnve baid, and duragti yoar sum be wron^
Your work shall live its latle day ,
Stnve hard, ond for Uie truth be strtmg,
Your work shall live and grow for aye )

*’Dr* Strauss,” says this anonymous wnter, "does not represent
the author’s views, and he on his part cannot undertake to defend Dr
Strauss’s conclusions. But it is clear to him that Dr Strauss’s work
considered as a scientific production is more scientific than the
works opposed to it from the side of rehgion are rehgious. Other-
wise why are they so pasaonat^ so apprehensive^ so unjust ? ”

This confidence in pure cntical science was not shared
H^crr Privat-Docent Daniel Schenks of Basl^ afterwards Professor
at Heidelberg. In a dreary work dedicated to his Gottingen
teacher Lucke^ on “ Histoncal Science and the Church,” ® he looks
for future salvation towards that middle region where feith and
saence interpenetrate and hails the new supematuiahsm which
approiamates to a scientific treatment of these subjects ** as a hope-
fm {^enomenon.” He rejoices in the violent opposition at Zunch
which md to the cancelling of Strauss’s appointment^ regarding
It as likely to exercise an elevating influence. A similarly iofly
pwition 25 taken up by the anonymous author of “Dr. Strauss and
the Zunch Church,”* to which De Wette contnbuted a preface.

seines IVerites Gnmina. xSoSXameXenien, p 359 of Goelhcfs WorVa. ed Hempd.
^

“fS By
of opmton regardmg the Straws“ Tbwlogy and Pnvat-D^t of the^ ^ dedicatory letter to Herr Ur. Lttcike, KonsistonahaL

«! introductmn by Dr \V M U & ^ Germany. Witb
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Tliough profcssinR f-reai esteem for Straus', nnd admitting that from
the purcl) historical point of slew he is in the right, the author feels
bound to congr.itiil.iit, the ^Clinchers on basing refused to admit
him 10 the ofnee of teacher.

The pure rationalists foiiiul it much more difficult than did the
mediating thcolognns, whether of the older or >outigcr school, to
adjust their altitude to the new solution of the miracle (jucstion
Strauss himself had made it difHcuU for them b> remorselessly
csfiosirig the absurd and ndiciilous aspects of their method^ and
by refusing to recognise them ns allies in the battle for truth, as

they reilly were I’aulus would have bLCii justified in bcanng him
a grudge But the inner greatness of that man of hard extenor
comes out in the fact tlint he put Ins personal feelings in the back-
ground, nnd when Strauss I>ccame the central figure in the battle for

the purity and freedom of historical science he ignored his attacks

on rationalism nnd came to his defence In a ser)' remarkable
letter to the Tree Canton of Zurich, on Freedom in Theological

Teaching and in the Choice of Teachers for Colleges," * he urges the

council and the people to appoint Stmuss because of the principle

at stake, and in order to nsoid gismg an) cncourageuicnt to the

retrograde movement in histoncal science It is as though he felt

that the end of raiioimhsiii had corner but that, in the person of

the enemy who Ind defeated it, the pure loic of truth, which

was the only thing that rcall) mattered, would triumph otcr all

the forces of reaction.

It would not, howcs'cr, be true to siy that Strauss had bciten

rationalism from the field In Ammon's famous Life of Je5U<^* m
which the author takes up a serj respectful attitude towards

Strauss, there is a vigorous survival of a peculiar kind of

rationalism inspired by Kant For Ammon, a miraculous event

can only exist when its natural causes hive been discovered "1 he

Siacrcd histor)’ is subject to the same laws as nil other nanatives ot

antiquity " Luckc, in dealing with the raising of Lazarus, had

thrown out the question whether Biblical miracles could bethought

of historically at all, and in so doing supposed that he was putting

their absolute character on a firmer basis ** We,** says Ammon,

"give the opposite answer from that which /s expected^ only

historically conccnable miracles can be admitted " He cannot

away with the constant confusion of faith and knowledge found in

' Uier Lthtfrtihett und Lehnr^oahlfUr HochxeMen Zuncli. >839

* For full Wile sec head of chnp.cr Rcrerence maj also be itiidc to the same

QUthor^s rptihtldun^ rf« ChrkiUntums rwr WtUnhpon (Deielopmcnt M
Chnsti*inil> Into a World reltfiion ) Ijeipzig, 1833-1835 4 vols Ammomnsoom
in 1766 at liijxieuth, becitne Professor of theologj ni Erlingen in 1790

»

Professor in Gdllmficn from 1794 lo 1804, md, after being back in Erl'ingen m toe

meantime, liecanic in 18x3 Senior Court Chaplain nnd « Obwfconsistonalral «
Ditsden, where he died m 1850 He was the most distinguished represeotntiie o»

bisioneo enlieal rationalism
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80 many Tenters '*who swim m an ocean of ideas iii which the

real and the illusory are as inseparable as salt and sea-water in

ihe actual ocean ” In every natural process, he explains, we have

to suppose^ according to Kant, an interpenetration of natural and
supernatural For that very reason the purely supernatural does

not exist for our experience* It is no doubt certain,” so he lays

It down on the lines of Kant’s Krittk der retnen Ve9 nufift^ “that

every act of causation which goes forth from God must be
immediate universal, and eternal, because it is thought as an effect

of Hts will, which IS exalted above space and time and interpene*

trates both of them, but without alralishmg them, leaving them
undisturbed in their continuity and succession For us men, there-

for^ all action of God is mediate^ because we are completely
surrounded by time and spacer as the fish is by the sea or the bird
by the air, and apart from these relations we should be incapable
of apperception, and therefore of any real expenence. As free
beings we can, indeed, thmk of mirade as immediately Divine^ but
we cannot perceive it as such, because that would be impossible
without seeing God, which for wise reasons is forbidden to us ” ** In
accordance with these pruimplesi, we shall hold it to be our duty in
what follows to call attention to the natural side even of the
mirades of Jesusf, since apart from this no fact can become an
object 01 belief”

It IS only in this intdligible sense that the cures of Jesus are to
be thought of as “mirades ” The magneUc force, with which the
mediating theology makes play, is to be rejected “The cure of
psychical diseases by the power of the word and of faith is the only
rand of cure m whi^ the student of natural sdence can find any
basis for a conjecture regardmg the way in which the cures of Tesus
were effected "

In tile case of the other mirades Ammon assumes a kind of
Occasionalism, m the sense that it may have pleased the Divine
Providence “to fulfil m fact the confidently spoken promises of
Jesus, and m that way to confirm His personal authority, which was

sdvaS”^
establishment of His doctrme of the Divine

however he is content to repeat the rationalistic^anaooi^ and portrays a Jesus who makes use of medicines,

a w® ^»\<iemoniac himself to rush upon the herd of swin^ hdra
sees to be suffenng only from one of the mfider

I

to secure the public rccogmtion of his bema

th!
persons in a state of tianca The story of

aas "if A®i
occaaon vihen there

proinsiona ^***k**“t
*'ospital!ly, a generous sharing of

P visions, inspired by Jesus’ nrayer of thanksgiving and^the
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example which He set when the disaples were inchned sdfisblj

to hold back their own supply.” The stoxy of the nuracle at Ona
rests on a mere misunderstandmg, those who report it not having

known that the wme which Jesus caused to be secretly brought

forth was the wedding-gift which he was presenting in the name of

the family As a disciple of Kant^ however, Ammon feels obliged

to refute the imputation that Jesus could have done anythmg to

promote excess and calculates that the present ofwme winch Jesus

had intended to give the bndal pair may be estimated as equivalent

to not more than eighteen bottles,^ He explains the \valbng on

the sea by claiming for Jesus an acquaintance with “the art of

treading water ”

Only in regard to the explanation of the resunection does

Ammon break away from rationalism He deades that the reality

of the death of Jesus is histoncally proved But he does not

venture to suppose a teal reawaking to hfe^ and zemams at the stand*

point of Hexder
But the way m which, in spite of the deeper view of the con-

ception of mirade which he owes to Kan^ he constantly hdls back

upon the most pedestrian naturalistic explanations^ and his failure to

nd himself of the prejudice that an actua], even if not a miraculous

Cxct must underlie all the recorded miracles^ is m itself sufficient to

prove that we have here to do with a mere zenval of lationaliszn

that is^ with an untenable theory which Strauss's refutation of

Paulus had already relegated to the past

It was an easier task for pure supematurahsm than for pure

lationahsm to come to terms with Strauss For the former Strauss

was only the enemy of the mediating theology-—diere was nothing

to fear from him and much to gam Accordingly Hengstenberg's

EvcMgthseht Ktfchensetiuf^ hailed Strauss's bo^ as “ one of die

most gratifjung phenomena in the domain of recent theoJpgicd

literature,” and praises the author for havmg earned out wim

logical consistency the apphcatxon of the mythical theory whidi

had formerly been restricted to the Old Testament and ce^
parts only of the Gospel tradition “All that Strauss h^ done

is to bnng the spint of the age to a dear consaousness of itself

and of the necessary consequences which flow from its essential

1 He IS ai one with Strauss in rgeciing the eaqilanaiioa ***

analogy ofan expedited natural process, to which
u,to

IS noting wonderful to those who consider the worls of God

to done ID water^pots, God does yearly in the vraa”

Miraculum quidem Domini nosin Jesn ^
mtrum eis qui norenmt qua Deus fe^i t that He whoM it

r Mwi^aijn eltn A%^ VX fiC3C llVdtllSm QtU OIDni HIIHO ISffll ^

N^iertheless the pooiest natuiabstic ea^danatioo is at least better than the

M„S7;ie^Godthrawhthefirtherp|^<rf
tomg about tfu solutam of ths nddle m oamal aud

histoncal aspects " Llidce, /eAairaeJ-Ar«»M«rfar, p 474 0
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character. He has taught it how to get nd of foreign elements

which were stiH present in it, and which marked an imperfect stage

of Its development.*^

He has been the most influential factor in the necessary process

of sq^aration. There is no one with whom Hengstenbeig feels

idmself more m agreement than with the Tubingen scholar. Had
he not shown wi^ the greatest precision how the results of the
Hegdian philosophy, one may say, of philosophy in general, reacted

upon Christian faith? ‘*The ration of speculation to faith has
now come clearly to hght *'

‘*Tvro nations,” wntes Hengstenbeig m 1836, *'are struggbng
in the womb of our time» and two only They yim be ever more
definitely opposed to one another. Unbelief will more and more
cast off the elements of faith to which it still clings, and
faith will cast off its elements of unbehef. That will be an in-

estimable advantage. Had the Time<-5pint continued to make
concessions, concessions would constantly have been made to it

in return.** Therefore the man who “calmiy and dehberately laid
bands upon the Lord’s anointed, undeterred by the viaon of the
millions who have bowed the knee, and sbll bow rue knee^ before
His appearing,*' has in his own way done a service.

Strauss on his part escaped with relief from the musty atmo*
spherb ot tins study—bdoved by theology in caipet-slippers—to the
biaang of Hengstenbeig’s Ekrdimzeittmg In his “Replies”
he devotes to it some fifty^four pages ” I must admits” be says^
“that It IS a satisfaction to me to have to do with the Evangdtscke
JSrchenzitiung In deabng with it one knows where one is and
what one has to expect If Herr Hengstenbeig condemn^ he
knows why be condemns, and even one against whom he launches
his anathema must admit that the attitude becomes him. Any one
who, hke the editor of the Ewngthscht Ekrchtnxettungt has
upon him the yoke of confessional doctnne with all its imphcations,
has paid a pnce which entitles him to the pnvilege of condemning
those who differ from liis opinions ” ^

Hengstenbeig’s only complaint against Strauss is that he does
iwt go far enough He would have liked to force upon him the
rtle of the Wolfenbuttei Fragn.entist, and considers that if Strauss

r j
** latter, go so far as to suppose the apostles guilty

ot deubmte deceit, that is not so much from any regard for the
mstmcal kernel of Chnstiani^ as in order to mask his attack.

Eien in Catholic theology Strauss’s work caused a great
sensation Catholic theology m general did not at that ume tairA
up an attitude of absolute isolation from Protestant scholarship;

diStom P"*®” of ThMtegy m Borhn in iSad, andthere in 1869 He fiinnded the Evangrtueit Eirtifntnimg in iSay
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It had adopted from the latter numerous rationalistic ideas, ani^

had been especially influenced by Schlcicrmacher Thus, Catholu

scholars vrere jilmost prepared to regard Strauss as a common
enemy, against \\hom it was possible to make common cause with

Protestants In 1837 Joseph Mack, one of the Professors of the

Catholic faculty at Tubingen, published his ” Report on Herr Dr

Strauss’s Historical Study of the Life of Jesus In 1839 appeared

“ Dr Strauss’s Life of Jesu^ considered from the Catholic point of

view,” - by Dr Maurus Hagcl, Professor of Theology at the Lyceum

at Dillingen, in 1840 that lover of hypotheses and doughy fighter,

Johann Leonhard Hug,* presented his report upon the work.^

Even French Catholicism gave some attention to Strauss’s work.

This marks an epoch—the introduction of the knois ledge of

German critical theology into the intellectual world of the Latin

nations In the Rtvut des deux mondes for December 1838,

Edgar Quinct gave a clear and accurate account of the influence

of the Hegelian philosophy upon the religious ideas of cultured

Germany® In an eloquent peroration he lays bare the danger

which was menacing the Church from the nation of Strauss and

Hegel His countrymen need not think that it could be charmed

away by some ingenious formula, a mighty effort of the Catholic

spirit was necessary, if it was to be successfully opposed "A new

barbarian invasion was rolling up against sacred Rome. The

barbanans were streaming from e^ery quarter of the horizon,

bringing their strange gods with them and prepanng to beleaguer

the holy city As, of yore, Leo went forth to meet Atlila, so now

let the Papacy put on its purple and come forth, while yet there

IS to wave bade with an authoritative gesture the devastating

hordes into that moral widemess which is their native home
”

Quinet might have done better stiil if he had advised the Pope

to issue, as a counterblast to the unbelieving cntical work of

* PeneAf Uher des Htrm Dr Strausd Histmehe Bearbettung

» Dr Stramd Uhtn^Jtsum dem SfandfiunAi da CatAdtasmus

» Johann Lconhnrd Hug was bora in 1765 « C^nstoncj and hadjw
Z79I Professor of New Testament nieology at ^burg,

^ ^
®

He had a wide knowledge of his own department of theo1pg}<

the New Tesianicnt Wnlings won him some reputation among Proleslanl theUlogiaiH

Among the Catholic “ Leben-Jesn” of which the authors fwnd

in the desire to oppose Stnuss, thefet ^ ™ 1 to ? a
Unfortunately only the first \o1ume appeared (283B, 48B pp ) Of

and idiolily attempt to grapple with the problems

to importance us thJ work of the s^e title in sei^ volumes. Iw^ Munich Phest

understanding of Strauss?
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Strauss, the Life of Jesus which had been revealed to the faith of

the blessed Anna ^thanna Emmench.^ How thoroughly this

refuted Strauss can be seen from the fragment issued m 1834,
The Bitter Sufferings of Our Lord Jesus Chnst,” where even the

age of Jesus on the day of His death is exactly given. On that

Maundy Thursday the 13th Nisan, it was exactly thirty-'three years

and eighteen weeks less one day The "pilgnm” Clement
Brentano would certainly have consented, had he been asked, to

allow his note-books to be used m the sacred cause, and to Imve
given to the world the Life of Jesus as it was revealed to hig| by
this visionary from the end of July 1820 day by day for three years,

instead of sillowing this treasure to remam hidden for more than
twenty years longe. He himselfascnbed to these visions the most
stnctly histoncal character, and insisted on considering them not
merdy as refiections on what had happened, but as the immediate
reflex of the facts themselves, so that the picture of the hfe of
Jesus IS given in them as in a mirror. Hug, it may be mentioned,
in his lectures, called attention to the exact agreement of the topo*
graphy of the passion story in Kathanna*s vision with the descnp*
Hon of the locah^ in Josephus If he had known her complete
Life of Jesus he would doubtless have expressed his admiration for
the way m which she harmonises John and the Synoptists , and
with jusuce, for the harmony is really ingenious and skilfully
planned

Apart from these meats, too, this Life of Jesus, wntten, it
should be observed, earher than Strauss’s, contains a wealth of
mterestmg information. John at first baptized at Aenon, but later
ww directed to remove to Jencho The baptisms took place in
"baptismal spnngs.”

Peter owned three boats, of which one was fitted up especially
Anoft Katbarma Eromench v,as bom in 1774 at Flamaike near Her

In 1803 she took up her abode with the Aiunsuniaii nuns
3L Agnetenberg at Dflimen After the dtssolution of (he convent.

Ddlmen itself The « stigmata*' idiowed tbemsdves first

^**^®“*^ 9* of February 1834 Brentano had been in her
Jrf/rre tiftjeru Herm Jem ChrtxU (The Bi^

Z**
^ Jesus Christ) was issued by Breolano himself 10 1834. Thewas published on the basis of notes left byhun-he died in 184*:^

uSa^^***
^358-1860, at Ite^sburg, under the sanction of the

Joseph to the end ofthe first year after the

i8m^
^ Jordan Communicated between May x, xBsz, and October i.

be^mng of the second >ear after the Baptism in
Comnmmcatrt between

^ eta* of the second Passover in Jerusalem to the

«• w-1 frem^^a. ’“"“y

189^ reissued, the "Bitter Suffenugs" as late as
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for the use of Jesus, and earned a complement of ten persons.
Forward and afi there ucrc covcrcd-in spaces where all kinds of
gear could be kept, and where also they could wash their feel,
along the sides of the boat were hung receptacles for the fish

When Judas Iscanot became a disciple of Jesus he was twenty-
Tivc years old* He had black hair and a red beard, but could not
be called really ugly lie had had a stormy past. His mother
had been a dancing woman, and Judos had been born out of
wedlock, his father being n military tnbunc in Damascus As an
infant he had been exposed, but had been saved, and later had
been taken chai^gc of by his uncle^ a tanner at Iscanot At the

tune when he joined the company of Jesus’ disciples he had
squandered all his possessions The disciples at first liked him
well enough because of his readiness to make himself useful ^ he
even clc«incd the shoes.

The fish with the stater in us mouth was so large that it made
a full meal for the whole company.

A work to which Jesus devoted special attention—though this

15 not mentioned in the Gospels—was the reconciliation of unhappy
mnrned couples Another matter which is not mentioned in the

Gospels is the voyage of Jesus to Qrprus, upon which He entered

after a farewell meal with His disciples at the house of the

Cnnoamtish woman This voyage took place during the war

between Herod and Arctas while the disaplcs were making their

missionary journey in Palestine As they could not give an eye

witness report of it they were silent ^ nor did th^ make any

mention of the feast to which the Proconsul at Salamis invited the

Saviour In regard to another journey, also, which Jesus made to

the land of the msc men of the East, the ** plignm’s ” oracle has

the advantage of knowing more than the Evangelists

In spite of these additional traits a certain monotony is caused

by the fact that the visionary, in order to fill in the tale of days in

the three years, makes the persons known to us from the Gospel

history meet with the Saviour on several occasions previous to the

meeting narrated in the Gospels Here the artificial character of

the composition comes out too dearly, though in general a lively

imagination tends to conceal this And yet these naive embellish-

ments and inventions have something rather attractive about them

,

one cannot handle the book without a certain reverence when one

thinks amid what pains these revelations were received If

Brentano had published his notes at the time of the excitement

produced by Strauss’s Life of Jesus, the work would have had a

tremendous success As it was^ when the first two volumes

appeared at the end of the ’fifties, there were sold in one year three

thousand and several hundred copies, without reckoning the Ftenen

ediuon which appeared contemporaneously
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In the end, however, all the efforts of the mediating theology,

of rationalism and supematurahsm, could do nothing to shake

Strauss's conclusion that it was all over with supematurahsm as a

factor to be reckoned with in the mstoncal study of the Life of

Jesus, and that saentific theology, instead of turning back from

rationalism to supematuralism, most move straight onward between

the two and seek out a new path for itself. The H^ehan method
had proved itself to be the logic of reahty With Strauss begins

the penod of the non-miraculous view of the Life of Jesus, all

other views exhausted themselves in the struggle against him, and
subsequently abandoned position after position without waiting to

be attacked The separation which Hengstenbeig had hailed with

sudi rejoiang was really accomplished; but in the form that

supematuralism practically separated itself from the serious study
of history. It is not possible to date the stages of this process.

After the first outburst of excitement everything seems to go on
as quietly as before; the only difference is that the question of

mirade constantly fdls more and more into the background In
the modem period of the study of the Life of Jesus, which begms
about the middle of the 'sixties, it has lost all importance.

That does not mean that the problem of mirade is solved
Ftom the histoncal point of view it is really impossible to solve it^

since we are not able to reconstmct the process by which a senes
of miracle stones arose^ or a series of histoncal occurrences were
transformed into mirade stories, and these narratives must simply
be left with a question mark standmg agamst them. What has
been gamed xs only that the exdusion of miracle from our view of
history has been universally recognised as a pnndplc of cntiasm,
so that miracle no longer concerns the historian either positively
or n^atively Scientific theologians of the present day who
desire to show their “sensibiUty,” ask no more than that two or
three little miracles may be left to them—m the stones of the
childhood, perhaps, or in the narratives of the resurrection And
these mirades ar^ moreover, so far saentific that th^ have at
least no relation to those m the text, but are merely spintless,
miserable httle toy-dogs of cnticism, fiea-bitten by rationalism, too
insignificant to do histoncal saence any harm, espeaally as their
onners honestly pay the tax upon them by the way in which they
speak, wnt^ and are silent about Strauss

But even that is better than the ddxisive fashion in which some
^nters of the present day succeed m discussing the narratives of

histonans” without betraying by a smgle
word whether they themselves believe it to be possible or not.

mason modem theology can allow itsdf these hberties is
nat the foundation laid by Strauss is unshakable:

Compared with the problem of miracle the question regarding
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mcdiatmg theology “A keener criticism mil only esUbbsh the

troth of®the Gospel, putting what is tenable on a

sifting out what u untenable, and showing up in all its nakcdn^s

the counterfeit theology of the new evangelicalism with ite utter

ladt of understanding and sincenty ” Again, » the approval whu*

Strauss has met with, and the excitement which he has aroused,

sufficiently show what an advantage rationalistic speculation

possesses over the theolc^cal second-childishness of the new

evangehcals” The time has come for a rational mysticism,

whidi shall preserve undiminished the honesty of the old rationm-

ism, making no concessions to supernaturalism, but, on the other

overcommg the “truculent rationalism of the Kantian

criticism” by means of a religious conception in which there is

more 'wanath and more pious feeling,
^ ^

This rational mysticism makes it a reproach against the

« mythical idealism” of Strauss that in it philosophy does violence

to history, and the histone Christ only retains His significance as

a mere ideal A new examination of the sources is necessary to

decide upon the extent of the mythical element

The Gospel of hlatthew cannot, Wilke agrees, have been the

work of an eyewitness *‘The pnnapal argument against its

authenticity is the absence of the charactenstic marks of an eye-

witness, which must necessarily have been present in agospel actually

compo^ a disciple of the Lord, and which are not present

here The narrative is lacking in preasion, fragmentary and
legendary, tradition everywhere manifest in its very form ” There
are dtscrepanaes in the legends of the first and second chapters, as

well as ^ewhere> eg the stones of the baptism, the temptation,

and the transfiguration In other cases, where there is a basis of

histone fact, there is an admixture of legendary material, as m the

narratives of the death and resunection of Jesus
In the Gospel of Mark, Wilke recognises the pictorial vividness

of many of the descnptions, and conjectures that m some way or

other It goes back to the Petnne tradition The author of the

Fourth Gospel is not an eyewitness j the xanf (according to) only

indicates the ongin of the tradition; the author receiv^ it,

either directly or indirectly, from the Apostle, but he gave to it the

gnosticismg ^alectical form of the Alexandnan theology.

As against the Diegesenihtorte^ Wilke defends the mdependence
and onginality of the individual Gospels Ko one of the Evangelists

knew the wntmg of any of the others, each produced an indepen-
dent work drawn from a separate source ”

In the remarks on points of detail in this work of Wilke's there

is evidence of a remarkable grasp of the critical data , we already

get a hint of the “mathematician” of the Synoptic problem,

1 See p 69 above

I
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who, two years later, was to work out convincingly the Ixteraiy
aigument for the pnonty of Mark. Rut the histonan is quite
subordinated to the literaiy cntic, and, when all is said, Wilke
takes up no clearly defined position in regard to Strauss's main
problem, as is evident from his seeking to retail^ on more or less

plausible ground^ a whole senes of miracle^ among them the miracle
of Cana and the resurrection.

For most thinkers of that period, however, the question “m>th
or history '' yielded in interest to the philosophical question of the
relation of the histoncal Jesus to the ideal Chnst That was the

second problem raised Strauss Some thought to refute him
by showing that his exposition of the relation of the Jesus of

history to the ideal Chnst was not justified even horn the point of

view of the Hegelian philosophy, azguing that the edifice which

he had raised was not in harmony with the ground*plan of the

Hegehan speculative system. He therefore felt it necessary, in

his reply to the review m the fahrbue^ter fur wtssenschaftkch

Krtitk^ to expound ''the general relationship of the Hegdian
philosophy to theological criticism, and to express m more
precise form the thoughts upon speculative and histoncal Chnst-

ology which he had suggested at the close of the second volume

of his " Life of Jesus
”

He admits that Heel’s philosophy is ambiguous in this matter,

since it IS not clear "whether the evangelical fact as such, not

indeed in its isolation, but together with the whole senes of mani-

festations of the idea (of God-manhood) in the histozy of the world,

is the truth, or whether the embochment of the idea m that

single fact is only a formula of which consaousness makes use in

forming its concept ” The Hegelian " ngh^" he say^ r^esented

by Marheineke and Goschel, emphasises the positive side of the

master’s rehgious philosophy, implying that in Jesus the idea of God-

manhood was perfectly fulfilled and in a certain sense intelligibly

realised. " If these men," Strauss explains, " appeal to H^el and

declare that he would not have recognised my book as an expression

of his meaning, they say nothing which is not in accordance with

my own convictions Hegd was personally no fnend to historical

entiasm It annoyed him, as it annoyed Goethe, to see the histone

figures of antiquity, on which their thoughts were accustomed

lovingly to dwell, assailed by cntical doubts Even if it was in

some cases wreaths of mist which they took for pinnades of rock,

they did not want to have this forced upon their attention, nor to

1 StmUOnfUn Dnttes Heft, pp SS-tfl6 DitJakrheJttrfdrmsenuh^t^

Knhk 1 Ai^metna VeMlinu dtr He^txhen PkiUsoflbu nur «««/»«»«

II Anstcht ffUr den Aulorucken Wert der cvangebschM

(HcecI a ^ew of the Histoncal Value of the Goapd History), lu

tnnerkan der Hegetseken Schute »« Betr^derChnsUdegte (Vanous Tendeodes

Within the Heg^n School m regard to Chnstology) 1837
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be disturbed in the illusion from which they were conscious of

receiving an elevating influence.”

But though prepared to admit that he had added to the ediflce

of Hegel’s religious philosophy an annexe of histoncal cnuasm,
of which the master would hardly have approved, Strauss is con-

vinced that he is the only logical representative of Hegel’s essential

view. '^The question which can be deaded from the standpoint of

the philosophy of rdigion is not whether what is narrated in the

Gospels actually happened or not, but whether in view of the truth

of certain conceptions it must necessarily have happened. And in

regard to this, what 1 assert is that from the general system of the

Hegelian philosophy it by no means neces^tnly follows that such
an event mnst have happened, but that from the standpoint of
the ^stem the truth of that history from which actually the con-
ception arose is reduced to a matter of indifference , it may have
happened, but it may just as well not have happened, and the
task of deciding on this pomt may be calmly handed over to
histoncal cnbasm.”

Strauss reminds us that, even according to Hegel, the belief in
Jesus as God-made-man is not immediately given with His appear-
mg m the world of sense, but only arose after His death and the
removal of His sensible presence. The master himself had ac-
knowledged the existence of mythical elements m the Life of Jesus ;
in regard to mirade he had expressed the opinion tiiat the true
muade was “Spint.” The conception of the resurrection and
ascension as outward facts of sense was not recognised by htm
as true.

Hegel’s authonty may, no doubt, fairly be appealed to by those
who believ^ not only in an mcamation of God in a general sense,
“but also that this manifestation of God m flesh has taken place
in this man Qesus) at this definite time and place” . . “In
making the assertion,” concludes Strauss, “that the truth of the
Gospel narrative cannot be proved, whether m whole or m part,
from philosophical considerations, but that the tadc of inquiring
into Its truth must be left to histoncal cntiosm, I should IiIta to
associate mysdf with the *left wing’ of the H^han school, were
u that the Hegelians prefer to exclude me altogether from their
bord^ and to throw me into the arms of other systems of thought
--^nly, it must be admitted, to have me tossed back to them like
a ball

"

In regard to the thud problem which Strauss had offered for
dismission, the relation of the Synoptists to John, there was piacfa-
cally no response. The only one of his critics who understood what

at stake Hengstenberg He alone perceived the simi-
fi^nce of the fact that cntical theology, having admitted mythical
elements first m the Old Testament, and then in the beginning and
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frills. ***'’‘"8' “ consequence of the latteradmission, felt obliged to give up the first three Goqjcls, retaining
besieged by Strauss in its S

p
They withdrew," says the A5«WAn®

Gropel of John as into a forties^ and boasted that
they were safe there, though they could not suppress a secret
consciousn^s that they only held it at the enem/s pleasui«; now

enemy has app^red before it, he is using the same weapons
with which he was formerly vxetonous, the Gospel of John is in« desperate c^e as formerly the ^optists The time has come
to make a bold resolve a decisive choice, either they must give
up ever^ing^ or else they must successively re^ccupy the more
advanced positions which at an earlier date they had successively
abandoned'' It would be impossible to give a more accurate
pictw of the desperate position into which Hase and Schleier-
macher had bro^ht the mediating theology by their ingenious
^pedient of gtWng up the Synoptics in favour of the Gospel of
John. Before any danger threatened, they had abandoned the
<mtworks and withdrawn mto the citadel, oblivious of the fact that
they thereby exposed diemselves to die danger of having their oan
guns turned upon them from the positions they had abandoned,
and being obliged to surrender without striking a blow the position
of which they had boasted as impregnable It is impossible to
i^phasise strongly enough the fact that it was not Strauss; but
Hase and Schleierniacber, who had brought the mediating
theology into this hopeless positioi^ m which the fell of the Fourth
Grospel earned with it the surtender of the histoncal tradition as
a whole

But there is no position so desperate that theology cannot
find a way out of it The mediating theologians simply
Ignored the problem which Strauss had raised As they had
been accustomed to do before; so tb^ continued to do after,

taking the Gospel of John as the authentic framework, and
fitting into It the sections of the Synoptic narrative 'wherever

place could best be found for them The diflhrence betiteen

the Johanmne and Synoptic representations of Jesus' method
of teaching, «ays Neander, is only apparently irreconcilable, and
he calls out m support of this assertion all the reserves of old

worn out expedients and artifice^ among others the aigument

that the Pauline Chnstology is only explicable as a combina-

tion of the Synoptic and Johanmne views Other nnters who
belong to the same apologetic school, such as Tholucki Ebrard;'

* Wtxitnjchnpheht Kniih der tviu^hschut G^tektcA/e (Setenufie Cnucism o>

the Gospel History ) August Ebnurd FranUoit, 1842 ,
3ftl ed , z86B

Johannes HeinnchAug £frard vns horn in sSxS at Erlnngea. vas. firal. Frafessor

pf Reformed Theology at Zurich and Zrlanfen, afterwards (1853) went to Sp^ u
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Wiesder,^ Lange^* asd Enald,” maintam the same pomt of m%
only that their d^ence is usually much less skilful

The only miter who really m some measure enters mto the

difficulties IS Ammon. H^ mdeed, is fiilfy conscious of the

difference, and thmks we cannot test content with merdy reoog-

msmg It, hut must find a solution, even if ladier a forced one,

suboitoting the indefinite chronological data (ff the ^opti^
whom, after aO, only one vms, or could haro been, an Qfewitness,

to the ordered narrative of Jo^ ” The fourth Evangelist makes so

brief a tefemu^ to the Galilaean period because it vras m accord*

ance widi his plan to give more prominence to the discourses of

Jesus m the Temple and His dialogues with the Scnbes as com-
pared to the parables and teaching given to the people. The
deansmg of the Temple fidls at the outset of Jesu^ ministry,

JesiB b^ns His Messianic work m Jerusalem by this action of

maKng an end of fee unseemly chaffering in fee court of fee

Temple. The question regardmg fee rdative authenticity of the
reports is deosiv^ settled by a comparison of fee two accounts of

“Kcnmstanalrat,** birtwB wuble ta tope with tbe Libend opposiuon Un«, and
x86t to Btlan^ nliete hedied u 1888

A diaraetoisttemm^of Ebnid’s my of treating tbe s&bjectu his method of
meetmg tto rigecton ihm a fl* mth I piece rf niMwm iti lara ooiiW

?“**¥* '*J»«throimiipthepiece
or ftom Its beBjr into the openmg of (he jaws m the moment m which Peter
opened lb mcK^ Upon (bis Stimm remarks "The mventorof tha aimmieat
t^itdcnra befne ta as who Aonld s^, ‘Iknow Yoy wdl it is bad, hot it »pM eno^ »)rroii,ataiyntesoh>(tgastbe Chnn* has Itmgs to distnbuteMd we Konsatonalra^bate to eaamroe the theological candidates*" Strauss,
therefore chaiytemesEhrarfsl^ of
OTimpia^ ™ pettifcggmg daraito of tb» woriE inade a bad impress^
ewB in Cofisernttre quarters

(CairoMlogical Synop^
Wtoeler Hambuig, 1843 Wksder w» bom in

“5
^

»

(HistayefthePeopIe

30* ed. 1864^1870 SSSl.GfiSe
(HttUayof^andHaTanesL) 1855 , anded , 1837

ot Sil « 1827 hewasappomtedProfcJi

2eSiSirfA?y^
Having made a protest against the repSrf the fanda-webwkw of^ Haaorenan ConstimtKmhewasmMfVBdfimhaofliceaDdwHir

*? P>»W«gy. m X841 be was tranafencd to thj

When, mx8«. he refused

mid^of the centre pary He dwd m i87« at Gbttmem HuTmiamy sate wore mudi mfenor tolas OnSdLl Old

08d ” PMUaflar, « wortMess, in ante of ihn

Wat fcraisbed forUt^ Ian
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tbe tnumpbal entry, because there zt is quite evident that “Matthetr,

the chief authority among tbe Synoptists^ adapts hzs nanatne to

his special Jewish^Messianic standpoint ” According to Amnion's

rationalistic vienr, the work of Jesus consisted precisely in the

transformation of this Jewish'-Mcssianic idea mto the conoephon

of a "Saviour of the world " In this hes the explanation of the

fate of Jesus " The mass of the Jewish people were not prepared

to receive a Chnst so spintual ns Jesus wai^ since th^ were not

npc for so lofty a view of religion
*'

Ammon here turns his Kantian philosophy to account It

serves especially to explain to him the consciousness of pie-

existence avowed by the Jesus of the Johannme narrative as

something purdy human We, too, he explains^ can “after tbe

spirit ’* claim an ideal existence prior to the spatial creation without

indulging any delusion, and without, on the other band, thinking

of a real existence. In this way Jesus is for Himself a Bibbcal

idea, with which He has become identified "The purer and deeper

a man's self-consciousness is, the keener may his consciousness of

God become, until time disappears for huxi, and his partaking m
the Divine nature fills his whole sod ”

But Ammon’s support of the authentlaty of John’s Gospel

even from a purely literary point of view, not so unreserved as m
the case of tbe other opponents of Strauss In the background

stands the hypothesis that our Gospel is only a working-over of the

authentic John, a suggestion in regard to which Ammon can dams

pnonty, since he had made it as early as nine years befw

the appearance of Bretschncider^s Pi^hiha Were it not for the

ingenuous fashion in which he works the S3moptic material into the

Johannine plan, we might class him with Alexander Schweixer and

Weiss^ who in a similar way seek to meet the objections of Strauss

by an elaborate theory of editing ®
. r t u

The first stage of the discussion regarding the relation of Jonn

to the Synoptists parsed without result The mediating theolc^

continued to hold its positions undisturbed—and, strangest of alii

Strauss himself was eager for a suspension of hostilities

It IS as though histoiy took the trouble to counters^ tne

* Ammon, Junannem €oangth% auehrem ah tdtion haws hhn fuuse dtventtn

«hite»Br can be esenbed to the of Jesits ^
Berlin. 1844, J06 pp The '• didacac presemtlioo of the histoiy ““‘X
oto « n« disced to meet the demands of h-stone^ racism He

Gosnels no hare totory, bat, above all. tbe mcideation of tbe pnncipiB of

2^“e^ 3l attempt to dtaif tbe portrait of Jesus as «

with its ioer truth md tdealws -wtBUcaUj^

slamsb reflection of the outward course of events
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genuineness of the great critical discoTeries by letting the dis-

coverers themselves attempt to canod them. As Kant disfigures

his cntical idealism by making inconsistent additions in order to

refute a reviewer who had put him m the same category with

Berkley, so Stxauss mserts additions and retractations m the third

edition of his Life of Jesus m deference to the uncntxcal works of

Tholnck and Neander I Wilke, the only one of bis cntics from
whom he might have learned somethmg, be ignores. " From the
lofty vantage ground of Tholuck’s many-sided knowledge I have
sometimes, in spite of a slight tendency to vertigo, gained a
}U8ter pomt of view from which to look at one matter or another,**

18 the avowal which he makes in the preface to this ill-starred edition

It would, mdeed, have done no harm if he had confined him-
sdf to stating more exactly here and there the extent of the
mj^cal element^ had increased the number of possible cure^ bad
indmed a little less to the negative side in examining the claims of
reported facts to rank as histoncal, and had been a little more
circumspect m pointing out the factors which produced the myths j
the senous thing was that he now b^n to hesitate in his denial
of the histoncal character of the Fourth Gospel—the very founda-
tion of his cntical view.

A renewed study of i^ aided by De Wette’s commentary and
Neanderis Life of Jesus, had made bm doubtful about bis doubts
r^rdmg the genuineness and credibihty of this Gospel ** Not
that I am convmced of its genuineness,” he admits «but 1 am no
longer convinced that it is not genume **

He feels bound, therefore, to state whatever makes in its
favour, and to leave open a number of possibihties whidi formerly
he had not recognised. The adhesion of the first disciples may,
he now thinks, have happened essentially in the form in which
It IS reported m the Fourth Gospel, in transferring the deansingm the Temple to the first penod of Jesus* ministry, John may
be right as against the Synoptic tradition "whidi has no deasive
eudence in its favour”; m regard to the question whether Jesus
had been only once^ or several times, in Jerusalem, his opinion
now is that “on ‘his point the supenor circumstantiality of the
Fourdi Gospel cannot be contested ’*

As r^rds the prominence allowed to the eschatology also
all “toned down and softened Everywhere feeble compromises >

uut led Strauss to place his foot upon this shelving path
was &e e^ent^ly just perception that the Synoptists gave him no
clearly ord^ plan to set against that of the Fourth Gospd

,

^ns^ueotly he felt obhged to make some concessions to^ its
strength in this reject.

he recognised almost immediately that the result was amere patchaorfc. Even m the summer of 1839 he complained
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to Hose m conversation that he had been deafened by the clamour

of his opponents, and had conceded too much to them ^ In the

fourth edition he retracted all his concessions “The Babel of

voices of opponents, critics, and supporters,” he says in his preface,

“to ^hich I had felt it my duty to listen, had confused me in

regard to the idea of my work, in my dihgent companson of

vanous views 1 had lost sight of the thing itself In this way

I was led to make alterations which, when 1 came to consider

the matter calmly, surpnsed myself, and in making which it

was obvious that I had done myself an injustice. In all these

passages the earlier text has been restored, and my work has

therefore consisted, it might be said, in removing from my good

sword the notches which had not so much been hewn in it by

the enemy as ground uito it by myself"

Strauss’s vamllatioxi had, therefore^ not even been of any

indirect advantage to him. Instead of endeavouring to find a

purposeful connexion in the Synoptic Gospels by means of which

he might test the plan of the Fourth Gospel, he simply restores

his former view unaltered, thereby showing that in the decisive

point It was incapable of development In the veiy year in

which he prepared his improved edition, Weisse, in his

GescfttcJiit^ had set up the hypothesis that Mark is the ground-

document, and had thus earned criticism past the “dead-point

which Strauss had never been able to overcome Upon Straus^

however, the new suggestion made no impression He co^ «

IS true, mention Wcisse's book in the preface to his third edition,

and desenbes it as “in many respects a very satisfactory piece oi

work.” It had appeared too late for him to make use of it m

his fiist volume , but he did not use it in his second volume either.

He had, indeed, a distinct antipathy to the Marcan hypothesis

It was unfortunate that in this controversy the highly imporMt

suggestions in regard to various historical problems which

been made incidentally in the course of Strauss s

never discussed at alL The impulse m the direction of p^£«s

which might have been given by his treatment of the «»ation of

Jesus to the law, of the question regarding His _

i^atological conception, the Son of Man. and ‘he

of Jesus, wholly faded to take c/fect, and it was only after tong

and circuitous wanderings that theology ^in came in ag

these pwblems from an equally favoumbto point of

this respect Strauss shared the fate of ^ MEatuc
solutions of which the outlines were vBiblo behind

criticism escaped observation in consequence of the

by the negative side of their work, and even th

sdves failed to realise their full significance
^

I.
* 1876, p ia8
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THE MARCAN HYPOTHESIS

CShrisSui HezSDaim Welsse Die erangdische Gesduchte kridscb tmd philo*

sopbisdi bearbeatet (A Cnucal and Philosophical Study of the Go^xd Histoiy
)

a vols IiCipzig, Bretdcopf and Hartd. 1838 V6I z. 6x4 pp n 543 pp
Chtuiiaii Gottlob WiUn Der Urevangdut (The Earliest Eraagdist) 1838,

Dresden and hapzig 694 pp
ChxutlaxL Hennann Weffise^ Die ETangebenfrs^ in ihzem gegenwflrtigen Stadiom

(The Present PosiUon of the Probtem of the Gc^ids )
Leipzig. X856

The “ Gospel History ” of Wcisse was vrittui, like Strauss’s life of
Jesu^ hy a philosopher who had been dnven out of philosophy and
forced bade upon theology. Weisse was bom in 1801 at Leipzigi
and became Professor Extraordinary of Philosophym the university
there in 1828 In 1837, finding his advance to the Ordinary
Professorship barred the HerbartianSj he withdrew ftom
academic teadung and gave himself to the preparation of this
work, the plan of which he had had in mind for some tune.
Having brought it to a satisfactory completion, he began again
in 1841 as a Fnvat-Docent in Philosophy, and became Ordinary
Professor m 1845 From 1848 onwards he lectured on Theology
also His aork on “Philosophical Dogmatics, or the Philosophy of
Chnstianity,”' is well known. He died in 1866, of cholera, Lotze
and Lipsius were both much influenced by him

Weisse admired Strauss and hailed his Dfe of Jesus as a forward
sup towards the reconciliation of rehgion and philosophy. He
expresses his gratitude to him for clearii^ the ground of the
pnmeval forest of theology, thus rendering it possible for him
(Weisse) to develop his views without wasting time upon polemics,
since most of the views which have hitherto prevailed may be

regarded as having received the cotip dt gr&ce from Strauss " He
IS at one with Strauss also in his general view of the relations of
philosophy and religion, holding that it is only if philosophy, hy
following its own path, attams independently to the conviction of
the truth of Chnsbant^ that its alliance with theology and rehgion

' Pitthso^ischtDt^ti^c^erPktlosa^tedesCAnsien^ Letpng. x85$-i88a.

tax
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can be welcomed as advantageous ^ His uork, therefore^ like that

of Strauss, leads up finally to a philosophical exposition in iihich

he shows how for us the Jesus of history becomes the Christ of

faith ^

Weisse js the direct confinuator of Strauss Standing outside

the limitations of the Hegelian formulae^ be begins at the point

where Strauss leaves off His aim is to discover, if possible, some
thread of general connexion in the norratnes of the Gospel

tradition, which, if present^ would represent a historically certain

element in the Life of Jesu^ and thus serve as a better standard

by which to determine the extent of myth than can possibly be

found in the subjective impjcssion upon which Strauss relies

Strauss, by way of gratitude, called him a dilettante. This was

most unjust, for if any one deserved to share Strauss’s place of

honour, it was certainly VYcisse

The idea that Mark’s Gospel might be the earliest of the four,

first occurred to Weisse dunng the progress of his work In March

1837, when he reviewed Tholuck’s “Credibility of the Gospel

History,” he was as innocent of this discovery as Wilke was at

the same period But when once he had observed that the

graphic details of Mark, which had hitherto been regarded as due

to an attempt to embellish an epitomising narrative, were too

insignificant to have been inserted with this puiposi^ it became

clear to him that only one other possibility remained open, viz,

that their absence in Matthew and Luke was due to omission He

illustrates this from the descnption of the first day of Jesus’ ministiy

at Capernaum *‘The relation of the first Evangelist to Mark,’

he avers, “ in those portions of the Gospel which are common to

both IS, with few exception^ mainly that of an epitomiser
”

The decisive aigument for the pnonty of Mark is, even mo^
than hts graphic detail, the composition and arrangement of the

whole “ It IS truci the Gospd of Mark shows very distinct traces

of having ansen out of spoken discourses, which themselvw were

no means ordered and connected, but disconnected and frag-

mentary ”—being, he means, in its original form based on notes of

the incidents related by Peter “ It is not the work of an eye-

witness, nor even of one who had had an opportunity of question-

ing eyewitnesses thoroughly and carefully, nor even of

assistance from inquirers who, on their part, had made a connec

1 At the end of his preface he malces the stnkmg remaA “ I

conceive of any possible way by \vhich Chnstianily can take on a forro

SX li once mm the truth for our lime, without having 10

pbiloso^yi and I r^oice to bdieve that this opinion is Aond by many

ablest and most respected of present-day theologians
rtitftdie

il PP 43«-'S43
Schlussbeiraehtuw

Be^tung det^noHluhkat Ckrutt ttnd der tLd of

duding I^osophical Estimate of the Significance of the Person of

the Gospel Tradition )
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study of the subject, ^itb a view to filhng up the gaps and placing

each individual part in its nght position, and so articulating

the whole into an organic unity wbidi should be neither merely

inward, nor on the other band merely external,” Nevertheless

the Evangdist was guided in bis work by a just recollection of

the gener^ course of the hfe of Jesus ” It Is precisely in Mark,”
Weisse explains, “that a closer study unmistakably teveals that

the incidental remarks (refemng for the most part to the way in

which the fame of Jesus gradually extended, the way the people
began to gather round Him and the sick to besiege Ebm), far from
shutting off and separatmg the different narratives, tend rather to
unite them with each other, and so give the impression not of a
senes of anecdotes fortuitously thrown together, but of a connected
history By means of these remarks, and by many other connect*
mg knks which he works mto the narration of the individual
stones, Mark has succeeded m conveying a vivid impression of
the stir which Jesus made in Galilee, and from Galilee to Jerusalem,
of the gradual gathering of the multitudes to Him, of the growing
tntensi^ of legally m the inner circle of disciples, and as the
counterpart of all this, of the growing etimily of the Pharisees and
Senbes an impression which mere isolated narratives^ strung
leather without any living connexion, would not have sufficed to
prince ” A connexion of this kind is less clearly present in the
raer Synoptist^ and is wholly lacking in John, The Fourth
^pel, by Itself, would give us a completely ialse oinception of
the relatiori of Jesus to the people From the content of its
narratives the reader would form the impresaon that the atdtude
of me people towards Jesus was hostile firom the very first, and
1*

^ isolated occasions, for a brief moment^ that
by His miraculous acts inspired the people with astonishment

rather than admiration; that^ surrounded by a httle company of
enmityTthi

repeatedly provoked it by mtemperate
mvective, he finally succumbed to it

^
stroJilfr

of Mark is, in Weisse's opinion, a^np argument few his pnonty than the most elaborate de-

Samnri undertake a journey throuehSaman^ «How,» asks Weisse, «m the case of a nfo

^^spS®LnLid“ 'f”!
** ^ possible at this tune of day

sLS” histoncal exactitude in the use of his
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With Marie, not in those which are common to them, but

not to Mark also

a. In those parts which the three Gospels have in common,
the '^agreement" of the other two is mediated through

Mark.

3 In those sections which the First and Third Gospels bavc^

but Mark has not, the agreement consists in the language

and incidents, not in the order Thcir common source

therefore, the **Logia** of Matthew, did not contain zny

type of tradition which gave an order of narration different

from that of Mark

4 The divergences of wording bebveen tlie two other

Synoptists is m general greater in the parts where both

have drawn on the Login document than where Mark is

their source

5 The first Evangelist reproduces this Logia-document more

faithfully than Luke does> but his Go^el seems to have

been of later origin.

This historical argument for the pnonty of Mark was confinned

in the year in which it appeared by Wilke’s work, "The Earliest

Gospel,"* which treated the problem more from the literary sid^

and, to take an illustration from astronomy, supplied the mathe-

matical confirmation of the hypothesis

» Cbnsti&n Goitlob Wilke, formerly pastor of Hermannsdorf in the

Oer UtruangatsU oiler erne exegeftseh hniitche Uniersuekung dex yenmdtene^s

veriSltHisses der dm eniea JSvangelten (The Earliest Evangehsl, a CnU^™
Inquiry into the Relationship of the First Ttiree Gospels, j

The suDsequcni

course of the discussion of the Marcan hypothesis was as follows —
.

In answer to Wilke there nppeared a work signed PhUosophoios

l>te JKvange/ten, thr Getst, thre VeifdSier, und thr Verhattmx su etnMer

Gospels, their Spirit, their Authors, and their relation to one anMher )
Leipzig,

440 pp The author sees in Paul the evil genius of

that the work of scieneiSe enticism must be ditected to detecting and

the Pkuhne dements in the Gospels Ltike is m hrs opmwn a pargr

biised bf Hialmism , in fact Paul bad « share in ns pre^retion. Md ttis

Paul alludes to when he speaks in Romans ii id, ** *8, and xvi 35 of ^
Hfs hand IS especidly recognisable in diapters 1 -in , vii , ix., m . xviii » » .

Mark i^stsof^cls frem Matthar and Lake. John

Other The TObingen standpoint was set fmlb by ^ur

CanonirelGSspeln) TDbingen, 1847, 6aa pp A<^ng re

Matthew and Luke; Al the same tune, however, the iireconcilabiliiy m ^
Gospel vnth the Synoptists is for the first tome fully worked out, and the ref

by Adolf Hdgenftld «. b» *oifc

Bmmgi/un (Ongin and Compoauoo of of^^
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In r^ard to the Gospel of John, Wcisse fully shared &e
negative vie\re of Strauss IVhat is the us^ he ask^ of keeping

on talking about the plan of this Gospel, seeing that no one has

yet succeeded in shocking what that plan is? And for a very good

reason ; there is none. One would never guess from the Gospel

of John that Jesus, until His departure from Galilee, had experienced

unbroken success. It is no good tr^g to explain the

want of plan by saying that John wrote with the purpose of

supplementing and correcting his predecessors, and that his

omissions and additions were determined by this purpose. Such

a purpose is betrayed by no single wordm the whole Gospel

The want of plan hes m the very plan itself “ It is a fixed

idea, one may say, with the author of this Gospd, who had heard

that Jesus had fallen a victim m Jerusalem to the hatred of the

Jewish rulers, especially the Scribes, that he must r^resent Jesus

as engaged, from His first appearance onward, m an unceasmg
struggle wtdi ‘ the Jews '—whereas we know that the mass of the

people, even to the last, in Jerusalem itself were on the mde of

Jesus ,
so much so, indeed, that His enemies were only able to get

Hun into their power by means of a secret betrayal ”

In regard to the graphic descnpUcns m John, of which so

much has been made, the case is no better. It is the graphic

detail of a writer who dentes to work up a vivid picture not the
natural touches of an eyewitness, and there are^ moreover, actual

inconsistencies, as m Uie case of the healing at the pool of
Bethesda The arcumstantiahty is due to the care of the author
not to assume an acquomtance^ on the part of bis reader^ with
Jewish usages or the topography of Palestine. considerable
proportion of the details are of such a character as inevitably to
suggest that die narrator inserts them because of the trouble wfoch
It has cost him to onentate himself m r^ard to the scene of the
acdon and the dramatis personae, his object being to spare his
readers a similar difficulty, though he does not always go about
it m the way best calculated to effect his purpose.’’

The impossibility also that the historic Jesus can have preached
the doctrme of the Johannine Chnst, is as clear to Weisse as to
Strauss "It is not so much a picture of Christ that John sets
forth, as a conception of Chnst j his Chnst does not speak i« His
own Person, but ^His own Person ”

other hand, however, ‘*the authority of the whole
Christian Church from the second century to the nineteenth ”
cames too much weight with Weisse for him to venture altogether
to deny the Johannine origin of the Gospel; and he seeks a

Church}, 1850, A. IMnlle. Aiudes suf
Mtaihxtu, xB6a In 1863 the fotmdatiaiis of the Marcan

***“ Holtanantfs work. Die^fn^tsdun Kvoi^et en Leipzig, 1B63, 5x4 pp
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middle path He assumes that the didactic portions really, for the

most part, go back to John the Apostle “John," .tc explains,

“ drawn on by the interest of a s}'stem of doctrine nhich had formed
Itself in his mind, not so much as a direct reflex of the teaching

of his Master, os on the basis of suggestions oflered by that

teaching m combination wnh a certain creative activity of fais on n,

endeavoured to (ind this system also in the teaching of his Master ”

Accordingly, with this puqiosc, and originally for himself alone^

not with the object of communicating it to others^ he made an

cflbrt to exhibit, in the light of this system of though^ what his

memory still retained of the discourses of the Lord “The
Jobannine discourses, therefore^ were recalled by n laborious efibit

of memory on the part of the disciple. ^Vhcn he found that his

memory-image of his Master was threatening to dissolve into a

mist-wTaith| he endeavoured to impress the picture more flnnly in

his recollection, to connect and define its rapidly disappcanng

features, reconstructing it by the aid of a theory evolved

himself or drawn from elsewhere regarding the Person and work

of the Master ” For the portrait of Christ in the Synoptic Gospels

the mind of the disciples who desenbe Him is a neutral medium

,

for the portrait in John it is a factor which contributes to the

production of the picture The same portrait is outlined by the

apostle m the first epistle which bears fais name
These tentative “ essays," not originally intended for publica-

tion, came, after the death of the apostle^ into the hands of his

adherents and disciple^ and they chose the form of a complete

Life of Jesus os that in which to give them to the world Thc^

therefore, added narrative portions^ which they distnbuted here and

there among the speeches, often doing some violence to the latter

in the process Such was the origin of the Fourth Gospel

Weisse is not blind to the fact that this hypothesis ®

Johannine basis in the Gospel is beset ivith the gravest—one might

almost say with insuperable—difficulties Here is a man ^ho was

an immediate disciple of the Lord, one who, in the Synoptic

Gospels, in Acts, and in the Pauline letters, appears in a character

which gives no hint of a coming spmtual metamorphosis ots

moreover, who at a relatively late period, when it might

been supposed that his development was in all essentials ciosea

(at the time of Paul's visit to Jerusalem, which falls at least

fourteen yearn after Paul's conversion), was diosen, alo^

Tames and Peter, and m contrast with the apostles of the

Paul and Barnabas, as an apostle of the Jews—“how is it

adcs Wcisse, “ to explain and make it intelligibly a man of w
du^pIaysTn h.s thought and speech, rn fart m tas whg

mental attitude.*^a thoroughly Hellenatrc

the beloved disaple, who, according to this very Gospel wn
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beats his r,amp, THIS admitted more intimately than any other into

the confidence of Jesus, how came he to clothe his Master in this

foreign garb of Hellenistic speculation, and to attribute to Him

this ahen manner of speech ? But, however difficult the explanauon

may be, whatever extreme of improbabihty may neem to us to be

involved in the assumption of the Johannine authorship of the

Epistle and of these essential elements of the Gospel, it is better

to assent to the improbability, to submit to the burden of being

forced to explain the inexphcable, than to set ourselves obstinatdy

against the weight of testimony, against the authority of the whole

Chnstian Church from the second century to the present day ”

There could be no better argument against the genumeness of

the Fourth Gospel than just such a defence of its genuineness as

this In this form the hypothesis may well be destined to lead a

harmless and never-ending life What matters for the histoncal

study of the Life of Jesus is simply that the Fourth Gospel should

be ruled out And that Weisse does so thoroughly that it is

impossible to imagine its bemg done more thoroughly The
speeches, in spite of their apostolic authonty, are unhistoncal, and

need not be taken mto account in descnbing Jesus' system of

thought As for the unhappy redactor, who by adding the

narrative pictures created the Gospel, all possibihty of his reports

being accurate is roundly denied, and as if that was not enough,

he must put up with bemg called a bungler into the bargain. I

have, to tdl the truth, no very high opinion of the literary ait dt

the editor of the Johannine Gospd-document,” says Weisse in lus

“Problem of the Gospels” of 1856, which is the best commentary
upon his earher work

His treatment of the Fourth Gospel remmds us of the story that

Frederic the Great once appointed an importunate office-seeker to

the post of “ Pnvy Councillor for War,” on condition that he would
never presume to offer a pliable of advice I

The hypothesis which was brought forward about the same
time by Alexander Sdiweizer,^ with the mtention of saving the

genuineness of the Gospel of John, did not make any real

contribution to the subject The readmg of the facts which form
his startmg-pomt is almost the exact converse of that of Weiss^
since he regards, not the speedies, but certain parts of the narrative
as Johannme. That winch it is possible^ in his opmion, to refer

Alexander Scimeizer, Z^tu Evangettupi Jchannu noth setnem inatrat Wtrie
unS xmtr Bedeuiung/Ur das Leben Jesu kniisch uniersueht X84X (A Cntical
Bxamioation of the Intrinsic Value of the Gospel of John and of its Impoitance as a
Source for the Life of Jesiu.) Alerander Sdiaexzer \bas bom in x8o8 at Morteni

^ appointed Professor of Ps^oxal Theology at 2unch m x635, and conunned to
wcture there until his death m z888. remaining lo>al to the ideas of his teadlier
Sclileierniaeiier» thoi^h faandhng them with a certain freedom Hu best-lijiawn
uotV IS hts Glauitnslehre (System of Doctrine), 3 lOlls , x863-x873 , snd cd., 1877
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to the apostle is an account not involving any miracles; of the

ministry of Jesus at Jerusalem, and the discourses whrh He
debvered there. The more or less miraculous events whicL iccur

in the course of it—such that Jesus had seen Nathanael under

the fig-tree, knew the post life of the Samantan woman, and healed

the sick man at the Fool of Bethesda—are of a simple character,

and contrast markedly with those which are represented to have

occurred in Galilee, where Jesus turned water into wine and fed a

multitude with a few crusts of bread We must, therefore; suppose

that this shor^ authentic, spintual Jcrusalem-Gospel has had a

Galilacan Life of Jesus worked into it, and this explains the

jnconsistenaes of the representation and the oscillation between

a sensuous and a spintual point of view.

This distinction, however, cannot be made good Sdiwcizer

was obliged to asenbe the reports of a material resurrection to the

Galilaean source, whereas these, since they exclude the Gahlacan

appearances of Jesu^ must belong to the Jeiusalem Gospel, and

accordingly, the whole distinction between a spintual and matenal

Gospel falls to the ground Thus this hypothesis at best preserves

the nominal authenticity of the Fourth Gospel, only to deprive it

immediately of all value as a histoncal source

Had Strauss calmly examined the beanng of Wcisse’s hypothesis

he would have seen that it fully conArmed the line he had taken

in leaving the Fourth Gospel out of account, and he might have

been less unjust towards the hypothesis of the pnonty of Mark,

for which he cherished a blind hatred, because, in its fully developed

form, It first met him in conjunction with seemingly reaciionaiy

tendencies towards the rehabilitation of John He never in the

whole course of his life got nd of the prejudice that the recognition

of the priority of Mark was identical with a retrograde movement

towards an uncnticat orthodoxy

This IS certainly not true as regards Weisse He is far frOT

having used Mark unreservedly as a historical source On the

contrary, he says expressly that the picture which this

of Jesus IS drawn by an imaginative disciple of the faith, filled aitn

the glory of his subject, whose enthusiasm is consequently some

times stronger than his judgment Even in Mark the mytho^ic

tendency is already actively at work, so that often the task oi

histoncal criticism is to explain how such myths could have oeen

accepted by a reporter who stands as near the facts as Mark
,

Of the mraeula '^—so Weisse denominates the "non-genum

miracles, in contradistinction to the “genuine'*—the feeding oi

* The German is Mtrakeln, the usual wnm
constanUv used m the sense of actual •' muacles.

htmg iVunOet, which, though

has, from iCs obi ions denvauon,

certau ombigu^y
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the multitude is that whidii above all others cnes aloud for an

explanation Its bistoncal strength hcs in its being firmly inter-

wovmi vntb the preceding and following context ; and this applies

to both the A^tcan narratives. It is therefore impossible to

r^ard the story» as Strauss proposes to dO| as pure myth ; it is

necessary to show how, growing out of some incident belonging

to that context^ it assumed its present literary form. The authentic

saying about the leaven of the Pharisees, which, in Mark viii, 14 and
IS connected with the two miracles of feeing the multitude^

gives ground for supposing that they rest upon a parabolic dis-

course repeated on two occasions, in which Jesus spoke, perhaps
with allusion to the manna, of a miraculous food given through
Him These discourses were later transformed by tradition into
an actual miraculous gmng of food Here, therefore, Weisse en-
deavours to subsdtute for Strauss's "unhistorical" conception of
myth a different conception, which in each case seeks to discover a
suffiment bistoncal cause.

The tmracles at the baptism of Jesus are based upon His
account of a vision which He expenenced in that moment The
l^nt form of the story of the transfiguration has a twofold ongin.
In &e first plac^ it is partly based on a real cxpenence shared ^the thra disciples That there is an bistoncal fact here is evidentfrM the my m which it is connected with the context by a
defoite indication of tuna The six days of Mark iv 2 cannot“ Strauss would have us suppose witii Ex

Ac previously

interval of '“ys

the n^rthiowyiabolical element. The ^ni-s see

The mythic^
imparted to them on Lt ocS,^ teax^mg which Jesus
dawned on them the *«c
and predictions, which tow were to^^^^“ expectations
forward to a future

recognise as no longer pointine

not to be undewtood m a linS.! seo»\*^ “
Mbhmity of toe revelation it 1^10 I

“ ^bolical of fte
Palestine, but in the recesses of tofspm

™

$
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of vital connexion with the history, had not provided any escape

from die dilemma offered by the rationalistic and snpematuralistic

views of the resurrection Weisse prepared a new histoncol basis

for a solution He was the first to handle the problem fiom a

point of view which combined histoncal with psychological con-

siderations^ and he is fully conscious of the novelty and the far-

reaching consequences of his attempt Theological science did

not overtake him for sixty years, and though it did not for the

most part share his one-sidedness in recognising only the Gahlaean
appearances, that does not count for much, since it was unable to

solve the problem of the double tradition regarding the appearances
His discussion of the question is, both from the rehgious and from
the histoncal point of view, the most satisfying treatment of it

with which we are acquainted; the pompous and circumspect
utterances of the very latest theology in regard to the “empty
grave” look very poor in comparison Weisse’s psychology
requires only one correction—^the insertion into it of the eschato-
logical premise

It IS not only the admixture of myth, but the whole character
of the Marcan representation, which forbids us to use it without
reserve as a source for the hfe of Jesus The inventor of the
Marcan hypothesis never weanes of repeating that even in the
Second Gospel it is only the mam outline of the Life of Jesus, not
the way m which the vanous sections are joined together, which
is historical He does not^ therefore, venture to wnte a Life of
Jesu^ but be^ns with a “General Sketch of the Gospel History”
in which he gives the mam outlmes of the Life of Jesus according
to Mark, and then proceeds to explam the incidents and discourses
m eadi several Gospel m the order in which they occur ^

He avoids the professedly histoncal forced mterpretation of
detail, whidi later rep^entatives of the Marcan hypothesis, Schenkel
m particular, employ in such distressing feshion that Wrede’s book,
by making an end of this inquisitorial method of extracting the
Evangelist’s testimony, may be said to have released the
hypothesis from the torture-chamber Weisse is free from
th^ over-refinements He refuses to divide the Gahlaean
ministry of Jesus into a period of success and a penod of frilure
and gradual falbng off of adherents^ divided by the controversy

* We suti}oin the titles of the diTisions of Uiis work, which ore of some interest

,

VoL I Book 1 The Sources of the Gkispel Histoiy
*» >• 11 The L^ends of the Childhood
" t« lu General Sket<di of the Gospd Histocy.

i" ** ^ Incidents and Discourses according to Mark«
' 01 11 g, V The Incidents and Discourses according toMatthew and Z>ukei

•t » VI The Incidents and Discourses according to Jota
» ^1 The Resurrection and the Ascension

• II vut Condudiiig Philosophical Exposition of the Sigraficance of
the Person of Chnst and of the Gospd Tradition
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Mark vii , he does not allov this episode toTOunterbalance the general evidence that Jesus’ public work wasaccompanied by a constantly growing success Nor does it oimto him to conceive the sojourn of the Lord in Phoenician tem^IMd His journey to the neighbourhood of Caesarea Phihppi. as^a

fnTif'!
Galilee, an abandonment of His

in that disj^c^ and to head the chapter, as was usual in the secondpenod of the exegesis of Mark, “ Flights and Retirements ” He is
content simply to state that Jesus once visited those regions, and
exphatly remarks that while the Synoptists speak of the Pharisees
and Scribes as working actively against Him, there is nowhere any
hint of a hostile movement on the part of the people, but that on
the contrary, in spite of the Senbes and Pharisees the people are
^ways ready to approve Him and take His part, so much so that
His enemies can only hope to get Him into their power by a secret
betrayal

^

Weisse does not admit any failure in Jesus’ work, nor that death
came upon Him from without as an inevitable necessity He
cannot^ therefor^ regard the thought of sudenng as forced upon
Jesus by outward events Later interpreters of Mark have often
held that the essential thing in the Lord's resolve to die was that
by His voluntary acceptance of a fate which was more and
more clearly revealing itself as inevitably, He raised it into the
sphere of ethico^religious freedom this was not Weisse’s view
Jesus, according to him, was not moved by any outward cixcuin-

stances when He set out for Jerusalem in older to die there. He
did It in obedience to a supra-rational higher necessity We can
at most venture to conjecture that a cessation of miracle-

working power, of which He had become anvaie^ revealed to Him
that the hour appointed by God had come He did, in fact^ no
further miracle in Jerusalem

How far Isaiah liu may have contributed to suggest the con-

ception of such a death bemg a necessary part of Messiah's woxl^

it is impossible to discover. In the popular eiqiectation there was

no thought of the Messiah as sufienng The thought was con-

ceived by Jesus independently, through His deep and penetrating

spintual insight. Without any external suggestion whatever He
announces to His disciples that He is to die at Jerusalem, and that

He IS going thither with that end in view He journeyed, not to

the Passover, but to His death The fact that it took place at the

time of the Feast was, so far as Jesus was concerned, accidental

The arcumstances of His entry were such as to suggest anything

rather than the fulfilment of His predictions , but though the

jubilant multitude surrounded Him day 1^ day, as with a wall of

defence, He did not let that make Hun falter in His purpose;

rather he forced the authorities to arrest Him , He preserved silence
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befoie Pilate with the dehberate purpose of rendering His death

inevitable. The theory of later defenders of the Marcan hypothesis

that JesQ^ ^ving up His cause in Gahlee for lost went up to

Jerusalem to conquer or di^ is foreign to Wmsse’s conception In

his view, Jesu^ breaking off His Gsdilaean work while the tide of

success was stUl flowing strongly, journeyed to Jerusalem, in the

scorn of consequence with the sole purpose of dying there.

It is true there ate some premonitions of the later course of

Marcan exegesis. The Second Go^el mentions no Passover

journeys as fldlmg in the course of the public ministry of Jesus

,

consequently the most natural condusion would be that no Pass-

over journeys &1I withm that penod ; that is, that Jesus* ministry

began after one Passover and dosed with the next, thus lasting

less than a full year. Wdsse thinkst, however, that it is impossible

to understand die success of His teadung unless we assume a
ministry of several years, of more than three years, indeed Mark
does not mention the Feasts simply because Jesus did not go up to

Jerusalem ‘‘Intnnsic probabihty 1$, in our opmion, so strongly

m &Y(mr of a duration of a considerable number of years, that we
are at a loss to expl^ how it is that at least a few unprejudiced

investigators have not found in this a sufficient reason for depart-

ing from the traditional opinion ”

The account of the mission of the Twelve Is also;, on the
ground of '^mtrinsic probabihty,” explained m a way which is not
in accordance widi the plain sense of the words ^We do not
think,’* says Wdsse, “th^ it is necessary to understand this in the
sense that He sent all the twelve out at one ttme^ two and two^
remainmg alone in the meantime; it is much more natural to
suppose that He only sent them out two at a time^ keeping the
others about Him. The object of this mission was less the
immediate spreadmg abroad of His teadung than the preparation
of die disdples diemsdves for the mdependent activity which they
would have to exercise after His death” These are^ however,
the only serious liberties which he takes with the statements of
Mark*

When did Jesus begin to think of Himself as the Messiah?
The baptism seems to have marked an epoch in regard to His
Messianic consciousness^ but that does not mean that He had not
previously begun to have such thoughts about Himself. In any
case He did not on that occasion amve all at once at that point
of His mwaid journey which He had reached at the time of His
first public appearance. We must assume a penod of some dura-
tion between the baptism and the banning of His mimstry—

a

longer penod than we should suppose from the Synoptists—during
which Jesus cast off the Messiatuc ideas of Judaism and attained
to a spintual conception of the Messiahship. When He began to
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“development" was already dosed. Later interoretersof Mark have generally differed from Wcisse in assuming a d^opment in the thought of Jesus during His public minist™
^

»!,»
Messiahship was therefore fully fonnedwhen He began to teach in Capernaum; but He did not allow thepeople to stt that He hdd Himself to be the Messiah until Hbtnumphd entry. It was in order to avoid declanng His Messiahship

.hat He kept away from Jerusalem. « It was only in Galilee and not
in the Jewish capital that an extended period of teaching and work
was poraibic for Hiin without being obliged to make an explicit
dec arabon whether He were the Messiah or no. In Jerusalem
Itself the High Priests and Senbes would soon have put this
question to Him in such a way that He could not have avoided
answenng it, whereas in Galilee He doubtless on more than one
occasion cut short such attempts to question Him too closely
by the incisivcncss of His replies" Like Stmuss, Weisse recog-
nises that the key to the explanation of the Messianic con-
sciousness of Jesus lies in the self-designation " Son of Man

"

* we arc most certainly justified," he says, with almost prophetic
insight, in his "Problem of the Gospels," published in 1856, "in
regarding the question, what sense the Divine Saviour desired to
attach to this predicate ?—wha^ in fac^ He intended to make
knoi^n about Himself by using the title Son of Man?—as an
essential question for the right understanding of Hxs teaching and
not of His teaching only, but also of the very heart and inmost
essence of His personality "

But at this point Weisse lets in the cloven hoof of that fatal

method of interpretation, by the aid of \tbich the defenders of the
Marcan hypothesis who succeeded him were to wage war, with a
kind of dull and dogged determination, against eschatology, in the

interests of an onginal and “ spiritual ” conception of the Messiah
ship supposed to be held by Jesus. Under the obsession of the

fixed idea that it was their mission to defend the "onginality“ of

Jesus by ascribing to Him a modernising transformation and
spiritualisation of the eschatological system of ideas, the defenders

of the Marcan hypothesis have impeded the historical study of the

Life of Jesus to an almost unbelievable extent
The explanation of the name Son of Man had, Weisse ex-

plains, hitherto oscillated between two extremes Some had held

the expression to be^ even in the mouth of Jesu^ equivalent to

“man" in general, an mterpretation which cannot be earned

through, others had connected it with the Son of Man in Daniel,

and supposed that in using the term Jesus was employing a Messianic

title understood by and current among the Jew^ But how came

He to employ only this unusual periphrastic name for the Messiah ?

Further, if this name were really a Messianic title, bow could He
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repeatedly have refused Messianic salutation^ and not until the

tnumpbal entry suffered the people to hail Him as Messiah ?

The questions are nghtly asked ,
it is therefore the more pity

that th^ are vrrongly answered. It follows, Weisse says, from the

above considerations that Jesus did not assume an acquaintance on

the part of His hearers with the Old Testament Messianic signifi-

cance of the eiqiression. ”It was therefore mcontestably the

intention of Jesus—and any one who considers it nnworthy betrays

thereby his own want of insight—^tbat the designation should have

something mysterious about it^ something which would compel

His hearers to reflect upon His meamng.” The expression Son

of Man was calculated to lead them on to higher conceptions of

His nature and ongin, and therefore sums up m itself the whole

spintualisation of the Messiahshxp,

Weisse^ therefor^ passionatdy rejects any suggestion, however

modesty that Jesus’ self-designation, Son of Man, unphes any
measure of acceptance of the Jewish apocalyptic system of ideas

Ewald had furnished forth his Life of Jesus ^ with a wealth of Old
Testament leammg, and had made some half-hearted attempts to

show the connexion of Jesus’ system of thought with that of post-

canonical Judaism, but without taking the matter senously and
without having any suspicion of the real character of the eschatology
of Jesus But even ^ese parade-ground tactics excite Weisse’s

mdignadon, m his book, published in 1856, he reproaches Ewald
with fltilmg to understand his task

The real duty of cntimsm is, according to Weisse^ to show that
Jesus bad no part in those fantastic errors wluch are falsely attri-

buted to Him when a hteial Jewish interpretation is given to His
great sayings about the future of the Son of Man, and to remove
all the obstacles which seem to have prevented hitherto the
recognition of the novel character and special significance of the
expression, Son of Man, in the mouth of Him who, of His own
free choice, applied this name to Himself “How long will it be,”
he cne^ ” bdTore theology at last becomes aware of the deep im-
portance of Its task? Histoncal cnticism, exercised with all the
thoroughness and impartiahty whidi alone can produce a genuine
conviction, must free the Master’s own teaching from the imputa-
hon that lies upon it—^the imputation of shanng the errors and
false expectations m which, as we cannot deny, owing to imperfect» mistaken understanding of the su^esUons of the Master, the
Apostle^ and with them the whole early Christian Church, became
involved ”

This fundamental position determines the remainder of Weisse’s
views Jesus cannot have shared die Jewish particularism He

^

^

{Htttoiy QfChnsiand HisTimes) By««nn<* Ewald, Gdttmgen, 1855, 4S« PP^
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did not hold the Law to be binding It was for this reason that
He did not go up to the Feasts He distinctly and repeatedly ex-
pressed the conviction that His doctnne was destined for the whole
world In speaking of the patousia of the Son of Man He was
using a figure—a figure ii^hxch includes in a mystenous fashion all

His predictions of the future. He did not speak to His disaples
of His resurrection, His ascension, and His parousia as three
distinct acts^ since event to which He looked forward is not
identical with any of the thre^ but is composed of them all. The
resurrection is, at the same time^ the ascension and parousia, and
in the parousia the resurrection and the ascension are also included.

‘‘The one conclusion to which we believe we can point with

certainty is that Jesus spoke of the future of His work and His
teaching m a way that implied the consciousness of an influence to

be continued after His death, whether unbroketdy or intermittently,

and the consciousness that by this influence His work and teaching

would be preserved from destruction and the final victory assured

to It”

The personal presence of Jesus which the disaples expenenced

after His death was m their view only a partial fulfilment of that

general promise The parousia appeared to them as still awaiting

fulfilment Thought of thus^ as an isolated event, they could only

conceive it from the Jewish apocalyptic standpoint and they finally

came to suppose that they had denved these fantastic ideas from

the Master Himself

In his determined opposition to the recognition of eschatology

in Strauss's first Life of Jesus, Weisse here lays down the lines

which were to be followed by the “ liberal ” Lives of Jesus of the

'sixties and following years, which only differ from him, not always

to their advantage, in their more elaborate interpretation of the

detail of Mark The only work, therefore^ which was a consaous

continuation of Strauss's, takes, in spite of its just appreaation of

the character of the sources, a wrong path, led astray by the

miBi-nlfAn idea of the “ onginility " of Jesus, which it exalts into

a canon of histoncal cntiasm. Only after long and devious

wanderings did the study of the subject find the right road again.

The whole struggle over eschatology is nothing else than a gradual

dimination of Weisse's ideas It was only with Johannes Weiss

that theology escaped from the influence of Christian Hermann

Weisse.
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Bruno Bauer was bom m 1809 at Eisenberg, m the duchy of

SadiseiioAltenburg In philosophy, he was at first assoaated

entirely with the Hegehan “nght” Like Strauss, he received a
strong impulse from Vatke At this stage of his development he
reviewed, m 1835 and 1856, Strauss’s Life of Jesus in the

Jakrhtcher fur wtssenschafthdu Kritth^ and wrote in 1838 a
“ Cntiosm of the Nistoiy of Revelation ” ^

In 1834 he had bejcome Prxvat-Docent m Berhn, but m 1839
he removed to Bonn He was then in the midst of that intellectual

crisis of which the evidence appeared in his cntical works on John
and the Synoptics In August 1841 the Minister, Eidihom,
requested the Faculties of the Prussian Universities to report on
the question whether Bauer should be allowed to retain the vatic
ioctndt Most of them returned an evasive answer, Konigsberg
replied in the affirmative, and Bonn m the negative. In March
1842 Bauer was obhged to cease lectunng, and retired to Rixdorf
near Berhn. In the first heat of his fiinous indignation over
this treatment he wrote a work with the title ”Chnstiani^

^ Knttk dtr Cesehich*e der Offenharung^

*37
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Exposed/'^ which, however, was cancelled before publication at

Zunch in 1843.
He then turned his attention to secular history and wrote

on the French Revolution, on Napoleon, on the lUununism of the

Eighteenth Century, and on the par^ struggles m Germany dunng
the years 1842-1846 At the beginning of the ’fifties he returned

to theological subjects, but failed to exerase any influence His
work was simply ignored

Radical though he was in spint, Bauer found himself fightin^^

at the end of the ’fifties and beginning of the 'sixties^ in the ranks

of the Prussian Conservatives—we are reminded how Strauss in

the Wurtemberg Chamber was similarly forced to side with the

reactionanes He died in 1882. His was a pure^ modest, and

lofty character

At the time of his removal from Berlin to Bonn he was just at

the end of the twenties^ that critical age when pupils often

surprise their teachers, when men begin to find themselves and

show what they are, not merely what they have been taught.

In approaching the mvestigation of the Gospel history, Bauer

saw, as he himself teDs two ways open to him. He might

take as his starting-point the Jewish Messianic conception, and

endeavour to answer the question how the intuitive prophetic idea

of the Messiah became a fixed reflective conception. That a as

the histoncal method, he diose^ however, the other, the hteiaiy

method This starts from the opposite side of the question, from

the end instead of the beginning of the Gospel bistoiy Talcing

first the Gospd of John, in which it is obvious that reflective

thought has fitted the life of the Jewish Messiah into the frame

of the Logos conception, he then, starting as it acre from the

embouchure of the stream, works his way upwards to the high

ground m which the Gospel tradition takes its use The deas^

in favour of the latter view determined the character of Bauer's

life-work , it was his task to follow out, to its ultimate consequences,

the literary solution of the problem of the life of Jesus,

How far this path would lead him he did not at first suspect

But he did suspect how strong was the influence upon the formation

of history of a dominant idea which moulds and shapes it with a

definite artistic purpose His interest was

Philo, who, without knowing or intending
1^ trfr

fulfilment of a higher task than that with whiA he was

engaged Bauer's view is that a speculaOve

)
Zun<£s 1843
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with such ovennastering power that the just claims of that whidi

15 actual and historical cannot always secure the attention which

IS their due. In Plulo’s pupil, John, we must lotA'^ not for history,

but for ait.

The Fourth Gospel is in feet a work of art This was now
for the first time appreciated by one who was himself an artist

Schldermacher, inde^ had at an earher penod taken up the

aesthetic standpoint in considermg this Gospel, But he had used

It as an apologist proceedmg to exalt the artistic truth which he
nghtly recognised into histone reality, and bis cntical sense failed

him, premsdy because he was an aesthete and an apologist when
he came to deal with the Fourth GospeL Now, however, there

comes forward a true artist who shows that the depth of reHgious

and intdlectual insight which Tboluc^ and Neander, in oppodng
Strauss, had urged on behalf of the Fourth Gospel, is—Chnstlan
art.

In Bauer, however, the aesthete is at the same tune a cntic.

Although much in the Fourth Gospel is findy “ fdt” like the open-
ing scenes reTemng to the Bapt^t and to Jesus, wbidi Bauer groups
together under the heading **The Circle of the Expectant,” yet
his art IS by no means always perfect. The author who conceived
those discourses, of which the movement consists in a kmd of
tautological return upon itself, and who makes the parables trail

out into dragging allegones, is no perfect artist "The parable of
the Good Shepherd,” says Bauer, **is neither simple^ nor natural,
nor a true parable^ but a metaphor, which is, neverthdes^ much
too elaborate for a metaphor, is not dearly conceived, and, finally,

in places shows much too dearly the skeleton of reflection over
which It is stretched ”

Bauer treats, in his wmk of the Fourth Gospel only.
The Synoptics he deals with only m a quite inadental feshion,
“as opposing armies make demonstrations m order to provoke the
enemy to a decisive conflict”

He breaks off at the begmnmg of the story of the passion,
because here it would be necessary to bnng m the Synoptic
parallels "From the distant heights on which the Synoptic forces
have Uken up a menacing position, we must now draw them down
into the plain ; now comes the pitched battle between them and
the Fourth Gospel, and the question regarding the historical char*
acter of that which we have found to be the ultimate basis of the
last Gospel, can now at length be decided ”

m the Gospel of John, no smallest partide could be found
which was unaffected by the creative reflection of the author, how
will it stand with the Synophsts?

When Bauer broke off his work upon John in this abrupt way—
* dtrix^£thxchttt Gexekichtt d£i /cJUi*^KU
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for he had not originally intended to conclude it at this points
how far did he still retain a behef in the histoncal character of the

Synopbcs? It looks as if he had intended to treat them as the

solid foundation, in contrast with the fontastic structure raised

upon It by the Fourth Gospel But when he b^n to use his pick

upon the rock, it crumbled away. Instead of a difierenoe of fand

he found only a difference of degree. The ^'Cnticism of the

Gospel History of the Synopdsts” of 1841 is built on the site which

Strauss had levelled. ‘‘The abiding influence of Strauss/’ says

Bauer, “ consists in the fact that he 1^ removed &om the path of

subsequent cnbcism the danger and trouble of a collision with the

earher orthodox system ”

Bauer finds his material laid ready to his band by Weisse

and Wilke. Weisse had divined in Mark the source from which

cnbcism—becoming barren in the work of Strauss—mii^t draw a

new spring of vigorous life , and Wilke^ whom Bauer places above

Weisse^ had raised this happy conjecture to the level of a

scieubfically assured result The Marcan hypothesis was no

longer on its trial

But its bearmg upon the history of Jesus had sttll to be

determmcd What posibon do Weisse and Wilke take up

towards the hypothesis of a tradition lymg behmd the Go^el

of Mark? If it be once admitted that the whote Gospel tradrtion,

so fiir as concerns its plan, goes back to a single wnter, who

has created the connexion between the different events—for

neither Weisse nor Wilke regards the connexion of the sechons

as historical—does not the possibihty natuially suggest ilsdf that

the nartabve of the events themselves^ not merely the connexion m
which tb^ appear in Mark, is to be set down to the account of

the author of the Goq»d? Weisse and Wilke had not suqiect^

how great a, danger arises when, of the three witnesses who

represent the tradition, only one is allowed to stand, wad toe

tradition is recognised and allowed to exist in this one irntten

form only The triple embankment hdd, will a smgle one

bear tbe strain ? . . ^ *

The following consideiabons have to be taken into accorat

The cnbdsm of tbe Fourth Gospel compds ns to recogmse that

a Gospel »wy- have a purely litera^ ongin, "nis

dawned upon Bauer at a tone when he was still dismclmed to

accept Wilke’s conclusions ri^arding Mart But when had

recomfced the truth of the latter be felt compdled by the

of the two to accept the idea that Jtok^o might

be of purely literary ongin For Weisse and Wilke the Mai^

SpoL^Ld ^ imphed this result, beame they

to wmbine with it the wider hypothesis of a ^nerd

holding that Matthew and Luke used the collection of Log®,
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and also owed part of their supplementary matter to a free

use of floating tradition, so that Mark, it might almost be said,

merely supplied them with the formative principle 1^ means of

which they might order their material

But what if Fapias’s statement about the collection of ** Logia ”

were worthless, and could be shown to be so by the literary data ?

In that case Matthew and Luke would be purely hteraiy expansions
of Mark, and like hun, purely literary inventions

In this cormexion Bauer attaches decisive importance to
the phenomena of the birth^^tones. If these had been denved
flrom tradition they could not difler from each other as they
do. If It is suggested that tradition had produced a large number
of mdependen^ though mutually consistent, stones of the child-
hood, out of winch the Evangelists composed their opening narra-
tives, this also is found to be untenable^ for these narratives axe
not composite structures. The separate stories of which each
of these two histones of the childhood consists could not have
been formed mdependently of one another j none of them existed
by Itself, each pomts to the others and is informed by a view
which implies the whole. The histones of the childhood are
therefore not hteraiy versions of a tradition, but hteiaiy inventions

If we go on to examme the discourse and narrative material,
additional to that of Mark, which is found m Matthew and
Luk^ a similar result appears The same standpcnnt is regulative
throughout^ showing that the additions do not consist of oral
or wntten traditional material which has been worked into the
Maican plan, but of a hteraiy development of certain fundamental
ideas and suggestions found in the first author. These develoi)-
ments, as is shown by the accounts of the Sermon on the Mount
and the charge to the TVdve, are not earned as fer m Luke
as in Matthew The additional material in the latter seems
indeed to be worked up from suggestions in the former. Luke^ forms the transition stage between Mark and MatthewThe Marcan hypothesis accordingly, now takes on the foUowma
form Our knowledge of the Gospd history does not rest uponany oasis of tradition, but only upon three hterary works Two

^ ^dependent, being mer^ eaqiansions erf the^Matthew, xs also dependent npoa the second
Consequently there is no tradition of the Gospd history, but onlya single bitrary soune - "“‘y

Bui, if so, uho is to assure us that this Gospel history with
ite assertion of the Messiahship of Jesu% was already T^matter

not first become known in a hteraiy form? In the tatter case,one man would haye created out of general ideas the
histoncal traditioo in which these ideas are
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The only thing that could be set against this hteiary

possibility, as a histoncal counter-possibality, would be a proof

that at the penod when the Gospel history is supposed to take

place a Messianic expectation really existed among the Jews^ so

that a man who claimed to be the Messiah and was recognised

as such, as Mark represents Jesus to have been, would be
historically conceivable. This presupposition had hitherto been

unanimously accepted by all wnter^ no matter how much opposed

in other respects. They were all satisBed ** that bdbre the appear-

ance of Jesus the expectation of a Messiah prevailed among
the Jews ; and were even able to eicplain its precise character

But where—apart from the Gospels—did they get their

information from? Where is the documentary evidence of the

Jewish Messianic doctnne on which that of the Gospels is

supposed to be based? Danid was the last of the prophets

Everything tends to suggest that the mysterious content of his

work remained without influence in subsequent penod

Jewish hterature ends with the Wisdom wntings, in which there

is no mention of a Messiah In the LXX there is no attempt

to translate in accordance with a preconceived picture of the

Messiah In the Apocalypses, which are of small importance,

there is reference to a Messianic Kingdom ; the Messiah Himself,

however, plays a quite subordinate part, and is, mdeed, scarcely

mentioned. For Philo He has no existence, the Alexandrian

does not dream of connecting Hun with his Logos speculauon

There remain, therefore^ as witnesses for the Jewish Messianic

expectations m the time of Tibenus, only Mark and his imitators

This evidence, however, is of such a character that in certain

pointe It contradicts itself

In the first plac^ if at the time when the Christian commum^

was forming its view of history and the rehgious ideas which we

find in the Gospel^ the Jews had already possessed a doctnne

of the Messiah, there would have been already a fixed type of

mterpretation of the Messianic passages in the Old Testament

and it would have been impossible for the same passages to be

His work, as we find them interpreted m the Nct Testament

Next consider the representation of the Baptist’s work We

should have expected him to connect his baptism with tte

preaching of “Him who was to come"~if &ib

Messiah-iby baptixmg m the name of this “Coming One.

however, keeps them sepaiatci baptising in ^
Kingdoi, though referrmg m his discourses to “Him who was

“
*^6 earliest Evangelist did not venttre openly to

into the history the idea that Jesus had daimcd to be the
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Messiah, because be 'was aware that m the tune of Jesus no
general expectation of the Messiah had prevailed among the

people When the disaples in Mark viii 28 r^ort the opmions
of the people concerning Jesus th^ cannot mention any who
hold Him to be the Messiah. Peter is the first to attain to the
recognition of His Messiahship But as soon as the confession

is made the Evangelist makes Jesus forbid His disdples to teD

the people who He is. Why is the attnbubon of the Messiahship
to Jesus made m this surreptitious and mconsistent way? It

is because the wnter who gave the history its form well knew
that no one had ever come forward pubhdy on Palestinian soil

to daun the Messiahship^ or had been recognised by the people
as Messiah

The reflective conception of the Messiah ” was not, therefore,
taken over ready-made from Judaism, that dogma first arose
along with the Christian commum^, or rather the moment in
which It arose was the same in which the Christian community
had its birth.

Moreover, how unhistotical, even on a pnon ground^ is the
mediamcal way m which Jesus at this first appearance at once
sets Himsdf up as the Messiah and says, “Behold I am He whom
ye have expect.” In essence, Bauer thinks, there is not so much
difierence between Strauss and Hengstenberg For Hengstenberg
the whole life ofJesus is the hving embodiment of the Old Testa*^
ment picture of the Messiah , Strauss, a less reverent counterpart
ofHengstenberg, made the image of the Messiah into a mask which
Jesus Himself was obliged to assume^ and which legend after-
wards substituted for His real features.

“ We save the honour of Jesus,” says Bauer, " when we restore
His Person to life firom the state of inanition to winch the apologists
have reduced it, and give it once more a hving relation to history,
which It certainly possessed—that can no longer be denied. If a
conception was to become dominant which should unite heaven and
earth, God and man, nothing more and nothmg less was necessary
as a preliminary condition, than that a Man should appear, the
very essence^ of whose consciousness should be the recondllation
of these andtheses, and who should mamfest this consciousness to

lead the rehgious mind to the sole point from which
Its dtmcalties can be solved Jesus aocomphshed this mighty

but not by prematurely pointing to His own Person In^ead
xie gradually made known to the people the thoughts whidi filled
and entered mto the very essence of His mmd. It was only in tins
indirect my Aat His Person—^which He freely ofiered up in the
cause of His histoncal vocation and of the idea for which He livedy-^nunued to Iwe on in so far as this idea was accepted. When,
in the bchef of His followers, He rose again and hved on m tne
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Christian communityi it was as the Son of God who had overcome
and reconaled the great antithesis He was that in which alone

the religious consciousness found rest and peace, apart from Tvhich

there was nothing firm, trustworthy, and enduring.”
” It was only now that the vague, ill defined, prophetic repre-

sentations were focused into a point, were not only fulfilled, but

were also united together by a common bond which strengthened

and gave greater value to each of them With His appearance

and tlie rise of belief in Him, a clear conception, a definite mental

picture of the Messiah became possible ; and thus it was that a

Christology ^ first arose
"

While, therefore, at the dose of Bauer’s first work it might have

seemed that it was only the Gospel of John which he held to be a

literary creation, here the same thing is said of the original Gospel.

The only difference is that we find more pnmitive refiection in

the Synoptics, and later work in the representation given the

Fourth Evangelist , the former is of a more practical character, the

latter more dogmatic

Nevertheless it is false to assert that according to bauer the

earliest Evangelist invented the Gospel history and the personality

of Jesus. That is to carry back the ideas of a later period and

a further stage of development into the original form of his view

At the moment when, having disposed of preliminaries, he enters

on his investigation, he still assumes that a great, a umque

Personality, who so impressed men by His character that ithvedon

among them m an ideal form, had awakened mto life the Messianic

idea; and that what the original Evangelist really did was to

portray the life of this Jesus—the Christ of the community which

He founded—m accordance with the Messianic view of Hii^ just

as the Fourth Evangelist portrayed it in accordance wim the

presupposition that Jesus was the revealer of the Logos It was

only in the course of his investigations that Bauer's opinion

more radical As he goes on, his wnting becomes ilHempwcd, ana

takes the form of controversial dialogues with “the theologians,

whom he apostrophises in a biting and injunous fashion, and wnira

he continually reproaches with not danng, owing to their apologenc

prmudices, to see things as they really ar^ and with declining to

face the ultimate results of criticism from fear that the WdiiiM

might suffer more loss of histone value than religion rouio hear

In spite of this hatred of the theologians, which is pathological in

chaiacter, like his meaningless punctuahon, his

art always exceedingly acute One has /mprasion of walta^

a man who is reasoning quite intelligently, but who talks

MeL.”« .n the more geoend .en«i which » usutm -.eology

i—TBAH6I.ATOB.
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to himself as though possessed a fixed idea What if the whole

thing should turn out to be nothing but a hteraxj invention

—

not only the incidents and discourses^ but even the Personality which
15 assumed as the starting-point of the whole movement ? What
if the Gospel history were only a late imaginary embodiment of

a set of exalted idea^ and these were the only histoncal reality

from first to last? This is the idea which obsesses his mind mote
and more completely, and moves him to contemptuous laughter

Wha^ he mod^ will these apologist^ who are so sure of every-

thing, do then with the shreds and tatters which will be all that

18 left to them ?

But at the outset of his mvestigafions Bauer was far from
holding such views. His purpose was really only to continue the
work of Strauss. The conc^tion of myth and legend of which
the latter made use is, Bauer thinks, much too vague to explain
this deliberate “transformation” of a personality* In the place
of myth Bauer therefore sets “reflection.” The life whidi pulses
m the Gospd history is too vigorous to be explained as created by
legend; it is real “experience” only not the experience of Jesus,
but of the Church* The representation of this ei^erience of the
Church in the I^fe of a Person is not the work of a number of
persons, but of a single author It is in this twofold aspect—as
the composition of one man, embodymg the experience of many-—
that the Gospel history is to be regarded* As rd^ious art it has
a profound truth. "W^en it is regarded from this point of view
the difficulties which are encountered in the endeavour to conceive
It as real immediatdy disappear.

We must take as our point of departure the behef in the
sacrificial death and the resurrection of Jesus. Everything else
attaches itself t'* this as to its centre When the need arose to fix
definitely the beginning of the manifestation of Jesus as the
Saviour—to determine the pomt of time at which the Lord issued
forth from obscunty—^it was natural to connect this with the work
of the Baptist; and Jesus comes to his baptism While this is
efficient for the earliest Evangelist Matthew and Luke feel it to

necessary, in view of the important consequences involved in
the connexion of Jesus with the Baptist, to bnng them mto rdiation
once more by means of the question addressed by the Baptist to
J^s, although this addition is quite inconsistent with the assump-
tions of the earliest Evangelist. If he had conceived the story of
the baptism with the idea of introducing the Baptist again on a
later occasion, and this time, moreover, as a doubter, he would have
^ven It a difierent form. This is a just observation of Bauer’s *

the st^ of the baptism with the miracle which took place at it
Baptist's question, understood as implying a doubt of the

Mcsstahship of Jesus, mutually exdude one another.
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The Btoty of the temptation embodies an expenence of the

early Church This narrative represents her inner conflicts undei

the form of a conflict of the Redeemer. On her march throi^h

the wilderness of this world she has to flght with temptations of

the devil, and m the story composed by Mark and Luke, and
artistically finished by Matthew, she records a vow to build ody on

the inner strength of her constitutive principle In the sermon on

the mount also, Matthew has earned out with greater completeness

that which was more vaguely conceived by Luke It is only when

we understand the words of Jesus as embodjnng eitpenences of the

early Church that their deeper sense becomes clear and what would

otherwise seem offensive disappears The sayings ‘‘Let the dead

bury their dead,” would not have been fitting for Jesus to speak,

and had He been a real man, it could never have entered into His

mind to create so unreal and cruel a collision of duties, for no

command, Divme or human, could have suflSced to make it nght

for a man to contravene the ethical obligations of family life So

here again, the obvious condusion is that the saying onginated in

the early Church, and was intended to inculcate lenunaation of

a world whidi was fdt to belong to the kingdom of the dead, and

to illustrate this by an extreme example:

The mission of the Twelve^ too, is, as an histoncal occurrence

simply inconceivable It would have been different if Jesus had

given them a definite teaching, or form of belief or positive

conception of any kind, to take with them as their message But

how ill the charge to the Twdve fulfils its purpose as a discourse

of instruction 1 AVhat the disaples needed to learn, namely, what

and how they were to teach, they are not told , and the discourse

which MatAew has composed, working on the basis of Luk^

implies quite a different set of aicumstances It is concerned with

the struggles of the Church with the world and the suffenngs which

It must endure. This is the eiqilanation of the references to suffer-

ing which constantly recur m the discourses of Jesui^ in spite of the

fact that His disciples were not enduring any sufferings, and that

the Evangelist carmot even make it conceivable as a possibility

that those before whose eyes Jesus holds up the way of the Cross

could ever come into such a position The Twelve, at ^y rate,

had no suffenngs to encounter dunng their mission, and if they

were merely being sent by Jesus into the surrounding distncts tn^

were not very likely to meet with kings and rulers there

That It is a case of invented history is also shown by the tact

that nothing is said about the doings of *e disciples, and they seem

to come back again immediately, though the earhest rt

IS true, to prevent this from being too apparent inserts at this point

the storv of the execution of the Baptist
- ^ i «

Mlllua is just and acute cnticism. The charge to the Tuelve
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is not a discourse of instruction. What Jesus there sets before the

disdples they could not at that tune have understood, and the

promises winch He makes to them are not appropnate to their

drcumstancesw

Many of the discourses are mere bundles of heterogeneous

sayings, though this is not so much the case in Mark as m the

otiiers. He has not forgotten that effoctive polemic consists of

shorty pointed, incisive arguments. The others, as advanced
theologians^ axe of opinion that it is fitting to mdul^ m azguments
Tthich have nothing to do with the matter in hand, or only the
most distant connenon with it. They form the transition to the
discourses of the Fourth Gospel, which usually degenerate into an
aimless wrangle. In the same conneidon it is nghUy observed that
the discourses of Jesus do not advance from point to pomt the
logical development of an idea, the thoughts are merely strung
together one after another, the only connexion, if connexion there

1^ being due to a kind of conventional mould in which the
discourse is cast

The parables^ Bauer contmues, present difficulties no less great.
It is an ineptitude on the part of the apologists to suggest that
the parables are intended to make things clear. Jesus Himself
contradicts tMs view by saymg bluntly and unambiguoudy to His
disaples that to them it was given to know the mysteries of the
Kingdom of God, but to the people all IHs teaching must be
spoken u parables, diat " sedng they might see and not perceive,
and hearing th^ m%ht hear and not understand.” The parables
were therefore intended only to exercise the mteHigence of the
disciples ; and so for from being understood by the people mystified
and mpdled ffiem ; as if it would not have been much better to
exercise the minds of the disciples in this way when He was alone
tnth them. The disciples^ however, do not even understand the
ample parable of the Sower, but need to have it mteipreted to
them, so that the Evang^t once more stultifies his own theory.

Bruno Bauer is right in his observation that the parables offer
a senous iroblen^ sedng that th^ were intended to conceal and
not to make plain, and that Jesus nevertheless taught only inparabl^ fhe character of the difficulty, however, is sudi that

litemo cnticism has no ei^lanatxon ready. Bruno Bauer
admits that he does not know what was in the mind of theE^gelist when he composed these parables, and thinks that be

wei
^ suggestions which

whole
^ ^ wked up into a dearly ordered

Her^ foeref^ Bauer’s method broke down. He did nothowever, this to shake his confidence in his readbng of thefacts, and he contmued to mmntdn it in the face of a new difficulty
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which he himself brought dearly to light Mark, accor<Eng to him,

IS an artistic unity, the offspnng of a single mmd How then is it

to be explained ^at in addition to other less important doublets

it contains two accounts of the feeding of the multitude? Here
Bauer has recourse to the aid of Wdke, who distinguishes our

Mark from an Ur-Markus,^ and ascnbes these doublets to later

interpolation Later on he became more and more doubtful about

the artistic uni^ of Marl^ despite the &ct that this was the

fundamental assumption of his theory, and in the second edition of

his ** Criticism of the Gospels,” of 185x1 he earned through the

distinction between the canonical Mark and the Ur-Markus.

But even supposing the assumption of a redaction were justified,

how could the redactor have conceived the idea of adding to the

first account of the feeding of the multitude a second which is

identical with it almost to the very wording? In any case, on what

principle can Mark be distinguished from Ur-Markus? There are

no fundamental difibrences to afford a ready entenon The

distinction is purely one of subjective feelmg, that is to say, it is

arbitrary As soon as Bauer admits that the artistic unity of Mark,

on which he lays so much stress^ has been tampered with, he

cannot maintam his position except by shutting his eyes to the fact

that it can only be a question of the weaving in of fragments of

tradition, not of the mventions of an imitator But if he once

admits the presence of traditional materials, his whole theoiy of the

earhest Evangelist’s havmg created the Gospel falls to the ground

For the moment be succeeds in laying the spectre again, and

continues to think of Mark as a work of ar^ in which the

interpolation alters nothing

Bauer discusses with great thoroughness those sayings of Jesus

in which He forbids those whom He had healed to noise abroad

their cure In the form in which they appear these cannot he

argues, be histoncal, for Jesus imposes this prohibibon in some

cases where it is quite meanmgless, since the heahng had taken

m the presence of a multitude: It must therefore be denved

from the Evangehst Only when it is recogmsed as a free creation

can its meaning be discerned It finds its explanation m the in-

consistent views regarding miracle which were held side by side in

the early Church No doubt was fdt that Jesus had perfoimea

miracles, and by these miracles had given evidence of I^Diwne

mission On the other hand, by the introduction of the anstiM

prinr^plp, thc Jewish demand for a sign had been so far hmited,

and fte other, the spintual line of evidence had become so

important, or at least so indispensable, that it was no longer pofflble

to build on the miracles only, or to regard Jesus merely as a

I We retain the German phraae. which haa natnndised itcelfin SyncqaiemMum

aa ,Le to^hon ofiS^mcd pnmaor goapd Jrme bchmd lb. cm«nH»I M«k
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wondeMTOiker > so in some way or other the importance ascribed

to miracle must be reduced. In the graphic ^mbohsm of the

Gospel history this antitheas takes the form that Jesus did imracles

—there was no getting away from that—but on the other hand
Himself declared that He did not wish to lay any stress upon such
acts. As there are times when mirades must hide thdr light under
a bushel, Jesu^ on occasion, forbids that th^ should be made
known. The other Synoptists no longer understood this theory of

the first Evangelist and introduced the prohibition in passages

where it was ab^rd.
The way in which Jesus makes known His Messiahship is based

on another theory of the original Evangelist The order of Mark
can give us no information regardii^ the chronology of the hfe of

Jesu^ smce this Gospel is anythmg rather than a chtonide. We
cannot even assert that there is a dehberate logic in the way in
which the sections axe connected. But there is one fundamental
pnnaple of arrangement which comes qmte dearly to light, viz.

that It was only at Caesarea Phihppi, m the closing period of His
Itfe^ that Jesus made Pbmself known as the Messiah, and that^
therefore, He was not previously held to be so either by His
disciples or by the people This is dearly shown m the answers of
the disciples when Jesus asked them whom men took Hwn to be.
The imphed course of events, however, is determined by art^ not
history—as history it would be inconceivable.

Could there indeed be a more absurd impossibility ? “Jesus,”
says Bauer, ^‘must perform these innumerable^ these astounding
mir^es because, according to the view which the Gospels represent^
He is the Messiah ; He must perform them m order to prove Him-
self to be the Messiah—and yet no one recognises Him as the
Messiah I That is the greatest mirade of all, that the people had
not long ago recognised the Messiah m this wonder-worker. Jesus
could only be held to be the Messiah in consequence of doing
nurades, but He only began to do miracles when, in the feith of
the early Church, He rose from the dead as Messiah, and the facts
that He rose as Messiah and that He did mirades, are one and the
same fiict”

M^k, however, represents a Jesus who does miracles and who
^verthdws does not thereby reveal Himsdf to be the MessiahHe was obliged so to represent Him, because he was consdous that
Jesus was not recognised and adaiowledged as Messiah by the
people, nor^ by His immediate followers, in the unhesitetine
fashion in which those of later times imagined Him to have been
recognised. Mark’s conception and representation of the matter^ed back into the past the later devdopments by which there

^ community for which Jesus had becomethe Messiah Mark is also influenced by an artistic instinct which
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leads him to develop the mam mtezest, the ongin of the hitih,

gradually. It is only after the ministry of Jesus has extended over

a considerable penod, and i^ indeed, drawing towards its clos^

that faith anses in the arcle of the ^sciples^ and it is only later

stdl, when, in the person of the blind man at Jench<^ a prototype

of the great company of believers that was to be has hailed the

Lord with a Messianic salutation, that, at the triumphal entry into

Jerusalem, the faith of the people suddenly npens and finds

expression
”

It IS true^ this artistic design is completely marred when Jesus

does miracles which must have made Him known to eveiy child as

Messiah We cannot therefor^ blame Matthew very mudi if.

while he retains this plan in its external outhnes m a kind of

mechanical way, he contradicts it somewhat awkwardly by making

Jesus at an earlier point clearly designate Himself as Messiah and

many recognise Him as such And the Fourth Evangebst cannot

be said to be destroying any very wonderful work of art when he

gives the impression that from the very first any one who wished

could recognise Jesus as the Messiah

Mark himself does not keep stncdy to his own plan He
makes Jesus forbid His disciples to make known His Messiahship

;

how then does the multitude at Jerusalem recognise it so suddenly,

after a single miracle which they had not even witnessed, and

whidi was in no way different from others which He had done

before? If that "cLince multitude” in Jerusalem was capable

of such sudden enlightenment it must have fallen from heaven 1

The following remarks of Bauer, too, are nothing less than

The incident at Caesarea Philippi is the central fact

of the Gospd history, it gives us a fixed point from which to group

and criticise the other statements of the Gospel At the same

time It introduces a complication into the plan of the life of Jesu^

because it necessitates the carrying through of the theory—often

in the fece of the text--that previously Jesus had never been

r^arded as the Messiah ,
and lays upon us the necessity of showing

not only how Peter had come to recognise His Messiahship, but

also how He subsequently became Messiah for the multitude—

if indeed He ever did become Messiah for them But the very

fact that it does introduce this complication is in itself a proof

that in this scene at Caesarea Philippi we have the one ^y of

baht which history sheds upon the life of Jesus It is impossible

to explain how any one could come to reject the simple and natuml

idea that Jesus claimed from the first to be the Messiah, if that

had been the fac^ and accept this complicated representation in

its place The latter, therefore^ must be the onginal

pomting this ou^ Bauer gave for the first tune the real proof, from

internal evidence^ of the priority of Mark-
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The difficulty involved in the conception of miracle as a proof

of the Messiahship of Jesus is another discovery of Bauer’s Only

here^ instead of probing the question to the bottonii he stops half-

way. How do we know, he should have gone on to ask, that the

Messiah was eiqiected to appear as an earthly wonder-worker?

There is nothing to that effect in Jewish writings And do not

the Gospds themselves pTo\e that any one might do miracles

without suggesting to a single person the idea that he might be
the Messiah? Accordingly the only inference to be drawn from
the Marcan representation is that mirades were not among the

characteristic marks of the Messiah, and that it was only later, in

the Christian commumty, which made Jesus the mirade-worker
into Jesus the Messiah, that this conneicion between miracles and
Messiahship was established In deahng with the question of
the triumphal entry, too, Bauer halts half>way. Where do we
read that Jesus was hailed as Messiah upon that occasion? If
He had been taken by the people to be the Messiah, the con-
troversy in Jerusalem must have turned on this personal question ;
but It did not even touch upon it^ and the Sanhednn never thinks
of setting up witnesses to Jesus* claim to be the Messiah When
once Bauer had exposed the historical and hterary impossibility
of Jesus’ being hailed by the people as Messiah, he oug^t to have
gone on to draw the conclusion that Jesus did not, according to
Mark, make a Messianic entry into Jerusalem.

'It waS| however, a remarkable achievement on Bauer’s part
to have thus set forth dearly the historical difficulties of the hfe
of Jesus One might suppose that between the work of Strauss
and that of Bauer there lay not but fifty years—^the critical
work of a whole generation

The Stereotyped character of the thnoe-repeated prediction
of the passion, which, according to Bauer, betrays a certain poverty
and feebleness of imagination on the part of the earliest Evangelist,
shows clearly, he thinks, the unhistoncal character of the utte^ce
recorded The fact that the prediction occurs three times, its
definit^ess increasmg upon each occasion, proves its literary origin.

It is the same with the transfiguration. The group in which
the heroic representatives of the Law and the Prophets stand as
supporters of the Saviour, was modelled by the earliest Evangelist
In OTder to place it in the proper hght and to give becoming
splendour to its great subject he has mtroduced a number of traite
taken from the story of Moses

B^er pitilessly exposes the difficulties of the journey of Jesus
fern Galilee to Jerusalem, and exults over the perplexities of the
apologists “The theologian,” he says, “must not boggle at

thisjourney, he must just beheve it He must in faith follow the
footsteps of his Lord I Through the midst of Galilee and Samaria
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at the same time^ for Matthenr also cUtuns a heatings thtoogh

Judaea on the farther side of Jordan i I wish him Bon voyagtl**

The eschatological discourses are not history, but are merely

an expansion of those explanations of the sufferings of the Church
of which we have had a previous example in the charge to the

Twelve. An Evangelist who wrote before the destruction of

Jerusalem would have referred to the Temple, to Jerusalem, and

to the Jewish people;, m a very different way •

The story of Xiazanis deserves special attention, Diff not

Spinoza say ^at he would break his system in pieces if be could

be convinced of the reality of this event? This is the deasive

point for the question of the relation between the Synoptxsts and

John Vain are all the efforts of the apologists to explain why

die Synoptists do not mention this miracle. The reason they

Ignore it is that it ongtnated after their time in the mind of the

Fourth Evangdis^ and they were unacquauited with his Gospel

And yet it is the most valuable of all, because it shows clearly

the concentnc circles of progressive intensification by which the

developmen t of the Gospel history proceeds, "The Fourth Gospel,"

remarks Bauer, "represents a dead man as having been restored

to life after having been four days under the power of death, and

having consequently become a prey to corruption ;
Luke represents

the young man at Nam as being restored to hfe when his body

was being earned to the grave ,
Mark, the earhest Evangelist, can

only tell us of the restoration of a dead person who had the

moment before succumbed to an illness The theologians have

a great deal to say about the contrast between the canonical and

the apocryphal writings, but they might have found a siniilar

contrast even withui the four Gospel^ if the light had not been so

directly m their ^es " , i

The treachery of Judas, as described in the Gospels, is in-

explicable ^

The Loreft Supper, considered as an histone scen^ is levoltmg

and mconceivable Jesus can no more have institoted it tto He

can have uttered the saying, "Let the dead bury their dead In

both cases the objectionablcness arises from the fact that a tenet

of the early Church has been cast into the form of an histonw

saying of Jesus A man who was present in peisoi^

pSt, COTid not entertam the .dea of offing othm b« flwh

Ld blood to eat To demand from o*era that they

he was actually present imagine the bread and wme which

were w-tinp to te his body and blood, would be for an actual man

It was only when Jesus’ actual bodily p^nc«

tod La removed, and only when the Chinan «»mmu^ had

for some time^ that such a conception as ”

SfonnL could ha« araen, A pomt whmh clearly betrays the
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later composition of the narrative is ^at the Lord does not turn

to the disdples sitting vmth Him at table and say, *'This is my
blood which IS shed for you,” but, since the words were invented

by the early Church, speaks of the “many” for whom He gives

Himself The only histoncal fact is that the Jewish Passover was
gradually transformed by the Christian commimily into a feast

which had reference to Jesus.

As regards the scene in Gethsemane, Mark, according to Bauer,

held it necessary that m the moment when the last conflict and
final catastrophe were coming npon Jesus, He should show clearly

by His actions that He met this fate of His own free will The
reahty of His choice could only be made clear by showing Him
first engaged m an inner struggle against the acceptance of His
vocation, before showing how He freely submitted to His fate

The last words ascribed to Jesus by Mark, “My God, my God,
why hast Thou forsaken me ? ” were wntten without thinking of the
inferences that might be drawn from them, merely with the purpose
of showing that even to the last moment of His passion Jesus
fulfilled the rfile of the Messiah, the picture of whose sufierings
been revealed to the Psalmist so long beforehand by the Holy Spmt

It IS scarcely necessary now, Bauer thinks, to go' into the
contradictions m the story of the resurrection, for “ the doughty
Reunarus, with his thorough-going honesty, has already fully
exposed them, and no one has refuted him.”

The results of Bauer’s analysis may be summed up as follows .

The Fourth Evangelist has betrayed the secret of the onginal
Gospel, namdy, that it too can be explained on purely hteraty
grounds. Mark has “loosed us from the theological he ” “Thanks
to the kindly fate^” cnes Bauer, “ which has preserved to us this
vntmg of Mark by whidi we have been dehvered from the web of
deceit of this helli^ pseudo-science *

”

In order to teat this web of falsdiood the cntic and historian
must, despite his repugnance, once more take up the pretended
a^ments of the theologians m favour of the histonaty of the
^spel narr^ves and set them on their fee^ only to knock them
down again ( In the end Bauer’s only feehng towards the theo-
logians was one of contempt “The expression of his contempt”
he declares, “is the last weapon which the critic^ after refuting the
arguments of the theologians, has at his disposal for thdr discom-
mure

; It is his right to use it, that puts die finishing touch upon

f
points forward to the happy hme when the aiguments

01 the theologians shall no more be heard of,”
These outbreaks of bitterness aie to be explained by the feding

ot repulsion urhich German apologetic theology inspired m every
genuinely honest and thoughtful man by the methods which it
adopted in opposing Strauss Hence the fiendish joy with which
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he snatches anay the crutches of tln^ pseudo science, hurls them to

a distnnee, and raises merry over its hclplcssiic*'': A furious hatred,

a fierce desire to strip the theologians absolutely hare, cirncd Bauer

iiiuch fnrtlicr thin hts cntical acumen uouJd ha\c led him in cold

blood

Bauer liatcd the theologians for still holding ai’ii to the

barbarous conception tint a great man hid forced himself into a

stereotyped and tinspinttml and in that \^ay had set m
motion great idcis, iJicrcas he held that tint i^ould base signified

the deith of both the personality and the ideas, but this hatred is

only the surface S)mptom of another hatred, r\hich goes deeper

than thcolog), going do^>n, indrcd, to the ^ciy depths of the

Chnstian conception of the 'Viorld Bruno Bauer hates not only the

theologians, but Chnstinnity, and hates it because it expresses a

truth in a uxong ua). It is a religion which has become petrified

in a Iransitiona] form A religion idncli ought to have led on to

the true religion has tisur;>cd the place of the true rdigson, and in

this petnfied form it holds prisoner all the real forces of religion

Religion IS the \iclory over the world of the self-conscious ego

It IS only Wien the ego grasps itself in its antithesis to the world as

a wliole, and is no ]ongCT content to play the part ofa mere " walking

gentleman^’ m the world drama, but faces the world with independ-

ence and reserte, that the nccessaiy conditions of universal religion

arc present These conditions came into being with the nsc of the

Roman Empire, in which the individual suddenly found himself

helpless and unarmed in face of a vorld in which he could no

longer find free play for Ins rctivitics, but must stand prepared at

any moment to be ground to powder by it

The self conscious ego, recognising this position, found ilsdj

faced by the necessity of breaking loose from the world and

standing alone, in Older in this way to overcome the world victory

over the world by alienation from the world—these were the ideas

out of which Christianity was bom But it was not the true victory

over the world, Christianity remained at the stage of violent

opposition to the world. , ,

Miracle, to which the Chnstian religion has always appealed,

and to which it gives a quite fundamental ^^portan^w

appropriate symbol of this false victory ov^ the world Thert art

some wonderfully deep thoughts scattered through

investigations. “Man's realisation of his personality, he says, *s

the defth of Nature, but in the sense that he can only

this death by tlie knowledge of Nature and its law^

say from wiAin, being himself essentially the
h

^of Nature. . . Spmt honours and recognises the worth

*ch « Leaa Sj»m do= ^
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in nuracle^ for that would be the denial of its inner law, but quietly

works Its way through the antithesis. In short the death of Nature

imphed in the conscious realisation of personality is the restu>

rection of Nature in a nobler form, not the maltreatinent, mockery,

and insult to whidi it would be exposed by mirade ” Not only

mirade^ however, but the portrait of Jesus Chnst as drawn in the

Gospels, IS a stereotyping of that false idea of victory over the world.

The Chnst of the Gospd history, thought of as a really histone figure
would be a figure at which humanity would shudder, a figure which
coiild only inspire dismay and horror. The histon^ Jesus, if He
really existed, can only have been One who reconciled in His own
consdousness the antithesis which obsessed the Jewish mind,
namely the separation between God and Man , He cannot in the
process of removing this antithesis have called into existence a new
pnnaple of religious division and alienation ; nor can He have
shown the way of escape, by the pnnmple of inwardness, from the
bondage of the Law only to impose a new set of legal fetters

The Chnst of the Gospel history, on the other hand, is Man
exalted by the religious consciousness to heaven, who, even
if He comes down to earth to do mirades, to teach, and to
suficr, is no longer true man. The Son of Man of religion, even
^ugh His mission be to reconcile, is man as ahenated from himself,ms Chnst of the Gospd history, the exalted to heaven and
become God, overthrew antiquity, and conquered the world in the
sense that He exhausted it of all ite vitality. This magnified ego
would have fulfilled its iustoncal vocation if, by means of the ternble
disoTganisatton into which it threw the real spint of mankind, ithad compelled the latte to come to a knowledge of itself, tobecome
^f-conscious with a thoroughness and decisiveness which had not

® ^ antiquity It was disastrous
that the fi^ie which stood for the first emancipation of the eso

ttansformauan of the huLn sp^t^brought about bj the encounter of the world-power of Horae

ot tne uid Testament, as realised m a single histone Pereonalitv-and the strengA of the spint of mankind was swallowed uo bv Asomnipotent of the pure absolute ego. an S?Sh 4s ^ahS
it^f

sdf-consciousness of humani^ finds
‘“deed, m ahenSonS

of Itself, buti after all, in some

SiSdit 1
attracted mankind and

Eren when the Homan world was no more, and a new world
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had come into being, the Chnst so created did not dxe. The magic
of His enchantment became only more terrible^ and as nenr strength
came flooding into the old world} the time amved when it was to
accomplish its greatest work of destruction Spin^ in its abstiao
tion, became a vampire^ the destroyer of the world Sap and
strength, blood and l^e^ it socked, to the last drop^ out of humanity.
Nature and ari^ family, nation, states all were destroyed it, and
m the rums of the fdlen world the ego, exhausted by its efibrts^

remained the only sunaving power.

Having made a desert all about It, die ego could not immedi-
atdy create anew, out of the depths of its inner consciousness^

nature and art^ nation and state , the awful process which now went
on, the only actrviq^ of which it was now capable^ was the absoiphon

into itself of all tlmt had hitherto had life in the world Ihe ego

was now everything; and yet it was a void It had become the

umversal power, and yet as it brooded over the rums of the world

It was fllZ^ with horror at itself and inth despair at aQ that it had

lost The^ which bad devoured all thmgs and was still a void

now shuddered at itself

Under the oppression of this awful power the education of

mankind has been going on; under tins gnm task-master it has

been preparing for true freedom, pxepanng to rouse itself from the

depths oif Its distress;, to escape fiom its opposition to itself and

cast out that alien ego which is wasting its substance. Odysseus

has now returned to bis home^ not by favour of the gods^ not laid on

the shore m sleep, but awidce^ by hss own thou^t and his own

strength Perchance^ as of yore^ he will have need to fight with

the suitors who have devoured his substance and sought to rob

him of all he holds most dear Odysseus must strmg the bow

once more.

The baleful charm of the self-alienated ego is broken the moment

any one proves to the rdigious sense of mankind that the Jesus

Chnst of the Gospds is its creation and ceases to exist as soon as

l-his IS recognised. The formation of the Church and the ansing

of the idea that the Jesus of the Goqiels is the Messiah are not

two different things, they are one and the same thir^ they coincide

and synchronise , but the idea was only the imaginative conception

of the Cburdi, the first movement of its lif(^ the religious expression

of Its experience - . ^
The question which has so much exercised the mmds 01 men-—

whether Jesus was the historic Chnst (* Messiah)—is answered

in the sense that cvciytbiDg that the histoncal Ch^
thing that 15 said of Him, eveiythmg that is Imown of Him,

to L world of imagination, that of the

Christian community, and therefore has nothing to do with any

man who belongs to the real world.
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The world is now fre^ and ripe for a higher rehg^on in which

the ego will overcome nature^ not self-alienatiion, but by

penetrating it and ennobhng it. To the theologian we may fling

as a^ the shreds of his former science, when we have tom it to

pieces; that will be someflnng to occupy himself with, that time

may not hang heavy upon his hands in the new world whose

advent is steady drawing nearer.

Thus the task which Bauer had set himsdf at the beginning of

his cnudsm of the Gospel history, turned, before he had finished,

mto something different When he began, he thought to save the

honour of Jesus and to restore His Person from the state of

manition to which the apologists had reduced i^ and hoped hy

furnishing a proof that the histoncal Jesus could not have been the

Jesus Chiist of the Gospels, to bring Him into a living relation

with history This task, however, was given up in frvour of the

larger one of fredng the world from the domination of the Judaeo*

Roman idol, Jesus the Messiah, and in canying out this endeavour

the thesis that Jesus Christ is a product of the ima^abon of the

eazfy Church is formulated in such a way that the existence of a
lustonc Jesus becomes problematical, or, at any rate, quite

in^hflerent.

At the end of his study of the Gospels, Bauer is indined to

make the decision of the question whether there ever was a
historic Jesus depend on the result of a further investigation which
he proposed to make into the Pauline Epistles. It was not until

ten years later (1850-X85X) that he accomphshed this task,^ and
apphed the result in his new edition of “Criticism of the
Go^el History.’* * The result is negative: there never was any
histoncal Jesus. While cnticismg the four great Pauhne Epistle^
which the Tubingen sdiobl fondly imagined to be beyond the reach
of criticism, Bauer shows, however, his inabihty to lay a positive

historic foundation for his view of the origin of Christianity. The
transference of the Ej^ties to the second centuiy is effected m
so arlntraiy a fashion that it refutes itsdf. However, this work
professes to be only a prehminaty study for a larger one in whidi
the new theory was to be fully w^ed out. This did not appear
until 1877, It was enuded "Chnst and the Caesars, How
Chnsbam^ onginated from Graeco-Roman Civihsation ” * The
historical basis for his theory, which he here offers is even mote
unsatisfrcto^ than that suggested in the prehminaiy work on the
Pauhne Episdes. There is no longer any pretence of following

* JCn/ti der PattlgtnsOat Bn^t (Cnticism of the Patubne Enistles.)
xS50>t85ft

' '

* Krthk der Evangelten ttrd GexhteHt tAres Ur^ru^gt (Criticism of the
Gospels and History iheir OngiB ) a \ols . BeHin. zSgo-xSjx,

pratfw urd dtt CSaarttu Dtr Ur^rung des ChruUntumt aus dan f^muchw
CmJkerfum BerliOt *877.
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an historical method] the whole thing works out into an unagiiiaiy

picture of the life of Seneca Nero’s tutor had» Bauer thinlffi,

already in hss inmost consciousness fully attained to inner

opposition to the world. There are expressions in his works

which, in their mystical emancipation from the norld, preJade the

utterances of Paul The same thoughts, since they belong not to

Seneca only, but to his time^ are found also in the works of the

three poets of the Neronian penod, Persius, Lucan, and Petronius

Though they had but a feeble breath of the divine aihatus, they are

interesting witnesses to the spintual condition of the time,

too, oontnboted to the making of Chnstiamty.

But Seneca, in spite of hxs inner ahenation from the world,

remained in active relations with the world He desired to found

a kingdom of virtue upon earth. At the courts of Claudius and

Nero he used the arts of intrigue to further his ends, and even

quietly approved deeds of inolence which he thought likely to serve

bis cause Finally, he grasped at the supreme po\ser, and paid

the supreme penalty Stoicism had made an attempt to reform

the world, and had failed. The great thinkers began to despair

of exerosmg any influence upon history, the Senate was powerles!^

all pubhc bodies were depnved of their rights Then a spmt of

xesignation came over the vmrld The alienation from the world,

which m Seneca had still been only half serious, was come in

earnest The time of Nero and Domitian was a great epoch in

that hidden spintual history which goes silently forward side by

Bide with the noisy outward history of the world AVhen Stoicism,

in this devdopment, had been deponed by the introduction of

neo-Platonic idea^ it was on its way to become the Gospel

But by Itself it would not have given birth to that new thing.

It attached itself as a formative pnnaple to Judaism, which was

then just breaking loose from the limitations of nationality*

points to Josephus as a type of this new Roman Judaism. ^
"neo-Roman” lived m the conviction that fais God, who

withdrawn from His Temple^ would take possession of the worid,

and make the Roman Empire submit to His law, Josephus

realised in his hfe that for which the way had been spintuaily

prepared by Philo The latter did not merdy eflect a fuaon or

Jewish ideas with Greek speculations; he took ad^tage of the

iniversal dominion established by the Romans to found upon it

his spintual world. Bauer had already pi^cd him m jjtt

in his work “ Philo, Strauss, and

Thus was the new religion fonm^.
P*® -n,.

from the west, the outward frame was furnished by Juitoism

^movemmt had two foa. Rome and Ahaandna Pintos

“Therapeutae” were real people; they were the

Chnstiamty Under Trajan the new religion began to be known.
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puny’s letter asking for instractions as to hovr to deal with the

new movement is its certificate of birth—the ongmal form of the

letter it must be understood, not the present form, which has

undergone editing at the hands of Chnsdans

The literary process by which the origin of the movement was

thrown back to an earlier date in history lasted about fifty years.

When this latest work of Bauer’s appeared he had long been

i^arded by theologians as an extinct force ,
nay, more, had been

forgotten. And he had not even kept his promise. He had not

succeeded in showing what that higher form of victory over the

world was, which be declared supenor to Chiisbaiuty ; and ir

place of die personality of Jesus he had finally set up a hybnd
thing, labonously compounded out of two personalities of so httle

substance as those of Seneca and Josephus That was the end of

his great undertaking

But it was a mistake to bury, along with the Bauer of the

second penod, also the Bauer of the first period, the critic—for the

latter was not dead. It wa^ indeed, nothing less than a misfortune

that Strauss and Bauer appeared within so short a time of one
another. Bauer passed practically unnoticed, because every one
was preoccupied with Strauss Another unfortunate thing was
that Bauer overthrew with his powerful criticism the hypothesis

whidi attnbuted real histoncal value to Mark, so that it lay for a
long time disr^rded, and there ensued a barren penod of twenty
years m the cntical study of the lafe of Jesus.

The only cntic with whom Bauer can be compared b Reimarus
Each exercised a temfying and disabling influence upon his time
No one dse had been so keenly conscious as they of the extreme
complenty of the problem oflered by the life of Jesus In view of
thb complexity they found themselves compelled to seek a solution

outside the confines of venfiable history Remiaru^ by finding
the basis of the story of Jesus in a dehberate imposture on the part
of the disaples j Bauer, by postulating an original Evangelist who
invented the history. On this ground it was just that they should
lose their case But in dismissing the solutions which they oflered,
their contempoianes also dismissed the problems which had
necessitated sudi solutions, they dismissed them because th^
were as httie able to grasp as to remove these difficulties

But the time ts past for pronouncing judgment upon laves of
Chnst on the ground of the solutions which th^ offer. For us the
great men are not those who solved the problems, but those who
discovered them Bauer’s ” Cntiasm of the Go^>el Hbtoiy ” is
worth a good dozen Lives of Jesus, because his work, as we are
only now coming to recognise, after half a century, is the ablest
and most complete collection of the difficulties of the Life of Jesus
which 15 anjwhcre to be found
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Unfortunately, by the independent, the too loftily independent
^ay in he dG\c1opcd hi$ ideas, he dc5tro>ed the possibility

of their inHucncing contemporary theology. The shaft \^hich he
had dnven into the mountain broke doMn behind him, so that it

needed the i^ork of a nvholc generation to lay bare once more the

veins of ore ^\h]ch he had struck. His contempoiancs could not

suspect that the abnormality of his solutions wa« due to the

intensity ^Mth nhich he grasped the problems as problems, and
that he had become blind to history by examining it too micro-

scopically. Tlius for Ins contempoiancs he was a mere ccoentnc

But his ccccntncity concealed a penetrating insight No one

chc had as yet grasped wnh the same completeness the ;dea that

pnmuivc Chnstianity and early Chnstianity nerc not merely the

direct outcome of the preaching of Jesus; not merely a teaching

put into practice; but more; much more, since to the cxpcncnce

of nhich Jesus was the subject there allied itself the cxpcncnce of

the world soul at a time when its body—humanity under the

Roman Empire—^lay in the throes of death Since Paul, no one

had apprehended so powerfully the mjstic idea of the super-

sensible erw/ia XpicrroP Bauor transferred it to the histoncal plane

and found the “body of Christ ” in the Roman Empire.
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FURTHER IMAGINATIVE LIVES OF p:SUS

CSiailea Gbrntiau BsmieU Untctsadnmgea fiber dea X^isproag des Chtistentuins

(An tnquuy conoenung fbe Ongm of Cbnsbamty
) 2840 With n pieCace b;

David "Ptioindi Strauss Eni^b edition, 2838
Wicfatige EntfaSUungen nber die vnildtcbe Todesart Jesn Nadi emem alien za

Alexandna gen^enen Manndwnpte von emem Zeitgen(»&ea Jesa ans dem
hcdtgen Ordm der Kssaer, (Important Dtsdosures conoemmg the Manner of
Jesus* DeaUi From an ancient MS found at Alexandria, mitten hy a con>
temporaiy of Jesus betonging to tbe sacred Order of the Essenes ) 1849 5th
ed , Xjeipzig [Anon^niaus

)

Histonsdie EnwAlungen hber die vnrlcbchai Ereigmsse der Geburt imd Ji^Eend J«a
Als Fortseizung der m Alexandna aufgefondenea alien Urkunden aus dem
EssderordeD (Historical Dtsdosures concerning the teal cueumstances of the
Birth and Youth of Jesus A Continuation of (he ancient Essene MS discovered
at Alexandria.) 1^9 and ed , Leipzig

Angoat rziedndh Gfrorer Kntische OescSnchte des UrchnsteDtums (Cntical
Histoiy of Pnmitive Cbnsbamty }
VM I xst ed , 1831 , and, 183s Part i 543 PP 1 Part n 406 pp
Vbl n 1838 Part 1 45a pp , ]^ut u 4x7 pp

Btdmid TOn der Aim. (Pteudonym of P^dneh ^Wilhelm fihaBax^ ) Theo-
logisfihe Bnefe an die Gebildeten der deatschen NaUon, 1863 (Theological
Letters to the Cultiixed Classes of the German People, 1863 ) Vbl 1 nag no .

Vol u 656pp. VcLm Soapp
^ ’

littdvlg Kosudc Die Qesdhidite Jesu auf Gmnd fteier gej^ghichflwhfr Unter^
snchimgen uber das Evangdium und die Evangdben (The History of Jems on
the Basis of a &ec Historical Inipiuy regarding the Gospel and the Gospds )and ed , 1876, Mannheim Bo^ > agi pp , Book n 187 pp , Book ui.
386 pp , Book IV, aBS pp

Steattss can hardly be said to have done himself honour by con-
tnbutmg a preface to the translation of HenncU^s 'work, ahich is
nothing more than Ventunni's “ Non-miraculous History of the
Great Prophet of Naaareth” tncked out with a fantastic para*
phcmalia of learning ^

The two senes "Important Distdosures” also are really
conveyed with no pardcular ability from that classic romance of
* KenMlI, aLondon merehint, withdren hunselffrombis business punuitsfortviayc^n ordw to mM,et^prepaintory studies for this 3Ufe of Jesus [He is best

whovtos greatly interested and influenced by the

It DankUung des Ubtns Jesu (An Account of the Lifo of Jesus i4Sl on
I6x „
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the Life of Jesus, but that did not prevent their making somethmg
of a sensation at the time when they appeared ^ Jesus, accord-

ing to his narrative was the son of a member of the Essene Order

The child was watched over by the Order and prepared for His

future mission He entered on His public ministry as a tool of the

Essenes, who after the crucifixion took Him down from the cross

and resuscitated Him
These ''Disclosures" only preserve the more external features

of Ventunni’s representation His Life of Jesus bad been more

than a mere romance, it had been an imaginative solution of

problems which he had intuitively perceived It may be regarded

as the Foiorunner of rationahstic criticism. The problcans which

Ventunni had intuitively perceived were not solved either by

the rationalists, or by Strauss, or by Weisse These writers

had not succeeded in providing that of which Ventunni had

dreamed—a hving purposeful connexion between the events of the

life of Jesus—or in explaining His Person and Work ns having a

relation, either positive or negative, to the circumstances of late

Judaism Ventunni's plan, however fantastic^ connects the hfe of

Jesus With Jewi^ history and contemporary thought much more

closely than any other Life of Jesus, for that connexion is of course

vital to the plot of the romance In Weisse's "Gospel Histoiy

criticism had deliberately renounced the attempt to explain Jesus

directly from Judaism, finding itself unable to establish any con-

nexion between His teachings and contemporary Jewish ideas

The way was therefore once more open to the imagination

Accordmgly several imaginative Lives preluded a new era in the sludy

of the subject, in so far as they endeavoured to understand Jcs^ on

the basis of purely Jewish ideas, in some cases as affirming these,

m others as opposing them m fevour of a more spiritual inception.

In Gfrorer, Richard von dcr Aim, and Noack, bemns the skirmishing

preparatory to the future battle over escbatolqgy.*

ft. doast of the H«ddb^

plegiansm from Veotuniii He mentions them m

Spo*««s nttadied ft^sdves ” This is quite

S Ventunni had nothing to do with Bauer, and had probably not

ime of Ins noft Ventun^w^s
s Oaeofthe most ingenious ofttofoUovmts pf

U,-it Jesus

In his //ms-amt ri m "wv from thewher
WS the iMt mprcscntatived ^““;^”^jh“tim“of Solomon onimxb
Oriental rel^gioiM, was lo^ traced

After He h-id lost con-

nval of Chruuamw.
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August Friedrich Gfrorer, born in 1803 at Calw, ms *^Repetent*'

at the Tubingen theological seminary at the time when Strauss was
studying there After being curate at die principal church m
Stuttgart for a year he gave up, m 1830, the clerical profession in

order to devote himself wholly to his clencal studies

By that tune be had abandoned Chnstianity. In the preface to

die first edition of the first volume of bis work, be descnbes
Chnstianity as a system which now only maintains itself by the
force of custom, afto havmg commended itself to andquiQr ^ by the
hope ofthe mystic Kingdom of the future world and having ruled the
middle ages by the fear of the same future.” By enunmatmg this

view he has made an end, he thinks, of all high-fiying Hegelian
ideas^ and being thus freed from all speculative prejudices he feels

hims^ in a position to approach his task from a purely histoncal
standpoint with a view to diowing how much of Christianity is the
creation of one exceptional Personality, and how much belongs to
the tune in whidi it arose In the first volume he descnbes how
the transformation of Jewish theology m Alexandria reacted upon
Palestmian theology, and how it came to its dimax m Philo. The
great Alexandnan anticipated, according to Gfrorer, the ideas of
PauL His "Therapeutae” are identical with the Es^es At the
same penod Judaea was kept m a ferment by a senes of nsing^ to
all of which the incentive was found in Messianic expectations
Then Jesus appeared The three points to be investigated in
His history are- what end He had ui view, why He died; and
what modifications His work underwent at the hands of the
Apostles

The second volume^ entitled “The Sacred L^end,” does not^
however, carry out this plaa The works of Strauss and Weisse
necessitated a new method of treatment The feme of Strauss’s
achievement stirred Gfrorer to emulation, and Weisse, with his
pnonty of Mark and rejection of John, must be refuted. The
work IS therefore almost a polemic against Weisse for his “want of
histone sens^” and ends in setting up views which had not entered
into Gfrorer’s mind at the time when he wrote his first volume

r 11

statements of Fapias regarding the Synoptists^ which Wasse
followed, are not deserving of credence. For a whole eenetation
and more the tradition about Jesus had passed from mouth tomou^ and it had absorbed much that was legendary Luke was
the firstr^ his preface shows-~who checked that process, and
undertook to separate what was genume from what was not He
^

the most trwtworthy of the Evangelists, for he keeps dosdv to
his sources and adds nothing of his own, in contrast with Matthew

^ ^Tces of less value and inventedmatter of his own, which Gfrorer finds especially in the story of thepassion m this Gospel The lateness of Matthew is also^cvidwt
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from his tendency lo carr> o\cr the Old Testament into the New
In Luk^ on the other hand, the sources arc so conscicntioud} trcitcd

that Gfrorcr finds no difiiculty in ana]}s*ng the narnitnt, into its

component parts; cspcciilly as he nhia^s ins a purr]) instinctne

feeling '*\Oicnc>cr a dificrcnt wind begins to

Both Gospels, hoi^c\cr, were wntten long after the destruction

of the holy at>, since thc> do not draw tlicir material from the

Jerusalem tradition, but *‘from the Chnstnn legends which had

gronn up in the neighbourhood of the Sea of Tjbcr]ns”and in

consequence “mistakenly transferred the scene of Jesus' iinni$tr> to

Galilee “ For this reason it is not surpnsjng “that even down into

the second centur} many Chnstians had doubts about the truth of

the Synoptics and \cnturcd to express their doubts “ Such doubts

only ceased nhen the Church became firmly established and bc^gm

to use Its authority to suppress the objections of individuals. Mark

IS the earliest vvitncss to doubts within the pnmitnc Cliristian

community regarding the credibility of his predecessors Luke and

Matthen are tor him not yet sacred books , he desires to reconolc

their inconsistencies, and at the same time lo produce “a Gospel

composed of matennis of which the authenticity could be maintained

even against the doubters" For this reason he omits moM of the

discourse^ ignores the birth story, and of the miracles retains only

those which were most deeply embedded in the trodiiion IIis

Gospel was probably produced between no and lao. 'riic “non*

genume" conclusion was a later addition, but by the Evangelist

himself Thus Mark proves tint the Syiioplisis conwn kgend

ary mailer even though they are separated from the events

which they relate only by a generation and a half, or at mos» two

Ecncrations, To sho-v that tlicrc is nothing strange in this Gfrurtr

givca a long catalogue of miracles found in htstorjans vvho were

conicmporancs of the events which they describe, ami in some crsjs

\-crc concerned in them—in this connexion CofU2 afTorils him a

nch sto^^chousc of matcml On the oSlicr hand, all ob;cruon3

aeainst the genuineness of the Fourth GosjjcI collapse miserably n

IS true that, hie the others, u ofTcrs no historically accuraic icpon

of the di<ccuiw.s of Jesus It pirtiircs Him as the I/^o- Clmvi and

makes Him *pcafc m this chamettr^ which Jesus fcitainl) did no.

do Inadvertently the author males John the Baptrt »peak m the

same way That does not matter, h»i.%evcf, for the hrm-ical

d^ns L tijMl) repre^cmed, nrVly,

of U't create- par: of the riin«'^;f), and me Tac Jo ‘ i ^

"re to be rctir.cd 'll.c h»l np of «».e roVeyn'- » -

that of the fif.*e roan it H e f-oo) r.t Lc:. < da *1’** ®

b'.nd frou birth hw-nH « -=> are lo'ti. iV - hj
y I;,

at Cana tev*s on a ni"*mdcrva"du.i\ fo*-
^
^

.

Jesu* pto.'deJ *nt real') it-e recMmjf.ft He Ud hi<-- : •
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with Him In the raising of Lazarus a real case of apparent death

IS combined with a polemical exaggeration of the restoration to

life becoming, in the course of controversy with the Jews^ an actual

resurrection Having thus won free, dragging John along with him,

firom the toils of the Hegehan denial of miracle—only, it is true^ by

the aid of Ventunni—and being prepared to explain the feeding

of the muldtude on the most commonplace rationalistic lines;, he

may well boast that he has ‘^dnven the doubt concerning the

Fourth Gospel into a very small comer.”

"The miserable era of negation,” cnes Gftorer, "is now at an

end ;
affirmation begins. We are ascendmg the eastern mountains

fn>m which the pure airs of heaven breathe upon the ^irit Our
guide shall be historical mathematics, a science wtuch is as yet

known to few, and has not been applied by any one to the New
Testament” This "mathematic” of Gfrorer^s consists in develop-

ing his whole argument out of a single postulate. Let it be granted

to him that all other claimants of the Mes^abship—Gfrorer, in

defiance of the evidence of Josephus, makes all the leaders of

revolt in Palestine claimants of the Messiahshij)—^were put to death

by the Romans, whereas Jesus was crucified by His own people *

it follows that the Messiahship of Jesus was not pohtical, but

spintual He had declared Himself to be in a certain sense the

longed-for Messiah, but in another sense He was not so. His
preacbmg moved m the sphere of Philonian ideas ; although He
ffid not as yet explicitly apply the Logos doctrine^ it was imphat in

His thought, so that the discourses of the Fourth Gospel have an
essential truth. All Messianic concqitions, the Kingdom of God,
the judgment, the future world, axe sublimated into the spintual

region* The resurrection of the dead becomes a present eternal

life. The saying m John v, 24, "He that heaxeth my word, and
believeth on Him that sent m^ hath eternal life and cometh not
into judgment; but is passed from death into Me,” is hte only
authentic part of that ^course. The reference which follows to
the coming judgment and the resurrection of the dead is a Jewish
interpolation. J^esus did not bdieve that He Himsdf was to nse
from the dead. Nevertheless, the "resurrection” is histone

, Joseph
of Anmatkea, a member of the Essene Order, whose tool Jesus
unconsciously was, had bnbed the Romans to make the cniafixzon
of Jesus only a pretence, and to cruafy two others with Him m
order to distract attention from Him After He was taken down
from the cross, Joseph removed Him to a tomb of his own which
had been hewn out for the purpose in the neighbourhood of the
cross, and succeeded m resuscitating Him. The Christian Church
grew out of the Essene Order by giving a further development
to Its idea^ and it is impossible to explain the organisation of the
Church without taking account of the regulations of the Order
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The work closes with a rhapsody on the Church and its develop-

ment into the Papal system,

Gfrorer thus works into Venturini’s plan a quantity of matezkl
drawn from Philo Hu first volume would have led one to expect

a more ongmal and scientific result But the author is one of

those ** epileptics of criticism ” for whom cnticism is not a natural

and healthy means of amvmg at a result but who, in consequence

of the fits of cnticism to which th^ are subject and which they

even endeavour to intensify, fall into a condition of exhaustion, in

which the need for some fixed point becomes so imperative that

they create it for themselves by self-suggestion—as they previously

did their criticism—and then flatter themselves that ^ey have

really found it

This need for a fixed point earned the former nval of Strauss

into Cathohcism, for which hu “ General History of the Church ”

(1841-1846) already shows a strong admiration. After the appear-

ance of this work Gfrorer became Professor of History in the

University of Freibuig In 1848 he was active in the German Par-

liament in endeavouring to promote a reunion of the Protestants

with the Catholics In 1853 he went over to the Roman Church.

His family had already gone over, at Strassbuig, dunng the re-

volutionary penod In the conflict of the churdi with the Baden

Government he vehemently supported the claims of the Pope He

died in z86i.

Incomparably better and more thorough is the attempt to

write a Life of Jesus embodied m the “Theological Letters to the

Cultured Classes of the German Nation." Their wnter takes

Gfror^s studies as his starting-point, but instead of spiritualising

unjustifiably he ventures to conceive the Jewish world of thought

m which Jesus hved in its simple reahsm He was the first to

place the eschatology recognised by Strauss and Reimarus in an

historical setting—that of Ventunnrt plan—and to urate a Life of

Jesus entirely governed by the idea of eschatology

The author, Fnednch Wilhelm Ghillany, was born in xSoy at

Erlangen His first studies were in theology His rationalistic

views, however, compelled him to abandon the clencal piofession

He became librarian at Nuremberg in 1841 and engaged in wn-

troversial wnting of an anti-orthodox character, but

himsdf also by historical work of outstanding merit A year aft«

the pubhcatiOT of the “Theological Lettera."

the pseudonym of Richwd von der Aim, he puWished »

S “^e Opinions of Heathen and CJinstian Writere of

Chnstmn Jntunes about Jesus xM4X a svmk

evidence of a remarkable range of reading In
^

.

IT Munich m the hope of obtaining a post m the diplomalic
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service, but in spite of his solid acquirements he did not succeed.

No one would venture to appoint a man of such outspoken anti-

eodesiastical views He died in 1876

As regards the question of the sources, Ghillany occupies very

nearly the Tubingen standpoint^ except that he holds Matthew to

be later than Luke^ and Mark to be extracted, not from these

Gospels in their present form, but from thdr sources. John is not

authenbc.

The worship odeied to Jesus after His death by the Chnstian

commumty 1^ according to Ghillany, not derived from pure

Judaism, but from a Judaism mfiuenced onental religions

The influence of the cult of Mithra, for example is unmistakable

In It, as in Chnstianity, we find the virgin-birth, the star, the wise

men, the cros^ and the resurrection. Were it not for the human
sacrifice of the Mithra cult, the idea which is operative in the

Supper, of eating and drinking the flesh and blood of the Son
of Man, would be mexplicable.

The whole Eastern world was at that tune impregnated with

Gnostic ideas, which centred m the revdation of the Divine m the

human In this way there arose^ for example^ a Samaritan Gnosi^
independent of the Chnstian Chnstianity itself is a species of

Gnosis. In any case the metaphysical cono^tion of the Divme
Sonshtp of Jesi^ is of secondary ongitu If He was m any sense

the Son of God for the disciples, they can only have thought of

this soDsbip in a Gnostic fashion, and supposed that the “highest

angel,” the Son of God, had taken up His abode m Him.
John the Baptist had probably come forth from among the

Essenes, and he preached a spintualised Kingdom of Heaven.
He held himself to be Ehas. Jesus’ aims were onginally similar

,

He came forward “ in the cause of sound religious teaching for the
people.” He made no claim to Davidic descent; that is to be
created to dogmatic theology Similarly Pajuas is wrong in

ascnbing to Jesus the crude eschatological expectations impb^ m
the saying about the miraculous vine in the Messianic Kingdom.

It is certain, however, that Jesus held Himself to be Messiah
and expected the early coming of the Kingdom His teaching is

Rabbinic, all His ideas have their source in contemporaiy
Judaism, whose world of thought we can reconstruct from the
Rabbinic writings , for even if these only became fixed at a later

period, the thoughts on which they are based were already current
in the time of Jesus Another source of great importance is

Justin’s “ Dialogue with the Jew Trypho ”

The starting-point in interpreting the teaching of Jesus is the
idea of repentance In the tractate “Sanhednn” we find; «The
set time of the Mesdah is already here ; His coming depends now
upon repentance and good works. Rabhi Eleazer sa>^ *When the
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Jews r^ent they shall be redeemed ’ ” The Taigum of Jonathan
sbserves, on Zech x 3, 4,1 **The Messiah is already bom, but

remains m concealment because of the sms of the Hebrews ” IVe

find the same thoughts put into the mouth of Trypho in Justin

In the same Targum of Jonathon, Isa Im. is mterpreted with

reference to the sufienngs of the Messiah Judaism, therefor^ was

not unacquainted with the idea of a suffering Messiah He was

not identified, however, with the heavenly Messiah of Darnel The
Rabbis distinguished two Messiahs, one of Israel and one of Judah

First the Messiah of the Kingdom of Israel, denominated the Son

of Joseph, was to come from Galilee to suffer death at the bands

of the Gentiles in order to make atonement for the sms of the

Hebrew nation, Only after that would the Messiah predicted by

Darnel, the son of David, of the tnbe of Judah, appear in g^oiy

upon clouds of heaven Finally, He also, after two-and«sxa^

weeks of years, should be taken away, smce the Messianic Kingdom,

even as conceived by Paul, was only a temporary supernatural con-

dition of the iisorld

The Messianic expectation, being directed to supernatural

events, had no political cliaracter, and one who knew Himself to

be the Messiah could never dream of using earthly means for the

attainment of His ends. He would expect aJl things to be brought

about by the Divine intervention In this respect GbiUany grasps

dearly the character of the eschatology of Jesus—more clearly

than any one had ever done before.

The rdle of the Messiah, who prior to His supernatural mam-

festation remains in concealment upon earth, is therefore passive.

He who IS conscious of a Messianic vocation does not sedc to

found a Kingdom among men He waits with confidence He

issues forth from His passm^ with the sole purpose of making

atonement, by vicanons suffering, for the sms of the people in

order that it may be possible for God to bnng about the new coi>

dmon of things If, m spite of the repentance of the people and

the occurrence of the signs which pointed to its being at tond,

the coming of the Kingdom should be delayed, the man who is

conscious of a Messianic vocation must^ 1^ His death, compel tne

intervention of God His vocation m this world is to die

Brought within the Imes of these reflections the Life of Jesus

shapes itself as follows
, «

Jesus was the tool of a mystical sect alhed to the Esmuc^ the

head of which was doubtless that Joseph of

so sudden and stnfcing an appeaiawe m the

This party desired to bnng about the coming

H^yen Iw mystical mean,, whereas the mass of the p^fe, M
astray by the Phansee^ thought to force on its coming y

1 Thft should be Micub it 8 —F C. B
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of a nsing In the preacher of a spiritual Kingdom of Heaven^

who was resolved to go to death for His causey the mystical party

discovered Messiah the son of Joseph, and th^ recognised that

His death was necessaty to make possible the commg of the

heavenly Mesiah predicted by DanieL That Jesus Himself was

the Messiah of Daniel, that He would immediately nse again m
order to ascend to His heavenly throne, and would come thence

with the hosts of heaven to estabhsh the Kingdom of Heaven,

these people did not themselves bdieve. But they encouraged Hun
in this bdief, thinking that he would hardly commit Himself to a

sacrificial deadi from which there was to be no resurrection It was

left uncertain to His mind whether Jehovah would be content with

the repentance of the people in so far as it had taken places as

realising the necessary condition for the bringmg in of the Kingdom
of Heaven, or whether an atonement by blo^ offered by the death

of Messiah the son of Joseph, would be needfuL It had been ex-

plained to Him that when the calculated year of grace amved, He
must go up to Jerusalem and endeavour to rouse the Jews to

Messianic enthusiasm in order to compd Jehovah to come to their

aid with His heavenly hosts From the action of Jehovah it could

then be discovered whether the preaching of zepentance and
baptism would suffice to make atonement for the people before

God or not If Jehovah did not appear, a deeper atonement must
be made , Jesus must pay the penalty of death for the sms of the

Jews, but on the third day would nse again from the dead and
ascend to the throne of God and come again thence to found the
Kingdom of Heaven *^Any one can see^” concludes GhiUany,
"that our view affords a very natural explanation of the anxiety

of the disaptes, the suspense of Jesus Himself, and the prayer,
* If It be possible let this cup pass ffom me.’ ”

’’It was apparently only towards the close of His bfe that

Jesus revealed to the disciples the possibihty that the Son of Man
might have to suffer and die before He oouid found the Messianic
Kingdom ”

With this possibihty before Him, He came to Jerusalem and
there awaited the Divme mtervention Meanwhile Joseph of
Arimathea lent his aid towards securing His condemna^n in the
Sanhedrm He must die on the day of the Passover } on the day
of the Preparation He must be at band and ready in Jerusalem
He held, with His disdples, a love-feast after the Essene custom,
not a Paschal meal, and in doing so associated thoughts of TTig

death with the breaking of bread and the pouring out of the wme.
“He did not lay upon His disciples any injunction to continue
the celebration of a feast of this kmd until the time of His return,
because He thought of His resurrection and His heavenly gloiy as
about to take place after three days But when His return was
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delayed the early Chnstiana attached these sayings of His about
the bread and wine to their Essene lovc-feast| and explained this

common meal of the community as a commemoration of the Last

Supper of Jesus and His disciple^ a memorial Feast in honour of

their Saviour, the celebration of which must be continued until

His coming ”

When the armed band came to arrest Him, Jesus surrendered

to His fate Pilate almost set Him free^ holdmg Him to be a

mere enthusiast who placed His hopes only In the Divine inter-

vention. Joseph of Anznatheo, however^ succeeded m averting

this danger. ‘*Even on the cross Jesus seems to have continued

to hope for the Divine intervention, as is evidenced by the ciy,

*My Godl My God * why hast thou forsaken me?'" Josqih of

Arimathea provided for His bunal

The behef in His resurrection rests upon the visions of the

disciples, which are to be explained by their intense desire for the

Farousia, of which He had given them the promise After setting

their affairs m order in Gahlee they returned at the Feast of

Pentecost to JerusaJem, which they had ieft in alann, in order

there to await the Parousia in company >\ith other Galilaean

believers

The confession of faith of the pnmitive Christian community

was the simplest conceivable Jesus the Messiah had com^ not

as a temporal conqueror, but as the Son of Man foretold by Daniel,

and had died for the sms of the people. In other respects they

were stnet Jews, kept the Law, and were constantly m the Temple

Only the community of goods and the brotherhood-meal are oi

an Essene diaracter.

"The Chnsuanity of the original community in JerusaJem tw

thus a mixture of Zealotism and Mysticism which did not indude

any wholly new elementi and even in its “ncep^jon of tte

Messiah had nothing peeuhar to itself except the bdief

Son of Man predicted by Daniel had already come in tire ^i»n

of Jesus of Nasareth . . that He was now

rirfit hand of God, and would again appear as the ^ected

ofMan upon the clouds of heaven according to Danid s

Tesus. therefore^ had triumphed over the mystical parqi who dwred

to makeTe of Him in the chameter of Me^iah the son of Jw^
their Messiah, the heavenly Son of Man, had not come,

;;:S. rfSt He l«d M Hi. iJra bott «. ta.™

f-' %
temkeiy, along with the stage-play resurrection, have bee purg
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away in the fires of Strauss’s cntiosoL There remains only a
fundamental conception which has a certain greatness—a brother-

hood \^ich looks for the coming of the Kingdom of Heaven
appoints one of its members to undei^o as Messiah an atoning

death, that the coming of the Kingdom, fSor which the time is

at hand, may not be delayed* This brotherhood is the only

fictitious element m the whole construction— mudi as in the

primitive steam-engine the valves were still worked by hand while

the test of the machinery was actuated by its own motive-power
So in this Life of Jesus the motive-power is drawn entirely from
historical sources, and the want of an automatic starting arrange-

ment is a mere anachronism Stnke out the superfluous idle of

Joseph of Anmathea, and the distinction of the two Messiahs,
whic^ is not dear even in the Rabbis, and substitute the dmple
hypothesis that Jesu^ in the course His Messianic vocation,
when He thinks the time for the coming of the Kingdom has
arrived, goes freely to Jerusalem, and, as it were, compels the
secular power to put Him to death, in order this act of atone-
ment to win for the world the immediate coming of the Kingdom,
and for Himself the glory of the Son of Man—^make these changes,
and you have a hfe of Jesus in which the motive-power is a purely
histoncal force. It is impossible to indicate bnefiy all &e parts
of which the seemingly complicated, but in reahty impressively
simply mechanism of this Life of Jesus is composed. The conduct
of Jesus, alike m its resolution and in its hesitation, becomes clear,
and not less so that of the disaples, All fiur-fetched histoncal
ingenuity is dispensed with Jesus acts because His hour is

come” This deasive placing of the Life of Jesus in the “last
* Peter 1 20 ^avcpfu^rros Se lir ear^drtav t&v y(p6vfafv Si

^ftas) 15 an histoncal ai^evement without parallel Not less so
IS the placmg of the thought of the passion ui its proper eschato-
logical setting as an act of atonement Where had the character
and ongin of the pnmitive community ever been brought into
such dear connexion with the death of Jesus ? Who had ever
before so earnestly considered the problem why the Christian com-
munity arose in Jerusalem and not m Gahlee? "But the solution
IS too simple, and, moreover, is not founded on a severely smentific
chain of reasoning, but on histoncal intuition and experiment^ the
simple expenment of mtroducing the Life of Jesus mto the Jewish
eschatological world of thought”—so the theologians replied, or
so, at least, they might have replied if thq? had taken this cunous
rrork senously, if, indeed, they bad read it at all But how were
they to ^pect that in a book which seemed to aim at founding a
new Ddstic Church, and which went out with the Wolfenbuttel
Fmgmentist into the desert of the most barren natural religion, a
valuable historical conception might be found ? It is true that
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no one suspected at that tune that in the forgotten \rork of

Reunarus there lay a dangerous historical discovery, a kind of

explosive material such as can only be collected those who
stand from every responsibility towards bistoncal Chnstiamfyj

who have abandoned every preyudic^ in the good sense as

as in the bad—and whose one desire in r^rd to the Gospd
hisloiy is to be '^qiints that constantly deny”^ Such thinkers^ if

they have bistoncal gifts^ destroy artificial history in the cause of

true history and, vnUing evil, do good—^if it be admitted that the

discovery of truA is good If this negatrve work is a good things

the author of the ‘‘ Letters to the German People ” performed a dis-

tinguished service, for his negation is radical liie new Church

which was to be founded on this histone overcoming of histone

Christianity was to combine "only what was according to reason

in Judaism and Chnstiaiuty;" From Judaism it was to take the

behef in one sole, spintnal, perfect God, from Chnstianity the

requirement of brotherly love to all men On the other hand, it

was to ehmmate what was contrary to reason in each from

Judaism the ntual system and the sacnfices, from Chnstianit)

the deification of Jesus and the teachmg of redemption throi^

His blood How comes so completely unhistoncal a temperament

to be combined with so histon^ an mtellect ? His Jesus, after

all, has no individuality; He is a mere eschatological machine.

In accordance with the confession of faith of the new Church of

which Ghillany dreamed the calendar of the Feasts is to be

transformed as follows —
I Feast of the Deity, the first and second of January.

3 . Feast of the Dignity of Man and Brotherly Love^ first and

second of April ^

3 Feast of the Divine Blessing m Nature, first and second ot

4. FeMt of Immortahty, first and second of October

Apart from these eight Feast days, and the Sundajs, all the

other days of the year are -n-orlang days

From the order of dime semce wemay note

“The sermon, which should b^n with mstruction

and close with consolation and encomagemen^ must not last longer

than half an hour ”

Th* ecnes of Livcs of Tcsus which combine criticism with ficuon

hekS ft. Sn»™l
conferred upon the latter,

hehtened only by h®
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responsible for all his troubles Bom in 18x9^ of a derical family

m Hess^ he became m 1S42 Pastor’s assistant and teacher of

religion at Worms m the Hessian Palatinate The Darmstadt
reactionanes drove him out of this position in 1844 without his

having given any ground of offence. In 1849 he became
"Repetent” in Philosophy at the University of Giessen at a
salary of four hundred gulden. In 1855 he was promoted to

be Professor Extraordinary without having his salary raised. In
18704 at the age of 5i> he was appomted assistant at the Umveisity
Libraiy and received at the same time the title of Ordinary
Professor He died m 1885. He was an extremely prohfic
wnter, always mgernous, and possessed of wide knowledge, but he
never did anythmg of permanent value either m philosophy or
theology He was not without critical acumen, but there was too
much of the poet m him ; a critical discovery was an motement
to an imaginative reconstruction of the history. In X870-1871
he publish^ after many preliminary studies, his chief work, “ From
the Jordan Uplands to Golgotha 5 four books on the Gospel and
the Gospds It passed unnotic^ Attnbutmg its failure to the
excitement aroused by the war, which ousted all other mterestsi, he
issued a revised edition m 1876 under the title "The History of
Jeso^ on the Basis of Free Histoncal Inquiry concemmg the Gospd
and the Gospels^”* but with hardly greater success.

And yet the fundamental critical ideas which can be detected
beneath this narrative, m spite of its having the form of fiction,
give this work a significance such as the contemporary Lives of
Jesus which won the applause of theologians did not possess It is
the only Life of Jesus hitherto produced wMch is written consist-
ently from the Johannme point of view from begimung to end.
Stouss had not, after aH, m Noack’s opimon, conclusively
mown the absolute incompatibility of the Synoptics with theFwnh Gospel, neither he nor any other cntic had fdt the full
difficulty of the question why the Fourth Evangehst should be at
pains to invent the numerous journeys to the Feasts, seeing
that the development of the Logos Chnstology did not necessarily
molve ^y alteration of the scene of the mmistry ; on the contrary,
it would, one m^ht think, have been the first cate of the
^vangelist to mweave Ins novel theory with the fetmhar traditionm order to avoid discrediting his narrative in advance by his
mnovations Noack’s conclusion is that the inconsistency is not due

a nngle author ; it is the result of a long process of redactionm vanous divergent tendenaes have been at work. But
as the Fourth Gospel is not the logical terminus of the process of

, merBuOer uber das Evangazvm und dts

uma^uchunga Vter da.
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alteration^ the only alternative is to place it at the beginning

What we have to seek in it is the original Gospel from which the

process of traxisforniing the tradition started

There is also another line of argument based on the contradic-

tions in the Gospel tradition which leads to the hypothesis that we
have to do mth redactions of the Gospels Either Jesus was the

Jewish Messiah of the Synoptics, or a Son of God in the Greek,

spiritual sens^ whose sdf- consciousness must be interpreted by

means of the Logos doctnne; He cannot have been both at the

same tune But it is inconceivable that a Jewish daimant of the

Messiahship would have been left unmolested up to the last, and

have had virtually to force the authorities to put him to death

On the other hand, if He were a simple enthusiast claiming to be a

Son of God, a man who lived only for his own “self-consciousness,”

He might from the beginning have taken up this attitude without

being ID any way molested, except by the scorn of men In this

respect also, therefore^, the primitive Gospel which we can recover

from John has the advantage It was only later that this “Son of

God” became the Jewish Messiah.

We amve at the primitive Johannme wnting when we cancel in

the Fourth Gospel all Jewish doctnne and all miracles,' Its date

is the year 6o and it was composed by^Juda^ the beloved dismple.

This pnmitive Gospel received little modification and still shows

clearly “the wonderful reality of its history” It aims only at

giving a section of Jesus’ history, a representation of His attimde

of mind and spint With “ simple ingenuousness ” it gives, “along

ynth the kernel of the historical material of the Gospel, Jesus

thoughts about His own Person m the mystenous o^lar saymgs

and deeply thoughtful and mowng discourees by which theNa^e
stirred rather than enlightened the world” Events of a sinking

character were, however, absent from it The feeding of the

tude was represented in it as eifected by natural m^ns It was a

philanthropic feeding of a multitude which certainly

thousands, the numbers are a later insertion, J^s fed

bread and fish which He purehared Irom a

of the lame roan at the pool of

mmMkinR of a malmgerer, whom the Lord exposei and orderrf

to demrt® As He had®bidden him cany his and it on fte

Sabfi. this brought Him into conflict with the »“*orJties as

nnlr «Mts” were acts of self-revdation—mystical sayings which He

Ae oeoDle “The problem which meets us in Hm
fhrewou to the people I P ^
history IS m truA a ps^owp

accented as the purest and

exalted view o m
j, ^ ^ i,y a limited circle

Sr’ as”We by a constantly groaing

I Po, Haadt's reeon.trueOon of« Me Book )u pp iS® ”S-
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multitude of oeheving followers” The gospel of the beloved

disaple Judas made its way quietly into the world, understood by
few, even as Jesus Himsdf had been understood by a few only

About ten years later, according to Noack, appeared the original

form of Luke^ which we can reconstruct from what is known of

Maraon’s Luke^ This Evangelist is under Pauhne mfluence^ and
wntes with an apologetic purpose. He defies to refute the calumny
that Jesus was “ possessed of a devil,” and he does this by making
Him cast out devils It was in this way that miracle forced itself

into the Gospd history.

But this primitive Luke, as Noack reconstructs it by combining
the statements of the Fathers regarding Marcion’s Gospel, knows
nothing of Jesus’ journey to Jerusalem to die. This circumstance
IS of capital importance to Noack, because m the course of his

attempt to bring the topography of the Fourth Gospel into harmony
with that of the Synoptics he had arrived at the remarkable result
that the Johannme Chnst worked m Galilee^ not in Judaea. On
the basis of the Onemastiam of Eusebius—^which Noack, with
the sud of top<^raphical traditions derived from the Crusaders and
statements of Mohammedan writers^ inteiprets with a recklessness
which is nothing short of criminal—Cana and Bethany (Bethabara)
were not in the latitude of Jerusalem, but ‘*near die head-waters of
the Jordan in the upper part of the Jordan valley before it flows
into the lake ol Huleh There, in Coel&Syna, on the southern
slope of Hermon, was the scene of John the Baptist’s labours;
there Jesus began His mmistry

j thither He returned to die." “It
IS in the Galilaean distnct which forms the scene of the Song of
Solomon that the reader of this book must be pr^ared to find the
Golgotha of the cross ” That is the sentence with which Noack’s
ac^nt of the Life of Jesus opens. This alludes to an idea which
had already been worked out in his “Studies on the Song of
Solomon,"* namely, that the mountain country surrounding the
upper Jordan was the pre-eaolic Judaea, and that the “city of
David” was situated there. The Jews on their return from cxUe
had at first endeavoured to rebuild that Coele-Synan city of David^ih the rums of Solomon’s Temple, but had been driven away
from It and had then taken the desperate resolution to build the
temple of Zerubbabel upon die high plateau lying far to the south
of ancient Imcl Ezra the Scnbe interpolated the forgery on thegrowd of whi^ch this site began to be accepted as the former city
Ol mvia Under the Synan oppression all remembrance of the
ancient city of David entirely disappeared.

This fantastic edifice, in the construcdon of whidi the wildest

• Sr reconstnictioii see Book 111 pp 396>4S6
-n.. Song or Sotomon m « hatoncl «a t<^
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etymologies play a parC^ is founded on the just TecogniUon that

a reconmhation of John with the Synoptists can only be effected b>

transferring some of the Johannine locahties to the North, bu;

tins involves not only finding Bethany, Anmathea and the other

places, but even the scene of Jesus’ death in this distnct The
brook Kedron conveniently becomes the “brook of Cedais”

For fijfty years the two earhest Evangelists, in spite of their

poverty of incident sufficed for the needs of the Christians The
“fire of Jesus" was fed chiefly by the Paulme Gospel The
onginal form of the Gospel of Luke accordingly became the

starting-point of the next stage of development Thus arose the

Gospel of Mark Mark was not a native of Palestine^ but a man

of Roman extraction living in Decapolis^ who had not the slightest

knowledge of the localities in uhzch the life of Jesus was really

passed He undertool^ about the year 130, “in the interest of

the new Christian settlement at Jerusalem in Hadrian's time,

debberately and consaoudy to transform the onguial plan of the

Gospel history and to represent the Lord as cmafied at jerusdem
"

The man who from the year 132 onward, as Mwk the Bishop,

preached the word of the Cmafied to a Gentile Christian com-

munity amid the rums of the holy ciiy, had previously, as

the Evangelist, taken care that a prophet should not pensh out of

Jerusalem In composing his Goqiel he made us^ in addition

to Luke, of a traditional source which he found m Decapolis He

debberately omitted the frequent journeys to Jerusalem which were

still found in the original Luk^ and inserted instead Jesus’ jonm^

to His death He it was* also^ who made the Nazante into the

Nazarene, laying the scene of Jesus’ youth m Nazareth To the

cures of demoniacs he added magical acts such as the feeding ot

the multitude and the resurrection

In Matthew, who appeared about 135, legend and fiction not

unchecked In addition, Jewish parables and sayingsw pul into

the mouth of Jesus, whereas He really had nothing to do with the

Jewish world of ideas For if anything is certain, it is that me

moral maMms of the latest Gospel are of a distmctnely Jemsft

onein About the middle of the second centuiy the

Tohu and Luke underwent redaction The redaction

Gospel UBS completed by the addition of the

the^t redaction of Luke was perhaps earned out by Juj-m

Martyr, fresh from completing his " Dialogue nith Tijpho I Th

Luke n,e. « toM foto

tions, the latest Gospels, and the sajing is fulfilled about the lust

arc. there is

rlK ^=nr'r s
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considerations relating to its ongin and development Despite all

his f^-fetched idea^ Noack really stands higher than some of his

contemporaries who showed more prudence in their theological

enterprise^ and about that time were earning the applause of the

faculty, and quieting the mmds of the laity, by performing once

more flic old conjuring tnck—assisted by some new feats of l^er-

demain—of harmonising John with the Synoptists in such a way

as to produce a Life of Jesus which could be turned to the service

of ecciedastical theology

The oudine of the pubhc Life of Jesu^ as reconstructed by

Noack, 15 as follows It lasted from early in the year 35 to the

14th Nisan of the year 37, and began in the moment when Jesus

revealed His consaousness of what He was. We do not know
how long previously He had cherished it m secret It is certain

that the Baptist helped to bring about this revelation This is the

only part winch he plays in the Gosp^ of John. He was neither

a preacher of repentance^ nor an Elias, nor the forerunner of

Jesus, nor a mere signpost pomtu^ to the Messiah, such as the

secondary tradition makes him out to be
Similarly everything that is Messianic m the consciousness of

Jesus IS secondary The Imes of Hxs thought were guided by the

Greek ideas about sons of God, for the soil of northern Galilee

was saturated with these ideas Other sources which contnbuted
something were the personification of the Dmne Wisdom m the

“Wisdom Literature” and some of Philo’s doctrines Jesus
became the son of God in an ecstatic trance! Had not Philo

recognised ecsta^ as the last and highest means of nsing to union
with the Divine ?

Jesus’ temperament, according to Noack, was pxe-disposed to

ecsta^, since He was bom out of wedlock. One who had this

burden upon His spint may well have early taken refuge in His
own thought^ above the douds, in the presence of the God of
His fathers. Assailed in a thousand ways by the cruelty of the
woiid, it would seem to Him as though His Heavenly Father,
though unseen, was stretching out to Hun the arms of conso-
lation, Imagination, which e\er mercifully hghtens for men the
yoke of misery, diarmed the fatherless child out of His earthly
sufferings and put into His hand a coloured glass through which
He saw the world and life in a false hght Ecstatic enthusiasm
had earned Him up to the dizzy height of sptntual union with the
Father in Heaven A hundred times He was cast down out of
His dreams into the hard world of reahty, to experience once
more His earthly distresses but ever anew he won His way by
fasting, vigil, and prater to the starry heaven of ecstasy.

“Jesus” Noack explains “had in thought projected Himself
be>ond His earthly nativity and risen to the conception that His
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ego had been m existence before this earthly body in which He
stood visibly upon the stage of the world He felt that His ego

had had being and life before He became incarnate upon earth

• . . This new conception of Himself, bom of His solitaty musing^

was incorporated into the very substance of His natund personal

ega A new ego had superseded the old natuiali corporeally con-

ditioned ego.”

Ambition, too, came into p1ay--thc high ambition to do God

a service by the offering up of Himself The passion of self

sacnfice is characteristic of a consciousness such as this Accord-

ing to the document which underlies the Johannine Gospel it was

not in consequence of outward events that Jesus took His resolve

to die ” It was the later Gospel tradition which exhibited His fate

as an inevitable consequence of His conflict with a world impervious

to spmtual impression ” In the original Go^el that fate was

freely embraced from the outset as belonging to the vocation of

the Son of God Only by the constant presence of the thought

of death could a life which for two years walked the razor edge of

such dizzy dreams have been preserved from falling. The con*

vicuon, or perhaps rather the instinctive feeling, that the role of

a Son of God upon earth ivas not one to be maintained for decades

was the necessary counterpoise to the enthusiasm of Jesus’ spirit

From the first He was as much at home with the thought of death

as with His Heavenly Father.

This Son of Man—according to Noack’s interpretation the

title IS equivalent to Son of Hope—requires of the multilude that

they shall take His lofty dream for solid reality ”He revealed Hw

message from heaven to the worid at the Paschal Feast of the

year as, by throwing out a challenge to the Sadducaean hierairay

m Jerusalem” In the Ume between John’s removal from the

scene and John’s death, there fells the visit of Jesus to Saruam

and a sojourn m the neighbourhood of Galilaean

the Feast of Tkbemacles in Jerusalem in the autumn of that year,

the heahng of the lame man at the pool irf Betbesda to a

breach with the Sabbatic regulations of the

in consequence of His generous feeding of the

Gaulonite table-land, there is an

Messianic King, which He. however, 'repudiates A^e fame of

the Passover in Gahlee in the year 36, in the s:^agogue at

Capernaum, He tests the spintual insight of those who ^K be”pe for the higher teachmg concernmg

flesh, by the touchstone of His mysfacsd words about »e
made nem, y Tabernacles, m the city of

His life for His sheep, the people of Israd.
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But His adversanes are lemorsdess , they wound Him to the

very depths of His spirit by bnngmg to Him the woman taken

in adultery, and askmg Him what they are to do with her When
this question was sprung upon Him, He saw in a moment the

pubhc humiliation designed by His adversanes All eyes were

turned upon Him, and for a few moments the embarrassment of

One who was usually so self-possessed was patrat to all He
stooped as though He desired to wnte with His finger upon the

grou^ Was it shame at His dishonourable butb that compelled

Him thus to lower His gaze? But the painful silence of expecta-

tion among the spectators did not last long His adversanes

repeated then questioi^ He raised His head and spoke the

undyuig words “Let him that is without sm amoi^ you cast the

first stone at her
”

Incensed by His constant references to His heavenly Sonship^

they endeavour at last to stone Him He flees from the Temple
and takes refuge m the Jordan uplands. His purpose is, at the

next Passover, that of the year 37, here in the mountains which
were blessed as Joseph's portion, to offer His atoning death as
that of the true paschal lamh, and with this act to quit the stage
of the world’s history. He remained m hiding in order to avoid
the nsk of assassmatioa by the ennssanes of the Pharisees In
Bethany He receives the mystenous visit of the Gieeksf, who
doubtless desired to tempt Him to raise the standard of revolt as
a daimant of the Messiahship, but He refuses to be shaken m His
determination to die The washing of the disaples* feet Mgmfipg
their baptism with water, that they might thereafter receive the
baptism of the Holy Spint

Judas, the disaple whom Jesus loved, who was a man of much
resource, helped to avoid bang arrested as a disturber of
the peace by arranging that the “betrayal” should take place on
the everang before the Passover, m order that Jesus might die, as
He desired, on the day of the Passover, For this service of love
he was, m the secondary tradition, torn from the bosom of the
Lord and branded as a traitor,
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B de Eressezisd Jdsiu Cbnst, son temps, sa Tie, soneeiivie: Fans, xSSy, 6B4 pp

Ernest Renan was bom in Z833 at Tr^iuier in Bnttany

Intended for the pnesthood, he entered the seminazy of St Sulpzce

m Fans^ but ther^ in consequence of reading the German cntical

theologfi he began to doubt the troth of Chnstiamty and of its

history In October 1845, shortly before the tune amved for him

to be ordained a sub-deacon, he left the seminary and began to

work for his hving as a private teacher In 1849 he received a

government grant to enaUe him to make a journey to Italy for the

prosecution of his studies, the fruits of which appeared in his

Averroks et PAverfatsme (Pani^ 1S52), in 1856 he was made a

member of the Academic des Inscnptions^ in z86o he received

from NapoMon III the means to make a journey to Phoemcia and

Syna After his return in i86a he obtained the professorship of

Semitic Languages at the College de France But the wide-

spread indignation aroused by his Life of Jesu^ which appeared ui

the followmg year, forced the Government to remove him from his

office He refused a post as Librarian of the Impenal Libraiy, and

lived in retirement until the Republic of 1871 restored him to his

professorship In pohtics^ as in religion, his position was som^

what mdefinite In religion he was no longer a Catholic, avowed

free-thought was too plebeian for bis tast^ and m Protestanti^

the multiphci^ of sects repelled him Similarly in pohtic^ in the

penod immediately following the faU of the Empire be was m turn

Rovahst Republican, and Bonaparhst At bottom he was a

scwtia He died m 1892, already half-foigotten by the

unbi his miposmg funeral and mterment m the Panth&n recalled

Like Strauss. Renan designed his We of JesM to

a complete account of the histopr and dogma of the

His pu^ose, howerer, was purely histoncal, it was no part of his

180
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project to set up, on the basis of the histoiy, a nev system of

dogma, as Stiauss bad desired to do This plan ivas not only

concert but earned out Us Apires appeared m 1866,

St Paul in 1869 ,
VAnti’Ckmtm 1873 ,

Us mmigiles m 1877

,

JD^^ist Atritimw m 1879 ^ Mm-AuriU et la fin du mnde
anttps in 1881 Severn! of these works were more valuable than

the one which opened the senes, but for the world Renan contmued

to be the author of the VU deJisus^ and of that alone.

He planned the work at Gaza, and he dedicated it to his

sister Henrietta who died soon alt^, m Syna, and lies buned at

Byblus

This was the first lafe of Jesus for the Catholic world, which

had scaredy been touched—the Latm pec^les least of all—by the

two and a half generations of cnhcal study which bad been devoted

to the subject It is true, Strauss’s work had been translated into

French,' but it had made only a passmg stir, and that on^ among
a httle circle of mtellectuais Now came a wnter with the

charactenstic French mental accent, who gave to the Latm world m
a single book the result of the whole process of German criticism

But Renan’s work marked an epoch, not for the Catholic world
only, but for general hterature. He laid the problem which had
hitherto occupied only theologians before the whole cultured world.

And not as a problem, but as a question of which he^ by means of
his histoncal science and aesthetic power of revivmg the past, could
provide a solution^ He offered his readers a Jesus who was ahve,

whom he, with his artistic imagination, had met under the blue
heaven of Gahle^ and whose ^eaments his inspired pendl had
seized. Men’s attention was arrested, and they thought to see Jesus,

because Renan had the skill to make them see blue skies, seas of
wavmg corn, distant mountams, gleaming hhe% m a landscape
with the Uke of Gennesareth for its centre, and to hear with him
m the whispenng of the reeds the eternal melody of the Sermon
on the Mount

Yet the aesthetic feelmg for nature which gave birth to this
ufe of Jesus wa^ it must be confessed, neither pure nor profound
It 18 a stimding emgma why Frendi art, which m pamtwg grasps
nature with a directness and vigour, with an objectivity m the best
smse of the word, such as is scarcely to be found m the art of any
other nation, has m poetry treated it m a fashion whidi scarcely
evw goes beyond the lyrical and sentimental, the artificia\ the
subjechv(^m the worst sense of the word. Renan is no exception

^
® Lamartme or Pierre Lod He looks at

thelantopewiththeeyeof adecoiative painter seeing a
a lynial composition upon which he is engaged But that was not
noticed bythemany.becausethey, after all, were accustomed to have

^ UVh it Jtvi it B Pr stnvsx Tradoite pat M Lntrf, 1840
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nature dressed up for them, and had had their taste so corrupted

a certain kind of lyncism that they bad lost the poiter of

distinguishing between truth and artifiaality £i*en those who
might have noticed it were so astonished and delighted at bemg
shown Jesus in the Galilaean landscape that they were content to

yield to the enchantment

Along with this artihaal feeling for nature a good many other

things were accepted without question There is scarcely any other

work on the subject which so abounds in lapses of taste—and those

of the most distressing kind—as Kenan’s Fte dt Jims It is

Christian art in the worst sense of the term—the art of the wax

image The gentle Jesu^ the beautiful Maiy, the fair Galilacans

who formed the retinue of the “amiable carpenteri” might have been

taken over in a body from the shop-window of an ecclesiastical art

emponum in the Place St Sulpica Nevertheless^ there is some-

thing magical about the work. It offends and yet it attracts It

will never be quite foxgotteni nor is it ever likely to be suipassed m
Its own hn^ for nature is not prodigal of masters of style, and rarely

is a book so directly born of enthusiasm as that w'hich Kenan

planned among die Gahlaean hills

The essay on the sources of the Life of Jesus with which it

opens IS itself a literary masterpiece With a kind of effortless case

he makes his readers acquainted with the enuasm of Strauss, of

Baur, of Reuss, of Colani He does not aigue, but simply sets the

result vividly before the reader, who finds himself at once at home

m the new world of ideas He avoids any hard or glaring effects

,

by means of that skilful transition from pomt to point which

Wagner in one of his letters praises as the highest art, cveiything

IS surrounded wnth atmosphere But how much tnckciy and

illusion there is in this art I In a few strokes he indicates the

relation of John to the Synoptists; the dilemma is made clear, it

seems as ifone hom or the other must be chosen Then he begins

by artful touches to soften doivn the contrast The discourse

John are not authentic, the histoncal Jesus cannot have spoken

thus. But what about the statements of fact ? Here Renan declares

himself convinced by the graphic presentment of the passion slo^.

Touches hke "it was nigh^" "they had lighted a fire of wals,

«• the coat was mthout seam,” cannot have been invented Therfr

fore the Gospel must in some way go bade to the ^“^iplc whom

Tesus loved *^lt is possible^ nay certain, that when as an

he read the other Gospcli^ he was displeased by

and perhaps vexed that he was given so small a P^
history He began to dictate a number of things h® 1

better means of knowing than the oihcra, jMitly,
, .

of showing that In many cases where

mentioned he also had pla>cd a part, and indeed the principal part.
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Somedmes his recollection ms quite fresh, sometimes It had been

modified by time. When he wrote down the discourses, he had
forgotten the Lake of Gennesareth and the winsome words which

he had hstened to upon its shores He was now hving in quite a
different world. The events of the year 70 destroyed his hopes

of the return of his Master His Jewish prejudices fell away,

and as he was still young, he adapted himself to the synoretistic,

philosophu^ gnostic environment aimd which he found himsdf m
Ephesus Thus even Jesus’ world of thought took on a new shape
for him ; although the discourses are perti^ps rather to be referred

to hxs school than to himself But, when all is said, John remains
the best biographer. Or, to put it more accurately, while all the
Gospds are biographies, they are legendary biographies, even
though th^ come down from the first century. Their texts need
interpretation, and the due to the interpretation can be supphed
by aesthetic feeling They must be sul^ected to a gentle pressure
to bnng them together, and make them coalesce into a unity in

which all the data are happily combined
How this IS to be done Renan shows later in his descnption of

the death of Jesus "Suddenly," he says, "Jesus gave a temble
cry in which some thou^t they heard ‘Father, into thy hands I
commend my spirit,’ but which others, whose thoughts were running
on the fulfilment of prophecy, reporteid as ‘It is finished ’

"

The authentic sayings of Jesus are more or less sdf-evidencing.
Commg in contact with one of them amid the welter of heterogeneous
traditions, you fed a thnll of recognition They leap forth and
take their proper places where their vivid power becomes apparent
For one who wntes the hfe of Jesus on Ehs native soil, the Gospds
are not so much sources of mformation as incentives to revelation,
"I had,” Renan avows^ “a fifth Gospel before my eyes^ mutilated
in parts, but still legible, and taking it for my guide I saw behind
the narratives of Matthew and Mark, instead of an ideal Being of
whom it might be maintained that He had never Gostcd, a glorious
human countenance full of life and movement” It is this jesus of
the fifth Gospel that he desires to portray.

In looking at the picture, the reader must not allow the vexed
question of mirade to distract him and disturb the proper frame
of mmd The author refuses to assert either the possibility or the
impossibility of mirad^ but speaks only as an historian " We do
not say mirade is impossible, we say only that there has never been
a satisfactonly authenticated miracle.”

In vic^ of the method of treatment adopted by Renan there
can, of TOursc, be no question of an historical plan He brings m
each sajing at the point where it seems most appropnate. None
of them is pa^ed over, but none of them appears in its histoncal
setting He shifts individual incidents hither and thither in the
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most arbitraxy fashion For example^ the commg of Jesus^ mother
to seek Him (in the belief that He is beside Himself) must belong

to the later part of Jesus' life^ since it is out of tone with the happy
innocence of the earlier penod Certain scenes are tnmspos^
from the later penod to the earhefi because th^ axe not gloomy
enough for the later time. Others agam are made the basis of an
un^sTananted generalisation tt is not enough that Jesus once rode

upon an ass while the disciples in the mtoncation of ]Oj cast theix

garments m the way; according to Renani He constantly rode

about^ even in Gahlee^ upon a mul^ **diat &TOunte ndmg*anunal

of tibe £as^ which is so docile and surefooted and whose great

dark eyei^ shaded by long lasher are full of gentleness."

times the disciples surrounded Him with rustic pomp^ usmg their

garments by way of carpeting They laid them upon the mule

which earned ILnii or spread them b^ore Him on the way

Scenes of ht& si^uficance are sometimes daborateb^ de-

senbed by Renan while more important ones are barely touched

on. "One day, indeed,” he remarks m deacnbing the first visit to

Jerusalem, “anger seems to have, as the saying goe^ overmastered

Him, He struck some of the misetabJe chaflferers with the scouig^

and overthrew tbeir tables" Such is the incidental fashion m
which the cleansing of tiw^ temple was brought in. In this way it

18 possible to smu^le ii- a miracle without giving any further

explanation of it The miracle at Cana is brought by means of

the following unobtrusive tum of phrase mto the account of^
penod of success in Galilee. “ One of His mirades was done by

Jesus for the soh* purpose of increasing the happiness of a wedding-

party in a htde conntiy town " . , , , j t -

This lafe of Jesus is introduced by a kind of prelude J^s
had been hTOig in Galilee before He came to the Bapt^,

He heaid of the latter’s success He went to him with Hb little

company of followers Th^ were bo* young, and Jesus became

the Stator of the Baptist Fortunately the latter soon disappeai^

ftom the scen^ for his infinmice on Jesns was in some iesP“B

minnous The Gahlaean teacher was on the veige

sunny rehgion ^rhicb He had learned

rionons Mtural scenery which surrounded His

h^mine a doomy Jewish fanatic. But this influence feU away

frrkni Witn auaui Hc tetumfid to Galilee He became Himself

once more only thing which He had

some knowledge of the art of preaching He had

him how to mfluence masses of men From

He preached with much more power and gamed greater ascendancy

» GBllte b.8». 0»

The story of the nse of Chnstiamty is a pastoral play B ,
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tys ** Philo, Strauss, and Renan,*' wntes with biting sarcasm:

Renan, who is at once the author of the play, the stage-manager,

and the director of the theatre, gives the signal to begin, and at a

sign from him the dectnc lights are put on full power, the Bengal

fires flare up, the footlights are turned higher, and while the flutes

and shawms of the orchestra strike up the overture the people

enter and take their places among the bushes and by the shore of

the Lake.*’ And how confiding they wer^ this gentle and peaceful

company of Galilaean fisher folk > And the young carpenter,

con3ured the Kingdom of Heaven down to earth for a year, by the

spell of the infinite tenderness which radiated from Him A
company of men and women, all of the same youthful integnty and
simple innocence, became IIis followers and constantly repeated

“Thou art the Messiah.” By the women He was more l^loved

than He Himself liked, but from His passion for the ^oiy of His

Father He was content to attract these “fair creatures”

criaiitrei) and sufibred them to serve Him, and God through Him.
Three or four devoted Galilaean women constantly accompanied

Him and strove with one another for the pleasure {ft plaisii) of

listemng to His teaching and attending to His comfort Some of

them were wealthy and used th^r means to enable the “amiable”
{cAarmtwf) prophet to live without needing to practise His handi-

craft. The most devoted of all was Mary Magdalene^ whose dis-

ordered mind had been healed by the influence of the pure and
gracious beauty (far la heautipure et douee) of the young Rabbi

Thus He Tod^ on His long-eyelashed gentle mule^ from village

to village from town to town The sweet theology of love (la

d^icttust thiologjte de ramour) won Him all hearts. His preach-
ing was gentle and mild (stiove et dauee), full of nature and the
fragrance of the country. \^erever He went the people kept festival.

At marriages He was a welcome guest; to the feasts which He
gave He invited women who were sinner^ and publicans like the
good Zacdiaeus.

“The Frenchman,” remarks Noack, “takes the mummied figure

of the Galilaean Rabbi, wluch cnticism has exhumed, endows it

iKith life and eneigy, and bungs Him upon the stag^ first amid the
lustre of the earthly happiness whidi it was His pleasure to bestow,
and then in the moving aspect of one doomed to suffer

IVhen Jesus goes up to the Passover at the end of tius first

year, He comes into conflict with the Rabbis of the capital The
“winsome teacher, who oflered forgiveness to all on the sole
condition of loving Hun,” found in the capital people upon whom
His charm had no effect When He returned to Galilee He had
entirely abandoned His Jewish beliefs, and a revolutionary ardour
glowed in His heart The second act begins “The action
becomes more serious and /doonriy^ and the pupil of Strauss turns
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down the footlights of his stage”' The erstwhile "winsome
moralist ' has become a transcendental revolutionary Up to this

point He had thought to bnng about the triumph of the Kingdom
of God by natural mean^ by teaching and influencing men The
Jewish eschatology stood vaguely in the background Now it

becomes prominent The tension set up beHeen His purely

ethical ideas and these eschatological expectations gives His iivords

from this time forward a special force The penod of joyous

simplicity is past

Even Che character of the hero loses its simplicity In the

furtherance of His cause He becomes a wonder worker. It is true

that even before He had sometimes practised innocent arts sudi as

Joan of Arc made use of later ^ He had, for instance^ pretended

to know the unspoken thoughts of one whom He desired to win,

had reminded him, perhaps of some experience of wUch he

dienshed the memory He alloived the people to believe that He
received knowledge of certain matters through a kind of revelation

Finally, it came to be whispered that He had spoken with Moses

and Elias upon the mountains But He now finds Himself

compelled to adopt in earnest the r61e which He had formerly

taken, as it wer^ in play Against His will He is compelled to

found His work upon miracle He must face the alternative of

either renouncing His mission or becoming a thaumatuige He

consented, therefore, to play an active part in many miracles. In

this astute fnends gave Him their aid At Bethany somcthii^

happened which could be regarded as a raising of the dead.

Perhaps this miracle was arranged by Lazarus himself. When

ill he had allowed himself to be wrapped in the cerements of the

dead and laid in the grave. His sisters sent for Jesus and bmuglit

Him to the tomb He desired to look once more upon His men
j

and when, overcome with grief, He cned his nanje

Lazarus came forth from the grave ^Vhy should the brother and

sistem have hesitated to provide a miracle for the Master, in «hwe

miracle-working power they, indeed, believed ? Wher^ thw, w

Renui's aUegifnw to his “honoured master" Strauss, when he

thus enrolled himsdf among the rationalists?

On these lines Jesus played His part for eighteen

the Easter of 3 t to the Feast of Tabemndes of 3 *

Se change from the gentle teacher of the Sermon on the Mount I

His disrourae takes on a certain hardness of tone. In the

synagogue at Capernaum He dnres m^y froia

Se ^ns about eating and drinking His flrah and T

“extremc^matenalism of the expression,” which in ^
bS the natural counterpoise to the “extreme idealism of the

> Bruno Bauer in PA»h, Stmwst Hfid Penan

t R«nn 3SU not homte 10 apply tlas
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thought,” becomes more and more pronounced His “Kingdom

of God” y!ViS indeed sull essentially the kingdom of the poor, the

kingdom of the soul, the great spiritual kingdom
,
but He now

preached it as the kingdom of the apocalyptic wntmgs And yet

in the very moment when He seems to be stakmg everything upon

a supernatural fulfilment of His hopes, He provides with remark-

able presaence the basis of a permanent ChuicL He appoints

the iVelve Apostles and institutes the fellowship-meal It is

certain, Renan thinks, that the “Supper” was not first instituted

on that last evening
,
even m the second Gahlaean penod He must

have practised with His Mowers the mystic nte of the Breaking of

Brea4 which m some way symbolised His death

By the end of this penod He bad cast of all earthly ambitions.

Nothmg of earth eusM for Him any more A strange longing

for persecution and martyrdom had taken possession of Hun
It not, however, the resolve to offer an atonement for the sms

of His people which familiarised Him with the thought of death,

It was forced upon Him by the knowledge that He had entered

upon a path m which it was unpossible for Him to sustain His rfile

for more than a few montiis, or perhaps even weeks So He sets

out for Jerusalem, outwardly a hero, inwardly half m despair

b^use He has turned aside from His true path. The gentle,

faithful, long-eyelashed mule beam Him, amid the acclamations of

the multitude^ through the gate of the capita

The thud act begms the stage is dark and becomes constantly

darker, until at last, throu^ the darkness of the scene, there is

faindy visible only the figure of a woman—of her who m her deep
gnef beside the grave was by her vision to call to life again Him
whom she loved There was tkrkneKi too, m the souls of the
disaplcs, and m that of the Master The bitter jealousy between
Judas and John made one of them a traitor As for Jesu% He
had His hour of gloom to fight through m Gethsemane For a
moment His human nature awakened m Him , all that He thought
He had slain and put behmd Him for ever twe up and conffonted
Him as He knelt there upon the gnmnd. “Did He remember
the dear brooks of Gahlee at which He might have slaked His
thiistj-the vine and the fig-tree beneath which He might have
wsted—the maidens who would periiaps have been willing to love
Him? Did He r^et His too exalted nature? Did a martyr
to His own greatness, weep that He had not remained the simple
carpenter of Nazareth? We do not know *

”

He IS dead Renan, as though he stood in Phre Lacbaise,
commissioned to pronounce the final allocution over a member
Of the Academy, apostrophises Hun thus. “Rest now, amid
iuy glory, noble pioneer Thou conqueror of death, take the
sceptre of Thy Kingdom, into which so many centuries of Thy
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worshippers shall tollow Thec^ by the highway which Thou hast

opened up "

The bell nngs , the curtain begins to fall j the swzng-seats tilt

The epilogue is scarcdy beard* ''Jesus will never have a nvaL

Hxs religion will again and again renew itself j His story will call

forth endless tears His sufferings will soften the hearts of the

best , every successive century will proclaim that among the sons

of men there hath not arisen a greater than Jesus
”

The book passed through eight editions in three months The

wntings of those who opposed it had an equal vogue That of

Freppel had reached its twelfth edition in 1864 ^ Their name was

legion. Whatever wore a soutane and could wield a pen chaiged

against Renan, die bishops leading the van The tone of these

attacks was not always very elevate^ nor their logic very profound

In most cases the wmters were only concerned to defend the Deity

of Christ,® and the mirades, and arc satisfied that they have done

so when they have pomted out some of the glanng inconsistenaes

m Renan’s work. Here and there, however, among these refuta-

tions we catch the tone of a loftier ethical spint which has

recognised the fundamental weakness of the work^ the lack of any

definite ethical principles in the writer’s oudook upon life.® There

were some indeed who were not content with a refutation ,
they

would gladly have seen active measures taken agamst Renan One

of his most embittered adversane^ Amadde Nicolas,* reckons up

in an appendix to his work the maximum penalties authorised by

the existing enactments against free-thought, and would wdcome

the apphcation of the law of the 25* of March 1822, accordmg

to which five years’ impnsonment could be imposed for theoune

of "insulting or making ndiculous a religion recognised by the

Renan was defended by the Siefe, the DMs, at that time the

leading French newspaper, and the m which Sch«»

published five articles upon the book. Even the

Wtf, which had formerly raised a Straus^

allowed itself to go with the stream, and pnbhshed in its August

I Ourtes Aril. Eteppd (AbW). PWteSKir

Time )
Pans, 1864 X41 W*

rJsus sans Ut ra^rts piwraU

1864
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number of 1863 a cntical analysisby Havet 1 who hailed Renan^s work

as a great achievement, and cntiased only the inconsistencies by

whidi he had endeavoured to soften down the radic^ character of

his undertaldng. Later on the jReuu^ changed its attitude and sided

with Renan’s opponents. In the Protestant camp there was an

even keener sense of distaste than in the Catholic for the senti-

mental gloss which Renan had spread over his work to make it

attractive to the multitude by its iridescent colours In four

remarkable letters Athanase Coquerel the younger took the author to

task for this^ From the standpomt of orthodox scholar^ip E de

Pressens6 condemned him,® and proceeded vdthout loss of time

to refute him m a large-scale life of Jesus.* He was answered

by Albert Kivill^® who dauns recognition for Renan’s services to

criticism

In general, however, the rising French school of critical theology

was disappointed m Renan. Their spokesman was Colani.

This IS not the Chnst of history, the Chnst of the Synoptics,” he

wntes in 1864 in the Reouc dt “but the Chnst of the

Fourth Gospd, though without His metaphysical halo, and painted

over mih. a brutii which has been dipped in the mdancholy blue

of modem poetry, in the rose of the eighteenth-century idyll,

and in the gr^ of a moral philosophy which seems to be derived

from la, Ro^efoucauld ” “ In expressing this opmion,” he add^ “ 1

believe I am speaking m the name of those who belong to what
IS known as the new Protestant theology, or the Strassburg school

We opened M Renan’s book with sympathetic interest; we dosed
it with deep disappointment ” ®

The Strassburg school bad good cause to complain of Renan,
for he had trampled their growing crops. They had just begun to

arouse some mterest, and slowly and suidy to exercise an influence

upon the whole spintual hfe of France. Sainte-Beuve had called

attention to the work of Reuss, Colani, Rdville^ and Scherer.

^ Ernest Havet. Professeur an College de FVanoe, /isus dans VhtsUnrt Mscnm^n
da la me dt Jisus far hi Renan Extnut de la Reoue dee deux mendes Fans.
XS63 71 pp

* Zvxt fransdsueke Shmmen uher Renans L^endexut von Edmond Severer und
Alharase Cajnerel, d J Exn Beitrag xur Kenntnu dee franeSsteehen ProUslanits-
mus Regensburg, x864. (Two Flrencb utteranoes m regard to Renan's Xafe of
Jestxs, fay Edmond Scherer and Athanase Cnqnerd the younger A contnbutioa
to the understanding ofF^ch Protestantism )

* E. de Hcessensdi V^eoU enitque et /isus^Citrtst, dfnfos de la me de Jisus dt
hi Renan

^ E. de FlressensS, Jhus^ChruU son iemfSt ja me, wi eeutm I^ins. 1865 684 pp
In general the plan of this work follows Renan's He divides the Life of Jesus into
three penods • 1 The Time of Public Favour . u The Period of Conflict

, m The
Great WedL Death and Victory By of mtroduction there is a long essay on
the supematunl which sets forth the supematurahstic views of the authw

* In \iede Jisus de Renan devant Its ortAodoxes el devant la critique 2864.
* T Odam. Pasteur. "Examen de la vie de Jdsus de M Renan," Reuut de

Issued separately. Strasbourg-Pans, 1864 74 PP
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Others of the school Mere Michel Nicolas of Montauban and
Gustave d’Eichthal NefTtzer, tlie editor of the who was
at the same time a prophet of coming political events^ defended
their cause in the Parisian hteraij world llic ^trmani^t
of that period, the influence of which upon French htcraturc can

hardly be over-estimated, was (heir suom ally Then came Renan
and thren public opinion into a ferment of exatement Every-

thing in the nature of criticism, and of progress in religious

thought, was associated with his name, and was thereby discredited*

By his untimely and over-easy popularisation of the ideas of the

critical school he rumed their quiet uork The exatement roused

by bis book swept a\«ay all that had been done by those noble and

lofty spirits, who now found themselves involved in a struggle «ith

the outraged orthodoxy of Parn^ and ^vcrc hard put to it to defend

themselves Even down to the present day Renan’s work forms the

greatest hindrance to any serious advancem French religious thought

The excitement aroused upon the other side of the Rhine was

scarcely less than in Pans. Within a year there appeared five

different German translations^ and many of the French cntidsms

of Renan were also translated * The German Catholic press mqs

wildly excited,* the Protestant press was more restrained, more

inclined to give the author a fair hcanng, and even ventured to

express admiration of the histoncal merits of his performance

Beyschlag* saw in Renan an advance upon Strauss, inasmuch as

for him the life of Jesus as narrated in the Gospel^ while not,

indeed, in any sense supernatural, is nevertheless histoncal. For

a certain school of theology, therefore^ Renan was a deliverer fhim

Strauss, they were espeaally grateful to him for his defence,

sophistical though it was, of the Fourth Gospel. W«^ckcr

expressed his admiration, Strauss, far from directing his Jjie o

Jesus for the German People” with which he was then occupiea>

> Lnsscrrei l>as JDvanjxitwn nock Stnan Munich. X864

Fnsppd. JfCniiscAe BtUucktung det* if. Rttuin'sekin Scknfi Tkwwtotcd 1^

S’ of .he Thcdog.^1 l^ty of ^ O|.a°ho

of LoSrun, Rtnlns LOtn-Jttu var *« SuUentu^

rf JauTSfore the Jadgment Sen of CnOewm )
IVaaitatisd iy AagMl RoWlng.

00 die Life of Jesu. A Getnum

(ThcAIh^I
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And itenknc^s? That it is tvmtcn by one to whom the

New Tcsuitncni was to the last something forcignj who had not

rcid It from his youth up in the mother tongue, who was not

accustomed to breathe freely in its simple and pure world* but

must perfume it with ircntimcntality in order to feel hiiosclf at

home in iL
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THE “LIBERAL” LIVES OF JESUS

David Pnedridh Strauss Das Leben Jesa iiir das deutsche Volk bearbcitet (A
Life of Jesus for the German People

)
3Leip2ig| 1864 631 pp

Der Qinstus des Glaubens und der Jesus der Gescbidite. Eine Knt^ des Schlaier-

madwr^scben Lebens Jesu. (tke Chnst of Faith and the Jesus of Hutoxy,
a Cntiosm of Schleiermacher’s Life of Jesus } Berho 1865 293 pp
Appendix, pp 224-240

Der S^enlweVscfee Handel m Baden (The Schenkel Affiur in Baden ) A
eorxecled tepnnt from No 441 of the N^aitonal^Zattmff, of the axst Sepimber
XB64,

Die Halben und die Ganzen (The Half-way-ets and the 'Whole-way-exs ) 1865

Daiuel SdhenkeL Das Cbarakteibild Jeso. (The Portrait of Jesus ) Wiesbaden,
1864 (ed X and 2) 405 pp Fourth edition, with a pre&K opposing Strauss's
Der alte nod der neue Glanbe" (The Old Fktth and the New), X873

Sari Hetxmch WeizB&eker Untcrsuchungen fiber die evangehsche Geschichte,
ihre QueOen und den Gang ihter EntwicUung (Studies in the Gospel Histoty,
Its Sources and the Progress of its Development

) Gotha, 1864 580 pp
Helunch Julius BoltSBoaxin Die q^optischen E>raiigelien Ihr Ursinung und

geschichthcher Charakter (The^ophc Govpida Thar Ongm and Historical
Character ) Leipzig, 1863 5x4 pp

Theodor Bfeuu. Die Geschichte Jesu von Nazara. (The Histoty of Jesns of
Nazara.) 3 Yds,, Znndi , Yoi 1 , 1867, 446 pp , vol u , xSyx, 616 pp , vol
in • 1872, 667 pp

Die Ge^hichte Jesu, Zurich, 1872 398 pp
Sari Hase Geschichte Jesu Nadi akadeimsdben Voriesungen (The History of

Jesus Academic Lectures, revised
) Leipng, 1876 6xa pp

WiHihald Boyschlag Das Leben Jesu First Part PrdiminaiT Investigations,
1885, 4SO pp Second Pan Narrauve, x886, 495 pp , and ed , 1887-^x888

Beziih^ WdSB Das Leben Jesu. ist ed , a sols , 188a , end ed , 1884 Fust
vol , down to the Baptist’s question, 536 pp Second vol

, 617 pp

“ My hope is,” writes Strauss m conduding the pi^face of his new
Life of Jesus, “that I have written a book as thoroughly well
adapted for Germans as Renan’s is for Frenchmen” He was
mistaken, in spite of its title the book was not a book for the
people. It had nothing net\ to offer, and what it did offer was
not m a form calculated to become popular It is true Strauss,
like Renan, was an artist, but he did not write, like an imaginative
ao\elist, with a constant eye to effect. His art was unpretentious,

>93 X3
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even austere^ appealing to the few, not to the many The people

demand a complete and vmd picture Renan had given them

>a 6giire which was theatrical no doubts but full of hfe and move-

ment^ and diey had been grateful to him for it Strauss could not

do that

Even the arrangement of the work is thoroughly unfortunate

In the first part^ which bears the title "The Life of Jesu^” he

attempts to combine into a hazmonious portrait such of the

historical data as have some claim to be considered histoncal , in

the second pait he traces the " Ongin and Growth of the Mythical

History of Jesus " First, therefore^ he team down from the tree the

ivy and the rich growth of creeper^ laying bare the worn and

corroded bark , then he fastens the faded growths to the stem

agam, and describes the nature, ongin, and cbaiactenstics of each

distinct species

How vastly different, how much more full of Iife^ had been the

work of 1835 » There Strauss had not divided the creepers from

the stem. The stoumng strength which upheld this wealth of

creepers was but vaguely suspected. Behind the billowy mists of

legend we caught from time to time a momentary ghmpse of the

gigantic figure of Jesus, as though lit up by a Iightmng-flMh

It was no complete and harmonious picture, but it was luH of

suggestions, nch in thoughts thrown out carelessly, nch in con-

tradictions even, out of which the imagmation could crMtc a

portrait of Jesus It is just this wealth of suggestion that is

ladbng in the second picture Strauss is Crying now to give a

definite portrait In the inevitable process of harmonising and

modeUing to scale he is obliged to reject the finest thou^ts of the

previous work because th^ will not fit in exactly , some of them

ate altered out of recognition, some are filed away

There is wanting, too, that perfect freshness as of the spnng

which IS only found Tihen thoughts have but ne«lv come into

flower The wntmg is no longer spontaneous, one feels ma

Strauss is setting fori thoughts iihich

md stronn old nith it, and now along with their defimten^

form have on a certain stiffness There are now no hinted

possibilites. fuU of promise, to dance gaily through the

of his dialectic, all is sober reason—a thought too sober
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had seen the Hegelian philosophy fall from its high estate, and
himself bad found no way of reconciling history and idea, so that

his present Life of Jesus was a mere objective presentment of the

history It was, therefore, not adapted to make any impression

upon the popular mind
In reality it is merely an exposition, in more or less popular

form, of the water’s estimate of what had been done m the study

of the subject during the past thirty years, and shows what he
had learnt and what he had friled to learn.

As regards the Synoptic question he had learnt nothing In
his opmion the cnticism of the Gospels has ”run to seed " He treats

with a pitying contempt both the earlier and the more recent
defenders of the Maxcan hypothesis Weisse is a dilettante;

Wilke had failed to make any impression on him, Holtzmann’s
work was as yet unknovm to him. But in the following year he
discharged the vials of his wrath upon the man who had both
strengthened the foundations and put on the coping-stone of the
new hypothesis *• Our hons of St Mark, older and younger,” he
says in the appendix to his cnticism of Schlexermacher’s Life of Jesus,
** may roar as loud as they like, so long as there are six sobd reasons
against the pnonty of Mark to set against every one of their flimsy
arguments iti its favour—and they themselves supply us with a store
of counter-ailments in the shape of admissions of later editmg and
so fordi The whole theoiy appears to me a temporary aberration,
like the * music of the future ’ or the anti-vaccmation movement

;

and I senously believe that it is the same order of mind which, in
different circumstances, falls a victim to the one delusion or the
other.” But he must not be supposed, he saysj, to take the
critical molehills thrown up by Holtzmann for ventable mountains

Against such opponents he does not scruple to seek aid from
Schleiermacher, whose unbiased but decided opmion had ascnbed
a tertiary character to Mark. Even Gfrorer’s view that Mark
adapted his Gospd to the needs of the Church by leaving out
everything which was open to objection m Matthew and Lu^ is
good enough to be brought to bear against the bat-eyed partisans of
Mark. F, C Baur is reproached for having given too much w eight
to the “tendency" theoiy in his cnucism of the Gospels

, and also
for having taken suggestions of Strauss’s and vforked them out,
supposing that he was offering something new when he was really
only amplifying In the end he had only given a criticism of the
Gospels, not of the Gospel history.

But this irritation against his old teacher is immediately allayed
when he comes to speak of the Fourth Gospd Here the teacher
has cam^ to a successful issue the campaign which the pupil hadbc^n Strauss feels compelled to “express his gratitude for thework done by the Tubingen school on the Johannine question.”
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He himself had only been able to deal with the negative side of

the question—^to show that the Fourth Gospel was not an histoncal

source^ but a theological invention , they had dealt with it positively,

and had assigned the document to its proper place in the evolution

of Chnstian thought There is only one pomt with which be

quarrels Baur bad made the Fourth G^pel too completely

spiritual, whereas the fact says Straus^ ‘‘that it is the most

matenal of alL” It is tru^ Strauss explains^ that the Evangelist

starts out to inteipret miracle and eschatology symbolically, but

he halts half-way and falls back upon the miiaculous, enhanang

the professed fact in proportion as he makes it spintually more

significant Beside the spintual return of Jesus in the Paxadete

he places fJjs return in a matenal body, bearing the marks of die

wounds, beside the inward present judgment a future outxvaxd

judgment; and the fact that he sees the one in the other, finds

the one present and visible in the other, is just what constitutes the

mystical character of his Gospel ^is mysticism attracts the

modem world. “The Johannine Cbnst^ who in His dcscnptions

of Himself seems to be always out-doing Himself, is the counter-

part of the modem believer, who in order to rcmam a bdiever

must continually out-do himself, the Johannine miiades which

are always being interpreted spintually, and at the same ume

raised to a higher pitch of the miraculous, whidi are counted

and documented in every possible way, and yet must not be

considered the true ground of faith, are at once mirades and

DO miracles. We must beheve them, and yet can believe wi&oui

them , in short they exactly meet the taste of the present day, which

delights to involve itself m contradictions and is too lethargic and

wanting in courage for any dear insight or decided opinion on

religious matters " . ^ r c ^
Stnedy speaking, however, the Strauss of the second me m

Jesus has no nght to criticise the Fourth Gospel for suhhmating

history, for he himself gives what is nothing else than a spintol

isation of the Jesus of the Synoptics And he does it in such an

arbitrary fashion that one is compdled to ask how far he does it

with a good conscience A typicd case is the exposition o

answer to the Baptist's message. "Is it prasibli^’

“that you fad to find in Me the miracles which 7°"

the M^Lb? And yet I daily open the ^es of

blind and the earn of the spintually deaf, make the

and vigorous, and even give new hfe to those who are

Anv one who undostands bow much greater these spintual

^^^fLtbV offended at the absence of bodily mimdes.wly

^ one can receive, and is worthy the salvation which I

to cl»l,
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The vaunted apparatus for the evaporation of the mythical does

not work quite satisfactorily The ultimate product of this process

was expected to be a Jesus who should be essential man, the

actual product, however, is Jesus the bistoncal man, a being whose

looks and sayings are strange and unfamiliar Strauss is too

purely a cntu^ too httle of the creative historian, to recc^ise this

strange being That Jesus really lived m a world of Jewish ideas

and held Himsdf to be Messu^ m the Jewi^ sense is for the

wnter of the Life of Jesus an impossibihty. The deposit which

resists the chemical process for the eliimnation of myth, he must

therefore break up with the hammer
How different from the Strauss of1835 f He had then recognised

eschatology as the most important element in Jesus’ world of

thought, and in some incidental remarks had made striking apphca*

tions of It He had, for example^ proposed to regard the Last

Supper not as the institution of a feast for coining generations, but

as a Paschal meal, at which Jesus declared that He would next

partake of the Paschal bread and Paschal wme along with His
disciples m the heavenly kingdom. In the second Lffe of Jesus

this view is given up; Jesus d^d found a feast “In order to give

a living centre of unity to the society which it was His purpose to

found, Jesus desired to institute this distnbution of bread and wine
as a feast to be constantly repeated’* One might be reading

Renan. This diange of attitude is typical of much else.

Strauss is not in the least disquieted by finding himself at one
with Schleiermacher in these attempts to spixituahse. On the
contrary, he appeals to him. He shares he says, Schleiermacher’s
conviction “that the umque self-consciousness of Jesus did not
develop as a consequence of His conviction that He was the
Messi^, on the contrary, it was a consequence of His self-

consciousness that He amved at the view that the Messianic
prophecies could point to no one but Himsdf” The moment
eschatology entered into the consaousness of Jesus it came in

contact with a higher prmaple which over-mastered it and gradually
dissolved it “Had Jesus apphed the Messiamc idea to Himself
before He had had a profound religious consaousness to which
to relate it, doubtless it would have taken possession of Him so
powerfully that He could never have escaped from its influence”
We must suppose the ideahty, the concentration upon that which
was inward, the determination to separate rehgion, on the one
hand, from politics, and on the other, from ritual, the serene
consaousness of bang able to attain to peace with God and with
Himself by purely spiritual means—all this we must suppose to
ha\e reached a certain ripeness, a certain security, in the muid of
Jesus, before He pemitted Himself to entertam the thought of His
Messiab^ip, and this we may beheve is the reason why He grasped
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It in so independent and individual a feshion In thi^ thcierorei

Strauss has become the pupil of Weisse
Even in the Old Testament prophedes, he explains, ^\e find

two conceptiODSj a more ideal and a more practical Jesus holds

consistently to the first, He descnbes Himself as the Son of Man
because this designation “ contains the suggestion of humility and

lowhness, of the human and natural” At Jerusalen^ Jesus^ in

giving His interpretation of Psalm cx^ “made merry over the

Davidic descent of the Messiah ” He desired “to be Messiah in

the sense of a patient teacher exercising a quiet influence.” As

the opposition of the people greiv more intense He took up some

of the features of Isaudi Itu into His conception of the Messiah

Of His resurrection, Jesus can only Imve spoken in a meta

phoncal sense It is hardly credible that one who was pure man

could have arrogated to himself the position of judge of the world

Strauss would hke best to ascnbe all the eschatology to the distorting

medium of early Chnsbanity, but he does not venture to cany

this through with logical consistency He takes it as certain,

however, that Jesus, even though it sometimes seems as if He did

not expect the Kingdom to be reahsed in the present, but in a

future world-era, and to be brought about by God in a super-

natural fashion, nevertheless sets about the establishment of the

Kmgdom by purely spintual influence

With this end in view He leaves Galilee, when He judges the

time to be npe^ in order to work on a laiger scale “In case of an

unfavourable issu^ He reckons on the influence which a mart^

death has never failed to exercise in giving momentum to a lof^

idea” How fiar He had advanced, when He entered on the

fateful journey to Jerusalem, m shaping His plan, and ^

m organising the company of adherents who had gathered aow

Him, it is impossible to determine with any exactnea nt

permitted the tnunaphal entry because He did not desire to

decline the r61e of the Messiah in every aspect of it

Owing to this arbitrary ^intuahsation of the Synoptic jcsus,

Strauss's picture is in essence much more unhistoncal than s

The latter had not needed to deny that Jesus had done »

and he had been able to suggest an explanation of how Jesus wme

in the end to fall back upon the eschatological

But at what a price* By portraymg Jesus as v^an^^i

Himself, a hero broken in spint This pnce is too high ^
Strauss Arbitrary as his treatment of history is, he new lo

^
the intuitive feeling that in Jeras'

^hich
unique absence of struggle j

that He does not bear
, .

aS found in those natures which win thmr ^y
Dunty through strife and conflict, that in Him there is no

^
§,TharS harshness, end gloom which clesve to such natures
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throughout hf^ but that He “is manifestly a beautiful nature from

the first” Thus, for all Strauss’s awkuard, arbitrary handhng of

the history he is greater than the rival ^ who could manufacture

history with such skill

Nevertheless^ from the pouit of view of theological science^

this work marks a standstill That was the net result of the thirty

years of cntical study of the hfe of Jesus for the man who had

inaugurated it so impressively This was the only fruit which

followed those blossoms so full of promise of the first Life of Jesus

It IS significant that m the same year there appeared Schleier-

macher’s lectures on the Life of Jesus, whidi had not seen the

light for forty years, because, as Strauss himself remarked in hxs

cntiasm of the resurrected work, it had neither anodyne nor

dressing for the wounds whidi his first Life of Jesus had made ^

The wounds^ however, had cicatnsed m the meantime It is true

Strauss is a just ]udge^ and makes ample acknowledgment of the

greatness of Schleiermacber’s achievement ^ He blames Schleier-

macher for setting up his “ presuppositions m regard to Christ ” as

an historical canon, and considering it a proof ^at a statement is

unhistoncal if it does not square with those presupposmons But

does not the purely human, but to a certain extent unhistoncal,

man, who is to be the ultimate product of the process of ehmmating
mytl^ serve Strauss as his “theoretic Cbnst” who determines the

presentment of his histoncal Jesus? Does he not share with

Schleiermacher the erroneous^ artificial, “double” construction of

the consciousness of Jesus? And what about their views of

Mark? What fimdamental difierence is there, when all is said,

bet\\ een Schleiermacher’s de-rationahsed Life ofJesus and Strauss’s ?

Certainly this second Life of Jesus would not have frightened

Schleiermachei’s away into hiding for thirty years

So Schleiermacher’s Life of Jesus might now safely venture

1 Strauss's second Life of Jesus appeared m French in 1864
* ** I can now say without mcumug the reproach of sdf-glonficatzon, and almost

without needmg to fear contradiction, that if my Life of Jesus bad not appeared in
the jear after SS^teiermochex's death, his would not have been withheld ibr so long
Up to that time U would hare been hailed fay the theological world as a dehrerer

;

but for the wounds whidi my work mflicted on the theolog> of the dar, it had
anodyne nor dressing , nay, it displaced the author as m a measure responsible for
the disaster, for the waters wbidi be had admitted tfarop by drop were now, m
of his prudent resertations. pounng m hke a flood. **•—^Erom tte Introduction to TJU
C&ruf^ratik and ike /erar ofHuioryt 1865

> "Now that Schleiennaehec^s Life of Jesus at last lies before us m print, all
parlies can gather about it m heartfelt rgoicing The appearance of a work fay
Schleiennaeher is always an ennehment to hteratura Any product of a mind tOre
bis cannot fail to shed light and life on the minds of others And of worlss of this
kind our theologieal literature has certainly m these days no superfluity Where the
living are for the most port as it were dead, it is meet that the dead should arise and
bev witness These iMtures of Schleiermacher s* when compared with the work of
bui pupils, show dearly that the great theologian has let fell upon them onW his
mantle and not his sp*nt

*
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forth into the light There was no reason why it should feel itself

a stranger at this period, and it had no need to be ashamed of

Itself Its rationalistic birth-marks acre concealed by its hnlliant

dialectic^ And the only real advance in the meantime was the

general recognition that the Life of Jesus was not to be inter-

preted on rationalistK^ but on histoncal lines AH other, mom
definite histoncal results had proved more or less illusory, there

15 no vitality in them The works of Renan, Stiauss^ Scheukel^

Weizsacker, and Keim are in essence only dideient ways of

carrying out a single ground-plan To read them one aAer

another is to be simply appalled at the stereo^ed unifonmty

of the world ofthought in which they they mo\e You feel that you

have read exactly the same thing in the others, almost in identical

phrases To obtain the works of Schenkel and Weizsacket

you only need to weaken down in Strauss the sharp discnmina

tion between John and the Synoptists so far as to allow of the

Fourth Gospel being used to some extent as an histoncal source

“m the higher senses” and to put the hypothesis of the pnonty

of Mark in place of the Tubingen view adopted by Strauss The

latter is an external operation and does not essentially modify the

view of the Life of Jesus, since by admitting the Johannine scheme

the Marcan plan is again disturbed, and Strauss’s arbitraiy

spuituahsation of the Synoptics comes to something not veiy

different from the acceptance of that "in a higher sense historical

Gospel " alongside of them The whole discussion regarding the

sources is only loosely connected with the process of amving at

the portrait of Jesu^ since this portrait is fixed from the first, teng

determmed by the mental atmosphere and religious horizon of the

‘sixties They all portray the Jesus of hberal theology^ the only

difference is that one is a little more conscientious in his colouring

than another, and one perhaps has a little more taste than another,

or 1$ less concerned about the consequences

The desire to escape m some way from the alternative between

the Synoptists and John was native to the Marcan

Weisse had endeavoured to effect this by distinguishing l^cen

the sources m the Fourth Gospel * Schenkel and IVeissscker are

I The lines ofSchtaerroacher’s work were fi^edbrBniisM

i>»m« voL It. oT hi5 Bththserk (Edited by HcdtzmanD, 1863 )
He acoe^

Gospel as an histoncal source and treats the
5̂^

Mtttod Chnstian Karl Josias von ^nseo.^ lo

“Oology, aid
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more modest They do not feel the need of any clear literary

vim of the Fourth Gospel, of any cntical discrimination between

or^nal and secondary elements m it, they are content to use as

historical whatever their instinct leads them to accept “Apart

from the fourth Gospel,” says Schenkel, “we should miss in the

protrait of the Redeemer the unfathomable depths and the

inaccessible heights” ** Jesus,” to quote his aphorism, **was not

always thus m leabty, but He was so in truth ” Since wben have

historians had the n^t to distinguish between reality and truth?

That was one of the bad habits which the author of this character-

isation of Jesus brought with him from bis earher dogmatic

training

Weizsacker^ expresses himself with more circumspection “We
possess,” he says, “m the Fourth Gospel genume apostolic

reminiscences as mudi as m any part of the first three Gospels;

but between the facts on which the reminiscences are based and
their reproduction m literary form there hes the devdopment of

their possessor mto a great mystic, and the influence of a philosophy

which here for the first time umted itself in this way with the

Gospdi , th^ need, therefore, to be critically examined ; and the

historical truth of this g^spd, great as it is, must not be measured
with a painful hterality.”

One wonders why both these wnters appeal to Holtzmann,
seemg that they practically abandon the Maican plan which he
had worked out at the end of his very thorough examination of

this Gospel They do not accept as sufficient the controversy

regarding the ceremonial regulations m Mark vii, which, with the

rejection at Nazareth, constitute^ m Hoitzmann’s view, the turning-

point of the Galilaean ministry, but find the cause of the change of
attitude on the port of the people rather in the Johannine discourse

about eatmg and dnnkmg the flesh and blood ^ the Son of Mam
The section Mark x.->xv , which has a certain unity, they interpret

in the light of the Johannine tradition, finding in it traces of a
previous ministry of Jesus in Jerusalem and mterweaidng with it

the Johannine story of the Passion According to Schenkel the
last visit to Jerusalem must have been of considerable duration
When confronted with John, the admission may be wrung from the
Synoptists tliat Jesus did not travel straight through Jencho to the
capital, but worked first for a considerable time in Judaea Strauss

a Jerusalem source and a Galilaean source* fbe latter being unreliable. Das
Bvangthum noth tetnem ttmeren Wtrie und setntrBedettiungfur das LOen
Jesut 1841 ^Tfae Gospd ofJohn considered in Relation to its Intrinsic Valueand its
Importance as a Source for the Life of Jesus ) See p 127 f Renan the
narrative portions as authentic and the discourses as secondary

^ Karl Heinnch Weizsacker vraa bora in 1822 at Ohnngen in WOrtembeig
He qualified as Pnvat-Docent in 1847 and. after acting m tte as Court-^plain and Oberkonsistonalrat at Stuttgart, became m i86x the successor of
Uaur at Tubingen* lie died in xSgq
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tartly observes that be cannot see what the author of the

"charactensation” stood to gam by underwntmg HoUzmaim’s
Miarcan hypothesis ^

Weizsacker is still bolder m making interpolations ihna the

Johannine tradition He places the cleansing of the Temple in

contradiction to Mark, in the early penod of Jesus’ ministiy, on the

ground that “it bears the character of a first appearance a bold

deed with which to open His career/’ He fails to observe^

however, that if this act really took place at this point of tune, the

whole development of the life of Jesus which Holtzmann had so

ingeniously traced in Mai^ is at once thrown mto confusioii In

descnbing the last visit to Jerusalen^ Weizsacker is not content to

insert the Maican stones into the Johannme cement; he goes

fiuther and expressly states that the great fiirewell discourses of

Jesus to His disciples agree with the Synoptic discourses to the

disaples spoken duimg the last days, however completely they of

all others bear the peculiar stamp of the Johannme diction

Thus in the second penod of the Marcan hypothesis the same

spectacle meets us as in the earher The hypothesis has a literary

existence, indeed it is earned by Holtzmann to such a degree of

demonstration that it can no longer be called a mere hypothesis

but it does not succeed in winning an assured position in the

critical stndy of the Life of Jesus It is common-laDd not jet

taken into cultivation

That IS due in no small measure to the feet that Holtzmann

did not work out the hypothesis from the bistoncal sid^ but rather

on bterary lines, recallmg Wilke—as a kind of problem in Synoptic

anthmetio—and m his prefece eicpresses dissent from the Tubingen

school, who desired to leave no alternative between John on the

one side and the Synoptics on the other, whereas he

attempt to evade the dilemma in some ^ay or otb^, Md thinKs

he can find in die didactic narrative of the Fourth Gospel the

traces of a development of Jesus similar to that portrayed m ^
Svnoptics. and has therefore no fundamental objection to the u

of John alongside of the Synoptics In taJang up this poatiw,

however, he does not desire to be understood as “waning that ir

would be to the interests of science to throw Synoptic and Johanni

nossaaes together indiscriminately and thus construct a lift

Tesus^ut of^aiem-” "It would be much better to

Lnarately the Synoptic and Johannine pictures of Chns^

each of Its own distinctive material It is only when

d that It is possible to ® ^
Exactly the same position had been taken up sixty-seven yew

Mark without any reference to John
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before by Herder In Holtzmann's case^ however, the pnndple
was stated with so many qualifications that the adherents of his view
read into it the permission to combine^ in a picture treated the

grand styl^” Synoptic with Johaxinine passages.

In addition to thi^ the plan whidx Holtsmann finally evolved

out of Mark was much too fine-drawn to bear the weight of the

remainder of the Synoptic material He distmguishes seven stages

m the Gahlaean ministry,^ of which the really decisive one is Uie
sixth, in whidi Jesus leaves Galilee and goes northward, so that

Scbenkel and Weizsacker are justified in distinguishing practically

only two great Gahlaean penods, the first of which-^own to

the controvert about ceremonial puri^—lihsy distmguish as the
penod of success, the second—down to the departure from Judaea—as the penod of dedUne. What attracted these wnters to the
Maican hypothesis was not so much the authentification which it

gave to the detail of hlark, though they were wilhng enough to
accept tha^ hut the way in which this Gospel lent itself to the
a pnon view of the course of the life of Jesus which they
unconsdously brought with them. They appealed to Holtzmann
because be showed such wonderful skill in ^tracting firom the
Marcan narrative the view which commended itself to the sjnnt of
the age as manifested in the ’sixbes

Holtzmann read into this Gospel that Jesus had endeavoured
in Gahlee to found the Kingdom of God m an ideal sense j that
He concealed His consaousness of being the Messiah, which was
constantly growing more assured, until His followers should have
attained by inner enhghtenment to a higher view of the Kingdom
of God and of the Messiah; that almost at the end of His
Gahlaean ministry He declared Himself to them as the Messiah
at Caesarea Philippi

; that on the same occasion He at once began
to picture to them a sufienng Messiah, whose Imeaments gradually
became more and more distinct in Hia mind amid the growing
opposition which He encountered, until finally, He communicated
to His disciples His decision to put the Messianic cause to the
test in the capital, and that they followed Him thither and saw
how His fate fulfilled Itselfl It was this fundamental view which
made the success of the hypothesis Holtzmann, not less than his
followers, bdieved that he bad dfiscovered it in the Gospel itself,
although Strauss, the passionate opponent of the Marcan hypothesis,
took essentially the same view of the development of Jesus’ thought
But the way m whi<di Holtzmann mkluhited this characteristic
view of the ’sixties as ansing naturally out of the detail of
Mark, was so perfect, so artistically ciarming, that this view
appeared henceforward to be inseparably bound up with the

». ft ^1“?. ®

^

™* ^*9 • 34 f5. MmX w 6. 6, Mark ti 7.^1 37 . 7, MarV vni jo
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Marcan tradition Scarcely ever has a dcscnption of the life of

Jesus exercised so irresistible an influence as that short outline

—

it embraces scarcely tnenty pages—with which Holtemann doses

his examination of the Synoptic Gospels This chapter became

the CFCcd and catechism of all who handled the subject dunng the

following decades The treatment of the life of Jesus had to

follow the lines here laid down until the Marcan hypothesis was

ddivered from its bondage to that a pnon view of the develop'

ment of Jesus Until then any one might appeal to the Marcan

hypothesis, meaning thereby only that general view of the inward

and outward course of development in the life of Jesus, and

might treat the remainder of the Synoptic material how he chos^

combining with it, at his pleasure^ material drawn from John

The victory, therefot^ belonged, not to the Marcan hypothesis pure

and simple, but to the Marcan hypothesis as p^cholc^cally

interpreted by a liberal theology

The points of distinction between the Weissmn and the new

interpretation arc as follows :—Weissc is sceptical as regards the

dctoil , the new Marcan hypothesis ventures to base conclusions

even upon incidental remarks in the text. According to Weisse

there were not distinct periods of success and failure in the mmirtiy

of Jesus, the new Marcan hypothesis confidendy affirms this dis-

tinction, and goes so far as to place the sojourn of Jesus in the

beyond Gahlee under the heading “Flights and Retiiements

The earlier Marcan hypothesis expressly denies that OTtward

circumstances influenced the resolve of Jesus to die ,
according

the later, it was the opposition of the people, and the

of carrvinff out His mission on other lines which forced Him to

enter on the path of suirenng,® The Jesus of Weisse*s view as

* HolumaDU, /Comvtm/ar mu den Syno^iUm, ^89, p 184 The facta of

«AS foreaSn and predictedV Himsdf with ever-fiiwmg ^
thaV^ich -done^

ns bemg foreseen and predetermine
thm first no otlicr

orSte?h-u,«w and the teddference

an outward show of virtue, a
Mtasianic expccistions

opponents—a man who, to nil appearanee. as

people few his own ends, nnd M
that the

their ^ *«" “
breftidi most soon become irrcpafaWe U wm

dmiger of

Galilee only n minonly of the P“P|*
sverted thu death sentence

^habteih demon-

which had been early deurmiaed po
movolee such demonstiationa Jesus

JSrtioas on the^ ^ >1“
^rould have needed, if only for

rather vould have needed to jdaoe tli^
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completed His development at the time of His appearance; the

Jesus of the new interpretation of Mark continues to develop in

the course of His pubhc ministry.

There is complete agreement, however, in the rejection of

eschatology. For Holtzmann, Sdienkel, and Weizsacker, as for

Weiss^ Jesus desires **to found an inward kingdom of repent-

ance”^ It was Israel's duty, according to Schenkel, to believe

in the presence of the Kingdom whidi Jesus prodaimed. John
the Baptist was unable to believe in and it was for this reason

that Jesus censured him—for it is in this sense that Schenkel
understands the saying about the greatest among those born of
women who is nevertheless the least in the Kingdom of Heaven.

near the light and yet shutting his eyes to its beams—^is there

not some blame here^ an undeniable lack of spnntual and moral
receptivity ?

"

Jesus makes Messianic daims only in a spintual sense. He
does not gra^ at super-human glory; it is His purpose to bear
the sm of the whole people, and He undergoes baptism a
humble member of the national community ”

His whole teadiing consists, when once He Himself has
attamed to dear consaousness of His vocation, in a constant
struggle to root out from the hearts of His disciples their theocratic
hopes and to effect a transformation of their traditional Messianic
ideas When, on Simon's bailing Him as the Messiah, He dedares
that fiesh and blood has not revealed it to him, He means^ accord-
ing to Schenkd, “that Simon has at this moment overcome the
kilse Messianic ideas, and has recognised in Him the ethical and
spintual ddiverer of Isiad ”

“That Jesus predicted a personal, bodily, Second Comings in
the bnghtncss of His heavenly splendour and surrounded by the
heavenly hosts, to estabhsh an earthly Idngdom, is not only not
proved, it is absolutely impossible.” His purpose is to establish a
community of whidi His disciples axe to be the foundation, and by
means of this community to bnng about the commg of the
Kingdom of God. He can, therefore, only have ^oken of His
return as an impersonal return in the Spmt The later ea^onents
of the Marcan view were no doubt generally mdined to regard the
return as personal and corporeal For Schenkel, howevei^ it is
histoncally certain that the real meaning of the eschatologiGal
conrec, from any ordsnaiy pomt of vww of human polity would have

bmuse the only praetiealde one, was the sole soSieient and aU-explaimneWTO 01 His destnicbon "^HoUxmasm, Die ^^fiseien Evangehen, 1863, pp 485,

JL
" Smnesandenmg ” -• Smneshndenme ” ^zorresponds

I*
repentance” to the Giede perdirouL {change of mmd. chan^ of» no less ellipttcalm Qenaan thanmEn^h The meaning

repentance, consistmg of those who bare fidfinS
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discourses is more faithfully preserved in the Fourth Gospel than

in the Synoptics.

In Ills anxiety to eliminate any enthusiastic elements from the

representation of Jesus, he ends by drawing a bourgeois Messiah

uhom he might have extracted from the old-fashioned rationalistic

aork of the northy Rcinhard He feels bound to save the credit

of Jesus by showing that the entiy into Jerusalem was not intended

as a provocation to the government **
It is only by making this

supposition,” he explains, ‘‘that we avoid casting a slur upon the

character of Jesus. It was ccrtamly a constant trait in His

character that He never unnecessarily exposed Himself to danger,

and never, except for the most pressing reasons, did He give

any support to the suspicions which were arising against Him,

He avoided provoking His opponents to drastic measures by

any overt act directed against them” Even the cleansing of

the Temjde was not an act of violence but merely an attempt

atrreform.

Schcnkcl IS able to give these explanations because he knows

the most secret thoughts of Jesus and is therefore no longer bound

to the text He knows, for example, that immediately after His

baptism He attained to the knowledge “ that the way of the Law

was no longer the way of salvation for His people" Jesus cannot

theieforc have uttered the saying about the permanence of the

Law in Mark v x8 In the controveraies about the Sabbath "He

proclaims freedom of worship
"

As time went on, He began to take the heathen world ufto

the scope of His purpose. "The hard saying addrewed to the

Canaanite woman represents rather the proud and exclusive

spint of Phansaism than the spirit of Jesus ” It was a m

faith, the success of which had a decisive influence upon Je^
attitude towards the heathen. Henceforth it is obvious that He

is favourably disposed towards them He travels through

and establishes a coromuni^ there. In Jerusalem He open^

he heathen to Him At certam feasts which they had anangcu

for that purpose, some of the leaders of the

Him, and betrayed Him into liberal sayings in regard to the Gentii

ivhi^^sca^ as fat^^
development of the Master, who,

to Schenkel, "saw with a clear eye into the

world,” and knew that the faU of Jerusalem

order to close the theocratic era and give
found

to the universal community of Christians which He was

iJ^This Tnod He described as the period of His comings as m a

sense His Second Advent upon earth."
W^i<sackcr m his

The same geneml procedure is followed by «

"Gospel though his work is of a much bigto qiuu
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!ban Schenkel’s His accouBt of the sources is one of the clearest

that has ever been vmtten. In the descnption of the hfe of Jesus,

however, the unhesitating combination of material from the Fourth

Gospel with that of the Synoptics rather confuses the picture.

And whereas Renan only offers the results of the completed process,

Wetzsacher works out his, it might almost be said, under the eyes of

the reader, which makes the arbitrary character of the proceeding

only the more obvious But m his attitude towards the sources

Weissacker is wholly free from the irresponsible capnce in which
Schenkd mdulges. From time to timc^ toc^ he gives a bmt of

unsolved problems in the background. For esrample^ m treating

of the de<^ration of Jesus to His judges that He would come as

the Son of Man upon the clouds of heaven, he remarks how sur-

pnsing It 15 that Jesus could so often have used the designation
Son of Man on earlier occasions widiout being accused of clainung
the IMessiahship It is true that this is a mere scraping of the keel

upon a sandbank, by which the steersman does not allow himself to

be turned from his course^ for Weizsacker concludes that the name
Son of Man, in spite of its use in Daniel, “had not become a
generally current or really popular designation of the Messiah ”

But even this faint suspimon of the difficulty is a welcome sign.

Much emphasis^ m fact, in practice rather too mudh emphasis is

laid on the principle that in the great discourses of Jesus the
structure is not histoncal, they are only collections of sayings
formed to meet the needs of the Christian community in later
times. In this Weizsacker is sometimes not less arbitrary than
Schenkel, who represents the Lord’s Prayer as given by Jesus to
the disciples only m the last days at Jerusalem It was an axiom
of the s^ool that Jesus could not have delivered discourses such
as the E\angelists record

If Schenkd’s picture of Jesus' character attracted mudi more
attention than AVeizsackeris work, that is mainly due to the art of
lively popular presentation by which it is distinguished. The
writer knows well how to keep the reader’s interest awake by the
use of excitmg headlmes Catchwords abound, and arrest the
ear, for they are the catchwords about which the religious con-
troversies of the time revolved. There is never far to look for the
moral of the history, and the Jesus here portrayed can be imagined
plunging into the midst of the debates in any ministerial conference.
The moralising, it must be admitted, sometimes becomes the
occasion of the feeblest ineptitudes. Jesus sent out His disdples

and two ; this is for Schenkel a marvellous exhibition of wisdom.
The Lord designed, thereby, to show that in His opinion “nothing
is more inimical to the interests of the Kingdom of God than m-
di\ idealism, self-will, self - pleasing ” Schenkel entirely fails to
recognise the superb irony of the sa>ing that in this Ufe all that a
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man gives up for the sake of the Kingdom of God is repaid a

hundredfold m persecutionsi in order that in the Coming Age he
may receive eternal life as his remird He interpreted it as

meaning that the sufierer shall be compensated iy love^ bis

fellow-Chnsbans ^vill endeavour to make it up to hioi^ and wiH

Oder him their own possessions so freely tha^ in consequence of

this brotherly lov^ he will soon hav^ for the house which he has

lost, a hundred houses for the lost sisters, brother^ and so forth,

a hundred sisters, a nuadred brothers, a hundred dithers^ a

hundred mothers, a hundred farms Schenkel forgets to add that,

if this IS to be the interpretation of the sayings the persecuted

man must also receive through this compensating Icyc, a hundred

wives.'

This want of insight into the largeness, the startlmg ongmality,

the selfeontiadictormess, and the temble irony in the thought of

Jesus, IS not a peculianty of Schenfcd’s ;
it is characteristic of all the

liberal laves of Jesus from Strauss's down to Oskar Holtzmann's *

How could it be otherwise? They had to transpose a way of ^
visaging the world which belonged to a hero and a dreamer to the

plane of thought of a rational bouigeois religion. But in SchenkePs

representation, with its popular appeal this banality is particularly

obtrusive t

In the end, however, what made the success of the book was

not Its popular charactensScs, whether good or bad, but the ^mity

which It drew down upon the author The Basle Pnvat-Docent

who, m his work of 1839, had congratulated the Zunchere on having

reiected Strauss, now, as Professor and Director of the

Heidelberg, came very near being adjudged worthy of the

crown himself He had been at Heidelbeig since 1851, ate

holding for a short tune De Wette's chair at Bade At

coming a mildly reactionary theology might have ^
Its He pve It a nght to do so by the ^y “
irorked against the philosopher, Kuno Fischer, in v

siBtoiy But Ml the straggles over the constiWhon of the anrch

Ranged h,s position"" As a defends of the r^hte

j
tte

laitv he ranged himself on the more liberal side Aft« n

St 4tray m the General Synod of i86r. m ^rh^

Stitution^of the Church was estaWBhed,

Protestant assembly at Frankfort, m order to set on “

movement for ChuK* reform. This Msembly met m i8 3,

Sll^n

I Omitted in some of the best ®

s Koltsmana. ipo*-
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Ib a lecture at Leipag^' “has aroused a painful interest We
had leamt to know him m many aqtects; we were not prepared

for sudi an apostasy from his own past How long is it since

he brought almt the dismissal of Kano Fischer from Heidelberg

because he saw m the pantheism of this philosopher a danger

to Church and State? It is still fresh in our memory that it was

he who in the year 185s drew up the report of the Theological

Faculty of He^elberg upon the ecdesiasttcd controvert raised by

Pastor Dubn at Bremen) m which he denied Dulon’s Christianity

justification by faith) of a Imng and personal God, of the eternal

Divine Sonship of Qins^ of the Kingdom of God, and of the

credibiluy of die holy Scnptnies.” And now this same Schenkel
was misusing the Life of Jesus as a we^ion m party polemics ” I

The agitation against him was engmeered from Berlin, where
his successful attadt upon the ilhberal constitution of the Church
had not been forgiven One hundred and seventeen Baden denes
signed a pretest dedanng the author unfitted to hold office as a
theological teacher m the Baden Church Thrm^hout the whole

Germany the pastors agitated againsi him It was especially

be should be immediately removed from his post
wDnettor of the Seminary. A counte^p^>test was issued Iw theHwm Conference m the July of 1864, m which Bhuttschli and
Holtanann vigoroudy defended him. The Ecclesiastical Counedswm him, and the storm gradually died away, cspeaally
when Schenkel in two “Defences” Mi% softened down theunpmon made Iqr his work, and endeavoured to quiet the pubhc

SifthrS'™*
^ to set for£ one

««
portion d die prospective martyr was not rendered any

^ appendix to his cnticism of
Me of Jesus he settled accounts mth his old

^jKogms! no sdenbfic salne whaterer in thewtt None of the.deasdeTelopedu.it ate new One mi^t
j

Presentraents of the Life
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SjhL K® J
.*** conclusions nhich ba^e give;W K .K “T"** Tubingen to Hadeli
salvaged by Herr Schenkel—in a Lae

Zc^Lt^ ““St be adniitted-and
ucorpoiated into the edifice nhich he was constructing " Further

frankness its half-and-batf
Aaracter, which manifests itself especially m the nay in which theauthor clings to orthodox phraseology “Over and over again he

cnticism with one hand all that it can possibly nsl^ and then^es back with the other whatever the interests of faith seem todemand
, with the constant result that what is taken back is far

too much for cntunsm and not nearly enough for faith
’’ “In the

foture,” he conclude^ “it will be said of the seven hundred
Durlachers that thq; fought like paladins to prevent the enemy
from captunng a standard which was really nothing but a patched
dish-dout ”

or
Schcnkel died in 18S5 after severe suifenngs As a cntic he

Jacked independency and was, therefory alwaj's inclined to com-
promises, in controversy he was vehement Though he did
nothing remarkable in theology, German Protestantism owes him
a vast debt for acting as its tnbune in the ’sixties.

That was the last time that any popular excitement was aroused
in connexion with the cntzcal study of the hfe of Jesus, and it

was a mere storm m a tea-cup. Moreover, it was the man and not
his work that aroused the excitement Henceforth public opinion
was almost entirely indifferent to anything tihich appeared in this

department The great fundamental question whether histoncal

cnticism was to be applied to the life of Jesus had been decided
in connexion with Strauss’s first iAork on the subject If here and
there indignation aroused by a Life of Jesus brought inconveniences

to the author and profit to the publisher, that was connected
in every case with purely external and incidental circumstances

Public opinion nas not disquieted for a moment by Volkmar and

Wrede, although they are much more extreme than Schcnkcl

Most of the Lives of Jesus nhich folloncd had, it is truy

nothing very exciting about them They nexe mere vanants of the

^e established during the ’sixties, vanants of iihich the minute

differences wore only discernible by thcologinny and \(hich were

othen^xse exactly alike in arrangement and result As a con-

tnbution to criticism, Kcim’s* “Histoiy of Jesus of Narata”

* Theodor Kcini* Dte GtsehtchU Jesu ton J^atart, tn thrtr I trhfdtun^ dnn

GesamtUhtn sttnti IVttofm wuHnucht nnd ausfbkiitch trtHhH (The HiAtwym

JestB of Nnuin m Rchlion lo the Genenl Life of Ilts Peoplot fr»l> cnrained

fulls n'lrnited ) 3 tola 7undi, 1867-1873 Vol 1 Tlic Dij of Prep'irntion , \o! it

The Veir of Teaching m Gnllluc, rol ii! The Denth P-issoser {iDdisvftrn)

^

JcmsAleni A short nceount in ti more popuhr form appeared m 1873 ^
/an naeJi din trge^ntiun hinUger Waunsthefi fur tta/i/r A'rnU UtnuMUtk
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was tiie most important Life of Jesus which appeared in a long

period . .

It IS not of mndi consequence that be bdieves in the pnoiitj

of Matthew, smce his presentment of the history follows the general

lines of the Marcan plan, which is preserved al^ in Matthew He
gives It as his opinion that the life of Jesus is to be reconstructed

from the Synoptics, whether Matthew has the first place or Mark.

He sketches Sie development of Jesus m bold hnes As early

as his inaugural address at Zurich, delivered on the 17th of

December i860, which, short as it was, made a powerful impression

upon Holtzmann as well as upon others^ he had set up the thesis

that the Synoptics “artlessly, almost against their will, show us

unconsciously m inddental, unobtrusive traits the progressive de-

velopment of Jesus as youth and man.” ^ His later works are the

development ^ this sketdi.

His grandiose style gave the keynote for the artistic treatment

of the portrait of Jesus in the ’sixties His phrases and expressions

became classical Every one follows him in speaking of the

“ Galilaean spiing-tide ” in the ministry of Jesus

On the Johannine question he takes up a clearly defined

position, denying the possibility of usmg the Fourth Gospel side by
side with the Synoptics as an historical source He goes very fat

in finding spe^ significance m the details of the Synoptists,

especially when he is anxious to discover traces of want of success

in the second period of Jesus’ ministry, since the plan of his Life

of Jesus depends on the sharp antithesis between the penods of

success and failure. The whole of the second half of the Gahlaean
period consists for him in “ flights and retirements ” " Beset by
constantly renewed alarms and hindrances, Jesus left the scene of

His carher work, left bis dwelling-place at Capernaum, and
accompanied only by a few faithful foUowers, in the end o^y by
the Twdv^ sought in aH directions for places of refuge for longer
or idiorter peno^ in order to avoid and dude His enemies.”
K&m frankly admits indeed, that there is not a syllable in the
Gospels to suggest that these journeys ore the journeys of a fugitive.

But instead of allowing that to shake his conviction, he abuses the
narrators and suggests that they desired to conceal the truth.

“These flights,” he says, “were no doubt mconvenient to the
Evangelists Matthew is here the frankest^ but in order to
restore the impression of Jesns^ greatness he transfers to
tnShtf (Tbe Histox) of Jesus tutxoTAing to the Results of Present-day Cntiasm,
bneS) narrated for the General Reader ) snd ed . S875

Karl Theodor Knmwas bom m 1825 at Stnitgoit. nas Repetent at Tubingen
from 1851 to 1855, and after he h-id been five yearsm the ministry, became Itefessor
at Zunch in x86o In 1873 accepted a call to Giessen, where he died m 1878

» mtnsehluht BnfmtUitng Jesu Chniti See Hollzmaim. Dte ^ttcp/tscAm
Evange/tert 1B63, pp 7.9 This dissertation iivas foUoned by Der stschtekaukt
Chnaut 3rd ed , 1866
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pcnod the greatest ininides The later Evangelists ate almost

completely silent about these retircmentSy and leave os to suppose

that Jesus made His journeys to Caesarea Philippi and the

neighbourhood of Tyre and Sidon in the middle of winter from

mere pleasure in travelj or for the extension of the Gospel, and

that He made His lost journey to Jerusalem without any external

necessity, entirely in consequence of His free decision, even

though the expectation of death \shich they ascribe to Him goes

far to counteract the impression of complete freedom ” Why do

they thus correct the histoiy ? "The motive was the same difficult

which draws from us also the question, ‘Is it possible diat Jesus

should dec?’" Keim ansivers “Yes ” Here the liberal psychology

comes clearly to hght “Jesus fled," he explains, “because He
desired to preserve Himself for God and man, to secure the continu-

ance of His ministry to Israel, to defeat as long as possible the dark

designs of His enemies to carry His cause to Jerusalem, and ther^

while acting, as it was His duty to do^ with prudence and foresight

in his relations with men, to recognise clearly, by the Dinne

alence or the Divine action, what the Divine purpose really wa^

which could not be recognis^ in a moment He acts hke a man

who knows the duty both of examination and action, who knows

His own worth and what is due to Him and His obligations

towards God and man
In regard to the question of eschatology, however, Eeim does

justice to the texts * He admits that eschatology, “a Kingdom of

God clothed with material splendoursi,” forms an integral part of the

preaching of Jesus from the first, “ that He never rejected it, and

therefore never by a so-called advance transformed the sensuous

Messianic idea into a purely spintual one" “Jesus does Mt

uproot from the minds of the sons of Zebedee thw belief m im

thrones on His nght hand and His left , He does not h^tate m
make His entry into Jerusalem in the character of the Mcssii^

He acknowledges His Messiahship before the Council wit^

making any can^l reservations , upon the cross His btlee

King of the Jews, He consoles Himsdf and His followers with me

thought of His return as an earthly ruler, and leavM wth

disciples, without making any attempt to check the

lone survived, m a future establishment or restoration m tne

Kingdom ID an Israel dehvered from bondage" Keim renw^

with much justice “that Strauss had been wrong in rejecting

earherand more enrrect formula," which combined the eschatological

^ Giteiu/tfe /esu and ed , 18751 PP
__, , ,mtnrweg to the

vim diteonnes are laifkine
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and s{^itaal elements as operating side side in the plan of

Jesus

ICeim, hovrever, himsdf in the end allotvs the spiritual dements
practically to cancel the eschatological. He admits, it is true,

that the expression Son of Man which Jesus uses designated the

Messiah m the sense of Darnel's prophecy, but he thinks that

these pictonal representations in Daniel did not repd Jesus because

He interpreted them spintually, and ” intended to describe Himself

as bdonging to mankind even in His Messiamc office.” To solve

the difficulQr Kdm assumes a development Jesus' consciousness

of His vocation had been strengthened both by success and by
disappointment As tune went on He preached the Elingdom not

as a future Kingdom, as at ffist, but as one which was present in

Him and with Hun, and He declares His Messiahdiip more and
more openfy before the world He thinks of the Kingdom as

undergoing development but not with an unlimited, infinite

horizon as the modems suppose , the honzon is bound^ by the
eschatology ''For however easy it may be to read modem ideas

into the parables of the draught of fishes^ the mustard seed and
the leaven, whidi, taken by themselves, seem to suggest the
duration contemplated by modem view, it is nevertheless

indubitable that Jesus, hte Paul, by no means looks forward to

so protracted an earthly development, on the contrary, nothing
appears more clearly from the sources than that He thought of
Its term as rapidly approaching, and of His victory as nigh at hand

,

and looked to the last decisive events, even to the day of judgment,
as about to occur during the hfetime of the existing generation,
including Himself and apostles ” " It was the overmastenng
pressure of circumstances wludi held Him prisoner within the
limitations of this obsolete belief” When His confidence in the
devdopment of His Kingdom came into collision with barriers
which He could not pass, when His behef in the presence of the
Kingdom of God grew dun, the purely eschatological ideas won
the upper hand, “and if we may suppose that it was preasely this
thought of the imminent decisive action of God, taking possession
of His mind with renewed force at this point, which steeled His
human courage, and roused Him to a passion of self-sacnfice with
the hope of saving from the judgment whatever might still be saved,
we may welcome His adoption of these narrow ei ideas as in
accordance with the goodwill of God, which could only by this
means maintain the failing strength of its human instrument and
secure the spoils of the Divine warfare—^the souls of men subdued
and conquered by Him ”

The thought which had hovered before the mind of Renan, but
which in his hands had become only the motwe of a romance
wte dt lofmn as the French express it—^was realised by
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Keim Nothing deeper or more beautiful has since been wntten
about the development of Jesus

Less cntical in character is Hase's "History of Jesu^” ^ which
superseded in 1876 the vanous edibons of the Handbook os
the Life of Jesus which had first appeared in 1829

The question of the use of John’s Gospel side by side aith
the Synoptics he leaves m suspense, and speaks his last word
on the subject in the form of a parable "If I may be allowed
to use an avowedly parabolic form of speed], the relation of Jesus
to the t)Vo streams of Gospel tradition may be illustrated as

follows. Once there appeared upon earth a heavenly Being.

According to His first three biographers He goes about more
or less incognito, in the long garment of a l^bi, a forceful

popular figure somewhat Judaic in speech, only occasionally, almost

unmarked by His biographer^ pomting with a smile beyond this

brief interlude to His home. In the desenpbon left His

favourite disciple, He has thrown ofi* the taiar of the Rabbi,

and stands before us in His native diaxacter, but in bitter and

angry stnfe with those who took offence at His magnificent

simplicity, and then later—^it must be confessed, more attractively

—^in deep emotion at parting with those whom, dunng His

pilgrimage on earth, He had made His fnends, though th^ did

not nghdy understand His strange unearthly speech.”

This is Hase’s way, always to avoid a final decision

The fifty years of cnticd study of the subject which he had

witnessed and taken part in h^ made him circumspect, some

times almost sceptical But his notes of mtenogation do not

represent a covert supematuiahsm hke those in the Life of Jesus

of 1829 Hase had been penetrated by the mfiuence of Strauss

and had adopted from him the bdief that the true hfe of Jesus

lies bqrond the reach of entuusm “ It is not my business” he

says to his students in an introductory lecture^ "to recoil in

horror from this or that thought, or to eicpress it with embartassr

ment aa being dangerous , I would not forbid even the enthusiasm

of doubt and destruction which makes Strauss so strong and

Renan so seductive.”

It IS left uncertain whether Jesus’ consciousness ol His

Messiahship reaches back to the days of His childhood, or

whether it arose m the ethical development of His npenu^

manhood. The concealment of His Messianic daims is nsenbed,

1 Jesu Nach akadettttsehen Vorlesungtn von Dr JCart

Special mention ought also to be made of the fine sketch of
,

AHiusmth's Ntuiosiamtnatohe Z£$^Mtchi€ (Histoiy of New Tmtement

lit ed , Mnnich, 1868 fif ,
3rd ed , x vol » 1879. PP 3aS-S*5

1 f
BezteAuftgen LOoni Jesu (The Relations of the Li5a of Jesus to the Histoiy

*Addr*liaiistath was bom at Kvisnihe He was appomted Rrofcssor of

ThMlog} at Heiddberg m 1667. and died m X909
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as 1:^ Schenkel and othei^ to paedagogic mobyes ; it was necessaiy

that Jesus should first educate the peo|de and die disaples up

to a higher ethical view of His office. In the stress wj^ch he

lays upon the eschatology Hase has points of affinity with Keiin,

for whom he had prepared the way in his Life of Jesus of 1829,

in which he had been the first to assert a development m Jesus

in the course of which He at first fully shared the Jewish

eschatological views^ but later advanced to a more spintual con-

ception. In his Life of Jesus of 1876 he is prepared to make
the eschatology the dominant feature m the last penod alsoi

and does not hesitate to represent Jesus as dymg in die

enthusiastic expectation of returning upon the douds of heaven

He feels hims^ driven to this by ffie eschatological ideas m the

last discourses Jesus’ clear and definite saymgSj” he declare^

''with the whole context of the mrciimstances in which th^
were spoken and understood, have been forang me to this con-

dusion for years past”

''That lofty Messiamc dream must therefore continue to hold

Its place, smce Jesu?, influenced as much by the idea of the

hlessianic glones taken over from the beliefs of His people as

by His own rdigious exaltation, could not think of the 'victory

of His Kingdom except as dosdy connected with His O'wn

personal action But that was only a misunderstanding due
to the imconsdous poesy of a high-ranging leh^ous imagination,

the ethical meaning of which could only be radised by a long
historical development Chnst certainly came again as the
greatest power on earth, and His power, along with His word,
is constantly judging the world He fiiced the sufferings which
lay immediately before Him with His ^es fixed upon this great

future;” ,

The diief excellence of B^chlag’s Life of Jesus consists

in its arrangement^ He first, in the volume of preliminaty hir

vestigations, discusses the problems, so that the narraltve is

disencumbned of all explanations, and by virtue of the author’s
admirable style becomes a pure work of art, which rivets the
interest of the reader and almost causes the want of a consistent
historical conception to be overlooked. The fact however,
that in regard to the two decisive questions Beyschlag is

dehberately inconsistent Although he recognises that the Gospel

^ Das Lehtn /enr, Ton WQbbold BQfsddae: PL 1 Pt^mioaiy lovest^tions.
i8Ss, 450 pp , pt 11 NarraU>ei 1886. 495 pp Job Heinr ChnstoiA Willibald
Bqrseblag w'is born m 1823 at Firanliibit-on-MaiD, and aent to Halle as Kofessorm x86o His splendid eloquence made him one of the diicf spokesmen of German
Frotestantism As a teacher he exercised a remarkable and salutoiy
although his scienbSc works are too much under the douiwauce of an aDoloaeuo
of the heart He died m 190a

•
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of John has not the character of an essentially histoncal sotirce^

“being, rather, n bnihant subjective portrait," “a didactic quite

as much as an histoncal \iork," he produces his Life of Jesus

by “combining and mortising together Synoptic and Johanmne
elements." The same uncertainty prevails in regard to the

Fccognition of the dcflnitcly eschatological character of Jesus’

system of ideas, Bcyschlag gives a \cty large place to eschatology,

so that xn order to combine the spiritual ^ith the eschatological

view his Jesus has to pass through three stages of development

In the first lie preaches the Kingdom as something futun^ a

supernatural event which was to be looked forward to, much

as the Baptist preached it Then the response which was called

forth on all hands by His preaching led Him to believe that the

Kingdom was m some sense already present, "that the Father,

w*hilc He delays the outward manifestation of the Kingdom, is

causing it to come even now in quiet and unnoticed ways by

a humble gradual growth, and the great thought of His parable^

which dominates the whole middle penod of His public hf^

the resemblance of the Kingdom to mustard seed or lca>cn, comes

to birth in IIis mind ” As His failure becomes more and mme

certain, "the centre of gravity of His thought is sIiiAcd to the

world beyond the grave, and the picture of a glorious return to

conquer and to judge the world nscs before Him "

The peculiar interweaving of Synoptic and Johannme loew

leads to the result that, between the two, Bcyschlag in the end

forms no clear conception of the eschatology, and makes Jesus

think in a half.Johannine, half-Synoptic fashion "It is a

sequence of Jesus’ profound conception of the Kingdom of Uott

as something essentially growing that He regards its final

tion not as a state of res^ but rather as a living movemen^ w

a process of becoming, and since He rcgairis this

a cosmic and supernatural process in which
,

*

consummation, and yet as arising entirely out

histoncal process^ He combines elements from ^ch into rame

prophetic conception." An eschatology of this kind is not ma

acceptance of the «m5iacies”

utmost hmits alloned by cnticism, m
of one or another of the recorded raisings from ^
even finds himself urthin the borders of rationalist temtoiy

AVhether Bernhard Weiss's* is to be numbered «ith

> Bemhara W«». X>asl^n7^
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Lives of Jesus is a question to which we may answer *'Yes^ but

along with the faults of these it has some others in addition ”

Weiss shares with the authors of the hberal ** Lives ” the assump-

tion that Mark designed to set forth a definite *‘view of the

course of development of the public ministry of Jesus,” and on
the strength of that believes himsdf justified in gndng a veiy

far-reaching significance to the details ofiered by this Evangelist

The arbitranness with \ihich he cames out this theory is quite

as unbounded as Scbenkel’s, and in his fondness for the “argument
from silence” he even surpasses him Although Mark never
allows a sm^e word to escape him about the motives of the

northern journeys, Weiss is so dever at reading between the
hues that the motives are “quite suflBaently" dear to him
The object of these journos was, according to his explana-
tion, “that the people might have an opportunity, undistracted
by the immediate impression of His words and actions, to make
up their mmds m regard to the questions which they had
put to Hun so pressmgly and inescapably in the last days
of His pubhc ministry, they must themsdves draw thdr own
condusioDs alike from the dedaxations and from the conduct
of Jesus Only by Jesus’ removing Himsdf for a time from tbeir
midst could they come to a dear decision as to their attitude
to Jesus.” This modem psychologising^ however, is dosely
combined with a dialectic which seeks to show that there is

no irreconcilable opposition between the belief in the Son of

Among tbe distmcUy libend laves of Jesus of an earlier date, tbat ofW KrOger-
Vdthusen (Elberfeld, 187a, 371 ) might he mentioned if it were not so entirdy
nncnticaL Although the onihofr does not hcdd the Fourth Gospd to be apostolig
he has no hemtation m making use of it as an histoncal source.

There is more sentiment than smenoe, too, m the work of M G Wmtbreeht,
Dom Lthen /esu jure& dai vter Evan^ttn, 1881
A weakness m the treatment of the Johannme question and a want of dearnessM s^e other pomts disfigures the three-volume Lifis of Jesus of the Pans professor,E Stapfer, whieh is otherwise marked hj much acumen and real depth of fedmg

Vol i Jis^Chrut avant son mtnutin (Fischbacber, Pans, 2896} , vol 11 Jisus-
CTnrf fend^ son minisUro (1897) , voL in Afort ti in rdsurreetum do Jisus^Clmf {1898}

F Godrt^les of “The Life of Jesus before His Pubhc Appearance" (German
ti^sfeiton hy M Remedc. Ubtn Josu vor stuum f^oniltchtn As^rtion^ Hanover,
1897;

^8»n founds his Dor Cknsius dor Geschsehio wid sem Cknsiontum (The
and His Chnstianitj) ona purdySynoptic basis s vols , 2897-2898Tte English L^e ^ Jtstts Chnsi, by James Stalker, D D (now Professor ofm tte Umled Fnt Church CoUege, Aberdeen), passed tbrongfa

numhertess editions (Gennan, 1898 , Tfibingen, 4th ed , 2902)
Very ^thyand interestingw Dr Percy Gardner's A SnerEramtnaitoni^tko Basts and Origin Chnsitan Belief 2899 , end ed , 1907

^
compromise is H Ziegler's JDer gesehtchthehe

in
lectures, delivered

Se ^-"^**'**1 ? composed* attracted sudi unfavourable attention tbat
proc^mgs against the authoi^ (Sec the Cknsthcho

PP 5o3‘568« 874-877.)
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God and Son of Man which the Church of Chnst has always

confessed, and a cntical investigation of the question how
the details of Hts hfe have been accurately preserved by tradition,

and how they are to be histoncally mteipreted That means
that Weiss is going to cover up the difficulties and stumbling-

blocks with the mantle of ChnsUan chanty which he has woven

out of the most plausible of the traditional sophistnes As a

dialectical performance on these lines his Life of Jesus mals in

importance any except Schleiermacfaer’s On pomts of detail there

are many interesting histoncal observations When ah is said,

one can only regret that so much knowledge and so much

abih^ have been expended in the service of so hopdess a

cause

What was the net result of these liberal laves of Jesus ? In the

first place the cleanng up of the relation between John and the

Synoptics That seems surprising, since the chief representatives of

this school, Holtzmann, Schenk^ Weizsacker, and Has^ took up

a mediating position on this quesbon, not to speak of Beyschlag

fftirjf Weiss, for whom the possibihty of reconcihation between the

two hnes of tradition is an accept^ datum for ecdesiastical and

apologetic reasons But the very attempt to hold the position made

clear its inherent untenability The defence of the combination of

the two traditions exhausted itself m the efibrts of these its cntical

champions^ just as the acceptance of the supernatural m history

exhausted itself m thfr—to judge from the approval of the many-

victonous strug^e against Strauss. In the course of tune

WeiK^er, hke Holtzmann,^ advanced to the rejection of any

possibility of reconcihation, and gave up the Fourth Gospd m an

histoncal source; The second demand of Strauss’s first late ot

Jesus was now—at last—conceded by scientific cnticisin

That does not mean, of course, that no further attempts «

reconciliation appeared thenceforward Was ever a strMt so

by a cordon that one or two isolated mdmduals did not ger

through? And to dodge through needs, after all, no special

hunself m the r4eoJitffUc^ IMerahmaiiung for iSSa. No 03.
^

^Hase aS*^^enS^^Ucepted this position in pnnwple, bui weie careful to keep

twenties theiejeetion of meFoormtop^aj^^
soaroe was almost nniversaH^racofinisedm the cnucal camp

in the Life of Jesus by Karl Wimchcn {Jem. *8^.

(mft of the mtet clearly conceived works of this kind based on the

TtsluJSigenient J. n«
mnch as the presentment of the life iak« the form m aoiscnss

worked m Judaea for some tune pnor to fbe inumpfaal entry
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intelligence or special courage Must tre never speak of a

so long as a single enemy remains alive? Individual attempts to

combine John with the Synoptics which appeared after this decisi^

ooint ate in some cases deserving of special attention, as

Wendt'si acute study of the “Teaching of Jesus, whi^

has all the importance of a Ml treatment of the "Life. But the

very way in which Wendt grapples with his task shorn that

mam issue is already decided- All he can do is to a skilfu

and determined rearguard action It is not the Foimh Gospw ss

It stands, but only a "ground-document ” on which it is based, which

h^ in common with Weiss, Alexander Schweizer, and Renan, would

have to be recognised " alongside of the Gospd of Mark and the

Lo^ of Matthew as an histoncally trustworthy tradition regarding

the teaching of Jesus,*' and which may be used along with those two

wntmgs in fonmng a picture of the Life of Jesus. For Wendt there

IS no longer any question of an interleaving and working up

together of the individual sections of John and the Synoptists He
ti^es up much the same standpoint as Holtzmann occupied m 1863,

but he provides a much more comprehensive and well-tested basis

for It

In the end there is no such very great difference between Wendt

and the wnters who had advanced to the conviction of the irrecon-

cilabihly of the two traditions- Wendt refuses to give up the

Fourth Gospel altogether; they, on their part, won only a half

victory because they did not as a matter of fact escape from the

Johannine interpretation of the Synoptics By means of their

psydiological interpretation of the first three Gospels they make for

themselves an ideal Fourth Gospel, in the interests of which they

reject the existing Fourth Gospel. They will hear nothing of

the spmtuaUsed Johanmne Christ, and refuse to acknowledge even

to themselves that they have only deposed Him in order to put in

His place a spmtualised Synoptic Jesus Chnst^ that is, a man who
claimed to be the Messiah, but in a spintual sense All the

devdopment which they discover in Jesus is in the last analysis

only an evidence of the tension between the Synoptics^ In their

natural hteral sense, and the "Fourth Gospel” which is extracted

from them by an artificial interpretation.

The fact is, the separation between the Synoptics and the

Fourth Gospel is only the first step to a larger result which

* H H Wendt, Dte Z£kn /esut vol i wangthtchen Queihrhinchit uitt

duLehttJau (The Record of theTead^g ofJesdsm the Gospel Soorces ) 354PP
Goumgen, x866 , toI 11 , 1890 , Log tians., xSpa Second German edition in one
vol , 6a6 pp , 1901 Sm also the same writer's Dm JohAnneuvangtltitm Vnitr*
tuehxmg remrr ^Utdiung und innei gesektehtbehen Werta, 1900 (Tte Go^id of

John an imestigation of its Origin and Htstoncal Value ) HansHemnchWendt was
bom m x8s3 at Hanihmrg, qualified as Pavat-Docent in 1877 at Gottingen, was
tnhsequently Extraordinary IVofessor at Kiel and Ilciddberg, and now aorLt ai

]eak
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nece5sanl7 follows from it—the complete recognition of the funda-

mentallf eschatological chatacter of the teaching and influence of

the Marcan and Matthaean Jesus Inasmuch as the^ suppressed

this consequence, Holtzmann^ Sdienkel^ Hase;, and Weissacker,

even after tbeir cntical con\eision, still hy under the spe\\ of the

Fourth Gkispel, of a modemi ideal Fourth Gospd It is only when
the eschatological question is decided that the problem of the

relation of John to the l^optics is Anally laid to rest The liberal

Lives of Jesus grasped their incompatibih^ only from a litenuy

point of viewy not in its full histoncal signiAcance.

There is another result m the acceptance of which the cntical

school bad stopped halfway. If the Marcan plan be occeptedi it

follows that^ setting aside the references to the Son of Man in

Mark u. zo and 28, Jesus had never, previous to the incident at

Caesarea Philippa given Himself out to be the Messiah or been

recognised as such The perception of this fact marks one of the

greatest advances in the study of the subject This result, once

accepted, ought necessanJy to have suggested two questions in

the flrst plac^ why Jesus down to that moment had made a secret

of His iMessiahship even to His disciples; in the second plac^

whether at any tirae^ and, if when and how, the people t^cre

acquainted uith His Sfcssianic claims. As a fact, howc\er,

by the application of that ill-starred psychologising both questions

were smothered, that is to say, a sham answer was gi^cn to ihm

It was r^arded as self-evident that Jesus had concealed His

Messiahship from His disaples for so long in order in the

Ume to bnng them, without their being aware of it, to a higaw

spiritual conception of the Messiah, it was regarded as equally

sdf-evidcnt that in the last weeks the Messianic claims of Jesus could

no longer be hidden from the people but that He

avow them, but merdy allowed them to be dmned, m order to iwd

uo the multitude to the recognition of the higher spiritual char'icicr

of the office which He claimed for Himself These ingeniow

psjxhologists never seemed to perceive that thw is ° J
all this in Mark , but that they had read it all into of the mort

contradictoo^ and inexplicable facts >« S
created a Messiah who both wished to be Messiah

n„d who in the end, so far as the people were concern^ Wh

wU and was not the Messiah Thus these had 0^
tecoemsed the importance of the scene at Caesarea P

^

PP

1

had mit ventured to attack the gcncml problem

regard to the Messiahship, and had not
^ Messiah

mutually contradictory facts that Jesus

and vet did not come forward pubhdy in that chamctiw

Thus they had side-tracked the study of the *
deiad of

allS hoiS of progress on an inlcnsnc exegesis of the dciail
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Mark. They thought th^ had nothing to do but to occupy a

conquered terntory, and never suspected that along the whole hne

th^ had only won a half victoxy, never having thought out to the

end either the eschatological question or the fundamental historical

question of the attitude of Jesus to the Messiahship*

They were not disquieted by the obstinate persistence of the

discussion on the eschatolo^cal question. They thought it was
merely a skirmish with a few unoiganised guerrillas ; in redity it was
the advance-guard of the army with which Reimarus was threaten-

ing their flank, and which under the leadership of Johannes Weiss
was to bang them to so dangerous a pass And while they were
endeavouring to avdd this turning movement they fell into the
ambush whidi Bruno Bauer had laid in thmt rear Wiede held up
the Marcan hypothesis and demanded the pass-word for the theoiy
of the Messiamc oonsdousness and claims of Jesus to which it

was actmg as convoy

The eschatological and the hterary sdiool, finding themselves
thus opposed to a common enemy, naturally formed an alhance
The object of their combined attack was not the Marcan outline
of the life of Jesu^ which, m fact, they both accept but the
modem “psychological” method of reading between the lines of
the Marcan narrative Under the cross fire of these alhes that
idea of development which had been the strongest entrenchment
of the hbeial critical lives of Jesus, and which they had been
desperately endeavounng to strengthen down to the very last was
finally blown to atoms

But the Staking tiring about these liberal critical layes of Jesus
that they unconsdouslyprepared the way for a deeper hiBtnnr^]

wew whu^ could not have been reached apart from them A
deeper understandmg of a subject is only hrou^t to pass when a“ earned to its utmost limit and finally proves its own

” &1S in common between rafaonalism andthehberal
method, ^t each had followed out a theory to its ultimate

thT^fJ'”^
The liberal cntical school had earned to its limit

t^ ? w “"“exion of the actions of Jesu^ and oftTO events of His hfe^ by a “natural" psychology: and the con-d^ns to which they had been driven had prepared the way for

^ natural pqrchology is not here the histmical

wri^f t^i ^ementonousandmagnificenUysincere

^ the eschatological That is the net result from^
sS^ol ** m the post
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concerning the Kingdom of God ) 1893 Gottingen 67 pp Second rensed

and enlaiged edition, 1900, ato pp

So long as it was merely a question of establishing the distinctive

character of the thought of Jesus as compared with the ancient

prophetic and Daniehc conception^ and so long as the only

available storehouse of Rabbinic and Late-Jewish ideas was

Lightfoot’s Horoe H^ratcae et Talmudtau in quatuor Evan^utas,

It was still possible to chensh the belief that the preaching of

Jesus could be conceived as somethmg which wa^ m to iMt

analysis, independent of all contemporary ideas But afto the

studies of Hilgenfeld and Dillmann* had made known the Jewish

apocalyptic m its fundamental charactenstics, and the JcOTh

pseudepigrapha were no longer looked on as ”
representative documents of the last stage of Jewish thought, to

necessity of taking account of them in inteipreting to thougm

of Jesus became more and more emphatiG Almost two decades

1 lokatum LigUfixitt. Daeteru Angh et Colbsu S CMarinatm CenUbnpam

of apocaljrptic wao Dillnuum's ffnuO. iSS*

(md Hilgenfdd’* fiUaett AfAtalyttik, 1857
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were to pass^ however, before the foil dgnifiance of this matenal was
realised.

It might almost have seemed as if it was to meet this attack bj
antidpatioD that Colani wrote in 1S64 his work, J'/sjis-C.knsi ti Iss

avycmces vtissianiques de sm tanfs

Timodide Colani was bom in 1824 at Lemd (Aisne), studied

in Stiassbiiig and became pastor there in 1851. In the year 1864
he was appointed Professor of Pastoral Theology m Stzassbuzg in

spite of some attempted opposition to the appomtment on the
part of the orthodox party in Pan^ which was then growing in

strength. The events of the year 1870 left him without a post
As he had no prospect of bdng called to a pastorate in France^ he
became a merchant In consequence of some unfortunate business
operations he lost all his property. In 1875 obtained a post
as librarian at the Sorbonne^ He died m x888

How far was Jesus a Jew? That was the starting-point of
Colam’s study. Accordmg to him there was a comjdete lack of
homogeneity in the Messianic hopes chensbed by the Jewish people
in the time of Jestie^ since the prophetic conception, according
to which the Kingdom of the Messiah belonged to the present
world-order, and the apocalyptic^ wluch transferred it to the future
age, had not yet been brought into any kind of unity The general
expectation was focused rather upon the Forerunner than upon
the Messiah Jesus Himsdf in the first penod of His public
munstry, up to Mark vui, had never designated Himself as the
Mes^ab, for the eiqiression Son of Man earned no Messiamc
associations for the multitade. Hxs fundamental thought was
that of perfect communion with God ; only little by httle, as the
su^ess of the preaching of the Kingdom more and more impressed
His mind, did His consmousness on a Mestiianic colouring.
In face of the undisdphned expectattons of the people He
instantly repeats m Hxs parables of the growth of the Kingdom,
the word "patience.” By revealing Himself as the Lord of tins
spiritual kingdom He makes an end of the osallation between the
sensuous and the ^intual in the current expectations of the future
blessedness He points to mankind as a whole, not merely to the
emosen people, as the people of the Kingdom, and substitutes for
the apocalyptic catastn^he an organic devdopment By His inter-
^tation of Psalm cat, m Mark 3S-37f He make* known that
the Messiah has nothing whatever to do with the Bavidic kingship.
It was only witii difficulty that He came to resolve to accept the
title of Messiah; He knew what a weight of national prejudices
and national hopes hung upon it.

Bat He is “Messiah the Son of Man”; He created this
expression m order thereby to make known Hts lovilmess In the
moment in which He accepted the office He registered the resohe
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to suffer. His purpose is^ to be the sufiering; oot the tnamphant,
Messiah It is to the influence wKich His Passion exercises upon
the souls of men that He looks for the firm estabhshment of His
Kingdom

This spiritual conception of the Kingdom cannot possibly be

combined with the thought of a glonous Second Comingi for if Jesus

had hdd this latter view He must necessanly have thought of the

present life as only a kind of prologue to toat secood existence

Neither the Jewish, nor the Jewish-^nsban eschatology as repre-

sented in the eschatological discourses in the Gospel^ can, theiefore,

in Colani’s opinion, bdong to the preaching of Jesus That He
should sometimes have made use of the imagery assoaated with

the Jewish expectations of the future is;, of course, only natural But

the eschatology occupies far too important a plw in the tradition

of the preactong of Jesus to be explained as a mere symbolical

mode of expression It forms a substantial element of that preaching

A spintuahsation of it will not meet the case Therefor^ if the

conviction has been amved at on other grounds that Jesus* preach-

ing did not follow the hnes of Jewish eschatology, there is only one

possible way of dealing with it, and that is by excising it from the

text on cntical grounds.

The only element in the preaching of Jesus whidi can, m
Colani’s opinion, be called in any sense •* esciatological ” wm the

conviction that there would be a wide extension of the Gospel CTcn

within the existing generation, that Gentiles should be atoitted to

the Kmgdom, and that in consequence of the general wMt m

receptivity towards the message of salvation, judgment shouia

come upon the nations u i.

These views of Colani furnish him with a basis upon which to

decide on the genuineness or otherwise of the eschatological

courses Among the sayings put into the mouth

must be rejected as impossible are • tbe promise in the

at the sendmg forth of the Twelve, of the imminent coming of tee

Son of Man, Matt sg, the promise to

should Bit upon twelve thrones judgmg the tnbes of Isra^ «

MX *8, the saying about His return in Matt xxiu 39 1 “®,fA
eschatological saying at the last Supper, htot wvi *9»

Papias-hke Chibasm of which is unworthy of Jesus , P

diction of His coming on the clouds of heaven with which He d

His Messianic confession before the Counal The apo ^ ^
2u«es in Mark xiu, Matt xxiv. and Luke

A Jeaish-Chnstian apocalypse of the 15^

posed before the destruction of Jerusalem, has

with a short exhortation which Jesus gave on the o

He predicted the destruction of the temple

According to Colam, therefore^ Jesus did not expect
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again from Heaven to complete His work. It was completed by^ death, and the purpose of the coming of the Spint was to

make mamfest its completion Strauss and Renan had entered

upon the path of explaining Jesus’ preaching &om the history

of the time by the assumption of an intermixture m it of Jewish

ideas, but it was now recognised ^^that this path is a cul-de-sac,

and that cntiQsm must turn round and get out of it as quickly as

possible.”

The new feature of Colani’s view was not so much the nncom*
promising rejection of eschatology as the dear recognition that its

rejection was not a matter to be disposed of in a phrase or two^

but necessitated a critical analysis of the text

The systematic investigation of the Synoptic apocalypse was a
contribution to criticism of the utmost importance.

In the year 1883 Volkmar took up this attempt afresh, at least

in its main features.^ His construction rests upon two mam points
of support ; upon bis view of the sources and his conception of
the eschatology of the time of Jesus. In lus view the sole source
for the Life of Jesus is the Gospd of Mark, which was **probably
written exactly m the year 73,” five years after the Johannme
apocalypse

The other two of the first three Gospels bdong to the second
centmy, and can only be used by way of supplement Luke dates
from the beginning of the first decade of the century, while
Matthew is r^rded by Volkmar, as hy Wilke, as bemg a com-
bination of Mark and Luke, and is relegated to the end of this
first decade. The work is in his opinion a revision of the Gospel
tradition “in the spirit of that pnmitive Cfanstianity which, while
constantly opposing the tendency of the apostle of the Gentiles to
make h^t of the Law, was nevertheless so far umversabstic that^
starting from the old legal ground, it made the first steps towards
a catholic unity ” Once Matthew has been set aside m this way,
the literary dimmation of the eschatology follows as a matter of
course j the much smaller element of discourse m Mark can offer no
serious resistance

Tf
11^ the Messianic expectations of the tim^ they were, in

Volkmar s opinion, such that Jesus could not possibly have come

VrfkmM, Zunch, x88a To 'which must be added Maribu* und diedm Text, und das GesehtehUiche vom^ Synopuc in the Gospels, according to iheongmal

be vras arrested hy the Hessian Go\cmment^
zLa 8ubsequentl> depmed of his post In 1853 ^

Sd to
to him as a Docent in theology^^Ifc
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forward with Messianic claims The Messiamc Son of Man, whose
aim was to found a supcivearthly Kingdom, only arose m Judaism

under the influence of Christian dogma* The contemporanes of

Jesus knew only the political ideal of the Messianic King And
woe to any one who conjured up these hopes

'

^The Baptist had

done so by his too fervent preaching about lepentance and the

Kingdom, and had been promptly put out of the way by the

Tetrarch. .The version found even in Mark, which represents that

It was on Herodias’ account, and at her daughter’s pebtion, that

John was beheaded, is a la*cr interpretation which, according to

Volkmar, is evidently false on chronological grounds^ since the

Baptist was dead before Herod took Herodias as his wife. Had

Jesus desired the Messiahship^ He could only have claimed it in

this pohtical sense. The alternative is to suppose that He did not

desire it*

Volkmar’^ contribution to the subject consists in the fo^nula^

mg of this clean-cut alternative, Colani had indeed recognised the

alternative but bad not taken up a consistent attitude m r^;ard to

it Here that way of escape from the difficulty is baned, which

suggests that Jesus set Himself up as Messiah, but in another than

the popular sense What may be called Jesus’ Messiamc conscious-

ness consisted solely “ in knowing Himself to be first bom amo^

many brethren, the Son of God after the Spinti and consequently

feeling Himself enabled and impelled to bnng about that regener^

tion of His people which alone could make it worthy ofdehverMce.

It IS in any case clearly evident from Paul, from the Apocal^fi

and from Mark, "the three documentaiy witnesses emanating fi^

the circle of the followers of Jesus during the first centu^,Jmat it

was only after His crucifixion that Jesus was hailed ^ the Ui^
never during His earthly lifa” The elimination of the eschatology

thus leads also to the elimination of the Messiahship of Jcst»

If we are told in Mark viu 29 that Simon Petenro the

among men to hail Jesus as the Messiah, it is to ^
Volkmar pomts ouli that the Evangelist pla^

Ume when Jesus' work was over wd the ^ ^ author's

first appears: and if we desire folly to understand

^iose we must fix our attention on the ^rd's

known His Messiahship until after His

^ ,0 IX. g and xc), which is a hint that we are to date

Messwhship from His death For Mark is no

but a consaous artist interpretmg the history, sometime^

rpotterfol epic writer m whose uork the histoncal and the poen

^ Th^the condusion is that Mark, m apeemrot̂ th

K“xSSo“ ^^'apptmfandL first appearance
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was to Peter. When Peter on that night of tenor fled from

Jerusalem to take refuge m Galilee, Jesus, acooiding to the mystic

prediction of Mark xiv aS and xvi 7, went before ” He was

w 14*0 uuku vu. vtn. uuiw wjf ijio UIOUUOKU
Himself before his eyes, m the heavenly appearance which was also

vouchsafed to the last of the apostles 'as he was in the way'

—and Peter, enraptured, gave expression to the clear conviction

with which die whole hfe of Jesus had inspred him in the cry

‘Thou art the Christ"’

The historical Jesus therefoK founded a communi^ of followers

without advancing any chums to the Messiahship He desired

only to be a reformer, the spintual deliverer of the people of God, to

realise upon earth the Kmgdom of God whidi they were all seeking
m the b^nd, and to extend the reign of God over all nations
"The Kingdom of God is doubtless to win its final and decisive
victory hf the almighty aid of God, our du^ is to see to its

begmnmp*'—that is, according to Volkmar, the lesson which
Jesus teaches us m the parable of the Sower. The ethic of this

Kingdom was not yet confused by any eschatological ideas
It was only when, as the years went on, the expectation of the
Parousia rose to a high pitch of intensity that "mamage and
the bringing up of children came to be regarded as superfluous,
and were consequently thought of as of an absonmon m
carftly interests which was out of harmony with the near approach
to Urn goal of these hopes" Jesus had renewed the foundations
on which "the family" was based and had made m turn a
wmer stone of the Kingdom of God, even as He had consecrated
the common meal by making it a love feast

most Amgs Jesus was conservative The ntual worship of
the God of Israel remained for Him ^ways a sacred thing Butm spite of Aat He iiithdrew more and more from thei syMROme.
toe ^ne of His mh«t preaching, and taught m toe houses of

^ discij^ He had learned to fulfil the law as imphat m
one highest commandment and supreme pnnaple, toerefore 'm^nt and in truth

; but He never, as appears from all the cvidenca

hwewr, that Jesus, Aile He asserted the abiding yabdily of theTen Commarfments, never expliatly declared that of the Mosaic

S ’
^ teive step

As regards the Gospel discourses about the Parousia, it is ease
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higher truth ’’ Jesus’ own hope^ in all its clearness and complete

onginality, is recorded in the parables of the seedgrowing secretly and
the grain of mustard seed, and in the sa) ing about the immortality

of His words Nothing beyond this is in any way certain, however

remarkable the saying in Mark ix i may that the looked-for

consummation is to take place during the lifetime of the existing

generation

^*It IS only the fact that Mark is preceded by Mhe book of

the Birth (and History} of Chnst according to Matthew’—^not

only in the Scnptures, but also in men's muids^ which were

dominated by it as the * first Gospel —which has caused it to

be taken as self-evident that Jesus, knowing Himself from the first

to be the Messiah, expected His Parousia soldy from heaven, and

therefore with, or in, the douds of heaven « . But smee He
who was thought of as by birth the Son of God, is now thought

of as the Son of Man, bom an Israelite, and becoming the Son of

God after the spirit only at His baptism, the hope that looks to

the clouds of heaven cannot be, or at least ought not to any

longer explained otherwise than as an enthusiastic dream
"

If; even at the beginning of the ’eighties, a so extreme theory

on the other side could, without opposition, occupy all the points

of vantage, it is evident that the theory which gave eschatology its

due place was making but slow progress It was not that any one

had been disputing the ground with it, but that aO its operations

were chatactensed by a nervous timidity And these hcrfiatioM

are not to be laid to the account of those who did not perceive the

approach of the decisive conflict^ or refused to accept tottlj, lixe

the followers of Reuss, for instance^ who were sabs™ with twe

hypothesis tnat thoughts about the Last Judgment had forced tttar

wa^nto the authentic discourses ofJesus about the d“trucUon ofthe

city ,» even those bo like Waffenbach are fully
J"?

esiatological question, and in particular the question of the ^wnu

C^ing, which in many quarters has up to the P*««nt bc^ rtrated

of the greatest and most decisive of theological
,,

even those who shared this convicUon stopped halfuay on tne

road on which they had entered.

Weiffenbach's* work, “JesM- Conciqition ofHis Second Comn^

published in 1873. sums up the results of
the

of the subject He names as among those who asenoe

Fnedtoe. •“
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expectation of the Parousia, in the sensuous form in which it meets

us in the documents, to a misunderstanding of the teaching of Jesus

on the part of the disaples and the writers who were dependent

upon them—Schleicnnacher, Bledc, Holtzmann, Schenkelj Colani,

Baur, Hase, and Meyer. Among those who mamtained that the

Farousia formed an int^ral part of Jesus’ teachings he cites Keimi

Wexzsaciker, Straus^ and Renan He considers that the readiest

way to advance the discussion will be by undertaking a cntical

review of the attempt to anatyse the great Synoptic discourse about

the future in which Colani had led the way

The question of the Farousia is hk^ Weifienbach suggest^ a

vessel which has become firmly wedged between rocks Any
attempt to get it afloat again wHi be useless until a new channel

IS found for it His detailed discussions are devoted to en-

deavounng to discover the relation between the declarations

r^rduig the Second Coming and the predictions of the Pasrion

In the course of his analysis of the great prophetic discourse be

rejects the suggestion made Weisse in his Evan^UmJragt of

18561 that die eschatological character of the discourse results

from the way in which it is put together; that while the sayings

in their present mosaiohke combination certainly have a reference

to the last things, each of them individually in its onginal context

might well bear a natural sense In Colani’s hypothesis of

conflation the suj^estion was to be rejected that it was not *'Ur-

Markus,” but the author of the ^noptic apocalypse who was
responsible for the working in of the ” Little Apocalypse." ' It was
an unsatisfactory feature of Weizsacker’s position^ that he insisted on
regarding the Little Apocalypse ” as Jewish, not Jewish-Christian ^

Ffleiderer had distinguished sharply belongs to the Evangdist
from the ” Little Apocalypse^” and had sought to prove that the

purpose of the Evangdist in thus breaking up the latter and worldng
it into a discourse of Jesus was to tone down the eschatological

hopes expressed in the discourse, because they had remained
unfulfilled even at the fall of Jerusalem, and to retard the rapid

development of the apocalyptic process by inserting between its

successive phases passages from a dififeient discourse^ Weiflbn-
bach carries this senes of tentative su^estions to its logical con-
clusion, advancing the view diat the link of connexion between

^ The Englisb reader wilt find a oonstraetive analysts of i^hat is known as the
"LtUte Apocal>p6e” m EraytUifatdta Bibhtn^ art "Gospds,” col 2857. It con-
sists of the verses Mvtt jonv 6-8, 25-as, 29-31. 34, contending to Mark xni 7-911,
X4-90. 34-27, 30 According to the thwr> Srst sketched by Colani th^ \exstt
fonned an independent Apocadypse whudi was embedded in Uie Gospd by the
Enagc2ist.-*F C B

* Uhr dtt tvangilischt 1864, pp xai-xeG
” '*Uber dte Komposition der eschatologischen Rede Matt xav 4 ff" (The

Composition of the Eschatological Discourse in MaU zsqt 4 Jahriuchf. A. The»t
voi xiiu, x8<Mt pp 234*249.
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the Jewash-Chnstzan Apocalypse aad the Gospel matenal m which
it IS embedded is the thought of the Second Conung This was
the thought which gave the impulse from without towards the ttans-

mutatzon of Jewish into Jewish-Chnstian eschatology. Jesus must

have given expression to the thought of His near letum, and

Jewish Chnstianity subsequently painted it over with die colours

of Jewish eschatology.

In devdopmg this theoiyi Weifibnbach thought that he had

succeeded in solving die problem which had been first cnticaHy

formulated by Keim, who is constantly emphasising the idea that

the eschatological hopes of the dismples could not be explained

merdy from their Judaic pre-supposidons^ but that some incentive

to the formation of these hopes must be sought m the preachiDg

of Jesus j
otherwise pnmitive Chnstianity and the life of Jesus

wodd stand side by side unconnected and unexplained, and in that

case we must g^e up all hope “of distinguidung the sure word of

the Lord from Israers restless speculations about the future”

When the Jewish-Cbnstian Apocalypse has been eliminated,

we arrive at a discourse, spoken on the Mount of Olives, in which

Jesus exhorted His disciples to watchfulness, in view of the near,

but nevertheless undefined, hour of the return of “ the Master of

the House."

In this discourse^ therefore^ we have standard by tnucn

cnttcism may test afi the eschatological sayings and discouTBcs,

Weiffenbach has the ment of having gathered together all

eschatological material of the Sjynoptics and examined it in the

hght of a definite principle In Colani the matenal was mcomplet^

and instead of a cntuxil pnnaple he offered only an arbitiaiy

exegesis which permitted him, for examplci to conceive the watch-

fulness on which the eschatological parables constantly

only a vivid expression for the sense of responsibility “ winch

weighs upon the hfe of man ”
. - . u

And yet the outcome of this attempt of Weiffenbach s, which

begins with so much real promist^ ism the end wholly unratisfacto^.

The “authentic thought of the return” which he ti^ as ^
standard has for its sde cosisnt the expectation of a visi^

personal return in the near future “free from aU “o*?

fantastic apocalyptic and Jewish-Chnstian speculations abrat tw

futuie " That is to say, the whole of the eschatolo^cal

of Jesus are to be judged by the stand^ of
^

figment of theology Whatever cannot be squared with that

Kamdspuri^ and cutaway! A^mgly the

do«.g .. S"PP« »
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wholly foreign to Jesus’ world of thought; it is impossible, tooi

that Jesus can have thought of Himsdf as the Judge of the worldi

for the Jewish and Jewish-Chnstian eschatology does not ascribe

the conduct of the Last Judgment to the Messiah, that is first

done by Gentile Chnsbans, and especially by Paul, It was,

therefore^ the later eschatology which set the Son of Man on the

throne of Hi? glory and prepared "the twelve thrones of judgment

for the disciples ” The histonan ought only to admit such of the

sayings about beanng rule in the Messianic Kmgdom as can be

mterpreted in a spintual, non-sensuous fashion.

In the end Weiffenbach’s critical prinaple proves to be merely

a bludgeon with whidi he goes seal-hunting and dubs the defence*

less Synoptic sayings right and left. When his work is done you

see before you a desert island strewn with quivenng corpses.

Nevertheless the slaughter was not aimless, or at least it was not

without result

In the first place, it did really appear, as a by-product of the

critical processes, that Jesus’ discourses about the future had

nothii^ to do with an histoncal prevision of the destruction of

Jerusalem, whereas the supposition that they had, bad hitherto

been taken as sdf-evident, the prediction of the destruction of

Jerusalem being regarded as the histone nudeus of Jesus’ discourses

regarding the future, to which the idea of the Last Jud^ent bad
subsequently attached itsdfi

Her^ then, we have the introduction of the converse opmion,
which was subsequently established as correct ; namdy, that Jesus

foresaw, mdeed, the Last Judgment, but not the histoncal destruction

of Jerusalem

In the next place, in the course of his cntical examination of
the eschatologicd material, Weififenbach stumbles upon the discourse

at the sending forth of the Twelve in Matt x., and finds himself face

to face with the fact that the discourse which be was expected
to regard as a discourse of instruction was really nothing of the kind,

but a collection of eschatological sayings As he had taken over
along with the Marcan hypothesis the dosdy connected view of
the composite character of the Synoptic discourses, he does not
allow himself to be misled, but rega^s this inappropriate charge
to the Twelve as nothing dse than an impossible anbapatton and
a bold anachronism. He knows that he is at one in this

with Holtsmann, Colani, Bleek, Scholten, Meyer, and Keim, who
also made the discourse of instruction end at Ae point beyond
which they find it impossible to explmn it, and regard the pre*
dictions of persecution as only possible in toe later penod of the
hfe of Jesus "For these predictions,” to express Weiffenbach’s
view in toe words of Keim, “are too much at %anance with toe
essentially gracious and happy mood which suggested toe sentong
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forth of the disciples, and reflect instead the lund gloom of the

fierce conflicts of the later period and the sadness of the farewell

discourses ”

It was a good thing that Bruno Bauer did not hear this chorua

If he had, he would have asked Weifl’enbach and his allies

whether the poor fragment that remained after the cntical dissection

of the ** charge to the Twelve” was “a discourse of instruction,”

and if in view of these difficulties they could not realise why he had

refused, thirty years before^ to beheve in the ''discourse of instruc-

tion^^ But Bruno Bauer heard nothing: and so their blissful

unconsciousness lasted for nearly a generation longer.

The expectation of His Second Coming, repeatedly expressed

by Jesus towards the close ofHis is on this hypothesis authentic

,

It was painted over by the primitive Christian communi^ with the

colours of its own es^atology, in consequence of the delay of the

Porousia , and in view of the mission to the Gentiles a more cautious

conception ofthe nearness of the tune commended itself, nay, when

Jerusalem bad faUen and the “signs of the end” which had been

supposed to be discovered in the horrors of the years 68 and 69

had passed without result^ the retum of Jesus was related to a

distant future by the aid of the doctnne that the Gospel must first

be preached to all the heathen Thus the Parousia, which accord-

ing to the Jewish-Chnstian eschatology belonged to the present ag^

was transferred to the future “With this combinabon and making

coincident—they were not so at the first—of the Second Coming, the

end of the world, and the final the idea of the S^no

Coming reached the last and highest stage of its development

Weiffenbach's view, as we have seen, empties Jesus expertabon

of His return of almost all its contend and to that is due the ftct

that his investigation did not prove so useful as

His purpose is, following suggesbons thrown out by

and ViW, to prove the idcnbty of the predicbons of the Second

Coming and of the Resurreebon, and he takes as

S obfemtion that the conduct of the dtscples aft« tte

of Jesus forbids us to suppose that the ^csuriMtion had been

dieted in clear and unambiguouB sayings and that, on the otttM

hand, the announcement of the Second Coming ^
of time with the predictions of the Resurreebon, and &e

Srof the Se^d Coming and of the

organic connexion with the announcement of PP
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in damping, flamed up agmn in the hearts of His disciples The

spintual presence of tihe Deliverer who had manifested Himself to

them did not seem to them to be the fulfilment of the promise of

the Second Coming ,
but the expectation of the latter, being brought

into contact with the flame of eschatological hope with which their

hearts were a-fir^ was fused, and cast into a form quite difleient

from that m which it had been denved from the words of Jesus

That is all finely observed. For the first time it had

dawned upon historic^ cntiasm that the great question is that

concerning the identity or difference of the Parousia and the

Resurrection But the man who had been the first to grasp tiiat

thought^ and who had undertaken his whole study with the special

purpose of working it out, was too much under the influence of the

spintualised eschatology of Schleiermacher and Weisse to be able

to assign the r^ht values in the solution of his equation. And,

withal, he is too much inclined to play the apologist as a subsidiary

idle. He IS not content merely to render the history intelhgible

,

he 1^ his own confession, urged on by the hope that perhaps

a way may be found of causing ^at “error” of Jesus to disappear

and proving it to be an illusion due to the want of a suffiaently dose

study of His discourses But the histonan simply must not be an

apologist , he must leave that to those who come after him and he
may do so with a quiet mmd, for the apologists, as we learn from

the history of the Lives of Jesus^ can get the better of any bis-

toncal result whatever. It is, therefore^ quite unnecessary that

the histonan should allow himself to be led astray by following an
apologetic will-o*-the-wisp.

Technically regarded the mistake on which Weiflenbach’s in-

vestigation made shipwreck was the failure to bnng the Jewish
apoc^yptic matenal mto relation with the Synoptic data If he
had done this, it would have been impossible for him to extract an
absolutely unreal and unhistoncal conception of the Second Commg
out of the discourses of Jesus.

The ta^ which Weifienbach had neglected remained undone-—
to the detriment of theology—until Baldensperger^ repaired the
omission His book, “The Self-consciousness of Jesus in the Light
of the Messianic Hopes of His Time^” * published in 1 888, made its

impression by reason of the fullness of its matenal Whereas
Colani and Volkmar had still been able to deny the existence of

1 Wahdm BBldensperger, at present Professor at Giessen, was bom in x8c6 at
MQlhousen m Alsace. •

’ A nea edition appeared in xSpx There is no fimdamental alteration, but m
ronseqtience of the polmne asainst oj^xments who had ansen m the meantime it

is fuller The fir^ port of a thud ^itioo appeared m 1903 under the title Jhe
r^anarueh a/oiafyfiftteken H(f£nungtn dis /udentums

See al» the mtcrestnifr qs^ made of Late-Jewish and Rabbinic ideas in Alfred
Edenheim s Tite At/r a/itf Jaus iU Mtsstah, anded.. London, *684. aTols
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a fully fonned Messianic eiqiectation in the tune of Jesus^ the

genesis of the expectation ivas fully traced out^ and it was

shown that the world of thought which meets us in Daniel had

won the victory, that the ^'Son ofMan Messiah of the Similitudes

of Enoch was the last product of the Messianic hope prior to the

time of Jesus; and that therefore the fully devdoped Danielic

scheme with its unbridgeable chasm between the present and the

future world /umished the outline witbm which all further and

more detailed traits were inserted The honour of having effect-

ively pioneered the way for this discovery belongs to Schurer^

Baldensperger adopts his ideas; but sets them forth in a much

more direct way, because he; in contrast wdth Schurer, gives no

system of Messianic expectation—and there never m reality was

a system—but is content to picture its znany-sided growth

He docs not, it is true, escape some minor inconsistencies

For example, the idea of a “political Messiahshtp,” which is really

set aside by his histoncal treatment; crops up here and thei^ as

though the author bad not entirely got nd of it himself But

the impression made by the book as a whole was overpowering.

Nevertheless this book does not mcactly fulfil the promise of

Its title, any more than Weiffenbach*s The reader expects ihat

now at last Jesus' sayings about Himself will be consistently ex-

plained in the light of the Jewish Messianic ideas, but lhat is not

done For Baldensperger, instead of tracing down and working

out the conception of the Kingdom of God held by Jesus as a

product of the Jewish eschatology, at least by way of trying wiietner

that method would suffice, takes it over direct from mo^
histoncal theology He assumes as

’

cepfaon of the Kingdom of God had a double character, that the

eschatological and spiritual elements were equahy '

and mu^Iy condittoned one another, and that

began, m pursuance of this conception, to found a ^P'^tual inrabk

supernatural means Consequently there must also have been a

of the JewBh People m the T^me of Chnst )
W ^

Here is to be found also a bibhogtaphy of the older hlemtiue ofIW anoject. y

18B9. vol » n? 498 ff m iSAA end fitim 1873 onwaria was wc-

Emil Schflrer iws bom at Aug^m® m «44i “OT ws
gt,iling«M

MIC method of tteatmg hia subject,
Sir too little space

the only nght way
^
As a cons^ce oupn of Jetrish

in tfatf survey of Jenfsh apocat^w . ••i.fnnn cee Htieo Giess**'®'*®*
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duahty in His leligious consciousness in which these t^o con-

ceptions had to be combined Jesus’ Messianic consciousness

sprangi according to Baldenspeiger, from a religious root ”

}

that

IS to say, the Messiamc consciousness was a special modification

of a self-consciousness m which a pur^ spintual, unique relation to

God was the fundamental element; and from this arises the

possibihty of a spuitual transformation of the Jewish-Messianic self-

consdousness. In making these assumption^ Baldensperger does

not ask himself whether it is not possible that for Jesus the purely

Jewish consdousness of a transcendental Messiahship may itself

have been xehgxoui^ nay even spintual, just as well as the Messiah-
ship resting on a vagu^ indefimte^ colourless sense of union with

God which modem theolo^ans arbitrarily attnbute to Hum
Again, mstead of amvmg at the two conceptions, Kingdom of

God and Messianic consciousnessi, purely empincally, by an un
biased companson of the Synoptic passages with the Latejewish
conceptions, Baldensperger, in this following Holtzmann, bnngs
them mto his theory in the dual form in which contemporary
theology, now becoming faintly tinged with eschatology, offered

them to him. Consequently, everything has to be adapt^ to this

duality. Jesus, for example, in applying to Himself the title Son
of Mm, thmks not only of the transcendental significance which
It has m the Jewida apocalyptic^ but gives it at the same time an
ethico-rdigious colouring

Eknally, the dudity is explained by an application of the genetic
method, m which the “course of the development of the self-

consciousness of Jesus” IS traced out The histoncal p^chology
of the Marcan hypothesis here shows its power of adapting itsdf to
eschatology From the firsts to follow the course of Baldenspezgex’s
exposition, the eschatological view influenced Jesus’ expectation of
the Kingdom and His Messianic consaousness In the wilderness
after the dawn of His Messianic consciousness at His baptism, He
had rejected the ideal of the Messianic king of David’s Ime and
put away all warlike thoughts Then He began to found the
Kingdom of God by preaching For a time the spntuabsed idea
of the Kingdom was dominant in His mind, the Messianic eschato-
logical idea falling rather into the background.

But His silence regarding His Messianic office was partly due
to paedagogic reasons, “smee He desired to lead His hearers to a
more spintual conception of the Kingdom and so to obviate a
possible political movement on thmr part and the consequent int'r-
vMtion of the Roman government” In addition to this He bad
also personal reasons for not revealing Himself \\mch only disap-
l^ared in the moment when His death and Second Comine
be^me part of plan

, previous to that He did not know how
ana when the Kingdom was to come. Prior to the confession at
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Caesarea Philippi, the disciples had only a faint and vague sus-

picion of the Messianic dignity of their Master ”

This was ** rather the preparatory stage of His Messianic work.”

Objectivelyi it may be descnbed ''as the penod of growing

emphasis upon the spintual characteristics of the Kingdonii and of

resigned waiting and watching for its outward manifestation in

glory ;
subjectivelys from the point of view of the self-consciousness

of Jesus^ It may ne characteiised as the penod of the struggle

between His religious conviction of His Messiahship and the

traditional rationalistic Messianic behef "

This first penod opens out into a second in which He had

attained to perfect dearness of vision and complete inner harmony

By the acceptance of the idea of suffenng, Jesus’ mner peace is en-

hanced to the highest degree conceivable "By throwing Himself

upon the thought of death He escaped the hngenng unccartainty as

to when and how God would fulfil His promise. .
” "The

coming of the Kingdom was fixed down to the Second Coming

of the Messiah Now He ventured to regard Himsdf as the

Son of Man who was to be the future Judge of the wodd, fm

the suffering and dying Son of Man was dosdy assoaated wifii the

Son of Man surrounded by the host of heaven Would the people

accept Him as Messiah? He now, in Jerusalem, put the question

to them m all its sharpness and burning actuahty ; and the peoge

were moved to enthusiasm But so soon as they saw that He

whom they bad hailed with such acdamation was neith^ able nor

wilhne to fulfil their ambitious dreams, a reaction set in

Thus, according to Balden^eiger, there was an /nterMiiOT

between the historical and the p^hological events And Is

neht »—if only the machinery were not so complicated, anO

“development" had not to be ground out of it ^
But thi^ and the whole manner of treatment in the sect^

encumbered as it is with P»«»*ehc quaUfirations,

inevitable by the adoption of the two afore^d

conceptions Sometimes, too^ one gets the
to

author felt that he owed it to the school to uhidi .

advance no assertion without adding the

cally secure it against attack. Thus on *^=7
®

mto an entrenched position, with palisades of
.“h

ItebOTk actually en* with a footnote. But the

undSy “e whole was so full of vigour that in spite ^thc

poation m
*

orovided a new teas for discussion and gave
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ance the ’sixties, at least not m the same degree of energy.

Perhaps the very limitations of the work, due as they were to ite

introduction of modern ideasi rendered it better adapted to the

spint of the age, and consequently more influential, than it it had

been chaiactensed by that rigorous mamtenance of a single pomt of

view -ahich was abstractly requisite for the proper treatment of

the subject. It was precisely the rejection of this ngorous con

sistency which enabled it to gam ground for the cause oi

eschatology.

But the consistent treatment from a single point of view was

bound to GomCy and it came four years later. In passing

Weiffenbach and Baldensperger to Johannes Weiss ^ the reader feds

Uke an explorer who after weary wandenngs through billowy seas of

reed-grass at length reaches a wooded ttac^ and instead of swamp

feds firm ground beneath his feet, instead of yielding rushes sees

around him the steadfast trees At last there is an end of “ qualify-

ing clause
* theology, of the ** and yet^*^ the ** on the oth^ hand, *

the “notwithstanding”* The reader had to follow the others

step by step, ms^ng his way over every footbndge and gang-plank

which they laid down, following all the meandenngs in which they

indulged, and must never let go tbdr hands if he wished to come

safely through the labynnth of spintual and eschatological ideas

which th^ supposed to be found m the thought of Jesus

In Weiss there are none of these devious paths: “behold the

land lies before thee ”

His “Preaching of Jesus concerning the Kingdom of God,”*

published in 1892, has, on its own lines^ an importance equal to

that of Strauss’s first Life of Jesus He lays down the third great

alternative which the study of the hfe of Jesus had to meet The
first was laid down Strauss : er/Z/er purely historical cr purely super-

natural The second had been worked out by the Tulnngen school

and Holtzmann : Synoptic or Johannme Now came the

thud eschatological or non-eschatological *

Progress always consists in taking one or other oftwo alternative^

m abandoning the attempt to combine them The pioneers of

progress have therefore alviays to reckon with the law of mental

inertia which manifests itself in the majonty—who always go on
bdieving that it is possible to combine that which can no longer

be combined, and m fact claim it as a special ment that th^, in

contrast w uh the “ one-sided ” wnteis, can do justice to the other side

of the question. One must just let them be, till their time is over,

^ Johannes Weiss, now ProSsssor &t Mazburg, was born at Kid in 1863
* It mi} be mennoned (bat this work had bm preceded (to X89X) by two Leiden

pnze dissertattons, VttrdtBLehrt vom GMts Ntutn 7Vs/awM/(C(Hiceming
the Kingdom of God in the New Testament), one of them by Issel, the other, whi^
lays especially strong emphasis upon the eschatology, hy SchmoUer
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and resign oneself not to see the end of since it is found by
expenence that the complete victory of one of two histoncal

alternatives is a matter of two full theological generations

This remark is made in order to explaui why the work of

Johannes Weiss did not immediately make an end of the mediating

mws Another reason perhaps uas tha^ according to the usual

canons of theological authorship, the book was mu^ too short-

only sixty-seven pages—and too simple to allow its full significance

to be realised And yet it is precisely this simplicity which makes

it one of the most important worlm in histoncal theology It

seems to break a spell It closes one qiodi and b^ns another

Weifienbadi bad fiuled to solve the problem of foe Second

Coming Baldenspeiger that of the Messianic consciousness of

Jesus, because both of them allowed a false conception of foe

ICiDgdom of God to keep its place among the data* The general

conception of the Kong^rn was first nghtly grasped by Johannes

Weiss All modem Idem^ he insistst, even m then- subtlest forms,

must be ehmmated from it, when this is done^ we amve at a

Kingdom of God which is wholly future, as is mdeed imphed hy

the petition in the Lord’s prayer, “Thy Kingdom come” Being

still to corner it is at present purely supra-mundane It is present

only as a cloud may be said to be present which throws its shadow

upon the earth , its nearness, that is to say, is recognised by the

paralysis of the K^gdom of Satan In the fact that Jesus casts

out the demons, the Pharisees are bidden to recognise^ according to

Matt. ML 25-28, that the Kingdom of God is already come upon

Tins IS the only sense in which Jesus thinks of the Kingdom as

present He does not “establish it,” He only proclaims

He exetdses no “Messianic fanctsons,” but vmts, like others tor

God to bring about the coming of the Kingdom by supOTaturaj

means He does not even know the day and hour whw this shau

come to pass The missionary journey of foe disi^Iw not

designed for the extension of foe Kingdom of God, but only^
a

of rapidly and widely making known its

was not so near as Jesus thought The jmperatence and hardn^

TbSS of a greatW people, and the ^
of His opponents, at length conwnced Him ttet ^
of the Kingdom of God could not yet take ^ .

ocnrfMce as^d been shown hitherto was not suffia^^

a mi^ty obstacle, the gu.lt of the people, must

“riS””Hed.SJ doSo”JK^^^^^ h” follower only.^J

“ Sf”he spfendour^'Md gloiy with which, since the days of
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Daniel, men’s imaginations had suirounded the Messiah, and He
was to come, moreover, within the lifetime of the generation to

which He had pcodatmed the nearness of the Ehngdom of God
The setting np of the Kingdom was to be preceded b7 the Day

of Judgment In descnbing the Messianic glory Jesus makes use

of the traditional picture, but He does so with modes^, restraint,

and sobriety. Therein consists His greatness

With political expectations this IQngdom has nothEng whatever
to do "To hope for the Kingdom of God in the transcendental

sense which Jesus attaches to i^ and to raise a revolution, are two
things as different as fire and water ” The transcendental character
of the expectation consists precisely in thx^ that the State and all

earthly institutions^ condition^ and benefit as belonging to the
present age, shall either not exist at all in the coming Kingdom, or
shall eidst only m a sublimated form. Hence Jesus cannot preach
to men a special ethic of the Kmgdom of God, but only an ethic
which in this world makes men free from the world and prepared
to enter unimpeded into the Eangdom That is why His ethic is

of so completely negative a character , it is, in fact^ not so much an
ethic as a penitential disapline.

The ministry of Jesus is therefore not in prmciple different from
that of John the Baptist there can be no question of a founding
and development of the Kingdom within the hearts of men What
distmgmshes the work of Jesus from that of the Baptist is only
His consaousness of being the Messiah He awoke to this con<
saousness at His baptism But the Messiafaship which He claims
IS not a present ofiSce, Us exercise belongs to the future. On
earth He is only a man, a prophet, as in the view imphed in the
speeches in the Acts of the Apostles » Son of Man ” is therefore,
in the passages where it is authentic, a purely esdiatoli^cal designa-
tion of the Messiah, though we cannot tell whether His hearers
understood Him as speal^g of Ehmself in His future rank and
dignity, or whether they thought of the Son of Man as a bemg
quite distinct from Himself, whose coming He only prodaimms;
in advance

"The sole object of this argument is to prove that the Messianic
self-consciousness of Jesus, as expressed in the title *Son of Man,'
shares m the transcendental apocalyptic character of Jesus' idea of

^ Kingdom of God, and cannot be separated from that idea.”
Ine only partially correct evaluation of the factors m the problem
of the Life of Jesus which Baldensperger had taken over from
contempoiaty theology, and which had hitherto preiented histoncal
science from obtaining a solution of that problem, had now been
corrected from the history itself, and it was now only necessary
to insert the corrected data into the calculation

Here is the point at whidi it is fitting to recall Reimanis He
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HAS the first, and indeed, before Johannes Weiss, (hconly ^ntcr vho
recognised and pointed out that the preaching of Jesus svas pure!}

csclntologicaL It is true that Ins conception of the cschatolog)

\^as pnmttisc, and that he applied it not as a constructive, but as a

destructive principle of criticism But read his statement of the

problem '^nth the Mgns changed/’ and with the ncccssat} dcduc
tion for the primitive charreter of the eschatology, and }OU have

the viev of Wci*:s

Ghillin), too, has a chini to be remembered When Weiss

asserts that the part p)i}cd b} Jesus was not the active role of

cstnbSishing tlic Kingdom, but the pissivc r6Ic of waning for

the coming of the Kingdoni ; and that it was, in a sense, only b)

the acceptance of II is sufferings that He emerged from that

pisstvii), he is only as^^crting what Ghilhn> had maintainid

thirty }cars before wnh the same arguments and with the same

decisiveness Hut Weiss places the assertion on a scientifically

unassail dile basis.
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THE STRUGGLE AGAINST ESCHATOLOGY

WiUiolxn Boosset Jesu Predigt m ihiem Gegensatecum Judeatum Em rdigiunCr

gesdiicbtlidierVexsleieh (Tlie Antithesis beiMeea Jesns* PreRchingand Jndaistn,

A Rehgtcms-I^onGal Corapanson ) Gottrogen. 1893 130 pp

Endh Haupt Die esdnatblogisdien Aossagen Jesu m den synoptischen Evangdlian

(The EschatolegKal Saymgs oC JesuB in the SynopUc Gospels ] 1895 X67 pp

Pool Wenslo Die Anftnge unserer Religion Tnlangen-L^png, xpox , sod ed «

1904. 4x0 pp

EmilSebArer* DasmesnamscheSelttMsibewusstsemJesu-Cfaristi 1903 Afcademiache
Festrede. (The Messianic Self-conscioasness of Jesus Chnst } 34 pp

WxDialm Brasdt Die evangehscihe Geschichte und der Urspnmg des Chnstentoms
aufGmnd emer KntiV der Bendhte uber das Leiden und die Auferstehung Jesu

(The Gospel Histoiy and the Ongm of ChnsUaoiQr Based upon a Cnbcal
Studj of &e Narratives of the Sufferings and Resmrectioa of Jesus ) Leipxig,

t8p3 S9X pp

Adolf Jdllclier Die Gladmisreden Jesu (The Parables of Jesus ) Vd 1 , x888.

apx pp . vd 11 , 1899, 643 pp

In this penod the important books are short The sixty-seven

pages of Johannes Weiss are answered by Bousset^ in a bare

hundred and thirty People began to see that the elaborate Lives

of Jesus iKhich had hitherto held the field, and enjoyed an
immoTtahty of revised editions^ only masked the fact that the

study of the subject was at a standstill ; and that the tedious le*

handling of problems which bad been solved so far as they were
capable of solution only served as an excuse for not grapphng with
those which still remained unsolved

This conviction is expressed by Bousset at die beginning of
his work The criticism of the sources, he says, is finished, and
Its results may be regarded, so far as the Life of Jesus is concerned,
as provisionally complete The separation between John and the
Synoptists has been secured For the Synoptists, the two-document
hypothesis has been established, according to which the sources
are a pnmiuve form of Mark, and a collection of “logia” A
certain interest might still attach to the attempt to amve at the
pnmidve kernel of Mark , but the attempt has a pnon so htde

1 Wilhdm Bousset, now Ptufessor m Gottingen, born X865 at LSbeck.

S41 t6
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prospect of success that it uvas almost a waste of time to continue
to work at it It would be a much more important thing to get

nd of the feeling of uncertauitj and artificiality in the Lives of

Jesus What is now chiefly wanted, Sousset thmks; is "a firml)-

drawn and life-bke portrait which, with a few bold strokes, should

bnng out clearly the originality, the forces the personality of Jesus
"

It is evident that the centre of the problem has now been

reached That is why the wnting becomes so terse The masses

of thought can only be manoeuvre here in a dose formation such

as Weiss gives them The loose order of discursive exegetical

discussions of separate passages is now no longer in place. Ihe

first step towards further progress was the simple one of marshalling

the passages in such a way as to gam a single consistent impression

from them
In the first instance Bousset is as ready as Johannes Weiss to

admit the importance for the mind of Jesus of the eschatological

"then” and "now.” The realistic school, he thinksj, are perfectly

right m endeavounng to rdate Jesu^ without apologetic or

theological inconsistencies to the background of contempoiaiy

ideas Later, in 1901, he was to make it a reproach against

Harnack's "AVhatis Christianity ? ” (pas tVssen des ChnsUntwns)

that It did not give sufficient importance to the background of

contemporary thought in its account of the preaching of Jesus

He goes on to ask, however, whether the first enthusiasm over

the discovery of this genuinely historical way of lootong at things

should not be foUowed by some " second thoughts " of a deeper

character Accepting the position laid down by Johannes Wci^

we must ask, he thinks, whether this purdy histoncal cntiasm, ay

the exclusive emphasis which it has laid upon eschatology, no

allowed the “essential onginality and power of the peisondityoi

Jesus to shp throng its fingers,” and closed its grop mstod upon

contemporaiy conceptions and imaginations which are often 01 a

Quite special character * u

,

The Late-Jewish eschatology was, according to Bousset, by no

means a homogeneous system of thought Realistic and

dental elements stand side by side

eenume popular belief of Late Judaism still dung quite ^
grSrthl/realist,c hopes of former and ^
Sle to r.L to the puraly transcendentol

chamctciistic habitat of apocalyptia pe rejeebon of the ww
K never carried out consistently, something of **

ScaUluS^remams And forthis reason Late Judaism made no

oroBtess towards, the overcoming of particnJansm
^

Probably, Bousset holds, this Apocalyptic thought is not c

gcnumcly Jeuish, as he ably argued in another uork, there

I Tto/ Kundsehau {x90t)» 4f PP- ®9 *®3
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ms a considerable strain of Persian inflnence in it * The doalisnit

the transference to the transcendental region of the future hope^

the conception of the world which appears la Jewish apocalyptiQ

are of Iranian rather than Jewish ongin.

Two thoughts are especially charactensdc of Bousset’s position j

first, that this transcendentalismg of the future unphed a spintuahsa-

tion of it , secondly, that in post-exihc Judaism there was always

an undercurrent of a purer and more spontaneous piety, the

presence of which is especially to be traced in the Psalms

Into a dead world, where a kmd of incubus seems to stifle all

naturalness and spontaneity, there comes a hving Mam According

to the formulae of His preaching and the designations whidi He
applies to Himseli^ He seems at first sight to identify Himself

WI& this world rather than to oppose it But these conceptions

and titles, especially the Kingdom of God and the Son of Man,
must be provisionally left in the background, since they, as being

conceptions taken over from the past, conc^ rather than reveid

what IS most essential in His personahty The pnmary need is to

discover, behind the phenomenal, the real character ofthe personality

and preaching of Jesus, The starting-point must therefore be the

simple fact that Jesus came as a Uving Man into a dead world.

He IS hvmg, because in contrast with His contemporanes He has

a living idea of God His faith m the Fatherhood of God is

Jesus’ most essential act It s^^fies a breach with the trans-

cendental Jewish idea of God, and an unconsaous inner negation

of the Jewish eschatology. Jesus, therefore, walks through a world
whidi denies His own eschatology like a man who has fiim ground
under his feet

That whidi on a superfidal view appears to be eschatological

preaching turns out to he essentially a renewal of the old prophetic
preaching with its positive ethical emphasis Jesus is a manifesta
tion of that ancient spontaneous piety of which Bousset had shown
the existence in Late Judaism

The most charactenstic thing in the character of Jesus,
according to Bousset, is His joy in life. It is true that if, in
endeavounng to understand Him, we take pnmitive Chnstianity
as our starting-pomt^ tie might conceive of ^is joy m life as the
complement of the eschatological mood, as the extreme expression
of indifTercnce to the world, which can as well enjoy the world as
flee It But the purely eschatological attitude, though it reappears

^ W Boittsei Du jiidtscAe Apohitypttk tn tkner rdtgunsgeschtehiUchen
Htrhunjl mtd xknr Bedetitungfurdos Ntut Ttsiamnt (The Ongin of Apo^Tptic
as indicated xsy Compvatne RdigioQ, and its stgnificanee for the tinderstanding of
the New Testament ) Berlin. 1903. 67 pp See also W Bousset. Rihgton der
/udnfutns tm ntuUstanutUhehtn Zaiolten szs pp , Z902 For the asseraon of
rirsie influences see also Stare, Der Btnfiuu dcs Parsumui auf das Jude^tum
H'vulem. 189B
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in eariy Chnsdanity, does not give the nght due for the interpieta

don of the character of Jesus as a \ihole His joy in the world
was real, a genuine outcome of His new type of pie^ It

prevented the eudaemonistic eschatological idea of reward, which

some think they find in Jesus’ preaching, from ever really becoming

an element in it.

Jesus IS best understood by contrasting Him with the

Baptist John was a preacher of repentance whose eyes were fixed

upon the future Jesus did not allow the thought of the nearness

of the end to rob Him of His simplicity and spontaneity, and was

not cnppled by the reflection that everything was transitory,

preparatory, a mere means to an end His preaching of

repentance was not gloomy and forbidding , it was the proclamation

of a new nghteousness, of which the watchword was^ "Ye shall be

perfect as your Father in Heaven is perfect ” He desures to com-

municate this personal pie^ by personal influence In contrast

with the Baptist He never aims at influencing masses of men, but

rather avoids it His wo»it was accomplished mainly among httle

groups and individuals He left the task of canymg the Gospel

far and wide as a legacy to the community of His followers The

mission of the Twelve, conceived as a mission for the rapid and

widespread extension of the Gkispel, is not to be used to explain

Jesus’ methods of teaching, the narrative of it rests on an "obscure

and umntelhgible tradition.”

This genuine ]oy m hfe was not unnoticed by the con-

temporanes of Jesus who contrasted Him as "a gluttonous man

and a wine-bibber,” with the Baptist They were vaguely

conscious that the whole life of Jesus was "sustained by the feeling

of an absolute antithesis between Himself and His time^ He

lived not m anxious expectation, but in cheerful gladness because

by the native strength of His piety He had brought pr^nt and

future into one Free from all extravagant Jewwh dduaons

about the future He was not paralysed by the conations wh^
must be fulfilled to make this future present He h^ a

conviction of its coming which gives Him courage to “^ny ttc

present with the future The present as ®

beyond is for Him no mere shadow, ®
d

not for Hun a mere lUusion, but is chwged with a ^
valuable meaning His own time is the Mes^nic tun^ as ms

answer to the Baptist's question shows "And it is

things m Ae Gospel that Jesus in His eai^ty Je

acknowledged Himself as Messiah both to His disajte wd to the

Hurh-Pnest, and made His entry into . r.^
fbprefore fully recognise the worth of the present I
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Indeed He gives a new value to life by teaching that man cannot

be nghteous xn isolation, but only in the fellowship of love. And

as^ moieover, the ngbteousness which He preaches is one of the

goods of the Kingdom of God, He cannot have thought of the

Kingdom as wholly transcendental The Reign of God begins

for Him in the present era. His consaousness of being able to

cast out demons m the spuit of God because Satan’s kingdom on

earth is at an end is only the supematuialistic expression for

something of which He also possesses an ethical consciousness,

namely, that m the new social n^teousness the Kingdom of God
is already present.

This presence of the Kingdom was not, however, clearly

eiqplained by Jesus, but was set forth in paradoxes and parables,

especially in the parables of Mark iv. When we find the

Evangelist in immediate connexion with these parables,

asserting that the atm of the parables was to mystify and conceal,

we may conclude that the basis of this theory is the fact that these

parables concerning the presence of the Kingdom of God were not

understood

In effecting this tacit transformation Jesus is acting in accordance

with a tendency of the time. Apocalyptic is itself a spintuahsation

of the anaent Israehtish hopes of the future^ and Jesus only

cames this process to its completion He raises Late Judaism
above the limitations in which it was involved, separates out the

remnant of national, political, and sensuous ideas which still clung

to the expectation of the future m ^ite of its having been
spintualised apocalyptic, and breaks with the Jewish particu-

lansm, though without providing a theoretical basis for this step

Thus^ in spite of, nay even because of, His opposition to it,

Jesus was the fulfiller of Judaism In Him were united the anaent
and vigorous prophetic rdiigion and the impulse which Judaism itself

had b^n to feel towards the spintuahsation of the future hope
The transcendental and the actual meet m a unity which is full of
life and strength, creative not reflective, and therefore not needing
to set aside the ancient traditional ideas by didactic explanations,
but overcoming them almost unconsaously by the truth which
hes in this paradoxical muon The histoncal formula embodied in
Bousset’s closing sentence runs thus: ^*The Gospel develops some
of the deeper4ymg motifs of the Old Testament, but it protests
against the prevaihng tendency of Judaism.”

Such of the underlying assumptions of this construction as invite
challenge lie open to inspection, and do not need to be painfully
disentangled from a web of exegesis ; that is one of the ments of
the book. The chief points to be quened are as follows •

Is it the case that the apocalypses mark the introduction of a
process of spiritualisation applied to the anaent Isiaelitish hopes ?
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A picture of the future is not spintualised simply by being projected

upon the clouds This elevation to the transcendental region

signifies, on the contrary, the transference to a place of safety of

the eudaemonistiG aqnxations vrhich ha%e not been fulfilled in the

present, and wluch are expected, hy way of compensation, fiom

the other world The apocalyptic conception is so far from being

a ^irituahsation of the future expectation^ that it tepiesenCs on

the contrary the last desperate effort of a strongly eudaemonisbc

popular religion to raise to heaven the earthly goods from which it

cannot make up its mind to part

Next we must ask- Is it really necessary to assume the

existence of so wide readung a Persian mfluence m Jewish

eschatology? The Jevdsh dualism and the subhmation of its

hope have become histoncal just because^ owing to the &te of

nadon, the rehgious life of the present and the fair future which

was logically bound up with it became more and more widdy

separated, temporally and locally, until at last only its dualism and

the subhinadon of its hope enabled the nation to survive its

disappointment

Again, is it historically permissible to treat the leading ideas of

the preaching of J&pU^ which bear so clearly the marks of die

contemporary mould of thought as of secondary importance for die

investigatioit and to endeavour to trace Jesus’ thoughts fiom

within outwards and not from without inwards ?

Farther, is there really in Jud^m no tendency towards the

overcoming of particularism ? Has not its eschatology, as riiap^

by the deutero-piophehc Iiteiatun^ a umveisabstic oudook? Did

Jesus overcome pardcolarism m prinaplc otherwise than it is mo-

come in Jewish eschatology, that is to say, with rderence to the

future? , r
^Vhat IS there to prove that Jesus* distmctive faith m tue

Fatherhood of God ever existed indcpendendy, and not as

an alternative form of the historically-conditioned M^siamc

consciousness? In other words, what is there to show that the

“rehgkms attitude” of Jesus and His Messiamc ™
anything dse than identical temporally and conc^tually, so

the first must always be understood as conditioned by the

Again, is the sajdng about the gluttonous man and M^oDer

a sufficient basis for the contrast between Jesus and

Is not Jesus’ preachmg of repentance gloomy “ ™
Baptist’s? IVhere do we read that He, ^ o;c

Baptist, avoided dealing with masses of men?

giTO «ae community of His disdples” ma^g
tnde in the seLe required by

IS there a word to tdl us that He riioi^ht of His workM g

uuhridMb and Iitfle groups of men as the most important fea
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of His ministry? Are we not told the exact contrary, that He
** taught” His disciples as htde as He did the people? Is there

any justification for characterising the missionary journey of the

Twdvc^ just because it directly contradicts this view, as "an obscure

and unintelligible tradition ?
”

Is it so certain that Jesus made a Messianic entry into

Jerusalem, and that, accordingly, He declared Himself to the

disciples and to the High Pnest as Messiah in the present^ and

not in a purely future sense?

What axe the sayings which justify us in making the attitude

of opposition which He took up towards the Rabbinic legalism

into a "sense of the absolute opposition between Himself and His

people ” ? The very “ absolute^” with its nng of Schleiennacher, is

sospidous

All thes^ however, axe subsidiary positions The decisive point

is * Can Bousset make good the assertion that Jesus’ joy in life was

a more or less unconsaous inner protest against the purely

eschatological world-xenonnang religious attitude^ the pnmal
expression of that “absolute” antithesis to Judaism? Is it not

the case that His attitude towards earthly goods was wholly con-

ditioned eschatology? That is to say, were not earthly goods
emptied of any essential value in such a vray that joy in the^world

and indifference to the world were simply the final expression of an
ironic attitude whidi had been subhmated mto pure serenity.

That is the question upon the answer to which depends the

decision whether Bousset’s position is tenable or not
It IS not in fact tenable for the opposite view has at its disposal

inexhaustible reserves of world-renouncing, world-contemning say-

ings, and the few utterances which might possibly be interpret^
as expressing a purely positive joy in the world, desert and go
over to the enemy, because they textually and logically belong to
the other set of sayings Finally, the promise of earthly happiness
as a reward, to which Bousset bad denied a position m the teaching
of Jesus, also falls upon his rear, and that in the very moment
when he is seeking to prove from the saym^ "Seek ye first the
Kmgdom of God and His n^teousness, and all these things shall

be added unto you,” that for Jesus this world’s goods are not in
themselves evil, but are only to be given a secondary place
Here the eudaemonism is wntten on the forehead of the saying,
since the receiving of these tlungs—^we must remember, too, the
"hundredfold” in another passage—is future not present, and will

only “ come ” at the same time as the Kingdom of God All present
good^ on the other hand, serve only to support life and render
possible an undistmcted attitude of waiting m pious hope for that
future^ and therefore are not thought of as gams, but purely as
a gift of God, to be cheerfully and freely enjojed as a foretaste
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of those blessings which the elect arc to cnjo> in the future Divine
dis])cnsalion

The loss of this position decides the further point that if there

IS any suggestion in the leaching of Jesus that the future Kingdom
of God IS in some sense present, it is not to be understood as

implying an anti eschatological acceptance of the world, but merely

as a pliLnomcnon indicate e of the extreme tension of the

cschitological consciousness, just in the same way as His joy in

the world Rousset has a kind of indirect recognition of this in

his remark that the presence of the Kingdom of God is only

asserted by Jesus as a kind of paradox If the assertion of us

presence indicated that acceptance of the world formed part

of Jesus' system of thought, it would be at vanance with His

eschatology. But the paradoxical character of the assertion is due

precisely to the fact that TIis acceptance of the world is but the last

expression of the completeness with which He rejects it

But what do cntical cavils matter m the case of a book of

which the force, the influence, the greatness, depends upon its

spirit? It IS great because it recognises—what is so rarely

recognised in theological works—the point where the main issue

rcall> hesj in the question, namely, whether Jesus preached and

worked as Messiah, or whether, as follows if a prominent place is

given to eschatology, as Colani had long ago recognised, Hw

career, historically regarded, was only the career of a prophet with

an undercurrent of Messianic consciousness
^ « a

As a consequence of grasping the question in its full signin

cance, Bousscl rejects ail the little devices by which previous wnicrs

had endeavoured to relate Jesus' ministry to His times, each one

nrcscnbinc at what point He was to connect Himself with it, ana

of course proceeding in his book to represent Him as connertmg

Himself «ith It in precisely that way Bousset recogni^ that the

supreme importance of eschatology in the teaching

to be got rid of by whittling away a little point here
j

rubbing it smooth with critical sandpaper until it is caPf^*® “

reflecting a diflcrcnt thought, but only by fully admitting

wt the same lime counteracting it ^asserting a

of world-acceptance m the thought of Jesus, ®
®

e

Thole teachuig as a kind of alternating current between positive

""^STthS possible sincere attempt to limit

eschatology ,n “

K

gallant, so brilliant, ttat its
[“‘“f have stood

o' c»».po»7
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therein lies at once its greatness and its weakness Bousset

vindicates Jesus, not for history, but for Protestantism, by making

Hun the heroic representative of a deeply rehgious acceptance

of the goods of life amid an apocalyptic world Hts study

IS not unhistoncal, but supra-histoncaL The spint of Jesus was in

Tact world-accepting in the sense that through the expenence

of centunes it advanced histoncally to the acceptance of the

\votid, smee nothing can appear phenomenally which is not in

some sense ideally present from the first But the teaching of the

histoncal Jesus was purely and exclusively world-renounang If,

therefore^ the problem which Bousset has put on the blackboard

for the eschatological school to solve is to be successfully solved,

the solution is to be sought on other, mote objectively histoncal,

hnes

That the deacon of the question whether Jesus’ preadiing of

the Kmgdom of God is wholly eschatological or only partly

eschatological, is primarily to be sought in His ethical teaming,
IS recognised by ^1 the cntics of Baldenspeiger and Weiss They
differ only m the importance uhich they assign to eschatolc^ But
no other wnter has grasped the problem as clearly as Bousset

The Fansian Ehrhardt emphasises eschatology very strongly

in his work “The Fundamental Character of the Preaching of Jesus
in Relation to the Messiamc Hopes of His People and His own
Messianic Consciousness”^ Neverthdess he asserts the presence
of a twofold ethic in Jesus’ teaching • eschatology did not attempt
to evacuate everything else of all value, but allowed tbe natural
and ethical goods of this world to hold their place, as belongmg to
a world of thought which resisted its encroachirents

A much more negative attitude is taken up by Albert RAville
in his Jisus dt Nasmth ^ According to him both Apocalyptic
and Messianisxn are foreign bodies in the teaching of Jesus which
have been forced into it by the pressure of contemporary thought
Jesus would never of His own motion have taken up the idle of

Messiah.

Wendt, too, in the second edition of his Lehrt Jesu^ which
appeared in ^903, held in the main to the fundamental idea of
the first, the 1890, edition , namely, that Jesus in view of His purely
religious relation to God could not do otherwise than transform,
from within outwards, the traditional concepttons, even though

^ Dtr Grunieharahter der Ethik Jesu tm VerkSitnts su den messianu^en
tieffrungtn stmts I'Mles and xu setntm etgtntn Messtashewussistin FVeibur|r,
1895. XK9 pp See also bis tnaugnral dissertation of 1896, Le Prtncipt de Sa sroratt
dtjisus nms, 1896
A Rogers, The Life and Ttaektngs afJesus t a Crttteal Analysts, tie (I^ondon

and Xe« York, 1894), regards Jesns^ teaching ns pnrel) ethical, refusing to admit anv
eschatology at alL » Pons, a vols , 500 and 5x8 pp
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they seem to be traceable in their actual contemporary form on
the surface of His teaching He had already, in 1893, in the

ChristUche Weli clearly expounded, and defended against Weiss, his

view of the Kingdonr of God as already present for the thought

of Jesus

The effect which Baldenspcrger and Weiss had upon Weiffen-

bach ^ uas to cause Iiiin to bring out in full strength the apologetic

aspect which had been somewhat held in check in his work of

1873 by the thoroughness of his exegesis Tiie apocalyptic of

this younger school, winch was no longer willing to believe that in

the mouth of Jesus the Farousia meant nothing more than an

issuing from death clothed with power, is on all grounds to be

rejected It assumes, since this expectation was not fulfilled, an

error on the part of Jesus It is better to rest content with not

being able to sec quite clearly

Protected by a similar armour, the successive editions ol

Bernhard Weiss's Life of Jesus went their way unmolested down

to 1902
Not with an apologetic purpose, but on the basis of an onginal

religious view, Titiu^ in his work on the New Testament doctrine

of blessedness, develops the tcacliing of Jesus concerning the

Kingdom of God as a present good ^

In the same year, 1895, appeared E Haupt’s work on “The

Eschatological Sayings of Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels"* In

contradistinction to Bousset he takes as his starting-point the

eschatological passages, examining each separately and modulating

them back to the Johanninc key. It is so delicately and ingcnjoudy

done that the reading of the book is an aesthetic pleasure which

makes one in the end quite forget the apologetic mQU}\^ order to

surrender oneself completely to the authoi a mystical system ot

It IS, indeed, not the least service of the eschatological

that It compels modern tlieolpgy, which is so much prooc^pied

witli history, to reveal what is its own as its own Eschatm^

makes it impossible to attnbute modern ideas to Jes^M ^
byway of “New Testament Theology” take them back from Him

as a loan, us even Ritschl not so long ago did with ^ch na^i

Tohannw Weiss, in cutting himself loose, as an

Ltechl. and recognising that "the real roots of Ritschls ideas

iW <TI« QuesUon concernmg

the Second Coming of Jesm )
rnedti^. iyM . . , ^ /.„ Baltuttag
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are to be found in Kant and the illuminist theology/’ ^ introduced

the last decisive phase of the process of separation between

histoncal and modem” theology Before the advent of eschato-

logy, cntical theology was, in the last resort without a pnnciple of

discrimination, smce it possessed no reagent capable of inft^ibly

separating out modem ideas on the one hand and genuinely ancient
*

New Testament ideas on the other The application of the

cntenon has now b^^un. What will be the issue, the future

alone can show*

But even now we can recognise that the separation was not
only of advantage to histoncal Geology , for modem theology, the
manifestation of the modem spirit as it really is, was still more
unportant. Only when it became conscious of its own inmost
essence and of its nght to exist, only when it freed itself from
Its illegitimate histoncal justification, which, leajnng over the
centunes, appealed directly to an histoncal exposition o[ the New
Testament, only then could it unfold its full wealth of idea^ which
had been hitherto roo^bound by a false histoncity. It was not by
chance thatm Bousset’s reply a certain affirmation of hfe, something
eiqpressive of the genius of Protestantism, cnes aloud as never before
in any theological work of this generation, or that in HaupPs work
German mysticism interweaves its mystenous harmonies with the
Johanmne fnoftf The contnbution of Protestantism to the inter-

pretation of the world had never been made so manifest in any
work prior to Weiss’s The modern spirit is here breaking m
wreaths of foam upon the sharp chfifs of the rock-bound eschato-
logical world-view of Jesus To put it more prosaically, modem
theology is at last about to become sincere. But this is so far only
a prophecy of the future

If we are to speak of the present it must be fully admitted that
even histoncal saence^ when it desires to continue the histoty
of Christianity beyond the life of Jesu^ cannot help piotesting
against the one-sidedness of the eschatological world of thought of
the “Founder*” It finds itself obliged to distinguish m the thought
of Jesus “ permanent elements and transitory elements ” which, being
interpreted, means eschatological and not essentially eschatological
materials; otherwise it can get no farther* For if Jesus’ world of
fought was wholly and exdusively eschatological, there can only
ha\e arisen out of it, as Reimarus long ago maintained, an ex-
clusively eschatological pnmitne Chnstianiiy But how a com-
munity of that kind could give birth to the Greek non-eschatological
theologv no Church history and no history of dogma has so far
shown Instead of that they all—Hamack, with the most consum-
mate historical ability—lay down from the very firs^ alongside
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of the mam iine intended for “ contemporaiy views” trafiiq a
relief line for the accommodation of through trains of “non-tempor-
ally limited ideas”, and at the point where pnmitne Christian

eschatology becomes of less importance they switdi olT the tram to

the relief line, after slipping the carnages which are not intended

to go beyond that station

This procedure has now been rendered impossible for them

by Weiss, who leaves no place in the teaching of Jesus for

anything but the singlc-lmc traffic of eschatology If, dunng the

last fifteen ycar^ any one had attempted to cany out in a work on

a large scale the plan of Strauss and Renan, linking up the history

of tlie life of Jesus with the history of early Christianity, and New
Testament theology with the early history of dogma, the immense

difficulties which Weiss had raised without suspecting it, in the

course of his sixty-seven pages, would have become clearly apparent

The problem of the Hellenisation of Chnstianity took on quite a

new aspect when the trestle bndge of modem ideas connecting the

eschatological early Chnstianity with Greek theology broke down

under the weight of the newly-discovcred matenal, and it became

necessary to seek within the history itself an explanation of the

way in which an exclusively eschatological system of ideas came

to admit Greek influences^ and—what is much inore difficult

to explain—^how Hellenism, on its part, found any point of contact

with an eschatological sect

The new problem js as }et hardly recognised, much less grappled

with The few who since Weiss’s time have sought to pass over

from the life of Jesus to early Chnstiamij, have acted like men

who find themselves on an ice-floe which is slowly dividmg into

two pieces, and who leap from one to the other before me deft

grows loo wide Hamack, in his ‘•'What is Christianity? almost

entirely ignores the contemporary limitations of Jesus teaemng,

and starts out with a Gospel which cames him (town wimout

difficulty to the year 1899 The anti-histonral violence of tois

procedure is, if possible, stifl more pronounced in Wemle. iftc

«Beginnmgs of our Religion”^ begins by putting the Jewtfh

eschatology in a convenient posture for the commg operatic oy

urging that the idea of the Messiah, smee there was no

plLe for It in connexion with the Kingdom of God or the new

Earth, had become obsolete for the Jews themselves

The inadequateness of the Messianic ‘dea for the rf

Tesus IS therefore self-evident “His ahole life

C™ of it than the few months of His pubhc mimstiyl

He laboured to give a neiv and higher content to M^amc

title which He had tdoptei ” In the course of this endeavour He

1 4« PP
.

jnd ^
P^ulWenJe. noxrProfoxor

of Church History »» *“ *
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discarded «the Messiah of the Zealots ”—hf that is meant the

political non-transcendent Messianic ideal As if ^re had any

knotrledge of the existence of such an ideal in the time of Jesus

!

The statements of Josephus suggest, and the conduct of Pilate at

the trial of Jesus confirms the conclusion, that in none of the nsmgs

did a claimant of the Messiahship come forward, and this should

be proof enough that there did not exist at that time a political

eschatology alongside of the transcendental, and indeed it could

not on inner grounds subsist alongside of it That was, after

aB, the thing which Weiss had shown most clearly ^

Jesus^ therefore, had dismissed the Messiah of the Zealots j He
had now to turn Himself into the waiting ” Messiah of the Rabbis

Yet He does not altogether accept this idle, for He works actively

as Messiah His struggle with the Messiamc conception could not

but end m transforming it This transformed conception is intro-

duced by Jesus to the people at His entry into Jerusalem, smce His
choice of the ass to l^ar Him inscnbed as a motto, so to speak,

over the demonstration the prophecy of the Messiah who should

be a bnnger of peace A few days later He gives the Scnbes to

understand hy His enigmatic words with reference to Mark xu 37,
that Bhs Messiahship has nothing to do with Davidic descent and
all that that implied

The Kingdom of God was not, of course, for Him, according
to Wemle, a purely eschatological entity , He saw in many events

evidence that it had already dawned Wemle’s only real concession
to the eschatological school is the admission that the Kingdom
always remained for Jesus a supernatural entity.

The belief in the presence of the Elingdom was, it seems, only
a phase in the development of Jesus When con&onted with
growing opposition He abandoned this bdief again, and the super-
earthly future character of the Kingdom was all that remained*
At the end of His career Jesus estabh^es a connexion between
the Messianic conception, in its final transformation, and the
Kingdom, which had retained its eschatological character. He
goes to His death for the Messiahship in its new significance but
He goes on beheving in His speedy return as the Son of Man
This expectation of His Parousia as Son of Man, which only emerges
immediately before His exit from the world—when it can no longer
embarrass the author in his account of the preaching of Jesus—^is

the only point in whidi Jesus does not overcome the inadequacy of
the Messianic idea with which He had to deal At this point
the fantastic conception of Late Judaism, die magically transformed
world of the ancient popular belief, thrusts itself incongruously
into Jesus' great and simple consciousness of His vocation.”

Thus Wcrnle takes wUh him only so much of Apocalyptic as he
can safely carry o\er into early Chnstianity, Once he has got
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safely across he drags the rest o\er after him He shows that in

and with the titles and evpressions borrowed from apocalyptic

tliougbt, Messiah, Son of God, Son of Man, which were all at

bottom so inappropnate to Jesus^ early Christianity slipped in again
" either the old ideas or new ones misunderstood." In pointing

this out he cannot refrain from the customary sigh of regret—these

apocalyptic titles and expressions were from the first a misfortune

for the new religion " One may well ask how Wemle has dis-

covered in the preaching of Jesus anything that can be called,

histoncally, a new religion, and what would have become of this

new religion apart from its apocalyptic hopes and its apocalyptic

dogma? We answer without its intense esdiatological hope tiie

Gospel would have perished from the earth, crushed by the weight

of historic catastrophes But, as it was, by the migbly power of

evoking iaith which lay m it, eschatology made good m the

darkest times Jesus’ sayings about the impenshabihty of His

words, and died as soon as these sayings had brought forth new

hfe upon a new soil IVby then make such a complaint agamst it?

The tragedy does not consist in the modification of primitive

Chnsbanity hy eschatology, but in the fate of eschatology itself,

which has preserved for us all that is most precious m Jesu^

but must Itself wither, because He died upon the cross with a loud

cry, despairing of bringing in the new heaven and the new eartii

that is the real tragedy. And not a tragedy to be dismissed witii

a theologian’s sigh, but a liberating and bfe-givmg influence, like

every great tragedy. For in its death-pangs eschatology bore to

the G^ek genius a wonder-child, the mystiCi sensuous Eariy-

Chnsban doctnne of immortality, and consecrated Chnsfiam^ as

the religion of immortality to take the place of tiie slowly dying

civilisation of the ancient world

But It is not only those who want to find a way from me

preaching of Jesus to early Chnstiamty who are consaous of the

peculiar difficulties nosed by the recognition of its purely Jew^

^hatological character, but also those who wish to icconstmrt

the connexion backwards from Jesus to Judaism For

^Yellhausen and Schurer repudiate the results armed at by to

eschatological school, which, on its parti

searehes Into Late Judaisn. Wellhausen. m
Jewish History,” » gives a picture of Jt^s “

fKP Tewish frame altogether The Kingdom which He d^es to

found becomes a present spintual entity To the Jewish eschato ogy

ea

-
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His preaching stands in a quite external relation, for i\hat was in

His mind was rather a fellowship of spintual men engaged in seek*

ng a higher nghteousness He did not really desire to be the

Messiah, and in His inmost heart had renounced the hopes of His

people. If He called Himself Messiah, it was in view of a higher

Messianic ideal For the people His acceptance of the Messiah-

ship denoted the supersession of their own very diifeiently coloured

expectation The transcendental events become immanent In

regard to the apocalyptic Judgment of the World, he retains only

the sermon preserved by John about the inward and constant

process of separation.

Although not to the same extent, Schurer also, in his view of

the teaching of Jesus, is strongly influenced by the Fourth Gospel

In an inaugi^ discourse of 1903 ^ be declares that m his opinion

there is a certain opposition between Judaism and the preaching ol

Jesus, since the latter contains something absolutely new His
Messiahsbip is only the temporally hmited expression of a unique,

generally ethical, consciousness of being a child of God, which has

a certain analogy with the relation of all God's children to their

Heavenly Father, The reason for His reserve in regard to His
Messiahship was, according to Schurer, Jesus’ fear of kmdlmg
’’political enthusiasm”^ from the same motive He repudiates in

Mark mu 37 all claim to be the Messiah of David’s line. The
ideas of the Messiah and the Kmgdom of God at least underwent
a transformation m His use of them. If in His earher preaching

He only announces the Kingdom as something future, m His later

preaching He emphasises the thought that in its beginnings it is

already present

That It is premsdy the representatives of the study of Late
Judaism who lift Jesus out of the Late-Jewish world of though^ is

not in Itself a surpnsing phenomenon. It is only an expression of
the fact that here something new and creative enters into an un*
creative age, and of the dear consciousness that this Personality

cannot be resolved into a complex of contemporary ideas The
problem of which they are conscious is the same as Bousset’s.

But the question cannot be avoided whether the violent separation
of Jesus from Late Judaism is a real solution, or whether the very
essence of Jesus’ creative power does not consist not in taking out
one or other of the parts of the eschatological machinery, but in
doing what no one had prciiously done, namely, in setting the
Ahole machinery in motion by the apphcation of an ethico-religious

motne power To perceive the unsatisfactonness of the trans-

formation h>polhesis It IS only necessary to think of all the
' Emil SdiUrcr. Das tnustaatsche SetMlwussisein Jtsu C^rsit (The Messianic

Self eonsaousness of Jesus Christ ) 1903, 34 pp
\ccordmg to J Meinhold too, in /es ts und das atU Tisfamirt (Jesus and the Old

Testament), 1896. Jesus did not purpose to be the Messiah of Israel
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conditions which would have to be reobsed in order to make it

possible to tracer even in general outline the evidence of such a
transformation in the Gospel nanative

All these solutions of the eschatological question start from the

teaching of Jesus, and it was, indeed, from this point of view that

Johannes Weiss had stated the problem. The final decision of tht

question is no^ however, to be found here^ but in the cxaminatioc

of the whole course of Jesus* lif& On which of the two pro-

suppositioni^ the assumption that His life was completeh^ dominated

by eschatology, or the assumption that He repudiated i^ do we find

It easiest to understand the connexion of events m the life of

Jesusf, His fate^ and the emergence of the expectation of the

Farousia in the community of His disciples ?

The works which in the examination of the connexion of events

follow a cntical procedure are few and far between The average

Life of Jesus ** shows in this respect an inconceivable stupidity.

The firsts after Bruno Bauer, to apply critical methods to this point

was Volkmar ,
between Volkmar and Wrede the only wnter who

here showed himsdf cntical, that is sceptical, was W Brandt

His work on the “ Gospel History ** ^ appeared in 1893, a year after

Johannes Weiss's work and in the same year as Bousset's reply.

In this book the question of the absolute, or only partial,

dominance of eschatology is answered on the ground of the general

course of Jesus' life

Brandt goes to work with a truly Cartesian scepticism rie

first examines all the posabihties that the reported event dm not

happen in the way m which it is reported before he is satisfied that

It really did happen in that way Before he can accept

ment that Jesus died with a loud outery. he has to satofy his

cntical conscience by the following consideration «Thc

reeardmg this cry, is, so far as I can see, to be best explained by

supposing that It was really uttered ” The

ac^tance as history to the followmg reflection

of^mathca to be an h.stoncal pe«on ,
but the only reason

the narrative has for preserving his name is that he buned Ji^us.

Therefore the name guarantees the fact
’

But the moment the slightest possibility presents iteelf that the

event happened m a different way, Brandt dedmes to te heU
^

any seduLons of the text, and makes his own probably

I D,, GachuU. und Ar
ana-KnUiderBerteMe mrdesUtden iniMIieaUW

‘ I^wr of^ ta& in
«“«»?«"
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historical fact For instance, he thinks it unhkdy that Peter was

the only one to smite with the sword , so the history is immediately

rectified by the phrase ^^that sword-stroke was doubtless not the

only one, other disaples also most have pressed to the front”

That Jesus was dxst condemned by the Sanhedrm at a mght-sitting,

and that Pilate in the morning confirmed the sentence, seems to

him on vanous grounds impossible It is therefore deaded that

we have here to do only with a combination devised by “a
Christian from among the Gentiles.” In this way the ** must have
been’s ” and may have been’s ” exercise a ventable reign of terror

throughout the book.

Yet that does not prevent the general contribution of the book
to cntiasm from being a very remarkable one. Especially m
r^ard to the trial of Jesus, it bnngs to hght a whole senes of
previously unsuspected problems. Brandt is the first writer since

Bauer who dares to assert that it is an histoncal absurdity to

suppose that Pdat^ when the people demanded from him the
cQttdemnatwn of Jesus, answered : No, but I will release you another
instead of Him ”

As his starting'point he takes the complete contrast between
the Johannme and Synoptic traditions, and the inherent im-
possibihty of the former is proved in detail The Synoptic
tradirion goes back to Mark alone His Gospel is^ as was also
hdd by Bruno Bauer, and afterwards by Wiede^ a sufficient basis
for the whole tradition. But this Gospel is not a purely histoncal
source, it is also, and in a very much la^r degree, poetic invention
Of the real history of Jesus but httle is preserved m the Gospels
Many of the so-called sayings of the Lord are certainly to be
pronounced spunous^ a few are probably to be recognised as
genuine But the theory of the "poetic invention ” of the earliest

Evangelist is not consistently earned out, because Brandt does not
take as his entenon, as Wrede did later, a definite pnnciple on
which Mark is supposed to have constructed his Gospel, but decides
each case separatdy Consequently the most imporUnt feature of
the work lies in the examination of detail

Jesus died and was beheied to have nsen again* this is the
only absolutely certain information that we have regarding His
" Life.” And accordm^ this is the ctucual instance for testing
the worth of ffie Gospd tradition. It is only on the basis of an
elaborate entidsm of the accounts of the suffering and resuxtection
of Jesus that Brandt undertakes to gwe a sketch of the life of
Jesus as it really was

What was, then, so far os appears from His hfi^ Jesus* attitude
towards eschatology? It was, according to Brandt, a self-
^ntradictory attitude. "He bdieved in the near approach of the
Kingdom of God, and yet, as though its time were suU far distant,

ly
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He undertake the training of dwciples. He was a teacher andyet IS said to haw held Himself to be the Messiah « The duality

teaching itself; it is rather a dear^^tween His conviction and consaousness on the one hand,^His public attitude on the other
^

observation we have to add a second, namdy, that
Jesus ^nnot possibly during the last few days at Jerusalem haveCMe fonrard as Messiah Cntics, with the exception, of coutst
or Bruno Bauer, had only cursonly touched on this question The
course of events in the last few days in Jerusalem does not at ah
suggest a Messianic daim on the part of Jesus, indeed it directly
contradicts it Only imagine what would have happened if Jesus
had come before the people with such dauns^ or even if sudi
thoughts had been so much as attnbuted to Him J On the other
side, of course we have the report of die Messianic entry, in which
Jesus not only accepted the homage offered to Him as Messiah,
but went out of His way to mvite it, and the people must therefore
from that point onwards have regarded him as Messiah In
consequence of this contradiction in the nariativci aB Lives of
Jesus slur over the passage and seem to represent that the people
sometimes suspected Jesus' Messiahship, sometimes did not su^ect
It, or they adopt some other similar expedient Brandy however
rigorously drew the li^ical inference Since Jesus did not stand
aud preach in the temple as Messiah, He cannot have entered

Jenisalem as Messiah. Therefore *'the welMcnown Messiamc
entry is not histoncal" That is also implied by the manner of

His arrest If Jesus had come forward as a Messianic claimant,

He would not simply have been arrested by the mvil poUoe,
Palate would have bad to suppress a revolt by mihtaiy force

This admission implies the surrender of one of the most

chenshed prejudices of the anti-eschatological school, namdy, that

Jesus raised the thoughts of the people to a higher conception of

His Messiahship, and consequently to a s^intual view of the

Kingdom of Go^ or at least tried so to raise them But we

cannot assume this to have been His intention, since He does not

allow the multitude to suspect His Messiahship Thus the con^

ception of a 'Uransformation " becomes untenable as a means of

reconciling eschatological and non^eschatological dements And

as a matter of iact-^at is the stroke of critical genius m the

book—^Brandt lets the two go forward side by side without any

attempt at reconcihation ; for the reconmhation which would be

possible if one had only to deal with the teaching of Jesus becomes

impossible when one has to talce m His life as well For Brandt

the hfe of Jesus is the life of a Galilaean teacher wh<^ m con-

sequence of the eschatology with winch the penod was so ful^

charged, was for a time and to a certain extent set at variance with
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Himselfand who met His fate for that reason This conception is at

bottom identical with Renan’s. But the stroke of genius in leavmg

the gap between eschatological and non-cschatol(^ical elements

unbndged sets this work, as regards its critical foundation and

histoncal presentment, high above the smooth romance of the latter.

The course of Jesus’ life, according to Brandy was therefore as

follows- Jesus was a teacher, not only so, but He took disaples in

order to tram them to be teadbers "This is in itself sufficient to

show there was a period in His hfe m which His work was not

determined by the thought of the immediate nearness of the decisive

moment He sought men, therefore^ who might become His fellow-

workers He began to tram disciples who, if He did not Himself

hve to see the Day of the Lord, would be able after His death to

carry on the work of educatmg the people along the hnes which He
had laid down ” “ Then there occurred in Judaea an event of which

the rumour spread like n^ildiire throughout Falestme. A prophet

arose—a thing which had not happened for centunes—a man who

came forward as an envoy of God ; and this prophet proclaimed

the immediate coming of the reign of God :
* Repent that ye may

escape the wrath of God'” The Baptist’s great sermon on

repentance falls, according to Brandt, in the last period of the

life of Jesus. We must assume, he thinks, that before John came

forward m this dramatic fashion he had been a teacher, and at

that period of his hfe had numbered Jesus among his pupils.

Nevertheless his life previous to his pubhc appearance must have

been a rather obscure one. When he suddenly launched out

mto this eschatological preaching of repentance "he seemed like

an Elijah who had long ago been rapt away from the earth and

now appeared once more.”

From this point onwards Jesus had to concentrate His activity,

for the time was short If He desired to effect anything and
so far as possible to make tiie people, before the commg of the

end, obedient to the will of God, He must make Jerus^em the

starting-point of His work. " Only from this central position, and
only with the help of an authonty which had at its disposal the

whole synagogal system, could He effect within a short time much,
perhaps all, of what was needful So He determined on journeying

to Jerusalem with this end in view, and with the fixed resolve there

to carry into effect the will of God.”
The journey to Jerusalem was not therefore a pilgrimage of

acath. "So long as we are obliged to take the Gospels as a true

reflection of the history of Jesus we must recognise with Weizsacker
that Jesus did not go to Jerusalem m order to be put to death
there, nor did He go to keep the Feast Both suppositions are

excluded by the vigour of his action in Jerusalem, and the bnght
colours of hope with which the picture of that penod was painted
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in the recollection of those who had witnessed it” IVe cannot
therefore regard the predictions of the Passion as histoncali or **at

most we might perhaps suppose that Jesus m the consciousness of

His innocence may have said to His disciples . ' If 1 should die^

may God for the sake of My blood be merciful to you and to the

people ’ ”

He went to Jerusalem^ then, to fulfil the will of God. ” It was

God's will that ^e preaching by which alone the people could be

inwardly renewed and made into a real people of God should be

recognised and organised by the national and religious authorities

To effect this through the existing authorities, or to realise it in

some other way, such was the task which Jesus felt Himself called

on to perform.” With bis eyes upon this goal, behind which lay

che near approach of the Kingdom of God, He set His face towards

Jerusalem.

“But nothing could be more natural than that out of the

belief that He was engaged in a work which God had willed, there

should anse an ever stronger belief in His personal vocation ” It

was thus that the Messianic consciousness entered into Jesus^

thoughts. His conviction of His vocation had nothing to do with

a pohtical Messiahship, it was only gradually from the development

of events that He was able to draw the mference that He was

destined to the Messianic sovereignty, “ it may have become more

and more clear to Him, but it did not become a matter of absolute

certainty” It was only amid opposition, in deep dejection, in

consequence of a powerful inner reaction against circumstanc^

that He came to recognise Himself with full conviction as the

anointed of God
,

When It began to be bruited about that He was the Messiah,

the rulers had Him arrested and handed Him over to the PwOTrator.

Judas the traitor “ had only been a short time among His follows,

and only m those unquiet days at Jerusalem when tee Master

had scarcely any opportunity for pnvateintercoureewith him ai^a

for learmng really to know him. He had not

durmg the Galilaean days, and Jesus was ^seque^y ^nothing

more to him than the future ruler of the ICingdom of God

After His death the disciples “could no^ ®

occurred to restore their faith, continue ‘o

sto” Jesus had taken away with Him in His death

thCT had set upon Him, espeaally as He had not
„S less His resurrection “At first, ‘

favour of His memory if the disciples remembered that He Hm K

Z^ee, who afterwards rank^ along wj*
^blch

a««h?resolvcd to continue that preparation for their work umcn
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had been interrupted by thdr journey to Jerusalem It seemed
to them that if they were once more on Galilaean soil the days which
they had spent in the inhospitable Jerusalem would cease to oppress

their spirits with the leaden weight of sorrowful recollection « • »

One might almost say that th^ had to make up their minds to

give up Jesus the author of the attempt to take Jerusalem by storm

;

but for Jesus the gracious gentle Galilaean teacher they kept a warm
place m thdr hearts So love watched over the dead until hope
was rekindled by the Old Testament promises and came to re*

awaken Him, “The first who, in an enthusiastic vision, saw
this wish fulfilled was Simon Peter,” This “resurrection” has
nothing to do with the emp^ grave, which, like the whole narrative
of the Jerusalem appearances, only came into the tradition later.

The first appearances took place m Galilee. It was there that the
Church was founded

This attempt to grasp the conneidon of events in the hfe of Jesus
from a purely histoncal pomt of view is one of the most important
that have ever been made in this department of study If it had
been put in a purely constructive form, this criticism would have
made an impression unequalled by any other Life of Jesus smcs
Renan's. But in that case it would have lost that free play ol
ideas which the cntical recognition of the unbndged gap admits.
The eschatological question is not, it is true^ deaded by this m-
vestigation. It shows the impossibility of the previous attempts
to estabhsh a present Messiahship of Jesus, but it shows, too, that
the questions, which are really histoncal questions, concerning the
pubhc attitude of Jesuit are far from being solved by asserting the
exclusiv^y eschatological character of His preaching, but that new
difficulties are always presenting themselves.

It was perhaps not so much through thesegeneral ethico-reli^ous
histoncal discussions as in consequence of certain ex^etical prob-
lems whi<^ unexpectedly came to light that theologians became
conscious that the old conception of the teaching of Jesus was not
teiuml^ or was only tenable by violent means On the assumption
of the modified eschatological character of His teaching, Jesus is
still a teacher , that is to say, He speaks in order to be understood,
in order to explain, and has no secrets But if His teaching is
throughout eschatological, then He is a prophet, who pomts in
mystenous speech to a coming age, whose words conceal secrets
and offer enigmas, and ate not intended to be understood always
and by everybody Attention was now turned to a number ofpa^ges m which the question arises whether Jesus had any secrets
to keep or not ^

This qi^tion presents itself in connexion with the very earliest
of the patables In Mark iv. „ ,t ,s distinctly stated that the
parables spoken m the immediate context embody the mystety of the
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Kingdom of God in an obscure and unintelligible form, in order Uiat

those for i\hoin it is not intended may hear without understanding
But this IS not borne out by the character of the parables themselves,

since lev at least find in them the thought of the constant and
victorious development of the Kingdom from small b^nnings to

Its perfect development After the passage had had to suffer

many things from constantly renei^cd attempts to weaken donn
or eicplain away the statement, Juhcher, in his york upon the

Farablesi^ released it from these tortures^ Jefl Jesus the parables

in their natural meaning, and put down this unintelligible saying

about the purpose of the parabolic form of discourse to the account

of the Evangelist He would rather, to use his own expression,

remove a little stone from the masonry of tradition than a diamond

from the impenshable crown of honour which belongs to Jesus

Yes, but, for all that, it is an arbitrary assumption which damages

the Marcan hypothesis more than will be readily admitted What

was the reason, or what was the mistake which led the earliest

Evangelist to form so repellent a theory icgarding the purpose of

the parables? Is the progressive exaggeration of the contrast

between veiled and open speech, to which juheher often appeals,

sufficient to account for it ? How can the Evangelist have invented

such a theory, when he immediately proceeds to invalidate it by

the rationalising, rather commonplace e\planation of the parable

of the Sower ?

Bernhard Weiss, not being so much under the influence ofmodem

theology as to feel bound to recognise the paedagogic puipose

m Jesus, gives the text its due, and admits that Jesus intended

to use the parabolic form of discourse as a means of separating

receptive from unreceptive hearers He does not say, however,

what kind of secret, intelligible only to the predestined, was con

ccaled in these parables which seem clear as daylight

That was before Johannes Weiss had stated the eschahwogical

question Bousset, ui his cntiasm of the eschatological theory,

is obhged to fall back upon juheher's method rn order to

the rationalising modem way of explaining these parables as p^-
mg to a Kingdom of God actually present It is true Julichert

explanation of the way in which the theory arose do» not satisiy

him, he prefers to assume that the basis of this false theory ot

Mark's is to be found m the fact that the parables concerning tne

presence of the Kingdom remained unintelligible to tbe^n-

t^poranes of Jesus But we may fairly ask that should p^t

out^the connecting link betn’een that failure to understand and

I Ad Jlffldicr. GUuknurtien Jau Vd . , rSBS The sutelonee of.! bed

xBga.
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the invention of a saying hke this, which imphes so very much

more ^

If there are no better grounds than that for caUing in question

Mark’s theory of the parables, then the parables of Mark iv , the

only ones from which it is possible to extract the admission of a

present Kingdom of God, remain what they were before, namely,

mysteries

The second volume of Jiihcher’s “ Parables ” ^ found the eschato-

logical question already in possession of the field And, as a

matter of fact, Juhcher does abandon **the heretofore current

method of modernising the parables,” which finds m one after

another of them only its own favounte conception of the slow and
gradual development of the Kingdom of God, The Kingdom of

Heaven is for Juhcher a completely supernatural idea ; it is to be

realised without human help and independently of the attitude of

men, by the sole power of God The parables of the mustard

seed and the leaven are not intended to teach the disciples the

necessity and wisdom of a development occupying a considerable

tim^ but are designed to make dear and vivid to them the idea

that the penod of perfecting and fulfilment will follow with super-

earthly necessity upon that of impeifectioni

But m general the new problem plays no very spedal part in

Juhcher’s exposition He takes up, it might almost be said, in

rdation to the parables, too independent a position as a rehgious

thinker to care to understand them against the background of a
wholly different world-view, and does not hesitate to exclude from
the authentic discourses of Jesus whatever does not suit him This
is the fate, for mstance, of the parable of the wicked husbandmen
in Mark xii He finds in it traits which read like m^idnia ex
and sees therefore in the whole thing only a prophetically expressed
view of the history as it presented itself to an average man who

had been present at the cruafixion of Jesus and nevertheless
believed in Him as the Son of God ”

But this absolute method of explanation, independent of any
traditional order of time or events, makes it impossible for the
author to draw from the parables any general system of teaching
He makes no distinction between the Galilaean mystical parables
and the polemical, menacing Jerusalem parables Bor instancy
he supposes the parable of the Sower, which according to Mark
was the very first of Jesus’ parabolic discourses, to have been
spoken as the result of a melancholy review of a preceding penod

^ Ad jaiicher, D t Gltidinxirtitn Jent, snd pt (ExposiUon of the Parables m
the fint three Gospels

) Fteiburg. 1899, 641 pp
Chr A. Bugge, Dtt HauptfaraUtn Jtsu (The most iroportant Parables of Jesus),

Gemi^iii from the Norwegian. Giessen, *903, nghtl> remarks on the obscure and
inexplicable character of some of the parables, but mokes no attempt to deal with a
fiom the historical point of iicw
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as i^essmg the conviction, stamped upon His mind

frd^G?dsiLTto'?eS^^^^^
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incomparable power of staking fira out of eveiy

K
*® * different colour from th«

? It show^ when Jesus pronounced the parables before theenchanted multitude The problem posed by Johannes Weiss inconnemon with the teaching of Jesus is treated by JulicL only s“
far as it has a direct interest for the creative independence of hisown religious thought

Alongside of the parabolic discourses of Mark iv. we have now
to pla^ as a newly discovered problem, the discourse at the Bi»nd.np

*!"i. ^ Twelire in Matt x Up to the time of Johannes Weiss
It iiad been possible to rest content with transplanting the gloomy
sayings regarding persecutions to the last period of Jesus* life, but
now there was the further difficulty to be met that while so hasty
a proclamation of the l^gdom of God is quite reconcilable uith
an exclusively eschatological character of the preaching of the
Kingdom^ the moment this is at all miniinised it becomes un-
uiteUigiblC} not to mention the fact that in this case nothing
be made of the saying about the immediate coming of the Son of
Man m Matt x 33 As though he felt the stem eye of old
Reimarus upon him, Bousset hastens in a footnote to throw over-
board the whole report of the mission of the Twelve as an obscure
and unintelligible tradition ” Not content with thati he adds
•'Perhaps the whole narrative is merely an eiqiansion of some
direction about missioiiising given by Jesus to the disciples in view
of a later time ” Before^ it was only the discourse which was
unhistoncol , now it is the whole account of the mission—at least

if we may assume that here^ as is usual with theologians of all

time^ the author’s real opinion is expressed in the footnotCi and
bis most cherished opiraon of all introduced with "perhaps"
But how much historical material will remain to modern theologians

in the Gospels if they are forced to abandon it wholesale from their

objection to pure eschatology ? If all the pronouncements of this

kind to whi^ the representatives of the Marcan hypothesis have

committed themsdves were collected together, they would make a

book which would be much more damaging even than that book of

Wrede's which dropped a bomb into their midst

A third problem is offered by the saying in Matt xi 12, about

"the violent” who^ smee the time of John the Baptist, "take the

Kingdom of Heaven by forces” which raises fresh difficulties for the
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exegetical art It is true that if art sufficed, we should not have
long to wait for the solution in this case We should be asked to

content ourselves with one or other of the axtihoal solutions with

uhich exegetes have been accustomed from of old to find a way
round tins difficulty Usually the saying is claimed as supporting
the “ presence ” of the Kingdom This is the Une taken by Wendt,
Wemle^ and Arnold Meyer ^ According to the last named it means

:

“From the days of John the Baptist it has been possible to get
possession of the Kingdom of God, yea, the righteous are evexy
day earning it for thmr own ” But no explanation has heretofore
succeeded in making it m any degree intelligible how Jesus could
date the presence of the Kingdom from the Baptist, whom m the
same breath He places outside of the Kingdom, or why, in order
to express so simple an idea, He uses such entirely unnatural and
inappropriate expressions as “ rape ” and “ wrest to themselves ”

The full difficulties of the passage are first exhibited by
Johannes Weiss ® He restores it to its natural sense, according to
which It means that since that time the Kingdom sufifer^ or is

sul^ected to, violence, and in order to be able to understand it

literally he has to take it in a condemnatory sense Following
Alexander Sdiweuer,® he sums up his interpretation in the following
sentence

: Jesus describes, and in the form of the descnption shows
His condemnation a violent Zealotistic Messianic movement
which has been in progress since the days of the Baptist.^ But this
explanation agam makes Jesus express a very simple meaning in a
very obscure phrase. And what indication is there that the sense
IS condemnatory? Where do we hear anything more about a
Zealotic Messiamc movement, of which the Baptist formed tiie
startmg-pomt? His preaching certainly ofiered no incentive to
such a movement, and Jesus* attitude towards the Baptist is else-
where, even m Jerusalem, entirely one of approval Moreover, a
condemnatory saymg of this kind would not have been closed with
the distinctive formula. “He that hath ears to hear let him hear”
(Matt XI 15), whidi elsewhere, cf. Mark iv 9, indicates a mystery

We must, therefore^ accept the conclusion that we really do not
understand the saying, that we " have not ears to hear that we

^ not know sufficiently well the essential character of the Kingdom
of God, to understand why Jesus describes the coimng of the

7
' Mqer, Jw 2896 P W. Sdiinidt. too, m his Gnchxchitiem (Ftoiburg, Z899], defends the same interpreUtiODi and seelcs to explain thisohs^ sayms theother about the » strait gnle
Dt€ Pndi^ Jtiu vom Rtickt Gettes. and ed , xooo. p zna ff

» 5^ Kra , Z836. pp po-zaa

/TX-
^^^teUungtn xcm ^ftssxat undvom Gottesreieh hn den SyntAhktm

Messiah and the Kingdom of God m the Synoptic Gosnds I

the
comprehensue study discusses aU

w discussed under thebeadmg * The rimderas of the Kingdom of God '*
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Kin^om M a doing-violence-to-jt, which has been m progress since

MBm
es^ialJy as the hearers themselves do notMem to have cared, or been able, to understand what was theTOnnexion of the coming with the violence; nor do we know whv

understand how the Baptist is identical with

But the probJem which became most prominent of ail the new
problems raised by eschatology, was the question concerning theODD or Man. It had become a dogma of theology that Jesus used
the term Son of Man to ved Hjs Meswahship, that is to say,
every theologian found in this term whatever meaning he attached
to the Mcssiahship of Jesu2^ the humani humble^ ethical, un
phtical, unapocalypdt^ or whatever other character was held to
be appropriate to the orthodox “transformed" Messiahship The
Daniehc Son of Man entered into the conception only so hr as it

could do so without endangering the other characteristics Con-
fronted with the Si&iihtudes of ISnoch, theologians fell bade upon
the expedient of assuming them to be spunous, or at least worked-
over m a Christian sense in the Son of Man passages^ just as the
older history of dogma got nd of the Ignatian letter^ of which it

could make nothings by denying their genuineness But once the
Jewish eschatology was seriously applied to the explanation of the
Son ofMan conception, all was changed A new dilemma presented
itself; cither Jesus used the expression, and used it in a purdy
Jewish apocalyptic senses or He did not use it at all

Although Baldenspeiger did not state the dilemma in its full

trenchancy, Hilgenfdd thought it necessary to defend Jesus

against the suspicion of having borrowed His system of thought and
His self-designation from Jewish Apocalypses ^ Orello Cone^ too,

will not admit that the expression Son of Man has only apocalyptic

suggestion in the mouth of Jesui^ but will have it interpreted

according to Mark ii lo and 38, where His pure humanity is the

idea whi^ is emphasised * Oort holds, more logically, that Jesus

did not use i1^ but that the disciples took the expression from “the

Gospel " and put it into the mouth of Jesus *

Johannes Weiss formulated the problem clearly, and proposed

that, with the exception of the two passages where Son of Man
means man in genera], only those diould ^ recognised in which

the significance attached to the term in Daniel and the Apocalypses

13 demanded by the context By so doing he set theology a

problem calculated to keep it occupied for many years Not many

mdeed at first recognised the problem. Charles, however, meets it

^ A HUsenfleld. ZetUekr / mss TAeoI , X888, pp 488-498 . 1899, pp 445 4^4
s Oreilo Cone, "Jesiift* Sdf designaUon (n the SyuopUe Gospels," Tm Nas

Workt. xSoa. pp 498 5x8 M .

u L Oort, midntkkis^ o uI4» reO Mpt&mn tn h£t Nituwi Tesiameni

(The Expression Son of Men in the New Ttetantent )
lAydsn, 1893
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m a bold fashion, proposing to regard the Son of Man, m Jesus*

usage of the title, as a conception m which the Messiah of the

Book of Enoch and the Servant of the Lord in Isaiah are united

into one*^ Most wnters^ however, did not free themselves from
mconsistencies They wanted at one and the same time to make
the apocalyptic dement dominant in the expression, and to hold
that Jesus could not have taken the conception over unaltered,

but must have transformed it in some way These inconsistenaes

necessarily result from the assumption of Weiss’s opponents that

Jesus intended to designate Himsdf as Messiah in the actual

present For since the expression Son of Man has in itself only an
apocalyptic sense referring to the future, th^ bad to invent another
sense applicable to the present, which Jesus might have inserted

into It In all these learned ^cussions of the tide Son of Man
this operation is assumed to have been performed.

According to Bousset, Jesus created, and embodied in this term,
a new form of the Messianic ideal which united the super-earthly
uith the human and lowly In any case^ he thinks, the term has
a meaning applicable in this present world Jesus uses it at once
to conceal and to suggest His Messianic digni^. How conscious
Bousset, neveithdess, is of the difficulty is evident from the fact
that m discussmg the meaning of the title he remarks that the
Messianic significance must have been of subordinate import-
ance m the estimation of Jesus^ and cannot have formed the basis
of His acbons, otherwise He would have laid more stress upon
it in His preac^ng As if the term Son of Man had not meant for
His contemporaries all He needed to say \

Bousseds essay on Jewish Apocalyptic,* published in 1903, seeks
the solution m a xather different direction, by postponing, namely, to
the very last possible moment the adoption of this self-designation.
“ In all probability Jesus in a few isolated sayings towards the close
of His life hit upon this title Son of Man as a means of expressing,
in the face of the thought of defeat and death, which forced itself
upon Him, His confidence in the abiding victory of His person and
His cause," If this is so, the emphasis must be prmdpally on the
tnumphant apocalyptic aspects of the title

Even this belated adoption of the title Son of Man is riore

\
/‘TheSon ofMan/' £xpof Ttma, 1893

tn thrtr rehgionsgaehichihchcn Uefhtnft und tkr»
Btdeuiung Jut das Aeue Ttstameni (Jmish Apoc^vplie ra its rdsmous-tustoncalongm and m its sigatScance for the New Testsment

) 1903
*^ol«Sch^artAoppf, Dit Wtissagungnsjtiu Chrult

rwfe. At^ersithsing und Wttderhunfi tmd thra (The
cMccniing His Death, His Resurrection, SecondComing, and their Fulfilment

) ZS95

JeZ chnauchtn Dciumtriai uniia

hdd
)**** m the most ancient Christian Documents
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than Brandt is willing to admi^ and he bolds at to be improbable
that Jesus used the expression at all It would be more natural,

he think^ to suppose that the Evangelist Mark introduced this

self-designation, as he introduced so much into the Gospd on

the ground of the figurative apocalyptic discourses m the Gospel

Just when ingenuity appeared to have exhausted itself in

attempts to solve the most difficult of the problems raised by the

eschatological school, the histoncal discussion suddenly seemed

about to be rendered objectless Philology entered a nmni/ In

Z896 appeared Lietzmann’s essay upon ‘‘The Son of Man,” which

consisted of an investigation of the hngulstic basis of the enigmatic

self-designation,
^
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QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ARAMAIC LANGUAGE,
RABBINIC PARALLELS, AND BUDDHISTIC
INFLUENCE

Arnold Heyer JesuMutterspodie (TheMotherTongueofJesus ) Ijeipng, 1896.

xd6 pp

Haas Der Menschensohn Em Beitrag air neutestamentlicben

Thedlogie. (The Son of Man A Contnbotion to New Testament Theology )

Fteaburg, X896 95 pp

J Wellhansen. tscadibsdm nnd jOdache Geschidite. (Htstoiy of Xsrad and the

Jems ) 3rd ed , X897 » 4^ ed , 1901 394 pp

QnataiDalmaxu Grammaiik des jdduch-palastmensischen Axaxnaiscih (Qrammar of

Jewisb-Falestinian Aramaic ) Leipag, 1894 DieWoxteJesu. Mit BerQcksich-

tigung des nachkanonischen jUdiscbea Sdmfttums und der aramatsefaen Sprache.

(*rhe Sayings of Jesus conadered in connexion with the post canonical Jeaidi

wntings and the Aramaic Language ) I Intcodoction and cotam leading

coneepuoDS with an appendix on Meuianic texts Leipzig, xBpB 309 pp

A Wnnscihe Neue Beitrage zur Erlautenmg der Evangehen aus Talmud und
Midrasdi. (New Contributions to the Explanation of the Gospels, from Talmud
and Midxadi ) Gottingen, 1878 566 pp

FerdinandWeber System deraltsynagogalen paSastmensischen Theologie, (System
of Theology of Ancient I*alesttnian l^sruagogue.) Ijeipzig, x88o 399 pp
and ed , 1897

Eudolf Seydel Das Evangdium Jesu in semen VerhdUnissen zur Buddha-^ageund
BuddhapLehre. (The Gospd of Jesus in its rdations to the Buddfaa-Legend and
the Teaching of Buddha.) Leipng, x88a 337 pp Die BuddhapLef^nde und
das Leben Jesu na^ d^ Evangehen Emente Prfifung ihres gegeuseitigen
Verhaltntsses (The Buddha-Le^d and the Life of Jesus m the GKpds A
New Examination of their Mutual Rdations.) and ed , 1897 zap pp

Only since the appearance of Dalnaan’s Grammar of Jewish
Palestinian Aramaic m 1894 have we really known what was the
dialect in which the Beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount were
spoken This work closes a discussion nhich had been proceeding
for centunes on a line parallel to that of theology proper, and
which, according to the dear descnption of Arnold Meyer, ran its

course somewhat as follows^

» Arnold kfeyer, now FroftssoT ofNew Testunent Theologynnd Pastoral Theology
ml Zuneb, and fonneiiy at Bonn, was born at Wesd m x86x

269
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^ •?<» Ite ,«st»» b, ;,»qj, J„JsirtS
'f

*“’ Cb«K»lkr^

fulfflm^nf’
published the Sjnac tzaa^tion of the Bible infulfflment of the mshes of an old scholar of Bologna, Thesens^brosH^ who had left him the manuscnpt as a sL^ l^acyHe hnnself and his contemporanes beheved thatm this they h^ the^pel in the mother-tongue of Jesus, until Scaliger, in me of his

clear sket^ of the Synan dialects, distmguished Synac
from C^alde^ and further drew a distinction between the Baby^
Ionian Chaldee and Jewish Chaldee of the Tatgams, and m the
language of the Taigums itself distinguished an eaiher from a later
stratum The apostles spoken according to Scahger, a GaUaean
dialect of Chaldau^ or according to the more correct nomenclature
mtroduccd Jater, following a suggestion of Scahgefs, a dialect of
Aramaxci and, m addition to thaf^ the Synac of Antiocha Nex^
Hugo GfOtzus putm a strong plea for a distinction between Jewish
and Antiochian Syriac. Into the confusion caused at that tune
by the use of the tenn ‘'Hebrew** some order was introduced
by the Leyden Calvmistic professor Qaude Saumaiscv whoy writing
in French, emphasised the point that the New Testament and the
Early Fathers; when they speak of Hebrew, mean Synac, since

Hebrew had become completely unknown to the Jews of that

penod Bnan \^alton, the editor of the London polyglot, which
was completed in 1657, supposed that the dialect of Onkdos and
Jonathan was the lar^nage of Jesus, being under the impression

that both these Targums were written in the time of Jesus
The growmg knowledge of the distinction between Hebrew and

Aramaic did not prevent the Vienna Jesuit Inchofer (ti648} hrom

maintaining that Jesus spoke—Latin 1 The Lord cannot have used

any other language upon earth, since this is the language of the

samts in heaven- On the Protestant side; Vossius, opposing Bichard

Simon, endeavoured to estabH^ the ^esis that Greek was the

language of Jesus, being partly inspired by the apologetic purpose

of preventing the authenticity of the discourses and sayings of

Jesus from being weakened supposing them to have been

translated from Aramaic into Greek, but also rightly recognising

the importance which the Greek language must have assumed at

that time in northern Falestme; through which there passed such

important trade routes

This view was brought up again by the Neapolitan legal scholar,
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Dominlcus Diodatt^ m his book Dt Chnsto Graece loquenU^

1767, who added some mterestmg matenal concerning the

importance of the Greek language at the period and in the native

distnct of Jesus But five years later, in 1772, this view was

thoroughly refuted by Giambemardo de Rossi,^ who argued con-

vmcmgly that among a people so separate and so conservative

as the Jews the native language cannot possibly have been wholly

driven out The apostles wrote Greek for the sake of foreign

readers In the year 1792, Johann Adnan Bolten, “fimt

coHegiate pastor at the pnnapal church in Altona” (ti&07), made
the first attempt to re<tran^te the sayings of Jesus into the

original tongue.^

The certainly origmal Greek of the Epistles and the Johannine

kterature was a strong argument against the attempt to recognise

no language save Aramaic as known to Jesus and His disaples*

Faulns the rationalist, therefore, sought a middle path, and
explamed that while the Aramaic dialect was indeed the native

language of Jesus, Greek had become so generally current among
the population of Galilee^ and still more of Jerusalem, that the

founders of Christianity could use this language when th^ found
it needful to do so 1^ Cathohe contemporary, Hug, came to a
similar conclution.

In the course of the nmeteenth century Aramaic—^known down
to the time of Michadis as Chaldee”*—was more thoroughly
studied The vanous branches of this language and the history of

Its progress became more or less clearly recognisable Kautzsch’s
grammar of Biblical Aramaic* (iBfi4) and Dalman’s* work
embody the result of these studies* ‘*The Aramaic language,”
explains Meyer, ” is a branch of the North Semitic^ the hngmstic
stcHh to which also belong the Assyrio-Babylonian language in the
East, and the Canaamtish languages, indudmg Hebrew, in the West,
while the South Semitic languages—the Arabic and Aethioj^c

—

form a group by themselves The users of these languages, the
* Gisuubem de Rossi, Dxsseriaxwnt dtlla fwtguapn^rta d% Chrtslo t dtgh Bhrtt

nanonah dtUa PaliOtna dtC dd Afaeeaht %n dtsomna del senttmtnio dt tm
rteente senflere liithanQ Parma, 1773

* Der Be^ht dts MaiihSus von. Jesu dent Memos (Matthew's account of Jesus
^e Messiah ) Altona 1799 According to Meyor, p 105 ff , tins was a very striking
performatice

* The name Chaldee was due to the mistaken belief that the Kngoage in whidi
parts of Danid ind Eora were wntten was really the teinacular of Babslonuu That
temifiiilar, non known to us from cuneiform tablets and inscriptions, is a Semitic
language, but quite different from Aramaic.—OP C B

* Eniil Fhednch Kautzsch was bom m X84X at Planen m Saxony, and studied in
^here he became Pn\at-Doeent in x86o In 1873 he was called as

Professor to Basle, 5n x88o to Tilbrngen. in x888 to HaUe:
* Gust:^ Dihnan, l^oressor at I.opsig, was bom m tSfig at Niesky In addition

loihe works of ha named abo\e, see also Zler letdende vrd der sfer^nde Messtas
(The Suffcnng^ Dying Messiah). x868 , and Was sogi der Talmud uler/esunf
(What does the Tslmud sa) about Jesm 1891
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Aramaeans, were seated in historic times between the Babylonians
and Canaanitcs, the area of their distribution extending from the
foot of Lebanon and Hermon in a north-easterly direction as far as
Mesopotamia, where “Aram of the two nvers'' forms their
easternmost province. Their immigration into these regions
forms the third epoch of the Semitic migrations, which probably
lasted from tOoo sa down to 600

The Aramaic states had no great stability The most important
of them \(as the kingdom of Damascus^ which at a certain penod
was so dangerous an enemy to northern Israel In the end^

however, the Aramaean dynasties were crushed, like the two
Israelitish kingdom^ between the upper and nether millstones of

Babylon and Egypt In the time of the successors of Alexander,

there arose in these regions the Synan kingdom^ which m turn

gave place to the Roman power.

But linguistically the Aramaeans conquered the whole of Western

Asia In the course of the first millennium b c. Aramaic became the

language of commerce and diplomacy, as Babylonian had been

dunng the second It was only the nse of Greek as a universal

language which put a term to these conquests of the Aramaic

In the year 701 a c Aramaic had not yet penetrated to Judaea.

When the rabshafteh (officer) sent by Sennacherib addressed the

envoys of Hczekiah in Hebrew, they begged him to speak Aramaic

in order that the men upon the wall might not understand^ For

the post-exilic period the Aramaic edicts in the Book of Ezra and

inscriptions on Persian coins show that throughout wide distncts

of the new empire Aramaic had made good its position as the

language of common intercourse Its domain extended from the

Euxine southwards as far as Egypti and even into Egypt itsdf

Samana and the Hauian adopted it Only the Greek towns and

Phoenicia resisted

The influence of Aramaic upon Jewish literature b^ms to be

noticeable about the y ear 6oo. Jeremiah and Bzdci^ wnting m

a foreign land m an Aramaic environment^ arc the first witnesses to

Its supremacy. In the northern part of die country, owing to the

immigration of foreign colonists after the destruction of the

nortbem kingdom, it had already gamed a hold upon the commw

people. In the Book of Darnel, written in the year 167 bc, the

Hebrew and Aramaic languages alternate Perhaps, mde^ we

ought to assume an Aramaic ground-document as the basis ol uus

^
At what time Aramaic became the common popular speech m

the post-exihc community we cannot exactly discow under

Nehemiah “Judaean,” that is to say, Hebrew, was still ^0™ *"

Jerusalem ,
in the time of the Maccabees Aramaic seems to have

1 a Kings xvui. fl6 ff
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wholly dnven out the ancient national language Evidence foi

this IS to be found in the occurrence of Aramaic passages in the

Talmud, from which it is evident that the Rabbis used this

language in the religious mstruction of the people The provision

that the tex^ after being read in Hebrew, should be interpreted to

the people, may quite well reach back into the time of Jesus

The first evidence for the practice is in the Mishna, about

AD 150
In the time of Jesus three languages met in Galilee—Hebrew,

Aramaic, and Greek* In what re^tion they stood to each other

we do not know, smce Josephus, the only anter who could have

told us, fails us in this point, as he so often does elsewhere He
informs us that when acting as an envoy of Titus he spoke to the

people of Jerusalem m the ancestral language, and the word he
uses IS Ippat^tav But the very thing we should hke to know

—

whether, namely, this language was Aramaic or Hebrew, he does
not teU us We are left in the same uncertainty by the passage in

Acts (xxii 2) which says that Paul spoke to the people
SiaX^KTtpt thereby gaining their attention, for there is no indication

whether the language was Aramaic or Hebrew For the waters
of that period Hebrew ” simply means Jewish

We cannot, therefore, be sure in what relation the ancient
Hebrew sacred language and the Aramaic of ordinary intercourse
stood to one another as regards religious writings and religious

instruction Did the ordinary man merely learn by heart a few
verses, prayers, and psalms ? Or was Hebrew, as the language of the
cultus, also current m wider circles ?

Dalman gives a number of examples of works written in
Hebrew in the century which witnessed the birth of Chnst “A
Hebrew onginal,*’ he says, must be assumed in the case of the
main part of the Aethiopic book of Enoch, the Assumption of
Moses, the Apocalypse of Baruch, Fourth Ezra, the Book of
Jubilees, and for the Jewish ground-document of the Testament
of the Twelve Patriarchs, of which M Gaster has discovered a
Hebrew manuscript ” The first Book of Maccabees, too, seems
to him to go back to a Hebrew ongmal Nevertheless, he holds it

to be impossible that synagogue discourses intended for the people
can have been dehvered in Hebrew, or that Jesus taught otherwise
than in Aramaic

Franz Delitzsch’s view, on the other hand, is that Jesus and
the disciples taught in Hebrew

, and that is the opmion of Resch
also Adolf Neubauer,^ Reader m Rabbinical Hebrevv at Oxford,
attempted a compromise It was certainly the cas^ he thought,

ArcAaalogy and Crtftetsm and JCindrtd
tf Oxford aarcndon Press, 2885, pp 39-74.

18
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PtSLtme
Jesus Aiamaic was spoken throughout
Galilee this language had an exclusive

knowledge of Hebrew ivas confined to texts^ Jerusalem Hebrew had renewed itself by theadoption of Aramaic elements, and a kmd of N^hKclanguage had ansen This solution at least testifies to the difficulty

oCi?
The fact is that from the language of the NewTV^ment it is often difficult to make out whether the underlymgwrds are Hebrew or Aramaic. Thus, for instancei Dalmanremarks—with refoence to the question whether the statement of

rapias re^to a Hebrew or an Aramaic "primitive Matthew"—
th^it IS difficult “to produce proof of an Aramaic as distinct from
a Hebrew source, because it is often the case in Biblical Hebrew,
ana still more often in the idiom of the Mishna, that the same
^pressions and forms of phrase are possible as in Aramaic"
Deutzsc^ s “ retianslation ” of the New Testament into Hebrew
IS therefore historically justified

But the question about the language of Jesus must not be
^nfused with the problem of the original language of the pamitive
form of Matthew’s Gospel In reference to the latter^ Dalman
thinks that the tradition of the Early Church regardmg an earlier
Aramaic form of the Gospel must be considered as lacking con-
firmation “It is only m the case of Jesus’ own words that an
Aramaic original form is undeniably and it is only for these that Early
Church tradition asserted the existence of a Semitic documentaiy
source It ly thereforCj the nght and duty of Biblical scholarship
to investigate the form which the sayings of Jesus must have
taken in the original and the sense which m this form thy^ must
have conveyed to Jewish hearers ”

That Jesus spoke Aramaic, Meyer has shown by coUectuig all

the Aramaic expressions which occur in His preaching^ He
considers the “Abba" in Gethsemane demsivy far this means
that Jesus prayed in Aramaic in His hour of bitterest need Again
the cry from the cross way according to Mark xv 34, also Aramaic *

‘EAa>s IAidiI XcLfia trapaxdaveL The Old Testament was therefore

most famihar to Him in an Aramaic translatioy otherwise this form

of the Psalm passage would cot have come to His lips at the

moment of death
It IS a quite mdependent question whether Jesus could speal^

^ Fhinz Dehtzsch, I?te Btteher dex Afieuen Tesiaments atts dem Gnechtxhen tns

Hehraiseht HberseiMi 2877 (The Books of the N T translated from Greek into

Hebrew ) This work has been arculated by thousands among Jews throughout the

whole world
Delitesch was bom in zStg at Leipzig and hecame Pnvat-DoeenC there in 1840,

went to Rostodc as Professor in 1846, to Erlangen in Z85O1 and returned in 1867 to

l.eipzig By convicuon he was a strict Lutheran m theology He wns one of the

leading experts in Late Jewish and Tahmidic literature He died m 1890
* See M^cr, p 47 Q
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or at least undeistand, Greek. According to Josephus the know-
ledge of Greek in Palestine at that tim^ even among educated Jews,

can only have been of a qmte elementary character. He himself

had to learn it labonously m order to be able to wnte m it His
Jewish War” was first written in Aramaic for his fellow-country-

men, the Greek edition wa^ by his own avowal, not mtended
for them In another passage^ it is true, he seems to imply a
knowledge of, and interest m, foreign languages even among people
m humble hfe ^

An analogy, which is m many respects very close, to the hngmstic
conditions m Palestine was offered by Alsace under French rule

m the ’sixties of the nineteenth century Here, toc^ three languages
met in the same distnct The High-German of Luther’s translation

of the Bible was the language of the Church, the Alemanmc dialect

was the usual speech of the people while French was the language
of culture and of government administration This remarkable
analogy would be rather in favour—^if analogy can be admitted
to have any weight in the question—of Delitzsch and Resch,
since the Biblical High-Genuan, although never spoken in social

intercourse strongly influenced theAlemanmc dialect—although this

was, on the other hand, quite uninfluenced by Modem High-C^nnan
~but did not allow it to penetrate into Church or school, there
mamtainmg for itself an undivided sway. French made some
progress, but only m certain circles;, and remained entirely ex-
cluded from the religious sphere. The Alsatians of the poorer
classes who could at that time have repeated the Lord’s Prayer or
the Beatitudes in French would not have been difficult to count
The Lutheran translation still holds its own to some extent agamst
the French translation with the older generation of the Alsatian
community in Pans, which has m other respects become completely
French—so strong is the influence of a former ecclesiastical
language even among those who have left their native home.
There is one factor, however, which is not represented m the
analogy , the influence of the Gredc-speaking Jews of the Diaspora,
who gathered to the Feasts at Jerusalem, upon the extension of
the Greek language in the mother-country

Jesus, then, spoke Galilaean Aramaic, which is known to us
as a separate dialect from wntings of the fourth to the seventh
ceiUury For the Judaean dialect we have more and earlier
md^ce. We have hterary monuments in it from the flist to the
third cei^u^. **It is very probably” Dalman thinks, “that the
popular dialect of Northern Palestine, after the final fafl of theJud^n^n^ of the Aramaic-Jewish culture which followed on
the mr-Cochba rising, spread over almost the whole of Palestine ”

The retranslations into Aramaic are therefore justified. After
' Sec Meyer, p. 6x tt
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J A Boltcn’s attempt had remained for nearly a hundred yeara
the only one of ns kind, the experiment has been renewed m our
own ume by J T Marshall, E Nestle, J Wellhausen, Arnold Meyer,
and Gustaf Dalman , in the case of Marshall and Nestle with the
subsidiary purpose of endeavouring to prove the existence of an
Aramaic documentary source These tetranslations first attracted
their due meed of attention from theologians in connexion with
the Son*of-Man question. Rarely, if ever, have theologians ex-
perienced such a surprise as ^las sprung upon them by Hans
Lictsmann's essay in 2896^ Jesus had ne\er, so ran the thesis

of the Bonn candidate in theology, applied to Himself the title

Son of Man, because m the Aramaic the title did not exist, and on
linguistic grounds could not have existed In the language uhich
He used, na %as merely a periphrasis for “a man ” That Jesus
meant Himself when He spoke of the Son of Man, none of His
hearers could have suspected

Lietzmann had not been uithout predecessors- Gilbert

G^nCbrard, who died Archbishop of Aix as long ago as 1597, had
emphasised the point that the teim Son of Man should not be in-

terpreted with reference solely to Chnst, but to the race of mankind
Hugo Grotius maintained the same position even more emphatically

With a quite modem onc-sidedness^ Paulus the rationalist mam-
tamed in his commentaries and in his Life of Jesus that according to

Ezek. 11 I '^Barnash*' meant man in general jesus, he thought,

whenever He used the expression the Son of Man, pointed to

Himself and thus gave it the sense of “ this man ” In taking this

line he gives up the general reference to mankind as a whole for

which Mark 11 28 is generally cited as the classical passage The

suggestion that the term Son of Mon in its apocalyptic signification

was first attributed to Jesus at a later time and that the passages

where it occurs in this sense are therefore suspiaous, was first put

fonvard by Fr Aug Fritzsche He hoped in this way to get nd

of Matt X 23 De Lagarde;, like Paulus, emphatically asserted that

Son of Man only meant man But instead of the clumsy ex-

planation of the rationalist he gave another and a more pissing

on^ namely, that Jesus by choosing this title designed to ennoble

mankind Wellhausen, in his “ History of Israel and of the J®^® .

(1894), remarked on it as strange that Jesus should have called

Himself **the Man*' B D Eerdmans, taking the apocalyptic

significance of the term as his starting-point, attempted to cai^

out consistently the theory of the later interpolation of this title

into the sayings of Jesus ®

1 H&ns Lietemann, now Professor m Jena, was bora m 1875 at

Until his c-Ul to Jena he worked as a Pn\nt Docent at Bonn Ho has done some

vesy mcnlonous work in the publication of Early Christian writings

S ran de uitdrukking • Zoon des Menschen * als evangelische
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Thus Lietzmann had predecessors > but they were not so in

any real sense. They had either started out from the Marcan
passage where the Son of Man is descnbed as the Lord of the

Sabbath, and endeavoured arbitrarily to interpret all the Son-of-

Man passages in the same sense ^ or tb^ assumed without

sufficient grounds that the title Son of Man was a later inter-

polation The new idea consisted in combining the two attempts,

and dedanng the passages about the Son of Man to be hnguis-

bcally and historically impossibly seeing tha^ on hngmstic groundy
" son of man ” means " man ”

Arnold Meyer and Wellhausen expressed themseives in the

same sense as Lietzmann, The passages where Jesus uses the
expression m an unmistakably Messianic sense ary according to

them, to be put down to the account of Early Christian theology
The only passages which in their opinion are histoncally tenable
are the two or three m which the expression denotes man in

general, or is equivalent to the simple " I ” These latter were felt

to be a difficulty by the Church when it came to think m Greek,
since this way of speaking of onesdif was strange to them , con-
sequently the expression appeared to them deli^rately enigmatic
and only capable of being interpreted in the sense which it bears
in Darnel The Son-of-Man conception, aigued Lietzmann, when
he again approached the question two years later, had ansen in a
Hellenistic environment,^ on the basis of Dan vii 13 , N Schmidt,^
too, saw in the apocalyptic Bar-Kasha passages which follow the
revelation of the Messiahship at Caesarea Philippi an interpolation
from the later apocalyptic theology On the other hand, P Schmiedd
still wished to make it a Messianic designation, and to take it as
being historical m this sense even in passages in which the term man
** gave a possible sense * H Gunkd thought that it was possible
to translate Bat-Kasha simply by “man,” and nevertheless hold
to the histonmty of the expression as a sdCdesignation of Jesus
Jesus, he suggests, had borrowed this enigmatic term, which goes
back to Dan vu 13, from the mystical apocalyptic Uteratury
meaning therein to indicate that He was the Man of God m
contrast to the Man of Sm *

Holtzmann felt a kind ofrdief in handing over to the philologists
the obstinate problem which since the time of Baldenspergsr and
Mes^md,-* r»/rf«Ar,x894 (The Origin of the Expression ••Sem of Man”
as a Title of the Messiah itv the Goqids )

^If&*cDSohnfrage” (The Son -of.Mon Problem).ThtN Arh des Rknn totssenschafli Predt^rvtrttru, 2898
‘

“ ^ >
/Ti.*

N“ne Mensehensohn und du MessiasUwusslsem Imb
Son ot Man and the Messinnic Consciousness of Jesus), x8q8, iVvAitlMOrM 3, pp. 359-367

• H Quxdcel, Z. w TA , X699. 49, pp 582-6sx
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Weiss had caused so much trouble to theologians^ and iranted to

postpone the histoncal discussion until the Aramaic experts had
settled the linguistic question That happened sooner than was
expected In 1898 Dalman declared m his epoch-making work

{fiit WbrttJesit) that he could not adnut the linguistic objections

to the use of the expression Son of Man by Jesus Biblical

Aramaic^” he says, does not differ in this respect from Hebrew.

The simple and not *0 is the term for man ”... It was

only later that the Jewish'^Gahlaean dialect, hke the Palestinian^

Christian dialect, used for man, though in both idioms the

simple occurs in the sense of *‘some one.” **In view of the

whole facts of the case^” he continues, *‘ivhat has to be said is

that Jewish-Palestinian Aramaic of the earher penod used bth

for * man,’ and occasionally to designate a plumhty of men makes

use of the expression The singular^ t? was not current

and was only used in imitation of the Hebrew text of the Bible, where

D35 belongs to the poetic diction, and is, moreover, not of very

frequent occurrence ” "It is^” he says elsewhere^ " bf no means a

sign of a sound historical method, instead of worl^g patiently

at the solution of the problem, to hasten like Oort and Lietzmann

to the conclusion that the absence of the expression in the New

Testament Epistles is a proof that Jesus did not use it either, but

that there was somewhere or other a Hellenistic community in the

Early Church which had a predilection for this nam^ and oftra

made Jesus speak of Himself in the Go^el narrative in the thud

person, in order to find an opportunity of bnngmg it in
”

So the oxen turned back with the ark into die land of the

Philistmes It was a case of returning to the starting-pamt and

deciding on histoncal grounds m what sense Jesus had

expression ^ But the possibilities were reduced by the way iptoico

Lietemann had posed the problem, since the interpretations accordi^

to which Jesus bad used it in a veiled ethical Messianic sen^ to

mdicate the ethical and spintual transformation of all tlm eschato

logical conceptions, were now manifestly incapable of offering any

convincing argument against the radical denial of the use of t e

expression Baldenspeiger nghtly remarked m a iwew of me

whole discussion that the question which was ultimatdy at staae in

1 Fdr the test phase of thadfacussion we may name
. , «

WeHhaosen, SJtsssM u$td Vorarhttim {Sketches and Studiee). ^
where he throws ftwthcr light on Dahnan's philological olgecUoos ,

and goes

Fo«6h«ng at« den Menschen«d.n.-

SundscAiutt X90o» 3, pp aot-aio, ^3^55
P Fiebia. Menxhenstthn Tubingen, ipor

•* Pnt

Af J ”Vw “f the Designabo*.

D« Ga^kuhU a

Tubingen* P *57 ff
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the combat over the title Son of Man was the question whether

Jesus was the Messiah or no, and that Dalman, by his proof of its

hnguisdc possibihty, had sav^ the Messiahship of Jesus ^

But what kind of Messiahship ? Is it any other Idnd than the

future lilessiahship of the apocalyptic Son of Man which Johannes
Weiss had asserted? Did Jesus mean anything difierent by the

Son of Man &om that which was meant bj the apocalyptic wnters ?

To put It otherwise behind the Son-of-Man problem there hes the

general question whether Jesus can have described Himself as a

present Messiah ; for the fundamental difficulty is that He;, a man
upon earth, should give Himself out to be the Son of Man, and at

the same time apparent^ give to that tide a quite different sense

from that which it previously possessed.

The champion of the Imgmstic possibihty of this self-designation

made the last serious attempt to render the transformation of the

conception historically conceivable. He argues that Jesus cannot
have used it as a mere meamngless expression, a penphiasis for the

simple I ~ On the other hand, the term cannot have been under-

stood by the disciples as an exalted Ude^ or at least only in the
sense that the tide indicative of exaltation is paiadoidcally con-

nected with the tide indicative of humihty. “We shall be justified

in saymg, that, for the Synoptic Evangelists^ ‘ Man’s Son ’ was no
tide of honour for the Messiah, but—as it must necessanly appear
to a Hdlenist—a \eihng of His Messiahship under a name which
emphasises the humanity of its bearer” For them it was not
the references to the sufifenngs of “Man’s Son" that were
paiadoxica], but the references to His exaltation that “Man’s
Son ” should be put to death is not wonderful j what is wonderful
IS His “coming again upon the clouds of heaven "

If Jesus called Himself the Son of Man, the only conclusion
which could be drawn by those that heard Him was, “that for
some reason or other He desired to describe Himself as a Man
par excellence ” There is no reason to think of the Heavenly Son
of &[an of the Similitudes of Enoch and Fourth Ezra ; that con-
ception could hardly be present to the mmds of His auditors.

* Daliaan s reputation as on authon^ upon Jewish Aramaic is so deset\edly high,
that It 15 necessax) to point out that his solution did not, as Dr Sdnmtxer seems to
ioy, cDtuely dispose of the linguistic difficulties raised fa> Ijetzmann as to the meaningmq use of ierrdsA and Berrdsl'd in Aramaic^ The ^gluh reader will find the
bn^tic facts weU put m sections 4 and 3s of N Schmidt's artide “ Son of Man ”

^ 4708, 4733). or he may consult Prof Bevnn's renew
of ^Iman s K crie /esu m the CniteeiHtvitw for 1899, p X48 ff The mam pomto that 6 dtCptavot and 0 rf&t roS orffpcSrov are equaUy legitimate transintions of

contrast in the Gre^ betucen o dvOpwros and o toO
in Marl, n ay and a8. or again m Marl vui 36 and 38, disappears on

retransi'ition into the dnicct spolen Jesus Whether this linguistic fiact maVcs the

*^v**lP ? 8 iiJt TtfC upBp^cv occurs unbistoncal is a further question, uponan ch *cno ars can lake, and have I'lkcn. opposite opinions.—^F, C B
See 1898, p rpr ff (»E. T p S34 ff

}
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How was one who was now walking upon earthj to come from
heaven ? He would have needed hist to be translated thither.

One who had died or been rapt away from earth might be
brought back to earth again in this way, or a being who had
never before been upon earth, might be conceived as descending

thither **

But if, on the one hand, the title Son of Man was not to

be understood apart from the reference to the passage m Daniel,

while on the other Jesus so designated Himself as a man actually

present upon earth, “ what was really imphed was that He was the

man m whom Daniel’s vision of 'one like unto a Son of Man’

was being fulfilled
” He could not certainly expect from His

hearers a complete understanding of the self-des^nation. “We
are doubtless justified in saying that in using it, He intentionally

offered them an enigma which challenged further reflection upon

His Person ”

According to Peter's confession the name was mtelligible to

the disciples as coming from Dan vu 13, and obviously indicating

Him who was destined to the sovereignty of the world. Jesus

calls Himself the Son of Man, "not as meaning the lowly one,

but as a scion of the human race with its human weakness whom

nevertheless God will make Lord of the world, and it is very

probable that Jesus found the Son of Man of Dan vii m Ps

viii 5 ff also ” Sajnngs regarding humiliation and suffering could

be attached to the title just as well as references to exaltatiw

For since the "Child of Man” has placed Himself upon the

throne of God, He is m reality no longer a mere man, but ruler

over heaven and earth, “the Lord ”

This attempt of Dalman’s has the same significance m r^aro

to the question of the Messiahship as Boussefs had ™ ««

ethical question Just as in Boussefs view the Kingdom of God

was, in a paradoncal way, after all proclaimed as present, so

here the self-designation "Son of Man " is retained by a ^dox as

conveying the sense of a present Messiahship But

do not give any support to this assumption, on the contraiy

they contradict it at every point According to Dalman itw mi

the predictions of the passion of the Son of Man ^ch ®

paiadimcal to the disaples, but the pre^ctions of

But «e are distinctly told that when He spoke of His

they did not understand the saying The

exaftabon, however, they understood so well ^
'1

J

^mselves farther about the predictions of *«

began to dispute who should be greatest in the kingdom of

SSvenrand who should have his throne closest “ the Sou

of Man And if it is once admitted that Jesus took A® “ ^
uon from Daniel, what ground is there for asserting
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purdy eschatological transcendental significance which the term had
taken on in the Similitudes of Enoch and retains in Fourth Ezra

had no existence for Jesus ? Thus, by a long round-about, cnticism

has come back to Johannes Weiss ^ His eschatological solution

of the Son-of*Man question—^the elements of whi^ are to be
found in Strauss’s first Life of Jesus—^is the only possible one
Dalman expresses the same idea in the form of a question “ How
could one who was actually walking the earth come down from
heaven? He would have needed first to be translated thither

One who had died or been rapt away from earth might possibly

be brought bade to earth in this way” Havmg readied this

point we have only to observe further that Jesu^ from the
“confession of Peter” onwards, always speaks of the of Man
in connexion with death and resurreebon That is to say, that

once the disciples know in what relabon He stands to the Son of

Man, He uses this btle to suggest the manner of His return : as
the sequel to His death and resurreebon He will return to the world
again as a superhuman Personality. Thus the purely transcendental
use of the term suggested by Dalman as a possibibty turns out
to be tbe lustoncal reality

Broadly speaking, therefore, the Son-of-Man problem is both
bistoncally solvable and has been solved The authentic passages
are those in which the eiqiression is used in that apocalyptic sense
which goes back to Daniel But we have to distinguish two different
uses of the term according to the degree of knowledge assumed
in the hearers If the secret of Jesus is unknown to them, then
in that case they understand simply that Jesus is speaking of
the “ Son of Man ” and His coming without having any suspicion
that He and the Son of Man have any connexion It would
be thus, for instance, when in sending out the disciples in Matt
X. 23, He announced the unmmence of the appearing of the
Son of Man; or when He pictured the judgment which the
Son of Man would hold (Matt xxv. 31-46), if we may imagine

^ See the dassical discussioii in J Wetss, I>it Prtdtgt Jesus vom Reiche Goita,
189a, tst ed . p 59 S'

In^ second Litton, of ipoop p xSo fi , he allows himsdf to be ted astmv by
the * ctuefest apostles '* of modern theolog} to indulge in the subtleties of fine spun
I»>cholo©, ^ explain Jesus tsay of speaking of Himself m the third person as
ine ^n of Man as due to the * extreme modesty of Jesus,** a modesty which did
not foesaU Him in the presence of Hui judges This recent access of psjchologising^gesa has not conduced to dearness of presentabon. and the preference for the
^ucan narratne does not so much contribute to throvr light on the facts as to

thoughts of Jesus subtleties of whidi the histoncal Jesus ne\er dreamtH the Lord always used the term Son of Man when speaking of Hisme re^ was that this was the only way m which He oodd speak of it at afi.
not jet realised, but was only to be so at the appearingw me Son of Man For a consistent, purely historical, noa-psychological exposition« the Son o^ao poss^res see Albert Schweitxer, Vos Jlfemaixi/d/r. und Letdens-(^e bccret of the Messuhship and the Passion.) A sketch of the LifeOf Jesus Tubingen, 1902
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It to have been spoken to the people at Jerusalem. Or, on
the other hand, the secret is known to the hearers In that

case they understand that the term Son of Man points to the

position to which He Himself is to be exalted t^hen the present era

passes into the age to come It was thus, no doubts in the case of

the disciples at Caesarea Philippi, and of the High Pnest to whom
Jesus, after answering his demand vnth the sunple "Yea” (Mark
XIV 69), goes on immediately to speak of the exaltation of the

Son of Man to the nght hand of God, and of His coming upon

the clouds of heaven

Jesus did not^ therefore, veil His Messiahship by using the

expression Son of Man, much less did He transform if^ but He
used the expression to refer, in the only possible way, to His

Messianic office as destined to be reahsed at His "coming," and

did so in such a manner that only the imtiated understood that He
was speaking of His own coming, while others understood Hun as

referring to the coming ofa Son ofMan who \sas other than Himself.

The passages where the title has not this apocalyptic reference

or where, previous to the incident at Caesarea F^pp^ Jesus in

speaking to the disciples equates the Son of Man with His own

«*ego,” are to be explained as of literary origin This set of

secondary occurrences of the title has nothing to do with "Early

Church theology”; it is merely a question of phenomena of trans-

lation and tradition In the saying about the Sabbath in Mark

11 28, and perhaps also in the saying about the tight to foigive

sins in Mark 11 10, Son of Man doubtless stood in the original in

the general sense of "man," but was later, certainly by our Evsm^

gehsts, understood as referring to Jesus as the Son of Man In

odier passages tradition, following the analogy of those passages in

vhich the title is authentic^ put in place of the simpleI—expr^
in the Aramaic by "the man "—the self-designation "Sra of Man,

as we can clearly show by companng Matt xvi 13, do raw

say that the Son of Man is?” with Mark vm 97, ‘‘^Vho do men

say that lam?” _ .

Three passages call for special discussion. In the statemcn

that a man may be forgiven for blasphemy

but not for blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, in Matt ” 3 i

"Son of Man” may be authentic. But of comae it would

even m that cas^ give any hmt that "Son of Man d^gnates the

Messiah in His humliation” as Daloian ynshed to *
f

but would mean that Jesus was speaking of the ^
as elsewhere, in the third

/“irof
Himself, and ^^a3 thinking of a ojntemptuous dmial

^
such as might have been utter^ by a

. “fuiasoheiuf
mto account the pamllel in

against the Holy Ghost is spoken of without any men
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blasphemy against the Son of Man, it seems more natural to take

the mention of the Son of Man as a secondary interpolation,

denved from the same line of tradition, perhaps from the same

hand, as the “Son of Man” in the question to the disciples at

Caesarea Philippi

The two other sayings, the one about the Son of Man “who

hath not where to lay His head,” Matt, vui, 20, and that about the

Son of Man who must submit to the reproach of being a glutton

and a wine-bibber, Matt xi 19, belong togedier If we assume

it to be possible, in conformity with the saying about the purpose of

the parables m Mark iv. ii and 12, that Jesus sometimes spoke

words which He did not intend to be understood, we may—if we

are unwiHing to accept the supposition of a later penphrasis for the

ego, which would certainly be the most natural eiplanation—re-

cognise In these sayings two obscure declarations regarding the

Sou of Man. They would then be supposed to have meant m
tiie original form, which is no longer dearly recognisable, that the

Son of Man would in some way justify the conduct of Jesus of

Nazareth. But the way in which this idea is expressed was not

such as to make it easy for Hts hearers to identify Him with the

Son of Man. Moreover, it was for them a conception impossible

to reahs^ since Jesus was a natural, and the Son of Man a super-

natural, bemg, and the eschatological scheme of things had not

provided for a man who at the end of the existing era should hint

to others that at the great transformation of «dl things He would be
manifested as the Son of Man, This case present^ itself only in

the course of history, and it created a preparatory stage of eschato-

logy which does not answer to any tra^Uonal scheme.

I That act of the sdf-consciousness of Jesus by which He recog-

nised Himselfm IHs earthly existence as the future Messiah is the

act m which esdiatology supremely affirms itself. At the same
time, since it brings spiiittu^y, that which is to come, mto the

unaltered present mto the existing era, it is the end of eschatology

For It IS Its “spintualisafron,” a spintualisa&on of which the ultimate

consequence was to be that all its “supersensuous” elements were
to be realised only spiritually m the present earthly condition^ and
all that IS affirmed as supersensuous m the transcendental sense

was to be regarded as only the nuned remains of an eschatological

world-view. The Messianic secret of Jesus is the basis of Chnstianity,

since It mvolves the de-nationalbing and the spintualisation ofJewish
eschatology.

Yet more It ts the primal fact^ the starting-poin^^ of a process
whidi manifests itself, indeed, in Christianity, but cannot fully

work itselr out even here, of a movement m the direction of

inwardness which brings religious magnitudes into the one
indivisible spintual present, and which Chnstian dogmatic has not
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vent^ to (any to its (amplebon The Messianic consnoosnissof the uniquely great Man of Naaareth sets up a stniggle between

of theb^n^i^^S
b^ond. and introduces that resolureabsorpuoaof the beyond by the present, which in looking back we rec^«cas the history of Christianity, and of which le are c^nS“^

whiA
rebgious progress and eapenence-aprocess of which the end is not yet in sight.

tbe world” and did stand inconflict with Judaism Protestantasm was a step—^a step on whichhung weighty cons^uences—in the progress of that "acceptance
of the world which was constantly developing itself from withinBy a mighty revolution which was in harmony with the spinl of
that great pnmal act of the consciousness of Tesos. though in
opposition to some of the most certain of His sayings, ethics
became worZd-acceptiDg But it will be a mightier resolution still
when the last remaining ruins of the supetsensuous other-world!)
system of thought axe swept away in order to dear the sue for a
new spintua^ purely real and present world AU the inconsistent
compromises and constructions of modem theology are merely an
attempt to stave off the final expulsion of eschatology from idigion,
an inevitable but a hopeless attempt. That proleptic Hessiaxuc
consciousness of Jesus, which was m reality the only possible
actuahsation of the htessianic idea, carries these consequences
with It inexorably and unfaihngly. At that last cry upon the cross
the whole eschatological supetsensuous world fell in upon itself in

ruins, and there remained as a spiritual reahty onl) that present
spiritual world, bound as it is to sense, which Jesus fay His all

powerful word had called into being within the world rshich He
contemned. That last cry, with its de^ainng abandonment of the
eschatological future^ is His real acceptance of the world The
“ Son of Man ” was buned in the rums of the falling eschatological

world > there remained alive only Jesus "the Man" Thus these

two Aramaic ^onyms include in themselves, as in a ^mbol of

reality, all that was to come.
If theology has found it so hard a task to amve at an histoncnl

comprehension of the secret of this self designation, this is due to

the fact that the question is not a purely histoncal one In this

word there lies the transformation of a whole system of thought,

the inexorable consequonce of the elimination of eschatology from

religion It was only m this future form, not as actual, that Jesus

spoke ofHis Messiahsbip Modem theology keepson endcavounng

to discover m the title of Son of Man, whtdi is bound up with the

future, a humanised present Mcssiahship It docs so in the con-

viction that the recognition of a purely future reference in the

Messianic consciousness of Jesus would lead in the last result to a

modification of the histone l^s of our faith, which has itself become
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historical, and therefore true and self-justifying The recognition

of the claims of eschatology signifies for our dogmatic a burning of

the boats by which it fdt itself able to return at any moment
from the time of Jesus direct to the present

One point that is worthy of notice in tins connexion is the
trustworthiness of the tradition The Evangelists, writing m Greek,
and the Gieek^speaking Early Church, can hardly have retamed an
understanding of the purely eschatological character of that self-

designation of Jesus It had become for them merely an indirect
method of self-designation And nevertheless the Evangehsts,
especially Mark, record the sayings of Jesus m such a way that the
onginal significance and apphcation of the designadon in His
mouth IS still clearly recognisable, and we are able to determine
with certainty the isolated cases m which this sdf-designation in
His discourses is of a secondary origin

Thus the use of the term Son of Man—which, if we admitted
the sweeping proposal of Idetzmann and Wellhausen to cancel it

everywhere as an interpolation of Greek Early Church theology,
would throw doubt on the whole of the Gospel tradition—^becomes
a proof of the certainty and trustworthiness of that tradition We
may, in fact, say that the progressive recognition of the eschato-
logical character of the teaching and action of Jesus cames with it
a progressive justification of the Gospel tradition A senes of
passages and discourses which had been endangered because from
the modern theological point of view which had been mpde the
entenon of the tradition they appeared to be without meamn^^ are
now secured The stone wluch the cntics rejected has become the
comer-stone of the tradition

If Aramaic scholarship appears m regard to the Son-of-Man
question among the opponents of the thorough-going eschatological
view, It takes no other position in connexion witii the retranslations
and m the application of illustrative parallels from the Rabbinic
literature

In looking at the eaiher works in this department, one is struck
with tM smallness of the result in proportion to the labour ex-

T^u r
names that call for mention here are those of John

iJghtr^t, Christian Schottgen, Job Gerh Meuschen, J Jak Wett-^m, F Nork, Frana Delitzsch, Carl Siegfried, and A. Wunsche^
iJut even a work like F Weber's Sj^stem der alt^nagogaUn

* See D'llm'uit p 6o ff

by /'b"
TnimuStcat .« BvaKgatao, Edited
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paiasftnenstschen Theologte^ which does not confine itself to smric
sayings and thoughts, but aims at exhibiting the Rabbinic svstem
of thought as a wholes throws, in the main, but httle light on the
thoughts of Jesus The Rabbinic parables supply, according to
Julicher, but httle of value for the explanation of the parables of
Jesus® In this method of discourse, Jesus is so prc-cmincntly
original, that any other productions of the Jewish parabolic
hterature are like stunted undezgrowth beside a great tree, though
that has not prevented His onginahty from being challenged in this
very department, both in earher times and at the present As
early as 1648, Robert Sheringhain, of Cambndge,® suggested that the
parables in Matt xx i fif, xxv x ff, and Luke xvi. wei^ denied
from Talmudic sources; an opinion against which J B. Carprov,
the younger, raised a protest, in 1839, F Nork asserted, in his

work on ‘‘Rabbinic Sources and Parallels for the New Testament
Writings” that the best thoughts in the discourses of Jesus are to

be attributed to His Jewish teachers; in 1880 the Dutch Rabbi,

T. Tal, maintained the thesis that the parables ofthe New Testament
ore all borrowed from the Talmud * Theones of this kind cannot

be refuted, because they lack the foundation necessary to any

theory which is to be capable of being rationally discussed—that ol

plain common sense.^

We possess, however, really scientific attempts to define more

closely the thoughts of Jesus by the aid of the Rabbinic language

and Rabbinic ideas in the works of Arnold Meyer and Dalman It

cannot indeed be said that the obscure sayings which form the

problem of prescn^day exegesis are in all cases made dearer by

them, much as we may admire the comprehensive knowledge of

J jakob WeUstcin, Nooum Ttsianttnium Greteum Amsterdam, 1751 and 1759

F Norlc. Raihtnis^ Quelien ttnd RaraikXtn au ntuitstan^enihdken SthnfUUUttt%

Lcipna. 1839 ^ ^ .

Fnaa Ddiuscb, “ Horae Hefaraicae et Talinndieae/' ia the ZjsrM ZetfseM , 1876-

2878
Carl Sieelned, AnAkefc. Rahhmtca, 1875 ,

•• Rabbin Analekten." lahA*f
Tktoi , 1876 — , J .J

A. Wfissche, AVzre BeUrSge tur Sriduttrvng dtr Evangthen cut Talmud

JJidraseh (Cmtnbutions to the Exposiilon of the Gospels from Talmud aod

Mrdmsh )
Gottingeo, 2878

» Leipng, 1880, snded , 1897 , ™ ^
* Cf for «ihat follows, jQhclter, Dte Gkitknunden /ewr, L, iBBB, p W
* Robert Shenngftam of Cuus CoHlegc, Cambridge, a ro>aUst divine, piibU»U*ii

-in edition of the Tolmu^c tractate Yama London, *648 —r C B
, - ^

* T T-U. Pra/Mor Oort und der Talmud^ 1880. Sec upon this Van JMnrt.

JcM ffrot Tkeoi, 1884. P 5^9 The coUecfion of

according to Jliheher, ihit of Prof Gms Lem, traMt-ced byL Srlig^n«
Uratier wtd Grdanttn am Tatr>ud urd Mtdratth L^png. end rf ,1877

The quesiioa miv he said to haie lieen praitstonallj aetlljd by ^ul ri o ff

work, Ait/hdiu^o G/rtA/iwe vnd du Cktchrtsst Mu
the P-imUcs of Jesus). TObingcn, 190$. in which he gives

panddes. wid compvcs them with those of Jesitt, the fin if revuTt bc,inr t® ®

et^ly than ever the uniqaeness nod absoluieness of His creations
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these scholars Sometimes^ indeed, th^ become more obscure
than before According to Mejer, for instancy the question of
Jesus whether His disciples can dnnk of His cup, and be baptized
with His baptism means, if put back into Aramaic “ Can you drink
as bitter a dnnk as I , can you eat as sharply salted meat as I ? ” ^

Nor does Dalman’s Aramaic retranslation help us much with the
saymg about the violent who take the Kingdom of Heaven by force
According to him, it is not spoken of the faithful, but of the rulers
of this world, and refers to the epoch of the Divine rule which has
been introduced by the imprisonment of the Baptist No one can
violently possess himself of the Divine reign, and Jesus can therefore
only mean that violence is done to it in the person of its subjects

On this It must be remarked, that if the saying really means
thfe, It IS about as appropnate to its setting as a in the sky
Jesus IS not speaking of the imprisonment of the Baptist By the
days ofJohn the Baptist He means the tune of his pubhc ministry

It IS equally open to question whether in putting that cruaal
question regaitog the Messiah in Mark xit 37 He really in-
tended to show, as Dalman thinks that physical descent from David
was not of decisive importance—it did not belong to the essence
of the Messiahship.”

But a pomt in r^rd to uhich Dalman^s remarks are of great
TOlue for the reconstruction of the life of Jesus is the entry into
Jeru^em. Dalman thinks that the simple “ Hosanna, blessed be
ke tlwt cometh m the name of the Lord ” (JVIark a 9) was what the

^ shouted in acclamation, and that the additional wordsm Mark and Matthew are simply an interpretative eiqpansion,
ims acclamation did not itself contain any Messianic reference,
fius expbms “why the entry mto Jerusalem was not made awnt m the chaige urged against Him before Pilate.” The events

Sunday” only received their distinctively Messianiccol^ lato. It was not the Messiah, but the prophet and wonder-
worker of GaMee whom the people hailed with rejoicing and
accompanied with invocations of blessmg ®

GeneraUy ^eaking^ the value of Dalman’s work lies less in the
roiutions which It offers than m the problems wfaidi it raises By

discussions it challenges hisloncal theology to test
assumptions regardmg the teaching of Jesus,and make sure whether they are reaUy so certain and self-evident

ihus, in opposition to Schurer, he denies that the thought of ttie

^ ® of of

Persian
£«iaioi<^e (The Relnuon of Jemsh-ChriSlan to

Sd.«.Uer. /to
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pre-existence in heaven of all the good things belonging to the

Kingdom of God ^as at all generally current in the Latejewisb

world of ideas^ and thinks that the occasional references^ to a pre-

existing Jerusalem, which shall finally be brought down to the earth,

do not suffice to estabhsh the theory. Sunilarly, he thinks it

doubtful whether Jesus used the terms this world (age),” “ the

world (age) to come" in the eschatological sense which is generally

attadied to them, and doubts, on linguistic munds, wheffier they

can ha\e been used at all Even the use of^ or for 'world”

cannot be proved. In the pre-Chnstian penod there is much

reason to doubt its occurrence^ though in later Jewish literature it

is frequent The expression cv rj iroAiyyevctriji in Matt xix. 28, is

specifically Greek and cannot be reproduced in either Hebrew 01

Aramaic. It is \ ery strange that the use which Jesus makes of Amen

IS unknown in the whole of Jewish literature According to the

proper idiom of the language “ 1?? is never used to emphasise one's

own speech, but always with reference to the speech, prayer,

benediction, oath, or curse of another." Jesus, therefor^ if He

used the expression in this sense, inust have given it a nen

meaning as a formula of asseveration, in place of the oath which

He forbade.

All these acute observations are marked by the general tendency

which {was observable in the interpretation of the tenn Son of Man,

that IS, the endeavour so to weaken down the eschatolopcal

conceptions of the Kingdom and the Messiah, that the hypotn^

of a making-present and spintualising of these conceptions m the

teadimg of Jesus might appear inherently and linguisticafly POsaWe

and natural The polemic against the pre-cxistent rcahtics

Kingdom of God is intended to show that for Jesus the Reign ofwo
K a present benefit which can be sought after, given, possessed, and

taken. Even before the time of Jesu^ according to Dalman, a

tendency had shown itself to lay less emphasis, in ^
the hope of the fiiture^ upon the national Jewish element jesus

forced tius element still farther into the background, and ga« a

more deeded prominence to thepundy

Him the jmgn of God T«s the Divme powen which fern tha toe

onward was steadily to cany forward the renewal of the world,

Sirtt^n^ed which men shall one

even now offers itself, and therefore can be graced a^
^Tpr^entgood.” The supematoral ^mmg of

only the feal of the ^mmg which
He

***
htve swkM 5 world and the woridtocome."

It is for Him less a question of an antithesis between

» SterheApoeaIyp»eofBiiia*,iadF«a<iK“^
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..dot” than of establishing a connexion bewera them by which

«Tn Tesns' view,** says Dainian, "the penod before the

ship
V Reierv of God was organically connected

commencement of the R^» nTwas the Messiah

Stoon to God His Messiahship was not something wh^y m-

comprehensible to those about Him. If redmption reg^

as h^ dose at hand, the Messiah must be ^
rome^e already present Therefore Jesus a both directly and

indirectlY spoken of as Messiah

Thus the most important work m the department of Aramaic

scholarship shows dearly the anti-eschatological tendency which

chaiactensed it from the begmmng The work of Ijetmann,

Meyer, Wdlhaiisen, and Dalmai^ forms a diShnct ^isodc in the

general resistance to eschatology That Aramaic ^olarship

should have taken up a hostile atbtude towards the eschatologi^i

system of thought of Jesus hes in the nature of things The

thoughts which it takes as its standard of comparison were <mly

reduced to writing long after the penod of Jesu^ and, TOOreover, in

a lifeless and distorted form, at a time when the apocalyptic temper

no longer existed as the hwng counterpoise to the l^al righteous*

ness, and dns legal righteousness bad allowed only so much of

Apocalyptic to survive as could be brought into direct connexion

with it In feet, the distance between Jesus’ world of thought and

this form of Judaism is as great as that which s^arates it from

modem ideas Thus in Dalman modernising tendenaes and

Aramaic scholarship were able to combine in conducting a criticism

of the eschatology in the teaching of Jesus in which the modem
man thought the thoughts and the eatpext in Aramaic formulated

and supported them, yet without being able in the end to moke
any imptesston upon the well-round^ whole formed by Jesus’

eschatological pieachmg of the Kingdom
ll^ether Axamaic scholarship will contnbute to the investigation

of the life and teaching of Jesus along other lines and in a <hrect

and positive feshion, only tiie future can show But certamly if

theologians will give heed to the question-marks so acutdy placed
by Dalman, and recognise it as one of their first duties to test

carefully whether a thought or a connexion of thought is linguistically

or inherently Greek, and only Greek, m character, they will derive
a notable advantage from what has already been done in the
department of Aramaic study.

But if the service rendered hy Aramaic studies has been hitherto
tnamly indirect, no success whatever has attended, or seems hkdy
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to attend, the attempt to apply Buddhist ideas to the explanation

of the thoughts of Jesus It could only indeed appear to have
some prospect of success if we could make up our minds to follow

the example of the author of one of the most recent of fictitious

lives of Christ in putting Jesus to school to the Buddhist pnests j

in which case the six years which Monsieur Nicolas Notowitsch

allots to this purpose, would certainly be none too much for the

completion of the course^ If imagination boggles at thie^ there

remains no possibihty of showing that Buddhin^ ideas exercised

any direct influence upon Jesus That Buddhism may have had

some kind of influence upon Late Judaism and thus indirectly upon

Jesus is not inherently impossibly if we are prepared to recognise

Buddhistic influence on the Bal^lonian and Persian avilisations

But It IS unproved, unprovable, and unthinkably that Jesus denved

the suggestion of the new and creative ideas winch emerge in His

teaching from Buddhism* The most that can be done in this

direction is to point to certain analogies Por the parables of

Jesuy Buddhist parallels were suggested by Renan and Havet*

How little these analogies mean in the eyes of a cautious

observer is evident from the attitude which Max Muller took up

towards the question "That there are startling comodences

between Buddhism and Christianity,” he remarks m one passagy’

“cannot be denied, and it must likewise be admitted that

Buddhism existed at least four hundred years before Chnstianity.

I go even further and say that I should be extremely grateful

if anybody would point out to me the histoncal channels through

which Buddhism had influenced early Christianity I have been

looking for such channels all my hfe, but hitherto I have found

none What I have found is that for some of the most startling

CQincideDces there are histoncal antecedents on both sides, and

if we once know these antecedents the coinadences become far

less startling ”
^ ^ _

A year before Max Muller formulated his impression in these

terms, Rudolf Seydel * had endeavoured to explain the analogies

^ La Vte tneonnue de /ittis~Chnst» par Nie61as Noton itsch Pans, 1894.

> See TUhdicr, Gleiehaureden /enr, 1 » x888, p iTs ff

• MazMflller. /M/ra, Whet can ti teach us f London, 1883, p £79

* Rudolf Scjdd. Professor in the Unireisitj MPfW. ^
Tan lA setfun VethSlintsscn tu Buddka-Sagt und Buddha-Lchre

(ThfGospel of

IheTithing of Buddha, wilh constant leftrenee to other religions

BTotips )
LeipnB, iB8a, p 337 JUFt- Deutsdie BUchertt

OOicrwotiab} the same numor are Dcutscne o
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which had been noticed by supposing Christianity to have been

influenced by Buddhism. He distinguishes thiee distinct classes

of analogies
, ,

,

I. Those of which the points of resemblance can without

diflScnlty be explained as due to the influence of similar sources

and mobves m the two cases.

2 Those which show a so special and unexpected agreement

that It appears aibhaal to explain it from the action of similar

causes, and the dependence of one upon the other commends

Itself as the most natural explanation.

3, Those in which there exists a reason for the occurrence of

the idea only within the sphere of one of the two rehgions, or in

which at least it can very much more easily be conceived as origin-

abng within the one than within the other, so that the inexplicabihty

of the phenomenon within the one domain gives ground for seeking

Its source withm the other

This last class demands a hterary explanabon of the analc^.

Seydel therefore postulates, alongside of pnraitive forms of Matthew

and Lukfii a third source, “a poebc-apocalyptic Gospel of very early

date which fitted its Christian material into the frame of a

Buddhist type of Gospel, transforming^ punfym^ and ennobling

the material taken from the foreign but related literature by a kind

of rebirth inspired by the Chnsuan Spirit” Matthew and Luk^
especially Luk^ follow this poebc Gospel up to the point where

histone sources become more abundant, and the primitive form of

Mark begins to dominate their nanabve But even in later parts

the influence of this poebcal source^ which as an independent

document was subsequently lost, continued to make itself felt

The sbongest point of support for this hypothesis, if mete

conjecture can be desenbed as such, is found by S^del in the

introductory narrabves in Luke. Now it is not inherently im-

possible that Buddhist legends, which in one form or another were

aidely current m the Bast, may have contributed more or less to

the fonnabon of the mythical preliminary history. Who knows the

laws of the formabon of legend ? Who can follow the course of the

aind which carries the seed over land and sea? But in general it

may be said that Seydd actually refutes the hypothesis which he is

defending If the matenal which he bnngs forward is aU that

there is to surest a relabon between Buddhism and Christianity,

we are justified m waiting unbl new discovenes are made in that

quarter before asserting the necessity of a Buddhist prunibve
Gospel That will not prevent a succession of theosopbic Lives of

Jesus from finding their account m Seydd’s classical work. Seidel
indeed dehvered himself into their hand^ because be did not

Clinst>M3th IS mere!) a form of ths Knsbna-M>th. The «boSe Oospd traditSon
u lo be ssrmbolicanj interpreted.
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entirely avoid the rash assumption of theoscipnic "historical

science” that Jewish eschatology can be equated with Buddhistic.

Eduard von Hartmann^ in the second edition of his worlc^ "The
Christianity jf the New Testament,”^ roundly asserts that there

can be no question of any relation of Jesus to Buddha, nor of any

indebtedness either in His teaching or m the later moulduig of the

story of His bfe, but only of a paralldi formation of myth

^ Das Chruienium des Nsuea Testaments, 1905
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Das Messiamtatsbewusstsem Jesu iind seine neueste BesMtung Vortwg (Tm

Messunne Conscurasnesa of Jesus and the roost recent denial of it A Lecture )

xQoa a6 pp (Agamst Wrede )

War J»us Ekstatiker? [Was Jesus an ecstatic?) Tabingen, 1903 139 pp

VkoX WlQielm gqbnddt Die Geschidite Jeso. (The History of Jesus ) Freibutg,

DieGtsduchtei^ Karten top K
History of Jesus Prchromary Discussions. With three maps Prof K iJ^unrer

of Zundi )
Tdbingen, 1904 4*4 PP

Obto Bdfandadel Die Haupiprobteme der Ijeben-Jesu-Fotachang (The main

Problems in the Study of the lofe of Jesus )
Ttflangen, 190B 7* PP

ed • x9^
Eemana Drefhexr wn Sodesu Die wichiigs^ I-eben Jc^

oiTJf
roost important Questions about the Life ctf Jesus )

Vacation Lectures Berlin^

1904. XXX pp

ChutaT rmiBMii HiOigote Balm, 1905 PP 46“-S93
("The Manuscript mhich a Life of JesuSj a^ten by one of the cnatacteis

of the story, is given m full )

Otto Pfleiderer Das Urchnstentum. seme Scbnften und Ldiren m gescbichthchem

Zusainroenbang beschnebw (Ptunilive Chnstianiiy Its Doc^ems ana

Doctrines m iheir Historical Context )
and ed. Berlin, X902 Vol 1 » hp®W

Die y-n»g>*hn«g des Urifenitenttinis (How Prunitive Chrutianity arose J
Mnnicn*

1905 ass PP

Albert Kalihoff Das Chnstus-Problem Grundhnien « emer Sonaltbeologie

(The Chnst-problem The Ground-plan of a Socud Theology )
Leipzig, 1902

PP
Die Entstduing des Chnstentnins Neoe Beititige turn Chnstus-Problem (How

Christianity arose. New contributions to the Chnst-piroblein )
I^pzig, 19®4

*55 PP

Eduaxd YOU Das Cbnstentum des Neuen Tcsiaments. (The

OiTislnini^ of the New Testament ) and revised edition of " l-etters on the

Chnsban R^igion ** Saidisa-in-the-ilarz, 1905 31X pp

Be Joage Jesdiueu Der Idassisfdro jadische Mann Zerslorung des hirOhhcheD,

EuthlUlung des jOdisdien Jesus-Bildes Berlin, 1904 ixa pp (Jeshua. The
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Sbrohbacb Was Idurte Jesns? Zwa Urcvangeijeii (What was the
teadung of Jesus? Two I^niiO^e Gospels ) Berlixi« 2897 ^48 pp and
revised and greatly enlaiged edition, zpoa, 339 pp

Alliert Dnlk Der In-gang des Lebens Jesu. In gescliiditliGiher Auf&usung
daigesteUt (The ]^or of the Life of Jesus An Histoncal View ) 1st

part, Z884, 395 pp , and part, 2885, 30a pp
FanldeB^gla Jesus von Nazareth. German byA. Just. Leipzig. 1894 43599

JSmffsfc Bobo La Vie dsotdnijje de Jdsus de Nazareth et fes ongines onentales du
chnstianisme^ (The secret Life of Jesus of Nazareth, and the Onenml Ongms
of Chnsbasiity } Para. 1903

The ideal Life of Jesus of the dose of the nineteenth centuiy

IS the Life which Heinnch Julius Holtemann did not wnte

—

but which can be pieced together fiom his commentaiy on the

Synoptic Gospels and his New Testament Theology^ It is ideal

becausei for one thing, it is unwntten, and arises only in the

idea of the reader by the aid of his ovtn imagination, and, for

another, because it is traced only in the most general outline.

What Holtzmann gives us is a sketch of the public ministiy, a

critical examination of details, and a full account of the teaching

of Jesus He provides^ therefore^ the plan and the prepared

buildmg material, so that any one can cany out the construction

in his own way and on his own responsibility The cement and

the mortar are not provided by Holtzmann; every one must

decide for himself how he will combine the teaching and the hf^

and arrange the details withm each

We may recall the fact that Weissc^, too, the other founder of

the hlarcan hypothesis, avoided wntmg a Life of Jesus, because

the difficulty of fitting the details into the ground-plan appeared

to him so great, not to say insuperable It is just this modesty

which constitutes his greatness and Holtzmann’s Thus the

Marcan hypothesis ends^ as it had begun, with a certain histoncal

scepticism ^

1 Heiunch Julius Holtzmann, HaniJsommniar Die Synepttier isl ed., 2889 •

ard ed , 1901 Ijehrhtdk dernettUsituruniha^n 1896. toI i

^ > In tl» Chthobc Church the sludv of the Life of Jesus has

the present day entirely free from scepticism The

It to remained at a pro-Siriiissian staodpomt, and does nrt
^^lioa

unresened application of histoncal cmaideraiJOiM cilber to the

OT i^e Johannine question, and naturally therefore resigns the attempl to tala

account of and ezplain the great histoncal problems
rzMrmnn OtthoUc

We may name the foUomng Lives of Jesus produced by Gcnnan »

Joh Nep Sepp. Das Itsu Chruh Regensburg, i843^iB46 y wls •

^
’lS!l^Sdh^g. SecAs S&cktrdes Uhtns Jtsu (The Life of Jesia m Siz Books

)

PTreihurg, 2874-1875 r laoo pp ,800-1001
roseohGnmm, DasUAenJasu WDrzhuig. and cil . rspe^oj

jUdSd von Ktahk. Itsu IMur und ^ ^

W Capitaine, Jtsus tw* Naxateih Rcgcwbi^* I9®S
hfe of To*®*
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The subordinates, it is true, do not allow themselves to be

disturbed by the change of attitude at head-quarters They keep

busily at work That is their nght, and therein consists their

significance By keeping on trying to take the positions, and

constantly failing, they furnish a practical proof that the plan

of operations worked out the general staff is not capable of

hdng earned out, and show why it is so, and what kind of new
tactics will have to be evolved

The credit of having wntten a life of Chnst which is strictly

scientific^ in its own way very remarkably and yet foredoomed

to failuxy belongs to Oskar Holtzmann^ He has complete

confidence in the Marcan plan, and makes it his task to fit all

the sayings of Jesus into this framework, to show “what can

belong to each penod of the preaching of Jesus, and what cannot,”

His method is to give free play to the magnetic powder of the

most important passages in the Marcan teict, making other sayings

of similar import detach themselves from their present connexion
and come and group themselves round the mam passages

Chnsius (Mamz, X903 X53 pp ] After reading the forty two questions with
«hich he introduces bis narrative one might suppose that the auUKK* was well
aware of the bearing all the historical problems of the life of Jesus, and mtended
to supply an answer to them Instead of doing so, however, he adopts as the work
pioeei^ more and more the r6le of an apologist, not facing definitely either the
lairacte question or the Johnnnme question, gliding over the difficulties by the aid
of uigemous headings, so that m the end bis book almost tali^s the form of an
explanatory text to the eighty-mne illustrations which adorn the book and malm
It difficult to read

In Fkance, Rexnn's work gave the incentive to an extuisive Catholic ** Life-of«
Jesus " htexature We may name the foUowmg •—

Louis VeoiUot, La Vtt de ndre Seigneur /isus CArut Pans, 1864. 509 pp
German byWaM^er Khln-Neuss, X864 573 ppH Wallon, Vie de noire SeigneurJhus-Chnst Fans, 1865 355 pp

A work which met with a particularly fevouiable reception was that of Pire
Didoa, the Dominican, Jisus-Chnit^ Pans, 1891, s vols , vol 1 483 pp , vol it

489 pp The German tran^tion is dated X895
In the same year there appeared a new eihuoa of the Bitter Sufienngs of Our

Lord Jesus Christ ” {see aom, p Z09 f]hy Katbanna Emmench , the cheap
popular edition of the translation of Renan's "X<ife Jesus** , and the eighth
edition of Strauss's “ Life of Jesus for the Garman People."
We may quote ftom the ccdesiastical Afprobaitme pnnted at the beginnmg of

Didon's Life of Jesus ** If the author sometimes seems to speak the language of his
opponents, it is at once evident that he has aimed at defeatmg them on thmr own
groundi and be is particu!arl> successful in doing sowhen he confronts their irrehgioua
a pnon theories the positive arguments of history "

a matter of fact fee work 15 di^iilly written, but without a spark of under-
standing of fee histonca! questions

Ml honour to Alfred lJns> i (/> Qua/nime J&vattgile, Pans, X903, 960 pp ), who
takes a dear new on fee Jol^nme question, and denies the extstence of a Johannmewton^ tradition But wh'it feat means for the Catholic camp may be recognised
from fee excitement produced b> book and its express oondcniiiation See also

^Javangi/e ei tJEglxee (German translation, hInniCh, 1904, 189 pp },
in^ nidi Lois) here and there makes good faistoncal points against Hamaik s * \^feat
isChnsUamii?"

&

^
Osku Holtsmann, Professor of Theology at Giessen, was bom m 1859 at
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For eacatnple^ controversy with the scnbes at Jerusalem

regarding the charge of doing miracles by the help of Satan

(Mark 121 aa-jo) bdong^ according to Holtsmann, as regards

content and chronology, to the same penod as the controversy,

in Mark vii , about the orduiances of men which results in Jesus

being “obhged to take to flight”; the woes pronounced upon

Chorazin, Eetbsaida, and Capernaum, which now follow on the

eulogy upon the Baptist (Matt xi* ex-23), and are accordingly

represented as having been spoken at the time of the sending

forth of the Twelve, are drawn by the same kind of magnetic

force into the neighbourhood of Mark vu, and “eatpress veiy

dearly the attitude of Jesus at the tune of His withdrawal from

the scene of His earher ministry” The saying in Matt vii^ 6

about not giving that which is holy to the dogs or casting

pearls before swine^ does not belong to the Sermon on the

Mount, but to the time when Jesos^, after Caesarea Phihppj,

forbids the disciples to reveal the secret of His Messiahship to

the multitude, Jesus' action in cursing the fig-tree so that iC

should henceforth bring no fruit to its owner, who was perh^s

a poor man, is to be brought uito relation with the words

spoken on the evening before with reference to the Uvish

expenditure involved in His anointing, "The poor ye have always

with you,” the point being that Jesus now, “m the dear conscious-

ness of His approaching death, feels His own worth,” and disinisses

" the contmgency of even the poor having to lose something lor

His sake” with the words “it does not matter."^

All these transpositions and new connexions mean, it is dear,

a great deal of internal and external violence to the text

A further service rendered by this very thorough work of Ostor

Holtzmann's, is that of showing how mu<^ rea*ng ^
hues is necessary m order to constnict a Life of Jesus on Ac

of the Marcan hypothesis in its modern interpietatiM It m

for mstance. th*i the author must have acqmr^

that the controversy about the ordinances of ®

new religion”-—m which Mse it is no wonder that many tuineu

****^V^re are'we'toid^t there was any question of “
a new "religion”? The disaples “f
in this way, as is shown by their conduct at the time of »« am

I Ttos suggesuon reminds us mvolimtanljr of ftu oW

chaine m the greet work of Hb We.
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and the discourses of Peter in Acts Where do we read that the

people turned away from Jesus? In Mark vii zy and 24 all that

IS said IS, that Jesus left the people, and in Mark vu 33 the same
multitude is still assembled when Jesus returns from the banish*

meat ’’ into which Holtzmann relegates Him
Oskar Holtzmann dedaies tlmt we cannot tell what was the

size of the following which accompanied Jesus in His journey north*

wards, and is indmed to assume that others besides the Twelve
^ated His exile. The Evangelists, however, say clearly that it was
only the futOrfraty that is, the Twelve, who were with Him The
value which this speaal knowledge^ independent of the text, has
for the author, becomes evident a little farther on After Fetex^s

confession Jesus calls the “ multitude ” to Him (Mark “wii 34) and
speaks to them of His sufferings and of takmg up the cross and
following Him. This “multitude” Holtzmann wants to make “the
whole company of Jesus* followers,” "to which belonged, not only
the Twelve whom Jesus had formerly sent out to preach, but
many others also ’* The knowledge drawn from outside the text
IS therefore required to solve a difficulty m the text

But how did His companions in exile^ the remnant of the
previous multitude, themselves become a multitude, the same
multitude as before? Would it not be better to admit that we
do not know how, in a Gentile countiy, a multitude could suddenly
nse out of the ground as it were^ continue with Him until Mark
IX. 30, and dien disappear into the earth as suddenly as they
^me, ieavmg Him to pursue His joumOT towards Gahlee and
Jerusalem alone?

Another thing which Oskar Holtzmann knows is that it required
a good deal of courage for Peter to hail Jesus as Messiah, smce the
exile wandermg about with bis small following m a Gentile

^untry ” answered "so badly to the general picture which people
coming of the Messiah.” He knows too, thatm the moment of Peter's confession, " Chnstiamty was complete ” in

tte sense that "a community separate from Judaism and centnng
aoout a new ideal, then arose.” This "community” frequently
appears from this pomt onwards There is nothing about it in^ Twelve and the people

Holtzmann's knowledge even extends to dialogues which

PMi™ Gospels After the incident at Caesarea
disciples wer^ accordmg to him, pre-

by tTO questions "How did Jesus know that He^
^ Mes^h ? and "What will be the future fate of this Messiah?”

questions He spoke to them of His
doubtless in close connexion with that” He told

temptation, dunng which He had laid downme lines which He was determined to follow as Messiah
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Of the transfiguration, Oskar Holtzmann can state inith con*

fidence, "that it merely represents the inner experience of the

disciples at the moment of Peter’s confession ” Horr is it then

that Mark expressly dates that scene, placing it (ix 2) six days

after the discourse of Jesus about taking up the cross and following

Him ? The fact is that the time-indxcations of the text are treated

as non-existent whenever the Marcan hypothesis requires an order

determined by inner connexion The statement of Luke that

the transfiguration took place eight days after, is dismissed in the

remark “ tJie mobve of this indication of time is doubtless to be

found in the use of the Gospd narratives for readuig in public

worship ; the idea was that the section about the transfiguration

should be read on the Sunday following that on v^hich the con-

fession of Peter formed the lesson ” Where did Oskar Holtanann

suddenly discover this information about the order of the “Sunday

lessons " at the time when Luke's Gospel was written ?

It was doubtless from the same private source of information

that the author derived his knowledge regarding the gradual

development of the thought of the Passion m the consciousncM of

Jesus “After the confession of Pefer at Caesarea PhihppJj he

explains, “ Jesus' death became for Him only the uecessaiy point

of transition to the glory beyond In the discouise of Jmus to

which the request of Salome gave occasion, the death of Jesus

already appears as the means of saving many from death,

His death makes possible the coming of the Kingdom of

At the institution of the Supper, Jesus re^rds His

death as the mentonous deed by which the blessings of the New

Covenant, the forgiveness of sms and victory over sm, me

permanently secured to His 'community. ^
stantly becoming more and more at home with the idea of His

death and constantly giving it a deeper inteiiFetation

Any one who is less skilled in reading the thou^ of gw.

and mL simple and natural in his readmg rf fte^
cannot fail to observe that Jesus speaks m Mark x 45

death as an expiation, not as a means of saving othOT ° ’

S th“t“tX Load’s Supper ‘^are ^ no .^er«« ‘o

«commumty.»tat ^ly to
admu fmely that we do

SW IL^The Ats ^
ume of the first prediction of the

“^rortheology.
and to be on our guard »S7tS%,lenrwlmn it happens to

that of exalting the argument from silence wnen •vi-

be useful, to the rank of
tjiat the application of

Is there not a certain irony m the feet that tne aw

“natural” psydiology to the ^ pnvate^ infoimation

compels the assumption of supra-histoncai pny»
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such as this? Bahidt and Ventunni hardly read more subjective

interpretations into the text than many modern laves of Jesus

;

and the hypothesis of the secret sometji which after aJl did

recognise and do justice to the mexphcabihty from an external

standpoint of the relation of events and of the conduct of Jesus,

was m many respects more histoncal than the psychological links

of conneidon which our modernising historians discover without

having any foundation for them m the text

In the end this supplementary knowledge destroys the bistonaty

of the simplest sections Oskar Holtzmann ventures to conjecture

that the healing of the blmd man at Jencho “is to be understood

as a symbohcal representation of the conversion of Zacchaeus,“

which, of course is found only in Luke Here then the defender

ofthe Marcan hypothesis rejects the inadent by v hich the Evangelist

explains the enthusiasm of the entry mto Jerusalem, not to mention

that Luke tdis us nothing whatever about a conversion of 2^cchaetts,

but only that Jesus was mvited to his house and graciously accepted

the mvitation.

It would be something if this almost Alexandnan symbohcal

exegesis contnbuted m some way to the removal of difficulties and
to the solution of the mam question, that, namely, of the present

or future Messiah, the present or future Kingdom Oskar Holts-

mann lays great stress upon the eschatological character of the

preachmg of Jesus regardmg the Kingdom, and assumes that, at

least at the beginning, it would not have been natural for His
hearers to understand that Jesus, the herald of the Messiah, was
Himself the hlessiab Nevertheless, he is of opinion that, in a
certain sens^ the presence of Jesus imphed the presence of the
Kingdom, that Peter and the rest of the disciples^ advancing
beyond the ideas of the multitude, recognised Him as Messiah,
that this recognition ought to have been possible for the people
also^ and, in that case, would have been “the strongest incentive

to abandon evil ways,” and “that Jesus at the time of His entry
into Jerusalem seems to have felt that m Isa Ixii. 1

1

^ there was
a direct command not to withhold the knowledge of His Messiah-
ship from the inhabitants of Jerusalem.”

But Jesus made a Messianic entry He must thereafter have
gl^cn Himself out as Messiah, and the whole controversy would
necessarily have turned upon this claim This, hoi^ever, was not
the case. According to Holtzmann, all that the hearers could
make out of that crucial question for the Messiahship in Mark
Til SS'S? 'was only “that Jesus clearly showed from the Scriptures
JOLt the Messiah was not in reality the son of David

* Isaiah IxiL xs. •• Sayje to the datsf^ter of Zion. Behold, thy sah-ition comelh ”
• ••For Jesus Hinsdf," OsW Holtzmann argues, “this disco^exy"-—he means

he antinomy which He had dtsco-rred in Fsalm ca -—“disposed of a doubt which
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evidence that Jesus^ even dunng the Iwt in JeraTl™1^05 recognised as Messiah except by those Who belongtoZinner circle of disciples The repetition by fte cSS S the

SsEd”of *5 “««1 *6) can hardly be

rW.
^ much importance in this conneMon « Accordingto thi% Jesus enter^ Jerusalem as Messiah, but except for the

disciples and a few children no one recognised His entiy as harfng

spread

fmm ^y» and otheis plucked down inches
rora the trees and strened them in the way, and that those that
went before and those that followed after, cned "Hosanna I" The
Alarcan narratiire must therefore be kept out of sight for the
moment in order that the Life of Jesus as conceived by the
modern Alarcan hypothesis may not be endangered#

We should noti however, regard the evidence of supemataial
knowledge and the self-contradictions of this Life of Jesus as
a matter for censure, but rather as a proof of the ments ofO rioItzQiann^s vrork * He has written the last lat]ge<^ca]e Life
of Jesus, the only one which the Marcan hypothesis has produced,
and aims at providing a scientific basis for the assumptions which
the general lines of that hypothesis compel bun to make; and m
b^^ways faatinttfd bun If He bad realty known Hiinsetf to be descended from
tbe Daiidie bne. He would certniolv not have puUudT suegesied a doubl u to dw
Da\idic descent of ibe Messiih *'

* Oskar Holtenuuin's worlct JVar/tntx SMjfyftJitrf (Tabingen, ipoj, 139 pp )

»

m realit) a new reading of tbe life of Jesus By emjpbosumg tbe ecsiotie dement
be breaks with the ‘'nataial” coneepfion of the bfe and teadmig of Jesus, and.
in so for, approaches the eschatolqgic^ mew But be gives a %ery wi^ signidcaaoe
to (be term ecsiaho, subsuming under il, it might almost be smd, all the eschatological

thoughts and utterances of Jesus He expuins, for instance, that "the ecmvicuon
of the approidiing destruction of existing conditions is ecstatic.*' At the same timei

tbe only puraose sened by the h>poihcsis ecsitasy ts (o enable (be aothor to

attribute to Jesus "The bmief that m His own work the Kingdom (xT God was
already beginning, and tbe promise of the Kingdom to mdnidi^ , this can only

be considered ecstatic." The opposites which Bousset bnngs together by ^
concepbon of paradox are united b? Hohxmaim by means of dw hypoth^s of

ecsio^ That is, however, to piny and loose with the meanmg of ^ecstasy
"

An ecsta^ 15, in Ibe nsaiol understanding of the word, an abnormal, transient

oondiUon of excitement m which the subject's natural capncicy for Choogb^

feeling, and thaneuith all impressions from without, are suspended, being superseded

by an intense mental exeiiation and acunty Jesus may possibly baie been ra an

ecstatic state at His baptism and at the transflguratwn What O HolteiMnn
represents as a kind of permanent ecstatic state is rather an esehuclpgical nsra

idea. With eschatology, ecstasy has no essential eonnexioD ll is possible to be

esdmtologically minded without being an ecstatic, and vwse versa. Pbilo attnbuto

a great importance to ecstasy m his rehgnuB Ue, but he was searedy, if at aiif

mtereited m esthatology
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this process it becomes deatfy apparent that the connexion of

events can only be earned through at the decisive passages

violent treatment, or even by rejection of the Marcan text in the

interests of the Marcan hypothesis

These ments do not belong in the same measure to the oth^
modern Lives of Jesus, which follow more or less the same lines

They aie short stoches, in some cases based on lectures^ and
thdr brevity makes them perhaps more livdy and convincing than

Holtzmann’s work , but they take for granted just what he felt it

necessary to prove P. W. Schmidt's^ Geschtchte Jesu (1899),
which as a work of hterary ait has few nvals among theological

works of recent years, confines itself to pure narrative The
volume of prolegomena which appeared m 1904, and is intended
to exhibit the foundations of the narrative^ treats of the sources^ of

the Kingdom of God, of the Son of Man, and of the Law It

makes the most of the weakening of the eschatological standpoint
which IS manifested m the second edition of Johannes Weiss’s
” Preaching of Jesus,” but it does not give sufficient prominence to
the difficulties of reconstructing the pubhe ministry of Jesus

Neither Otto Scbmiedel’s •' The Pnncipal Problems of the Study
ofthe Life of Jesus ” nor von Soden’s **Vacation Lectures " on “ The
Pnncipal Questions in the Life of Jesus” fulfils the promise of its

title* They both aim rather at solving new problems proposed by
themselves than at restating the old ones and adding new They
hope to meet the views of Johannes Weiss by strongly emphasisiDg
the eschatology, and think they can escape the cntical scqiticism
of wnteis like Volkmar and Brand by assuming an *‘Ur-Markus”
Thmr view is, therefore, that with a few modifications dictated by
the esdiatological and sceptical school, the traditional conception
of the Life of Jesus is still tenable, whereas it is just the a pnon
presuppositions of this conception, hitherto held to be self-evidenL
which constitute the mam problems

* P W S^nudti now Professor in BoslCi was bom in Berlin in 1845
Otto ^bimedd. Professor at the Gymnasiom at Etsenach, Die HaupIprcbUme

TObmecn. 1909 71 pp Scbmifidd was boram iSeS
Soden. Du wchhgsten Fragai JUben lent VonSoto. Professor m Berim, and preacher at the Jerusalem Kadie^ was bora m z8es

\l e may mention also the f<dtomng norhs
^

Ftite Baxth {bm xSsS. Prefer at Bern), Dtt Hmtptj^nbhme des LelatfJ^u
xsi ea t X099 1 ottd ed , 1903

dex tebeta Jtsu «m WMlaut dtr dra
Ew”* t?® Conxse of the Life of Jesus in the Words of the First Three“ arrangement of the sectionsKoi^ Fixers Forirdix uber das Lebenjtsu Cknstt {Lectures on the Ufe of

diarmby reason of the authot^s knowledge of theQoumxy the locality Finrer, nlte was bom m xSeSt is Professor at Zurich
forgotten is R. Oito*s Leben nnd IVirken /esu

ofJesus ftora the Point ofWew
Go..»eea.x9os. Rudott Otto, bom n. X869.
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“It IS self-evident,” says von Soden in one passage^ “in view of

uc inner connexion in which the Kingdom of God and the Messiah
stood in the thoughts of the people . • • that in ail classes the

question must have been discussed, so that Jesus could not

permanently have avoided their question, ‘ What of the Messiah 7

Art thou not He ? ' ” Wher^ in the Synoptic^ is there a word

to show that this is “self-evident”? When the disciples in

Mark viii. tell Jesus “ whom men held Him to bc^” none of them

suggests that any one had been tempted to regard Him as the

Messiah. And that was shortly before Jesus set out for Jerusalem

From the day when the envoys of the Senbes from Jerusalem

first appeared in the north, the easily influenced Gahlaeon multi-

tude began, according to von Soden, ” to waver ” How does he

know tliat the Galilaeans were easily influenced 7 How does he

know they "wavered ”? The Gospels tell us neither one nor the

other The demand for a sign vras, to quote von Soden again, a

demand for a proof of His Messiahship ** Yet another indication,”

adds the author, “ that later Christianity, in putting so high a value

on the miracles of Jesus as a proof of His Messiahshift departed

widely from the thoughts of Jesus
"

Before levelling reproaches of this kind against later Chnstianity,

It would be well to point to some passage of Mark or Matthewin

which there is mention of a demand for a sign as a proof of His

Messiahship

When the appearance of Jesus m the south—^we are stall

following von Soden^aroused the Messianic expectations of the

people, as they had formerly been aroused in His natavc country,

"thw once more failed to understand the correction of thw

which Jesus had made by the manner of His entry and

conduct in Jerusalem” They are unable to understand this

"transvaluation of values,” and as often as the impr^ion made

b^His personality suggested the thought that He^
therb^ame douWagam Wherein consisted the

the Messianic expectation given at the tnumphal entry?

H^rode upon an ass? WouU it not be better if

Lstorical theology, instead of always making the people ^
«“iS

fifS? to,7^
consciousness implies m its

, m the mind
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ness of Jesus he thinks, to be found in the fact that for Him

this Kingdom of God was only a “htmbng conception the

ultimate goal of a gradual process of approximation. “To the

question whether it was to be realised here or m the beyond Jesus

would have answered, as He answered a similar question, *That,

no man knoweth
,
no, not the Son

* ”

As if He had not answered that question m the petition ^'Thy

Kingdom come ”-~supposmg that such a question could ever have

occurred to a contemporary—'in the sense that the Kmgdom was to

pass &om the beyond mto the present >

This modern historical theology will not allow Jesus to have

formed a “theory” to explain l£s thoughts about His passion

“ For Him the certamty was amply sufficient
,

* My death w ill effect

what My life has not been able to accomplish
' ”

Is there then no theory implied in the saying about the “ ransom

for many,” and m that about “My blood which is shed for many
for the forgiveness of sms,” although Jesus does not explain it?

How does von Soden know what was “ amply sufficient ” for Jesus

or what was not?

Otto Schmiedel goes so far as to deny that Jesus gave distmct

expression to an expectation of suffering, the most He can have
done—and this is only a “perhaps "—is to have hmted at it in His
discourses

In strong contrast with this confidence m coramittmg them-
selves to historical conjectures stands the scepticism with which
von Soden and Schmiedel approach the Gospels “It is at once
evident," says Schmiedel, “that the great groups of discourses in

Matthew, such as the Sermon on the Moun^ the Seven Parables
of the Kingdom, and so forth, were not arranged m this order m
the source (the stiU less by Jesus Himself The order is,

doubtless, due to the Evangelist But what is the answer to the
question, “On what grounds is this ‘at once’ clear?”i

Von Soden’s pronouncement is even mote radical “In the
composition of the discourses," he says, “no regard is paid in
Matthew, any more than in John, to the supposed audience or to
the point of time m the hfe of Jesus to which they are attnbuted

”

As early as the Sermon on the Mount we find references to perse*
cutions, and warnings against false prophets Similarly, m the
charge to the Twelve, there are also warnings, which undoubtedly

ProfessorPaulus-

mugnini, b« only the more doQ for Ont" In reihty the dostm Life of testis bv
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belong to a later time Intimate sayings evidently intended for

the inner circle of disciples, have the widest pubhcxty given to them
But why should whatever is mcomprehensible to us be un-

histoncal? Would it not be better simply to admit that we do
not understand certain connexions of ideas and turns of expression

m the discourses of Jesus ?

But instead even of making an analytical examination of the

apparent connexions, and stating them as problems, the discourses

of Jesus and the sections of the Gospels are tndked out with

ingenious headings which have nothing to do with them Thus,

for instance, von Soden heads the Beatitudes (Matt v 3-xaX
** What Jesus brings to men,” the following verses (Matt v, 13-16),

“ What He makes of men ” P W, Schmidt^ in his “ History of

Jesus," shows himself a past master in this art "The rights of

the wife " IS the title of the dialogue about divorce, as if the question

at stake had been for Jesus the equality of the sexes^ and not

simply and solely the sanctity of marriage ^‘Sunshine for the

children” is his heading for the scene where Jesus takes the

children in His arms—as if the purpose of Jesus had been to

protest against seventy in the upbringing of children Again, he

brings together the stones of the man who must first bury his

father, of the nch young man, of the dispute about precedence, of

Zacchaeus, and others which have equally little connexion undei

the heading " Discipline for Jesus* followers ** These often brilliant

creations of artificial connexions of thought give a curious attractive-

ness to the works of Schmidt and von Soden The lattes

survey of the Gospels is a reaUy delightful peifonnance But this

kind of IS not consistent with pure objective history

Disposing in this lofty fashion of the connexion of events,

Schmiedel and von Soden do not find it difficult to distmguish

between Mark and "Ur-Markus”, that 1^ to retain just so much

the Gospel as will fit m to their construction Schmiedd

that Mark was a skilful wnter. and that the redactor was “ a Chn^n

of Panhne sympathies” According to ‘‘X^-Markus, t® ^
Mark iv 33 belongs, the Lord speaks in parables in order that toe

™Se m^nndersmnd Him the better. «itwas only 1^^^^^

toat^the pLhne theory about hardening their hearts >

was mterpolated, m Mark iv 10 ff, and the meaning of Mark iv 33

high^e that instead of merely Pauline mflu-

ences m wlrk some proof of the asseruon toould be given What

of appearance would Mark have presratirf if it had really

three ou.

rtandS miracles, the stdUng Se
legion of devils, the overcoming of death (Mark iv. 35 43;i
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romantically told stoiy of the death of the Baptist (Mark vi ly-sp),

the story of the feeding of the multitudes in the desert, of Jesus*

walking on the water, and of the transfiguration upon an hi^
mountain, and the hes^g of the lunatic boy—all these are dashed

m with a broad bru^, and offer many analo^es to Old Testament

stones, and some suggestions of Pauline conceptions, and refiections

of experiences of in^vidual behevexa and of the Chnstian com-

munity these passages uer^ doubtless, first wntten down by

the compiler of our GospeL”
But how can Schmiedel and von Soden fiul to see that they

are heading straight for Bruno Bauer's position? They assert

that there is no distinction of pnnciple between the way in which

the Jobannme and the Synoptic discourses are composed • the

recognition of this was Bruno Bauer’s starting-point. They propose

to find experiences of the Chnstian community and Fauhne teach-

ing reflected in the Gospel of Mark; Bruno Bauer asserted the

same: The only difference is that he was consistent and extended
his cnticism to those portions of the Gospel which do not present

the stumbling-block of the supernatural Why should these not
also contain the theology and the expenences of the community
transformed into history? Is it onfy because they remain withm
the limits of the natural?

The real difficulty consists in die fact that all the passages which
von Soden ascnbes to the redactor stand, m spite of their mythical
colouring, in a closdy-knit histoncal connexion; in fact, the
histoncal connexion is nowhere so dose. How can any one cut
out the feeding of the multitudes and the transfiguration as narnip

lives of secondary ongm without destroying the whole of the
historical fabnc of the Gospel of hiark ? Or was it the redactor
who created the plan of the Gospel of Mark, as von Soden seems
to imply ?^

* Von Soden gives on pp 34 ff the passages of Mail^ 'V^hicb he supposes to be
derived from the Petnne tradttion in a difrbrcnt order front m \^hich th^ occur
in Mark, regrouping them fredy He puts together, for instance, Mark > 16-so,
tu 13-1^9, VI 7-x6, viu. 37-4X. X, nc 33-40. under the title “The formation and
inuDing of the baud of disciples ** He supposes Mark, the pupil of ^ter, to have
grouped in this vray b> n kind of association of ideas “ uhat he had heard Peter
relate m his missionary journeys, when writing it down after Peter s deaUi, not con-
nectedly, but giving as mudi as be could remember of it **

, this would he m accord-
ance with the statement of Papias that Mark wrote “not ni order'* Papiass
statement, therefor, refecs to an “ Ut^kforkus," whidi he found lacking in historical
order

But nh-ii are we to make ofa representattve of the early Church thus approadnng
the Gospds with the demand for histoncal arrangement? And good, simole old
Pipias, of all people 1

» r

But if the Marcan plm was not Uud down in “ Ur-Markus,*' there is nothing foff
it-^nce the pkm was certainly not given m the collection of I.ogia>-but to asenbe
'} ^ au^r of our Gosp^ of Mark, to the man, that is, who wrote down for the

time these ** Pauline conceptions/* those r^ections of experiences of individual
believers aod of the community, and mserted them into the Go^eL It is proposed,

20
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But in that case how can a modern Life of Jesus be founded
on the Marcan plan ? How much ofMark is, in the end, historical ?

'Why should not Peter’s confession at Caesarea Philippi have been
derived from the theology of the pnmitne Church, just as well as

the transfiguration? The only diiTerence is that the inadcnt at

Caesarea Philippi is more within the limits of the possible, whereas

the scene upon the mountain has a supernatural cr'ounng But is

the incident at Philippi so entirely natural ? 'Whence does Peter

know that Jesus is the Messiah ?

Ihis semi-sccptiasm is therefore quite unjustifiable^ since in

Mark natural and supernatural both stand in an equally good

and dose historical connexion Either, then, one must be com*

pletely scqitiGal like Bruno Bauer, and challenge without exception

all the facts and connexions of events asserted by Mark , or, if one

means to found an histoncal Life of Jesus upon Mark^ one must take

the Gospel as a whole because of the plan which runs nght through

it, accepting it as historical and then endeavounng to explain why

certain narratives, like the feeding of die multitude and the trans-

figuration, are bathed in a supernatural lighi^ and what is the

historical basis which underlies them A division between the

natural and supernatural in Mark is purely arbitraiy, because the

supernatural is an essential part of the history The mere fact that

he has not adopted the mythical material of the childhood stones

and the posbresurrection scenes ought to have been accepted as

evidence that the supernatural matenal which he does embody

belongs to a category of its own and cannot be simply rejected

as due to the invention of the primitive Chnstian community It

must belong in some way to the onginal tradition.

Oskar Holtrmann realises that to a certain extent According

to him Mark is a wnter "who embodied the matenals which he

received from the tradition more faithfully than discriminatingly

"That which was related as a symbol of inner events, he

as history—^in the case, for example^ of the temptation, the walking

on the sea, the transfiguration of Jesus" “Again in other ca^

be has made i remarkable occurrence into a supernatural miracle,

then, lorcinin the outline which he has gi^en of the hfe of Jesiw.

same time what he rdites That ts to siy, he is toU
to bdimc him, and silenced where ii is inconvenient No more comrf«e

of ihc Marcan hjpothcsis could possibly be gnen than this ^

Its lery foundation, the confident acceptance
?u”i be

Ifthere is to be an aaal)W of sources in Mark then M;uw r u t «
ascnboiio “ Ur-Markus. • otherwnse the nnMjais «****«” ", s of

But If “ Ur-Marlcus '*
is to be reconstructed on t ixa s ox

GguniUDD. nre «mong the d kmne •!

be^ned Dor ••p««nted • hjr hterenr
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as in the case of the feeding of the multitude where Jesus’

courageous love and ready organising skill overcame a momentaty
difficulty, whereas the Evangehst represents it as an amazmg
mirade of Divme omnipotence.”

Oskar Hoitzmann is dius more cautious than von Sodem He is

inchned to see in the material which be wishes to exclude &om the

history, not so much inventions of the Church as mistaken shaping

of bi^ry by Mark, and m this way he gets bade to genuine old-

fashioned rationalism In the feedmg of the multitude Jesus

showed ”the confidence of a courageous housewife who knows
how to provide skilfully for a great crowd of children from small

resources ” Perhaps in a future work Oskar Hoitzmann will be
less reserved, not for the sake of theology^ but of national well-

bemg, and wili inform his contemporanes what kind of domestic
economy it was which made it possible for the Lord to satisfy with
five loaves and two fidies severd thousand hungry men

Modem histoncal theology, therefore^ with its three-quarters

scepticism, is left at last with only a tom and tattered Gospd of
Mark in its hands One would naturally suppose that these pre-
lumnary operations upon the source would lead to the production
of a Life of Jesus of a similarly fragmentary character. Nothing
of the kind* The outlme is still the same as m Schenkel’s day,
and the confidence with which the construction is carried out is

not less complete. Only the catch-words with which the narrative
IS enlivened have been changed, beong now taken in part from
Nietzsche The liberal Jesus has given place to the Germanic
Jesus This is a figure which has as htrie to do with the Marcan
hypothesis as the “ liberal ” Jesus had whidi preceded it ; otherwise
It could not so easily have survived the downfall of die Go^el
of Mark as an histoncal source. It is evident, therefore, that this
professedly historical Jesus is not a purely historical figure but
one which has been artificially transplanted into history. As
formerly in Eenan the romantic spint created the personality of
Jesus m us own image^ so at the present day the Germanic spint
IS making a Jesus after its own likeness What is admitted as
historic is just what the Spirit of the time can take out of the records
in order to assimilate it to itself and bring out of it a living form

Fienssen betrays die secret of bis teachers when in HtUigenld
he confidendy supersenbes the narrative drawn from the “latest
cntical imestigations” with the tide “The Life of the Saviour
portrajred according to German research as the basis for a spintual
re-birth of the German nation

MttUnce, gemanises Jesus when he mnees. ‘'and th» aatnre» S04nd to the In spite of its inwardness there is no trace of an exasperatedseniimen^it) In spite of an the inteositf of prajer there is nothing ofa^m orvision No ‘tproljptic dtcam pictures find a lodging-pHce to ttis soS.”
^

IS ft miin who teadies a irorid teoonoaag ethic which somettmes soon to the
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As a matter of fact the Life of Jesus of the '*Manuscnpt is

unsatisfactoiy both saentifically and artistically, just because it aims

at being at once scientific and artistic If only Frenssen, uith

his strongly hfe-accepting instinct^ which gives to his thinking^

at least in his earhest wntings where he reveals himself without

artificiality, suck a wonderful sunpliaty and forces had dared to

read his Jesus boldly from the ongmal records^ without following

modem histoncal theology in all its meandenngs 1 He would ba\e

been able to force his way through the underwood well enough

if only he had been content to break the branches that got in his

way, instead of always waiting until some one went in front to

disentwine them for him The dependence to which he sur-

renders himself IS really distressing In readxi^g almost every

paragraph one can tell whether Kai Jans was looking, as he

wrote It, into Oskar Holtzmann or P W Schmidt or von Sodcn

Frenssen resigns the dramatic scene of the heahng of the blind

at Jencho Why? Because at this point he was listening

to Holtsmanii, who proposes to regard the heahng of the blind

man as only a symbolical representation of the "conversion of

Zacchaeus ” Frenssen’s masters have robbed him of all creative

spontaneity He does not permit himself to discover mofi/s for

himself, but confines himself to working over and treating in cruder

colours those which he finds in his teachers

And since he cannot veil his assumptions in the cautious, care-

fully modulated language of the theologians, the faults of the

modern treatment of the life of Jesus appear in him e^ggerated

an hundredfold The violent dislocation of narratives from their

connexion, and the forcing upon them of a modem int^retatwn,

becomes a mama with the wnter and a to^re to the

The range of knowledge not draivn from the text is infinitely

mcreased Kai Jans sees Jesus after the temptation cowemg

beneath the brow of the hill “a poor lonely man, to™

doubts, a man m the deepest distress " He kno^vs too ™ere

was Sten great danger that Jesus would « betray the “

heaven* and go back to His village to take up His handimft

Pfrnin, but now as a man ivith a tom and distracted soul and

conscience tortured by the gnawings of remorse.
m-relv

The oupil IS not content, as his teachers had been, merely

to nSe tte people sometimes beheve in Jesus and sometimes douM

seems to ha»e^ m an
jesua out of the torts, but Jrts added

f‘ ^forThTcbimcer. of iho

. tho MS Lifo ^ “f ‘hi*

th. Life w not .«opi.W,-»orted

out -^Transultos.
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Him ; he makes the enthusiastic earthly Messianic belief of the

people ** tug and tear ” at Jesus Himself Sometimes one is tempted

to ask whether the author in his zeal *‘to use conscientiously

the results of the whole range of scientific criticism ” has not for-

gotten the msdn thing, the study of the Gospels themselves

And is all this saence supposed to be new?^ Is this pcture

of Jesus really the outcome of the latest rniticism ? Has it not

been in emstence since the be^nning of the ’forties, since Weisse’s

critidsm of the Gospd history? Is it not in pnnciple the same

as Renan’s, only that Germanic lapses of taste here take the place

of GaUic, and “ German art for German people^” ^ here quite out

of places has done its best to remove from the picture eveiy trace

of fide^ty?

Kai Jans’ “Manuscnpt” represents the limit of the process of

diminishing the peisonahty of Jesus Weisse left Him still some
greatness, somethmg unexplained, and did not venture to apply to

everythmg the petty standards of mquisiUve modem psychology. In

the ’sixties psychology became more confident and Jesus smaller j

at the close of the century the confidence of psychology is at its

greatest and the figure of Jesus at its smallest—so small, that

Ftenssen ventures to let His life be projected and written by one
who 15 in the midst of a love affair t

This human life of Jesus is to be **heart-6timng ” fiom beginning

to end, and “m no respect to go beyond human standards” I And
this Jesus who racks His brains and shapes His plans” is to

contnbute to bnng about a rebirth of the German people. How
couid He? He is Himself only a phantom created hy the
Germanic mind in pursuit of a rehgious will-o’-the-wisp.

It is possible, however, to do injustice to Frenssen’s presentation,

and to the whole of the confident, unconsaously modernising
cnticism of ubich he here acts as the mouthpiece. These writers

have the great ment of havmg brought certain cultured circles

nearer to Jesus and made them more sympathetic towards Him
Their fault hes in their confidence, which has blinded them to what
Jesus IS and is not, what He can and cannot do, so that in the
end they fail to understand “ the signs of the times ” either as
historians or as men of the present

^ FVcbssens Km Jans professes to ha\e used the “results oi the whole rasge
of cnbcal mvesusanou*' m writing his work. Among the books which he enumerates
and recommends in the after-word, we miss the works of Strauss. Weisse. Keun.
Volktnar. ntid Biandt. snd. gener^y speokmg, the names of those who m the
past ha.\e done somethmg renll} great nnd ongtnal Of the modems, Johannes Weiss
IS It^ag Wrede is menuoned. bat is virtunllj ignored Pflcidcrer's remarkable
and profound presentation of Jesus in the Urehrtittrium (E-T “PTuniuie
Cfanstiamty.** wm u . 2909) » non-eanstent so far as be is concerned

* the ide^ that etecy praductum of Gmmnn art ^mdd be racy
of the soik It has its rdatiie justification ns a protfesi agamst the long subsemence
of some departments of Gcminn art to French tasie.->->TRAfiiSUiT(XR
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If me Jesus who owes lijs birth to the Mircin Jr-j'o'hKt

nnd modern ps}cholog> were capable of regcrcTAtin^

He would ha%c done u long ago, for He nenrU swlj oM
and his latest portrait^ are nnicli less lifc-l»kc thin those dr n l>

Wcjsse, Schcnkcl, and Rcnan< or b> Kcim, the mo^t brl/tn:

painter of them all

For the last ten )cars modem h^torical thcolog) ha^ more and
more adipted itself to the needs of the min in the street Mo*c
and more, c\cn in the best clissof works, it makes use of i:tr^(.tne

head-lines as a meins of presenting its results in i ]i\ih fo^’in to

the masses. Intoxicated ttitb its onn ingcnuft) in imcnimg ihc'c*

it becomes more and more conHdent in its cause, and has come tc

bche\ethat the world's salvation depend^ in no small measurevp'^f'

the spreading of its ovm "assured results broid c.ist amOiig the

people It IS time (hat it should begin to doubt it^^clf, to ctoub* iis

"historical” Jesus, to doubt the confidence with it

looked to its own construction for the moral and rchcious tc

generation of our time. Its Jesus is not nine, however Gcrmir’iC

they ma) make Him
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for the question, “Tell us Thy name m our speech and for our

day I
” But He does bless those who have wrestled widi Hinij so

that, though they cannot take Hun with them, yet, hke men who
have seen God face to face and received stren^h in their souls,

th^ go on their way with renewed courage ready to do battle with

the world and its powers.

But the histone Jesus and the Gennamc spirit cannot be

brou^t together eiccept by an act of histone violence which in

the end injures both rebgion and history A time will come when
our theology, with its pr^e m its histoncal character, will get nd of

its rationalistic Has* This bias leads it to project \^ck mto
history what belongs to our own time, the eager struggle of the

modem religious spirit with the Spint of Jesus, and seek in history

justification and authonty for its beginning The consequence is

that it creates the histoncal Jesus in its own image, so that it is not

the modem spint influenced by the Spirit of Jesu^ but the Jesus

of Nazaretii constructed by modem histoncal theology, that is set

to work upon our race.

Therefore both the theology and its picture of Jesus are poor
and weak Its Jesus, because He has been measured by the petty

standard of the modem man, at variance with himself not to say

of the modem candidate m theology who has made shipwreck,

the theologians themselves, because instead of seeking for them-
selves and others, how they may best bnng the Spint of Jesus in

hving power mto our woidd, they keep continually foigmg new
portraits of the histoncal Jesus, and thmk they have accomplished
something great when they have drawn an Oh ^ of astoni^ment
from the multitude, sudi as the crowds of a great aty emit on
catching sight of a new advertisement in coloured lights

Any one who, adminng the force and authonty of genuine
rationalism, has got nd of the naive self-satisfaction of modem
theology, which is m essence only the degenerate oflsprmg of
rationalism with a tincture of history, rejoices in the feebleness

and smaliticss of its professedly histone^ Jesus, rejoices in all those
who are beginning to doubt the truth of this portjraai^ rejoices m
the over-seventy with which it is attacked, rejoices to take a share
in Its destruction

Those who have begun to doubt are many, but most of them
only make known their doubts by their silence. There is one,
however, who has spoken out, and one of the greatest—Otto
Pfleiderer *

In the first edition of his Urthnsfeniufn^ pubhshed in 1887, he
still shared the current conceptions and constructions, except that
he held the credibility of Mark to be more aflected than was

> Bom m 1839 at Stettin. Studied at TObiagcn, tins appointed Professor w
1870 at Jena and in 1875 'll Berlin (Died 1908 )
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usually supposed hypothetical Pauline influences In the

second edition ^ his positive knowledge has been ground down in

the struggle with the sceptics—^it is Brandt who has espeaaliy

affected him—and with the partisans of eschatology This is the

first advance-guard action of modem theology coming mto touch

with the troops of Reimarus and Bruno Bauer
Ffleiderer accepts the purely eschatological conception of the

Kingdom of God and holds also that the ethics of Jesus were

wholly conditioned by eschatology But m regard to the question

of the Messiahship of Jesus he takes his stand with the sceptics

He rejects the hypothesis of a Messiah who^ as being a ‘^spintual

Messiah/’ conceals His claim, but on the other hand, he cannot

accept the eschatological Son-of-Man Messiahship having reference

to the future, which the eschatological school finds in the utterances

of Jesus, since it implies propheaes of His suffering, death, and

resurrection which cntiasm cannot admit “Instead of finding the

explanation of how the Messianic title arose in the reflections of

Jesus about the death which lay before Him," he is inclined to

find it “rather in the reflection of the Christian community upon

the catastrophic death and exaltation of its Xiord after this had

actually taken place

Even the Marcan narrative is not histoiy The scepticism in

regard to the mam source^ with which writers hke Oskar Holts-

mann, Schmiedel, and von Soden conduct a kind of intellectud

flirtation, is here erected mto a principle "It must be recognised,

says Pfleiderer, “that in respect of the recasting of the history

under theological influences, the whole of our Gospels stand m
pnnaple on the same footing The distinction between Marlq

the other two Synoptists, and John is only relative--a

of degree corresponding to different stages of theological refl^on

and the devdopment of the ecdesiastical consaousness it omy

Bruno Bauer could have lived to see this tnumph of his opimonsl

Pfleiderer, however, is conscious that scepticism, too, ns

difficulties He wishes, mdeed, to reject the <^°fess>on of Jwus

before the Sanhednn “because its histoncity is not ^ell

fnone of the disciples were present to hear i^ and the apo^y^w

prophecy which is added, Mark xiv 6a, is ^inly from

Sie id^ of the pnmihve Church)", on the
f*®**

mchned to admit as possibihties-tboagh

note of inteixogation—that Jesus may have

of the Passover pilgnms, and that the controversy mth the Scnbes

*r C/auh itr Urpmindt ^station, ^ aendeinic Icetuns,

>55
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about the Son of David had some kind of reference to Jesus

Himself

On the other hand, he takes it for granted that Jesus not

prophesy His death, on the ground that the arrest trial, and

betrayal must have lain outside all possibihty of calculation even

for Him All these, he thinks, came upon Jesus quite unesqpectedly.

The only thing that He might have apprehended was “an attack

by hved assassins,” and it is to this that He refers m the saying

about the two swords m Luke xxu 36 and 38, seeing that two

swords would have sudSced as a protection against sudi an attack

as that^ though hardly for anything farther. When, however, be

remarks in this connexion that “this has been constantly overlooked”

in the romances dealing with the Life of Jesus, he does injustice

to Bahrdt and Ventunni, since according to them the chief concern

of the secret society m the later period of the life of Jesus

was to protect Jesus from the assassination with which He was

menaceci and to secure His formal arrest and trial by the

Sanhednn. Their view of the histoncal situation is therefore

identical with Pfleidereris, viz, that assassmation was possibly

but that administrative action was unexpected and is inexplicable

But how IS this Jesus to be connected with pnmitive Christianity?

How did the pnmitive Church’s bdief in the Messiahship of Jesus

arise ? To that question Ffleiderer can give no other answer than

that of Volkmar and Brandt, that is to say, none He labonously

bnngs together wood, straw, and stubble, but where he gets the

fire from to kindle the whole into the ardent faith of primitive

Christianity he is unable to make dear.

According to Albert RalthofT,^ the fire lighted itself—Chris-

tiamty arose—^by spontaneous combustion, when the infiammable
matenal, religious and social, which had collected together in the
Roman Empire, came m contact with the Jewish Messianic
expectations Jesus of Nazareth never existed ; and even suppose

mg He had been one of the numerous Jewish Messiahs who were
put to death by crucifixion, He certainly did not found Christian!^
The story of Jesus whidi lies before us in the Gospels is in reahty
only the story of the way m which the picture of Chnst arose, that
is to say, the story of the growth of the Chnstian community
There is therefore no problem of the Life of Jesui^ but only a
problem of the Christ

^ Albert KalthofF, Ifas CAnsfuf/nr3/em Grtfudttitsen tu etntr ScnaUhtologit
(The Probtem of the Chnst Grottnd-plao of a Social Theolc^ ) Leipzig, 2902
87 pp

Dte Brt^el'un^ its Chn^ttyf Tr Ntut BeiirSge turn Chrutuspr^tm (Kotv
Chnsttanit) arose ) Leipzig. 1904. 155 pp

Albert Kalthoff sms bom m 1850 at &innen. and is engaged in oasloral wcnlE
la Bremea
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Kalthoff has not indeed always been so negative. When m
the year x88o he gave a senes of lectures on the Life of Jesus be
felt himself justified “in taking as his basis without further argument

the generally accepted results of modern theology " Afterwards he
became so completely doubtful about the Christ after the flesh

whom he had at that time depicted before his hearers that he

wished to exclude Him even from the register of theological

literature, and omitted to enter these lectures in the hst of his

wntings, although they had appeared m pnnt ^

His quarrel with the historical Jesus of modem theology was

that he could find no connecting hnk between the Life of Jesus

constructed by the latter and pnmitive Chnsdanity Modem
theology, he remarks in one passage^ with great jusface, finds itself

obliged to assume^ at the point where the history of the Church

begins, “an immediate declension from and falsification of, a pure

original principle^” and that in so doing “it is deserting the

recognised methods of historical science If then we cannot

trace the path from its banning onwards, we had better try to

work backwards, endeavouring first to define in the theology of

the primitive Church the values which we shall look to find again

in the Life of Jesus

In that he is right Modem histoncal theology will not have

refuted him untU it has explamed how Chnstianity arose om of

the hfe of Jesus without calhng in that theory of an initial “^u

of which Harnack, Wernl^ and all the rest make use Until this

modem theology has made it in some measure intrfligible how,

under the influence of the Jewish Messial sect, in the twinkling

of an eye, m every direction at once, Graeco-RomM popular

Chnstianity arose, until at least it has desenbed

Chnstianity of the first three generations, it must concede to wl

hypotheses which fairly face this problem and endeavour to solve

It their formal right of existence

The cnticism which Kalthoff directs against the p

accounts of the Life of Jesus in par^ very much to ‘he

“Jesus," he says in one plac^ "has been m^e
into which every theologian i^uis his onn ideas sh«y

remarks that if we follow "the Chnst "backwards from the E^Ura

and Gospels of the New Testament nght to the
Tf

of Danid, we always find m Him superhuman

. Das LOsa fesu l^tasas before .he Proiesloni Reforo. hoc«.> .«

Berlin Berlnii x88o X73 PP
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apply it to a mere historical man.” Bruno Bauer had urged the

same considerations upon the theology of his tim^ dedanng it to

be unthinkable that a man could have ansen among the Jews and

declared ** I am the Messiah ”

But the unfortunate thing is that Kalthoff has not worked

through Bruno Bauer’s criticism, and does not appear to assume

it as a basis, but remains standing half-way instead of thinking the

questions through to the end as that keen cntic did According

to Kalthoff It would appear that, year in year out, there was a

constant succession of Messianic disturbances among the Jews

and of cruafied claimants of the Messiahship ” There had been

many a ' Qirisl^’ ” he says in one plac^ ** before there was any

question of a Jesus in connexion with this title
”

How does Kalthoff know that ? If he had fairly considered

and fdt the force of Bruno Bauer’s arguments, he would never

have ventured on this assertion , he would have learned that it is

not only histoncally unproved, but intrinsically impossible

But Kalthoff was in far too great a hurry to present to his

readers a descnption of the growth of Chnstianity, and therewith

of the picture of the Chns^ to absorb thoroughly the cnticism of

his great predecessor. He soon leads his reader away from the

high road of criticism into a morass of speculation, in order to

amve by a short cut at Graeco-Roman primitive Chnsrianity.

But the trouble is that while the guide walks lightly and safely,

the ordinary man, weighed down by the pressure of histoncal

considerations, sinks to nse no more.
The conjectural argument which Kalthoff follows out is in

itself acute, and forms a suitable pendant to Bauer's recon-

struction of the course of events Bauer proposed to denve
Chnsbanity from the Graeco-Roman philosophy ; Kalthoff, recognis-

ing that the origin of popular Chnstiamty constitutes the mam
question, takes as his starting-pomt the social movements of the
time

In the Roman Empire^ so runs his argument^ among the
oppressed masses of the slaves and the populace, eruptive forces

were concentrated under high tension A communistic movement
arose, to which the influence of the Jewish element in the
proletanat gave a MessianioApocalyphc colounng The Jewish
synagogue influenced Roman social conditions so that “ the crude
social ferment at work in the Roman Empire amalgamated itself

with the religious and philosophical forces of the tune to form the
new Christian social movement” Early Christian wnters had
learned m the synagogue to construct “personifications” The
whole Late-Jewish literature rests upon this principle. Thus ** the
Christ” became the ideal hero of the Christian community,
“from the socio-rehgtous standpomt the figure of Christ is the
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subhmated religious expression for the sum of the soaal and ethical

forces which were at work at a certain penod The Lord's Supper

was the memorial feast of this ideal hera
*'As the Christ to whose Parousia the community looks

forward this Hero god of the community bears within ilimseif the

capaafy for expansion into the God of the universe^ into the

Christ of the Church, who is identical in essential nature with God
the Father Thus the belief in the Chnst brought the Messianic

hope of the future into the minds of the masses who had already

a certam oiganxsation; and hy directiug their thoughts towards the

future It won aB those who were sick of the past and despairing

about the present”’

The death and resurrection of Jesus represent expenences of

the community “For a Jew crucified under^ Pontius Pilate

there was certainly no resurrection All that is possible xs a

vague hypothesis of a vision lacking all histoncal reality, or an

escape into the vaguenesses of theological phraseology. But

for the Christian community the resurrection was something real,

a matter of fact For the community as such was not annihi-

lated in that persecution; it drew from it, rather, new strength

and life.” .

But what about the foundations of this imposing structure?

For what he has to tell us about the condition of the Roman

Empire and the social organisation of the proletanat in the lime

of Trajan—for it was then that the Church first came out into the

light—we may leave the re^onsibihty with But we

imist inquire more closely how he bnugs the Jewish apocalyptic

into contact with the Roman proletanat
, , _ .. - j

Communism, he says, was common to bmh It

which united the apocalyptic “ other-worldlmess with tmlny

The only difEculty is that Kalthoff omits to

out of the Jewish apocalypses

mental economic idea of the apocalyptic mtea
f, -

from the first with a special preparation of apocalyptic

sociahstic or HeUenistic character. Messiamsm is

,

have taken its rise from the Deutcronomic

theory which staves to realise itsdf in practice, ^

-S

ferfii more or less lolerible
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to speak with the utmost possible caution, its existence must not

be asserted in the absence of all proof

But, supposmg it were admitted that Jewish apocalyptic had

some affinity for the Hellenic world, that it was Platonic and

communistic, how axe we to explain the fact that the Gospels,

which descnbe the genesis of Christ and Chnstiamty, imply a

Galilaean and not a Roman environment ?

As a matter of fact, Kalthoff say^ they do imply a

Roman environment The scene of the Gospd history is laid in

Palestine, but it is drawn in Rome The agianan conditions

implied in the narratives and parables are Roman. A vineyard

with a wme-press of its own could only be found, according to

Ealtboff, on the large Roman estates So^ too^ the legal con-

ditions. The nght of the creditor to sell the debtor, with his wife

and children, is a feature of Roman, not of Jewish law.

Peter everywhere symbolises the Church at Rome The
confession of Peter had to be transferred to Caesarea Philippi

because this town, ‘*as the seat of the Roman administration,”

symbolised for Palestine the political presence of Rome.
The woman with the issue was perhaps Poppaea Sabina, the

wife of Nero, who in view of her strong leaning towards Judaism
might well be descnbed in the symbohcal style of the apocalyptic

wntings as the woman who touched the hem of Jesus’ garment ”

The story of the unfaithful steward alludes to Pope Calhxtu^
who, when the ^ve of a Christian in high position, was condemned
to &e mines for the cnme of embezzlement , that of the woman
who was a smner refers to Marcia, the powerful mistress of

Commodus, at whose intercession Cdbxtus was released, to be
advanced soon afterwards to the bishopric of Rome ‘‘These two
nairatnes, therefore,*' Kalthofif suggests, "which very clearly allude
to events well known at that time, and doubtless much ^cussed
in the Christian community, were admitted mto the Gospel to
express the views of the Church regardmg the bfe-story of a Roman
bishop whidi had run its course under the eyes of the community,
and thereby to give to the events themselves the Church’s sanction
and interpretation.”

Kalthoff does not, unfortunately, mention whether this is a case
of sunple, ingenuous, or of conscious, didactic, Early Chnstian
imagination.

That kind of criticism is a casting out of Satan by the aid of
Beelzebub If he was going to invent on this scales Kalthoff need
not have found any difficulty m accepting the ^ure of Jesus
c\olred by modem theology One feds annoyed with him because,
while his thesis is ingenious, and, as against "modem theology"
has a considerable measure of justification, he has worked it out
in so uninteresting a fashion. He has no one but himself to blame
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for the fact that instead of leading to the right explanation, it only
introduced a weansome and unproductive controversy^

In the end there remains scarcely a shade of distinction

between E^thoiT and his opponents They want to hnng their

“historical Jesus’’ into the midst of our time He wants to do
the same with his “Christ ” “A secularised Chris^” he says^ “as
the type of tlic self-determined man who amid stnfe and suffering

carries through victonously, and fully realises^ His own personahty

in order to give the infinite fullness of love which He bears within

Himself as a blessing to mankind—a Christ such as that can

awaken to new life the antique Chnst-type of the Church. He
IS no longer the Christ of the scholar, of the abstract theological

thinker with his scholastic rules and methods He is the people’s

Christ, the Cbnst J the ordinary man, the figure in which ah those

powers of the human soul which are most natural and simpl&^nd
therefore most exalted and divine—^find an expression at once

sensible and spuilual” But that is precisely the descnption of

the Jesus of modern historical theology, why, then, make this

long roundabout through scepticism ? The Christ of Kalthoff is

nothing else than the Jesus of those vdxom he combats in such a

lofty fashion , the only difference is that he draws his figure of Chnst

m led ink on blotting-paper, and because it is red in colour and

smudgy in outime, wants to make out that it is something new.

It IS on ethical grounds that Eduard von Hartmann^ refuses to

accept the Jesus of modern theology. He finds fault with it

because m its anxiety to retain a personality which would be of

value to religion it does not suflScicntly distinguish between the

authentic and the “ histoncal ” Jesus When criticism has removed

the paintings-over and retouchings to which this authentic portrait

of Jesus has been subjected, it reaches, according to him, an un-

recognisable pomting below, in which it is impossible to discover

any clear hkeness, least of all one of any religious use and value

Were it not for the tenacity and the simple fidehty of the

epic tradition, nothing whatever would have remained of the

histone Jesus What has remained is merely of histoncal ana

psycholog^al interest.

At His first appearance the histone Jesus was, accordmg to

t Aemnst Killhoff WiUirim Boufaet. fTas mtun var vo» /oust

Lmturts ddivered before the Protestanteowrem Bremen

to reply Albert KiOtboff, wwwe wr «w /««r A

w TTann Uas CAfw/tt/- ttftd ChyisUntum^yMtnt hit Kclth^ (Jii
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Eduard von Hartmann, almost an impersonal being,” since He
regarded Himself so ei^^usively as the vehicle of His message that

His personabty hardly came into the qaeshon As tune went

on, hovicver, He developed a taste for glory and for wonderful

de^ and fell at last into a condidon of ** abnormal exaltation of

personality” In the end He declares Himself to His disciples

and before the council as Messiah. *'When He fdt Hss death

drawing nigh He struck the balance of His life^ found His mission

a failure, His person and His cause abandoned by God, and died

with the unanswered question on His bps, ‘My God, why hast

thou forsaken me ?
’ ”

It is significant that Eduard von Hartmann has not fallen into

the mistake of Schopenhauer and many other philosophers, of

identifying the pessimism of Jesus with the Indian speculative

pessimism of Buddha, The pessimism of Jesu^ he says, is not

metaphysical, it is “a pessimism of indignation,” born of the

intolerable social and political conditions of the time Von
Hartmann also clearly recognises the significance of eschatology,

but he does not define its character quite correctly, duce he bases

his impressions solely on the Talmud, hardly making any use of

the Old Testament, of Enoch, the Psalms of Solomon, Baruch,
or Fourth Ezra. He has an irritating way of still using the name
“Jehovah.”

Like Rmmanis—^von Hartmann’s positions are amply modern-
ised Reimams—be is anxious to show that Christian theology has
lost the right “to treat the ideal Kingdom of God as belonging to
Itself” Jesus and His teaching, so far as they have been preserved,
belong to Judaism His ethic is for us strange and full of stumbling-
blocks He despises work, property, and the duties of family hfe
Hts gospel IS fundamentally plebeian, and completdiy excludes the
idea of any aristocracy except in so far as it consents to plebeianise
itself and this is true not only as regards the aristocracy of rank,
property, and fortune, but also the aristocracy of intellect Von
Hartmann cannot resist the temptation to accuse Jesus of ” Semitic
harshness,” finding the evidence of this duefiy in Mark iv is, where
Jesus dedares that the purpose of His parables was to obscure
His teaching and cause the hearts of the people to be hardened.

His judgment upon Jesus is : “He had no genius, but a certam
taleiit which, m the complete absence of any sound education,
produced in general only moderate results^ and was not sufficient
to presene Him from numerous weaknesses and serious errors, at
heart a fanatic and a transcendental enthusiast, who m ^ite of an
inborn kindliness of disposition hates and despises the world and
everj'thing it contains, and holds any mterest in it to be injurious to
the sole true, transcendental interest

j an amiable and modest
joulh who, through a remarijible concatenation of circumstances
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am%cd ai the idea, ^hich l^as at thti lime cp.dcmic^* ihii He ri5
Himself the expected Messiah, and in consequence of this met
His fate

”

It IS to be regretted that a mind like Eduard \on Hirtminn^
should not ha\c got bc>ond the cxicmils of the history, and midc
an effort to grasp the simple and imprcssne great ncS'^ of the ri:;ure

of Jesus in Its eschatological setting , and that he should
he has disposed of the strangeness nhich lie finds in Jesus nhen
he has made it as small as possible And }ct in another rc^{/cct

there is something satisfactory about his book It is the open
struggle of the Germanic spirit with Jesus In this bittlc the victory

mil rest srith true greatness Others ^\antcd to make peace before

the struggle, or thought that theologians could fight the bittlc

alone, and spare their contcmporancs the doubts about the histomal

Jesus through ishich it uas necessary to pass in order to reach the

eternal Jesus—and to this end they kept preaching rcconciliition

while fighting the battle They could only preach it on a buis of

postulate^ and postulates make poor preaching] 7hus, Juheher,

for example^ in his latest sketches of the Life of Jesus* distingui'^hcs

bcUsccn "Jewish and supra-Jcwish^ in Jesus, and holds that Jc*:us

transferred the ideal of the Kingdom of God " to the solid ground

of the present, bringing it into the course of historical cicntr/*

and further “associated with the Kingdom of God*’ the idea of

dc\cIopmcnt which was utterly opposed to all Jewish ideas abo:t

the Kingdom Julichcr also desires to raise “the stroncost

protest against the poor little definition of His preaching which

mclkes It consist in nothing further than an announcement of the

nearness of the Kingdom, and an exhortation to the repentance

necessary as a condition for attaining the Kingdom ”

But when has a protest against the pure truth of history c\ct

been of any avail? Why proclaim peace where there is no peicc,

and attempt to pul back the clock of lime ? Is it not cnougii tint

Schiciermachcr and Ritschl succeeded again and again in mst ing

theology send on earth peace instead of a sword, and docs no* the
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weakness of ChnsUan thought as compared with the general culture

of our time result from the fact that it did not face the battle when

It ought to have faced it, but persisted in appealing to a court of

arbitration on which all the sciences were represented, but which

it had successfully bnbed in advance ?

Now there comes to join the philosophers a jurist Herr

Doctor jur De Jonge lends his aid to Eduard von Hartmann

in " destroying the ecclesiastical,” and “ unveiling the Jewish picture

of Jesus ” ^

De Jonge is a Jew by birth, baptized in 1889, •who on the

22nd of November 1902 again separated himself horn the Christian

communion and was desirous of being received Lack “with certain

evangelical reservations ” mto the Jewish community In spite of

his faithful observance of the Law, this was refused Now he is

waiting “tmtil in the Synagogue of the twentieth century a fireedom

of conscience is accorded to him equal to that which in the first

century was enjoyed by John, the beloved disaple of Jeschua of

Nazareth” In the meantime he beguiles the penod of waiting

by descnbing Jesus and His earhest followers m the character of

pattern Jews^ and sets them to work in the mterest of his “Jewish

views with evangehcal reservations
”

It IS the colourless, characterless Jesus of the Supenntendents
and Konsistonalrats which especially arouses his enmity With
this figure he contrasts his own Jesus, the man of holy anger, the

man of holy calm, the man of holy melancholy, the master of

dialectic, the imperious ruler, the man of high gifts and practical

ability, the man of inexorable consistency and reforming vigour.

Jesus was, according to De Jonge^ a pupil of Hillel He
demanded voluntary poverty only in special cases, not as a general

pnnaple. In the case of the nch young man. He knew “ that the
property whidi he had inhented was denved in this jiarticalax case
from impure sources which must be cut off at once and for ever.”

But how does De Jonge know that Jesus knew this?

A wiiter who is attacking the common theological picture of

Jesus, and who displays in the process, as De Jonge does, not only

' Juehta DtrhXasnuihtjBi^sthsMtLnn ZtrstSrungduktrchltehent EnthttUung
BttUn. 1904, xza pp Earlier slndies of the Life of Jesus

from the Jewish point ofview had bea less ambitions Dr Aug Wlinsche had uTitten
in 1872 on "Jesus m His attitude towards women" from the Thlmudic standpoint
(146 pp ), and bad descnbed Him from the same standpoint as a Jesus who rejoiced
in life, Der ithntfratdtge Jents der ^^iuehen Etiangelten tm Gtgtftsais turn
ieidtnden Afmas der Kxreht^ Leipzig. i8^, 444 pp T^e basis is so far correct,
that the eschatological, uorld-renouneing eltoc which we find in Jcsns was due to
temporarr conditions and ts therefore transnozy. and bad nothing whateier to do
wth Judaism as sndi The spint of the Law is the opposite of world renouncing
But the Talmud, be its Indiitons never so trustworUqr. conld teach us httle about Jesus
because it has preserved scared} a trace of that eschatological phase of Jewish
rehgion and ethics.

8X
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wit and address, but historical intuition, ought not to fall into the

error of the theology with which he is at feud, he ought to use
sober history as his weapon against the supplementary knowledge
which his opponents seem to find between the hnes^ instead of

meeting it with an esotenc histoncal knowledge of his own.

De Jonge knows that Jesus possessed property inhented from

His &ther . One proof may serve where many might be given

—

the hasty flight into Egypt with his whole family to escape from

Herod, and the long sojourn in that country ”

De Jonge knows—^he is here, however, followmg the Gospel of

John, to which he eveiyvdiere gives the preference—^that Jesus was

between forty and fifty years old at the tune of His first coming

forward pubhcly The statement in Luke iii 23, that He was wira

thir^ years old, can only mislead those who do not remember that

Luke was a portrait painter and only meant that “Jeschua, in

consequence of His glonous beauty and His ever-youthful appear

ance, looked ten years younger than He really was "

De Jonge knows ^so that Jesus, at the time when He first

emerged from obscunty, was a widower and had a little son—the

•*lad ” of John vi 9,
who had the five barley loaves and two fishes

was m fact His son This and many other things the author finds

in “ the glonous John ” According to De Jonge too we ought to

think of Jesus as the anstocratic Jew, more accustomed to a dress

coat than to a workman’s blouse, something of an expert, as

appears from some of the parables, m matters of the table, and

conning the menu with interest when He dined with “pnvy-finance-

councillor ” Zacchaeus

But this IS to modernise more distressmgly than even the

theologians 1

De Jonge*s one^ded preference for the Fourth Gospel is shared

by Kirchbach’s book, "What did Jesus teach?"* but 6^*7*

thing, instead of being judaised, is spintualised Kirchbach doK

not seem to have been acquainted with Noack’s "Hwtoiy of Jesu%

otherwise he would hardly have ventured to repeat the same

experiment without the latter’s touch of genius and with much less

skill and knowledge r ir nan
The teaching of Jesus is interpreted on the Imes of the itan^

philosophy. The saying, "No man hath seen God at any ume, b

to be understood as if it were derived from the same

thought as the " Critique of Pare Reason " Jesus always used tne

trwxd, uanslatrt, atmnEcd, and explained on tlie basis or me nnpnw ,

1897
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words “ death ” and “ life ” in a purely metaphoncal sense Eternal

life IS for Him not a life an another worlds but in the present. He
speaks of Himself as the Son of God, not as the Jewish Messiah.

Son of Man is only the ethical eicplanation of Son of God The
only reason why a Son-of-Man problem has arisen, os because

Matthew translated the anaent term Son of Man in the onginal

collection of Logia ” with extreme hterality
”

The great discourse of Matt, xxiu with its warnings and

thrcatenings is, according to Kitchbach, merely ”a patnotic oration

in which Jesus gives expression in moving words to His opposition

to the Pharisees and His inborn love of His native land ”

The teaching of Jesus is not ascetic, it closely resembles the

real teaching of Epicurus, ** that is, the rejection of all false meta-

physics, and the resulting condition of blessedness, of malaria**

The only purpose of the demand addressed to the nch young man
was to try him “ If the youth, instead of linking away dejectedly

because he was called upon to sell all his goods>, had rephed,

confident in the possession of a nch fimd of courage, energy, abihty,

and knowledge, ' Right gladly It will not go to my heart to part

with my little bit of property , if Pm not to have it, why then I can

do without it,’ the Rabbi would probably in that case not have
taken him at his word, but would have said, ‘ Young man, I hke
you. You have a good chance before you, you may do something

in the Kingdom of God, and in any case fbr My sake you may
attach yoursdf to Me by way of tnal We can talk about your
stocks and bonds later

’

Finally, Kirchbach succeeds, thou^ only, it must be admitted,

by the aid of some rather awkward phraseology, in spintualising

John VI It 15 not the body,” he explains, “ of the long departed
thinker, who apparently attached no importance whatever to the
question of personal survival, that we^ who understand Him in the
right Greek sense, ' eat ’

, in the sense which He intended, we eat

and dnnk, and absorb into ourselves. His teaching, His spint, His
sublime conception of life, by constantly recalling them in connexion
with the symbol of bread and fiesh, the s^mibol of blood, the
symbol of water ” *

Worthless asKirchbach’s Life of Jesus is from an histoncal point
of view, It IS quite comprehensible as a phase in the struggle
between the modem view of the world and Jesus The aim of the

2 BcroFC him, Hugo Delff, in his Hutoty Raibt /esus cfNatantk {Leipzig,
X889, 428 pp ), had confined himself to uie Fourth Gospd, and even uithin that
Gospel he dren some cnttcal distmciiODs His Jesus at first conceals His Mcssiohship
from the fear of vonsing the political expectations of the people, and speaks to them
of the Son of Man m the third person. At Hts second visit to Jerusalem He breaks
uith the rulers, is subsequently compelled, m consequence of the conflict o\cr the
Sabbath, to lea\e Galilee, and tihen gives up Hisown people and turns to the heathen
DelfT ctphins the raising of Lazarus by supposing him to have been Inmed in a state
of trance.
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tioik IS (o rct*iin His significance roramctaph>sical and nonascelic

time I and since it is not possible to do tins in the case of the

historical Jesus the auihur denies Ills CMStcncc in favour of an

apocf>plnl Jesus

It 15, in fact, the rharncterLtic feature of the Lifc-of-Jcsus

luenture on the thrcshohl of thcnc>\ ccntiir) cten in the produc-

tions of profcs'ttdiy histones I and scicnliHc thculog), to subordinate

the histoncil interest to the interest of the general storld sicw And
tho&e who “mest the Kingdom of Hca\cn ''arc beginning to wrest

Jesus irimsolf along with it. Men who have no qualifications for

the task, whose ignorance is nothing less than cnminal, who loftil)

anithcinatisc scicittific ilicolog) insteid of nnling thcmscKcs in

some tncastirc ncquiintcd with the rcseirchcs winch it has earned

out, fi-cl impelled to wntc a Life of Jesus, in order to set forth their

gi'iicnl religious \icw in a portrait of Jesus winch has not the

fiintest chilli to be JiLtorical, and the most far fetched of these

find favour, and arc cagcrl> absorbed by the multitude

It would be something to be thankful for if all these Lises of

Jesus were bised on as definite an idea and as acute histonca)

obscnition as we find in Albert Dulk's "The Error of the

Life of Jesus " * In Pulk the stor} of the fate of Jesus is also the

stof) of the fate of ^L]fgio^ The Gihlaean tcichcr, whose true

character was marked b> deep religious inwardness, was doomed to

destruction from the moment when He set Himself upon the di»y

heights of the di\tne sonship and the csclntolcgical ctpeclation

He died in des|nir, basing satniy expected, down to the >ci> last, a

'•telegram from heaicn '* Religion as a whole can onl^ aioid the

same fate by renouncing all transcendental elements

The s'asl numbers of imagimtisc Lises of Jesus shrink into

remarkably small compass on a dose examination When one

knows two or three of them, one knows them all Tht^ haxe

scarcely altered since Vcnlunni’s lime, except that some of tne

cures performed b) Jesus arc handled in the modem Lues from ine

point of xiew' of the recent inxcstigations in hypnotism ana

suggestion *

> Allien Dulk. Drr
iargttMlt J:nltr Ttil D t M)rt>-her » umir vrd dtt ™
3M PP 7-rnUr Tetl Dtr Meuiamrt^( vai dir Ertt :

W (The nrror of (tie Life of /esus. Itooneall, SSf
Pi I The Histoncnl Roots xni! the GiIiIimh Blossom 10- ii ,Tht Messnw«

iurt^eT*»n )
The eou«e of Dulk’s o™ life somel^hnt~ ^

niSio, he came ^minentl) foninn! in the reiolutioa of 1B48, «
pwtphteteer nnil -iffinlor Later. » ^Seial

Journcfs, e^en 10 Sinn and 10 Liplmd Finally, he worked os

‘‘'T^s"S["^^.Scn1‘1f^h» « supplied fJ^i^PCks":
Sr,U drr ffnlsISiskrtt /cfu ( Psjchninc

“iid.
Hcilinfi), 1889, m which a luminous rewew of the medical maienH
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According to Paul de ^ Jesus was born out of wedlock

Joseph, however, gave shelter and protection to the znotber De
R4gla dw^s on the beauty of the child **His ^es were not

exceptionally large, but were well'Opened, and were shaded by long.

Silky, dark'brown e) clashes, and rather deep-set They were of a

blue-grey colour, which changed with changing emotions, taking on
vanous shades, especially blue and brownish-grey

”

He and His disciples were Essenes, as was also the Baptist

That implies that He was no longer a Jew in the stnct sense Ebs
preaching dealt with the rights of man, and put forward sociahstic

and communistic demands • His rdigion in ihe pure consciousness

of communion with God With eschatology He had nothing r&hat*

ever to do, it was first interpolated into His teaching by Matthew
The mirades are all to be explamed by suggestion and

hypnotism At the marriage at Cana, Jesus noticed that the guests

were taking too much, and therefore secretly bade the servants

pour out water instead of wine while He Himself said, ” Drink, this

ts better wme.^' In this way He succeeded in suggesting to a part

of die company that they were really dnnkmg wine The
feeding of the multitude is explained by stnkmg out a couple of

noughts from the numbers , the raismg of Lazarus by supposing it a
case of premature burial. Jesus Himself when taken down from
the cross was not dead, and the Essenes succeeded in reanimating
Him His work is mspired with hatred against Cathohcism, but
with a real reverence for Jesus

Another mere variant of the plan of Ventunni is the fictitious

Life of Jesus of Pierre Nahor.* The sentimental descnptions of
nature and the long dialogues charactensuc of the Lives of Jesus
of a hundred years ago are here again in full force. After John
had already begun to preach in the neighbourhood of the Dead
Sea, Jesu^ in company with a distinguished Brahmin who possessed
property at Nazareth and had an influential following in Jerusalem,
made a journey to Egypt and was there mdoctnnated into all kinds

Egyptian, ^ene, and Indian philosophy, thus gi\ing the author.

See 'ilso Dr K Kunst C^rutus medtcuSt fieilnirg in Baiden, 1905, 74 pp Tlie
saentifie value of thut work is, however, very much reduced bj the fact that the
author has no acquaintance with the prcl^nat^ questions belonging to the sphere of
history and literature, and r^*trds alt the mtrades of healing as actual etents.
bdievmg himself able to explain them from the medical point of view The tendency
01 the work is mvinly apologetic.

^ ^^serthedfrom ihtScttnftfic^HtxUtrtedl^ andSceialPointm
I lew lYanslaied from the French German) bj A. Jusu lieiptig, X894 Tl»
author, whose real name is P A Desjardin, is a practising physician De Rfela,
too. makes the Fourth Gospel the b*isis of his niriatite.

* PiiOT Nahor (Emilic Lerou). Jesus TraDslated from the French by Walter
Biocn Benin, 1905 Its motto is The figure of Jesus belongs, like all mysterious,
heroic, or mythical figures, to legend and poetry In the int^uction we find the
Mitement, *• This book is a confession of faxtli ** Tlie narratite is on the
Fourth Gospel
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or rather the authoress an opportunity to develop her ideas on
the philosophy of religion in didactic ^alogues When He soon
afterwards begins to work in Gahlee the young teacher is much
aided by the fact that, at the instance of His fellow-trayelter, He
had acquired from Egyptian mendicants a practical acquaintance

with the secrets of hypnotism By His skill He healed Mary of

Magdala, a distinguished courtesan of Tibenas Th^ had met
before at Alexandria* After being cured she left Tibenas and
went to lire in a small house, inhented from her mother, at

Magdala
Jesus Himself never went to Tibena^ but the social world of

that place took an interest m Him, and often had itself rowed to

the beach when He was preaching Rich and pious ladies used to

inquire of Him where He thought of preaching to the people on a

given day, and sent baskets of bread and dned fish to the spot

which He indicated, that the multitude might not sufier hunger.

This is the explanation of the stones about the feeding of the

multitudes, the people had no idea whence Jesus suddenly

obtained the supplies which He caused His disciples to distnbute.

When he became aware that the pnests had resolved upon

His death, Hfe made His fnend Joseph of Anmathea, a leadmg

man among the Essenes, promise that he would take Him down

from the cross as soon as possible and lay Him in the grave without

other witnesses Only Nicodemus wras to be present On the

cross He put Himself into a cataleptic trance , He was taken down

from the cross seemingly dead, and came to Himself again in the

grave After appeanng several times to His disciples he set out

for Nazareth and dragged His way painfully thither With a last

effort He reaches the house of His mystenous old Indian teacher

At the door He falls helpless, just as the morning dawns The old

slave-woman recognises Hun and cames Him into the housei

where He dies, “The serene solemn night withdrew and day

broke in blinding splendour behind Tibenas ”

Nikolas Notowitsch^ finds in Luke i So ("And the child grew

^ La yte tneonnw de Jisus-Chrtst Pans, 1894 3« PP German,

Ute Die Uteke tm LOen/esu (The Gap in the Life of Jesus), Stuttgart, 1894 x«o pp

Set Holtzmann in Ibe Tkeoi Jahresbtrtchi^ wv p ^4° m
In a certain limited sense the work of A Lillie, TAs Lnfutnet Buddhism

Pt^thve CbrttHantiy (London, 1B93). » to *>« number^ ammg
on the life of Jesus The fictitious eluent consists m Jesus being mode an Essene

the writer, and Hksenism equated with Buddhism - ^^ •edifying” lom-mces on the hfe of Jesus intended for family

that rSfc ESrglish^nter J H Ingraham P^nce cf the

had a ^ery long lease of life. It appeared in a German translation as early

tRcBi and reissued m 1906 (Brunswickj
r Pnhi

A ficlilioiis life of Jesus of wonderful beau^ is Peter RosejBcr's / ^
««o armat Sanders (The Glad Tidings of a poor Sinner). Leipi®. Sm

n‘S!n;V^mtM ««als ilself in C Baneb's

Detcher* 1899
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, . . andwasin the deserts until the day of his shewing unto Israer*)

a “gap in the life of Jesus,” in spite of the fact that this passage

refers to the Baptist, and proposes to M it by putting Jesus to

school with the Brahmins and Buddhists from His thirteenth to

His twenty-ninth year As evidence for this he refers to statements

about Buddhist worship of a certain Issa which he profesbcs to

have found m the monastenes of Little Thibet The whole thing

<5, as was shown by the e'^perts, a barefaced swindle and an

impudent invention.

To the fictitious Lives of Jesus belong also in the mam the

theosophical “ Lives,” which equally play fast and loose with the

history, though here \^ith a view to proving that Jesus had absorbed

the Egyptian and Indian theosophy, and had been indoctnnated

with “occult science.” The theosophists, however, have the

advantage of escaping the dilemma between reanimation after a

trance and resurrection, smce they are convmced that it was

possible for Jesus to reassume His body after He had really died.

But in the touching up and embellishment of the Gospel narratives

they out-do even the romancers.

Ernest Bosc,^ wnting as a theosophlst, makes it the chief aim of

his work to desenbe the oriental origin of Christianity, and
ventures to assert that Jesus was not a Semite^ but an Aryan The
Fourth Gospel i^ of course the basis of his representation He
does not hesitate, however, to appeal also to the anonymous
“Revelations” published m 1849, ^hich are a mere plagiarism

from Ventunm.
A work nhich is written with some ability and with much

out-of-the-way learning is “ Did Jesus hve too b c ? ” * The author

compares the Christian tradition with the Jewish, and finds m the
latter a reminiscence of a Jesus who lived in the time of Alexander
Jannaeus (104-76 sa) This person was transferred by the

earliest Evangelist to the later period, the attempt being faahtated
hy the fact that dunng the procuratorship of Pilate a false prophet
had attracted some attention. The author, however, only professes

to offer It as a hypothesis, and apologises in advance for the offence
which Jt IS likely to cause.

^ La Vte iseiinque de Jisu-Chrtst et ies ongtnes onentaUs du eknstianime.
Fans, X903 445 pp

That Jesos was of Aiyan race Is aligned hj A. MOUer, who assumes a Gaulish
mmigration into Galilee. Jtsux tin Arttr Lcipsig, X904 74 pp

^ Dtd Jtsta livE 100 Bc^t London and Beiures Thet^phtcad Pubhshtng
» X903 440 pp

A soentific discussion of the ** Toledoth Jeshu," with citatioAs from the Talmudic
tradition concerning Jesus, is offered hy S Kranss, Das Leien Jtnt naek judtsclitn
Qut*ler xpoa 309 pp According to him the Tbtedotk Jeshu was committed
to anting m the fifth century, and he is of opinion that the Jenudi legend is only a
modified version of the Christian tradition
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THOROUGHGOING SCEPTICISM AND THOROUGH-
GOING ESCHATOLOGY

W Wnde Das Messiasgdwimiiis m den Evangdien ZngleiGb em Beitrag sum
Verslandnis des MBikusevangdinnis (The Messianic Scent in the Grapeb
Forming a contnbnUon also to tfae understanding of the Qospd d Mark )
Gottingen. 190Z s86 pp

'

Albert Bcb^itaar Das MessianiUtts- imd Leideosgeheimms Erne dm^bens Jesu. (The Secret of the Messiaihsfaip and tfae Basston A Sketch of
the Life ofJesus ) Tubingen and Leipagi Z90X Z09 pp

The coinadeDce between the work of Wrede^ and the Sketch of
the Life of Jesus ” is not more suzpnsing in regard to the tune of
their appearance than in regard to the character of their contents
They appeared upon the self-same day, their titles are almost
identical, and their agreement in the criticism of the modem
historical conception of the life of Jesus extends sometimes to the
very phraseology And yet they are written from quite different

standpoint^ one from the point of view of hteraiy cnbasm, the
other from that of the historical recognition of esdiatology It

seems to be the fate of the Marcan hypothesis that at the decisive

periods its problems should aluays be attadced simultaneously and
independently from the hteraiy and the histoncal sides, and the

results declared in two different forms which corroborate each

other So it was m the case of Weisse and Wilke, so it is again

now, when, retaining the assumption of the pnon^ of Maik, the

histoncity of the hitherto accepted view of the life of Jesu^ toed
upon the Marcan narrative, is called in question

I William Wrede, born m 1859 at BOcken m Hanover, was Professor at Breslau

(He died in X907

)

Wrede names as bis real predecessors on tfae same fanes Bruno Bauer, Volknar,

and the Dnl^ nnter Hodcstra {**De Chnstologie van fact canonidce Mbicus

Evangdie, vergdeken met die van de beide andere synoptie^e Evangdien." TMtvl

Tt^dsehnfit v . xS/z)

In a certain hnuted degree the work of l^est Havet {Le Cknshamspu ti mu

engines) lias a glam to be classed in the same category Has scepucism refen

pnnapaily to the entry into Jerusalem and the stony of the passion

32«
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The meaning of that is that the hteiaiy and the eschatological

view, which have hitherto been marching parallel, on either flank,

to the advance of modem theology, have now united their forces,

brought theology to a halt, surrounded it, and compdled it to give

battle

That m the last three or four years so much has been v ritten

in which this enveloping movement has been ignored does not alter

the real position of modem histoncal theology in the least The
fact IS deserving of notice that dunng this penod the study of the

sul^ect has not made a step in advance but has kept moving to

and fro upon the old lines with weansome iteration, and has
thrown itself with excessive zeal into the work of populansation,

simply because it was incapable of advancmg
And even if it professes gratitude to Wrede for the very

interesting histoncal point which he has brought into the discussion,

and IS a^ wilhng to admit that thoroughgoing eschatology has
advanced the solution of many problems, these are mere demonstra
lions which are quite inadequate to raise the blockade of modem
theology by the allied forces Supposing that only a half—nay, only
a third—of the cntical arguments which are common to Wrede and
the "Sketch of the Life of Jesus” are sound, then the modem
histoncal view of the histoiy is wholly ruined

The reader of Wrede’s book cannot help feeling that here no
quarter is given , and any one who goes carefully through the present
water’s "Sketch” must come to see that between the modern
histoncal and the esdiatological Life of Jesus no compromise is

possible

Thoroughgoing scepticism and thoroughgcnng eschatology may,
in their union, either destroy, or be destroyed by modern histoncal
theology , but they cannot combine with it and enable it to advance
any more than they can be advanced by it

We are confronted with a decisive issue As with Strauss’s
“Life of Jesus,” so with the surprising agreement in the cntical
basis of these two schools—we are not here considering the
respective solutions which they offer—there has entered into the
domain of the theology of the day a force with which it cannot
possibly ally itself Its whole terntory is threatened. It must
either reconquer it step by step or else surrender it. It has no
longer the nght to advance a single assertion until it has taken up
a definite position in regard to the fundamental questions raised
by the new cnhcism

Modem histoncal theology is no doubt still far from recognising
this It IS warned that the dyke is letting in water and sends a
couple of masons to repair the leak; as if the leak did not mean
that the whole masonry is undermined, and must be rebuilt from
the foundation.
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To vary the metaphor, theology comes home to find the brokex^s

marks on ^1 the furniture and goes on as before quite comfortably,

Ignoring the fact it mil lose everything if it does not pa> its debts

The cntical objections which Wrede and the *‘Sketdi ” agree

in bringing against the modem treatment of the subject are as

follows

in order to find m Mark the Life of Jesus of which it is m
search, modem theology is obliged to read between the lines a whole

host of things, and those often the most important, and then to

foist them upon the text by means of psychological conjecture It

is determined to find evidence in Mark of a development of Jesu^

a development of the disdple^ and a development of the outer

drcumstances , and professes in so domg to be only reproduemg

the views and indications of the Evangelist In reality, however,

there is not a word of all this m the Evangelist, and nhen his

interpreters are asked what are the bints and indications on which

th^ base their assertions they have nothing to offer save argumenia

t sthntio

hlark knows nothing of any development m Jesu^ he knows

nothing of any paedago^c considerations which are supposed to

have determined the conduct of Jesus towards the disdples and the

people; he knows nothing of any conflict in the mmd of Jesus

between a spintual and a popular, pohtical Messianic ideal; he does

not know, cither, that in this respect there was any difieicnce

betiseen the view of Jesus and that of the people; he knows nothing

of the idea that the use of the ass at the tnumphal entry symbolised

a non-pohucal Messiahsbip; he knows nothing of the idea that the

question about the Messiah's being the Son of David had somfr

thing to do with this alternative between political and non^liticd ^

he does not know, either, that Jesus explained the secret of the

passion to the disaples^ nor that they had any understanding of it,

he only knows that from first to last thqr were in all

equally wanting in understanding , he does not know that the first

penod was a period of success and the second a penod of failure,

he represents the Phansees and Herodians as (from iii- 6 onwards;

resolved upon the death of Jesus, while the people down to tne

very last day when He preached in the templ^ are enthusiastically

*°^AU things of which the Evangelist says nothing—and th^

are the foundations of the modem view—should

proved they can be; Ih^ ought not to be simply

is somethmg self-evident For it is just those things which

so self-evident to the prevailmg critical temper which are m real ty

^^^^^*^Suic[^sdf-evident point—the

rhidi it has been customary to extract from the naria v
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be given up, until it is proved, if it is capable of proof, that we
can and ought to distinguish between the kernel and &e husk
We may take all that is reported as either histoncal or unhistorical,

bu^ m respect of the definite predictions of the passion, death, and
resurrection, we ought to give up taking the reference to the

passion as histoncal and letting the rest go, we may accept the

idea of the atomng death, or we may reject it^ but we ought not
to ascnbe to Jesus a feeble, anaemic version of this idea, while

setting down to the account of the Pauline theology the interpreta-

tion of the passion Tdiich we actually find in Mark
Whatever the results obtained by the aid of the histoncal

kernel, the method pursued is the same
;

** it is detached from its

context and transformed into something difierent” *'It finally

comes to this,” says Wrede, “that each cntic retams whatever
portion of the traditional sayings can be fitted mto his construction
of the facts and hxs conception of histoncal possibihty and rejects

the rest” The p^hological explanation of motive^ and the
psychological connexion of the events and actions which such
cntics have proposed to find in Mark, simply do not exist That
being so, nothing is to be made out of his account by the applica-
tion of a pnon ps]rchology A vast quantity of treasures of scholar-
ship and erudition, of art and amfioe^ which the Marcan hypothesis
has gathered into its storehouse in the two generations of its

existence to aid it in constructing its life of Jesus has become
worthless, and can be of no further service to true historical research
Theology has been simplified* What would become of it if that
did not happen every hundred years or so ? And the simplifica-
tion was b^ly needed, for no one since Strauss had cleared away
its impedimenta

Thoroughgoing scepticism and thoroughgoing esdiatology,
between them, are compelling theology to read the Marcan text
again with simplicity of mind The simplicity consists in
dispensing with the connecting links which it has been accustomed
to discover between the sections of the narrative <Jericopes\ in
loofang at each one sqiarately, and recognising that it is difficult to
pass from one to the other.

The material with which it has hitherto been usual to solder the
sections together into a life of Jesus will not stand the temperature
test Exposed to the cold air of critical scepticism it cracks,

the furnace of eschatology is heated to a certain point the
soldenngs melt In both cases the sections all fall apart

Formerly it was possible to book through-tickets at the
supplementary-p^chological-knowledge office which enabled those
tra\elling m the interests of Life-of-Jesus construction to use
express trains, thus avoiding the inconvenience of having to stop
at eicry little station, change^ and run the risk of missing their
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connexion Tins ticket office is doit closed. There is a station

at the end of each section of the nanadr^ and the connexions aie

not gnatanteed

The fact is, it is not simply that diere is no very obvious

psychological connexion between the sections; in almost evexy

case there is a positive break in the connexion And there is a

great deal in the Marcan narrative uhich is inexplicable and even

self-contradictory

In their statement of the problems raised by this want of con*

nexion Wzede and the ^‘Sketch ” are in the most exact agreement

That these difficulties are not ardficially constructed has been

shown by our surr^ of the history of the attempts to wnte the life

of Jesus, in the course of which these problems emezge one after

another, after Bruno Bauer had antidpation grasped them

all in their complexity
* How do the demomacs know that Jesus is the Son of God?

Why does the bhnd man at Jencho address Him as the Son of

David, when no one else knows His Afessianic dignity? How was

It that these occurrences did not give a new direction to^ the

thoughts of the people m regard to Jesus ? How did the Messianic

entry come about? How was it possible without pioioking the

interference of the Roman garrison of occupation? Why is it as

completely ignored m the subsequent controversies as if had never

taken place? Why was it not brought up at the trial of Jesus?

“ The Messianic acclamation at the entry into Jerusalem,” says

Wrede, *‘is in Mark quite an isolated incident It has no sequd,

neither is there any preparation for it beforehand ”

WTiy does Jesus in Mark iv, lo-ra speak of the parabolic fonn

of discourse as designed to conceal the mjsteiy of the Kingdom of

God, whereas the explanation which He proceeds to give to the

disciples has nothing mysterious about it? TITiat is the mjslciy

of the Kingdom of God? AVhy does Jesus forbid His mirades to

be made known even in cases where there is no apparent purpose

for the prohibition ? "Why is His Messiabship a secret and yet no

secret^ since it is known, not only to the disaple^ but to the

demoniac^ the blind man at Jericho^ the multitude at Jerusmem

—which musti as Bruno Bauer e-xpresses it, «*have fallen from

heaven and to the High Pnest?

Why does Jesus first reveal His Messiahship to
f

'

Caesarea Philippi, not at the moment when He sends them

preach? How does Peter know without

Jesus that the Messiahship belongs to his MMter? ^
must it remain a secret imtil the "resurrectton

^
^

Jesus mdicate His Messiahship only by the title Son of Man ?

ihy IS It that this title is so for from prominent m pnmitne

Christian theology?
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What IS the meaning of the statement that Jesus at Jerusalem

discovered a difficulty m the fact that the Messiah was descnbed

as at once David’s son and David’s Lord ? How are we to explain

the fact that Jesus had to open the eyes of the people to the

greatness of the Baptist’s office, subsequently to the mission of the

Twelve and to enlighten the disdples themselves in regard to it

during the descent from the mount of transfiguration ? Why should

this be descnbed in Matt xi 14 and 15 as a mystery difficult to

grasp ("If ye can receive it” . . "He that hath ears to hear,

let him hear”}? What is the meaning of the saying that he that

IS least in the Kingdom of Heaven is greater than the Baptist?

Does the Baptist, then, not enter into the Kingdom of Heaven ?

How 15 the Kin^om of Heaven subjected to violence since the

days of the Baptist? Who are the violent? What is the Baptist

intended to understand from the answer of Jesus ?

What importance was attached to the miracles by Jesus Him-
self? What office must they have caused the people to attribute

to Him? Why is the discourse at the sending out of the Tvielve

filled with predictions of persecutions which expenence had given

no reason to anticipate^ and which did not, as a matter of fact,

occur? What is the meaning of the saying in Matt x 25 about
the imminent coming of the Son of Man, seeing that the disaples

after all returned to Jesus without its being fulfilled ? Why does

Jesus leave the people just when His work among them is most
successful, and journey northwards? Why had He^ immediately
after the sending forth of the Tvvelve, manifested a desire to

withdraw Hims^ from the multitude who were longing for

salvation ?

How does the multitude mentioned in Mark viii 34 suddenly
appear at Caesarea Philippi? Why is its presence no longer
implied in Mark ix. 30 ? How could Jesus possibly have travelled

unrecognised through Galilee, and how could He have avoided
being thronged in Capernaum although He stayed at “the
house ”?

How came He so suddenly to speak to His disciples of His
suffering and dying and rising again, without^ moreover, explaining
to them either the natural or the moral “wherefore”? “There is

no trace of any attempt on the part of Jesu^” says Wredc^ "to
break this strange thought gradually to His disciples • . • the
prediction is aliKays flung down before the disciples without
preparation, it is, in fact, a characteristic feature of these sayings
that all attempt to aid the understanding of the disciples is

lacking ”

Did Jesus journey to Jerusalem with the purpose of woddng
ther^ or of dying there? How comes it that in Mark x 39, He
holds out to the sons of Zebedee the prospect of drinking His
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cup and being baptized with His baptism ? And hoa can He
after speaking so decidedly of the necessity of His death, think
ii^ossible in Gethsemane that the cup might yet pass from Hun?Who arc the undefined ‘'many,” for whom, according to Mark
X. 45 and xiv 24, His death shall serve as a ransom ? *

Hoir came it that Jesus alone was arrested ? Why were no
\sitnessM called at His trial to testify th.at He had guen Himscl/
out to be the Messiah ? How is it that on the morning after His
arrest the temper of the multitude seems to be completely chanced
so that no one stirs a finger to help Him ?

In what form does Jesus conceive the rcsunection, which He
promises to His disciplesj to be combined with the coming on the
clouds of heaven, to which He points His judge ? In what relation
do these predictions stand to the prospect held out at the time of
the sending forth of the Twelve, but not realized, of the immediate
appearance of the Son of Man ?

^Vhat is the meaning of the further prediction on the way to
Gethsemane (Mark xiv. a8) that after His resurrection He will go
before the disciples into Galilee ? How is the other version of this

saying (Mark xvi 7) to be explained, according to which it mcan^
as spoken by the angel, that the disciples are to journey to Galilee

to have ihcir first meeting with the nsen Jesus thcrc^ whereas, on
the lips of Jesus, it betokened Iha^ just as now as a sufferer He
was going before them from Galilee to Jerusalem, so, after His
resurrection, He would go before them from Jerusalem to Galilee?

And what was to happen there?
These problems were covered up by the naturalistic psycholog)

as b> a bght snow-dnft The snow has melted, and they now stand

out from the narratives like black points of rock. It is no longer

allowable to avoid these questions, or to solve them, each by iisclf,

by softening them down and giving them an interpretation b>

which the reported facts acquire a quite different significance from

that which they bear for the Evangelist Either the Mircan text

as It stands is histoncal, and therefore to be retained, or it is not,

and then it should be given up What is really unhistoncal is an)

softening down of the wording, and the meaning which it naturally

bears

The sceptical and eschatological schools, however, go stiH

farther in conipin> If the connexion in Mark is rcallj
^

ao

connexion, it is important to try to discover whether any pnncipic

can be discovered in this want of connexion Can an) order be

brought into the chaos? To this the answer is in the afTirnntiie

T he complete want of connexion, with all its self-conlndictioos,

is ultimately due to the fact that two rcprcsentitions of the bfe of

» folioAiAj; <,t.c>uonsm ra.££U more especulir St** ^

efite itftvfjan
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Jesiis, or, to speak more accurately^ of His public minisuy, are here

rushed into one^ a natural and a deliberately supernatural re-

presentation A dogmatic element has intruded itself mto the

descnption of this Life—something \rhich has no concern with the

events which form the outward course of that Life This dogmatic
element is the Messianic secret of Jesi^ and all the secrets and
concealments which go along with it.

Hence the irrational and self-contradictory features of the

presentation of Jesus, out of which a rational p^cbology can make
only something which is unhistoncal and does violence to the text,

since It must necessarily get nd of the constant want of connexion
and self-contradiction which belongs to the essence of the narrative^

and portray a Jesus who was the Messiah, not one who at once
was and was not Messiah, as the Evangelist depicts Hun. When
rational psychology conceives Him as one who was Messiah, but
not m the sense expected by the people, that is a concession to the
self-contradictions of the Marcan representation, which, however,
does justice neither to the text nor to the history which it records,

since the Gospel does not contam the faintest hint that the contra-
diction was of this nature.

Up to this point—up to the complete reconstruction of the
system which runs through the disconnectedness, and the tracmg
hade of the dogmatic element to the Messianic secret—^tbere

extends a close ^reement between thoroughgoing scepticism and
thoroughgoing eschatology The cntical arguments are identical,
the construction is analogous and based on the same pnncipte
The defenders of the modem psychological view cannot, therefore,
play off one school against the other, as one of them proposed to
dp, but must deal with them both at once They differ only when
they explain whence the system that runs through the disconnected-
ness comes Here the ways dmde^ as Bauer saw long ago The
inconsistency Detween the public life of Jesus and His I^fessianic
claim hes either m the nature of the Jewish Messianic conception,
or in the representation of the Evangelist There is, on the one
hand, the e^atological solution, which at one stroke raises the
Maican account as it stands with all its disconnectedness and in-
consistencies into genuine history, and there is, on the other
hand, the hterary solution, which regards the incongruous dogmatic
element as interpolated by the earliest Eiangdist mto the tradition
and therefore stnkes out the Messianic daim altogether from the
historical Life of ]esus Teriium non dafur.

But in some respects it really hardly matters which of the two
'solutions** one adopts They are both merely wooden towers
erected upon the solid mam building of the consentient cntical
induction which offers the enigmas detailed above to modern
historical theology It is mtercstmg in this connexion that Wrcdc's
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soepticisin is just as constructive as the eschatological outline of

the Lafe of Jesus in the "Sketch ”

Bruno Bauer chose the htezaiy solution because be thought

that vre bad no evidence for an eschatological expectation existing

in the time of Christ Wrede^ though be foUoKS Johannes Weiss

in assuming the eidstence of a Jewish esdiatological Messianic

expectation, finds in the Go^el only the Christian conception of

the Messiah ‘‘If Jesus," he thinks^ “really knew Himself to be

the Messiah and designated Himself as such, the genuine tradition

15 so closely interwoven with later accretions that it is not ea^ to

recognise it" In any casc^ Jesus cannot according to Wred^ have

spoken of His Jlcssianic Coming in the way whi^ the Synopasts

report The Messiahship of Jcsus^ as we find it in the Gospel^ Js a

product of Early Chnstian theology correcting history according to

its own conceptions

It is therefore necessary to disdnginsh in Mark between the

reported events which constitute the outward course of the histoiy

of Jesus, and the dogmatic idea which claims to lay down the

lines of Its inward course. The pnnciple of division is found in

the contradictions ^ , r

«

The recorded events form, according to Wred^ the following

picture. Jesus came forward as a teacher,' first and principally in

He was surrounded by a company of disciple^ went

about with them, and gave them instruction To some of them He

accorded a special confidence. A larger mulhtude somcuniK

attached itself to Him, in addition to the disdplcs He is fonfl

of discoursing m parables Besides tire teaching there arc the

miracles These make a stir, and He is thronged by the mdwadcs

He gives special attenuon to the cases of demoniacs He is in

such dose touch with the people that He does not heatate to

associate even with pubhcans and sinners Towards the Law n

takes up an attitude of some freedom He
opposition of the Phansees and flie Jevnsh

traps for Him and endeavour to bnng about His faE Finally
^

succeed, when He ventures to shoir Himself not

soil but m Jerusalem He remains passive and is condemneo m

^th The Roman administration supports

“ The texture of the Marcan narrative as we know ^
Wiedi not complete until to the waip of f
historical notions there is added ® ^ “

charactenstics, human aims and necessiucs

1 It would pabMja be more histond to pwphet.
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motive which nins throughout is rather a Dmne decree uhich lies

beyond human understanding This He seeks to ful61 alike in His

actions and His sufferings The teaching of Jesus is accordingly

supernatural ” On this assumption the want of understanding

the disaples to whom He communicates, without commentary,

unconnected porbons of this supematur^ knowledge becomes
natural and explicable. The people ar^ moreover, essentially “non-

rccepbve of revelation
”

**It IS these motifs and not those which are inherently historical

which give movement and direction to the Marcan narrative It is

th^ that give the general colour On them naturally depends the

mam mterest, it is to them that the thought of the writer is really

directed The consequence is that the general picture offered by
the Gospel is not an historical representation of the Life of Jesus«

Only some faded remnants of such an impression have been taken

over into a supra-histoncal religious view In this sense the

Gospd of Mark belongs to the histoiy of dogma/’
The two conceptions of the Life of Jesus, the natural and the

supernatural, are brought, not without mconsistenaes, into a kind
of harmony by means ^ the idea of intentional secrecy. The
Messiahship of Jesus is concealed m His life as in a closed dark
lantern, which, however, is not quite dosed—otherwise one codd
not see that it was ^ere—and allows a few bright beams to
escape.

The idea of a secret which must remain a secret until the
resurrection of Jesus could only anse at a time when nothmg was
known of a Messianic daim of Jesus during His life upon earth

;

that IS to say, at a tune when the Messiahship of Jesus was thought
of as begmnmg with the resurrection But that is a weighty piece
of indirect histoncal evidence that Jesus did not really profess to be
the Messiah at all

The positive fact which is to be inferred from this is that the
appearances of the risen Jesus produced a sudden revolution m
His disciples’ conception of Him “The resurrection” is for
Wrede the real Messianic event m the Life of Jesus.

Who is responsible, then, for introducing this singular feature,
so destructive of the real histoncal connexion, mto the life of
Jesus, which was in reahty that of a teacher? It is quite im-
possible, Wrede aigues, that the idea of the Messianic secret is the
invention of hlark “A thing hke that is not done by a sin^e
individual It must, therefore^ have been a view which was current
in certain circles, and was held by a considerable number, though
not necessanly perhaps by a very great number of persons To
say this is not to deny that Mark had a share and perhaps a
considerable share in the creation of the view which he sets forth

• • the motifs themsehes are doubtless not, m part at least.
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but the concrete embodiment ot them 15
^ ^ ^ “ay speak of a

th^n °i^V' Itself here and thereVhw the hue is to be dream between what is traditional and^at IS mdi^nal cannot always be determmed even by a careful

The Marcan narrative has therefore ansen from the impulse topve a Messiamc fonn to the earthly hfe of Jesus. This impulsewa^ howew^ restrained by the impression and tradition of the
non-Messianic character of the life of Jesus^ whidi were still strong
MCI Tivic^ and it was therefore not able whoUy to recast the matenaL

r ^ roots
of the bramble disintegrate a rock. In the Gospel hterature whicihame on the basis of Mark the Messianic secret becomes gradually
of more subordinate importance and the life of Jesus more Messiamcm character, until m the Fourth Gospd He openly comes before
the people with Messianic claims

In estimating the value of this construction we must not attach
too much importance to its a pnon assumptions and difficulties
In this respect Wrede's position is much more precarious (ban that
of his precursor Bruno ^uer According to the latter the mteipols-
tiou of the Messiamc secret js the personal, absolutely original act of
the Evangdist Wrede thinks of it as a collective act^ representing
the new conception as moulded by the tradition before it was fixed
by the Evangelist. That is very much more to cany
through Tradition alters its materials in a difierent way from
that m which we find them altered in Mark. Tradition transforms
from without Mark’s way of drawing secret threads of a different

material through the texture of the tradition, without otherwise
altenng it, is purely literary, and could only be the work of an
mdmdual person

A creative tradition would have earned out the theory of the

Messiamc secret m the hfe of Jesus much more boldly and logically,

that IS to say, at once more arbitrarily and more consistently

The only alternative is to distinguish two stages of tradition

in early Chnstiamty, a naive, fieely-wo^ng, earlier stagey and a more
artificial later stage confined to a smaller arde of a mote hteraiy

character Wrede does, as a matter of fact^ propose to find m
Mark traces of a simpler and bolder transfonnation which, leaving

aside the Messiamc secret^ makes Jesus an openly-professed

Messiah, and is therefore of a distinct ongm from the conception

of the secret Christ To this tradition may belong, he thinks,

the entry into Jerusalem and the confession before the High

Pnest, Since these narratives “naively” imply an openly avowed

Messiabship
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The TTord naively is ont of place here; a really naive

tradition which intended to represent the entry of Jesus as Messianic

would have done so in quite a different way from Mark, and would
not have stultified its^ so cunously as find done even

in Matthew, where the Gahlaean Passover pxlgnms, after the

Messianic entry,” answer the question of the people of Jerusalem

as to who It was whom they were acclaiming, with the words “ This
IS the Prophet Jesus from Nazareth of Galilee ” (Matt xxi i x)

The tradition, too, which makes Jesus acknowledge His
Messiahship before His judges is not naive” m Wrede’s sense,

for, if It were^ it would not represent the High Fnesfs knowledge
of Jesns’ Messiahship as something so extraordinary and pecuhar
to himself that he can cite witnesses only for the saying about the
Temple, not with reference to Jesus’ Messianic claim, and bases his

condemnation only on the fact that Jesus in answer to his question
acknowledges Himself as Messiah—and Jesus does it should
be remarl^i as m other passages, with an appeal to a future

justification of His daim The confession before the council is

therefore anything but a “naive representation of an openly
avowed Messiahship ”

The Messianic statements in these two passages present precisely
the same remarkable character as in all the other cases to which
Wrede draws attention* We have not here to do with a different
traction, with a clear Messianic light streaming in through the
window-pane, but, just as elsewhere, with the rays of a dark lantern.
The real point is that Wrede cannot bnng these two passages
within the hnes of the theory of secrecy, and practically admits this
by assuming the existence of a second and rather divergent line of
tradition 'What concerns us is to note that this theory does not
suffice to explain the tuo facts in question, the knowledge of Jesus’
Messiahship shown by the Gahlaean Passover pilgruns at the time
of the entry into Jen^em, and the knowledge of the High Pnest
at His tnal.

We can only touch on the question whether any one who wished
to date back in some way or other the Messiahship into the hfe of
Jesus could not have done it much more simply by making Jesus
give His closest follouers some hints regarding it Why does the
re-moulder of die history, instead of doing that, have recourse
to a supernatural knowledge on the part of the demoniacs and the
disciples? Por Wrede rightly remarks, as Bruno Bauer and the
Sketch ” also do, that the incident of Caesarea Phihppi, as repre-

seated b> Mark, involves a unrade, since Jesus does not, as is
generally supposed, reveal His Messiahship to Peter; it is Peter
who repeals it to Jesus (Mark mu 29) This fact, hovever, makci
non^nsc of the whole theory about the disciples* want of under-
standing It will not therefore fit into the concealment theory.
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as re^'itas mcaiM

si?* I Messrs
n?rf^p t

"® precisely the most important of
confession, the Entry into Jerusalem, and the High

Pnests kniwledge of Jesus’ Messiahshipl In each case Wi^e
finds himself obliged to refer these to tradition instead of tc
the literary inception of Marled This tradiUon undermmes his
fiterary h^othesi^ for the conception of a tradition always involves
tJie possibuity of genuine historical elements

How greatly this inescapable intrusion of tradition weakens
the theory of the literary interpolation of the MessiahsTiip mto
the history, becomes evident when we consider the stoiy of the
passion The representation that Jesus was publicly put to death
as Messiah because He had pubJidy acknowledged Himself to be
so^ mus^ like the High Pnest*s knowledge of His claim, be refened
to the other tradition which has nothing to do with the
secret but boldly antedates the Messiahship without employing
any finesse of that kind But that strongly tends to confiim the
historicity of this tradition, and throws the burden of proof upon
^ose who deny it It is wholly independent of the hypothesisw Kcrecy, and in fact directly opposra to it. If, on the other
hand, in spite of all the difiSculties, the representation that
Jesus was condemned to death on account of Messianic claims
IS dragged by mam force into the theory of secrecy, the question
arises What interest bad the persons who set up the literary tiaeoxy
of secrecy, m representing Jesus as having been openly put to
death as Messiah and in consequence of Hys Messianic claims?
And the answer is “None whatever quite the contrary ” For in
domg so the theory of secrecy stultifies itsdf. As though one
were to develcm a photographic plate with painful care and, just

when one had finished, fling open the shutter^ so, on this hypothesi%
the natural Messianic light suddenly shines into the room which
ought to be lighted only by the rays of the dark lantern

Here, therefore, the theory of secrecy abandoned the method
which It had hitherto followed in regard to the traditional material

For if Jesus was not condemned and crucified at Jerusalem as

> The difficulties which the incident at Caesarea Philippi places in the way of

Wrede’s constmction may be realised by placing two of his statements nde by

side F COE ''From this it is evident mat this incident contains no element

whiidi cannot be easily understood on the basis of Mark's ideas *' P 338 “ But

in another aspect this incident stands in direct contradiction to the Marcan view

of the disciples It 15 inconsisteiit with their general ' want c{ undentanding,*

and can tbaefore hardly have been created by Mark himself

"
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Messiah, a tradition must have existed which preserved the truth

about the last conflicts^ and the motives of the condemnation. This

15 supposed to have been here completely set aside by the theory of

the secret Messiahship, which, instead of drawing its deUcate threads

through the older tmdition, has simply substituted its own repre-

sentation of events But in that case why not do away with the

remainder of the public ministry? Why not at least get nd of the

public appearance at Jerusalem? How can the crudeness of

method shown in the case of the passion be harmonised mth the

skilful conservatism towards the non-Messianic tradition which it

IS obvious that the “Marcan circle” has scrupulously observed

dsewhere?

If according to the onginal tradition, of which Wrede admits

the existence, Jesus went to Jerusalem not to di^ but to work there,

the dogmatic mew, according to which He went to Jerusalem to

die, must have struck out the whole account of His sojourn in

Jerusalem and His death, in order to put something else in its

place What we now read in the Gospels concerning those last

days in Jerusalem cannot be denved from the ongmal txadition,

for one who came to work, and, according to Wrede, “ to work with

decisive efiecl^” would not have cast all His preaching into the
form of obscure parables of judgment and minatory discourses

That IS a style of speech which could be adopted only by one who
was determined to force bis adversanes to put him to death
Therefore the narrative of the last days of Jesus must be^ from
beginmng to end, a creation of the dogmatic idea And, as a
matter of fact, Wrede, here in agreement with Weisse^ “ sees grounds
for asserting that the sojourn at Jerusalem is presented to us in the
Gospelsm a very much abndged and weakened version ” That is a
euphemistic expression, for if it was really the dogmatic idea which
was responsible for representing Jesus as being condemned as
Messiah, it is not a mere case of abridging and weakening down,”
but of duplacing the tradition in favour of a new one

But if Jesus was not condemned os Messiah, on what grounds
was He condemned? And, again, what interest had those whose
concern was to make the Messiahs^p a secret of Hxs earthly life, m
making Him die as Messiah, contrary to the received tradition ? And
what interest could the tradition have had in falsifying history in
that way ? Even admittmg that the prediction of the passion to
the disciples is of a dogmatic character, and is to be regarded as a
creation of pnmitive Chnstian theology, the histone fact that He
died would ha^e been a sufficient fulfilment of those sayings
That He was publicly condemned and crucified as Messiah has
nothing to do with the fulfilment of those predictions, and goes far

beyond it

To take a more general pomt, what interest had primitive
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theology in dating back the Alcssiahship of Jesus to the time of

His earthly ministry ? None whatever, Paul shows us with what
complete indifierence the earthly life of Jesus was regaidcd by
primitive ChnstianiQ”. The discourses in Acts show an equal

indihTerence, since in them also Jesus fiist becomes the Messiah by

virtue of His eicaltation To date the Messiahship earlier was not

an undertaking which ofiered any advantage to pnmitive theologji

in foct It would only have raised difficulties for it, since it in\oUed

the hypothesis of a dual Messiahship, one of earthly humiliation

and one of future glory. The fact if one reads through the

early literature one becomes aware that so long as theology had an

eschatological orientation and was dominated by the expectation of

the Parousia the question of how Jesus of Nazareth had been ” the

Messiah not only did not exist, but was impossible. Fnmitive

theology is simply a theology of the future, with no interest m
history > It was only with the decline of eschatological interest and

the change in the orientation of Cbnstiamty which was connected

therewith that an interest In the life of Jesus and the “historical

Messiahship “ arose.

That IS to say, the Gnostics^ who were the first to assert the

Messiahship of the historical Jesus, and who were obliged to

assert it precisely because they denied the eschatological

conception^ forced this view upon the theology of the E.irly

Church, and compelled it to create in the Logos Chnstology an

un-Gnostic mould m which to cast the speculative conception of

the histoncal Messiahship of Jesus, and that is what we find in

the Fourth Gospel Pnor to the anii-Gnostic controversies wc find

m the early Christian literature no conscious dating back of the

Messiahship of Jesus to His earthly Iifc^ and no theological interest

at work upon the dogmatic recasting of His history.' It

fore difficult to sup[>use that the Messiamc secret in Mark, that

IS to say, in the very earliest tradition, was derived from

primitive theology The assertion of the Messiahship of Jesus

was wholly independent of the latter The instinct which lea

Bruno Bauer to explain the Messwuic secret ns the htcrafy

invention of Mark himself was therefore quite correct Once

suppose that tradition and primitive theology have anything to

with the matter, and the theory of the interpolation of

Messiahship into the histoty becomes almost

through But Wrede’s greatness consists precrtcl) “".t*'*;^**®*

he was compelled by Ins acute perception of the

the critical data to set as.de the purel, J'

“

hypothesis and make Mark, so to speak, the instrument of the

I The question of the nttitude of pro Oniienie ijicolOEt •?"7?/JJLJ

exaraioauoau
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hteraty realisation of the ideas of a definite intellectaal cirde within

the sphere of pnnntive theology

l^e positive difficult 'ahicb confronts the sceptical theory is to

explain how the Messianic beliefs of the first generation arose^ i!

Jeso^ thronghout His life, was for all, even for the disaples,

merdy a “teacher,” and gave even His intimates no hint of the

dignity which He claimed for Himsdf. It is difficult to djminate
the Messiahship &om the “Life of Jesus,” especially from the

nanative of the pasnon; it is more difficult stiU, as Keim saw
long 23^0,

to bring it back again after its dimination from the
“Life” into the theology of the pnmiUve Church. In Wrede*s
acute and logical thinking this difficulty seems to leap to light

Smce the Messiamc secret m Mark is always connected with the
resurrection, the date at which the Messianic bdief of the disaples
arose must be the xesniiection of Jesus. “But the idea of dating
the Messiahship from the resurrection is certainly not a thought of
Jesus, but of the pnmitive Church It presupposes the Church's
experience of the appearance of the nsen Jesus

”

The psychologist will say that tlie “resurrection expenences,”
however they may be conceived, are only intelligible as bas^
upon the expectation of the resurrection, and this again as based on
references of Jesus to the resurrection But leaving psychology
asid^ let us accept the resurrection expenences of the disciples
as a pure pysdiologicai miracle Even so^ how can the
appearances of the nsen Jesus have suggested to the disaples the
idea that Jesus, the crucified teacher, was the Messiah? Apart
from any expectation^ how can this conclusion have rented for
them from the mere “fact of the resurrection " ? The fact of the
appearance did not by any means imply it In certain circles,
indeed, accordmg to Mark vt 14-16, in the very highest quarters,
the tesurrection of the Baptist was believed in ; but that did notmakyohn the Baptist the Messiah. The inexphcable thing is that^
abiding to Wrede, the disaples began at once to assert con-
fidently and unanimoudy that He was the Messiah and would
before long appear m glory.

But how did the appearance of the nsen Jesus suddenly
bewme for them a proof of His Messiahship and the basis of their
|»chato|ogy? That Wrede fails to explain, and so makes this
event an “histoncal” miracle which m reahty is harder to

believe than the supernatural event
Any one who holds “ histoncal ” miracles to be just as impossible

as any other kind, even when they occur m a cnti^ and sceptical

^ conclusion that the Messianic
^chatol^cal significance attached to the “ resuriection expcnenoe ”
y the disciples implies some kind of Messianic eschatological
ferences on the part of the histoncal Jesus which gave to the
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W'«!lL 1? If ?
^^cwianic cschatologic.il significance. HereUrcdc hmisclf, thoiigl, v.thout .idmiUmg it, postuhtM someM«sianic ImiK on the ,.irt of Jesus, sLc hreonSnes the

iSi* rs
°\ ‘ ‘'P“« resurrection to have bera not

in?\w ’ “s ‘*>cy .idd something to it,

,n.l« ‘'""S’ imphed^in theconception of the c\cnt such
Here agiin the merit of Wrede’s contnbution to cnticism

consists m (he fact (hat he lakes ihc position os it is and docs not
tr> to itiipros c it artifirially, Itruno Bluer and others supposed that
the bthcfin the Mcsiiahship of Jesus had sIo«l) solidified out of a
kind of gaieous state, or hid been forced into primitne theology
by the Iiler.iry inseniion of Mark Wrcdi^ howeser, feds himsdf
obliged to base it upon an Instoricil fact, and, morcoicr, the same
liistoneil fact sshtcli is pointed to by the s.iyings in the Synoptics
and the Pauline theology But tn so doing he creates an almost
iiisiirmounmblc dilhciiltj for his hypothesis

We can onij bnt fly refer to the question sshat form the accounts
of the resurrection must ha\c taken if the histone fact vrhich
iindcrliy them the fir^t surpnsed apprehension and recognition
of the Mcsqiali^hip of Jesus on the part of the disciples. The
hfcssnnic teaching would ncccssani) in that case ha%c been some-
how or other put into tlie mouth of the nsen Jesus It is^

iiowctcr, completely absent, because it Mas already contained in
the teaching of Jesus duniig His carthl> life The thcoo of
Messianic sccrccj must therefore ha%c remoulded not merely the
slorj of the passion, but also that of the resurrection, re2no\ing the
resclation of the hfcssiahsbip to the disciples from the latter in

order to insert it into the public niimstv^ 1

WredCi moreover, will only take account of the Marenn text as

it stands, not of the histoncal possibility that the “futunsne
Mcssiahship ’* which meets us in the niystenous utterances of Jesus
goes b-icfc m some form to a sound imdition Fuithcr he does
not take the eschatological character of the teaching of Jesus into

Ins calculations, but works on the false assumption that he can

analyse the Mnrean text in and by itself and so disco\er the

pnnciplc on which it is composed He cames out expenments

on the law of costaUisation of the narratn*c material in this Gospel,

but instead of doing so tn the natural and histoncal atmosphere he

docs It in an atmosphere artificially neutralised, which contains no

trace of contemporary conceptions ^ Consequently the conclusion

^ CeriAin of tUe conceptions with which Wredc operates ore simplj not m
ncoordincc with the text, hccnvse he fines them *i diCftrent significance from that

ufat^ thej hue in the narraure Thias, for example, he alurars tales

“resurrection," when it occurs in the mouth of Jesus, ns a TeTcFence to thit

resurrection which ns an histoncal fact became a matter of apprehended espenenM

to the ap'^stlcs But Jesus spools without any drstinction of Ifis lesurrectiou imd of
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based on the sun of his observations has u it sonetlimg arbitiaty,

Eveiytog vduch conflicts wth the rational construction of the

cowsc of the history is referred directly to the theory of the

conceahnent of the Messianic secret But in the carrying out of

that dieoiy a number of selfo)ntiadictionsy without which it could

not subsist, must be recognised and noted

Thus^ for easample^ all the prohibitions,^ whatever they may refer

to, even Induding command not to make known His miracles,

are referred to the same category as the mjnnction not to reveal

the Messianic secret But what justification is there for that?

It presupposes that according to Mark the mirades could be

tdmu as proofe of the Mesdahship, an idea of which there is no

hmt whatever m MaiL "The mnadesi,” Wiede argues, “are

certainly used by the earliest Christians as evidence of the nature

and significance of Christ . * . 1 need hardly pomt to the fiict

that Mark, not less than Matthew, Luke^ and John, must have

hdd the oj^mon diat the mirades of Jesus encountered a wide*

In John this Messianic sigmficanoe of the miracles is certainly

assumed; but then die really eschatological view of things has

here into the background It seems indeed as if genuine

eschatology exduded the Messianic mterpretatioa of the mirades

In Matthew the mirades of Jesus have nothing whatever to do
with the proof of the Messu^hip, but, as is evident fiom the

saymg almt Choiasm and Bedi^da, Matt m 20-24, are only

an eriubition of men^ mtended to awaken repentance^ or, accord*

mg to Matt zn 2&, an indication of the nearness of the Kingdom
of God Th^ have as httle to do with the Messianic office as m
the Acts of the Apostles^ In Mark, fimm first to last, there is

HaPuaasia. Tto co&cq)tioa of Uie leniirecuoa, ihetefiKtt. if om
^QCUvdytadieMBxatttezt anostdosdybotuid with the Fanmaa. The

muAl ifaiu wem to hamnttde Jesos piedKl a diSinmM
vom that vfaidi atasl&j bappeoed. ttsmtssim, aoeordnig to the Maroan
totti la an cchatologaal event, aDdhasnorefereoeetidtttera'to Wi^ **hutoncal
lesanechoiu" FuiUusr,if(hM’tenniectKm oqpaieocevasthefiritaiidfmtdaiiiattai
pw a the Mesaame eidigbteDmeat the dnaples, why did they only begin to

pyannitwme wedts later? ThaaapndjleintAi^waslongagDfecogni^by
Keam, aM whidi tt not nlved fay inendy Bssnmmg that the disciples were a&aid

P* 33 ^ 'fhe pFobifafitionam Mark I 4$aiid 44« V 43, vit 36t and vni a6

t soandut.
^i^wucamayhe associated also the tmpostUon of silc&ce1^ tta demoniacs

l^
5®8“*el“*Messtahdiipm Marie 1 34fladni xa 1

The nanatnem Matt xrr 23-33, aeciiFd^ to which the dtsciptea, after seong
1*5*.*«^5®?***®**'“^®*®*® Ha conungnxtothebiatasthe Son ef God.
jBMjtte deynpOQnoffte deeds of Jesna as “deeds of Chnst.** mthe atrodnctioo to
wS^pQmqmstxmlttMatL a 3, do nM caned the 6ld theoty even a Matthew,

the ynopttstt. dtffenng iheroo horn the fomth Evang^ do not x^resent

y i^asa derod for a Mescana si^ nor the cores wro^fay
P*®* of power. Tfaeactionof the demons a ciyii^ out upon

rftSf
teeogmlan of Hun , it has nothing a do
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not a sin£:1c sy liable to suggest that the miracles bare a Messianic

significance, £\cn admitUng the possxbili^ that the “muacles of

Jesus encountered an ardent Messianic expectation,” that does not

ncccssinly imply a Messianic significance in them To justify

that conclusion requires the pre<suppositiOD that the Messiah urns

expected to be some kind of an earthly man vtho should do
zniriclcs This is presupposed Wrede^ by Bruno Bauer, and

by modem theolog)* in genera^ but it has not been proved and it

15 at variance with eschatology, which pictured the Me^iah to

Itself as a heavenly being in a world which was already being tians-

formed into something supra mundane
The assumption that the clue to the explanation of the

command not to make known the miracles is to be found in the

necessity of guarding the secret of the Messiahship 1^ therefor^

not justified Tne miracles ate connected with the Kingdom and

the nearness of the Kingdom, not with the Messiah. But 'VTrede

IS obliged to refer everything to the Messianic secret because he

leaves the preaching of the Kingdom out of account

The same process is repeated in the discusrfon of the veiling

of the mysteiy of the Kingdom of God in the parables of hlark ir

The mystery of the Kingdom is for Wrede the secret of Jesitf

Messiahship "We have learned in the meantime,” he say^ "that

one main element in this mystery is that Jesus is the Messiah, the

Son of God If Jesus, according to Mark, conceals his

ship^ we are justified in interpreting the ftvtrs^piov fiainXMlas

Toi Ocov in the light of this fact”
^

That IS one of the weakest points in Wredefe whole

Where is there any hint of this in these parables? And why

should the secret of the Kingdom of God contain witta it as one

of Its pnndpal features the secret of the Mesaahship of Jesus?

« Mark’s account of Jesus’ parabohe teaching,” he conclu^

«is completely anbistoriial,” because it is direefly opposed to tuc

essenbal nature of the parables The ultimate reason, according

to Wredci why this whole view of the parables arose, I

because the general opinion was already in eaost^M

bad revealed Himsdf to the disaples, but concealed Himsdf from

*''l”Sdrf"simply admitting that « are unable to dis,^

That the mjstety of the Kingdom in Mark iv is, any

we can undStand why it must be veiled, and

the unsolved problems of Jesus’ preaching of *e

forces this chapter inside the lines of his theoiy of the veiiea

Mera^h^
of Jesus to be rfone. top, md

(Mark vii. 24 ix. 30 He even bnngs
^nesion vnth the veiling of the Messiahship He even o 6=
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the mtxldtade, which m Mark x. 47 & rebukes the bhnd beggar at

Jetidio who cned out to Jesus, into the service of his theory . • •

Oh die ground that the beggar had addressed Him as Son of

David. But all die narrative says is that they told him to hold

his peace—^to cease making an outcry*^not that they did so

because of lus addressing Jesus as ”Son of DavidL”

In an equally arbitraiy fashion the snxprmng introduction of

the '^mtdutude” in Mark viu. 341 after die inadent of Caesarea

Fhifippi, is dragged mto the theory of secrecy.^ Wrede does not

feel toe possibih^ or impossibility of the sudden appearance of

the tmiltitade in this locahty as an histoncol problem, any more
than he grasps die sudden withdrawal of Jesus from His pubhc
ministry as pnmarily an histoncal question. Mark is for him a
writer who is to be judged from a pathological pomt of view, a
writer who, dominated by the fixed idea of introducing everywhere
the Messhnic secret of Jesus, is always creating mysterious and
Uninteiygible situations, even when these do not directly serve die
Interests of his theoiy, and who in some of his descnpttons, wntes
in a rathef "faity^tale” style. When all is said, his treatment of
the history scarcely differs fixnn that of die fourth Evangelist.

absmice of histoncal prepossessions which Wr^e skilfuily
assumes in his exammadon of the conneadon in Mark is not really
complete. He is bound to refer everything inexplicable to the
pnnmple of the concealment of the Messiahshij^ which is the only
principle that he recogtfises in the dogmatic stratum of the
narmtive, and is consequent^ obliged to deny the historidQr of
Stt^ passages, whereas m reaUty the veiling of the Messiahship is
only mvolved in a few places and is there mdicated m dear and
s^ple worda He is unwilling to recognise that there is a second,
wider of mystery which has to do, not with Jesus^ Messiahship,
butvnth of the Kingdom, with the mystery of theR^dom of God in die wider sense^ and that withm this second
0^ he a number of histoncal problems, above afi theti^Cn of the Twelve and the inexplicade abandonment of pubhc

on the part of Jesus which followed soon afterwards Hismtake consists in endeavouring by violent methods to subsumew^ore g^eral, foe mystery of the Kin^om of God, under foe
Messiahship, instead of msertine

^gdoT^ ^ secret of the
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more general dogmatic conception in Jesus’ preaching of the

Kingdom For if Jesus in Matt x, gives the disaples nothing to

take with them on their mission but predictions of sudenng, ^at
the very beginning of His ministiy He closes the Beatitudes with

a blessing upon the persecuted ^ if in Mark yui 34 ff He warns the

people that they will have to choose between life and hfe, between

death and death ; if, in shorty from the firs^ He loses no opportunity

of preaching about suifenngand following Him in Hss sufienngs,

that IS just as much a matter of dogma as His own sudenngs and

predictions of sudenngs For in both cases the necessity of

sufiTenng, the necessity of facing death, ss not “a necessity of the

histoncd situation,” not a necessity wbidi arises out of the ciicum-

stances; it is an assertion put forth without empincal basis, a

prophecy of storm while the sky is bluei, since neither Jesus nor

the people to whom He spoke were undergomg any persecution

,

and when His fate overtook Him not even the disaples were

involved in it It is distinctly remarkable that, except for a few

meagre references, the enigmatic character of Jesus* constant

predictions of suffering has not been discussed in the Life-of-Jesus

literature *

What has now to be donc^ therefore^ is, in contiadistmction to

Wredci to make a cntical examination of the dogmatic dement in

the life of Jesus on the assumption that the atmosphere of the tune

was saturated with eschatology, that is, to keep in even doser toudi

with the facts than Wrede doe^ and moreover, to proceed, not

from the particular to the general, but from the general to the

particular, carefully considering whether the dogmatic demrat la

not precisely the histoncal element For, after all, why should

not Jesus think m terms of doctnne^ and make history ^
lust as well as a poor Evangehst can do it on paper, under me

pressure of the theological mterests of the primitive commOTity

Once again, however, we must repeat that the cnti^

and the assertion of a system running through the disorder me me

same m the eschatological as in the sceptical hy^thesi^ only^

in the eschatological analysis a number of

clearly to hght The two constructions are rdated like die bontf

and Lrtdage of the body The general stnictore « the sam^

only that in the case of the one a solid

distnbuted even in the

solidity, while m the other case this is ladting This lemtoicmg

substance is the eschatologicd , .. ^^hato-
How IS It to be explained that Wred^ m spite of the escwi^

1 It » laway. assumed « *df-e»,deut^ is^ng^rf^

m

hint of that in thr text.
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investigating the connecting principle of the life of Jesu^ simply

leave eschatology out of account? The blame rests Tnth the

eschatological swool itself, for it applied the eschatological

explanation only to the preaching of Jesus, and not even to flie

whole of this, but only to the Messiamc secret, instead of using

It also to throw light upon the whole public work of Jesus, the

connexion and want of connexion between the events It repre-

sented Jesus as thinking and speaking eschatologically in some of

the most important passages of His teaching but for the rest gave
as uneschatological a presentation of His life as modem histoncal

theology had done The teaching of Jesus and the history of

Jesus were set m different keys Instead of destroying the

modern-historical scheme of the life of Jesus^ or subjecting it

to a ngorous examination, and thereby undertaking the performance
of a highly valuable service to criticism, the eschatological theory
confined itsdf within the limits of New Testament Theology, and
left it to Wrede to reveal one after another by a labonous purely
cntical method the difficulties whidi from its pmnt of view it

might have grasped historically at a smgle glance. It inevitably
follows that Wr^e is unjust to Johannes Wmss and Johannes
Weiss towards Wrede,^

It is quite mexphcable that the eschatological school, with its

clear perc^tion of the esdiatological dement in the preaching
of the Kingdom of God, did not also hit upon the thought of the
“ dogmatic ” dement m the history of Jesus. Eschatology is simply
"dogmatic history”—^history as moulded by theological bdiefs

—

which breaks in upon the natural course of history and abrogates
It Is It not even a pnon the only conceivable view that the
conduct of one who looked forward to Bhs Messiamc “ Faiousia ”

lb the near future diould be determined, not by the natural comae
of events, but by that expectation ? The chaotic confusion of the

have suggested the thought that the events
had been thrown into this confusion by the volcanic force of an
incalculable personality, not by some kmd of carelessness or fteak
of the tradition

eschatological school showed a certain timidity m drawing the

^
lecogniuon of the duracter of the preaching of Jesus and

esdiatological standpoint can be seen from Johannes^ Gospd" {Vas aUaU EvangOtum), Gbtungen, 1903,
iJi

Jo^nioiK and interesting as this work is 10 detail, one is surprised to

between'
endeavouring to distingutsb

to point to examples of Pauhne tofluenw. to

AIM* A tendencies whidi guided, respectively, the anginal Evangelist

conception which gives him a clue to quite a different
*** **^*“"J^ *^PP**“ Agamst Wrede he hnngs forward

which are worthy of attention, but be can hardly be said to have
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A very little consideiation suffices to show that there is some,
thing quite incomprehensible in the public ministiy of Jesus taken
as a whole According to Mark it lasted less than a year, for since
he speaks of only one Passover.journ^ we may conclude that no
other Passover fell within the period of Jesus' activity as a teacher
If It is proposed to assume that He allowed a Passover to go
without going up to Jerusalem, His adversaries, who took Him
to task about hand-washings and about nibbing the ears of com
on the Sabbath, would certainly have made a most senous matter
of this, and we should have to suppose that the Evangehst for some
reason or other thought fit to suppress the fact That is to say,

the burden of proof lies upon those who assert a longer duration
for the ministry of Jesus

Unbl they have succeeded in proving we may assume
something like the following course of events Jesus, in going up
to a Passover, came in contact ivith the movement initiated by John
the Baptist in Judaea, and, after the lapse of a little time—if we
bring mto the reckoning the forty days’ sojourn in the wilderness

motioned in Mark i. 13, a few weeks later—appeared in Galilee

proclaiming the near approach of the Emgdom of God Accord,

ing to Mark He had known Himself since His baptism to be the

Messiah, but from the historical point of view that does not matter,

since history is concerned with the first announcement of the

Messiahship^ not with inward psychological processes ^

This work of preaching the Kingdom was continued until the

sending forth of Twelve ; that is to say, at the most for a few

weeks Perhaps in the saying *'the harvest is great but the

labourers are few,” with whidi Jesus closes His work prior to

sending forth the disciples, there lies an allusion to the actual

state of the natural fields The flocking of the people to Him after

the Mission of the Tw^ve, when a great multitude thronged about

Him for several days dunng His journey along the northern shore

of the lake, can be more naturally eaqilamed if the harvest had

just been brought in

However that may be^ it is certam that Jesus, in the midst of

His initial success, left Galilee^ joum^cd northwards, and only

resumed His work as a teacher in Judaea on the way to Jerusalem j

Of His ” public ministry,” therefore, a large section fells out, bemg

cancelled by a period of inexplicable concealment ,
it dwindles tp

' Wrede certainly goes too fer in asserting* that even so MorVs version the

expenence at the baptism is conceived as an open nnrade. perceptible to

The nay m which the revdations to the prophets are recounted in the Old Testsmoril

does not make In favour of this Otherwise we should have to suppose that tM

Evangelist described the incident as a miracle which took place in the presenc^

a multitude without perceiving that m this ease the Messianic secret w** *

no longer If so, the stoiy of the baptism stands on the some fating as tte nog

of theW^fanic entry it Is a revdation of the Messiahship which has absolutely

no results.
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a few weeks of pieaching here and there an Galilee and the few

days of His sojourn m Jerusalem ^

But an that case the public life of Jesus becomes pracucally

umntelligible The explanation that His cause in Galilee was los^

and that He was obliged to flee, has not the slightest foundation

m the text^ That was recognised even by Keim, the inventor

of the successful and unsuccessful penods in the life of Jesus,

as IS shown his suggestion that the Evangelists had intentionally

removed the traces failure from the decisive penod which led

up to the northern joutn^. Hie contiovexey over the washing

of hands in Hark vii 1-23, to which appeal is always made^ is

really a defeat for the Pharisees. The theory of the “ desertion

of the Gahiaeans,” which appears with more or less artistic variations

m all modem Lives of Jesus, owes its existence not to any other

confirmatory feet, but simply to the circumstance that Mark makes
the simple statement. “And Jesus departed and went into the
region of T^re” (vu. 24) without ofienng any explanation of this

decision.

The only conclusion whidi the text warrants is that Mark
mentioned no reason because he knew of none The decision
of Jesus did not rest upon the recorded facts, since it ignores these,
but upon considerations lying outside the history. His life at
this period was dominated by a “ dogmatic idea ” which rendered
Him uidifierent to all else . . . even to the happy and successful
work as a teacher which was opemng before Hun. How could
Jesus the ** teacher *' abandon at that moment a people so anxious
to team and so eager for salvation ? His action suggests a doubt
whether He really fell Himself to be a “teacher” If all the
controversial discourses and saymgs and answers to questions^
whidi were so to speak wrung from Him, were subtracted from
the sum of His utterances, how much of the didactic preaching
of Jesus would be left over ?

But even the supposed didactic preaching is not really that
of a “teacher,” since the purpose of His parables was, accord-
ing to Mark IV. 10-12, not to reveal, but to conceal, and of the
Kingdom of God He spoke only in parables (Mark iv 34),

Perhaps, however, we are not pstified in mctending the theory

a. ^ coming out of ttio north, appeared for“ I^ecapolis and Captinaura. and then started off to the north
® a?), may fiere protisionany be left out of aeconnt sinee

tan
wtih the tviofold account of the feeding of the tnultitodeL So

mv disappearance of the pec^le (Mark vm 34-ix. 30)

lestu
passed These statements make no difference to the fact that

smee the^Lrf?^i
Galilee diortly after the Mission of the a^ave,

t transient contact with the people.

Wt the ^

^

t!» sua^fid and nnsuccessful penods in the uork of Jesus
P S 'Thfe four Pre-supposiuons of the Modem Htsloncal
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of concealment^ simply because it is mentioned in connexion mtb
the first parable to all the parables which He ever spoke, for

It IS never mentioned again It could hardly indeed be applied

to the parables with a moral, like that, for instance^ of the pearl

of great price It is equally inapplicable to the parables of coming

judgment uttered at Jerusalem, in which He explicitly exhorts

the people to be prepared and watchful in view of the coming of

judgment and of the Kmgdom But here too it is deserving of

notice that Jesus, whenever He desires to make known anything

further concerning the Kingdom of God than just its near approach,

seems to be confined, as it were by a higher law, to the parabolic

form of discourse. It is as though, for reasons which we cannot

grasp, His teaching lay under certain limitations It appears as

a kind of accessory aspect of His vocation Thus it was possible

for Him to give up His work as a teacher even at the moment

when it promised the greatest success

Accordingly the fact of His always speaking m parables and

of Hxs taking this inexplicable resolution both point back to a

mysterious pre-supposition which greatly reduces the importance of

Jesus* work as a teacher
• . mr i

One reason for this hmitation is distinctly stated in Mark iv

10-12, VIS predestination 1 Jesus knows that the truth which He

offers 1$ exclusively for those who have been definitely ^osen, that

the general and public announcement of His message could only

thwart the plans of God, since the chosen are already winnmg ftar

salvation from God Only the phrase, “ Repent for the Km^om

of God IS at band " and its variants belong to the public preaching

And tins, therefore, is the only message which He commits to

His disciples when sendmg them forth What this lepMtence,

supplementary to the law, the special ethic of the interval before

the coming of the Kingdom {InUrwistihtK^ is, in its i

acceptation, He eacpiams m the Sermon on the Mount But

that goes beyond that simple phrase must be publicly pr^t^

only in parables, in order that those only, who are »

po^ss predestination by having the initial knowledge

them to understand the parable^ may receive a more ad^aa

knowledge, which is imparted to them in a me^re

to tLt onginal degree of knowledge “Unto him that hath shaU

be Mven, a^d from him that hath not shaU be taken aaay even

that which he hath" (Mark iv S4-a 5) R «
The predestinarian view goes along with the eschatology

nushed to Its utmost consequences in the dosing “CuJent of me

SSbledtl.eniamageoftheKing’s son (Matt xxn

^ «Vin ,n resnonse to a pubhdy issued invitation, sits down at tn
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The jdea of saWatioo and die predesUnamn hmrtaiion

of accq^tence to the dect aic constantly in conflvcl m the n iT.n

of Jesos In one case, htraever, He finds tchef in the ihoofht^ c I

picdestmation IVhen the tich young man turned VNay, not In .iny

strength to give up bis possessions for the sake of follovrmg

as he had Im commanded to do, Jesus and Kis di5ci])ic% ^cre

forced to drav the condusion that he, like other nch men, nin ]r\

and could not enter into the Kingdom of God Dut iinn<e<h^ic'j

aftervazds Jesus males the suggestion, '^With men it is impn^sib'e.

but not rrtth God, formth God all things are pos'^iUc” (Majf a

17-27); That B, He mil not gne up the hope tlrai the your.;;

man, m spite of appearance^ \fhich are against him, vrill be found
to haie Iftlonged to the Kingdom of God, sddy in \irtuc of il e
secret al^wwerful mil of God. Of a «comersjon'' of the \oanc
man there is no question

^

In^ Beatitude^ on the other hand, the aigumcnt is ret erfcd •

the predestination is inferred from its outward fflanifcstaiion. It ir- v

are die poor ui q»nt> Blessed aw Uie meek l BW
^ ftepacematesi-fliat does not mean that by wriuc of iIi* r

hut as a simple statement oTto
whonauon.

Am meekness, in then tee of peaet it « lirf®
>« predestined to the KanS^
q*esiieyaremari^„^ > poss^ of these

(Matt, r 10.12) the
^ case of others

^®^*«P«seffltens«haibrfanLm^^^ » miflc
«K the h,^ of the srorid, tthiA 1® ® These^^f God y

^*nes among men for the

^
.To tele snotheT^M ^ u®

tnysieiy
must
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therefore contain the explanahon why the Kingdom must non conies

and how men are to know how near it is. For the general (act

that It IS veiy near had already been openly prodaimed both by
the Baptist and by Jesus The mystery, therefor^ must consist of

something more &an that

_In these parables it is not the idea of development, but of the

apparent absence of causation niuch occupies the foremost place

The description auns at suggesting the question, how, and by what

power, incomparably great and glorious results can be infallibly

produced by an insignilicant tact without human aid A man

sowed seed Much of it was los^ but the httle that fell into good

ground brought forth a harvest—thirty, sixty, an hundredfold

—

which Idt no trace of the loss in the sowing How did that

come about?

A man sows seed and does not trouble any further about it—

cannot indeed do an) thing to help it, but he knows that after a

definite tune the glorious harvest which arises out of the seed mil

stand before him By what power is that effected?

An extremely minute gram of mustard seed is planted m the

earth and there necessarily arises out of it a great bush, which

cannot certainly have been contamed in the gram of seed How

was that?
, ^ ^ . .

AVhat the parables emphasise is, therefore^ so to speaK, tne

m Itself negative, inadequate, character of the initial fac^ upon

which, as by a rairade, there follows in the appointed tnac^

through the power of God, some great thing. They lay slrc«

not upon the natural, but upon the miraculous character of such

^
But what B the initial fact of the parables? ^

It IS not said that by the man who sows the seed Jwus mcai^s

Himself Ihe man has no importance

mustard seed he is not even mentioned M tlut

that the initial fact is already present, ^
time of the sowing is past at the moment when Jha

h™«r so the Kin^om of God must follow as certainly as harvest

so \Tith the s^e absolute confidence he may believe m

fact tvhich is symbolised ? J«us can onj?

preaching That necessitates the

Kingdom b> the power of God, as mwssw
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and tibe hatvest npemng, for he sees the one fact in the other, and

awaits along witib the earthly harvest the heavenly, the revelation

of the Kingdom of God
Ifwe look into the thought more dosety we see that the commg

of the Kingdom of God is not only symbolically or analogically,

but dso really and temporally connected vdth the harvest The
harvest ripening upon earth is the last^ With it comes also the

Kingdom of God which bnngs m the new age. When the reapers

ate sent mto the fidds, die Lord in Heaven will cause His harvest

to be reaped by the holy angels

If the three parables of Mark iv« contain the mysteiy of the

Kingdom of God, and are therefore capable of bemg summed up in

a sm^e formula, this can be nothing else than the jo^l exhortation

:

‘*Ye who have e3res to see, read, in the harvest which is npenmg
upon earth, what is being prepared in heaven * " The eager eschato-

logical hope was to regard the natural process as the last of its

kind, and to see in it a special significance in view of the event

of which it was to ^ve the signal

The analogical and temporal parallelism becomes complete if

we assume that the movement undated by the Baptist began m the

spnng, and notice that Jesu$, according to Matt ix. 37 and 38,
l^ore sending out the disaples to make a speedy pn^amation
of the nearness of the Kingdom of God, uttered die remarkable
saying about the nch harvest It seems like a final expression of

the thought contained m the parables about the seed and its

promise, and finds its most natural explanation in the supposition

that the harvest was actually at band
Whatever may be thought of tins attempt to divme historically

the secret of the Kingdom of God, there is one thing that cannot be
got away from, viz that the mitial fact to which Jesus points, under
the figure of sowing, is somehow or other connected with the
eschatolo^cal preaching of repentance^ which had been begun by
the Baptist

That may be the more confidendy asserted because Jesus in

another mysterious saying descnbes the days of the Baptist as a
time which makes preparation for the coming of the Kingdom of
God "From the days of John the Baptist," He says in Matt xi
12, "even until now, the Kmgdom of Heaven is subjected to
violence, and the idolent wrest it to themselves " The saying has
nothing to do with the entermg of individuals into the Kingdom^
it simply asserts, that since the coming of the Baptist a certain
number of persons are engaged in forcing on and compelhng the
coming of the Kingdom Jesus* expectation of the Kingdom is an
expectation based upon a fact which exercises an active infiuence
upon the Kingdom of God It was not He, and not the Baptist
who "were working at the coming of the Kingdom it is the host
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of penitents which is wnnging it from God, so that it may now
come at any moment

The es^atological msight of Johannes Weiss made an end of
the modem idew that Jesus founded the ICingdom It did away
with all activityi as exercised upon the Kingdom of God, and made
the part of Jesus purely a waiting one Non the aclivit} comes
back into the preaching of the Kingdom, but this time eschato-

logically conditioned. The secret of the Kingdom of God which

Jesus unveils in the parables about confident expectation m
Mark iv, and declares in so many words in the eulogy on the

Baptist (hiatt xi ), amounts to this, that in the movement to which

the Baptist gave the first impulse^ and nbich still continued, there

was an initial fact which was drawing after it the coming of the

Kingdom, in a fashion which was miraculous, unintelbgiblOi but

unfaihngly certain, since the sufficient cause for it lay m the poner

and purpose of God
It should be observed that Jesus in these parables, as wdl as

m the related saying at the sending forth of Uie Twel>^ uses the

formula, “He that hath ears to hear, let him hear" (Mark iv. 23

and Matt « ts), thereby signifying that in this utterance there

hes concealed a supernatural knowledge concerning the plans of

God, which only those who have ears to hear—that the fore-

oidained--can detect For others these sayings are uninteBigiblc

If this genuinely “histoncal” interpretation of the m>sieiy of

the Kingdom of God is correct^ Jesus roust have expected Ac

coming of the Kingdom at harvest time. And that is what He

did expect It is for that reason that He sends out His disapies

to make known in Israel, as speedily as may be^ what is about to

happen That m this He is actuated by a di^maiic idea, become

cltor when we notice that, according to Mark, the mission of Ae

Twelve followed immediately on the rejection at Nazareth The

unrecepUveness of the Nazarenes had made no

Him, He was only astonished at their unbelief

This passage is often interpreted to mean that He wm as.tmishcd

To find as mitade-working power fail Him
^
There js no lunt of

ihat in Ae text ^Vhat He is astonished at is, that in Hw native

2wn Acte were so few believers, that is, elect, knoa-ing as He dws

that the Kingdom of God may appear at any ‘

25 makes no difference whatc^e^ to the nearness of the coming

*ThfEfSist, therefore, places the rejcctioii at Nazareth and
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the history was determined] not by outward eventS] but by the

ded^ons of Jesus, and ^ese were determined by dogmatic^

eschatological considerations

To how great an extent this was the case m regard to the

mission of the Twelve is clearly seen from the ** charge ” which Jesus

gave them. He tells them m plam words (Matt. x. 23), that He
does not expect to see them back in the present age The Farousia

of the Son of Man, which is logically and temporally identical with

the dawn of the Kingdom] will take place before they shall have

completed a hasty joum^ through the cities of Israel to announce

It That the words mean tins and nothing else, that th^ ought

not to be in any way weakened down, should be sufficiently evident

This is the form in which Jesus reveals to them the secret of the

Kingdom of God. A few days later. He utters the saying about

the violent who, since the days of John the Baptist are forang on
the coming of the Kingdom

It IS equally dear, and here the dogmatic considerations which
guided the resolutions of Jesus become still more prominent, that

this prediction was not fulfilled. The disciples returned to Him ,

and the appearmg of the Son of Man had not taken place. The
actual history disavowed the dogmatic history on which the action

of Jesus had been based An event of supernatural history which
must take places and must take place at that particular point of

time, failed to come about That was for JesuS] who hved wholly

in the dogmatic history, the first “historical” occurrence, the

central event which closed the former penod of His activity and
gave the coming penod a new character To this extent modem
theology is justified when it distinguishes two penods in the Life of

Jesus ] an earlier, in which He is surrounded 1^ the people^ a later

in which He is
** deserted ” by them, and travels about with the

Twelve only It is a sound observation that the two penods are

sharply distinguished by the attitude of Jesus. To explain this

difierence of attitude, which they thought themselves bound to

account for on natural histoncal grounds, theologians of the modem
histoncal school invented the theory of growing opposition and
waning support Weisse, no doubt, had expressed himself in direct

opposition to this theory ^ Keim, who gave it its place in theology,
was aware that in setting it up he was going agamst the plain sense
of the texts Later writers lost this consciousness, just as in the
first and third Gospel the significance of the Messianic secret in

> Wctsse fcmnd that there was no hint m the sonrees of the desertion of the people,
since according to these Jesus was opposed only fay the Pbansees, not bv the people.
The abandonment of the Galilaean work, and the departure to Jerusalem, must, he
thought, have been due to some unreco-ded fact which revealed to Jeitis that the
time had come to act m this way Perhaps, he adds, it was the waning of Jest.s
miracle wo*'king po ^er which caused the change in His attitude, smee u is remarkable
that He perfonned no further miracles durmg His sojourn at Jcrusalciu
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Mark gradually faded amy, th^ imagined that could find the
basis of fact for the theory in the text^ and did not realise tiiat

th^ only believed m the desertion of the multitude and die

''fights and rehreznenls '' of Jesus because they could not othennse
ei^hun historically the alteration in His conduct His tnthdtawal

from pubhc trork^ and Hss resolve to die.

The fhorougl^zng eschatological school makes better in>rk of

It Th^ recognise m the non-occunence of die Pazousia promised

m hlatt X a3i the "histone &ct^” in die estimation of Jesn^ which

in some way determined the alteration in His pla^ and His

attitude tow^s the multitude

The whole history of "Cbns&ani^” down to the present day^

that IS to say, the ted inner history of is based on die delay of

the Parousia, the non^cnrrence of the Parousii^ the abandonisent

of eschatology, the progress and completion of the " dc'escbatologis-

mg " of religion which has been connected therewith It shodd

be noted that the non-fulfilment of Matt x 23 is the first postpone-

ment of the Paiousia. We have therefore here the first significant

date in the “histoiy of Christianity ", it gj\es to die work of Jesus

a new directiont otherwise inei^Hcable

Here we recognise also why the Marcan hypothesis in cor^

stnicting Its view of the Life of Jesus, found itself obliged to

have recourse more and more to the help of modem ptycholc^jy#

and thus neoessanty became more and more unhistoncal The

fact which alone makes possible an understanding of the whoH JS

lacking in this Gospel. Without Matt x and aa eraythmg

remains Pox this reason Bruno Bauer and Wiede are

in thear own way the only consistent representatives of the Mai^
hypothesis from the pomt of view of histoncal cridasm, when ttiey

amve at the result that the Marcan account is inherendy un-

mtdhgible Keim, with his strong sense of historical reality, n^tly

fdt that the plan of the Life of Jesus should not be constructed

eacdusively on the basis of Mark.

The recognition that Mark alone gives an inadequate b^ »

more impor^t than any «Ur-M«kas” theon^ tar “

impossible to discover a hteraiy foundation, or find an histoni^ use

A^ple mduebon from the "fhets" tet« us bejmd ^
the diacoursismatenal of Matthevr, vrhidi the

rehool thought they could sift m here and the^ vbema thwe

seemed to blroom for it, there he hidden certam fec^facts which

never happened but are dl the more inyoriant for that

^^Tiy desenbes the events and discourses in

is insoluMe.
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The prediction of the Parousia of the Son of Man is not the

only one which remained unfulfilled There is the prediction of

sufferings which is connected with it To put it more aocoratcly,

the prediction of the appearing of the Son of Man in Matt x 23

runs up into a prediction of suffenngs^ which, working up to a

dimax, forms the remainder of the discourse at the sendmg forth

of the disciples This prediction of sufferings has as little to do
with objective history as the prediction of the Parousia. Con-

sequently, none of the Xaves of Jesus, which follow the lines of a

natural psychology, from Weisse down to Oskar Holtzmann, can

make anythmg of it^ They either strike it out, or transfer it

to the last “gloomy ^och’* of the life of Jesus, regard it as

an unintelligible anticipation, or put it down to the account of

“primitive theology,” which serves as a scrap-heap for every-

thing for which they cannot find a place in the “histoncal hfe

of Jesus
”

In the texts it is quite evident that Jesus is not speaking of

suffenngs after His death, but of suffenngs which will befall them
as soon as they have gone forth from Him The death of Jesus is

not here presupposed, but only the Parousia of the Son of klan,

and it is implied that this will occur just after these suffenngs and
bring them to a dose. If the theology of the pnmitive Church
had remoulded the tradition, as is always being asserted, it would
have made Jesus give His followers directions for their conduct
after His death That we do not find anything of this kind is

the best proof that there can be no question of a remoulding
of the Life of Jesus by pnmitive theology How easy it would
ha\e been for the Early Church to scatter here and there

through the discourses of Jesus directions which were only to

be applied after His death 1 But the simple fact is that it did
not do so

The suffenngs of whidi the prospect is held out at the sending
forth are doubly, trebly, nay four times over, unhistorical In the
first place—and this is the only point which modern histoncal
theology has noticed—because there is not a shadow of a
suggestion in the outward circumstances of anything which could
form a natural occasion for such predictions of, and exhortations
relating to, suffenngs In the second place—and this has been
overlooked by modem theology because it had already declared
them to be unhistoncal m its own charactenstic fashion, \iz by
sinking them out—^because they were not fulfilled. In the third
place—and this has not entered into the mind of modem theology
at all—^because these sajmgs were spoken in the closest connexion

^ The most logical attitude in rcg<\rd to n is Bousset 5, who {rtiposes to treat
the mission and eterything connected with it os a ** confused and unintellinble*’
tradition.
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with the promise of the Paronsia and are placed in the dosesr
connemon with that event In the fourth plac^ because the
descnpUOQ of that which is to befall the disci^es is quite without

an^ basis in eiqienence A time of general dissension will begin^

m which brothers will nse up against bzotbeta^ and fathers against

sons and children against &eir parents to cause them to be put

to death (Matt. x. ax) And the disaples “shall be hated of all

men for His name’s sake ” Let them stnve to hold out to the

“end," that is, to the coming of the Son of Mai^ in order that thej

may be saved (Matt x as)

But why should they suddenly be hated and persecuted for the

name of Jesu^ seeing that this name played no part whatever in

their preaching ? That is simply inconceivable The leladon of

Jesus to the Son of Man, the that is to say, that it is He who

18 to be manifested as Son of Man, must therefore in some way or

other become known in the interval; not; however, through the

disciples, but by some other means of revelation, A kind of super-

natural iHuroination will suddenly make known all that Jesus has

been keeping secret regarding the Kingdom of God and His

position in the Kingdom This illumination will anse as suddenly

and without preparation as the spirit of strife

And as a matter of fact Jesus predicts to the disdples m Ihe

same discourse that to their own suipnse a supernatural wisdom

will suddenly speak from their hp^ so that it will be not they Imt

the Spint of God who will answer the great ones of the earth As

the Spint IS for Jesus and early Chnstian theology somedimg con-

crete which IS to descend upon the elect among mankind ^y m
consequence of a definite event—the outpouring of the Spmt wbi^

according to the prophecy of Joet should precede the day of judg

ment—Jesus must have anticipated that this would oc^ dunng

the absence of the dismples, in the midst of the time of stnfe and

confaaw
^ differently, the whole of the discourse at &e sending

forth of the Twelve taken in the dear sense of wo^
^

a pi^

dicdon of the events of the “time of the end." ^
immediately at hand, m trhich the supernatural esch^otep^

course of history mil break through into the natural

erpectation of sufferings is therefore doctrinal wd unhistonc^ m

n̂reciselT in the same way, the expectation of the pounng for*

rfrSVnt utS^d^theLiehme. l^a bi 1
MaTis to be preceded according to the Mesranic dogma b) a
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IS descnbed as the hanrest'day of God^ Here we have a remark-

able parallel to the saying about the harvest m Matt ix 38, which

forms the introduction to the discourse at the sendmg of the

disaples

There is only one point in which the predicted course of

esdiatological events is incomplete the appearance of Ehas is

not mentioned

Jesus could not prophet to the disaples the Parousia of the

Son of Man without pointing them, at the same tim^ to the pie-

eschatological events which must first occur He must open to

them a part of the secret of the Kingdom of God, viz the nearness

of the harvest, that they might not be taken by surprise and caused

to doubt by these events

Thus this discourse is bistoncal as a whole and down to the

smallest detail precisely becai^e, according to the view of modem
theology, it must be judged unhtstonca! It is, m fact, full of

eschatological dogma Jesus had no need 10 instruct the disaples

as to what they were to teach
,

for they had only to utter a cry

But concerning the events which should supervene it was necessary

that He should give them information Therefore the discourse

does not consist of instruction, but of pr^tctions of sufferings and

of the Farousia

That bemg so, we may judge with what nght the modem
psychological Geology dismisses the great MaUhaean discourses

off-hand as mere “composite structures” Just let any one try to

show how the Evangelist when he was radung his brains over the

task of making a “bourse at the sending forth of the disaples^”

*Joelm ''IhitmthfisidkiorattbaiTot isnpel" la tht Apocalypse

«

Jobo, loo, the Last lodgment ts desmbed as the heasenly bamst *• Tlinist m thy
sicUeandreap, fw the tune is cnae thee to re^ , for the barve^ of the earth is

npft And he that sat oa the dond thrust m his sidle on the earth , and the earth
«as reaped "(Rev m 15 and 16)

The most rem'irkdile pwaltd to the discourse at the sendmg forth of the dumpies
IS offered the SynaeApocahpse ofBamd) " Behold, Uiedayseome, uhcsUietime
of the uorld shall be npe, and the h-irvest of the sowing of the good and of the evil

shall come, when the Almighty shaU bring npon the earth and upon its mitahi|mn^
and 1^ thmr nders conft:^ of spint and terror tint makes the heart stand still

,

and they shahlate one another and provoke one andber to war
, and the desjus^

shill have power over them of repntation, and the memi shaU ezdt tbemsdves ovff
them that are hi|^ily esteemed And the man) s^ be at the mercy of the few

1 M L
escape the before-meniiooed (dangers)

auUl he gnen mto the hands of m> servant, the Messiah (Cm Ixs a, 3, 0
Following the (mnsfetion of E. Kanuseh

)

The connetion li««eeB the ideis of binest and ofjudgment was therefore one of

?! L
““ writings And as the Apoealjpse of Baruch

dates horn we period “ibont A D yoiitmaj beassnmedihatfbuassoaaitonofidius
was also minent in the Jewish apoca^c of the time of Jesns Here u &bm for
understanding We secret of We Km^om of God in We parables of sowing and
reipmg hWOTcally and m iccordmce wiW We ideas of We time. \\ hat Jesus did

to malce known to those who nndentood Him that the coming carWh harvest was
the mt and was also We token of We coming heavmly harvest Tim esdiatdlogtcal
micrprctaiion u immens^ strengthened 1^ these paiallds
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half the method of piecing it together out of traditional say-

ings and **pnmitive theology,” and half by inventing 1^ lighted on
the curious idea of making Jesus speak entirely of moppoitnne
and unpractical matters ^ and of then gomg on to provide the

evidence that they never happened.

The foretelhng of the suffenngs that bdong U the eschato-

logical distress is part and parcel of the preaching of the approach

of the Kingdom of God, it embodies the secret of the Kingdom
It IS for that reason that the thought of suffenng appears at the

end of the Beatitudes and in the closing petition of the Lord’s

Prayer For the irci/Murfi^s which is there in view is not an

individual psychological temptation, but the general eschatological

time of tribulation, from which God is besought to exempt those

who pray so earnestly for the coming of the Kingdom, and not to

expose them to that tribulation by way of putting them to the test

There followed neither the sufferings nor the outpouring of

the Spirit, nor the Parousia of the Son of Man. The disaples re-

turned safe and sound and full of a proud satisfaction, for one

promise had been realised—the power which bad been given them

over the demons
But from the moment when they rejoined Him, all His thougnts

and efforts were devoted to getting nd of the people in order to be

alone with them (Mark vi 30-33)* Previously, during their absence,

He had, almost m open speech, taught the mulutude concerning

the Baptist, concerning that which was to precede the coming of

the Kmgdom, and concerning the judgment which should come

upon the impenitent, even upon whole towns of them (Matt a

ao-24V, because, in spite of the mirades which they h^ witnessed,

they had not recognised the day of grace and dihgOTtly used it for

repentance At the same time He had rejoiced before thra over

all those whom God had enlightened that they in^bt see what was

going forward, and had caUed them to His side (M^ » 25-30)^
And now suddenly, the moment the disaples return, Hm one

Tw get a4 ftom the people Ttey. however, foltow

Hun^nd over^e Him on the shores of the lake
J®®

1
^^

Jordan between Himself and them by ciossmg to BethsMto

They also come to Bethsaida He
do the same Since m Galilee it is impossible for Him to don^

and We absolutely must be alone;, He “slips away’ to fte nort .

S^ce mo?Srn Sology was^ght He really do«^S^vr^m hostile Scribes, but from the people. ^
Sens in order to await m His company the appearing of the

£,?dom ofSd and of the Son of Man_to await it in vam.«

1 With nebt

of S to find lod6m». for to wo« opon Chan»»
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In Strauss’s first Life of Jesus the question is thio^ out

vrhether, in Tieir of Matt x 23, Jesus did not think of His Parouda
as a txansfoimation whidi diould take place during His lifetime.

Ghillany bases his work on this possibihty as on an established

historical iacL Dalman takes this hypothesis to be the necessary

correlatrre of the interpretabon of the sdf-designation Son of Man
on the ba^ of Darnel and the Apocalypses

If Jeso^ he oigue^ designated Himsdif m this futuristic sense

as the Son of Man who comes from Heaven, He must have assumed
that He would first be tran^orted thither. “A man who had died

or been rapt away fixmi the earth might perhaps be brought into

the world again in this way, or one who had never been on earth

might so descend thither.’’ But os this conception of transforma-

tion and removal seems to Dalman untenable in the case of Jesus,

he treats it as a reduciio ad dbsnrdum of the eschatological inter-

pretation of the title.

But why ? If Jesus as a man walMng in a natural body upon
earth, predicts to His disciples the Parousxa of the Son of Man in

the immediate future, with the secret conviction that He HunseU
was to be revealed as the Son of Man, He must have made
predsdy dus assumption that He would first be supematmally
removed and transformed He thought of Himself as any one
must who behaves in the immediate coming of the last things,

as hving in two different conditions the present, and the future

condition into which He is to be transfmred at the coming of

the new supernatural world We learn later that the disciples

on the way up to Jerusalem were entirely possessed by the thought
of what they should be when this transformation took place.

They contend as to who shall have the highest position (Mark ix.

33); James and John wish Jesus to promise them m advance
thrones on His nght hand and on His left (Mark x 35-37)
He, moreover, does not rebuke them fox indulging such thoughts,

but only tells them how much, m the present ag^ of service^

humiliation, and sufienng is necessary to constitute a claim to

such places in the future age, and that it does not in the last

resort belong to Him to allot the places on His left and on His
nght, but that they shall be given to those for whom they are

prepared ; therefor^ perhaps not to any of the disaples (Mark x
40) At this point, therefore, the knowledge and will of Jesus
are thwarted and limited by the predestinananism which is bound
up with eschatology.

&sd Bethsuda sontewbere else 10 an «ipp*iopmtel\ f^oomj context? Is ziot all this

appazentlr disconnected matenad htSA together hj an inner bond of connexiott—the
secret of the Kingdom of God ahiefa is imminently impending o\er Jesus and the
people? Or. is Jesus expected to pieadi like one who has a thesis to nuuntain and
sei^aboni Ihr the most logical arrangement 7 Does not a certain lack of orderly
eoaaexton belong to the >cry laea of propheuc speech ?
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Ic IS quite misiAlcn, hoi\ci cr, to speak ns modern theology
docs, of the **scrwcc'* here required as belonging to the “nevv
ethic of the Kingdom of God” There is for Jesus no ethic

of the Kingdom of Godi for in the Kingdom of God all natural

relationships c\en, for example, the distinction of sex (Mark xii

95 and 96), arc abolished Temptation and sin no longer exist.

Alt IS "reign,” a "reign” uhich has gradations—Jesus speaks of

the " Icsst in the Kingdom of God ”*<^according as it has been

dctcrniiiicd in each indi\iduat ease from all etcmit), and according

ns each by Ins selLhumihniion and refusal to rale m the present

age has proved his fitness for bcanng rule in the future Kingdom
For the loftier stations, however, it is necessary to have proved

oneself in persecution and ^u/Tcnng Accordingly, Jesus asks the

sons of Zebedee whether, since they claim these thrones on His

right hand and on His left, they feel themselves strong enough

to drink of Ilis cup and be baptized with His baptism (Mark x

38) To sene, to humble oneself, to incur persecution and

dcilh, belong to "the clhic of the intcnm" just as much as

docs penitence They arc indeed onl) a higher form of penitence

A vivid eschatological expectation is therefore impossible to

conceive apart from the idea of a metamorphosis The resurrcc-

lion IS only a special ease of this metamorphosis the form m
which the new condition of things is realised in the case of those

who arc already dead. The resurrection, the metamorphosis, and

the Parousia of the Son of Man take place simultaneously, and

are one and the same act’ It t<> therefore quite indifferent

whether a man loses his life shortly before the Parausia in order

to “find his life,” if that is nhat is ordained for him, that

signifies only that he will undergo the eschatological metamoiphosis

with the dead instead of with the hung
. k-

The Pauline eschatology recognises both conceptions side oy

side, m such a way, howc^cr. that the resuncction «

to the metamorphosis “Behold, I shew yon a myrteiy,
Jj®

in I Cor XV <1 fr, "we shall not all sleep, but we shall all

be changed In a moment, in the twinkling an ‘P®

last trump* for the trumpet shall souni and the dead shall

raised incorruptible, and we shall be Ranged.’

The apostle himself desires to be o"®5,

®

cxnencnce the metamorphosis and to be clothed with the ^

and the resurrection ari^ for those who are in C ti

I If, Iherefore. Je»u "t a Pf on
innns by that. nM the Son of Mon And with

melninotphosis, Innshtton to ™ ^ f ^53^^ U Iherefon!.

the clouds of heaven
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with a being caught up into the clouds of heaven (i Thess iv.

15 ff). Therefore Paul also makes one and the same event of the

metamorphosis, resurrection, and translation

In seeking clues to the eschatology of Je^us, scholars have

passed over the eschatology ^hich hes closest to it^ that of Paiil.

But why? Is It not identical with that of Jesus, at least in so

far that both are “Jewish eschatology”? Did not Reimarus long

ago declare that the eschatology of the pnmitive Christian com-

munity was identical with the Jewish, and only went beyond it

m daimmg a defimte knowledge on a smgle point which was

unessential to the nature and course of the expected events, in

knowing, that is, who the Son of Man should be ? That Christians

drew no distinction between their own eschatology and the Jewish

is evident from the whole character of the earlier apocalyptic

hterature, and not least from the Apocal} pse of John < Alter all,

what alteration did the behef that Jesus was Son of Man
who was to be revealed make m the general scheme of the course

of apocalyptic events ?

From the Rabbimc literature httle help is to be derived

towards the understanding of the world of thought in which
Jesus hved, and His view of His own Person The latest

researches may be said to have made that clear. A few moral
maxuns, a few halting parables—that is all that can be produced
in the way of parallels Even the conception uhich is there

suggested of the hidden coming and work of the Messiah is

of little importance We find the same ideas in the mouth of

Trypho in Justin’s dialogue, and that makes their Jewish character

doubtful That Jesus of Nazareth knew Himself to be the Son of
Man who was to be revealed is for us the great fact of His self-

consciousness, which IS not to be further explained, whether there

had been any kind of preparation for it in contemporary theology
or not.

The seif-consciousness of Jesus cannot m fact be illustrated

or explained , all that can be explained is the eschatological view,
in which the Man who possessed that self-consmousness saw
reflected in advance the coming events, both those of a more
general character, and those which especially related to Himself^

The eschatology of Jesus can therefore only be interpreted
by the aid of the cunously mtermitlent Jewish apocalyptic hterature
of the period between Daniel and the Bar-Cochba rising 'What
else, indeed, are the Synoptic Gospels, the Pauline letters, the
Christian apocalypses than products of Jewish apocalyptic, belonging,

* The title of Baldensperger^S book. The Self-ccruaoiuress qf Jesus tn the
ij^ki ef the Afeenartf Hefes of Hii Tixre, really contains a promisp is
impossible of fidiilinent The contemponuy *' Messianic hopes " can onI> explain the
hopes of Jesus so fir as thc> corresponded thereto, not His vie» of His o«n Person,
In nihicfb He 11 absolutely original
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moreover, to its gwtest and most flounshing penod? His.toncally regarded, the Baptist, Jesu^ and Pa^ L simply theEliminating manifestations of Jewish appcal>»ptjc thought Theusual representation is the exact converse of the truth. Wntewdesenbe Jewish e^atology m order to illustrate the ideas of
Jesus But what i' this "Jewish eschatology” after all? It is

because the culminating
penod, with the documents which relate to it, has been left outTne true historian will desenbe the eschatolcgy of the Baptist
of Je^s, and of Paul in order to explain Jewish eschatology It
IS nothing less than a misfortune for the science of New Testament
Theology that no real attempt has hitherto been made to w«te
the history of Jewish eschatology as it really was; that i& with the
inclusion of the Baptist, of Jesus, and of Paul ^

All this has had to be said in order to justify the apparently
self-evident assertion that Mark, Matthew, and Paul are the best
sources for the Jewish eschatology of the tune of Jesus They
represent a phase, which even in detail is self-explanatory, of that
Jewish apocalyptic hope which manifested itself from time to
time We arc, therefor^ justified m first reconstructing the Jewi^
apocalyptic of the time independently out of these document^ that
is to say, in bringing the details of the discourses of Jesus into
an eschatological system, and then on the basis of this system
endeavounng to explain the apparently disconnected events in

the history of His pubhc life

The lines of connection which run backwards towards the

Psalms of Solomon, Enoch, and Daniel, and forwards towards

the apocalypses of Baruch and Enoch, are extremefy important

for the understanding of certain gen^ concephona On the

other band, it is impossible to over-emphasise the uniqueness

of the point of view from which the esdiatology of the tune of

the Baptist, of Jesus^ and of Paul presents itself to us

In the first place, men feel themselves so dose to the coming
events that they only see what lies nearest to them, the unagmative

development of detail entirely ceases In the second plac^ it

appears to us as though seen, so to speak, from within, passed

through the medium of powerftil minds hke those of the Baptist

and Jesua That is why it is so great and simple On the

other hand, a certain compheahon anses from the fact that it

now intersects actual history AU these are or^mal features of

It, which are not found in the Jewish apocalyptic writings of the

preceding and following penod% and that is why these doenments

> ^ Even BoMensperger's bo6k» Du Scffiivn^n des

JuitfUttmt (XQ03), passes at & fiom tbe Psalms of Solomon lo Fotirtb Ena.

The eomme volume is to deal with the eschatology ofJesus That is a •*theolog«»^"

bat not anInstoncal division of the matenta. The second volume sfaoiili] pr^pexly

econo in the middle tf the first.
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give 13S so litUe help m regard to the characteristic detail of the

eschatology of Jesus and His contemporanes,

A further point to be noticed is that the eschatology of the

time of Jesus shows the influence of the eschatology of the

ancient prophets in a way which is not paralleled either before

or after Compare the Synoptic eschatology with that of the

Psalms of Solomon In place of the legal nghteousness, whidi,

since the return from the exil^ had formed the hnk of connexion

between the present and the future, we And the prophetic ethu^

the demand for a general repentance even in the case of the

Baptist In the Apocalypses of Baruch and Ezra we see especially

m the theological character of the latter, the persistent traces

of this ethical deepening of apocalyptic.

But even in individual conceptions the apocalyptic of the

Baptist, and of the period which he introducee xua^es back to

the eschatology of the prophetic wntings The pouxing forth

of the spint, and the figure of Eha$, who comes again to earth,

play a great idle in it The difficulty 1% indeed^ consciously felt

of combining the two eschatologies, and bnnging the prophetic

within the Damehc. How, it is asked, can the Son of David
be at the same time the Damehc Son-of-Man Messiah, at once
David’s son and David's Lord ?

It IS inadequate to speak of a synthesis of the two eschatologies.

What has happened is nothing less than the remoulding, the
elevation, of DamcUEnot^ apocalyptic by the spint and
conceptions belonging to the ancient prophetic hope

A great simphflcation and deepening of eschatology begins
to show Itself even in the Psalms oi Solomon The conception of
righteousness which the water apphes is, m spite of its legal aspect,

of an ethical, prophetic character It is an eschatology assoaated
with great histoncal events, the eschatol(^ of a Pharisaism which
IS fighting for a cause, and has therefore a certam muard greatness ^

Between the Psalms of Solomon and the appearance of the Baptist
there lies the decadence of Pharisaism. At this point there
suddenly appears an eschatological movement detached from
Pharisaism, which was declining into an extemal legalism, a
movement resting on a basis of its own, and thoroughly penetrated
with the spirit of the ancient prophets

•The ultimate differentia of this eschatology is that it was not,
like the other apocalyptic movements, called into existence by

^ The fact th'it m the Paalms of Solomon the Messiah is disignalod h> the
ancient prophetic n-imc of the Son of David is significant of the nsmg « the
ancient prophetic hlcntuic. This designation has nothing whateicr to do with a
political ideal of a ktngl> Messiah This Davidic Ring and his Kingdom arc, la
their character and the manner of their coming, ttoy whii as supematuxal as the
Son of Man and His coming The same histoncal fact vias read into both Daniel
and the prophets.
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l«stoncal events The Apocalypse of Daniel was called forth by
the religious oppression of Antiochus/ the Psalms of Solomon
by the civil stnfe at Jerusalem and the first appearance of theRoman power under Pompey,* Fourth Ezra and Baruch by the
destruction of Jerusalem * The apocalyptic movement in the tunc
of Jesus IS not connected a iih any historical event It cannot be
said, as Bruno Bauer nghtly perceived, that we know anything
about the Messianic expectations of the Jewish people at that
time^ On the contrary, the indifference shown by the Roman
administration towards the movement proves that the Romans
knew nothing of a condition of great and general Messianic
excitement among the Jewish people The conduct of the
Pharisaic party also, and the indifierence of the great mass of
the people^ show that there can have been no question at that
time of a national movement What is really remarkable about
this wave of apocalyptic enthusiasm is the fact that it was called
forth not by external events, but solely by the appearance of two
great personalities, and subsides with their disappearance, without
leaving among the people generally any trac^ except a feeling

of hatred towards the new sect

The Baptist and Jesus are not, therefor^ borne upon the
current of a general esdiatological movement Tbe period offers no
events calculated to give an impulse to eschatological enthusiasm,

They themselves set the times in motion by acting, by creating

eschatological facts. It is this mighty creative force which consti-

tutes the difficulty in grasping histoncally the eschatology of Jesus

and the Baptist Instead of htcraiy artifice speaking out of a

distant imaginary past, there now enter into the field of eschatology

men, living, acting men It was the only time when that evci

happened in Jewish eschatology

There is silence all around The Baptist appear^ and cries.

Repent, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand ” Soon after

that comes Jesus^ and in the knowledge that He is the coming

< Hnocli 15 an offishooc of the Dnnidie apocnl) piie wnttnas Tlie earliest portion,

the Apocnij pse of the Ten Weeks, is independent t>t Dnniel and of conteniponry

origin Tlie Simtluudes (cipp xxxvd-lxix ). which, with their description of the

Judgment of the Son of Min. ire so importmt m connexion i^ith the tlioughis of

Jcstis, mny be pliced in 80-70 DC. They do not presuppose the taking of

Terusilcm 1>> Ponipcy
> The Z^lms of Solomon are therefore a decide liter ibm the Similitudes

The Apoc.'i]>pse of Bmich sems to hue been composed not \txy long after

the Fall of Jenis'ilem rourth Cera is twenty to thirty ) cars liter

« Tlie Psitms of Solomon form tlie list document of Jenish csehilology before

the coming of tlie Biptist Tor nlmoat n hundred jears, from do n c. until A » 30*

ne hue no infortmtion regirding Lschitologtcil mmementsJ And do the Psilms

of Solomon really point to n deep escbitolegicil movement nt the time of ine

fikine of Imjrfem lij Pompqr? Hird\>, 1 think U » to be noticed In stiidilnB

the times of Jesus that the surrounding arcnmstanecs hi\e no eschaiologirii

chimcier The Tall ofJenisalem marks the next turning point in the bistoQ ol the

apoc^}pttc hope, as Qanich and rourth Lzra show*
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Son of Man lays hold of the wheel of the world to set it moving on
that last revolution y%hjch is to bring all ordmary history to a dose
It refuses to turn, and He throws Himself upon it Then it does

turn ; and crushes Him Instead of bnngmg in the eschatological

conditions, He has destroyed them The wheel rolls onward, and
the mangled body of the one immeasurably great Man, who was
strong enough to think of Himsdf as the spintual ruler of mankind
and to bend history to His purpose, is hanging upon it still That
IS His victory and His reign

These considerations regarding the distinctive character of the

Synoptic eschatology were necessary in order to explain the

significance of the sending forth of the disaples and the discourse

which Jesus uttered upon that occasion Jesus' purpose is to set

in motion the eschatological development of history, to let loose
the final woes, the confusion and strife, from which shall issue the
Parousia, and so to introduce the supra-mundane phase of the
eschatological drama That is His task, for which He has authority
here below. That is why He says in die same discourse, “ Think
not that I am come to send peace on the earth

, I am not come
to send peace, but a sword ” (Matt x 34)

It was wi& a view to this initial movement that He chose His
disaples They are not His helpers in the work of teaching

, we
never see them in that capaaty, and He did not prepare them to
cany on that work after His death. The very fact that He chooses
just twelve shows that it is a dogmatic idea which He has in mind
Ho chooses them as those who are destined to hurl the firebrand
into the world, and are afterwards, as those who have been the
comrades of the unrecognised Messiah, before He came to His
Kingdom, to be His assodates in ruhng and judging it ^

But what was to be the fate of the future Son of Man dunng
the Messianic woes of the last times ? It appears as if it was
appointed for Him to share the persecution and the suflrenng He

* Jesus praimses them expressly that at the appennne of the Son of Man they
shiH sit upon twcltc thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel (Malt xix aS) it
IS to their part m the judgment that belong also the authonty to bind and to loose
which He rattusts to thenu^first to Peter personnll} (Matt xvt 19) and afterwards

Twd\c (Matt. XVIII xB)—in such a wnj, too. that their present decisions
will be somehM or oiher binding at the Judgment Or does the “upon earth

”
reler only to the fact that the Messianic Last Judgment wUl be held on earth? •* I
gite unto of Ibe Kingdom of Heaven, and whatsoever thou shall b ndon tMh shnn be bwd m heaven, and wbatsoerer thou shall loose on earth shah be

(Matt xvt 19) Why should these words not be faistoncal? Is
same context Jesus speaLs of the "church- which He will found

J’poo *he Rock-discipte Hut if one his once got a clevr idea from Paul, a Clement
the Hebrews, and the Shepherd of Hermas. whit the precasting

to^iUe thit Jesus mi^l have spoken of the church against which the gi\^
passage is given in uncschatologjcalr^nce to the as we know it, it loses nil real meaning ind become aUcasuie-trove to the Homan Catholic exegete, and a terror to the I^cstant

24
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^ys t^t those who shall be sa\ed must take their cross and followHim (Matt x 38)1 that His followers must be willing to Jose their
lives for His sak^ and that only those who m this time of terror
TOnfess their allegiance to Him, shall be confessed by Hun before
His heavenly Father (Matt x 32) Sunilariy, in the last of the
Beatitudes, He bad pronounced those blessed who were desp*SGd
and persecuted for His sake (Aiatt v- ii, is) As the future
bearer of the supreme rule He must go through the deepest
humiliation There is danger that His foJiowers may doubt Him.
Tlieiefore, the last words of His message to the Baptist^ just at the
tune when He bad sent forth the Twelve^ iSi Blessed is he whoso-
ever shall not be ofiended in me ” (Matt w, d).

If He makes a point of familiarising others with the thought
that m the time of tabulation th^ may even lose their lives. He
must have recognised that this possibility was still more strongly

present in His own case It is possible that in the enigmatic
saying about the disciples fasting **ivben the bndegroojn is taken
away from them ” (h^k u 20X there is a hmt of what Jesus

expected In that case sufienng, death, and resurrection must
have been closely umted in the Messianic consciousness from the

first So much, however, is certain, viz that the thought of

sulfcring fonned par^ at the time of the sending forth the

disaptes, of the m)'Steiy of the Kingdom of God and of the

Messiahship of Jesus, and that in the form that Jesus and all the

dect were to be brought low in the ^rr^pacr/cor at the time of the

death-struggle against the evil world-power winch would anse

against them; brought down, it might be^ even to death It

mattered as little m His own case as m that of others whether at

the time of the Parousia He should be one of those who should be

metamorphosed, or one who had died and nsen again. The

question anses, however, how this self^nsciousncss of Jesus could

remain concealed It is true the miracles had nothing to do with

the Messiahship, since no one expected the Messiah to come as an

earthly miracIe-workcr in the present age On the contrar>% it

would have been the greatest of miracles if any one had recognised

the Messiah in an earthly miracle-worker How far the ones of

the demomacs who addressed Him as Messiah were intelligible b>

the people must remain an open question ^Vhar is clear is that

His Messiahship did not become known in this way even to His

dbaplcs ^ ^ ,

And>et in all His speech and action the Messianic consciousness

shines forth One might, indeed, speak of the acts of IIis

Messianic consciousness The Beatitudes, naj, the wliole of tlic

Sermon on the Mount, with the authontauve "I ” for cwr breikmg

throuch, bear witness to the high dignity which He ascnbtd to

Himself Did not this “I" set the people thinking?
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What must th^ have thought when, at the close of this dis*

course, He spoke of people who, at the Day of Judgment, would
call upon Him as Lord, and appeal to the works that they had done
in His name, and who yet were destined to be rejected because He
would not recognise them (Matt vu. 8z-23)?

What must they have thought of Him when He pronounced
those blessed who were persecuted and despised for His sake

(Matt V zi, za)? By uhat authonty did this man forgive sins

(Mark u, S ff )?

In the discourse at the sendmg forth of the disciples the ” I
”

IS still more prominent He demands of men that in the trials to

come they shall confess Him, that they shall love Him more than
father or mother, bear their cross after Him, and follow Hun to

the death, since it is only for ''uch that He can entreat His
Heavenly Father (Matt, x 32 fif) Admitting that the expression

“Heavenly Father*’ contained no nddle for the listening disciples,

smce He had taught them to pray “Our Father which art m
Heaven,” we have still to ask who was He whose yea or nay should
prevail uith God to determine the fate of men at the Judgment?

And yet they found it hard, nay impossible^ to think of Him
as Messiah. They guessed Him to be a prophet , some thought of
Ellas, some of John the Baptist nsen from the dead, as appears
clearly from the answer of the disaples at Caesarea Philippi.

The Messiah was a supernatural pexsonahty who was to appear m
the last times, and who was not expected upon earth before that

At this point a difficulty presents itself How could Jesus be
Elias for the people? Did &ey not hold John the Baptist to be
Elias? Not m the least! Jesus was the first and the only person
who attnbuted this office to him. And, moreover. He declares it

to the people as something mystenous^ difficult to understand-—
“ If ye can receive it, this is Elias, which was for to come He
that hath ears to hear, let him hear” (Matt, xi z4, 15), In
making this revelation He is communicating to them a piece of
supernatural knowledge, opening up a part of the mystery of the
Kingdom of God. Therefore He uses the same formula of
emphasis as when making known in parables the mystery of the
Kingdom of God (Mark iv }

The disciples were not with Him at this time, and therefore
did not learn what was the role of John the Baptist When a
little later, in descending from the mount of transfiguration He

* Thu he could be tuteo for the Baptist nsen from the dead ahous how short a
time before the death of the Baptist His ministrj had begun He only became
ktionviii as the Baptist's question shaus, at the time of the mission of the disciples

,

Herod first hewd of Him after the dcal^ of the Baptist Had he Lnoun anything of
Jesus bero-ch*ind. it «ou!d h^\c been impossible for him suddenU lo tdenufs Him
uiUi the Baptist nsen from the dead This elementary cons deration has been
orerloohed in all calculations of the length of the public mmtstiy of Jcsi»«
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predicted to the three who fanned the inner aide of His followeis

the resurrection of the Son of Man, they came to Hun mth
diiHculties about the rising from the dead—^how could this be
possible when, according to the Pharisees and Scabe^ Elias must
first come?—^whereupon Jesus explains to them that the preacher

of repentance nhom Herod had put to death had been EUas
(Mark ix. 11-13)

Why did not the people take the Baptist to be Ehas ? In the

first place no doubt because he did not describe himself as such

In the next place because he did no mirade ' He was only a

natural man without any eii*idence of supematuzal power, only a

prophet In the third places and that was the dedsire point, he

had himself pointed forward to the commg of Elias He who was

to come^ he whom he preached, was not the Messiah, but Ehas

He descnbes him, not as a snpematural personahty, not as a

judge, not as one who will be manifested at the unTCiluig of the

heaienly world, but as one who in his work shall resemble himself,

only much greater—one who^ like himself baptize^ though with

the Hofy Spirit Had it e\er been represented as the work of the

Messiah to baptize?

Before the Last Judgment so it was inferred from Joel, the

great outpouring of the Spznt was to take place ; before the Last

Judgment, so taught Malacbi, Ehas was to come. Until these e\ enis

bad occurred the manifestation of the Son of hlan was not to be

looked fon Men’s thoughts were fixedi thcreforei not on

Messiah, but upon Ehas and the outpounng of the Spint» The

Baptist in his preaching combines both idea^ and predi^ the

coming of the Great One who shall ’’baptize with the Hoi) Spmt,

ie who brmgs about the outpoutmg of the Spmt His own

preaching was only designed to secure that at His coming that

Great One should find a community sanctified and prepared to

lecciie the ^mt ,

^^Tien he heard m the prison of one who did gi^t

and signs, he desired to learn with certainty whether this w« he

who was to coma” If this question rs taken as refemng to the

Messiahship the whole narrative loses its m^ing, and it

the theory of the Messianic secret, since in this^ at

person had become awar^ independently, of the

beloneed to Tesus, not to mention all the ineptitudes involved m

makuSthe Ba^t here speak in doubt and confusioix

on tbtt false mterpretation of the question the pmnt of jesw

discSrse is lost, for in this case it ts not ”
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heard the question which had been addressed to Him, also gave

It Its only natural meaning, referring it to Jesus as the bearer of

the office of Elias

That even the first Evangelist gives the episode a Messianic

setting by introducing it with the words “When John heard in the

prison of the works of the Christ ” does not alter the facts of the

body of the narrative. The sequel directly contradicts the

introduction And this interpretadon fully explains the evasne
answer of Jesus^ in which exegesis has always recognised a certain

reserve without ever beuig able to make it intelligible nhy Jesus

did not simply send him ^e message, “Yes, I am he*’—^whereto,

however, according to modem theology, He would have needed to

add, “but another kind of Messiah from him whom you expect ”

The fact was, the Baptist had put Him in an extremely difficult

position. He could not answer that He was Ehas if He held
Himself to be the Messiah , on the other hand He could not, and
would not, disclose to him, and still less to the messengers and
the hstening multitude, the secret of His Mcssiahship Therefore
He sends this obscure message which only contains a confirmation of
the facts which John had already heard and closes with a warning,
come what may, not to be offended in Him Of this the Baptist

was to make what he could.

It mattered, in fact, kttle how John understood the message;.

The time was much more advanced than he supposed , the
hammer of the world’s dock had nsen to strike the last hour
All that he needed to know was that he had no cause to doubt.

In revealing to the people the true office of the Baptist, Jesus
unveiled to them almost the whole mystery of the Kingdom of
God, and nearly disdosed the secret of His Messiahship Foz if

Ehas was already present, was not the coming of the Kingdom
close at hand? And if John was Ehas, who was Jesus? . . .

There could only be one answer • the Messiah But this seemed
impossible, because Messiah was expected as a supernatural
personality The eulogy on the Baptist is, historically regarded,
identical in content uith the prediction of the Farousia in the
discourse at the sending forth of the disaples For after the
coming of Ehas there must follow immediately the judgment
and the other events belonging to the last time. Now we can
understand why in the enumeration of the events of the last
time in the discourse to the Twelve the coming of Elias ts not
mentioned

We see here, too, how, m the thought of Jesus, Messianic
doctrine forces its way into history and simply abolishes the
histone aspect of the events The Baptist had not held himscU
to be Ehas, the people had not thought of attnbuting this office to
him , the desenpuon of Ehas did not fit him at all, since he had
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done none of those things which Ehas was to do: and yet Jesus
makes him Elias, simply because He expected Hjs own mamfcsta-
tion as Son of Man, and before that it was necessaiy that Elias
must first have come* And even when John was dead Jesus still

told the disciples that in him Elias had com^ although the death
of Elias was not contemplated in the eschatological doctnne^ and
was in fact unthinkable, But Jesus must somehow drag or force the
eschatological events into the framework of the actual occurrencea

Thus the conception of the "dogmatic element” in tht
narrative widens m an unsuspected fashion And even what before
seemed natural becomes on a closer examination doctnnal The
Baptist is made into EUas solely by the force of Jesus* Messiamc
consciousness

A short time afterward^ immediately upon the return of the
disciples, He spoke and acted before their ^es in a way wbidi
presupposed the Messianic secret. The people had been dogging
his steps; at a lonely spot on the shores of the lake they

surrounded Him, and He "taught them about many thmgs”
(Mark vi. 30*34) The day was drawing to a closer but they held

closely to Him without troublmg about food. In the evening,

before sending them away, He fed them.
Weisse, long ago, had constantly emphasised the fact that the

feeding of the multitude was one of the greatest historical problems^

because this narrative^ like that of the transfiguration, is veiy firmly

riveted to its historical setting and, therefore, imperatively demands
explanation. How is the historical element in it to be got at?

Certainly not by seeking to explain the apparently miraculous in

It on natural lines, by representing that at the bidding of Jesus

people brought out the baskets of provisions which th^ had been

concealing, and, thus importing into the tradition a natural fact

which, so far from being hinted at m the narrative is actually

excluded by it.

Our solution is that the whole is historical, except the dosing

remark that they were all filled Jesus distnbuted the provisions

which He and His disciples had with them among the multitude

so that each received a very httl^ after He had first ofiered thanks.

The significance lies in the giving of thanks and m the fact that

they had received from Him consecrated food Because He is

the future Messiah, this meal becomes without their knowledge the

Messianic feast With the morsel of bread which He gives His

disciples to distribute to the people He consecrates them as

partakers in the coming Messianic feast, and gives them the

guarantee that they, who had shared His table in the time of His

obscunty, would also share it in the time of His glory In the

prayer He gave thanks not only for the food, but also for the

coming Kingdom and all Us blessings, It is the counterpart of
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the Lord's prayer, where He so strangely inserts the petition for

dady bread bet^\een the petitions for the coming of the Kingdom

and for deliverance from the

The feeding of the multitude was more than a love-feast, a

feIlo\\ship-meaL It was from the pomt of view of Jesus a sacrament

of salvation
. j

We never realise sufficiently that m a period when the judg-

ment and the glory were expected as close at hand, one thought

arising out of this expectation must have acquired special

prominence—how, namely, in the present time a man could

obtain a guarantee of coming scatheless through the judgment^ of

being saved and received into the Kingdom, of being signed and

sealed for deliverance amid the coming trial, as the Chosen People

in Egypt had a sign revealed to them from God by means of which

they might be manifest as those who were to be spared. But

once we do realise this, we can understand why the thought of

signing and seahng runs through the whole of the apocalyptic

hterature. It is found as early as the ninth chapter of Ezekiel

There, God is making preparation for judgment. The day of

visitation of the aty is at hand But first the Lord calls unto the

man clothed with hnen who had the writer’s ink-horn by his side”

and said unto him, “ Go through the midst of the city, trough the

midst of Jerusalem, and set a mark upon the foreheads of the men
that si^ and that cry for aU the abominations that be done m the

midst thereof” Only after that does He give command to those

who are charged with the judgment to begin, adding, ** But come
not near any man upon whom is the mark ” (Ezek. ix. 4 and 6),

In the fifteenth of the Psalms of Solomon,^ the last eschato-

logical wnting before the movement initiated by the Baptist,

it is expressly said in the descnption of the judgment that “the

saints of God bear a sign upon them which saves them.”

In the Pauline theology very striking pronunence is i^ven to

the thought of being seded unto salvation The apostle is

conscious of beanng about with him in his body “the marks of

Jesus” (Gal vi 17), the “dying” of Jesus (s Cor. iv 10). This

sign is received in baptism, since it is a baptism “ mto the death

of Chnst ”
, in this act the recipient is in a certain sense really

buned with Him, and thenceforth walks among men as one who
belongs, even here below, to nsen humanity (Rom vl x ff)

Baptism is the seal, the earnest of the spint, the pledge of that

which IS to come (a Cor 1 22 ; Eph. i. 13, 14, iv. 30).

This conception of baptism as a “salvation” in view of that

which was to come goes down through the whole of ancient

theology Its preaching might really be summed up in the words,

“Keep )our baptism ho1> and without blemish ”

^ P&al Sol XT 8,
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In the Shepherd of Hernias even the spirits of the men of the
oast must rcteivc "the seal, which is the water” m order that
they may " bear the name of God upon them ” That is why the
tower is built over the water, and the stones which are brought up
out of the deep are rolled through the water (Vis iii and Sim
IX 1

6

)

In the Apocalypse of John the thought of the sealing stands
prominently in the foreground The locusts receive power to
hurt those only who have not the seal of God on their fore-
heads (Rev IX 4, 5) The beast (Rev xiii i6 IT) compels men
lo bear his mark , only those who wll not accept it are to reign
with Christ (Rev. xx 4) The chosen hundred and forty-four
thousand bear the name of God and the name of the Lamb upon
their foreheads (Rev xiv 1}

Assurance of salvation in a time of eschatological expecta-
tion demanded some kind of sccunty for the future of which the

earnest could be possessed in the present And with this the pze-

destinanan thought of election was in complete accord If we find

the thought of being sealed unto salvation previously in the Psalms
of Solomon, and subsequently in the same signification in Paul, in

the Apocal>psc of John, and down to the Shepherd of Hermas, it

may be assumed in advance that it will be found in some form or

other in the so strongly eschatological teaching of Jesus and the

Baptist

It may be said, indeed, to dominate completely the eschatological

preaching of the Baptist, for this preaching does not confine itself

to the declaration of the nearness of the Kingdom, and the demand
for repentance^ but leads up to an act to which it gives a special

reference in relation to the forgiveness of sins and the outpounng

of the spint It is a mistake to regard baptism with water as a

symbohe act in the modern sense, and make the Baptist decry

his own wares by saying, baptize only with water, but the other

can baptize with the Holy Spint" He is not contrasting the two

baptisms^ but connecting them—he who is baptized by him has the

certainty that he will share in the outpounng of the Spint which

shall precede the judgment, and at the judgment shall receive

forgiveness of sins^ as one who is signed with the mark of repent-

ance The object of being baptized by him is to secure baptism

with the Spint later The forgiveness of sins associated with

baptism IS proleptic, it is to be realised at the judgment The

Baptist himself did not forgive sin ^ If he had done so, how could

> That the baptism of John was essentially on act which gave a daim to som^

thing future may be seen from the fact that Jesus spenks of His sufferings and death

as a special tnptism» and asks the sons of Zebedee whether th^ are nillmg. for the

sake of gaming the thrones on His right hand and His left, to undergo this w^sm
If the baptism of John had had no real sacramental significance xt wonW t»

unintelligible that Jesus should use this metaphor
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such offence have been taken when Jesus daimed for Himself the

nght to foigive suis in the present (Mark u xo)

The baptism of John was therefore an eschatological sacrament

pomtmg forward to the pouring forth of the spint and to the

judgment^ a provision for “ salvation ” Hence the wrath of the

Baptist when he saw Pharisees and Sadducees crowding to his

oaptism* “Ye generation of vipers, who hath warned you to flee

from the wrath to come? Bring forth now fruits meet for

repentance “ (Matt m 7, 8} By the reception of baptism, that is,

they are saved from the judgment
As a cleansing unto salvation it is a divine institution, a revealed

means of grace That is why the question of Jesus, whether the

baptism of John was from heaven or from men, placed the Scribes

at Jerusalem in so awkward a dilemma (Mark xi 30)
The authonty of Jesus, however, goes farther than that of the

Baptist As the Messiah who is to come He can give even here

below to those who gather about Him a nght to partake m the

Messianic feast, by this distnbution of food to them, only, they
do not know what is happening to them and He cannot solve the
nddle for them The supper at the Lake of Gennesareth was a
veiled eschatological sacrament Neither the disaples nor the
multitude understood what was happening, since they did not know
who He was who thus made them His guests ^ This meal must

^ The thought of the Messianic feast is found in Isaiah Iv 1 fT and hcv in ff
It IS vex) strongly marked in Isa. xx\ 6-8| a passage ahidi perhaps dates from the
time of Alexander the Great, and Jahn^ of Hosts «iU prepare upon this mountain
for all peoples a feast of fat things, a feast of «ine on the lees, of tax things prqjared
with marrow, of wine on the lees well refined. He shall destroy, in this mountain,
among all peoples, the \eil which has veiled all peoples md the covering which has
GOiex^ nil nations He shall destroy death fat ever, and the X<ord Jahneh shall
wipe away the tears fitmi offallfacN

, and the reproach of His people shall disappear
firom the earth " (The German follows Knutzsch's translation )

In llnoch xxi\ and xxv the conception of the Messianic feast is oonnected wnth
that of the tree of life which shall ofl^ its fruits to Uie elect upon the mountain of
the King Similarly in the Testament of Levi, cap xvni zx

The decisne passage is in Enoch Icit. 14 After the Poronsia of the Son of Man,
and after the Judgment, the dect who have been sited “shall eat with the Son d
Man, shall sit down and nse up with Him to all eternity

"

Jesus* references to the Messianic feast axe therefore not inerel> images but point
to a reality In Matt vm. xx and za He prophesies that miny shoJl come from the
East and from the West to sit at meat wiOi Abnhim, Isa^, and Jacob In Matt
xxu Z.Z4 the Messianic feast is pictured as a royal mamage, 10 MatL xxv z-za as a
mamige feast

The ApocMl3psc is dominited by the thought of the feast m all its forms In
Rev II 7 It appuiTS m connexion with the thought of the tree of hfe, in 11 17
It IS ptetured as 1 feeding with manna , in ui az it is the feast which the lord will
celebmte with His followers , in vii 16. 17 there is an allusion to the Lamb who shill
feed His own so that the) shall no more hunger or thirst , chapter xix dmcribes the
mimage feast of the Lamb

The Mcssimic feast therefore p1a3ed a dominmt part in the conccplion of
blessedness from Enoch to the Apocilypse of John From this we can estimate
whit sicnmentil significance a guinntce of liking pin in that feast must have hid
The meaning of the ixlLbration was obvious in itself iid was made manifi^t tn the
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hare been transfonned by tradition into a miiadc, a zesult

>\h]ch may hate been in put due to the references to the trondezs

of the Mcssinnic feast ^hich ircre doubtless contained in the

pni>er^ not to speak of the eschatological enthusiasm \shich then

prevailed unnersilly Did not the disaples believe that on the

same c\GDing, \shcn thc} had been commanded to take Jesus into

their ship at thc mouth of the Jordan, to \vhich point He had
talked dong thc shore—did they not believe that they sat\ Him
come walking towards them upon thc wa\es of the sea? The
impulse to thc introduction of the miraculous into the nairatne

came from the UDintcIhgible clement with which the men who
surrounded Jesus were at this time confronted.^

Tlic List Supper at Jerusalem had the same sacramental

significance os that at thc laka Towards the end of the meal

jesu^ after giving thanks^ distributes the bread and wine. This

had as little to do with the satisfaction of hunger as the distribution

to the Gilikican beheters The act of Jesus Is an end in itself,

and the significance of the celebration consists in the fact that it

IS He Himself who makes the distribution In Jerusalem, however,

they understood what was meanti and He explained it to them

exphdily by telling them that He would dnnfc no more of the

fruit of the vine until He drank it new in tlie Kingdom of God.

The mystenous images which He used at the lime of the distn-

bution concerning the atoning significance of His death do not

touch the essence of the edebmbon, they are only discourses

accompanying it

On this interpretation, therefore^ we may think of Baptism and

the Lord’s Supper as from the first eschatological sacraments m the

eschatological mo\ement which later detadied itself from Judaism

under the name of Chnstianity That explains why we find them

both in Paul and in the earliest theology as sacramental acts, not

as symbolic ceremonies, and find them dominating die whole

Christian doctnne. Apart from the assumption of the cs(*ato-

logical sacraments; we can only make the history of dogma begin

with a "fall” from the earlier purer theology into the sacramental

magical, without being able to adduce a single pliable in

of the idea that after the death of Jesus Baptism and the I^ra s

Supper existed even for an hour as symbolical actions— Paul,

mdeed, makes this supposition wholly impossible.

In any case the adoption of the baptism of John ra Chnstian

practice cannot be explained except on the assumption that it was

BO rdatiwly oear iha eventt as our MarV doe*
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the sacrament of the eschatological community, a revealed means
of secnnng “salvation” which 'isas not altered in the slightest by the
Messiahship of Jesus How else could we explain the fact that

baptism, without any commandment of Jesus, and without Jesus’

ever having baptized, \vas taken over, as a matter of course into

Chiistiamty, and was given a special reference to the receiving of

the Spint?

It IS no use proposing to explam it as having been instituted

as a symbohcal repetition of the baptism of Jesuc, thou^t of as
“ an anointing to the Messiahship ” There is not a single passage
in ancient theology to support such a theoiy. And we may point
also to the fact t^t Paul never refers to the baptism of Jesus in

explaining the character of Christian baptism, never, in fact, makes
any distinct reference to it And how coihd baptism, if it had
been a symbohcal repetition of the baptism of Jesusi, ever have
acquired this magic-sacramental sense of “salvation”?

Nothing shows more dearly than the dual character of ancient
baptism, uhich makes it the guarantee both of the reception of the
Spint and of ddiveiance from the judgment, that it is nothing else

than the eschatological baptism of John with a smgle difference

Baptism uith water and baptism vnth the Spint are now connected
not only logically, but also in point of time^ seeing that smce the day
of Pentecost the penod of the outpouring of the Spint is present
The two portions of the eschatological sacrament which m the
Baptist’s preaching were distinguished in point of time—because he
did not expect the outpouring of the Spint until some future penod
—are now brought together, since one eschatological condition

—

the baptism with the Spint—is now present Tlie " Chnstianismg ”

of baptism consisted m this and in nothing dse, though Paul
canned it a stage farther when he formed the conception of
baptism as a mystic partaking in the death and resurrection of
Jesus.

Thus the thoroughgoing eschatological interpretaiion of the
Life of Jesus puts into the hands of those who are reconstructing
the history of dogma in the earliest times an explanation of the
conception of the sacraments, of which they had been able hitherto
only to note the presence as an of which the origin was un-
discoierable, and for which they possessed no equation by which
It could be evaluated. If Chnstianity as the religion of historically
revealed mysteries was able to lay hold upon Hellenism and over-
come It, the reason of this wras that it was already in its purely
eschatological beginnings a religion of sacraments, a religion of
esdiatological sacraments, smce Jesus had recognised a Divine
institution in the baptism of John, and had Himsdf performed a
sacramental action in the distnbution of food at the Lake of
Gennesarcth and at the Last Supper
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This being so, the feeding of the multitude also belongs to die

dogmatic element m the history. But no one had previously
^ogaised it as what it really wa^ an indirect disclosure of the
Melanie secret, just as no one had understood the full significance
of Jesus’ desenption of the Baptist as Elias

But how does Peter at Caesarea Phihppi know the secret of his
there declares is not a conviction which had

gradually dawned on him, and slowly grown through vanous stages
of probability and certainty.

The real character of this incident has been mteipreted with
remarkable penetration by Wrede. The incident itself, he says^ is
to be understood in quite as supernatural a fashion in Mark as in
Matthew But on the other band one does not receive the
impression that the writer intends to represent the confession as a
ment or a discovery of Peter “For according to the text of
Mwk, Jesus shows no trace of joy or suipnse at this confession
His only answer consists of the command to say nothing about
His Messiahship ” Keun, whom Wrede quotes;, had received a
similar impression from die Marcan account^ and had supposed
that Jesus had actually found the confession of Peter mopportune

How IS all this to be explained—the supernatural Imowledge
of Peter and the rather curt fashion in which Jesus receives his

declaration ?

It might be worth while to put the story of the transfiguration

side by side with the mcident at Caesarea Philippa since there
the Divine Sonship of Jesus is “ a second time ” revealed to the
three,” Peter, James;, and John, and the revelation is made

supematurally a voice from heaven It is rather striking that

Mark does not seem to be conscious that he is leportmg something
which the disaples knew already At the banning of the actual

transfiguration Peter still addresses Jesus simply as Babbi (Mark
IX 5} And what does it mean when Jesus^ during the descent

from the mountam, forbids them to speak to any man concerning

that which they have seen until after the resurrection of the Son of

Man? That would exclude even the other disaples who knew
only the secret of His Messiahship But why should they not be

told of the Divine confirmation of that which Peter had declared

at Caesarea Philippi and Jesus had “ admitted ” ?

What has the transfiguration to do with the resurrection of the

dead ? And why are the thoughts of the disciples suddenly busied,

not with what they have seen, not with the fact that the Son of

Man shall nse from the dead, but simply with the possibility of the

rising from the dead, the difficulty being that Ehas was not yet

present? Those who see in the transfiguration a projection

backwards of the Pauline theology into the Gospel histoiy do

lot realise what are the principal points and difficulties of the
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nanattve The problem lies in the conversation during the

descent Against the Messiahship of Jesus> agamst His nsmg
from the dead, they have only one objection to surest £has bad

not yet come.
We see here, in the first place, the importance of the revelation

which Jesus had made to the people in detdanng to them the

secret that the Baptist is Elias From the standpoint of the

eschatological expectation no one could recognise £has in the

Baptist, unless he knevr of the Messiah^ip of Jesus And no one

could Mieve in the Messiahship and “resurrection ” of Jesus, that

IS, in His Faroussa, mthout presupposing that Elias had in some
way or other ^eady come. This Tvas therefore the pnmazy
difficulty of the disaples, the stiunbhng-block which Jesus must

remove for them by making the same revelation concemmg the

Baptist to them as to the people It is also once more abund^tly
dear that expectation was directed at that tune pnmanly to the

Gommg of Ehas ^ But since the whole eschatological movement
arose out of the Baptist’s preaching, the natural conclusion is that

byl“hun who was to come after ” and baptize with the Holy Spint

John meant, not the Messiah, but Elias

But if the non-appearance of Elias was the pnmaiy difficulty

of the disciples in connexion with the Messiahslup of Jesus and
all that It implied, why does it only stake the “ three,” and more-
over, all three of them together, now, and not at Caesarea Philippi?^

How could Peter there have declared it and here be still labounng
with the rest over the difficulty whidi stood in the way of his own
declarabOQ ? To snake the narrative coherent, the transfiguration,

as being a revelation of the Messiahship, ought to precede the
inddent at Caesarea Phibppi Now let us look at the connexion
m which it actually occurs It falls m that inexphcahle section

Mark viu 34-ix 30 in whidi the multitude suddenly appears in

the company of Jesus who is sojourning m a Gentile distnct^ only
to disappear s^m, equally enigmatically, afterwards^ when He
sets out for Galilee, instead of accompanying Him back to their own
country.

In this section everything pomts to the situation during the
da>s at Bethsaida after the return of the disciples from their
mission Jesus is surrounded by the people, while what He desires
IS to be alone with His immediate followers The disaples make
use of the healing powers which He had bestowed upon thenp
when sending them forth, and have the expenence of finding that
they are not in all cases adequate (Mark ix X4-a9} The

* It fs to be noticed that the cry of Jesus from the cross, "Els, Eh," was
Immediately interpreted by the t^tanders as referring to

From this difficult we can see, too, how impossible it vras for any of them to
bate •amred gmdualb Uie knowledge of the Messinhshtp of Jesus

"
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mountain to which He talces the ” three ” is not a mountain in the
north, or as some ha^e soggested, an imaginaiy mountam of the
Evangehs^ but the same to which Jesus went up to pray and to be
alone on the evening of the feeding of the multitude (Mark vi 46
and IX, 2) The house to which He goes after His return from
the transfignration is therefore to be placed at Bethsaida,

Another thing which points to a sojourn at Bethsaida after the
feeding of the multitude is the story of the healing of the bhnd
man at Bethsaida (hlark vm. 22-26}

The circumstances, therefore^ which we have to presuppose are
that Jesus is sutiounded and thonged by the people at Bethsaida.

In order to be alone He once more puts the Jordan between Himself
and the multitude^ and goes with the three ” to the mountain where
He bad prayed after the feedmg of the five thousand. This is the

onlymym which we can understand how the people failed to follow

Him, and He was able really to cany out His plan.

But how could this story be tom out of its natural context and
Its scene removed to Caesarea Philippi, where it is both on external

and internal grounds impossible ? What we need to notice is the

hlarcan account of the events which followed the sending forth of

the disciples We have two stones of the feeding of the multitude

with a crossmg of the lake after each (hlork vL 3X-56j Mark \m
z-2a), two stones of Jesus goinganay towards the north with the

same motive^ that of being alone and unrecognised The first

time^ after the controversy about the washmg of hand^ His course

IS directed towards Tyre (Mark vii a4-’3o), the second tim^ after

the demand for a sign, he goes into the distnct of Caesarea P^bppx
(Mark vw. ay} The scene of the controversy about the washing

of hands is some locality in the plam of Gennesareth (Mark vi.

53 ft) > Dalmanutha is named as the place where the sign was

demanded (Mark viu. zo ft)

The most natural conclusion is to identify the two cases of

feedmg the multitude^ and the two journeys northwards In that

case we should have m the section Mark vi 3 1—uc. 30, two sets of

narratives worked into one another, both recounting how Jesu^

after the disciples came back to Him, went with them from

Capernaum to the northern shore of the lak^ was there surprised

by the multitude, and after the meal uhich He gave them, crossed

the Jordan by boat to Bethsaida, stayed there for a whil^ and then

returned by ship to the country of Gennesareth, and was

there agam overtaken and surrounded by the people, then after

some controversial encounters with the Scribes, who at the

of His miracles had come down from Jerusalem (Mark vil i), Ick

Galilee and agam went northwards^

» For the hypothesis of the two sets of oatiames ifthich have

ooe another, see the "SUtch of the Life of Jesttt/' 1501. p **Ancr me
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The seams at the joining of the narratives can be recognised in

Mark vii 3X} \shere Jesus is suddenly transferred from the north to

Decapolis, and in the saying in Mark viii 14 if 1 which makes
expliat reference to the two miracles of feeing the multitude

Whether the Evangelist himself worked these two sets of narratives

together, or whether he found them already united, cannot be
deternuned, and is not of any direct histoncal mterest The dis-

order is in any case so complete that we cannot fully reconstruct

each of the separate sets of narratives

The external reasons why the narratives of Mark vin 34-ix 30,

of which the scene is on the northern shore of the lake^ are placed

in this way after the incident of Caesarea Fhihppi are not difficult

to grasp The section contains an impressive discourse to the

people on following Jesus m His suffeungs, cnici&aon, and death
(Mark viu 34-ix. i). For this reason the whole senes of scenes is

attached to the revelation of the secret of the sufienng of the Son
of Man; and the redactor did not stop to think how the people
could suddenly appear, and as suddenly disappear again The
statement, too, «He called the people with the disaples” (Mark vni

34), helped to mislead turn into inserting the section at this point,

although this veiy remark points to the circumstances of the time
}U5t after the return of the disciples, when Jesus was sometimes
alone with the disciples, and sometimes calls the eager multitude
about Him

The whole scene belongs, therefore, to the days which He spent
at Bethsaida, and onginally followed immediately upon the crossmg
of the lake, after the feeding of the multitude It was after Jesus
had been six days surrounded by the people, not six days after the
revelation at Caesarea Fhihppi, that the transfiguration ” took place
(Mark ix. 2) On this assumption, all the difficulties of the incident
at Caesarea Philippi are cleared up in a moment, there is no
longer anything strange in the fact that Peter declares to Jesus who
He really is, while Jesus appears neither surprised nor especially
rejoiced at the insight of His disciple The transfiguration had, in
feet, been the revelation of the secret of the Messiahship to the
three who constituted the inner circle of the disaples ^ And Jesus
had not Himself revealed it to them , what had happened was, that

Mission of <be Disciples Literaiy and historical probSems ** A theory resting on
the same principle \^as lately xiorXed out in detail hy Johannes Wetss, Vas dlUsU
txan^hum (The Ilarliest Gospel), 1903, p aos £F

' It » typical of the constant agreement of the critical conclusionsm thoroughgo'ng
sceptseisra and thoroughgoing eschatology that Wrede also obserres '*Tfae tnns-
figuration and Peter s confession are c!osel> connected m content * (p 133) He also
cleady perceives the ineonsisienc} in the fact that Peter at Caesarea f^ippt gives
evidence of possessing a Xnoaledge ahtch he and his fdlow-disciples do not shoar
dieMhere (p 1x9), hut the fact thit it is Peter, not Jesus, aho reveals the Mcssiinc
secret, constitutes a ver} senous difficulty for Wrede s rea^ng of the facts, since this
assumes Jesus to have been the rmealer of it
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in a state of rapture common to them all, in ^htcn the}' had seen
the Master in a glonous tzansfguration, they had seen Him talking

vnth Moses and Ehas and had heard a voice from heaven saying

“This 15 m) beloved Son, hear ye Him ”

We must alvrays make a fresh effort to leahse to ourselves, that

Jesus and His immediate follo^^ers nere, at that time, in an
enthusiastic state of intense eschatological expectation We must
picture them among the people uho irere filled 'with pemtence for

their sins^ and vnth faith in the Kingdom, hourly expecting the

coming of the Kingdom, and the revelation of Jesus as the Son of

^lan, seeing in the eager multitude itself a sign that their reckoning

of the time was correct, thus the psychological conditions were

present for a common ecstatic eiqienence such as is desenbed in the

account of the transfiguration

In this ecstasy the “three ” heard the \oice from heaven sayirg

who He was Tfaerefoxei the Matthaean report according to which

Jesus praises Simon “because flesh and blood have not revealed it

to him, but the Father who is in heaien,” is not really at variance

with the briefer ^larcan account since it nghUy indicates tne source

of Peters knowledge.

Nevertheless Jesus was astonished For Peter here disregarded

the command given during the descent from the mount of trans-

figuration He had "betrayed ’ to the Twelve Jesus’ consaousn^

of His Messiahship One receives the impression that Jesus did

not put the quesuon to the disaples in order to reveal Himself to

them as Messiah, and that by the impulave speech of Peter, upon

whose silence He had counted because of His command, and to

whom He had not specially addressed the quesuon. He was forced

to take a different line of action in regard to the Twel\-e from what

He had intended It is probable that He had never had the

intention of re\eahng the secret of His Messiahship to the disciples

Otherwise He would not have kept it from them at the tone of

their mission, when He did not eiqiect them to return before the

Parousia. Even at the transflgumtion the "three ’ do not

from His hps^ but in a state of ecsta^, an ecsta^ which He sharM

with them At Caesarea Philippi it is not but Peter, who

repeals His hfessiahship We may say, therefore, that Jesus aid

not voluntarily gi^e up His Messianic secret; it was wrung from

Him by the pressure of events.
^ v

Ho^ve^er that may be, from Caesarea Philippi onwards it w^
known to the other disciples through Pettt, what Jesus Himselt

revealed to them, was the secret of his sufferings.

Pfleiderer and Wxede were quite right in poinung to the dear

and definite predictions of the sufierins death,

the historicaUv ineiqjhcable element in our x^orts. since

neLsS^rjLs'^ath. by which modem theology endeaiours
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to malce His resolve and His predictions intelligibly is not a
necessity whidi arises out of the histoncal course of events. There
VBs not present any natural ground for such a resolve on the part

of Jesus Had He returned to Galiley He would iinmediately

have had the multitudes flodung after Him again

In order to make the histoncal possibihty of the resolve to

suSer and the prediction of the suffermgs in some measure
mtelhgibly modem theology has to ignore the prediction of the

resurrection which is bound up with them, for this is
** dogmatic ”

That IS, however, not permissible We must, as Wiede insists, take
the \ioids as they ary and must not even indulge m ingenious
explanations of the “three da)S ” Therefore, the resolve to suffer

and to die are dogmatic ; therefore, according to him, they are un*
historical, and only to be explained by a hteraiy hypothesis

But the thoroughgomg eschatological school says they are
dogmatiy and thc^^ore histoncal , because they find their

explanation m esdiatological conceptions
Wrede held that the Messianic conception implied in the

Marcan nairabve is not the Jewish Messianic conception, just
because of the thought of suffenng and death which it involves
No stress must be laid on the fact that in Fourth Ezra vu 29 the
Chnst dies and rises again, because His death takes place at the end
of the Messianic Kingdom ^ The Jevosh Messiah is essentially a
glonous being who shall appear in the last time Truy but the
case in i^hich the Messiah should be present pnor to the Parousiy
should cause the final tabulations to come upon the earth, and
should Himself undergo them, does not arise m the Jewish
eschatology as descnbed fiom without. It first arises with the
self-consaousness of Jesus Therefory the Jewish conception of
the Messiah has no information to give us upon this point

In order to understand Jesus’ resolve to suffer, we must first

recognise that the mjsteiy of this suffenng is involved in the mj^teiy
of the Kingdom of God, since the Kingdom cannot come until the
wapagTftoi has taken place. Tlus certainty of suffenng is quite
independent of the histone orcumstances, as the beatitude on the
persecuted m the sermon on the mount, and the predictions in the
discourse at the sending forth of the Twelvy clearly show Jesus’
prediction of His own suffenngs at Caesarea Philippi is precisely as
unintelligibly precisely as dc^matiy and therefore precisely as
histoncal as the prediction to the disciples at the time of their
mission The “ must be ” of the suffenngs is the same—the coming
of the Kingdom, and of the Parousia, which are dependent upon
the rcipocr/cos having first taken place

]
"After these jears shift my Son, the Chnst. die tO£ether wiih aft who have the

ireiui of men Then sliill the Age be changed into the pnmeval silence . seven da»3M It the first tieginning so tbit no min shill be left After sc\cn dais shaft the
Age, wh ch now sleeps. iwal.e, and penshabiht> shaft sts^ pensh **

»S
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In the first penod Jesus’ thoughts conceming His own sufienngs

were included in the more general thought of the sufihnngs which

formed part of the mystery of the Kingdom of God The exhorta-

tions to hold steadfastly to Him in the time of tnal, and not to lose

faith in Him, certainly tended to suggest that He thought of

Himself as the central point amid these conflicts and confusion^

and reckoned on the possibility of His own death as much as on

that of others Upon this point nothing more definite can be said,

since the mystery of Jesus’ own sufihnngs does not detach itself

from the mystery of the sufienngs connected with the Kingdom of

God until after the Messianic secret is made known at ^esarea

Philippi What IS certain is tha^ for Him, sufienng was alaays

associated with the Messianic secret^ since He placed His Parousia

at the end of die pre-Messianic tnbulations in which He was to

have His part

The sufienng, death, and resurrection of which the secret was

revealed at Caesarea Phihppi are not therefore in themselves new

or surpnsing.^ The novelty lies in the form in which they are

Gonceiv^ The tribulation, so far ns Jesus is concerned is

now connected with an histone event : He will go to Jerusalem, there

to sufibr death at the hands of the autbondes

For the future^ however, He no longer speaks of the general

tnbulation which He is to bring upon the earth, nor of the suflfenngs

which await His followers, nor of the suflerings m which they must

rally round Him In the predictions of the passion there is no

word of that; at Jerusalem there is no word of that This thought

disappears once for all

In the secret of His passion which Jesus reveals to the disaples

at Caesarea Phihppi the pre-Messianic tribulation is for otheis set

aside^ abolished concentrated upon Himself alon^ and that in the

1 Difficttlt problems cure involved m the prediction of the resurrection m MaA
aS lesus there promises His disciples that He wffl -go before them^ nto (^ee

That cannot mean thit He wiU go elone into Gahlee before them, and

shall there meet \iiih Him. their zisen Master, nhat He cratempbto m^ He

sbaU return wiA them, at their head, from Jerusalem to Gnlflea Was rt ^
mamrcstation of the Son of M-in and of the Ju4giiient should take place them? ^
mudi s dear the n>ing, far from directing the disciples to go away to Gditee,

ebains them to Jerusalem, there to await Him who shoi^ lead thOT «

should not therefore be claimed as supporting the tradition of the Galiiaeaa

It -corrected” by the saying of the “young ^ ^
says to the women, - Go, tdl His disciples and Peter Aat He goeth before you mto

rsaitifM*. There shall ire see Him as He said unto you

Here then the idea of tonowiog m point of time is Iwtef ”P°°

eoeth before you,” whereas in the ongiij^ the word hM a pnrdy total tense,

ranesponding to the ical vpoAyup odrodt 6 in 3®
T-nisdem.

But the correction is itself meaningless sm« the visions took pl^ i J

We have therefore in this passage a more detoled
vf

ihfniffht of the events subsequent to His Resurrection The mttspretaUOT

^is unfo^led saying is, however, whoU) impossible for us it was nrt «

ttadiUoii. as is diovn bj the attempt to give it a meauing the
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fonn that they are fulfilled in His own passion and death at Jerusalem

That was the new conviction that had dawned upon Him. He
must suffer for others . . that the Kingdom might come

This change was due to the nou'-fulfilment of the promises made
in the discourse at the sending forth of the Twelve He had
thought then to let loose the fi^ tribulation and so compel the

coming of the Kmgdonu Amd the cataclysm had not occurred

He had expected it also after the return of the disciples In
Bethsaida, in speaking to the multitude whidi He had consecrated

by the foretaste of the Messiamc feast, as also to the disciples at

the time of their mission, He had turned their thoughts to things

to come and had adjured them to be prepared to mffer with Hun,
to give up their lives, not to be ashamed of Him in His humiliation,

since otherwise the Son of Man would be ashamed of them \>hen

He came in glory (Mark viu 34-ix x) ^

In leaving Galilee He abandoned the hope that the final

tabulation would begin of itsdf. If it delays, that means that

there is still something to be done^ and yet another of the violent

must lay violent bands upon the Kingdom of God The movement
of repentance had not bi^n suffiaent When, m accordance with
His commission, by sending forth the disciples with then message,
he hurled the fire-brand which should kindle the fiexy trials of the
Last Time^ the flame went out He had not succeeded m sending
the sword on earth and stimng up the conflict And until the
time of trial had come, the coming of the Kingdom and His own
mamfestation as Son of Man were impossible

That meant—^not that the Kingdom was not near at hand

—

but that God had appointed otherwise in regard to the time of
tnal He had heard the lord’s Prayer in which Jesus and His
followers prayed for the coming of the Kingdom—and at the same
lime, for deliverance from the frecpac/ju^s The time of tnal was not
come, therefore Godin His mercy and ommpotence had eliminated
It from the series of eschatological events, and appointed to Him
whose commission had been to bnng it about, instead to accomplish
It in His own person As He who was to rule over the members
of the Kingdom m the future ag^ He was appointed to serve them
in the present, to give His life for them, the many (Mark x 45 and
XIV 24), and to make in His own blood the atonement which they
would have had to render in the tabulation

The Kingdom could not come until the debt which weighed
upon the world was disdiarged Until then, not only the now
luing believers, but the <diosen of all generations since the beginning

® evident also from the fonn taken bj the prophet^ of the suffcniiM

rM, ,
^Uon hiark \ni 348* cannotpossibly come after themcKtion at Caesarea

*n It, II IS ifae tboQght of the general sufTenngs which is implied For
«ason the predictions of sufienng and tnbidauon in the Synoptic

Apocal>psc m Mark uu cannot be dented from Jesus
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of the world wait for their manifestation in gloiy—Abrahanij Isaacs

and Jacob and all the countless unknown 'viho should come from
the East and from the West to sit at tables with them at the

Messianic feast (Matt vm ii) The enigmatic toAAoI for whom
Jesus dies are those predestmed to the Kingdom^ ance His death

must at last compd the Coming of the Kmgdom ^

This thought Jesus found in the prophecies of Isaiah, which

spoke of the suffering Servant of the Lord The mystenous descnp-

tion ofHim who in His humihation was despised and misunderstood,

who, nevertheless bears the guilt of others and afterwards is made
manifest m what He has done for them, pointy He feds, to Himself

And smce He found it there set down that He must suffer

unrecognised, and that those for whom He suffered should doubt

Him, His suffering should, nay must^ remain a mystery In that

case those who doubted Him would not bring condemnation upon

themselves He no longer needs to adjure them for their own

sakes to be faithful to Him and to stand t^ Him even amid

reproach and humiliation , He can calmly predict to His disciples

that they shall all be offended m Him and shall dee (Mark xiv 26,

27}^ He can tell Peter, who boasts that he will die with Him, that

before the dawn he shall deny Him thnce (Mark xiv 29-31); all

that is so set down in the Scnpture Th^ must doubt Him But

now they shall not lose their blessedness, for He bears all sms

and transgressions That, too^ is buned in the atonement which

He offers

3 Weisse and Brano Bauer bad long ago poxated out bow canons xC vas diat

Jesus m the sayings about His sufienngs spoke of “many” instead of of

•* His own * or “the bebevers ” Weisse found in the uords Che thought that Jesus

died for the nation as a whole , Bnmo Bauer that the “ for many" m the voids of

Jesus was derived fiom the view of the later theology of the Christian oonunnmly

Thif ex^anation is certainly wrongt for so soon as the voids of Jesus come into any

kmd of contact with early theology the “many" disappear to gite to the

" b^evers ” tn the Paobne words of lostxCution the form is My
(s Cor m 34) •

Johannes Weiss follows m the footsteps of Weissewhen be interprets the "many

as the nation (/>« J*radt^Jesu vtm Xexche Gatla, and ed., 1909, p aox) He gi\m

hovever. qmie a false turn to this mtcrpretation by arguing that the "many cann«

include the disciples, since they “who in forth and penitence have received tte “
the Kingdom ofGod no longer need a special means ofddiveiancesuchas this

are the diosen, to them the Kingdom isassnred But a ransom, a special means m
salvation, is needful for the mass of the people, who in their bhndness ha^e incm^

the gudt of lejeeimg the Messiah. Ftor this grave sm, wladi is,

excused as dur to ignorance, there is a onique atoning sacniicc, the fleam ox

T^theon is based on a distmction or which there is no hint m the ttaxhing of

Tcsus , and it takes no account of the predcstinananism which is an ^ 0

esehatotogy. and which, m fact, dominated the thoughm of J^ The a

that He dies only for the elecL ^ .Mbers His death

«or eren their own repentaneet Moreoier, He does not die in order lha

or that one may come into the Kmgdom of God , He prmides the ®*®**^^^
order that the I^ngdom itsdf may come. Until the Kmgdom comes men the

cannot possess iL
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Therefor^ also, there is no need for them to understand His

secret He spoke of it to them mthout any explanation It is

suffiaent that they should know why He goes up to Jerusalem

They, on thdr part, are thmking only of the coming transformation

of all things, as theii conversation shows. The prospect which He
has opened up to them is dear enough^ the only thing that they

do not understand is why He must first die at Jerusalem The
first time that Peter ventured to speak to Hun about He had

turned onhim with cruel harshness^ had almost cursed him (Mark vni*

32, 33)

;

from that time forward they no longer dared to ask Him
anything about it The new thought of His own passion has its

basis therefore in the authoniy with which Jesus was armed to

bnng about the beginning of the final tribulation Ethically

regarded, His taking the suflenng upon Himself is an act of mercy
and compassion towards those who would otherwise have had to

bear these tribulations, and perhaps would not have stood the test.

Histoncally regarded, the thought of His sufienngs involves the

same loffy treatment both of history and eschatology as was
manifested in the identification of the Baptist with Mias For
now He identifies His condemnation and execution, which are

to take place on natural hnes, with the pre^cted pre*Messianic

tnbnlatioos This impenous forcmg of es^atology into histozy is

also its destruction; its assertion and abandonment at the same
time

Towards Passover, therefore, Jesus sets out for Jerusalem, soldy
in order to die there.^ *‘It is,” says Wrede, “beyond question the
opinion of Mark that Jesus went to Jerusalem because He had
decided to die , that is obvious even &om the details of the story.”

It is therefore a mistake to speak of Jesus as “teaching” m
Jerusalem. He has no intention of doing so As a prophet He
foretdls m veiled parabolic form the offence which must come
(Markxii x-xa), exhorts men to watc^ for the Parousia, pictures
the nature of the judgment which the Son of Man shall hold, and,
for the test, thinks only how He can so provoke the Pharisees and
the rulers that they will be compelled to get rid of Him That is

why He violently cleanses the Temple^ and attacks the Pbansees^
in the presence of the people, with passionate invective

From the revelation at Caesarea Philippi onward, all that
belongs to the history of Jesus, in the strict sense, are the events
which lead up to His death ; or, to put it more accurately, the
events m which He Himself is the sole actor The other ^ings
which happen, die questions which are laid before Him for decision,
the episodic incidents which occur in those days, have nothing to

* Onfc michi use tt ss & pnnople of Utnsion ty 'wbtch to dassify the li\cs of
law* ^ethtr ibxy malce Hun go to Jenisalem to tiork or to die. Here os in so

other phces Wosse's dearness of perception is surprising Jesus* jouniqr ^98
acco^mg to mm a pitgnniage lo death not to the Fassoter*
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do wth the real "Life of Jesu^” since they contnbnte nothing to

the decisive issu^ but merely form the anecdotic fnnges of the real

outivard and inward even^ the deliberate bringing down of death
upon Hunself

It IS in truth surprising that He succeeded in tiansforming into

history this resolve which bad its roots in dogma, and really dying

alone Is it not almost unintdhgible that His disaples were not

involved in His fate ? Not even the disciple who smote with the

sword was arrested along with Him (Mark ziv 47) ^ Peter,

recognised in the cour^ard of the High Priest’s house as one who

had been with Jesus the Nazaren^ is ^owed to go free

For a moment indeedi Jesus believes that the "three" are

destined to share His late^ not from any outward necessity, but

because they bad professed themselves able to suffer the last

eactremities with Him, The sons of Zebede^ when He asked them

whether, in order to sit at His nght hand and His left, thqr art

prepared to dnnk His cup and be baptized with His baptism, had

declared that they wer^ and thereupon He had predicted that they

should do so (Mark x 38, 39). Peter again had that veiy nigh^ m
spite of the warning of Jesus, sworn that he would go even unto

death with Him (Mark xiv 30, 31) Hence He is conscious of a

higher possibility that these three ate to go through the trial mth

Him He takes them with Him to Gethsemane and bids them

remain near Him and watch with Hun And since they do not

perceive the danger of the hour, He adjures them to watch and pray

They are to pray that they may not have to pass through the tnai

(tva pin SXenT€ efe n^tpofrpdv) Since, though the spint is wilhngi fte

flesh is weak. Amid His own sore distress He is anxious about

them and their capacity to share His tnal as they had dectorea

their willingness to do ^ , t *.1.^

Here also it is once more made dear that forJesM the

of His death is grounded in dogma, not in external histo^ focte

Above the dogmatic eschatological necesaty, however,

the omnipotence of God, which is bound by no
^

Jesus m &e Lord’s Prayer had taught His ^ He
deliverance from the mtpwpat, and as m

for

bids them pray for the same thing, so now He ILmrelf^

deliverance, ercn m this last moment \4hen He Vaam

SfSS wbid. „ =o«»8 » ^ 3
Literal history does not exist for Him, only t

this IS exalted even above
fate of Jesus and

But how did this exact agreement betwwn the late oi j

His praSo^s come about ? Why did th^uthont^

^

amUy, not at His whole following, not even at the di^P

. .. en^ -ot .empunon " » Oi. con.«t of .he p»jrer «»1

to oflfer while watching with Him
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He vras azrested and condemned on account of His Messianic

daims But how did the High Fnest know that Jesus claimed to

be the Messiah ? And why does he put the accusation as a diiect

question without calhng witnesses in support of it? Why was the

attempt first made to bring up a saying about the Temple which

could be interpreted as blasphemy in order to condemn Him on
this ground (hfark xnr. 57-59)? Before that again, as is evident

from Mark’s account^ they had brought up a whole crowd of

witnesses in the hope of securmg evidence suffident to justify Hts

condemnation ; and the attempt had not succeeded

It was only after ail these attempts had failed that the High
Fnest brought his accusation concerning the Messianic claim, and
he did so without citing the three necessary witnesses Why so ?

Because he had not got them The condemnation of Jesus

depended on His own admission That was why they had
endeavoured to convict Him upon other charges ^

This wholly unintelligible feature of the tnal confirms what is

evident also from the discourses and attitude of Jesus at Jerusalem,

VIZ, that He had not been held by the multitude to be the

Messiah, that the idea of His making such daims had not for a

moment occnrred to them—^lay m fact for them qmte beyond the

range of possibility. Therefore He cannot have made a Messianic

entry

According to Havet, Brandt, Wellhausen, Dalmon, and Wrede
the ovation at the entry had no Messianic character whatei.*er. It

is wholly mistaken, as Wiede quite i^htly remarks^ to represent

matters as if the Mesdamc ovadon was forced upon Jesus—^that He
accepted it with inner repugnance and in dlent passivity. For that

would involve the supposition that the people had for a moment
regarded Him as Messiah and then afterwards had shown them-
sdres as completely without any suspicion of His Messiahship as

though they had m the interval drunk of the waters of Lethe. The
exact opposite is true. Jesus Himself made the preparations for

the Messiaruc entry. Its Messianic features were due to His
arrangements. He made a point of nding upon the ass, not

because He was weary, but because He desired that the Messianic

prophecy of Zech ix. 9 should be secretly fulfilled

The entry is therefore a Messianic act on the part of Jesus, an
action in which His consdousness of His office breaks through, as

It did at the sending forth of the disaplcs, in the explanation that

I \s long ago as xSSo. H W Blel^ {7>^ Tnat Jesus<onstdard as a Jadtciel
Aet) hid empl^sed this circumstance os sigmScant. The injustice tn the tnal ctf

Jesus ooasis*cd, nccording to him, in the fact Umt He tras condemned on His ovm
admisson enthouton]^ uitnesses being cslled Dalmant it is true, not admit
that this technical error xna Terr senous.

But the reony important pomt is not whether the condemnntton was legal or net
It V the sigmScant fact that the High Pnest caUed no witnesses. Why did he not
*aU any ? Tbis quesLoa was obsen^ for B'ehgr and Dalman hy other pxoVems.
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the Baptist was Elias, and in the feeding of the multitude. But
others can have had no suspicion of the Messianic significance

of that which was going on before their eyes The entiy into

Jerusalem was therefore Messianic for Jesus, but not Messianic for

the people

But what was He for the people? Here Wied^s theory that

He was a teacher again refutes itself In the tnumphal entry there

IS more than the ovation o/fered to a teacher The jubilations have

reference to “Him who is to come”, it is to Him that the

acclamations are offered and because of Him that the people

rejoice m the nearness of the Kingdom, as in Mark, the cnes of

jubilation show, for here, as Dalman rightly remarks, there is

actually no mention of the Messiah

Jesus therefore made His entry into Jerusalem as the Prophet,

as Elias That is confirmed by Matthew (xxi x i), although Matthew

gives a Messiamc colounng to the entry itself by brmging in the

acclamation in which He was designated the Son of David, just a^

conversely, he reports the Baptist’s question nghtly, and introduces

It wrongly, by making the Baptist hear of the “works of the

Christ
”

Was Mark consaous, one wonders, that it was not a Messianic

entry that he was r^orting ? We do not know It is not inherently

impossible that, as Wiede asserts, “he bad no real view concerning

the histoncal life of Jesu^” did not know whether Jesus was

recognised as Messiah, and took no mterest m the question tmm an

historical point of view Fortunately for us t For that is why he

simply hands on tiadiUon and does not wnte a Life of J^s
The Marcan hypothesis went astray in concaving this Gospel

as a Life of Jesus wntten mth either complete or pwtial ™ton«l

consciousness, and interpreting it on these lines, the sole ^un

that it only bnngs m the name Son of Man bwee prior to the

mc«Jent a? Ca^area Phihpp. The Life of !«««

amved at by foUowmg the anangement of a sin^ wS on the basis of the tiadition which is preserved more or less

feithfuHy in the earhest pair of Synoptic <^pds

Questions of literary pnonty, indeed
^

1 resort, as Keim remarked long age^

beto. Ito
expenmental reconstruction based on the necessarym

of the inadents j fimes a dear con-

cepbon of the Life of Je^r
themsdves shared m
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Th^ were simply swept through these events by the momentum of

the purpose of Jesus That is why the tradition is mcoherent
The reality had been incoherent too, since it was only the secret

Messiamc selfconsaousness of Jesus which created alike the events

and their connexion Every Life of Jesus remains therefore a
reconstruction on the basis of a more or less accurate insight mto
the nature of the dynamic self-consciousness of Jesus which
created the history

The people^ whatever Mark may have thought^ did not offer

Jesus a Messiamc ovation at all
, it was He who, in the conviction

that they were wholly unable to recognise it, played with His
Messiamc self-consciousness before their eyes, just as He did at

the tune after the sending forth of the disapies, when, as now,
He thought the end at hand. It was in the same way, too, that

He closed the invective against the Phansees with the words I

say unto you, ye shall see me no more until ye shall say, Blessed

18 he that cometh m the name of the Lord ” (Matt xxm 39) This
saying imphes His Farousia.

Similarly He is playing mth His secret in that crucial question

regarding the Messiahslup m Mark xu. 35-37 There is no
question of dissociating the Davidic Sonship from the Messiahship.^

He asks only how can the Christ in virtue of His descent from
David b^ as his son, infenor to David, and yet be addressed by
David in the Psalm as his Lord ? The answer is , by reason of
the metamorphosis and Parousia m which natural relationships are

abolished and the scion of David's hne who is the predistmed
Son of Man shall take possession of His unique glory

Far from rejecting the Davidic Sonship in tb^ saying, Jesus, on
the contrary, presupposes His possession of it That raises the
question whether He did not really dunng His hfetime regard

Himself as a descendant of David and whether He was not
regarded as such Paul, who otherwise shows no interest in the
eauthly phase of the existence of the Lord, certainly imphes
His descent from David

The bhnd man at Jencho, too, cnes out to the Nazarene
prophet as “Son of David” (Mark x 47) But in doing so he
does not mean to address Jesus as Messiah, for afterwards, when
he IS brought to Him he simply calls Him “Rabbi” (Mark x. 51)
And the people thought nothing further about what he had said
When the expectant people bid him keep silence they do not do so
because the evpresston Son of David offends them, but because his

damour annoys them. Jesus, however, was struck by this cry,

stood still and caused him, as be was standing timidly bdnnd the

' Thii would huvp been to uilcr a heresy whidi would alone have sufficed to
secure Hts condemnatton. it would certainly ba\e been htouaht up as a charge
afainst Him
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eager multitude to be brought to Hun It ss possibly of course^

that this address is a mere mistake in the tradztionj the same
tradition Tbhich unsuspectingl7 brought in the expression Son of

Man at the wrong place

So much, however, is certain the people were not made aware of

the Messiahship ofJesus by the ciy of the blind man any more than

by the outcnes of the demoniacs The entry into Jerusalem was

not a Messianic ovation. Ah that history is concerned with is

that this fact should be admitted on all hands Except Jesus and

the disciple^ therefore, no one knew the secret of His Messiahship

even in those days at Jerusalem But the High Fnest suddenly

showed himself in possession of it How ? H^ugh the betray^

of Jmhrn
For a hundred and fifty years the question has been histoncahy

discussed why Judas betrayed his Master That the main

question for history was what he betrayed was suspected by few and

th^ touched on it only m a bmid kind of way—^indeed the problems

of tlie trial of Jesus may be said to have been non-existent for

cntiasm
The traitorous act of Judas cannot have consisted in mformmg

the Sanbednn where Jesus was to be found at a suitable place for

an arrest They could have had that mformation more cheaply by

causing Jesus to be watched by spies But Mark ejqnressfy says

that Judas when he betrayed Jesus did not yet know of a fevour-

able opportunity for the arrest but was seeking such an opportunity

Mark xiv lo, n, «And Judas Iscanoli one of the twelve

the chief pnests, to betray him unto them And whOT beam

1^ they were gla^ and promised to give him mon^ Andhesougnt

how he might conveniently betray him ”

In the betrayal, tbereforci there were two points, a more

and a more special the general fact by which he gave Jots i^
their power, and the undertaking to let them know of the n^
opporttmity when they could arrest Hun quietly, mthout

•ne betrayal by which he brought his Master to

quence of which the ruleis decided upon the aires^^

theu cause was safe in any cas^ was the betrayal o
, . tijj

secret Jesus died because two of His disciples had ®
,

Toriandrf silence- Peter when he

the to the Twelve at Caesarea Phihppi

,

2;®SramLcaLg it to the High Pn«t But the d.^
that Judas was The sole witness Therefor^he be^I ^
uselesi so far as the act.^ t^l

admitted the charge So they first tned to
down

nation on other grounds, and “aSS the charge m
did the High Priest puti in the form of a qne^ lo

support of which he could have brought no witnesses.
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But Jesus immediately admitted it, and strengthened the

admission by an allusion to His Parousia m the near future as Son
of Man

The betrayal and the tnal can only be nghtly understood when
it IS realised that the pubhc knew nothing whatever of the secret

of the Messiahship ^

It IS the same in regard to the scene m the presence of Pilate

The people on that morning knew nothmg of the tnal of Jesus, but

came to Pilate v\ith the sole object of asking the release of a

pnsoner, as was the custom at the feast (Mark xv 6-S) The idea

then occurs to Pilat^ who was just about to hand over, willmgly

enough, this troublesome fellow and prophet to the pnestly faction,

to play off the people against the pnests and work on the multitude

to petition for the release of Jesus In this way he would have

secured himself on both sides He would have condemned Jesus

to please the pnests, and after condemnmgHim would have rdeased

Him to please the people. The pnests are greatly embarrassed by
the presence of the multitude They had done everything so qmckly
and quietly that th^ might well have hoped to get Jesus crucified

before any one knew w^t was happening or had had time to

wonder at His non-appearance m the Temple.
The pnests therefore go among the people and induce them

not to agree to the Procurator’s proposal How ? By tellmg them
why He was condemned, by revealing to them the Messiamc secret

That makes Him at once from a prophet worthy of honour into a
dduded enthusiast and bla^hemer. That was the explanation of

the fickleness " of the Jerusalem mob which is always so eloquently

descnbed, without any evidence for it except this single mex-
plicable case.

At midday of the same day—^it was the 14th Nisan, and in

the evening l^e Paschal lamb would be eaten—Jesus cned aloud
and expired He had chosen to remain fully consaous to the last

1 VMien u IS assoroed that l!be Messianic daims of Jesus niere generaU> known
dunoa those l^st dajs at Jerusalem there is a temptation to explain the absence of
witnesses m regard to them fay supposing that they were too much a matter ol

common knowledge to require evidence. But in that case why should the High
Pncst not have fulfilled the prescribed fonn^ities? Wh> make such efibrts fitst to
establi^ a difierent diirge? Thus the obscure *md unmtrihgible procedure at the
tnal of Jesus becomes in the end the dearest proof that the pubhc knew nothing of
the Messiahship of jesns
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ItBSULTS

Those ^ho are fond of talking about negative theology can find

their account here There is nothing more negative than the

result of the critical study of the Life of Jesus

The Jesus of Nazareth who came forward publicly as the

Messiah, who preached the ethic of the Kingdom of God, who
founded the Kingdom of Heaven upon earth, and died to give

His work Its final consecration, never had any eiustence. He is

a figure designed by rationalism, endowed with hfe by hbemhsm,

and clothed by modem theology in an histoncal garb

This image has not been destroyed from without, it has fallen

to pieces, cleft and disintegrated by the concrete histoncal prob-

lems which came to the surface one after another, and in spite

of all the artifice art, artificiahty, and violence which was appbed

to them, refused to be planed down to fit the design on which the

Jesus of the theology of the last hundred and thirty years had been

constructed, and were no sooner covered over th^ th^ appeared

again in a new form The thoroughgoing sceptical and tiie

thoroughgoing eschatological school have only completed the work

of destruction by linking the problems mto a system and so

making an end of the JDivtde et ui^pera of modem theology,

which undertook to solve each of them separately, that i^ m a

less difficult form Henceforth it is no longer permissible to take

one problem out of the senes and dispose of it by itself since the

weight of the whole hangs upon each*

Whatever the ultimate solution may bc^ the histoncal Jesus ox

whom the cntiosm of the future taking as its staiting^int me

problems which have been recognised and admitted, will dmw me

portrait, can never render modem theology the services whi i

daimed from its own half histoncal, half-modem, Jesus He ^
be a Tesus, who was Messiah, and lived as such, either on me

ground rfa hteray fiction of the earliest Evangehst. or on the

™und of a purely eschatological Messianic coi^ption.

In eilhe? case^ He ttiU not be a Jesus Ctost to whom the

596
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religion of the present can ascribe, according to its long-dienshed

custom, Its own thoughts and ideas, as it did with the Jesus of its

own making Nor will He be a iSgure which can made hj

a popular historical treatment so sympathetic and universally

mtelhgible to the multitude: The histoncal Jesus will be to our

time a stranger and an enigma

The study of the Life of Jesus has had a curious history It

set out m quest of the histoncal Jesus, believing that when it bad
found Him it could bnng Him straight mto our time as a Teacher

and Saviour. It loosed the bands by which He had been nveted

for centimes to the stony rocks of ecclesiastical doctrine^ and
rejoiced to see life and movement coming into the figure once

mor^ and the histoncal Jesus advancing, as it seemed to meet

it But He does not stay; He passes by our time and
returns to His own What suipnsed and dismayed the theology

of the last forty years was that, despite all forced and arbitiaty

mterpretations, it could not keep Him in our tim^ but had to let

Him go He returned to His own time^ not owmg to the apphcation

of any histoncal ingenuity, but the same inevitable necessity

by wluch the liberated pendulum returns to its onginal position

The historical foundation of Chnstiamty as built up by
rationalistic^ by liberal, and modem theology no longer exists ;

but that does not mean that Chnstiamty has lost its histoncal

foundation The work which historical theology thought itself

bound to cany out, and which fell to pieces just as it was neanng
completion, was only the brick fadng of the real immovable
histoncal foundation which is independent of any histoncal

comfirmation or justification.

Jesus means somethmg to our world because a mighty spintual

force streams forth from Him and Sows through our time also

This fiict can neither be shaken nor confirmed by any histoncal

discovery. It is the sohd foundation of Chnstiamty
The mistake was to suppose that Jesus could come to mean

more to our time by entermg into it as a man like ourselves

That IS not possible. Fust because such a Jesus never existed.

Secondly because, although histoncal knowledge can no doubt
introduce greater dearness into an existing spintual life, it cannot
call spintual life mto existence. History can destroy the present

;

it can leconale the present with the past , can even to a certain

extent transport the present into the past; but to contnbute to

the making of the present is not given unto it

But It IS impossible to over-estimate the \-alue of what German
researdi upon the Life of Jesus has accomplished. It is a
uniquely great expression of sincenty, one of the most significant

events in the whole mental and spiritual life of humanity What
has been done f^r the religious life of the present and the
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immediate future by scholars such as P W Schmidt, Bousset,
Juhcher, Wemel, Wernle—and their pupil Ptenssen—and theotheis
who have been called to the task of bringing to the knowledge of
wider cirde^ in a form which is popular without being superficial,
the results of religious-histoncal study, only becomes evident when
one exammes the hterature and social culture of the Latm nations^
who have been scarcely if at all touched by the influence of Hifwf
thinkers

And yet the time of doubt was bound to come We modem
theologians are too proud of our histoncal methodi too proud
of our histoncal Jesus, too confident m our belief in the
spintual gams which our histoncal theology can bring to the
world The thought that we could build up by the moease
of histoncal knowledge a new and vigorous Chnsuanity and set

free new spintual forces rules us hke a fixed idea, and prevents
us from seeing that die task which we have gzappl^ with
and in some measure discharged is only one of latefiectoal

prehminanes of the great rehgious task We thought that it

was for us to lead our time by a roundabout way through the

histoncal Jesus^ as we understood Him, in order to bnng it to

the Jesus who is a spintual power m the present This round-

about way has now been closed by genuine histoxy.

There was a danger of our thrusting ourselves between men
and the Gospel^ and refusing to leave the individual man alone

with the sayings of Jesus

There was a danger that we should offer them a Jesus who was

too small, because we had forced Him into conformity with our

human standards and human psychology. To see that one need

only read the Lives of Jesus wntten since the ’sixties and notice

what they have made of the great impenous sayings of the Lord,

how they have weakened down His imperative world-contemning

demands upon individuals^ that He might not come into conflict

with our ethical ideal^ and might tune His denial of the world to

our acceptance of it Many of the greatest sayings are found

lying in a comer like explosive shells from which the charges have

been removed. No small portion of elemental religious power

needed to be drawn off from His sayings to prevent them from

conflicting with our system of religious world-acceptance Wc
have ma^ Jesus hold another language with our time from that

which He really held.

In the process we ourselves have been enfeebled, and have,

robbed our own thoughts of their vigour in order to project them

back into history and make them speak to us out of the past It

is nothing less than a misfortune for modem theology that it

mixes history with everything and ends by being proud of the sUll

with which It finds its own thoughts—even to its beggarly pseudo-
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metaphysic mth ‘which it has banished gennine speculative

metaphysic from the sphere of rchgion—m Jesus, and represents

Hun as expressing them. It had almost deserved the reproach *

“he who putteth his hand to the plough, and looketh bac^ is not

fit for the Kingdom of God ”

it was no small matter, therefore^ that in the course of the

cntical study of the Life of Jesus, after a resistance lasting for

two generations^ during which first one expedient was tned and
then another, theology was forced by genmne history to begin to

doubt the artificial history with which it had thought to gi\e new
life to our Christianity, and to yield to the fact^ which, as Wrede
stnkingly said, are sometimes the most radickl cntics of all

History will force it to find a way to transcend history, and to

fight for the lordship and rule of Jesus over this world with weapons
tempered m a difieient forge

We are expenencing what Paul expenenced In the very
moment when we were coming nearer to the histoncal Jesus than
men had ever come before, and were already stretching out our
hands to draw Him into our own time^ we have been obliged to

give up the attempt and acknowledge our failure in that paradoxical
saying' “If we have known Christ after the flesh yet henceforth
know we Him no more ” And further we must be prepared to
find that the histoncal knowledge of the personality and life of
Jesus will not be a help, but pertiaps even an offence to religion

But the truth is, it is not Jesus as historically known, but Jesus
as spintuaily ansen within men, who is significant for our time and
can help it Not the histoncal Jesus^ but the spirit whidi goes
forth from Him and in the spints of men stnves for new infiuence
and rule, is that which overcomes the world

It IS not given to history to diseng^e that which is abiding
and eternal m the bemg of Jesus from the histoncal forms in
which it worked itself out, and to introduce it into our world as a
living influence. It has toiled in vam at this undertaking. As a
water-plant is beautiful so long as it is growing in the water, but
once tom from its root^ withers and becomes unrecognisably so it

IS with the histoncal Jesus when He is wrenched loose from
the soil of eschatologj, and the attempt is made to concene Him
“ histoncally " as a Being not subject to temporal conditions The
abiding and eternal in Jesus is absolutely independent of histoncal
knowledge and can only be understood by contact with His spint
which IS still at work in the world In proportion as we have
the Spint of Jesus we have the true knowledge of Jesus

Jesus as a concrete histoncal personahtj remains a stranger to
our umy but His spmt, which lies hidden in His words, is known
in simplicity, and its influence is direct Eveiy saying contains
in Its own way the whole Jesus. The very strangeness and
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nncondidanedness in windi He stands befine ns xnal»s it earner

for individuals to find their own personal standpoint in regard

to Him
Men &ared that to admit & daJms of cschatolog7 would

abolisli the significance of His words for our tune; and hence

there was a ftvensh eagerness to discover m them any dements

that inig^t be considered not eschatologzcall^ condition^ When
any sayings were fimnd of whidi die wording did not absolutely

implj an eschatological connexion there was great jubiktioa—

these at least had been saved nnmjured &am the conimg dihdck*

But in reali^ diat which is eternal in the wcuds of Jesus is

doe to die very &ct that thgr are based on an eschatological world-

view, and contam the cs^tesaan of a mind for which the con-

temporary world with Its historical and social arcumstanoes no

longer had any existence Tb^ are appropriate^ therelbie, to assy

world, for in every world diey raise ^e man who dares to meet

their pfraWengP^ and does not turn and twist them into meanmgless-

nes^ above his world and his tune^ maHng him mwaidly free, so

rftflf he is fitted to be^ in his own worH and in his own tun^ a

simple rlianngl of the power ofJesus

Modem Lives of Jesus are too general m their scope: They

aim at influencing^ by gzvmg a complete impression of the hfe of

Jesu^ a whole community. But die historical Jesiu^ as He is

depicted in the Gospelsi influenced individuals the individual

word. Th^ understood Him so for as it w^as necessary for them

to understand, without forming any conceptiion of His life as a

whole, ance this in its idtunate aims rempmed\ a mystery even for

the disciples \
Because it is thus preoccupied with the gene^ral, the universal,

modem theology is determined to find its world>ad^pting ethic in

the teachmg of Jesus Therein lies its weakness. The world

affirms itsdf automatically, the modem s|nnt cannot but affirm it.

But why on that account abolish the conflict between^podem hfi^

with die world-affiniung spint which inspires it as a whol^ und

the world-ncgadng spirit of Jesus? Why spare the of &e

individual man its appointed task of fighting its way through the

world-negadon of Jesus, of contending with Him at every Atep over

the value of matenal and intellectual goods—a conflict in Which it

may never rest? For the general, for the institutions of ^laely,

the rule is . affirmation of the world, in conscious opposition Vp the

view of Jesus, on the ground that the world has affirmed i^lf*

This general affirmation of the world, however, if it is to\ be

Chnstmn, must m the individual spint be Chnstianised and tiafes-

fiffured by the personal rejection of the world which is pressed

sayings of Jesus. It is only by means of the tewion ‘l««s

up that religious energy can he communicated to our Ume. There
^
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^as a danger that modern theology, for the sake of peac^ 'would

deny the \rorld-negation in the sayings of Jesus, 'with which

Protestantism was out of sympathy, and thus unstring the bow and
make Protestantism a mere sociological instead of a rehgious force

There was perhaps also a danger of inward insincenty, in the fact

that it refused to admit to itself and others that it maintained its

affirmation of the world in opposition to the sayings of Jesus, simply

because it could not do otherwise

For that reason it is a good thing that the true hxstoncal Jesus

should overthrow the modem Jesus, should nse up against the

modem spirit and send upon earth, not peaces but a sword He
was not teacher, not a casuist

, He was an impenous ruler It was
because He was so m His mmost being that He could think of

Himself as the Son of Man That was only the temporally

conditioned expression of the &ct that He was an authontative

ruler The names in which men expressed their recognition of

Hun as such, Messiah, Son of Man, Son of God, have become for

us histoncal parables We can find no designation which expresses

what He is for us

He comes to us as One unknown, without a name, as of old,

by the lakerside^ He came to those men who knew Hun not He
speaks to us the same 'word “ Follow thou me 1

” and sets us to
the tasks which He has to fulfil for our time He commands
And to those who obey Him, whether they be 'wise or simple, He
will reveal Himself in the toils, the conflicts, the suflhnngs which
th^ shall pass through in Ehs fellowshzp, and, as an meflable
myster}, they shall learn m their own expenence Who He is.

2b
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